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.summoned j they make out pones or attachments ; which, being

returned and executed, it" the defendant appears not, they make 1

forth a distringas , and so ad infinitum, or until he doth appear;

if he be returned nihil, then process of capias infinite, &c,

They enter all appearances and special bails, upon any process

made by them : and make the first scire facias on special

bails, writs of habeas corpus, distringas ?iupcr vicccomitcm

vel ballivum, and all supersedeas
7

s upon special bail : in real

actions, writs of view, of grand and petit cape, of withernam,

&c. also writs of adjournment of a term, in case of public

disturbance, &c.

And until an order of court, 14 lac* 1- they entered de-

clarations, imparlances, and pleas, and made out writs of

execution, and divers other judicial writs, after appearance:

hut that order limited their proceedings to all matters before

appearance, and the prothonolaries to all after. The filacers

of the Common Pleas have been officers of that court before

the stat. 10 JFL 6. c. 4. wherein they are mentioned : and in

the King's Bench, of later times there have been filacers who
make out process upon original writs returnable in that court,

on actions in general.

Since the abolition of original writs and processes thereon by

the 2 IV. 4. c. 39* the only writs and process signed by the

filacer of the K. B., who is also the exigenter and clerk of the

outlawries, are those issued for the purpose of removing the

proceedings in replevin, or other suits, from inferior courts,

and in ejectment when that action is commenced by original,

which actions are not affected by the statute. He has also

the signing of writs of exigent, of proclamation, and capias

ntlagatum in proceedings to outlawry.

In the C. P. the writs of summons, distringas, capias, and

detainer, allowed by the above act, are issued by the filacer,

and in the Exchequer by the clerk of the pleas, or his deputy,

during the life of the present holder of that office, after

whose death it is to be abolished. 2 and 3 W. 4. c, 110. § 8.

In the Kxcheipicr there was formerly no filacer, and as a

plaintiff could not proceed in that court by original writ, a

defendant could not be outlawed ; but it is provided by the-

2 IV. 4. c. 39. § 4* that for the purpose of proceeding to out-

lawry and detainer upon writs of summons and distringas

returnable in the Exchequer, the chief baron shall appoint from

time to time a fit person holding some other office in the court

to execute the duties of a filacer, exigenter, and clerk of the

outlawries. By the 2 and 3 W. 4. c. 110. § 2. the filacer is

declared to be one of the five principal officers of the plea side

of the court, exclusive of the clerk of the pleas.

FILE, FUacium^ A thread, string, or wire, upon which

writs, and other exhibits in courts and offices are fastened or

filed, for the more safe keeping and ready turning to the same.

A file is a record of the court ; and the filing of process of a

court makes it a record of it. 3 LiL 112. An original writ

may he filed after judgment given in the cause, if sued forth

before ; declarations, &c. are to be filed ; and affidavits must

be filed, some before read in court, and some presently when
read in court. Ibid* 113. Before filing a record removed by

certiorari, the justices of B. It, may refuse to receive it, if it

appears to be for delay, &c, and remand it back for the expe-

dition of justice ; but if the certiorari be once filed, the pro-

ceedings below cannot be revived. An indictment, &c. can-

not be amended after filed. See this Diet. tits. Certiorari,

Amendment*
FIELD ALE, or FILKDALE. A kind of drinking in

the field, by bailiffs of hundreds ; for which they gathered

money of the inhabitants of the hundred to which they be-

longed : but it has been long since prohibited. Bract.

4 Inst. 307.

FILICETUM. A ferny ground. Co. Lit, 4.

FILIOLUS. Is properly a little son; a godson. Dugd.

Wartvicksh
FILUM AQUjE* The thread or middle of the stream where

a river parts two lordships. Et habeant istas buttas usque ad

filum aquae pmdwtiu. Man. AngL torn. \>f. 390. File du
mer, the high tide of the sea. Rot. Part. 1 1 , H. 4. It is also
the middle of any river or stream which divides counties, town-
ships, parishes, manors, liberties, &c.

FINDERS, Mentioned in several ancient statutes, seem
to be the same with those which we now call searchers, who
arc employed for the discovery of goods imported, or exported,

without paying custom. See tit. Customs.

FINE OF LANDS.

Not withstanding the abolition of this head of the law by
the 3 and 4 W. 4. c. 74. questions may still arise upon the

validity and effect of fines levied previous to that statute. It

has, therefore, been thought advisable to retain in a great mea-
sure the information wThich was communicated under the pre-

sent title in the former editions of this work.

The law on this subject, of itself very extensive, was also

closely implicated with that of Recoveries. A definition of

both terras is therefore here given, with some idea of the dis-

tinct nature of those assurances. See further this Diet, tit.

Recovery, what relates exclusively thereto.

A Fine, Finis, or Finalis Concordia ; from the words with

which it begun, and also from its effect in putting a final end

to all suits land contentions. A solemn amicable agreement

or composition of a suit (whether that suit were real or fic-

titious), made between the demandant and tenant, with the

consent of the judges; and enrolled among the records of the

court where the suit was commenced; by which agreement

freehold property might be transferred, settled, and limited.

See Cruise on Fines, 1st ed.k. 89- 92.

Shepherd says, sometimes it is taken for a " final agreement

or conveyance upon record for the settling and securing of

lands and tenements ;** and so it is designated by some to be,

"an acknowledgment, in the kings court, of the land or other

tilings to be his right that doth complain:" and by others "a

covenant made between parties and recorded by the justices:"

and by others " a friendly, real, and final agreement amongst

parties, concerning any land, or rent, or other thing whereof

any suit or writ is hanging between them in any court and

by others more fully "an instrument of record of an agree-

ment concerning lands, tenements, or hereditaments; duly

made by the king's licence, and acknowledged by the parties U>

the same, upon a writ of covenant, writ of right, or such like,

before the justices of the Common Pleas or others thereunto

authorised, and engrossed of record in the same court j to end

all controversies thereof, both between themselves which be

parties and privies to the same, and all strangers not suing or

claiming in due time." Shep. Touchst. c. 3. and the authori-

ties there cited.

The most distinguishable properties of a fine were, 1. The

extinguishing dormant titles by barring strangers ; unless they

claimed within five years. 2. Barring the issue in tail imme-

diately. [But not barring the remainders or reversions, which

depend on the est ate- tail barred ; except where the tenant in

tail had the immediate reversion in fee in himself. See Cruise

on Fines, 2d edit, 1761 1 Shorn, 370: 1 Salk. 338 : 4 Mod. ],]

3, Binding femes covert, see post, IV.—These constituted the

peculiar qualities on account of which a fine was most usually,

if not always, resorted to, as one of the most valuable of the

common assurances of the realm ; being in fact a fictitious

proceeding to transfer or secure real property by a mode

more efficacious than ordinary conveyances. 1 Inst 121. a.

note 1,2,

Fines being agreements solemnly made in the king's courts

were deemed to be of equal notoriety with judgments in writs

of right j and therefore the common law allowed them to have

the same quality of barring all who should not claim within a

year and a day, See Plowd. 357. Hence we may probably

date the origin and frequent use of fines as feigned proceedings.

But this puissance of a line was taken away by the 34 Ed. 3.



c. \6 r and this statute continued hi force till the 1 Ric. 3. c. 7.

and 4 H. 7- c. 24. which revived the ancient law, though with

some change; proclamations being required to make fines more

notorious, and the time for claiming being enlarged, from a

year and a day to five years. Sec post, L The force of fines

on the rights of strangers being thus regulated, it became a

common practice to levy them merely for better guarding a

title against claims, which, under the common statutes of

limitation, might subsist with a right of entry for 20 years,

and with a right of action for a much longer time. 1 Inst,

ubi supra, and see post*

A RECOVERY—in its most extensive sense was a restitution

to a former right by the solemn judgment of a court of justice.

In its general acceptation a common recovery was a judgment
in a fictitious suit, brought against the tenant of the freehold,

obtained in consequence of a default made by the person who
was last vouched to warranty in such fictitious suit. Cruise on

Recoveries, 1. 120, 121. 137.

The common recovery used for assurance of land was nothing
else but fictio juris; or a certain form or course set down by
law to be observed for the better assuring of lands and tene-
ments to men, wherein there was a demandant who was
called the recoveror, and a tenant who was called the rccoveree;
and one that wa>> called (or vouched) to warrant upon a sup-
posed warranty, who was called the vouchee. Shep. ToucksL
c. 3. and the authorities there cited.

Considered as a legal assurance or conveyance, it was a
fiction of law, adopted for the purpose of destroying that spe-
cies of perpetuity which was created by the statute de don is

(13 Ed. L ,s7. 1. c- I.); and whereby all tenants in tail were
enabled, by pursuing the proper form, to bar their estates- tail.

10 Rep. 3?. And not only this, but it was also a bar to all
remainders and reversions depending on such estates-tail so
barred ; and to all charges and incumbrances created by the
persons in remainder and reversion. 1 Rep. (r2. But a com-
mon recovery did not bar an executory devise unless the exe-
cutory devisee came in as a vouchee. Fearne, 306: Pigot, 134:
Cro, Jac. 590 : Palm. 131.—And by stat. 12 II. 8. c\ 15. no
estate held by statute-merchant, staple, or elegit, should be
avoided by means of a feigned recovery.—And see also tins
siat. and staL of Gloucester, 1 Ed, 1. c. 11. as to termors for
years.

Distinctions. Though a recovery, generally speaking,
was a more extensive species of conveyance than a fine, to
guard an estate against all claims and incumbrances; yet the
operation of each was not seldom necessary in aid of the other.
A fine was therefore often levied for the purpose of creating a
good tenant to the precipe, on which the recovery was suffered:
and a recovery was frequently suffered in order to operate as
a discontinuance of an estate- tail, for the purpose of barring
remainders or reversions depending on such estates-tail ; and
thus a conveyance by fine and recovery, if unreversed, barred
all the world.

A fine was technically said to be levied—a recovery to be
suffered. Good writers, however, have but too frequently con-
founded the terms. See 2 Comm. 357. n.

I. Generally, of the Nature, several Kinds, Effect, and
Operation, ofa Fine: and of Deeds to lead or declare
the Uses of a Fine.

II. Of what Things a Fine might have been levied,
III. By whom, and to whom, iFmight have been levied, and

see post, IV,
IV. lie/ore whom, and hi what Manner, it might have been

levied.

V. Who were barred by a Fine, and who not
VI. Of reversing and (unending Fines,

VII. The Provisions of the 3 and 4 IV. 4. v. 74. relating to
Fines.

I. Under this head it will be necessary to explain, 1. The

nature of a fine. 2. Its several kinds, 3, Its force and
effect.

1. A fine was sometimes said to be a feoffment of record;
Co. LiL 50 ; though it might with more accuracy have been
called an acknowledgment of a feoffment on record. By which
is to he understood, that it had at least the same force and
effect with a feoffment, in the conveying and assuring of lands ;

though it was one of those methods of transferring estates of
freehold by the common law, in which livery of seisin was not
necessary to he actually given, the supposition and acknow-
ledgment thereof in a court of record, however fictitious,

inducing an equal notoriety. But, more particularly, a fine

may be described to have been an amicable composition or
agreement of a suit, either actual or fictitious, by leave of the
king or his justices; whereby the lands in question became, or
were acknowledged to be, the right of one of the parties. Co.
Lit* 120. In its original it wTas founded on an actual suit com-
menced at law for recovery of possession of the land or other here-
ditaments ; and the possession thus gained by such composition
was found to be so sure and effectual, that fictitious actions were
commenced, for the sake of obtaining the same security.

Fines wTere of equal antiquity with the first rudiments of the
law itself; being spoken of by Glanvil. I, 8. c. 1. and Braclon,
I 5. tr. 5. c. 28. in the reigns of Henry II. and Henry III.
as things then well known and long established : and instances
have been produced of them even prior to the Norman inva-
sion. Plowd. 369. So that the stat. 18 Ed. 1. called modus
levandi fines, did not give them original, but only declared
and regulated the manner in which they should be levied, and
carried on. And that was as follows

First. The party to whom the land was to be conveyed or
assured commenced an action or suit at law against the other,
generally an action of covenant (though a fine might also have
been levied on a writ of mesne, of warrantia chartce, or de co?i-
suetudinibus et servitiis; Finch L. 278.); by suing out a writ
of prweipe, called a writ of covenant : the foundation of which
was a supposed agreement or covenant, that the one should
convey the lands to the other ; on the breach of which agree-
ment the action was brought. On this writ there was due to
the king by ancient prerogative a primer fine, or a noble for
every five marks of land sued for that was, one-tenth of the
annual value. 2 Inst. 51 1 . The suit being thus commenced,
then followed—

Secondly. The licentia concordandi, or leave to agree the
suit: for, as soon as the action was brought, the defendant
knowing himself to be in the wrong, was supposed to make
overtures of peace and accommodation to the plaintiff; who
accepted them; but having, upon suing out the writ, given
pledges to prosecute his suit, which he endangered if he
deserted it without licence, therefore applied to the court for
cave to make the matter up. This leave was readily granted;
but for it there was also another fine due to the king by his
prerogative, which was an ancient revenue of the crown/ and
was called the king's silver, or sometimes the post fine, with
respect to the primer fine before-mentioned. And it was
as much as the primer fine, and half as much more, or ten
shilhngs for every five marks of land; that is, three-twrn-
tietns ot the supposed annual value. 5 Ren. 30 • 9 Jnsf *ir-
stat. 32 G. 2. e. 1 k

u "

Thirdly, came the concord, or agreement itself, after leave
obtained from the court. This was usually an acknowledgment
limn the deforciants (or those who kept the other out of pos-
sesion) that the lands in question were the right of the com-
p ainant. And from this acknowledgment, o°r recognitor! of
right the party levying the fine was called the cogmwr, and he
to whom it was levied the cognhee. This acknowledgment

Plet r* T mf*****«Vedy ^ the Court of Common
b& n ?^

the
,
lm'd ?iGf

J UStice of ™"*> elsebefore one of the judges of that court ; or two or more com,nmsioners in the country, empowered by a special authority
called a writ ot dedimus potestatem ; which judges and com-
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missioners were bound by stat. 1 8 E* 1 . st. 4. to take care that

the cognizors were of full age, sound memory, and out of

prison. If there were any feme covert among the cognizors,

she was privately examined whether she did it willingly and

freely, or by compulsion of her husband.

The concord being the complete fine, it was adjudged a fine

of that term in which the concord was made, and the writ of

covenant returnable. 1 Salk. 341. A concord would not be

of any thing but what was contained in the writ of covenant :

and the note of the fine remaining with the chirographer, it

was held, principale record u??i, 3 Leon. 23 k

Though one concord would serve for lands that lay in divers

counties, yet there must have been several writs of covenant.

3 Inst, 21 : Dyer, 227. A concord of fine might have had an

exception of part of the things mentioned therein :
and if

more acres were named than a man had in the place, or were

intended to he passed, no more should pass by the fine than

were agreed upon, 1 Leon. 81:3 Buht. 317j 318.

By these acts all the essential parts of a fine were com-

pleted : and if the cognizor died the next moment after the

fine was acknowledged, provided it were subsequent to the day

on which the writ was made returnable, still the fine should

be carried on in all its remaining parts* Comb, 11, Of which

the next was

—

The note of the fine ; which was only an abstract of the

writ of covenant, and the concord, naming the parties, the

parcels of land, and the agreement: this must have been

enrolled of record in the proper office, by direction of stat.

5 H, 4. c. 14.

The fifth part was thefool of the fine, or conclusion of it;

which included the whole matter, reciting the parties, day,

year, and place, and before whom it was acknowledged or

levied. Of this there were indentures made or engrossed at

the chirographer's office, and delivered to the cognizor and

the cognizee, usually beginning thus, " Hwc est jinalis con-

cordia; This is the 'final agreement;" and then reciting the

whole proceeding at length. And thus the fine was completely

levied at common law.

By several statutes, still more solemnities were superadded,

in order to render the fine more universally public, and less

liable to be levied by fraud or covin. And first, by stat.

27 Ed, 1. c> 1. the note of the fine was to he openly read in the

Court of Common Pleas, at two several days in one week, and

during such reading all pleas were to cease. By stat. 5 H. 4.

c. 14: 23 Eliz. c 3. all the proceedings on fines, either at the

time of acknowledgment, or previous, or subsequent thereto,

were to be enrolled of record in the Court of Common Pleas.

By stat. 1 Ric. 3. c. 7. confirmed and enforced with some alter-

ations by stat. H. 7- c. 24, (the latter act superseding the

former), the fine, after engrossment, wfas to be openly read

and proclaimed in court (during which all pleas should cease)

sixteen times : viz. four times in the term in which it was

made, and four times in each of the three succeeding terms

;

which was reduced to one in each term by stat. 31 EHz, c. 2.

and these proclamations were indorsed on the back of the record.

It was also enacted by stat. 23 Eliz. c. 3. that the chirographer

of fines should, every term, write out a table of the fines

levied in each county in that terra, and affix them in some

open part of the Court of Common Pleas all the next term,

and also deliver the contents of such table to the sheriff of

every county, who should at the next assizes fix the same in

some open place in the court, for the more public notoriety of

the fine.

2. Fines thus levied were of four kinds :

—

First. What, in law French was called a fine <{ sur cognl

zance de droit, come ceo que il ad de son done ;
*' or, a fine upon

acknowledgment of the right of the cognizee, as that which he

hatji of the, gift of the cognizor. This was the best and

surest kind of fine, for thereby the deforciant, in order to

keep Jri^coyenant with the plaintiff, of conveying to him the

1 an,<fc in question, and at the same time to avoid the formality

of an actual feoffment and livery, acknowledged in court a
former feoffment or gift in possession, to have been made by
him to the plaintiff. This fine was therefore said to be a feoff-

ment of record ; the livery, thus acknowledged in court, being
equivalent to an actual livery : so that this assurance was
rather a confession of a former conveyance, than a conveyance

thus originally made ; for the deforciant, or cognizor, acknow-
ledged the right to be in the plaintiff, or cognizee, as that

which he had de son done of the proper gift of himself, the

cognizor.

Secondly. A fine
<c sttr cognizance de droit tantum" or, upon

acknowledgment of the right merely ; not with the circum-

stance of a preceding gift from the cognLzor. This was com-

monly used to pass a reversionary interest, which was in the

cognizor. For of such reversions there could be of feoffment,

or donation with livery supposed ; as the possession during the

particular estate belonged to a third person. Moor, figj). It

was worded in this manner, u that the cognizor acknowledges

the right to be in the cognizee ; and grants for himself and his

heirs that the reversion, after the particular estate determines,

shall go to the cognizee." West. St/mb. p, 2. § 95.

Thirdly. A fine <£ sur concessit," was where the cognizor,

in order to make an end of disputes, though he acknowledged

no precedent right, yet granted to the cognizee an estate dt

novo, usually for life or years, by way of supposed composition,

And this might be done reserving a rent, or the like \ for it

operated as a new grant. West. p. 2. § 6o.

This species of fine might have been levied where the intent

was to pass several mesne particular estates, and a reversion in

fee (2 W. P. Taunt. 84) ; but not of a doubtful estate under

the description of tf all and whatsoever the said hath in

the premises
: " nor could two operations, as that of a tine sur

concessit and one sur conusance de droit, be combined in the

same fine. 2 W. P. Taunt. I9S-

Fourthly. A fine, ff sur done grant et render" was a double

fine, comprehending the fine sur cognizance dc droit come ceo,

&c. , and the fine sur concessit, and might have been used to

create particular limitations of estate ; and this to persons who

were strangers, or not named in the writ of covenant ; whereas

the fine sur cognizance de droit come ceo, &c. conveyed nothing

but an absolute estate, either of inheritance or at least of free-

hold. Salk. 340, In this last species of fine, the cognizee,

after the right was acknowledged to be in him, granted back

again or rendered to the cognizor, or perhaps to a stranger,

some other estate in the premises. But, in general, the first

species of fine, sur cognizance de droit come ceo, &e. was the

most used; as it conveyed a clear and absolute freehold, and

gave the cognizee a seisin in law, without any actual livery

;

and was therefore called a fine executed : whereas the others

were but executory. See post, IL

3. The force and effect of a fine principally depended on the

common law and the two statutes, 4 H. 7. c. 24. and 82 H. 8.

c. 36. The ancient common-law, with respect to this point,

was very forcibly declared by the stat. 18 Ed. 1. ft. 4. in these

words, "And the reason why such solemnity is required in

passing a fine is this, because the fine is so high a bar, and ot

so great force, and of a nature so powerful in itself, that it

precludes not onlv those which are parties and privies to the

fine, and their heirs, but all other persons in the world, who

are of full age, out of prison, of sound memory, and within the

four seas, the day of the fine levied : unless they put in their

claim on the foot of the tine within a year and a day. ^
this doctrine of barring the right by non-claim was abolish*

for a time by 34 Ed. 3, c. 16'., which admitted persons to claim,

and falsify a fine, at any indefinite distance, \EiU. \ **W
j

wherebv, as Sir Edward Coke observes (2 Inst. 581.), gr«K

contention arose, and few men were sure of their J*we«
till the parliament held in 4 H, 7- reformed that ™^f'

™

excellently moderated between the latitude P™}*™* 1^
tute, and the rigour of the common law. For the statute then

made {stat. 4 H. 7- * m.) restored the doctrine of non
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claim, but extended the time of claim. By that statute the

* right of all strangers whatsoever was barred, unless they made

claim, by way of action or lawful entry, not within one year

and a day, as by the common law, but within five years after

proclamations made: except feme-coverts, infants, prisoners,

persons beyond the seas, and such as were not of whole mind

:

who bad five years allowed to them and their heirs, after the

death of their husbands, their attaining full age, recovering

their liberty, returning into England, or being restored to their

right mind.

It seems to have been the intention, to have covertly, by this

statute, extended fines to have been a bar of estates-taiL But

doubts having arisen whether they could, by mere implication,

be adjudged a sufficient bar, which they were expressly declared

not to be by the statute de donis3 the stat. 32 H. 8. c. 36. was

thereupon made; which removed all difficulties, by declaring

that a fine levied by any person of full age^, to whom, or to

whose ancestors, lands have been entailed, should be a per-

petual bar to them and their heirs claiming by force of such

entail : unless the fine were levied by a woman after the

death of her husband, of lauds which were, by the gift of hint,

or his ancestors, assigned to her in tail for her jointure ; or

of lands entailed by act of parliament or letters patent, and
whereof the reversion belonged to the crown. See stat*

1 1 H. 7* c. 2Q.

From this view of the common law, regulated by these

statutes, it appears that a fine was a solemn conveyance on
record from the cognizor to the cognizee; and that the persons

bound by a fine were Parties, Privies, and Strangers*

The parties were either the cognizors, or cognizces : and
these were immediately concluded by the line, and barred of

any latent right they might have, even though under the
legal impediment of coverture. And indeed, as this was
almost the only act that a feme covert, or married woman, is

permitted by law to do (and that because she was privately

examined as to Ler voluntary consent, which removed the
general suspicion of compulsion by her husband), it wras there-
fore the usual and almost the only safe method, whereby she
could join in the sale, settlement, or incumbrance, of any estate.

See jyost, IV,

Though a wife might thus join her husband in either a fine

or recovery to convey her own estate and inheritance, or an
estate settled upon her by her husband as her jointure, or to

convey the husband's estates discharged of dowrer (see Cruise,
Piggot) ; yet if a jointress after her husband's death levied a
fine or suffers a recovery without the consent of the heir, or the
next person entitled to an estate of inheritance, the fine or
recovery was void, and was also a forfeiture of her estate, by
6tat. II H. 7- c.20. Sec jx>st, III.

Privies to a fine were such as are any way related to the par-
ties who levied the fine, and claimed under them by any right
of blood, or other right of representation. Such were the
heirs general of the cognizor ; the issue in tail since the statute
off/. 8; the vendee ; the devisee ; and all others who must have
made title by the persons who levied the fine. For the act of
the ancestor bound the heir, and the act of the principal his
substitute, or such as claimed under any conveyance made by
him subsequent to the fine so levied. 3 Rep. 87.

Stra?iger$ to a fine were all other persons in the world,
except only parties and privies. And these were also bound by
a fine, unless within five years after proclamation made thtv
interposed their claim ; provided they were under no legal im-
pediments, and had a present interest in the estate. The
impediments, as has before been said, were coverture, infancy,
imprisonment, insanity, and absence beyond sea ; and persons
who were thus incapacitated to prosecute their rights, had
five years allowed them to put in their claims after such
impediments were removed. Persons also that had not a pre-
sent, but a future interest only, as in remainder or reversion,
had five years allowed them to claim in, from the time that
such right accrued. Co. Lit. 372. And if within that time

VOIf. I.

they neglected to claim, or (by the stat. 4 Anne, c. 16.) if they

did not bring an action to try the right, within one year after

making such claim., and prosecuted the same with effect, all

persons whatsoever were barred of whatever right they might
have had by force of the statute of non-claim. See this Diet,

tit. Claim.

But, in order to make a fine of any avail at all, it was neces-

sary that the parties should have some interest or estate in

the lands to be affected by it. Else it were possible that two
strangers by a mere confederacy might defraud the owners by

levying fines of their lands; for if the attempt were discovered,

they could be no sufferers, as to the estate in question, but re-

mained in statu quo ; whereas if a tenant for life levied a fine,

it was an absolute forfeiture of his estate to tlie remainder-man

or reversioner, if claimed in proper time. Co. Lit. 25 1 . 1 1 is

not therefore to be supposed that such tenants would frequently

run so great a hazard ; but if they did, and the claim was not

duly made within five years after their respective terms expired,

the estate wras for ever barred by it. 2 Lev. 52* Yet where
a stranger, wrhose presumption could not thus be punished,

officiously interfered in an estate which in nowise belonged to

him, his fine was of no effect : and might at any time have been

set aside (unless by such as were parties or privies thereunto) by
pleading that " partes finis nihil hahuerunt" And even if a

tenant for years, who had only a chattel interest and no free-

hold in the land, levied a fine, it operated nothing, but was
liable to be defeated by the same plea. 5 Rep. 123: Hard.
401. See post, VII. Therefore, wThen a lessee for years was
disposed to levy a fine, it was usual for him to make a feoff-

ment first, to displace the estate of the reversioner, and create

a new freehold by disseisin. Hardr. 402 : 2 Lev. 52. See
this Diet. tit. Recovery.

In order to punish criminally such as thus put the estate of
another to the hazard, as far as in them lay, the 21 Jac. L
c. 26. made it felony without benefit of clergy to acknowledge,
or procure to be acknowledged, any fine, recovery, judgment,
&C.J in the name of any person not privy or consenting to the
same. And although that statute was repealed by the 1 W. 4.

c. 66. the oflence was by the latter act declared to be still a
felony, and punishable by transportation, &c.

Fines were also divided into those with and without
proclamations ; one with proclamations was termed a fine

according to the statutes ] R. 3. c. 7 : 4 H. 7. c. 24. And
such a fine, every fine that was pleaded was intended [sup-
posed]] to be, if it were not shown what fine it was.
3 Rep. 86.

If tenant in tail levied a fine, and died before all the procla-
mations were made, though the right of the estate-tail de-
scended upon the issue, immediately on the death of the
ancestor, yet if proclamations were made afterwards, such right
was barred by the fine, by the statutes 4 H. 7. c. 24: 3 H. 8.

c\ 36 : 3 Rep. 84.

The fine without proclamations wras called a fine at the
common lam, being levied in such manner as Was used before
the stat. 4 H. 7. c. 24. and was still of the like force by the
common law, to discontinue the estate of the cognizor, if the
fine were executed,

A fine also with or without proclamations was either executed
or executory: a fine executed was such a fine as of its own
force gave present possession to the cognisec, without any writ
of seisin to enter on the lands, &c, as a fine sur cognizance de
droit come ceo; and in some respects a fine snr release, Sec. was
said to be executed. A fine executory did not execute the
possession in the cognisee, without entry or action, but required
a writ of seisin ; as the fine sur conusance de droit tanlurn, &e.
unless the party were in possession of the lands; for, if he
were in possession at the time of levying the fine, there need
not have been any such writ, or any execution of the fine; and
then the fine would enure by way of extinguishment of right,
not altering the estate or possession of the cognisee, however
it might better it. West. § 20.
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Subsequent to the statute of uses (27 H* 8.), writs of posses-

skm were never sued out where iines were levied to uses; for

the statute executing the possession to the use, the cognisee was

immediately in possession without attornment. Booth, 250:

Pip. 49 : Cruise, 59.

Where husband and wife granted to trustees an estate, of

winch the wife's father was seised in fee-simple, and after-

wards in the life of the father they levied a fine of the lands

to the uses of the settlement, and the father afterwards died,

leaving the wife one of his coheiresses, her moiety of the estate

became subject to the uses of the settlement, by reason of the

fine as an estoppel against the husband and wife and all persons

claiming: title under them. 2 B. § A. 24-0*

Fines were likewise single or double: single, where an estate

was granted by the cognisor to the cognisee, and nothing was

thereby rendered back again from the cognisee to the cog-

nisor. The double fine was that which contained a grant or

render back again from the cognisee, of the land itself; or of

gome rent, common, or other thing out of it, and by which

remainders wTere limited, &c Weal. § 21. 30. A fine was

also sometimes called a double fine, when the lands lay in

several counties.

Lands that were bought of divers persons might pass by one

fine, and then the writ of covenant must have been brought

by all the vendees against all the vendors, and they must every

one of them have warranted for himself and his heirs ; and

such a fine was good. Shep. Toucksl. c. 2. p« And such

joint fines seemed reasonable, when the several purchases were

of small value, though they were ex gratia. See Wits, on

Fines, 47. Where an order of the chancellor is inserted,

authorizing the cursitor to stay the writ when there wras more

than one demandant and one deforciant, except co-parceners,

joint- tenants, and tenants in common. It afterwards became

the practice to permit two separate purchases to be comprised

in one fine, on an affidavit that the value of them together did

not exceed 200/.

The first kind of fine sur conuzance de droit come ceo, &c.

was a single fine levied with proclamations, according to the

stat. 4 H. 7. c. 24. It was, as has been already said, the prin-

cipal and surest kind of fine: and this because it was said to

be executed, as it gave present possession (at least in law) to

the cognisee, so tlmt he needed no writ of hah. fac. seisinam, or

other means for execution thereof ; for it admitted the posses-

sion of the lands, of which the fine was levied, to pass by the

fine, so that the cognisee might enter, and the estate was thereby

in him, to such uses as were declared in the deed to lead the

uses thereof: but if it was not declared by deed to what use

the fine was levied, such fine enured to the use of the cognisor

that levied the same. 2 Inst 513.

A fine sur conuzance de droit come ceo, &c. could not be

levied to any person but one that was party to the writ of

covenant ;
though a vouchee, after he had entered into the

warranty to the demandant, it is said, might confess the action

or levy a fine to the demandant, for he was then supposed to

be tenant of the hind, though not a party to the writ ; and yet

a fine levied by the vouchee to a stranger was void. No
single fine could be with a remainder over to another person

not contained in it ; but if A. levied a fine to B. sur conuzame

de droit come ceo, and 13. by the same concord granted back the

land again to A. for life, remainder to E., the wife of A., for

her life, remainder to A. and his heirs: this was a good fine.

Ftowd. 248, 249.

The second sort of fine sur conusance de droit tanturn was

said to be a fine executory, and much of the nature of a fine

sur concessit; though most commonly made use of to pass a re-

version, it was also sometimes used by tenant for life, to make a

release (in nature of a surrender) to him in reversion, but not

bv the word surrender; for it was said a particular tenant, as

for life, &c. could not surrender his term to him in reversion

by fine; but he might grant and release to him by fine.

Plowd. 268: Dyer, 216. A fine upon a release, &c, should

not be intended to be to any other use but to him to whom it

was levied. $ Leon. $1.

The fine sur concessit, used to grant away estates for life

or years, was also executory, so that the cognisees must have

entered, or had a writ of hah. fac. seisinam to obtain posses-

sion ; if the parties to whom the estate was limited, at the time

of levying such fine, were not in possession of the thing granted.

The fine sur done grant el render was partly executed and

partly executory ; and as to the first part of it, was altogether

of the same nature with a fine sur conusance de droit come ceo;

but as to the second part containing a grant and render back,

it was taken in law to be rather a private conveyance or charter

between party and party, and not as a writ of judgment upon

record : and this render was sometimes of the whole estate, and

sometimes of a particular estate, without remainder or remain-

ders over ; or of the reversion ; and sometimes with reservations

of rent and clause of distress, and grant thereof over by the

same fine. 5 Rep. 38*

A. B. and C. D. levied a fine of lands, and the cognisee

by the same fine rendered back the land to A. B. in tail,

reserving a rent to himself, &c. ; the rent and reversion

passed, though in one fine : and it enured as several fines.

Cro. Eliz. 727-

A grant and render of land could not be immediately in prhrto

gradu to a person who was no party to the writ ; but medi-

ately, or in seenndo gradu, it might. 3 Rep* 514: Bro. 108.

The fine with grant and render differed from the fine sur

conusance de droit come ceo, &c, as that must have been levied

of the land in the original ; but the grant and render might be

of another thing than was expressed in the original : though

to make a good grant and render, the land rendered must have

passed to the cognisee by the fine ; for he could not render what

he had not. 3 Rep. 98.510.

A man might not by this fine reserve to himself a less estate

by way of remainder than the fee : and the render of a rent (if

any) must have been to one of the parties to the tine, and not

to a stranger. Dyer, 33. 69 : 2 Rep. 39. To make a lease

for years, &c. by fine with a render, the lessee must have

acknowledged the land to be the right of the lessor that was

seised thereof: and then such lessor granted and rendered the

same back again to the lessee, for a certain number of years,

reserving rent, &c, and this was a good fine: but if the lessor

were tenant in tail, then, to bind him, he and the lessee ac-

knowledged the tenements the right of A. B., who rendered

the same fine to lessee for years, the remainder to the lessoT and

his heirs, &c. 44 Ed* 3. c. 45 : 2 Leon. 20G.

AJine and render was a conveyance at common law, and

made the cognisor, on the render back, a new purchaser; hy

which lands arising on the part of the mother might go to the

heirs on the part of the father, Sic. 1 Salk. 337.

All sorts of fine in general might enure as a confirmation of

a former estate, which was defeasible before. 1 Sand. 26"h

So a fine might enure by way of extinguishment; therefore, if

tenant in tail made a lease, or other estate to A., and after*

wards levied a fine to B., the lease, or other estate, should be

indefeasible ; for his right during such former estate was

extinct by the fine. fi. Jon. 60 1 Cro. Jac. CiSn. See this

Diet. tit. Estates.

When a fine was levied by a person who had no estate or

seisin, it might have operated as an estoppel, and excluded him

from asserting any right subsequently acquired. Thus a tine

levied by a person who afterwards became heir, estopped hnn

from claiming as heir, although a release by deed, whdc he

had merely a hope or chance of succession, would not have

barred his title. Hob. 45 : 1 Roi Ah. 482. (S.) pL 2
!
S

365. So a fine levied by a person who had a contingent interest,

would in some cases bar, in others bind, that interest.

Poller/: 54. /j
Of deeds to lead or declare the uses offines (and recove-

A If a fine or recovery were levied or suffered without any
rics)

good consideration, and without any uses declared, they, like
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other conveyances, enured only to the use of him who levied or

suffered them. And if a consideration appeared, yet as the

most usual fine sur conuzance de droit come ceo, &c. conveyed

an absolute estate without any limitations to the cognisee, and

as common recoveries did the same to the recoveror, these

assurances could not he made to answer the purpose of family

settlements, unless their force and effect were subjected to the

direction of other more com plicated deeds, wherein particular

uses could bemore particularly expressed. If the deeds were made

previous to the fine or recovery, they were called deeds to lead

the uses , if subsequent, deeds to declare them ; and the fine

or recovery enured to the uses specified in such deeds, and to no

other. lioitis, 45 : 2 fills, 220. If a fine or recovery were had

without any previous settlement, and a deed be afterwards made
between the parties declaring the uses to which the same should

be applied, this was equally good as if it had been expressly

levied or recovered in consequence of a deed directing its opera-

tion to these particular uses; for by stat. 4 and 5 Anne, c. l6\

indentures to declare the uses of fines and recoveries had and
suffered, should be good and effectual in law, and the fine and
recovery should enure to such uses, and he esteemed to be only

in trust, notwithstanding any doubts that had arisen on the

Statute of frauds, 29 Car. 2. c. 3. to the contrary.

One person could not declare the uses of a fine beyond the

extent of his own interest* Thus if two joint tenants, co-

partners, or tenants in common, concurred in levying a fine,

neither of them singly could declare the uses of more than his

share* So when a tenant for life and a remainder-man in fee

joined in a fine, a declaration of use by one of them would not

supply the want of a similar declaration by the other
;
Doug.

24 ; and the estate of which no uses had been declared re-

sulted to its owner.

The wife alone could not declare the uses of her fine,

2 Co. 5?- Neither could the husband against her consent,

appearing by deed, or by any act in pais ; but they might
jointly declare the uses.

If a feme covert alone declared the uses of a fine intended
to be levied by husband and wife of her land, and the husband
alone declared other uses ; it was held that both declarations of
uses were void, and the use should follow the ownership of the

lands ; but in another case it was determined that the uses de-

clared by the wife were void ; and the uses declared by the
husband good only against himself, during the coverture. If

husband and wife levied a fine of the lands of the wife, and he
alone declared the uses, this should bind the wife if her dissent

did not appear; because otherwise it should be intended that
she did consent. 2 Rep. 56. 59. Though there was a variance
between a deed declaring uses, and the fine levied ; yet if no-
thing appeared to the contrary, such fine by construction of law*

should be to the uses declared in the deed, and which was evi-

dence thereof ; and where a fine varied from a former descrip-

tion, it has been held that a new deed made after would
declare the uses of the fine. It was not absolutely necessary
to insert the word use in the declaration of uses of fines ; for

any words which showed the intent of the parties were suffi-

cient, l Ld. Rat/m. 289, 290.

II* A fine might have been levied of every species of real

property, as of a house, or 7nessuage
t manor, castle, office, rent,

&c; and of every thing, whereof a prcecipe quod reddal lay, &e.,-

or of any thing whereof a precipe quod facial lay, as customs,
services, &e, ; or whereof a praecipe quod permittat, or praecipe

quod tencaf, might be brought- 2 Inst. 513.

So, since the stat. 32 H. 8. c. 7. (see tit. Tithes,) they might
have been levied of rectories, vicarages, tithes, pensions, obla-

tions, and all ecclesiastical inheritances made temporal. Of
a chantry. So of a seignory. Of all services ; as homage,
fealty, &c. WesL Of common of pasture. Of a corody. Of
an office, as of the custody of a forest. Ofaboilary. Of two
pools and a fishery in the water of D. Of an annuity. See
West. Symb. 6, 7 : Shcp. Toucftst. c. 2.

So also of a share in the New River water, by the descrip-

tion of so much land covered by water ; and when a fine and
recovery of such share was necessary, in regard the New River

runs through the several counties of Hertford, Middlesex, and
London, there must have been three several fines and reco-

veries. 2 P. IVws. 12S.

Where money was agreed to be laid out in lands to be settled

in tail, a fine could not be levied of the money, but a decree

of a court of equity bound it, as much as a fine alone could

have hound the land, if it had been bought and settled. 1 P.

Wnis. 130 : 2 Atk. 453 ; 3 Aik. 447 : 1 Fez. 146 ; and see 1 P.

Wms. 471- 485 : 1 Bro. C R 223.

Fines might have been levied of all things in esse, tempore

Jinis, which are inheritable; but not of things uncertain ; or of

lands held in tail by the king s letters patent ; of land re-

strained from sale by act of parliament, or of lands in right of

a man's wife, without the wife, &c, 5 Rep. 225: West. § 25.

Or of common without number. Cruise, 121.

A fine might have been levied of a rent-charge, or of a chief

rent ; and if a person who had a rent-charge levied a fine of

the land, out of which the rent-charge issued, it would bar the

rent-charge though the fine were levied of the land, and not

of the rent-charge. Cruise, c. 7- and the authorities there

cited.

A fine might have been levied of an undivided moiety, or

fourth part of a manor, as well as of the whole. 3 Rep. 88.

But where a fine was levied of a manor, nothing but a real

manor would pass, and not a manor by reputation only.

Cruise, c. 7-

But a fine could not be levied of common in gross sans

nomhrc ; an annuity. Shep. Touchsl- pL 11. Or an office of

dignity.

The word tenement was not a sufficient description of any
thing whereof a fine was to be levied ; for a tenement might
consist of an advowson, a house or land of any kind; and
therefore a fine levied of a tenement was void, or at least void-

able by writ of error.

And almost any kind of contract might have been made and
expressed by fine, as by a deed, and therefore it might have
been so made that one of the parties should have the land, and
the other a rent out of it ; and that one should have it for a
time, and another for another time ; also a lease for years, or a
jointure for a wife, might have been made ; and a gift in tail,

and a remainder over, might have been limited and created
thereby. 1 Rep. 76.

As fines might have been levied of things in possession, so
they might be levied of a remainder, or reversion, or of a right
inj'uturo. 3 Rep. Q0.

III. All persons who may lawfully grant by deed, might
have levied a fine. 7 Rep. 32. A corporation-sole might have
levied a fine of land which he had in his corporate capacity

;

but bishops, deans, and chapters, parsons, Sec, were restrained
from levying of fines to bind their successors. But a fine could
not be levied by a corporation aggregate ; for it could not act
but by attorney, and it could not make conusance by attorney.
All persons that may be grantees, or that may take by contract,
might have 'taken by fine ; though in cases of infants, feme
coverts, persons attainted, aliens, &c., who, it is said, might
have taken by fine, before the ingrossing of the fine, there
went a writ to the justices of C. B. quod permittant Jtnem
levari Lit. 6'fjO. Tenant in fee-simple, fee-tail general, or
special, tenant in remainder or reversion, might have levied
a fine of their estates ; so might have a tenant for life, to hold
to the cognisee for life of tenant for life ; but a person who was
tenant, or had an interest only for years, could not levy a fine
of his term to another. 3 Rep. 77 : 5 Rep. 124.

It was not necessary to be in possession of the freehold In
order to levy a fine ; but if any one entitled to the inheritance,
or to a remainder in tail, levied a fine, it barred his issue, and
all heirs who derived their title through him. Hob. 333
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A fine by a man non compos, though it ought not to have

been levied, bound for ever when it was levied. So a fine by

a man attainted for treason, or felony, bound all but the king,

or the lord of the fee. West, Symb. $* a. See 2 Wils. 220.

So a fine by an infant, or feme covert without her husband,

bound till it was avoided* Vide Coin. Dig. tit. Baron and Feme,

(E 1.) Enfant, (B. 2.)—See 2 Black Rep. 1205. a fine ac-

knowledged de bene esse by a feme covert, whose husband was

abroad, before the lord chief justice then in court.

Where the estate of a married woman had been regularly

sold, with the consent of her husband, the conveyance executed

by him, and the purchase money paid, the Court of C. P.

allowed the wife to levy a fine, although her husband had in

the interim become non compos. New Rep. C. P. 312.

But the court refused to interfere to authenticate a fine

levied bv a married woman in the absence of her husband,

though he had become a bankrupt, and omitted to surrender

|j
; nisclf, and was gone beyond the seas. 1 IV. P. Taunton, 31

.

A fine of the husband alone of the lands of the wife might

have been avoided by her or her heirs ; but if she joined with

him it bound her and them. If a married woman alone with-

out her husband levied a fine, the husband might avoid it by

entrv ; but if he did not, it was good to bar her and her heirs,

except she was an infant at the time of the fine levied.

12 Rep. 122.

In 1 Inst. 121. a. arguments are brought to prove (appa-

rently with great force and justice) that the common notion

that a fine bound femes covert merely by reason of the secret

examination of the wife by the judges, was incorrect. If the

secret examination by itself had been so operative, the law

would have provided the means of effectually adding that form

to ordinary conveyances, and so have made them conclusive to

femes covert equally with a fine. But it was clearly other-

wise ; and except in the case of conveyance by custom, there

must have been a suit depending for the freehold, and inherit*

ance; or the examination, being extra-judicial, was ineffectual.

This mode of binding femes covert by the judgment of the

court in a real action, appears to have arisen from admitting

them and their husbands jointly to defend actions brought

against the feme for her estate, the adverse judgment on which

was final against the feme. When the transition was made to

the case of"friendly suits, the form of secret examination was

introduced to avoid any undue influence of the husband. Sec

this Diet. tit. Baron and Feme, VIII,

Lands assured for dower, or term of life, or in tail, to any

woman by means of her husband, or his ancestors, could not be

conveyed away from her by fine, &c. without her act ; but if a

woman and her husband le'vled a fine of her jointure, she was

barred of the same ;
though if the jointure was made after

coverture, when the wife had an election to have her jointure

or dower on the husband's death, it is said this was no bar of

her dower in the residue of the land of the husband. Dyer, 358 :

Leon. 185. See tits. Dower, Jointure.

If a widow having an estate in dower accepted by a fine,

and by the same fine rendered back dip land for 100 years, &c.

;

this was a forfeiture of her estate within the stat. 11 H. 7.

c. 20. See ante, L
If tenant for life granted a greater estate by fine than for

his own life, it was a forfeiture ; and if there were tenant for

life, and remainderfor life, and the tenant for life levied a fine

to him m remainder and hii> heirs, both their estates were for-

feited ; the tenant for life by levying the fine, and the re-

mainder-man for life by accepting it. 2 Lev. 209. Though

if such a tenant for life levied a fine stir grant et release to the

cognisee for the life of tenant for life ; or by a fine granted a

rent out of the land for a longer time, the fine was good, and

there was no forfeiture of the estate of tenant for life ; so like-

wise if a fine were levied of lands by tenant for life to a

stranger, who thereby acknowledged all his right to be in the

tenant for life, and released to him and his heirs. 27 Ed, 1,1:

44 Ed. 3. 36.

If an infant levied a fine which was no more than his own
agreement recorded as the judgment of the court, he might
have reversed it by writ of error ; this must have been brought
during his minority, that the Court of B. R. might by inspec-

tion determine the age of the infant ; but the judges might in

such cases have informed themselves by witnesses, church-

books, &c. 2 New Abr. 526: Co. Lit 380. hi Moor, 76:
2 Rot, Ah. 35: Bro. tit. Error: Bro. tit Fines, 74. 79:
2 InsU 482: 2 Bulst, 320: 12 Co. 122* See this Diet. tit.

Infant.

With regard to idiots and lunatics, neither they nor their

heirs could vacate any act of the former done in a court of

record; and therefore if a person mm compos acknowledged a

fine, it was good against him and his heirs; for though the

judge ought not to have admitted of a fine from a man

under that disability, yet when it was once received, it could

not be reversed, because the record and judgment of the court,

being the highest evidence in the law, presumed the conusor,

at that time, capable of contracting ; and therefore the credit

of it was not to be contested, nor the record avoided by any

averment against the truth of it. 4 Co. 124: 12 Co. 124:

2 List. 483 : Bro. tit. Fines, 75 : Co. Lit. 247, See this

Diet. tits. Iditos and Lunatics.

Thus stood the common law on this point ; but as the Court

of Chancery had in many instances compelled persons who had

obtained estates under a fine in a fraudulent manner to recon-

vey them to those who were really entitled thereto ; so that

court interposed its authority in i:an;> of this kind, and would

not suffer the declaration of uses of a fine levied by an idiot to

bar his heirs ; as no species of fraud could be more evident,

than that of obtaining a conveyance from a person of this de-

Bcription, 2 Vern. til 8 : 2 AtL 281 : and see post, VL and

tit. Recovery.

The persons disqualified in point of estate from levying a

fine were, first, persons having chattel interests (3 Co, 77*),

as tenants for years; tenants for uncertain interests, as till

debts are paid ; tenants by statute merchant, statute staple,

elegit, and at will : secondly, copyholders. The fines of all these

persons, however, were good as against themselves by way bf

estoppel, not operating as a conveyance, but an extinguish-

ment, of their estates*

All persons who might be grantees in a deed might have

been con usees in a fine.

The king, although he could not have levied a fine, by rea-

son that no writ of covenant could be brought against him,

might have been a conusee. So also infants, feme coverts, per-

sons attainted {West. Symb. 815.), and a corporation sole,

or aggregate.

I V. Fin en were ordained to he levied in the Court of Common

Pkas at Westminster, on account of the solemnity thereof, by

the 18 Ed. I. st. 4. and 27 Ed. 1. st. I.e. I. before which sta-

tutes they were sometimes lev ied in the Exchequer in the

Countv Courts, Courts Baron, &c. They might have been ac-

knowledged before the lord chief justice of the Common

Pleas, as well in, as out of court, and two of the justices ot the

same court had power to take them in open court ;
also jus-

tices of assize might have done it by the general words of their

patent or commission ; but they did not usually certify them

without a special writ of dedimus potcstatcm. 2 Inst. 5U.

Ihjer, im The chief justice of C. P. might, by the prcroga^

tive of his place, have taken cognisance of fines m any place

out of the court, and certified the same without any writ o

dedimus potcstatcm. But the chief justice of England couai

not, or any other of the justices, except the duet justice oi

C- P., who" had this special authority by custom and not by any

statute. 9 Co. Read.

Fines were taken by commissioners in the country, empov-

cred by dedimus pokstatem : the writ of dedimus surmised tuai

the parties who were to acknowledge the fine were not able to

travel to Westminster for the doiug thereof: these eommi*
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Hons, general and special, issued out of the Chancery* By the

common law all fines were levied in court ; but the stat. of

Carlisle, 15 Ed. 2. allowed the dedimus pot estatem to commis-

sioners, who might be punished for abuses, and the lines taken

before them set aside ; and it is said an information might

have been brought by him in reversion against commissioners,

who took the caption of a fine, where a married woman, &c.

was an infant. 3 Lev, 36.

Fines were to be levied in the city of Chester, by stat.

43 Eliz. c. 15* In the county palatine of Chester, by stat.

2 and 3 Ed. 6. c. 28. In the county palatine of Lancaster, stat.

3? //. 8. c. 19- In that of Durham, by stat. 5 Eliz. c. 27-

And in the courts of great sessions in Wales, by stat. 34 and 35

H. 8 c.26. § 40,

A fine levied in the C. P. of lands in a county palatine, or

(previous to the abolition of the courts of great sessions) in

Wales, was absolutely void.

The tenure of a?icient demesne being a species of privileged

viUenage, the tenants thereof jo uld not sue or be sued for their

lands in the king's coo i ts of common law, but had the privi-

lege of having justice administered to them in the court of the

manor by petti tvrit of droit clone directed to the bail ills of the

king's manors or to the lord of the manor whereof the lands

were held. In consequence of this principle no fine could,
properly speaking, lie levied by a tenant in ancient demesne in

the Court of Common Pleas; and as such tenants were
allowed to commence actions in the court of the manor, they
were also permitted to compound their suits ; by which means
fines were levied of lands held in ancient demesne upon little

writs of right close in the court of the manor.
Where, however, a fine was levied in the Court of C, P. of

lands in ancient demesne, it was not void, but only voidable,

the lord having a right to reverse it by bringing a writ of
diseeit to restore the lands to his jurisdiction. See now 3 and 4
W. 4-. e. 74. § 4 : post, VI I. And see also § 5. of the same act,

whereby tines and recoveries are declared valid, though levied
or suffered in courts not having jurisdiction extending over the
lands therein comprised. Post, VII.

V. If a man purchased lands of another in fee, and after
finding his title to be bad, and that a stranger had right to the
land, levied a fine thereof with intent to bar him ; and he suffered
five years to pass without claim, &c., he was barred of his right
for ever. 3 Rep. DocL $ Stud. 83, 155.

Fanes covert had five years after the death of their hus-
bands, to avoid the fine of the husband of the wife's lands

;

and also to claim their dower ; if they did not make their claim
in that time by action or entry, they were barred by statute.
Dyer, 72 : 2 Rep, 93.

An infant had five years after he came of age, although he
was in his mother's womb at the time of the fine levied.
Plowd. 359* And an infant was allowed time during his mino-
rity, to reverse his own fine and prevent the bar, which if not
reversed during that time was good. Aff. pL 53.

Strangers out of the realm at the time of the fines levied
had five years after their return to prevent the bar; and so if
they were in England when the fine was levied, and within
five years were sent in the king's service by his commandment.
Phtvd. 366. A person in Scotland or Ireland was out of the
realm. 4 H. 7. c. 24.

Five years were given after a remainder fell ; and five years
after the forfeiture of tenant for life. Plowd. 374, See stat.

4 //. 7, c. 24.

When once the five years allowed to malte an entry for the
purpose of avoiding a fine began, the time continued to run,
notwithstanding any subsequent disability. 4 T, R. 300.
306. n.

A future interest of another person could not be barred by
tine and non-claim until five years after it happened ,* as in ease
of a remainder or reversion. 2 Rep. <)3 : Rat/in. 15].
1 he stat. 4 H. 7. c. 24. contained a saving for reversionary

and future rights if claim were made within five years after

title accrued. The Court of C. P, determined, 1. That he
who would take the benefit of this saving must be other than a

party or privy to the fine. 2. That the right must first have

come to him. 3, That it must so first have come after the fine

and proclamations; and 4, It must first have come by matter

existing before the fine. 1 W. P. Taunton, 57 8.

No fine barred any estate in possession or reversion, which
was 7tot devested, or put lo a right* 9 1 06. He that at

the time of a fine levied had not any title to enter should not

be immediately barred by the fine ; but this was in case of an
interest not turned to a right where a man was not bound to

claim ; and not in the case of a tenant in tail, barring his issue.

See stat, 32 H, 8. c. 36.

The bar to the heirs in tail depended on the 4 H. 7- and

32 II. 8. That the heirs in tail might be barred, it was neces-

sary only, that a fine should be levied by an ancestor, and duly

proclaimed. The fine was effectual whether the person by

whom it was levied had a vested estate in possession, reversion,

or remainder (Co. Lit. 372.); a contingent interest (10 Co.

50. a.) ; or only a title of entry or of action (3 Co. 88, Q0. a t

Jenk. Cent. 275.) ; and the fine of a person within the line of

the entail would have barred his own issue, even though it was
levied before the entail descended on him (Hob. 285 : Jenk.

Cent. 275.); or after alienation; 3 Co. Q0. a : 1 Prest. on
Convey. 307.

Non-claim on the fine of a trustee would not bar the title of
the cestui que trust (Gil6. Ch. 6*2.); neither would non-claim
on the fine of a mortgagor ( 1 Fern. 2 32 : 2 Fern. 1 80.), or

mortgagee (1 Pent. 132 : 2 Fes. 482.), bar the other of them.
But if a cestui que trust entered and claimed to hold adversely,

as against his trustee, and made a feoffment and then levied a
fine, the fine with non-claim would have been a bar at law to

the estate of the trustee.

A rent charge, or other collateral interest, or easement, or
right to sue execution under a judgment, could not be barred by
non-claim on a line. 5 Rep. 124. a : S/iep. T. 22. Neither
could an intercsse termini while it remained such (Cro. Jac.
60 : 5 Co. 124.) ; in other words, till it gave a present right of
entry ; nor a condition till it operated by giving a right of
entry (Plowd, Com. 373.) ; nor a power, or rather an authority
given to executors to sell (Mo, 605 : 1 Atk. 474.) be barred
by non-claim on a fine, since in all these instances there was not
any adverse possession. Prest. on Convey. 231.

Lessees who pretended title to the inheritance of the lands,

could not by fine bar the inheritance. 3 Rep. 77, But if a
lease was made for years, and the lessor before entry of the
lessee levied a fine with proclamations, and the lessee did not
make his claim within five years, he was barred ; for though
he could not levy a fine, yet he was barred by a fine levied by
the tenant of the land, &c. 5 Rep. 124.

As deans, bishops, parsons, &c. were prohibited by statute to
levy fines, and might not have a writ of right, they were not
barred by five years' non-claim, and their non-claim would not
prejudice their successors. Plowd. 238. 275.

A. seised in fee of lands died, leaving B. his heir, a feme
covert. Upon his death a stranger made a tortious entry on
the lands, continued in possession, and levied a fine sur conuzance
de droit come ceo with proclamations ; B. afterwards died under
coverture, no entry having been made on her behalf to avoid
the fine, leaving C. her heir, of the age of twenty-ono, of sound
mind, out of prison, and within the realm. The fine was a bar
of the right of C, unless he made his claim within five years
after the death of B. 2 II. BlacksL 584.
Where husband and wife granted to trustees an estate, of

which the wife's father was seised in fee- simple, and afterwards
in the life of the father they levied a fine of the lands to the
use of the settlement, and the father afterwards died leaving
the wife one of the co- heiresses ; the Court of K, B. on a case
out of Chancery, held, that the wife's moiety of the estate be-
came subject to the uses of that settlement by reason of the
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fine, as an estoppel against the husband and wife, and all per- I

sons claiming title under them. .) B. <!y A, 2 -tel.

By the 4 and 5 Anne, c. 16. there must have been an actual

entry to an action commenced therein within a year, and pro-

secuted with effect, to prevent a tine levied by proclamation

operating as a bar by non-claim. The delivery of a declaration

in ejectment did not amount to an entry sufficient for this pur-

pose, even though the defendant appeared to it, and confessed

lease, entry, and ouster; for there must have been an actual

entry made animo clamandi; whereas in ejectment there is only

a fictitious or supposed entry for the purpose of making a

demesne. Harrington v. Varhhurst, Bro. P. C: 2 Stra. 1086.

See 1 Vent. $ Burr. 1897: Doug. 433, 435. But no

entry was necessarv where the fine was levied without proclama-

tions ; for the stat 4 U. 1. c. 24. did not extend to such a fine,

and it might be avoided at any time within twenty years.

2 Wifa 45- The entry, when necessary, must have been made

by the person who had a right to the lands, or by some one

appointed by him. 1 Inst* 258. a.

VI. Fines may be reversed for error, so as the writ of

error be brought' in twenty years, &c., and not afterwards

by stat 10 and 11 IV. 3. c. 14. Which twenty years are to

be computed from the time of the fine levied, and not from the

time the title accrued. 2 Slra. 1257- See tit Recovery and

stat. 23 Eliz. c, 3. there stated.

No person can bring a writ of error to reverse a fine, or any

judgment that is not entitled to the land of which the fine

was levied ; for the courts of law will not turn out the present

tenant, unless the demandant can mate out a clear title, pos-

session always carrying with it the presumption of a good title

till the right owner appears ; besides, where the plaintiff in the

writ of error cannot make out a title, he can receive no damage

by the fine, which the writ of error always supposes to be

done, though it should be erroneous; and therefore it is no

less than trifling with the courts of justice, to seek relief when

lie cannot make it appear that he has received any injury.

1 Rot. Ah. 747: Dyer, 90 : 3 Lev. 36.

But if there be several parties to an erroneous fine, they shall

all join with the party that is to enjoy the land, though they

themselves cannot have any thing. 1 Bel* Ah. 747 : Dyer, 89-

Nothing can be assigned for error that contradicts the re-

cord: for the records of the courts of justice, being things of

the greatest credit, cannot be questioned but by matters of

equal notoriety with themselves : wherefore, though the matter

assigned for error should be proved by witnesses of the best

credit, yet the judges would not admit it 1 Rol Ah. 75?.

If there be error in proclamations it shall be taken as a good

fine at common law. 3 Rep, 86. A fine may stand though

the proclamations according to the statute are irregular, fox

fines are matters of record, and remain in substance and form

as they were before. Plowd. 265.

Hence it is, that in a writ of error to reverse a fine, the

plaintiff cannot assign that the conusor died before the teste of

the dedunus potestalem, because that contradicts the record of

the conusance taken by the commissioners, which evidently

shows, that the conusor was then alive, because they took his

conusance after they were armed with the commission and

the dedimus issued. Dyer, 89. h\ 1 Rol. Ah. 757: Cro.

Eliz. 469-

But the plaintiff in error may say, that after the conusance

taken, and before the certificate thereof returned, the conusor

died ; because this is consistent with the record. 1 Rol Ah.

757.

By the chirograph of a fine the caption appeared to be on

the 23rd December, whereas in fact the fine was not acknow-

ledged till the 2nd of March following, and this was offered

to be proved. But the court refused to admit the evidence,

being of opinion, that no proof of the time of acknowledging a

fine ought to be admitted contrary to, or against the chiro-

graph thereof: and that the record which is the chirograph of

a fine cannot be falsified till it is vacated or reversed. Say
and Selc, Ld. v. Lloyd, 1 Salk. 341 : 13 Mod. 40: Bro. P. l\

If there is any difference between the record of the fine,

which remains in the possession of the chirographer, deemed
the principals recordum, and the record which remains with

the custos brevium, the latter shall be amended, and made accord-

ing to the former. 3 Leon. 183.

Fines are not reversible for rasure, interlineation, mis-en trv,

&c, or any want of form; but it is otherwise if of substance.

Slat- %3 Eliz. c. 3. A fine shall not he reversed for small

variance which will not hurt it ; nor is there occasion for a

precise form in a render upon a fine, because it is only an

amicable assurance upon record. 5 Rep. 38. If a fine be

levied of lands in a wrong parish, though the parish in which

they lie be not named, it will be a good fine, and not erro-

neous, being an amicable assurance : and a fine of a close may

be levied by a lieu conns in a town, without mentioning the

town, vill, &c. Godh. 440: Cro. Jac. 574: 2 Mod. 47. If

there be want of an original, or no writs of covenant for lands

in every county ; or if there is any notorious error, in the suing

out a fine, or any fraud or deceit, &c, writ of error may be

had to make void the fine. Co. Lit. 9- Cro. Eliz. 4(>9. So if

either of the parties dies before finished, &c. And if the cog*

nisor of a fine die before the return of the writ of covenant

(though after the caption of the fine) it is said it may be

reversed. 3 SalL 168.

If the king's silver was not entered before the conusor's death,

the fine may be reversed for error. 3 Mod. 140. But in

2 Ld. Raym. 850, it is said, if a fine be acknowledged

before commissioners in the country in the long vacation, and

before the next term the conusor dies; though no writ of cove-

nant was sued, nor king's silver entered; yet the Common

Pleas will permit the conusee to enter the fine, as of Trinity

Term preceding. See further, Vin. Abr. Fine, F. h. 6". In the

case of Watts v. Birkett, however, where the conusor died

before the return of the writ of covenant, the fme was set

aside after it had been completed, because the post fine, ot

king's silver, due at the return of the writ of covenant, and

not before, became due and was paid after the death of the

conusor. 1 Wils. purl U p* 115*

A fine proceeded as far as the allocation in Trinity Term

1 807, and the king's silver was compounded for : the clerk of the

silver absconded, taking the money with him. All the parties,

as well as the solicitor, supposed that the fine had passed, and

were not aware of the contrary till Michaelmas Term 1827.

Upon affidavit of these facts, and that all the parties interested

were consenting, the court permitted the fine to pass upon

pavment of the kings silver, () Ring. 275.

If the cognisor of a fine had nothing in the land passed, at

the time of the fine levied, the fine may he avoided : but where

the cognisor or cognisee was seised of an estate of freehold,

whether by right or by wrong, the fine will be a good fine

in point of estate. 41 Ed. 3. c. 14: 22 H. 6'. c. 43.

But though a fine may be set aside, by pleading that neither

of the parties had any thing in the estate, at the time of levy-

ing the fine; yet those that are privy to the person that levied

the fine, are estopped to plead this plea, 8 Rep. 88. In

pleading a fine or recovery to uses, the deed need not be set

forth ; but the pleader is'to say, that the fine, &c, was levied

to such uses, and produce the deeds in evidence to prove the

uses. 8 W. 3.B.R.
Fines may be avoided where they are obtained by fraud,

covin, or deceit, though there be no error in the processj

and that may be done either by writ of disceit or averment

setting forth the fraud or covin. Cro. Eliz. 471-

If a fine be levied to secret uses to deceive a purchaser, una

the conusee pleads the fine in bar, the purchaser may aver tue

fraud in avoidance of the fine, by 27 Eliz. cap.*.; anV^
averment is not contrary to the record, because it admitsw
fine, but sets it aside for the covin and fraud in obtaining «•

3 Co. 8. a: Plowd, 49.
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So if a fine be levied upon an usurious contract, it may be

avoided by averment, because such fine being levied for ends

the law has prohibited, the law will not encourage any evasion

of the act, nor sutler such usurious contracts to be sup-

ported by the solemn acts of the courts of justice against the

intention of the act- 3 Co, SO.

A fraudulent obtaining of a fine, or irregularity therein,

cannot be relieved against in Chancery; but the relief must
be sought in the court where the fine was levied, though the

officers may be examined and punished, if they did it crimi-

naiiter. And where one was personated on levying a fine,

it was not set aside in equity, hut a reconveyance ordered of

the land. Prec. CL 150, 151. For though the Court of

Chancery does not set aside a fine so fraudulently obtained,

nor send the party aggrieved to the Court of C. P. to get it

reversed, yet it considers all those who have taken an estate

by such a fine, with notice of the fraud, as trustees for the
persons who have been defrauded, and decrees a reconveyance
of the lands ; on the general ground of laying hold of the
ill conscience of the parties to make them do that which is

necessary for restoring matters to their situation. 1 Cruise,
314. See Tatk \0l : 1 Eq. Abr. 259 : 1 Fez. 289 i 2 Vcnu
307.

In some cases the court will vacate a fine upon motion, to
prevent the parties the trouble and expence of a writ of error.

3 Lev. 36: 2 Wit*, U& In Hubert's cave (Cro. Eliz. 521),
where one levied a fine in the name of another, not privy nor
consenting thereto, the fine was declared void by a meat on
the roll; and the Lord Keeper in that case said he had always
noted this difference— If one of my name levy a fine of my
land, I may well confess and avoid the fine by showing the
especial matter, for that stands well with the fine. But if a
stranger who is not of my name levies a fine of my land in my
name, I shall not be received to aver, that I did' not levy the
fine, but another in my name ; for that is merely contrary to
the record

; and so it is of all recognizances and other matters
of record

; but I conceive when the fraud appears to the court,
as here, they may well enter a vacat on the roll, and so make
it no fine: although the party cannot avoid it by averment
during the time that it remains as a record. If a fine be levied
by a person who got possession under a forged deed, equity
will decree against the fine, 2 Atk. 380.
A fine wholly or partially reversed before the passing of

the 3 and 4 W* 4, c. 74. is not rendered valid under the 7th
section of the act. See § 12. ;x>.t/, VII.

^
Of amending

i
fines.—A record of a fine may be amended

(if the kings silver is paid), for misprision 'of the clerk.
5 Rep. 43,

The concord of a fine being lost before it passed the custos
brevium office, the court suffered a new concord and acknow-
ledgment to be prepared, and the fine to be perfected. 4 IV. P.
Taunton, 193.

The day upon which an acknowledgment was taken being
left blank, was permitted to be supplied by affidavit. 4 W. P.
Taunton, 5HQ.

In a fine where the original writ is insensible, the court will
permit it to he amended. 4 IV. P ¥ Taunton, 644.

Fines or recoveries shall not be amended on the last day of
the term. Reg. Gen. 5 IV. P. Taunton, 586. Nor will the
court on that day receive motions either for amending or
passing fines or recoveries. 6 W. P. Taunton, 632. 652. Nor
can any motion be made at the bar on the last day of any
term touching the amendment of any fine or recovery, or any
of the proceedings therein. 2 B. $ B. 122.
The court cannot amend a deed to lead the uses. 6 W. P.

Taunton, 145. The court are not induced to amend fines by
the difficulties raised by purchasers. Ibid. 162. A fine cannot
be amended without an affidavit connecting the fine with the
deed produced to warrant the amendment. Ibid. 432. Fine
amended by a certified copy of the memorial of a lost deed
registered. 7 W. I\ Taunton, 7D-

As to the cases in which a fine is now valid without amend-
ment, see 3 and 4 W* 4. e. 74. § 7. post, VII.

VII. The provisions of the 3 and'4 W. 4, c. 74. relating to

fries.—By § 2. after the 31st Dec, 1833, no fine shall be levied

or common recovery suffered of lands of any tenure, except
where parties intending to levy a fine or suffer a common
recovery, shall, before that day, have sued out a writ of dedi-

mus, or any other writ, in the regular proceedings of such fine

or recovery.

§ 3. In case any person shall, after the 31st Dec. 1833, be
liable to levy a fine or suffer a common recovery of lands of
any tenure, or to procure some other person to levy a fine or

suffer a common recovery of lands of any tenure, under a cove-

nant or agreement already or hereafter to be entered into,

before the 1st January, 1834; then, if all the purposes

intended to be effected by such fine or recovery can be effected

by a disposition under this act, the person so liable shall^

after the 31st December, 1833, be subject and liable under
such covenant or agreement to make or to procure to be made
such a disposition under this act as will effect all the purposes
intended to be effected by such fine or recovery ; but if some
only of the purposes intended to be effected by such fine or
recovery can be effected by a disposition under this act, then
the person so liable as aforesaid shall, after the 31st Dec.
1833, be subject and liable under such covenant or agreement
to make or procure to be made such a disposition under this

act as will effect such of the purposes intended to be effected

by such fine or recovery as can be effected by a disposition

under this act ; and in those cases where the purposes intended
to be effected by such fine or recovery, or any of them, cannot
be effected by any disposition under this act, then the person so
liable as aforesaid, shall, after the 31st Dec. 1 833, be liable
under such covenant or agreement to execute or procure to
be executed some deed whereby the person intended to levy
such fine or suffer such recovery shall declare his desire that
such deed shall have the same operation and effect as such fine
or recovery would have had if the same had been actually
levied or suffered; and the deed by which such declaration
shall be made shall, if none of the purposes intended to be
effected by such fine or recovery can be effected by a disposi-
tion under this act, have the same opeiation and effect in every
respect as such fine or recovery would have had if the same
had been actually levied or suffered; but if some only of the
purposes intended to be effected by such fine or recovery can
be effected by a disposition under this act, then the deed by
which such declaration shall be made, shall, so far as the pur-
poses intended to be effected by such fine or recovery cannot be
effected by a disposition under this art, have the same opera-
tion and effect in every respect as such fine or recovery would
have had if the same had been actually levied or suffered.

5 4. No fine already levied in a superior court of lands of
the tenure of ancient demesne which hath not been reversed,
and no fine hereafter to be levied of lands of that tenure, shall,
upon a writ of deceit already brought by the lord of the manor
of which the lands were parcel, the proceedings in which are
now pending, or upon a writ of deceit which at any time after
the passing of this act may be brought by the lord of the said
manor, be reversed as to any person except the lord of the said
manor; and every such fine so reversed as to the lord of the
said manor shall remain as good and valid against the conusors
thereof, and all persons claiming under them ; and no common
recovery already suffered in a superior court of lands of the
tenure of ancient demesne which hath not been reversed, and
no common recovery hereafter to be suffered of lands of that
tenure, shall, upon a writ of deceit already brought by the
lord of the manor of which the lands were parcel, the' pro-
ceedings in which are now pending, or upon a writ of deceit
which at any time after the passing of this act may be brought
by the lord of the said manor, be reversed as to any person
except the lord of the said manor ; and every such recovery so
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reversed as to the lord of the said manor shall remain as good

and valid against and as binding upon the vouchees therein,

and all persons claiming under thern.

§ 5. If at any time before or after the passing of this act a

fine or common recovery shall have been or shall be levied or

suffered in a superior court of lands of the tenure of ancient

demesne, and subsequently a fine or common recovery shall

have been or shall be levied or so fie red of the same lands in the

court of the lord of the manor ol which the lands had been

previously parcel, and the fine or common recovery levied or

suffered in such superior court shall not have been reversed

previously to the levying of the line or the suffering of the

common recovery in the lord s court, then the fine or common

recovery levied or suffered in the: lord's court shall, notwith-

standing the alteration or change of the tenure by the fine or

common recovery levied or siilfc-red in the superior court, be as

good, valid, and" binding, as the same would have been if the

tenure had not been altered or changed ; and in every other

case where any fine or common recovery shall at any time

before the passing of this act have been levied or suffered in a

court whose jurisdiction does not extend to the lands of which

such fine or recovery shall have been levied or suffered, such

fine or recovery shall not be invalid in consequence of its

having been levied or suffered in such court, and such court

shall be deemed a court of sufficient jurisdiction for all the

purposes of such fine or recovery; and in every other case

where persons shall have assumed to hold courts in which fines

or common recoveries have been levied or suffered, and such

courts shall be unlawful or held without due authority, the

fines or common recoveries which at any time before the passing

of this act may have been levied or suffered in such unlawful

or unauthorised courts, shall not be invalid in consequence of

their having been levied or suffered therein, and such courts

shall be deemed courts of sufficient jurisdiction for all the pur-

poses of such fines or recoveries.

§ §i In every case in which at any time, either before or after

the passing of this act, the tenure or ancient demesne has been

or shall be suspended or destroyed by the levying of a fine, or

the suffering of a common recovery of lands of that tenure in a

superior court, and the lord of the manor of which the lands

at the time of levying such fine or suffering such recovery

were parcel, shall not reverse the same before the 1st Jam,

1834, and shall not by any law in force on the first day of this

session of parliament be barred of his right to reverse the

same, such lands, provided within the last twenty years imme-

diately preceding the 1st Jan., 1834, the rights of the lord of

the manor of which they shall have beer parcel shall in any

manner have been acknowledged or recognized as to the same

lands, shall, from that day, again become parcel of the said

manor, and be subject to the same heriots, rents, and services,

as they would have been subject to if such fine or recovery

had not been levied or suffered ; and no writ of deceit for the

reversal of any fine or common recovery shall be brought after

the 31st Dec, 1833.

It has already been observed {mile, IV.), that fines levied in

the C. P. at Westminster of lands in ancient demesne (and

recoveries stood on the same footing), were only voidable, and

not void. The effect of a fine or recovery so levied or suffered

was to render lands frank fee till the lord, by bringing a writ

of deceit, reversed the fine or recovery, and restored them to

their ancient tenure. By such reversal the fine or recovery

became wholly void; although justice required that it should

remain good against all parties except the lord* Frequently,

also, after the lands had been converted into frank fee by levy-

ing a fine or suffering a recovery in the superior court, the

owner not being aware of the change thus effected in the

tenure, levied a fine or suffered a recovery in the lord's court,

which, according to the latter opinion, was void, on the ground

of its having been cora?n won judice. See further, 1 Real

Properly Report, 28, 2&
The inconveniences arising from this state of the law have been

remedied by the three last sections. 1st By declaring a fine

or recovery so levied or suffered, is good against all other parties,

notwithstanding its reversal by the lord. 2ndly. By ren-

dering valid all fines or recoveries in the lord's court, although

the tenure of the lands has been changed* 3rdly. By restoring

the tenure of ancient demesne where it has been suspended or

destroyed by line or recovery in a superior court, in case the

rights of the lord have been recognized within twenty years.

§ 7, If it shall be apparent, from the deed declaring the uses

of any fine already levied or hereafter to be levied, that there

is in the indentures, record, or any of the proceedings of such

fine anv error in the name of the conusor or conusee of such

fine, or any misdescription or omission of lands intended to

have been passed by such fine, then and in every such case

the fine, without any amendment of the indentures, record, or

proceedings in which such error, misdescription, or omission,

shall have occurred, shall be as good and valid as the same

would have been, and shall be held to have passed all the lands

intended to have been passed thereby, in the same manner as

it would have done if there had been no such error, misde-

scription, or omission.

§ o. Provided ** that nothing in this act contained shall lessen

or take away the jurisdiction of any court to amend any fine or

common recovery, or any proceeding therein, in cases not pro-

vided for by this act/'

£ 12. ££ Where any fine or common recovery shall before the

passing of this act have been wholly reversed, such fine or

recovery shall not be rendered valid by this act ; and where any

fine or common recovery shall before the passing of this act have

been reversed as to some only ofthe parties thereto, or as to some

only of the lands therein comprised, such fine or recovery shall

not be rendered valid by this act so far as the same shall have

been reversed : and where any person who would have been

barred by any fine or common recovery if valid shall before the

passing of this act have had any dealings with the lands com-

prised in such fine or recovery on the faith of the same being

invalid, such fine or recovery shall not be rendered valid by

this act ; and this act shall not render valid any fine or com-

mon recovery as to lands of which any person shall at the time

of the passing of this act be in possession in respect of any

estate which the fine or common recovery, if valid, would have

barred, nor any fine of common recovery which, before the

passing of this act, any court of competent jurisdiction shall

have refused to amend: nor shall this act prejudice or affect

any proceedings at law or in equity, pending at the time of

the passing of this act, in which the validity of such fine or

recovery shall be in question between the party claiming under

such fine or recovery, and the party claiming adversely thereto;

and such fine or recovery, if the result of such proceedings shall

be to invalidate the same, shall not be rendered valid by this

act ; and if such proceedings shall abate or become defective in

consequence of the death of the party claiming under or ad-

versely to such fine or recovery, any person who but for this

act would have a right of action or suit by reason of the in-

validity of such line or recovery shall retain such right, so that

he commence proceedings within six calendar months after the

death of such party*"

§ 13, After the 3 1st December, 1833, the records ot an

fines and common recoveries in the Common Pleas at West-

minster, and all the proceedings thereof, shall be deposits

in such place, and kept by such persons, as the said court

shall from time to time direct ; and the records of all nnft

and common recoveries in his Majesty's Court of Common

Pleas at Lancaster, and all the proceedings thereof, snai

he deposited in such places and kept by such persons as u»

Majesty's justices of assise for the county palatine ot Lan-

caster for the time being shall direct j and the records ot aU

fines and common recoveries levied and suffered in he toun

of Pleas of the county palatine at Durham, and aUt fie pru-

ceedings thereof, shall be deposited in such places and Kept 07

such persons as the said Court of Pleas shall from time to tune
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direct ; and in the meantime the said records and proceedings

shall remain respectively where they are now deposited, and be

kept by the respective persons who would have continued

entitled to the custody thereof if this act had not been passed;

and while the said records and proceedings shall he kept by

such persons, searches may he made and extracts and copies

obtained as theretofore, and on paying the accustomed fees

;

and when any of the records and proceedings shall, by the

order of the court or justices having the control over the same,

be kept by any other person, then searches may be made and

extracts or copies obtained at such times and on paying such

fees as shall from time to time be ordered by the court or

justices having the control over the same; and the extracts or

copies so obtained shall be as available in evidence as if ob-

tained from the person whose duty it would have been to

have made and delivered out the same if this act had not been

passed.

For the provisions of the act relating solely to recoveries, see

tit. Recovery ; for those applicable to estates tail, see tit. Tall;

for those concerning alienations by married women, see that

title and Feme Covert.

Fine adullanko levato de Tknemento quod fuit de
antiquo Dominico. A writ directed to the justices of C* B.

for disannulling a fine levied of lands in ancient demesne3 to the

prejudice of the lord, Reg. Orzg. 15, See tit. Fine*

FINES for Alienations, were fines paid to the Icing by
his tenants in chief, for licence to alien their lands according

to the stat. I Ed. 3. c. 12, But these are taken away by the

stat. 12 Car. 2. c. 24* abolishing all tenures but fee and com-
mon socage.

The premiums given on renewal of leases are also termed
fines; and there are fines for alienations of copyholds paid to

the lord. See tits, Lease, Copyhold.

FINES, for Offences* Fine, in this sense, is amends,
pecuniary punishment, or recompence for an offence committed
against the king and his laws, or against the lord of a manor,
In which case a man is saidJinan facerc de iransgressione cum
rege, &c. Reg. Jud.f. 25. a. Con di.

It seems that originally all punishments were corporal; but
that after the use of money, when the profits of the courts arose
from the money paid out of the civil causes, and the fines and
confiscations in criminal ones, the commutation of punishments
was allowed of, and the corporal punishment, which was only
in terrorem, changed into pecuniary, whereby they found their

own advantage.

This begat this distinction between the greater and the
lesser offences; for in the crimina majora there was at least a
fine to the king, which was levied by a capiatur ; but upon the
lessor offences there was only an amercement which was
afleered, and for which a distringas, or action of debt, lay.

2 New Abt\ 502.

The discretionary fines (and discretionary length of im- I

prisonment) which the courts of justice are enabled to impose,
may seem an exception to the general rule, that the punish-
ment of every offence is ascertained by the law. But the
general nature of the punishment is in these, as in other cases,

fixed and determinate; though the duration and quantity of
each must frequently vary, from the aggravations, or otherwise,
of the offence, the quality and condition of the parties, and
from innumerable other circumstances.

The quantum in particular of pecuniary fines neither can
nor ought to be ascertained by an invariable law* Our statute
law, therefore, has not often ascertained the quantity of fines,

nor the common law ever ; it directing certain offences to be
punished by fine in general, without specifying the certain
sum ; which is fully sufficient, when we consider that however
unlimited the power of the court may seem, it is far from being
wholly arbitrary ; but its discretion is regulated by law. For
the bill of rights, si. I W. Ac M. st. X. c. 2. has particularly

declared, that excessive fines ought not to be imposed, nor cruel
and unusual punishments inflicted ; and the same statute

VOL. [,

further declares, that all grants and promises of fines and for-

feitures of particular persons, before conviction, are illegal and
void. Now the bill of rights was only declaratory of the old

constitutional law : and accordingly we tind it expressly holden,
long before, that all such previous grants are void; since thereby,

many times, undue means, and more violent prosecution, would
be used for private lucre, than the quiet and just proceeding of
law would permit. 2 Inst. 48.

The reasonableness of fines in criminal cases has also been
usually regulated by the determination of Magna Ckarta, c. 14.

concerning amercements for misbehavour by the suitors in
matters of civil right. " Liber homo non amcrciclur pro parvo
delicto, nisi secundum modurn ipsius delicti, et pro magna delicto,

secundum magn i(ud inem delicti; salvo contencm ento suo : et mcr~
caior eodem modo, salvd mercandisd ; et viUanus eodem moda
amercietur, salvo wainagio suo" A rule that obtained even
in Henry II. 's time {Glan. I. 9. cc. 8. 11.), and means only, that

no man shall have a larger amercement imposed upon him
than his circumstances or personal estate will bear: saving to

the landholder his contenemcnt or land; to the trader his

merchandize; and to the countryman his wainage or team and
instruments of husbandry. In order to ascertain which, the
great charter also directs, that the amercement, which is always
inflicted in general terms (sit in misericordia), shall be set,

ponatur, or reduced to a certainty by the oath of good and
lawful men of the neighbourhood. Which method, of liqui-

dating the amercement of a precise sum, was usually performed
in the superior courts by the assessment or affeennent of the
coroner, a sworn officer chosen by the neighbourhood, under
the equity of the stat. West 1. c. 18; and then the judges
estreated them into the Exchequer. F. N. B. 76. But in the
court-leet and court-baron it is still performed by affeerors or
suitors sworn to afferce. that is, tax and moderate the general
amercement according to the particular circumstance of the
offence and the offender: the affeeror's oath is conceived in the
very terms of Magna Charta. Fitz. Surv. c, 11. Amercements
imposed by the superior courts on their own officers and
ministers were affeered by the judges themselves; but when
a pecuniary mulct was inflicted by them on a stranger (not
being party to any suit) it was then denominated a fine.

8 Rep. 40. And the ancient practice was, when any such fine
was imposed, to inquire by a jury quantum inderegi dare valeat
per annum, salva sustentationc sua et nxoris, "et liberorunt
suorum. Gilb. Exch. c. 5. And since the disuse of such inquest,
it is never usual to assess a larger fine than a man is able to
pay, without touching the implements of his livelihood : but to
inflict corporal punishment, or a limited imprisonment, instead
of such fine as might amount to imprisonment for life. And
this is the reason why fines in the king's court are frequently
denominated ransoms, because the penalty must otherwise fall
upon a man's person unless it be redeemed or ransomed by a
pecuniary fine. Mirr. c. 5. § 4 : Lamb. Eir. 575. According to
an ancient maxim, qui non habel in crumena luat in corpore. Yet
where any statute speaks both of fine and ransom, it is holden
that the ransom shall be treble to the fine at least. Dyer, 232.
See 4 Comm. 378—380. But Lord Coke says, that such fine
and ransom are all one. 1 Inst* 127.

L Who may fine and amerce, andfor what.
II. How foies, 8fc. may be mitigated and aggravated ; as,

also, how they may be recovered, and to^whom they arc
payable.

I. The House of Lords in cases of breach of privilege pos-
sesses the power (recognised by the 3 and 4 W. 4. c. 90. §^23.) to
inflict a fine, and it would seem to award imprisonment for a
term certain. The House of Commons formerly claimed for
itself a similar power to punish offences against its dignitv by
fine and imprisonment, hut its authority to fine, which was
questioned in the most arbitrary period of our history, was at
length repudiated by its own members; and since the rcstora-

4 a
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tion of Charles II. its right to imprison has been restricted

to the duration of the session.

Where a statute imposes a fine at the will and pleasure of the

king, that is intended of his judges, who are to impose the fine,

4 Inst. 71. Courts of record only can fine and imprison a person

(except as aftermentioned). And such a ttmtt may fine for

an offence committed in court in their view, or by confession

of the party recorded in court. 1 Lit. Abt. 681. A man shall

be filled and imprisoned for all contempts done to any court of

record, against the commandment of the kings writ, &c.

D Rep. GO.

A court of general gaol delivery has power to make an order

to prohibit the publication of the proceedings pending a trial

likely to continue for several successive days, and to punish

disobedience to such order by fine, Rex v. Clement, 4 Barn. $
A. 21 8: Price, ti8. And if the offending party being sum-

moned to attend the court to answer for the contempt by order

issued for that purpose should not appear, the court has juris-

diction to impose a fine on him in his absence. In re Clone tit,

1 1 Price, 68. A judge at Nisi Prias has the power of fining a

defendant for a contempt committed by him in the course of

addressing the jury. 4 Barn. $ Aid.

Every court of record may enjoin the people to keep silence

under a pain ; and impose reasonable fines, not only on such

as shall be convicted before them of any crime on a formal pro-

secution, but also on all such as shall be guilty of any contempt

in the face of the court j as by giving opprobrious language to

the judge, or disturbing the court, or obstinately refusing to

do their dutv as officers of the court. 1 1 H. 6. 12 b.i I Rot.

Ah. 219: 8 Co, 38: II Co. 43: Cro. Eliz. 581 : 1 Std. 145:

6 Term Rep, K. B. 530.
. .

If a person is arrested coming to the courts of justice to

answer a writ, the offender doing it shall be fined for the con-

tempt. But there has been a difference made where it is done

by the plaintiff in the writ, and a stranger, who it is said shall

not be fined. 9 H. 6. c. 55 : 1 Bam, 469-

If an officer of the court neglects his duty, and gives not due

attendance ; a clerk of the peace doth not draw an indictment

well in matter of form, or return thereof, upon a certiorari

to remove the indictment in B. R. ; if a sheriff, &c. make an

insufficient return of a habeas corpus issuing out of B. R., &c,

or if justices of the peace proceed on an indictment after a

certiorari issued to move the indictment, the court may fine

them. 1 Lil 624. When a juror at the bar will not be sworn

he may be fined. 7 H. 6. c. life And if one of the jury depart

without giving his verdict ; or any of the jury give their verdict

to the court before they are all agreed, they may be fined,

8 Rep. 28: 40 Ass. 10.

Also the sheriff in his torn, and the steward of a eourt-leet,

have a discretionary power, either to avoid a fine or amerce-

ment for contempt to the court; as for a suitor s refusing to

be sworn, &c, and the steward of a court-leet may either

amerce or fine an offender, upon a presentment, kc. for an

offence not capital, within his jurisdiction, Kcihv.66: Kitckin,

4£ 51,
, ,

'

It is said, that some courts may imprison, but not line, as

the constables at the petit sessions. 11 Co. 44 : 1 Rot. Rep* 74 :

11 Co. 43. b. Also some courts cannot fine or imprison, but

amerce, as the county, hundred, &c. 1 1 Co. 43, b. But some

courts can neither fine, imprison, nor amerce ; as ecclesiastical

courts held before the ordinary, archdeacon, &c, or their corn-

missionaries, and such who proceed according to the canon, or

Ml law. 11 Co. 44, a.

If a dead body in prison, or other places, whereon an inquest

ought to be taken, be interred, or suffered to lie so long, that

it putrefv before the coroner hath viewed it, the gaoler, or

township, shall be amerced. 1 Keb- 278 : 2 Hawk. IK C. If

any homicide be committed, or dangerous wound given, whether

with or without malice, or even by misadventure, or in self-

defence, in any town, or in the lanes or fields thereof, in the

dav-time, and'the oflender escape, the town shall be amerced;

and if out of a M*«r*»j **w -v- -— - -,.v„

4 Inst. 183: Cro. Car. 2o2 : 3 Leon, 20?; 2 Inst. 315:

Dyer, 210.

Besides fines imposed for offences, it seems, that regularly

theVe was a fine or amercement in all actions; for if the plaintiff

or demandant did not prevail, it was thought reasonable that

he should be punished for his unjust vexation ; and therefore

there was judgment against him, quod jit in misericordia pro

faho clamore. 8 Co. 39 : F. N. B. 75.

Hence, when the plaintiff takes out a writ, the sheriff before

the return of it, was formerly obliged to take pledges of prose-

cution, which, whtefn tines and amercements were considerable,

were real and responsible persons, and answerable for those

amercements ; but being now so very inconsiderable that they

are never levied, they are only formal pledges entered, viz. John

Doe and Richard Roe. 1 Saumi.^7. Sec this Diet tit. Bail

In all actions, where the judgment is against the defendant,

it was to be entered with a misericordia, or a capiatur; and

herein the difference is, that if it be an action of debt, or

founded on a contract, the entry is ideo in misencordia, miho\i\

assessing any sum in certain, which was afterwards affcered by

the coroners in the proper county; but if it were in action of

trespass, the court set the fine, and levied it by a capiatur.

8 Co. GO : 1 RoLAb. 212. 219: Cro. Eliz. 844 : CtaJfejUft

Therefore,

In actions quare vi el armis, as trespass, and the like; it'

judgment pass against the defendant in a court of record, he

shall be fined. S Rep. 5{h But in actions which have not

something of fraud, or deceit to the court ; if the defendant

come the first day he is called, and tender the thing demanded

to the plaintiff/he is not to be fined. 4 Rep. 4Q: 8 Rqt.

59. 6U 99= 3 Ass. 9: 22 Ass. 82: 1 Danv. Abr. 47 J:

1 Vent. 116.

All capiaturfines are taken away by stat. 4 and 0 Jr. <y M-

c. 12. See tit. Capias pro Fine*

II, A fine may be mitigated the same term it was set, being

under the power of the court during that time; but not after-

wards. T. Raym. 37»\ And fines assessed in court by judg-

ment upon an' information, cannot he afterwards mitigated,

Cro. Car. 251. If a fine certain is imposed by statute on any

conviction, the court cannot mitigate it ; but if the party comes

in before conviction, and submits to the court, they may assess

a less fine ; for he is not convicted, and perhaps never might.

The Court of the Exchequer may mitigate a fine certain,

because it is a court of equity, and they have a privy seal font.

S SalL 33.

If an excessive fine is imposed at the sessions, it mav be

mitigated at the King's Bench. 1 VenU 336. A defendant

being indicted for an assault, confessed it, and submitted tea

small fine; and it was adjudged that in such a case he may pro-

duce affidavits to prove on the prosecutor, that it was son OF

sault, and that in mitigation of the fine; though tins cannot

be done after he is found guilty. 1 Salk. 55. It a P*ri0.

n

is found guiltv of a misdemeanor upon indictment, and fmeu,

he cannot move to mitigate the fine, unless he appear 1

person; but one absent may submit to a fine, if the clerk ui

court will undertake to pay it. 1 Vent. 206, 207: 1
«»

2 Hawk. 416'.
t .

The Court of B. R. refused to mitigate a fine imposed bv he

Court of Great Sessions in Wales, on the sheriff of the count?

for not attending ; the record whereof was removed by cenw

rari. 8 Term Rep. K. B.6\5. . t

It is a common practice in the Court of B. K. to give a

fondant leave to speak with the prosecutor, u

faction for the costs of the prosecution, and also "JJJ
sustained, that there may be an end of ^v^^SE
same time showing, on that account, an mclina ion to m
moderate fine on behalf of the king, liood s Inst. AJ
in cases where costs are not given by aw, after a

has accepted costs from the defendant, he cannot aggravate
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fine ; because having no right to demand costs, if he takes

them, it shall be intended bv way of satisfaction of the wrong.

2 H. P. C. 292. See this Diet, tit, Costs.

All fines belong to the king, and the reason is> because the

courts of justice are supported at his charge; and wherever

the law puts the king to any charge for the support and pro-

tection of his people, it provides money for that purpose.

Bract. YI9. When a person is fined to the king, notwith-

standing the body remains in prison, it is said the king shall be

satisfied the fine out of the offender s estate. 4 Leon. c. 393.

By the common law, the king or lord may, at their elec-

tion, distrain, or bring an action of debt for a fine or amerce-

ment. Cro. Eliz. 581 : SaviL 93 : Rast. Enl. 151. 553. 606:

2 H. 4. 24. k ; 10 //. 6. 1: Rai/m. 6S. But with respect to

fines set in inferior courts, every avowry, or declaration of this

kind, ought expressly to show that the offence was committed

within the jurisdiction of the court, for if it were not, all the

proceedings were coram non jndice> and a court shall not be

presumed to have jurisdiction where it doth not appear to have
one. Hob. 129: Rast. EnL 553: Co. EnL 572. Also it is

advisable to allege, that the offence was committed, as well as
I

presented, and to show the names of the presentors and the
j

affeerors in setting forth a presentment or afFeerment, and also

to show that proper notice was given of holding the court.

But for this, see Hawk. P. C.

Of common right, a distress is incident to every fine and
amercement, in a torn or leer, for offences within the juris-

diction thereof ; but if the offence were only the neglect of a

duty created by custom, and of a private nature, it is clear,

that there must be a custom to warrant a distress, and perhaps
Euch custom is also necessary, though the duty be of a public
nature. 2 HawL P. C.

Also the sheriff or lord may for such fines or amercements
distrain the goods of the offender even in the highway, or in
land not holden of the lord, unless such land be in possession
of the crown. 1 Rol. Ah. 6?0 : 2 Inst. 104. But such fines

and amercements being for a personal offence, no stranger's
beasts can lawfully be distrained for them, though they have
been levant and couehant upon the lands of the offender.
Owen, 1 46 ! 2Vfr£, 20.

A joint award of one fine against divers persons is erro-
neous; it ought to be several against each defendant, for

otherwise one who hath paid his part might be continued in
prison till the others have paid theirs, which would be in effect

to punish for the offence of another. 2 Hawk. P. C.

A fine imposed by the Court of K. B. upon a defendant
convicted of a misdemeanor, may be levied by a writ of levari

facias, issued out of that court by the sheriff' 2 B. $ A. G09.
The manner in which fines imposed in the different courts,

&c. are to be returned and levied, is regulated by several recent
statutes, which are shortly noticed under the tit. Escheat.
FINES to the King; Fines le Rot/.

j| Under this head
were included fines for original writs. On originals on tres-

pass on the case, where the damages were laid above 40/. a fine
was paid, viz. from 40/. damages to 100 marks {661. 13s. 4d.),
6s. Sd. From 100 marks to 100/. the fine was 10s. From
100/. to 200 marks, 13s. Id.; from 200 to 250 marks, Ids. Sd.;
from 250 to 300 marks or 200/, it is 1 /. fine ; and so for every
100 marks more, vou paid 6s. Sd. } and everv 100/. further 10*.
Every 100/. paid 10*. fine. 7?, H. 6 TV. $ M. Fines were
also paid for original writs in debt ; for every writ of 40/. debt,
6s. Sd., and if it were of 100 marks, but 6s. Sd., and for every
100 marks, 6s. Sd., &c. ; also for every writ of plea of land, if

it were not a writ of right patent, which was for the yearly
value of five marks, 6s. Sd., and so according to that rate.

19 6. 44 : 7 H. 6. 33 : New Nat. Br. 212. See tit. Fine
of Lands.

Fine pho Redisseisina capiekda. A writ that lay for
the release of one imprisoned for a redisseisin, on payment of
a reasonable fine, Reg. Orig. 222.
Fjne Fobce, is where a person is forced to do that which

he can no ways help ; so that it seems to signify an absolute

ncccssitv or constraint not avoidable. Old Nat. Br. 63. Stat.

35 H. 8. c. 12,

FIN I HE. To fine, or pay a fine upon composition, and
making satisfaction, &c. The same with Jinern facere, men-
tioned in Leg. //.I.e. 53. And in Brompton, p. 105. and in

Hovedon, p. 7S3.

FINITIO. Death, so called ; because vita finitur mortc.

Blount.

FINORS of GOLD and SILVER. Are those persons

who purify and separate gold and silver from coarser metals,

by fire and water. They are not to alloy it, or sell the same,

save only to the master of the mint, goldsmiths, &c. Stat*

4 H. 7- c. 2.

F1RDFARE and FIRDWITE, See Ferdfare and Ferdwit.

FIRDERINGA. A preparation to go into the army.

Leg. H. 1.

FIRE-ARMS. By stats. 53 G. 3. c. 115 ; 55 G. 3. c. 59

;

regulations are made to insure the proper and careful manu-
facturing of fire-arms in England; and for proving the barrels

of fire-arms, usually called small arms, at the proof-house of

the Gun-maker's company in London ; or at the gun barrel

proof-house in Birmingham. These acts do not extend to

arms for military service.

By 9 G. 4. c. 31. § 1 1. unlawfully and maliciously shooting

at any person, or by drawing a trigger, or in any other manner
attempting to discharge any loaded fire-arms at any person

with intent to murder, and counselling, aiding, and abetting

therein, are capital felonies.

And by § 12. the like of such acts as are done with intent to

maim, disfigure, disable, or do some grievous bodily harm, or

to resist the lawful apprehension, &c. of the offender.

Under 43 G. S. c. 58. (now repealed), it was decided that

the offence of shooting was complete, if a pistol is fired so near,

and in such a direction, as to be likely to kill or do some bodily
harm with such intent, though the pistol be loaded wTith gun-
powder and paper onlv. C. C. R. Q5.
FIRE and FIRE-COCKS. By stat. 14 G. 3. c. 78. (the

last building act) churchwardens in London, and within the
bills of mortality, are to fix fire-cocks, &c. at proper distances
in streets, and keep a large engine and hand-engine for extin-
guishing fire, and ladders and fire-escapes, under the penalty
of 10/. § 75. And to prevent fires, workmen in the city of
London, &c. must erect party-walls between buildings of brick
or stone, of a certain thickness, &c. under penalties, inflicted

by various sections of the act. On the breaking out of any
fire, all the constabl cs and beadles shall repair to the place
with their staves to protect property, and be assisting in
putting out the fire, and causing people to work. § 85. No
action shall be had against any person in whose house or
chamber a fire shall accidentally begin. § 8fi. See this Diet,
tit. Waste, and also siaL 6 Anne, c. 31. now said to be made
perpetual. 1 List. 530. in n. 7.

By the said stat. 1 4 G. 3. c 78. rewards for assistance are
payable to the first turncock 10s. ; to the first engine not
exceeding 30s. ; the second not exceeding 20s. ; the third 10s.
To be paid by the churchwardens or overseers, but not with-
out the approbation of an alderman or justice of the peace.
The churchwardens, &c. to be repaid by the inhabitant if the
fire begins in a chimney. §§ 76, 77, 78. Insurance offices may
lay out the insurance in rebuilding the premises, if the party
suffering does not give security to do so: or in case of dis-
agreement, not settled within 6'0 days. § S3.

Firemen exempt from being impressed, § S2. Penalty on
servants firing houses by negligence, 100/, or eighteen months'
imprisonment. £ 84. Restrictions on boiling turpentine,
25 G. 3. c. 11. See this Diet. tit. Arson, Burning, Police.
FIREBARE, Sax.] A beacon or high tower by the sea-

side, wherein are continual lights, either to direct sailors in the
night, or to give warning of the approach of an enemy, Se*
tit. Beacon.
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FIREBOTE. Fuel forfiring for necessary use, allowed by

law, to tenants out of the lands, &c. granted them. See

Estovers,

FIRE-ORDEAL. See tit. Ordeal.

FIRE-WORKS. No person whatsoever shall make, sell,

&c. squibs, rockets, serpents, &c, or cases, moulds, &c. lor

making the same ; and every such offence shall be adjudged

a common nuisance, and persons making or selling squibs, &c.

shall forfeit 5l.

Persons throwing or firing squibs, &c, or suffering them,

&c. to be thrown or fired from their houses, incur a penalty of

5>(Xv. Likewise persons throwing, easting or firing, or aiding

or assisting in the throwing, casting or firing of any squibs,

rockets, serpents, or other fire- works, in or into any public

street, house, or shop, river, highway, road or passage, incur

the like penalty of 20^, and on non-payment may be committed

to the house of correction. Stat. 9 «W 1° C
-J;

This statute does not take from any person injured, by

throwing of squibs, &c. the remedy at common law; for the

party may maintain a special action on the case or trespass,

&c. for recovery of full damages. And as the above statute

declares the offences to he common nuisances, they may clearly

also he prosecuted by indictment. 2 Bum's Just. Fireworks:

Russell, i. 47- 303.

By 3 G. 4. c. 126* § 121. a penalty of 40*. is imposed for

making bonfires, or wantonly letting off any firework within

eighty feet of the centre of any turnpike road.

FIRE and SWORD. Letters of; these anciently issued

from the privy council in Scotland, directed to the sheriff of

the county, authorising him to call for the assistance of the

county to dispossess a tenant retaining possession, contrary to

ihe order of a judge, or judgment of a court.

FIRMA . Victuals or provisions ; also rent, &c. See tit. Farm.

FIRMA ALBA. Rent of lands let to farm, paid in silver

not in provision for the lord's house. See Alba Firma.

FIRMA NOCTIS. A custom or tribute anciently paid

towards the entertainment of the king for one night according

to Domesday. Comes Meriton T. R. E. reddehat firmam unius

noctis, &c. i. c, provision or entertainment for one night, or the

value of it. Temp, Reg. Edw. Confess.

FIRMAM REGIS. Anciently pro villa regia, seu regis

mancrio. Spelm.

FIRMAT IO. Firmattonis Tempus, Doe season, as op-

posed to buck season. 31 H. 3. Firmatio signifies also a sup-

plving with food. Leg. Ince, c. 34,

F I'll M l." RA. Frcejirmagc. IV. da Cressi gave to the monks

of Bhjth a mill, cum libera Jirmura of the dam of it. Reg. de

RIt/l/i Tins has been interpreted liberty to scour and repair

the mill dam, and carry away the soil, &e. Blount

F 1 RST- F EDITS, Primitive The profits after avoidance

of every spiritual living for the first year, according to the

valuation thereof in the king s books. These were given in

ancient times to the pope throughout all Christendom, and

were first claimed by him in England of such foreigners as he

bestowed benefices "on here by way of provision ;
afterwards

they were demanded of the clerks of all spiritual patrons, and

at length of all other clerks on their admission to benefices;

but upon the throwing off the pope's supremacy in the reign of

Henry VIII. they were translated to, and vested in, the king,

as appears by the stat. 2(5 H. 8. c. 8. and a new valor benefit

ciorum was then made, by which the clergy are at present

rated. This valor benefchrum is what is commonly called,

the king's books; a transcript of which is given in Ecton's

Thesaurus and Bacon's Liber Regis. And for the ordering

thereof; there was a court erected, 32 H. 8. but dissolved soon

after. See Valor Ecclcsiasricus.

Though by stat. 1 Eliz. c> 4. these profits are reduced again

to the crown, yet the court was never restored ; for all matters

formerly handled therein, were transferred to the Exchequer,

within the sur\rey of which court they now remain.

By stat. 26 IL 8. c. 3. (extended to Ireland by Irish act,

28 Fit S* C - y mXt+tim »»«..*^.*^« j uiulim^uj v^u. CUC

powered to examine into the value of every ecclesiastical

benefice and preferment in their several dioceses ; and clergy-

men entered on their livings before the first-fruits are paid or

compounded for, are to forfeit double value. But stat. i Eliz.

c. 4. ordains, that if an incumbent on benefice do not live half

a year, or is ousted before the year expire, bis executors are to

pay only a fourth part of the first-fruits : and if he lives the

year, and then dies, or be ousted in six months after, but half

the first-fruits shall be paid; if a year and a half, three

quarters of them ; and if two years, then the whole ; not

otherwise. The archbishops and bishops have four years

allowed for the payment, and shall pay one quarter every year,

if they live so long upon the bishopric: other dignitaries In

the church pay theirs in the same manner as rectors and vicars.

By the stat. 27 H. 8. c. 8. no tenths are to be paid for the

first year, as then the first-fruits are due, and by several sta-

tutes of Anne, if a benefice be under 50/. per annum clear

yearly value, it shall be discharged of the payment of first-

fruits and tenths.

This queen also restored to the church what had at first been

thus indirectly taken from it, not by remitting the tenths and

first-fruits entirely, but by applying these superfluities of the

larger benefices to make up the deficiencies of the smaller ; for

this purpose she granted a charter, confirmed by stat. 2 Anne,

c. 1 1- whereby all the revenue of the first-fruits and tenths is

vested in trustees for ever-, to form a perpetual fund fur the

augmentation of poor livings under 50/. a year. This is usually

called Queen Anne's bounty, which has been still further ref-

lated by subsequent statutes
;
though it is to be lamented that

the number of such poor livings is so great, that this bounty,

extensive as it is, will be slow, and almost imperceptible in its

operation ; the number of livings under 50l. certified by the

bishops at the commencement of the undertaking being 5597;

the revenues of which, on a general average, did not exceed

231. per arm. See 1 Comm. 2So. 286. cum nolis, ib. See also

the stats. 5 Anne, c. 24 : 6 Anne, c. 27 : 1 G. L c\ 10: and

45 G. 8. c. 84.

A similar application was made of these piofits in Ireland

under the board of first-fruits by the Irish act 2 0. 1. c. 15,

and many subsequent statutes ; all of which were repealed by

the 3 and 4 W. 4. c. 37. and the payment of first-fruits aboi*

ished, so far as relates to that country.

FISH, FISHERIES, and FISHING.

The taking of fish in rivers and great waters, where they

were unrestrained of their natural liberty, has never been con-

sidered larceny at common law. But it was otherwise of fish con-

tained in a trunk or net, on the principle that when animal^

though firm naturae* are fit for the food of man, and are re-

claimed or confined, larceny may be committed of them.

2 InsL 109: 1 Hale, 511 : 2 Hawk. c. 33. § 41 : 4- Comt.

235 : 2 East, P. C. 6"0?. And some contended it was larceny

to steal fish from a pond, if the pond were private enclosed

propertya
and of such kind and dimensions that the fish

within "it might be considered as restrained of their natural

libertv, and liable to be taken at any time, at the pleasure of

the owner. 1 Hawk. c. 33. §3$ : 2 East, P. G 610
: 3 Bm

191-
,

This offence is now, however, declared by statute to be a

misdemeanor. See post. .

By the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 27. all former statutes relative to

the offences of fishing in and injuring ponds and private nsn-

eries, are repealed, , - »

Bv § 34. taking or destroying fish in water running tnrougn

or in land adjoining or belonging to the dwelling-house of any

person who is the owner of such water, or has a right

fishing therein, is a misdemeanor; and taking or MPjg
or attempting to take or destroy, fish in any water net be n

such as aforesaid, but which is private property, or m ttiutn
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there is any private right of fishing, subjects the offender, on

summary conviction before a justice, to a penalty not exceed-

ing 51 over and above the value of the fish taken or destroyed.

These enactments do not extend to angling in the daytime

;

but any person so angling in such water as first mentioned is

liable to a penalty of 5/, t and in such water as last mentioned

to one of 2/., on conviction before a justice.

§ 35. authorizes the owner of the ground, water, or fishery,

or his servants, to demand of any person offending against the

act, his rods, lines, or otiicr implements, and to seize the same

for the use of such owner, if they are not immediately deli-

vcrcd up. IVrsoiiN angling in the daytime, and whose imple-

ments are taken or delivered up, are exempted from any further

damages or penalty.

For the provisions of the act with respect to oysters, see that

title.

Numerous statutes, commencing in the reign of Edward I.,

have been passed for the preservation of salmon and other

fish in rivers, and regulating the size and time at which they,

as well as sea* fish, may be taken. Many of the enactments

are conflicting and obscure; and the law on the subject stands

greatly in need of revision and consolidation. The following

is a very general abridgment of some of the principal acts —

.

By stat. 2 II. iu c- 15. no person may fasten nets, &e. across

rivers to destroy fish, and disturb passage of vessels, on pain of 5l.

By stat. 1 Eliz. c. 17- (made perpetual by stat. 3 Car. I.

c. 4.) no fisherman shall use any net or engine to destroy the

fry of fish ; and persons using nets for that purpose, or taking

salmon or trout out of season, or any fish under certain lengths,

are liable to forfeit 20$. 3 and justices of the peace and the

lords of leets have power to put the acts in force.

The stat. 4 and 5 Anne, c. 21. was made for the increase

and preservation of salmon in rivers in the counties of South-
ampton and Wilts

;
requiring that no salmon be taken between

the 1st of August and 12th of November, or under size, &c.
And by slat. 1 G. I.e. 18, (altered as to the river Ribble, by
stat. 23 (Jr. 2. c. 26.) salmon taken in the rivers Severn, Wye,
Were, Tees, Ouse, &t\ are to be 1 S inches long at least ; or

the persons catching them shall forfeit 51. ; and sea fish sold

must be of the length following, viz. bret: and turbot 16 inches,
brill and pearl 14, eodlin, bass, and mallet 12, sole and place 8,

flounders 7? whiting 6 inches long, &c. on pain of forfeiting

20*. to the poor and the fish.

Besides the above, thus particularized, the following statutes
relate to the same subject.— West. (13 E. 1.) c. 47. and
13 R. 2. c. 19. (altered 'by 9 Anne, c. 26: 1 ft h *U 2. c. 18 :

23 G. 2. c 26: 43 G. 3. c. lxi. ; and 45 G. 3. c. 33.) as
to salmon and their fence months.— 31 E. 3. st. 2. c. Land
85 E. 3. (Ordin of Herrings) as to forestalling Iterrings.—
31 E. 3. st. 2. <\ 2. selling of herring at Yarmouth.

—

Id. c. 3. as

to stock-fish and salmon.—17 R. 2, c. 9. appoints justices to be
conservators of rivers— 14 H. 6\ c. 6. as to foreigners selling
fish.— 1 1 II. 7. c. 23. as to pickled salmon and herrings.

—

2 and 3 E. 0*. c. 6- forbids the granting licences to fish in
foreign parts.— 5 Eliz. c. 5, as to toll of fish.— 1 Jac. 1. c. 23.
as to trespass by herring fishers*

—

3 Jar. I.e. 12. as to wears on
the sea shore.— 13 and 14 Car. 2. c. 28. as to pilchard fishery.— 1.0 Car. 2. c* Hi. Packing herrings. Newfoundland fishery

30 Car. 2.c. <). Severn fishery.—4 Anne, c. 15. S tower fishery.

—

2 G2. c. 1 9. Ousterfishery in Medwan, &e. {and see tit. Oysters.)
— 9 G. 2. c* 3i. Lobster fishery on the coast of Scotland.— Stat.

30 G. 2. c. 21. regulates the fishery in the Thames and Med-
way.— 11 G. 3. c. 27 ' 15 G. 3. c. 4f>. Salmon fishery in the
Tweed.— 16 G. 3. c. 36. Cornwall Pilchard fishery; and see

also stat. 31 G. 3. c. 45 : 45 G. 3. c. 102: 48 c. 6*8.—

Salmon fishery in England, 58 G. 3. c. 43.

Various statutes have been made as to the particular supply
and sale of fish in London and Westminster, viz.

Stat. 17 R- 2. e. appoints the mayor of London conser-

vator of the Thames. Stat 10 and 1 1 IV. 3. c 4: 9 Anne,
c. 26: 3 G. 3. c. 27: and 2 G. 3. c. J 5. fur regulating

Billingsgate market ; the water bailiff's duty, and the Fish-

mongers' Company. The 39 G. 3. c. 118. authorises the

sale of fish in Billingsgate market by retail. A long and
particular stat. 22 G. 2. c. 49- to establish an open fish market
in Westminster, was never put in force. See stat 30 G. 3.

c. 54. which vests the estate and property of the trustees of

Westminster fish market in the Marine Society. 24 G. 2*

c. 44. was passed to protect officers in their duty, under the

several statutes against forestalled of fish, &e.—Finally, the

stats. 29 G. 2. c. 39. and S3 G. 2. c. 27. were made to

regulate the sale of fish at the first hand in the fish markets
in London and Westminster; and to prevent salesmen of

fish buying fish to sell again on their own account ; and to

allow bret and turbot, brill and pearl, although under the

respective dimensions mentioned in 1 G. 1. c. 18. to be im-
ported and sold ; and to punish persons who shall take or sell

any spawn, brood, or fry of fish, unsizeable lish, or fish out of

season, or smelts under the si^e of five inches. These acts are

amended as to the sale of eels by stat, 42 G* 3. c. I9<

By this latter act every master of a vessel is to give a true

account of the several sorts of fish brought alive to the Nore
in his vessel, and if after such arrival, he shall wilfully destroy

or throw away any of the said fish, not being unwholesome or

unmarketable, &c, he is liable to be committed to the house of

correction, and kept to hard labour for any time not exceeding
two months nor less than one. And see further stat. 2 G. 3.

c. 15. for the better supplying the cities of London and West-
minster with fish, by means of fish machines, and to reduce
the exorbitant price thereof ; and to protect and encourage
fishermen,—The stat. 2 G. 3, c. 15. is repealed by stat.

50 G. 3. c. 108. so far as relates to the exemption from being
impressed, except as to existing protections under that act;
and new regulations are established for the protection of

mariners employed in the fisheries on the coasts. The exemp-
tion from being impressed, contained in § 2. of 50 G. 3. c. 108.
extends to a lobster fishery carried on by British subjects at

Heligoland, to supply London with that fish. 1 Manl. fy Sehv.
Rep. 223.

A regular fish market is now held at Hungerford market,
which has been established and re- built under the provisions of
an act of the 11 G* 4. c. 70.

For so much concerning the several national fisheries as

relates to the commerce and navigation of the country, see tit.

Navigation Acts, V.
The Newfoundland Fisheries are at present regulated by

stats. 28 Or. S- C* 35: 5 4. c. 51. which is by 2 and 3 W. 4.
c. 79- continued till 31st Dee. ] H34.

Greenland Fishery.—Stats. 4 and 5 W. § M. c. I 7 : I Anne,
st. I. ct 16: 44 G. 3. c. 35. continued bv several subsequent
acts. And see 55 G. 3. c. 39.

Southern Whale Fisherv.—42 G. 3. c. 77 : 43 G. 3. c. 90 -

51 G. 3. c. 34,

British White Herring Fishery.— 2fi G. 3. c. 81 : 27 G. 3.
c. 10: 35 G. 3.c. 56: Sfl G. 3. c. 100: 48 G. 3. c. 1 j 0 -

51 G. 3. c. 101 : 52 G.3.c. 153: 55G.3.C-9*: land2G.4.
c. 79: 5 G. 4. c. 0*4: 7 G. 4. c. 34: 11 (i 4. and I W. 4.
c. 54.

Scotch Fisheries,—13 G, L c. 26. 30 : 29 G. 2. c. 23 : 26 G 3
c. 81. 106: 48 G. 3. c. 110.

Scotch Salmon Fisheries.—9 G. 4. c. 39.
For the encouragement and improvement of the fisheries

on the coast of Ireland, see stat. 59 G. 3. c. 109 ; 1 and 2 G. 4.
c. 79' 5 G, 4. c. 64: 7 G. 4. c. 34: 11 G. 4. and 1 W. *
c. 54.

For permitting the Americans to fish in certain districts on
the coast of Newfoundland, Labrador, &c., see stat. 5<) G 3
c. 33.

By the custom of the whale fishery among the Callipagos
islands, he who strikes a whale with a loose harpoon is entitled
to receive half the produce from him who kills it. But unless
he who strikes a fish continues his dominion until he has
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reduced it into possession, any other person who kills it acquires

the entire property- 1 Jl\ P. Taunt. 241.

However, the first striker is entitled to the fish, though the

harpoon may be detached from the line when the second

striker strikes, if the fish be so entangled in the line that he

might probably have seemed him without the interference of

the second striker. ] Moo. <$ Malk. 58. And if, while

the fish is fast to the haqioon of the tint striker, another comes

up unsolicited, and so disturbs the fish that he breaks from the

first harpoon, and then he strikes him and secures him, the

fish still belongs to the first striker. 1 Moo. $ Malk. 59.

By the 6 G. 4. c. 105. all former statutes relating to the

importation of foreign fish were repealed ; and by 6 G. 4. c. 107-

all fish of foreign taking: or curing, or in foreign vessels,

except turoot and lobsters, stock-fish, live eels, anchovies,

sturgeon, botargo, and caviare, are prohibited.

FISHING, Right of, and property of fish. It has

been held, that where the lord of the manor hath the soil on

both sides the river, it is a good evidence that he hath the

right of fishing, and it puts the proof upon him who claims a

free fishery ; but where a river ebbs and flows, and is an arm

of the sea, there it is common to ally and he who claims a

privilege to himself must prove it; for if trespass is brought for

fishing there, the defendant may justify that the place where,,

is an arm of the sea, in which every subject of our lord the

king hath and ought to have free fishery.

In the Severn, the soil belongs to the owners of the land on

each side ; and the soil of the river Thames is in the king, &c.,

but the fishing is common to all. 1 Mod. 105- He who is

owner of the soil of a private river, hath a separate or several

fishery; and he that hath freefishery hath a property in the

fish, and mav bring a possessory action for them ; but communis

piscaria is like the case of all other commons. 2 Sulk. 637.

See post.

There are three sorts of fisheries or piscaries* Free fishery;

several (or separate) fishery ; and common of piscary.

A freefishery, or exclusive right of fishing in a public river,

is a royal franchise ; this differs from a severalfishery ; because

be that has a severalfishery must also he (or at least derive his

right from) the owner of the soil. It differs also from a com-

mon of piscary, in that the free fishery is an exclusive right,

the common of piscary is not so ; and therefore in afreefishery

a man has property in the fish before they are caught : in a co?n-

won of piscary, not till afterwards : 2 Comm. 39, 40 ; hut see

l Inst. 122. {a) n. 7. As to a free fishery no new franchise can

at present be granted of it, by the express provision of Magna
Charta, c. if), and the franchise must be at least as old as the

reign of Henry II. 2 Comm. 41 7-

The strict definition of a several fishery is an cc exclusive

right of fishery in the soil of another," although it appears to

be still an unsettled question, whether a person can have a

several fishery without being also owner of the soil. 5 Burr.

2814: 2 Comm. 39: Co. Lit. 122. a. n. 7: Doug. 56. The
better opinion, however, is, that although the right must have

been originally derived from the owner of the soil, it may
exist in a person having no interest therein ; and one of the

cases already quoted establishes, that by a grant or demise im~

mediately from the owner of the soil, a several right of fishery

may be created, and be declared on as such. 5 Burr. 2814.

Common of piscary or fishery is defined to be a liberty of

fishery in common with others in a stream or river, the soil

whereof belongs to a third person. 2 Comm. 34. It does not

differ in any respect from other commonable rights, and tres-

pass will not lie for an injury to it. 2 Salk. 637* See tit.

Common.
There may be a prescriptive right in a subject to a several

fishery in an arm of the sea. 4 Term Rep. K. B. 439.

Primafacie, every subject has a right to take fish found

upon the sea shore between high and low water mark. But

such general right may be abridged by the existence of an ex-

clusive right in some individual, 2 Bos. $f
Pull. 472.

A several fishery enjoyed by a subject in a navigable river,
where the tide flows, under a grant before time of memory, ^
an incorporeal hereditament, and consequently a term for years
cannot be created in it without deed. 5 Barn. * C 875
FISHMONGERS' COMPANY. Formerly the wealthiest

and most powerful of the civic associations or companies of the

city of London. Originally it consisted of two great bodies

:

the salt-fishmongers, who were incorporated by letters patent

in 1433, during the reign of Henry VL; and the stock-fish-

mongers, incorporated by charter from Henry VTL in 1509.

These two companies were incorporated into one by Henry VIII*

in 1536, under the title of « The Wardens and Commonalty
of the Mystery of Fishmongers and thus united] they form

the fourth city company, standing immediately after the

drapers', and before the goldsmiths
1

.

By stat. 9 Anne, c. 26. there shall be a master, wardens, and

assistants of the Fishmongers' Company in London, chosen

yearly at the next court of the lord mayor and aldermen after

the I Oth of June, who are constituted a court of assistants;

and they shall meet once a month at their common hall, ft

regulate abuses in fishery, register the names of fishermen, and

mark their boats, &c.

FISHGARTH, A dam or wear in a river, made for the

taking of fish, especially in the rivers of Ouse and Humber.

FISH POND. One that has a close pond in which there

are fish, may call them pisces suos in an indictment, &c. But

he cannot call them as bona cy catalla, if they be not in

trunks. There needs no privilege to make a fish pond, as there

doth in case of a warren. Mod. Ca. 143.

By 7 and 8 G. 4. § 15. breaking down or destroying the dam

of any fishpond, or of any water which is private property, or

in which there is any private right of fishery, with intent to

take, destroy, or cause the loss of the fish therein, or putting

lime or other noxious material therein, with intent to destroy

the fish, is declared to he a misdemeanor punishable with

transportation for seven years, &c.

As to taking or destroying fish in fishponds, see tit. Fish.

FISH ROYAL. Whale and Sturgeon which the king is

entitled to when either thrown on shore or caught near the

coasts. Plowd. SI 5. See tit. King,

FISK (fromfiscus, the Treasury). The right of the crown

to the moveable estate of a person denounced Rebel Scotch

Diet.

FIXTURES. Chattels or articles of a personal nature

which have been affixed to land.

It is a maxim of great antiquity, that whatever is fixed to

the realty is thereby made a part of the realty to which it ad-

heres, and partakes of all its incidents and properties. By the

mere act of annexation a personal chattel becomes a parcel of

the freehold itself, quicquid plantatur solo solo cedit. This

general principle is recognised in almost all of the cases on the

subject, and particularly" in the following authorities. 10 H. 1*

pi. 2 : 20 H. 7- IS : 20 H. 7. 26 : Co. Lit. 53- a. 4
:

Co, 63:

B. N. P. 34 : Amb. 113:3 Alh 13:3 East. 50 : 7 Taunt. 19O.

The rule has, however, been greatly relaxed in modem

times, and many exceptions to it established in favor of trade.

Questions respecting the right to fixtures chiefly arise between

three classes of persons: 1. Landlord and tenant: % 1«

executors of tenant for life, or tenant in tail, and the remainder

man or reversioner : 3. The personal representative and the

heir of the deceased owner of the inheritance*

I. Landlord and Tenant.—It is by no means clear from

the old authorities that an exception of any kind from the

general rule was formerly allowed to lessees ; but the privi-

lege of a tenant to remove fixtures set up in relation to trade was

authoritatively laid down by C J. Holt in Poole* case,

1 Salk. 368. and has been recognised in a series ot modem

decisions. u^**.-
The following general rules seem to be the result ot xm

cases between landlords and tenants. ^ .*

I. A tenant may take away things which he has mmwu
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affixed to the premises for the purpose of trade and manu-

facture*

For instanee> vessels and utensils of trade, such a3 furnaces,

coppers, brewing vessels, fixed vats, salt-pans, and the like.

1 Salk. 368: 3 AtL 13: Amb. 113 : 1 H. if.
c25<): 3 East, 56:

B. N. P. U.
Machinery in breweries, collieries, mills, &cv such as steam-

engines, cider-mills, and the like. 3 AtL 12: Amb. 114:

B. N. P. 84 : 3 EaU} 53 : 3 Esp. 1 1 : 2 B. $ A. 1 65.

Buildings for trade, as a varnish house; at least if built on

plates laid on brickwork (2 East, 88) ; and so, it would seem,

sheds called Dutch barns, formed of uprights rising from a

foundation of brickwork. 3 Esp. 11. But see $ East, 47-

55, 56,

It has not been distinctly established that a tenant may
remove substantial and permanent additions to the premises,

although built exclusively for the convenience of his trade j

such as lime-kilns, pottcrv, or brick-kilns (see 4 T. R. 504:
2 B. $ C. 60S) ; windmills (see 4 Leon. 241 : 6 T. 11. 377 :

1 B. 8f B. 506) or watci mills, or workshops, storehouses, ami
buildings of that description. Neither is it satisfactorily laid

down, that erections of a less substantial nature than these are
in all cases removable by a tenant ; as for example, the
furnaces and flues of a smelt ing-house, glass-house, &c, or the
stones and floors of a malting-house. Cases of this kind are
subject to considerable doubt, particularly where the removal
of the article would greatly deteriorate the freehold to which it

is attached, or where the structure and substance of the thing
itself must be destroyed before it can be taken away.

2. Besides trade fixtures, a tenant may remove certain
articles which he has put up for the ornament andfurniture of
his house, and for His domestic use and convenience.

Of the first class, the authorities furnish the following
examples :

—

Hangings, tapestry, and pier glasses nailed to the walls or
panels of a house ; and even, it is said, where they are put up
in lieu of wainscot, marble, or other ornamental, as ehimnev-
pieces; marble slabs, window blinds, wainscot fixed to the
walls by screws, and the like. 2 Freem. 249: Mos. 112:
1 P. W. 94 : Sir. 11 41 : 3 AtL 12: Amb. 113: 1 II. B. 260 :

2 Sauna
1

. 259. //. II : 3 East, 53 : J Taunt. 1<)1 : 2 B. & B. 58 :

lB.^C.77.
But articles of this description can only be removed where

they are so attached to the premises as not to have become a
part of the substance and fabric of the house. For it appears
that a tenant cannot remove an article, though meant for
ornament merely, if it be so substantially united to the build-
ing that its removal would materially injure the structure.
So neither will he be allowed to take away erections which
may be considered as permanent additions or improvements to
the estate. 3 Esp. 11.

Thus it has been held, he is not entitled to pull down a con-
servatory built on a brick foundation, and which is intimatelv
connected with the dwelling house (2 B. Sf B. 54: 4 B.
Moore, 440) : or a pinery erected on brickwork, although built
in a garden, and detached from the house itself. Id. Ibid.

But a tenant may so construct an erection or building that
it shall not be considered to be affixed to the freehold in con-
templation of law ; and then, whatever its purposes may be,
and however substantial it is in itself, the landlord will have
no right to it at the end of the term. For unless a thing is

absolutely attached to the realty by being let into the ground,
or united to the freehold by means of nails, screws, bolts,

mortars, or the like, the law regards it as a mere loose and
moveable chattel.

Thus if a tenant erects a barn, granary, stable, or any other
building, upon blocks, rollers, stilts, or pillars, the landlord is

not entitled to consider it as a part of his freehold. 1 t Vhk Ab.
154 : B. N. P. 34 : 3 East , 55 : 3 Esp. 1:11 Taunt. 20.
So a varnish-house laid upon a wooden plate, resting on

brickwork, the quarters being morticed into the plate, is a
|

chattel and removable by the tenant. 4 Esp. Ar
. P. C. SB

:

% East, 88. So a post windmill, at least if laid on cross traces

not attached to the ground : 6 T. R. 377 ; and see 4 Leon.
241 : 1 B. 3, B. 506. So vessels or utensils supported on brick-
work frames, or horses standing on the ground. 9 East, 215.
And the like of machinery let into caps or steps of timber,
and even, as it seems, although fastened by pins. 2 B. A.
l65.

By adopting, therefore, these or similar modes of construction
a tenant may not only make valuable additions to his premises
with perfect safety, but avoid the effect of a covenant in his
lease to repair buildings erected after the commencement of the
term. See 1 Taunt. It): 2 B. $ A. 165,

With respect to the second class of fixtures, those put up for
ordinary use and convenience, the cases furnish the subjoined
list.

Grates, ranges, and stoves, fastened in brickwork ; iron backs
to chimneys; beds fastened to the cieling ; fixed tables ; furnaces;
coppers; mash-tubs and water-tubs fixed

; coffee-mills, malt-
mills, jacks; cupboards fastened with holdfasts; clock-cases;
iron ovens ; and pumps slightly affixed to the freehold. Year-
books, 8 //. 7. 12 : 20 //. 7- 13: 21 H. 7. 26 : Cro. Eliz. 374 -

2 Freem. 249: Str. 1141: 1 AtL 477: 6 T. R. 379:
7 Taunt. 191 : 5 B. <$• A. 625 : 1 B. $ C. 77 : 4 B. $ C. 686

:

6 Bing. 437 : Bum's Ecc. Law, 301.
But with regard to these fixtures, it is also particularly to

be observed, that they must be so affixed and connected with
the premises as to occasion but little damage in their removal

;

otherwise the tenant will not be allowed to take them away.
3. A tenant in husbandry has not the same privilege as a

tenant in trade; for he cannot takeaway tilings which he has
affixed to the premises /or purposes merely agricultural.
Thus a tenant may not remove a beast-house, a carpenter's

shop, fuel-house, cart-house, pump-house, a fold-yard wall
erected for the use of his farm, even though he left the
premises in the same state as he found them on his entrv
3 East, 38.

This rule, however, is confined to articles of a strictly agri-
cultural nature, For if the object of an erection has relation
to a trade of any description, the tenant may take it away, not-
withstanding it is the means or instrument of obtaining the
profits of the land.

As for example, a mill for making cider; machinerv for
working mines and collieries; and, it would seem, utensils set
up for manufacturing salt from springs upon the demised n re-
mises. 3 AtL 12: Amb. I 1 : B. A . P. 34: 1 II. B. %&Qt L

Fixtures of this kind belong to a class of cases which have
been denominated mu>vd crises; and the questiMis to which
they give rise with respect to the right of removing them are
sometimes attended with much difficulty. See Amos on Fixtures-
ch. 2. part 1. § 3.

J

4. A nurseryman or gardener is entitled to remove and dis-
pose of trees, shrubs, &c„ which he has planted for the purpose
ot sale, 2 East, 89. 7: Taunt. 191 : 4 Taunt. 3 Hi.

It has been held, however, that he cannot plough up straw
berry beds in full bearing, at the close of his term, without
having any reasonable object in view. 1 Camp. 2 L

27.
But a private person is not at libertv to sell and remove

young fruit trees planted by himself (4 Taunt. 316) - or a
border of box (4 B. % C. 6z5); or even flowers {per Little-
date, J. ibid.)

The better opinion seems to be, that a gardener or nursery-man cannot take down hothouses, greenhouses, forcing pits &c

56 2 B Tb^I
dUrin8 tenanCy

'

2 Emt
'
90 : 8Easi'> 4:3

'

5. A tenant must remove his fixtures before the expiration oflas t&ffmfm be is not at liberty to insist on his claim after-wards
1 MA 368 : 1 Atk 477 : Aub. US: 7 Taunt 1 9 1 : Com,Dg. H aste 1). 2.) ; neither can he, where he has neglected to

take away during this term, maintain trover for them against
the landlord, l B. $ Ad. 394.

6
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But if a tenant continues in possession of the premises after

the end of his term (although against the will of his land-

lord), it seems he is entitled, during his continuing occupation,

to remove the fixtures which he had previously neglected to take

away. But even in this case he may be liable to an action, at

the suit of his landlord, for being wrongfully on the premises

after bis tenantry bad expired. 2 East, 88.

It has been held that a custom for a lessee for years to

remove his utensils within a certain period after his term

expires, is bad in law. Palm 21 L If, however, the interest

which the tenant claims in the demised premises is uncertain,

as if he is tenant strictly at will, or tenant jmtr aider me, &c.,

it is apprehended that he will in general be allowed a reason-

able time to remove his fixtures after the determination of his

tenancy.

The several foregoing rules are alike applicable, whether

the tenant holds by lease under seal, or by a parol demise.

And with respect to the description of fixtures which

a tenant is autborized to remove, there is no distinction

whether the party is lessee for life, for years, or merely tenant

from year to year, &c.

But in applying these rules to practice, it should be observed

that the rights both of landlord and tenant, in respect of

fixtures, are frequently varied and controlled by the express

terms of the demise, or the circumstances under which it was

originally entered into. Thus if a tenant covenants to repair

the demised premises, and all erections, &e, built, or that

should be afterwards built thereon, such a covenant will pre-

vent the tenant from taking down an erection put up by

himself, even although it was intended for the purpose of

trade, and miiiht have been removed but for the covenant in

question. 1 Taunt* 19:2 Stark. 403: 2 B. C. Ci08. And
therefore before a tenant severs an article from the freehold,

it is necessary that he should examine his claim, not only with

reference to the general law of fixtures, but also as it may be

affected by any covenant or stipulation, expressed or implied, in

his lease.

II. The executors of tenant for life, or tenant in tail, and

the remainder man or reversioner.—The point to be decided

between these two classes, is
t
whether chattels annexed to the

freehold by a tenant for life, or tenant in tail, become part

of the inheritance, and pass with it to him in remainder, or in

reversion ; or they are to be considered as part of the personal

estate of the deceased tenant for life, or tenant in tail, and go

to his executors.

The only two cases that have been decided between the last

mentioned classes are Lawton v. Laivton, 3 AtL 13; and Dudley

v. Ward, Amh. 113; which establish that the executors of

tenants for life or tenants in tail are entitled to fixtures erected

for the purpose of trade, even where trade and the profits of

land arc combined.

In the former case it was held that a steam-engine erected

by a tenant for life ; and in the latter, that fire engines put up

by a tenant for life, or tenant in tail ; were to be considered as

part of their personal estate, and were removable by their

executors.

There is no doubt that the personal representatives of tenants

for life, or in tail, would be allowed at least the same privilege,

in removing fixtures against the remainder man or reversioner,

that the personal representatives of a deceased owner in fee

have against the heir. For in the case of executor and heir,

the rule is said to obtain with the utmost rigor in favour of the

real estate ; and the case of tenant for life, or in tail, has been

called an ££ intermediate " one, between that of heir and executor,

and that of landlord and tenant ; and accordingly it seems to

be generally understood, that any determination in favour of

an executor against an heir will support a similar claim

between whatever parties it may arise.

With respect to the right of the executors of tenant for life

or in tail, to fixtures put up for ornament or convenience, in

the absence of direct authority, all cases which cannot be

brought without the clars of trade fixtures must be left to bo

inferred from determinations between the heir and the executor

of the owner in fee. See jmt, til.

III. The personal representative, and the heir ofthe deceased

owner of the inheritance— In the early periods of the law it

was an inflexible rule, that whatever was affixed to the free-

hold should descend to the heir as parcel of the inheritance

20 IE 7* 0. 13 : 21 IE 7- c. 26 : Owen, 71 : Oo. Jac. 129:

4 Rep. 6.3, fi4. The first instance in which an exception was

allowed as between the executor and heir was a decision of

C. B. Cornyns respecting a cider-mill, which was men tinned

and approved of by Lord Hardwicke in 3 Atk. 14, This is

the only case to be found in which it has been expressly held,

that the exception on the ground of trade operates in favour

of the personal estate against the claim of the heir. It appears,

however, to establish a general principle that erections for the

purpose of trade may be removed by the executor as part of the

personal estate.

It is also to be inferred from the decision of the cider-mill,

and the instance put by Eord Hardwicke, of the fire engine in

a colliery, that the executor is entitled to remove articles erected

for a purpose in which trade and the profits of land are combined.

But if the property in dispute be absolutely essential to the

value and enjoyment of the real estate, it cannot he taken

away by the executor, but will descend to the heir as parcel of

the inheritance. Thus salt-pans used in salt-works, erected by

deceased owner in his lifetime, on his estate which contained g

salt spring, were held to go to the heir as being accessories to

the enjoyment and use of the inheritance. Lawton v« Satmon
}

1 tE B. 2(iO. in 7iotis,

With regard to the right of the executor to remove fixtures

erected for ornament and convenience, the authorities are so

contradictory, that the extent of the executor's claim is still

involved in uncertainty.

In the older cases it was held that a furnace fixed to the

freehold, and purchased with the house, and hangings nailed to

the wall (2 Freenu 249) J
hangings and looking glasses fixed to

the walls with nails and screws (1 P. W. 94); hangings,

tapestry, and iron backs to chimneys (2 Str. 1141,) ;
should

belong to the executor, and not to the heir. But in a later

case it was said by the Court of K. B. that pots, ovens, and

ranges, fixed by the owner of a house, would go to the heir,

and" not to the executor. 5 B. A. 62 5. And where the

question was, whether stoves, closets, shelves, braving vessels,

locks, blinds, &c. passed to the purchaser of a house, the court

said that some of the articles, viz. the stoves, cooling coppers,

mash tubs, water tubs, and blinds, might be removable as

between landlord and tenant, but would not belong to the

executor, but to the heir, and as between those persons were

parcel of the freehold. 2 B. $ C. 76. And so, on a more

recent occasion, it was said by Bayley, J. that stoves, &a
f*

s>

and cupboards, were parcels of the freehold ; and though thev

might be removed by a tenant during the term, yet they would

go to the heir, and not to the executor. 4 B. § C. 686
:
and

see 2 iV. # 3J. 428,

According, therefore, to these authorities, the courts seem to

consider that the old rule of law has received only a very

partial relaxation in the case of heir and executor.

For further information on this subject, see Amos and ter-

rard on Fixtures, from which the above sketch of the law has

1 been principally taken.

By 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 29* § 44. stealing, ripping, cutting, or

breaking with intent to steal, any glass or woodwork belonging

to any building, or lead, iron, copper, brass, or other metal,

or any utensil, or fixture, whether made of metal or any otwr

materials, fixed to any building, or any thing made ot tnetai

fixed in land being private property, or for a fence to any

dwelling-house, garden, or area, or in any square street, or

other place dedicated to public use or ornament, is telony, an

the offender may be punished as in case of simple 1»«*™£

By § 45. persons stealing any chattel, or fixture let wu
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any house or lodging, are guilty of felony, and punishable as

in case of simple larceny.

FLACO. A place covered with standing water. Men*

Angl. torn. 1. p. 20$.

f LAX. See Hemp.
F LI-XTA. A feathered or fledged arrow; a fleet arrow.

FLEDWITE, or FLIGHTWITE, from Sax. flyth, juga,

et wife, mulcta.] In our ancient law signified a discharge

from amerciaments, where a person having been & f ugitive came

to the peace of our lord the king of his own accord, or with

licence. Rastal.

FLEET, Sox-jkot, i. e. flola, a place of running water,

where the tide or float comes up.] A prison in London, so

called from a river or ditch that was formerly there, on the

side whereof it stood. To this prison men are usually com*

mitted for contempt to the king and his laws, particularly

ngainst the courts of justice ; or for debt, when persons are

unable or unwilling to satisfy their creditors; there are large

rules, and a warden or keeper belonging to the Fleet prison,

See tit- Gaol.

FLEET op SHIPS. See tit. Navy.
FLEM, flema, from Sax* flean, to kill or slay.]] An out-

law; and by virtue of the word flema[flare were claimed bona

fehmum ; as mav be collected irom a quo warranto, temp.

Ed, 3.

FLEMENKFRIT, FLEMENESFH! NTIIE, FLYME-
N AFRYNT HE.] The receiving or relieving of a fugitive or

outlaw. Leg. hue, c. 47: LL. H. 1. c. 10. 12.

FLEMESWITE, Sax.] Fieta interprets it habere caialla

fuzrifivarum. Lib. I c. 47.

FLETWIT, or FLITWIT, Is to be quit of contention
and convictions, and that you may have plea thereof in your
own courts and the amerciaments. Flit in English is treason.
Terms de la Lei/. Hut see Fledwife.

I LET A. The title of an ancient law-hook, supposed to
have been written by a judge who was confined in the Meet
prison, temp. Ed, 1. Nicholsons Historical English Library,
225.

FL1GHERS. Masts for ships. Mim Angl. torn, h p. 799.
FLIGHT. For crimes committed. See Fu^am fecit.

FLOA TSA M. See Flotsam.
FLOOD-GATE. Maliciously breaking down, or damaging,

&c, any floodgate, or other work, on any navigable river or
canal, is felony, and the offender is transportable for life, &c.

;

and maliciously opening any such flood-gate, with intent to
obstruct, &c, the navigation, is also felonv, and the offender mav
be transported for seven years, &c, 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 30. § ]2.
FLOOD-MARK. The mark which the sea makes on the

shore, at flowing water and the highest tide : it is also called
high'water mark.
FLORENCE. An ancient piece of English gold coin;

every pound weight of old standard gold was to be coined into
fifty florences, to be current at six shillings each ; all which
made in tail fifteen pounds, or into a proportionate number of
half florences or quarter pieces; by indenture of the Mint
\ZEd.3.
FLORIN. A foreign coin; in Spain, 4s. 4d., Germany,

3s. 4d., and Holland, 2*.

FLOTA N AVIUM. A fleet of ships. Rot. Francia, 6 R.2.
m. 21.

FL07WGES. Such things as by accident swim on the top
of great rivers ; the word is sometimes used in the commissions
of water bailiff's.

1 LO 1 SAM, is where a ship is sunk or cast away, and the
goods arefloating upon the sea. 5 Rep. 106, Flotsam, jetsam,
and lagan, are mentioned together : jetsam being where any
thing is cast out of the ship when in danger, and the ship
notwithstanding perisheth ; and lagan is when heavy goods
are thrown overboard before the wreck of the ship, which sink
to the bottom of the sea, but are tied to a cork or buoy in order
to be found again. 5 Rep. 106.

vol. r.

In I Comm. the three are thus distinguished: jetsam,

is where goods are cast into the sea and there sunk, and re-

main under water ; flotsam, is where they remain swimming
on the surface of the waves ; lagan or ligan, is where they are

sunk in the sea, but tied to a cork or buoy in order to be found

again.

The king shall have flotsam, jetsam, and lagan, when the

ship is lost, and the owners of the goods are not known ; bufr

not otherwise. F. N. B. 122. Where the proprietors of the

goods may be known, they have a year and a day to claim

flotsam. I Keb. 6*47. Flotsam, jetsam, &c. any person may
'have by the king's grant, as well as the lord admiral, &c. See

1 Comm. 2$2. and this Diet. tit. Wreck.

Foreign liquors and tobacco, derelict, flotsam, jetsam, or

lagan, are made liable to duties of customs as if regularly im-

ported. Stat. 52 G. 3. c. iMh
FOCAGE, fbcagium.'} Housebote, orftre-bole.

FOCAL. A right of taking fire-wood. Mon. Angl. i. 779-

FODDER, Sax./Wa, i. e. alimetitum."] Any kind of meat

for horses, or other cattle : among the Feudists it was used for

a prerogative of the prince, to be provided with corn and other

meat for his horses, by his subjects, in his wars or other expe-

ditions. Hotoju. de verb. Feudal.

FODF.KTOUIUM. Provision or fodder, to be paid by

custom to the king's purveyor. Carhdar. MS.
FCENUS NAUT1CUM. Bottomry. See that ti:le ; and

tit. Insurance.

F(LSA, Er. foisson.~\ Grass, herbage. Mon. Angl. n.

506.

FOGAGE, fogaghim.~\ Fog, or rank after-grass* not eaten

in summer LL. Forrestarf Scot. c. t&
LOITERERS. Vagabonds. Blount, See Faifnurs.

FOLC-LANDS, Sax.] Copyhold lands; so called in the
time of the Saxons, as charter lands were called lioclands.

Kitc/i. 174. Folkland was terra vulgi, or jtopufaris, the land of
the vulgar people, who had no certain estate therein, hut held the

same under the rents and services accustomed or agreed, at the
will only of their lord the thane ; and it was therefore not put
in writing, but accounted pratdinm rusticurn et ignobile. Spelm.
of Feuds, cap. 5. See this Diet. tits. Copyhold, Tenure,
Bockland.
FOLC-MOTE, or FOLK-MOTE, Sax. folgemot, con-

ventu? popufi.] Is compounded of folk, papains, and mote, or
gemote, con venire ; and signified originally, as Simmer, in his
Saxon Dictionary, says, a general assembly of the people to
consider of, and order matters of the com mon we alth. N ,

Leg. Edw. Confess, cap. 35. Spelman says the folcmote was a
sort of annual parliament or convention of the bishops, thanes,
aldermen, and freemen, upon every May-day, yearly ; where
the laymen were sworn to defend one another, and the king,
and to preserve the laws of the kingdom, and then consulted
of the common safety. Hut Dr. Brady infers from the laws
of our Saxon kings that it was an inferior court, held before
the king's reeve or steward, every month, to do folk right, or
compose smaller differences, from whence there lay appeal to
the superior courts. Brady's Gloss, p. 48. Squire seems to
think the folcmote not distinct from the shiremote, or common
general meeting of the county. Angl. Sax. Gov. 155. n.

Mamvood mentions folkmote as a court holden in London,
wherein all the folk and people of the city did complain of the
mayor and aldermen, for misgoveminent within the said cttv *

and this word in Stowes time continued in use among the
Londoners, and denoted Cehbrem ex iota civitatc conventam.
Stoiv e's Su r vey.

According to Kemiet, the folkmote was a common council
of all the inhabitants of a city, town, or borough, convened
often by sound of bell to the mote-hall, or house; or it was
applied to a larger congress of all the freemen within a county,
called the shire-mote, where formerly all knights and military
tenants did fealty to the king, and elected the annual sheriff on
the first of October; till this popular election, to avoid tumults

4 B
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and riots, devolved to the king's nomination- After which the

City folkmote was swallowed up in a select committee or com-

mon council, and the county folkmote, in the sheriff's tourn

and assises. The word folkmote was also used for any kind of

popular or public meeting; as of all the tenants at the court-

Let or court baron, in which signification it wTas of a less

extent. Paroch. Anthp 120.

Folkmoot signifies, according to Lambard, in his exposition

of Saxon words, two kinds of courts, the one now called the

county-court, and the other the sheriff's tourn. In London it

signifies an assembly convened from the whole city, orcommon-
halL Tertnes de la Ley. See further, tit. Parliament*

FOLK-M GTE. See Folc-moie.

FOLDAGE and FOLDCOURSE. A liberty to fold

sheep, &c. See Faldage* Faldjee.

FOLGARII. Menial servants. Bract, lib. 3. tract. 2. c. 10.

House-keepers by the Saxons were called husfastene, and

their servants or followers, j'olg/teres or jblgcres. LL.
Hen. l

. c 9-

FOOD. It is an indictable offence to mix unwholesome
ingredients in any thing made or supplied for the food of man.

Where a baker knew that his servant used alum in making
bread, which is a noxious substance when employed in any

quantity, he was held liable to an indictment for supplying

loaves containing crude lumps of that material. 3 M. Sr S. 11.

FOOL. A natural ; one so from the time of his birth. See

tits. Idiots and Lunatics.

FOOT OF A FINE. See tit. Fine of Lands.

FOOT-GELD. From Sax. fot, pes j and geldan, solvere.

Pedis redemplio.~\ An amercement for not cutting out and

expeditating the balls of great dogs' feet in the forest : to be

quit of foot-geld is a privilege to keep dogs within the forest

unlawed, without punishment. Man wood, par* l.p. 86. See

tit. Forest.

FOOTWA Y. See Highway.
FORAGE, Fr. JxmrageT\ Hay and straw for horses, par-

ticularly for the use of horses in an army,

FORAG1UM. Straw when the corn is thrashed out. Cotrel.

FOIIBALK, jorbalka.~\ Lying forward or next the high-

way. Petr. Blescnsis Contin. Hist. Croyland, p. 11 6.

FORBARRE. To bar or deprive one of a thing for ever.

See stats. 9 R. 2.c.2: H. (i c. 4.

FO RBAT Ul) US. The aggressor slain in combat.

FORCE, vis.^ Is most commonly applied in pejorem par-

tern, the evil part, and signifies any unlawful violence. It is

defined by West to be an offence, by which violence is used to

things or persons ; and he divides it into simple and compound

;

simple force is that which is so committed that it hath no

other crime accompanying it ; as if one by force do only enter

into another man's possession, without doing any other unlaw-

ful act : mixed or compound force, is when some other violence

is committed with such a fact, which of itself alone is criminal

;

as where any one by force enters into another man's house,

and kills a man, or ravishes a woman, &c. And he makes

several other divisions of this head. West Symbol pa. 2.

sect. 65. Lord Coke says, there is also a force implied in law

;

as every trespass, rescous, or disseisin, implieth it ; and an actual

force, with weapons, number of persons, &c. where threatening

is used to the terror of another. Co. Lil. 25J. By law any

person may enter a tavern ; and a landlord may enter his

tenant's house to view repairs, &e. But if he that enters a

tavern, commits any force or violence ; or he that enters to

view repairs, breaketh the house, &c., it shall be intended that

they entered for that purpose. 8 Rep* 146. All force is

against the law ; and it is lawful to repel force by force ; there

is a maxim in our law, quod alias honum el justinn est, si per

vim vel fraudcm petatur, malum ct injustinn est. 3 Hep. 73.

Where a crime, in itself capital, is endeavoured to be committed

bv force, it is lawful to repel that force by the death of the

party attempting* 4 Com. 181. Hawkins says that even at

this day he who is wrongfully dispossessed of his goods may

justify the rettv^.***^ u> tunc uum mc wrung-uoer it

he refuse to re-deliver them/ Hawk. P. C. c. 64. § 1. But
Blackstone, 3 Com. 4, 5. and 4 Com. 363. thinks such a re-
taking must be without force or terror, the public peace beino-

a supreme consideration to any man's private property : and
after conviction of the offender the proprietor may take his

goods (stolen from him) wherever he can find them/so that it

be done without a breach of the peace. 1 Hale, 546"
: 1 Chitt.

C. L. 820. See tits. Duress, Murder, Robbery.

By stat. 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 29. § 6. persons with menace or by
force demanding chattels, money, or valuable securities, with
intent to steal, are guilty of felony, and may be transported for

life, or imprisoned and whipped.

FORCE and ARMS. These words do not appear to be

absolutely essential, but they usually are inserted in an indict-

ment ; and where an actual violence constitutes an ingredient

in the offence, it seems proper to introduce them.

By the stat. 7 0. 4. c. 64. § 20, no judgment upon any in-

dictment or information for felony or misdemeanor, whether after

verdict or outlawry, or by confession, default, or otherwise,

shall he stayed or reversed for the omission of these words,

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER.
An offence against the public peace which is committed by

violently taking or keeping possession of lands and tenements,

wTith menaces, arms, and force, and without the authority of

the law ; whereby he who hath right of entry is barred or

hindered. See 4 Comm. 148. At common law, any one who
had right of entry into lands, eve, might regain possession

thereof by force ; but this liberty being much abused, to the

breach of the public peace, it was found necessary that it

should be restrained. By stat. 5 Ric. 2. st. I.e. 8, all forcible

entries are punished with imprisonment and ransom at the

king s will. And by stats. 15 Ric. 2. c. 2 : 8 H. 6. c. 9 : 31 Eliz.

c. 11 : 21 Jac. I. c. 15. upon any forcible entry, or forcible

detainer after peaceable entry, into any lands (or benefices of

the church), one or more justices of the peace, taking sufficient

power of the county, may go to the place, and there record the

force upon his own view, as in case of riots; and upon such

conviction may commit the offender to gaol till he makes fine

and ransom to the king. And moreover the justice or justices

have power to summon a jury to try the forcible entry or

detainer complained of : and if the same be found by that

jury, then, besides the tine on the offender, the justices shall

make restitution, by the sheriff, of the possession, without

inquiring into the merits of the title ; for the force is the only

thing to be tried, punished, and remedied by them ; and the

same may be done by indictment at the general sessions* But

this provision does not extend to such as endeavour to main"

tain possession by force, where they themselves or their ances-

tors have been in peaceable enjoyment of the lands, &c. for

three years immediately preceding. 4 Comm. 148, And this

may be alleged in stay of restitution, and restitution is to he

stayed till that be tried, if the other will traverse the same, &i\

Dull. 312. See T. Raym. 85: 1 Sid. 1¥J: SalL 260.

Indictment for forcible entry must be laid of liberum tene-

?nejttum r Spc. to have restitution by stats. 15 Ric, 2. c. 2:

8 H. 6. c. 9.cfc. But by stat. 21 Jac I. c. 15. justices of

peace may give like restitution of possession to tenants fur

years, tenant by elegit, statute staple, &c. and copyholders, as

to freeholders, since which statute the estate of the person

ousted must be stated, for perhaps he is only tenant at will*

Semb. 1 Salk. 260. R : 1 Sid. 102. See further as to what

shall be a good indictment, Com. Dig. lit. Forcible Entry

(D.4.)
Having said thus much generally, we may proceed more

particularly to inquire,

L What shall be deemed a Forcible Entry, and what a

Forcible Detainer.

IL The Remedyjor parties aggrieved.
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L Whai shall he deemed a Forcible Entry.—By stat. 5 Ric. 2.

M. I.e. 8. "None shall make any entry into any lands or

tenements (or benefice of holy church, stat, 15 Kic. 2, c. 2. or

other possessions, stat. 1 //. 6". c. 9. § 2.), but where entry is

given by the law ; and in such case not with strong hand or

with multitude of people, but only in peaceable and easy

manner ; on pain of imprisonment and ransom at the king's

will,"

A forcible entry is only such an entry as is made with a

strong hand with unusual weapons, an unusual number of

servants or attendants, or with menace of life or limb ; for an

entry which only amounts in law to a trespass, is not within

the statutes. But an entry may be forcible, not only in

respect of a violence actually done to the person of a man, but

also in respect of any other Icind of violence in the manner of

the entry, as by breaking open the doors of a house, whether
any person be in it at the time or not

;
especially if it be a

cJwel ling-house. So if a man enter to distrain for rent with
force ; for though he does not claim the land itself, he claims a
right and title out of it. And though a man enter peaceably,

yet if he turn the party out of possession by force, or frighten

him out of possession by personal threats or violence, this

also amounts to a forcible entry ; but not if he merely threaten
to spoil the party's goods, or destroy his cattle, or do any
injur)' which is not of a personal nature. 1 HawL c. 6*4. § 25.

et scq. : 3 Bac. Ah. tit. Forcible Entry (B.)

Also persons continuing in possession of a defeasible estate

after the title is defeated, are punishable for forcible entry;
for continuing in possession afterwards, amounts in law to a
new entry. Co, Lit. 2517, 257- And an infant or feme-
covert may be guilty of forcible entry within the statutes in

respect of violence committed by them in person ; but not for

what is done by others at their command, their commands bving
void. Co. Lit. 257, 357.
A man enters into the house of another by the windows,

and then threatcneth the party, and he for fear doth leave the
house, it is a forcible entry : so if one enter a house when no
person is therein, with armed men, &c. Moor. Cas. 185.

This offence may be committed of a rent, as well as of a
house or land : as where one comes to distrain, and the tenant
threatens to kill him, or forcibly makes resistance, &c. 2 Shcp.
201. But forcible entry cannot be of a way or other easement

:

or of a common or office. 1 Hawk. P. C. So no man can be
guilty of forcible entry, for entering with violence into lands
or houses in his own sole possession at the time of entry: as by
breaking open doors, &c. of his house detained from him by
one who has the bare custody of it ; but joint-tenants, or
tenants in common, may be guilty of forcible entry, and holding
out their companions.
A forcible entry may be committed by a single person as

well as by twenty, and all who accompany a man when he
makes a forcible entry shall be adjudged to enter with him,
whether they actually come upon the lands or not. 1 Hatvk
p, a c. <s*.

IVhat a Forcible Detainer.— A forcible detainer is where a
man who enters peaceably, though unlawfully, afterwards
retains possession by force, and the same circumstances of
violence or terror which will make an entry forcible will make a
detainer forcible also. And a detainer may be forcible whether
the entry were forcible or not. I Hawk. P. C. c. G4-.

If a person after peaceable entry shall make use of arms
to defend his possession, &c. it will be forcible detainer;
a man puts another out of his house by force, if he then
puts in one of his servants in a peaceable manner, who keeps
out the party, &c, it will be a forcible entry, but not a
detainer; but if himself remaineth there with force, this
makes a forcible detainer. If I hear that persons will come
to my house to beat me, &c, and I take in force to de-
fend myself, it is no forcible detainer,' though where thev
are coining to take lawful possession only, it is otherwise,
% Shep. 203.

If a man have two houses next adjoining, the one by a

defeasible title, and the other by a good title ; and he uses

force in that he hath by the good title to keep persons out

of the other house, this is a forcible detainer. 2 Shep.

Ah. 203.

When a tenant keeps possession of the land at the end of

his term against the landlord, it is a forcible detainer. And if

a lessee takes a new lease of another person, whom he con-

ceives to have better title, and at the end of the term keeps

possession against his own landlord, this is a forcible detainer.

Cro. Jac. 199.

If a justice of peace come to view a force in a house, and
they refuse to let him in ; this of itself will make a forcible

detainer in all cases ; but it must be upon complaint made.
Bait. 312.

The Court of K, B, will not on motion hold plea of a forci-

ble entry of the K. B. prison, and turning out the gaoler. Ld.
Raym. 1005.

But a person is not guilty of a forcible detainer, by merely
refusing to go out of a house, and continuing therein in despite

of another. 1 LiL Ah. 514: 1 Hawk. c. 6'4. s. 30. Neither
is a man who keeps out of his lands by force, one claiming com-
mon upon it- Coin. Dig* Fore. DeL (B. 2.)

II. The Remedyfor Parties aggrieved—The remedy may be
by action ; or by justices of peace upon view; or by indictment
or inquisition.

By stat. 8 IL 6. c. 9- § 6» " If any person be put out or

disseised of any lands or tenements in forcible manner, or put
out forcibly and after holden out with strong hand; the party
grieved shall have assize of novel disseisin, or writ of trespass

against the disseisor ; and if he recover (or if any alienation be
made to defraud the possessor of his right, which is also de-
clared by the statute to be void), he shall have treble d;mm-. s,

and the defendant shall also make fine and ransom to the king,''

This act applies only to persons who have the freehold.
Cole v- Eagle, 8 B. cy C. 409.

In an action on this statute if the defendant make title

which is found for him, he shall be dismissed without any
inquiry concerning the force; however punishable he may be
for that at the kings suit. 1 HawL P. C. Dalt. c. 1£J9,

If in trespass or assise upon this statute the defendant is con-
demned by non sum hiformatus 3

- he shall pay treble damages
and treble costs

; adjudged, and affirmed in error. For the

J

words of the statute give them where the recovery is by verdict,
or otherwise in due manner. JenL Cent. 1G7.

If a plaintiff proceeds not criminally by indictment for
forcible entry, but commences a civil action on the case, on
stat. 8 //. 6\ c. f). the defendant is to plead not guilty; or may
plead any special matter, and traverse the Jorcc ; and tha
plaintiff in his replication must answer the special matter, and

I

not the traverse: and if he be found against the defendant, he
is convicted of the force of course; whereupon the plaintiff
shall recover treble damages and costs. 3 Salk.
A reversioner cannot bring action of forcible entry,

because he cannot be expelled, though he may be disseised!
Dyer, I4tl The words in the writ to maintain the action arc,
that the defendant eocpulit et disreisivit, &c., yet it is said that
every disseisin implies an expulsion in forcible entry Cro
Jac. 31,

The party grieved, if he will lose the benefit of his treble
damages and costs, may be aided and have the assistance of the
justices at the general sessions by wav of indictment on this
same statute. Which being found there, he shall be restored
to his possession by a writ of restitution granted out of the
same court to the sheriff. Dalt. c. 1 29.

Indictment of forcible entry lies not only for lands, but for
tithes; also for rents; but not against a lord entering a com-
mon with force, for which the commoner may not indict him,

j

because it is his own land. Cro, Car. 201, 4-Sfj.

I
Indictments for forcible entry must set forth that the entrv
4 a %
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was manu ford, to distinguish this offence from other tres-

passes fci etannis; and there are many niceties to be observed

in drawing the indictment, otherwise it will be quashed.

Cm Jac. 4fi 1 : Dalt. %98. There must be certainty in this

indictment; and no repugnancy, which is an incurable fault.

An indictment of forcible entry was quashed, for that it did

not set forth the estate of the party ; so where the defendant

hath not been in possession peaceabhf three years before the

indictment, without saying before ike indictment found, &c.

And force shall not be intended when the judgment is gene-

rally laid, for it must be always expressed. 2 Nels. Abr.

By the stat. 31 Eli*, I L if on an indictment of forcible

entry, ike it is found against the party indicted, he shall pay

such costs and damages as the judges or justices shall assess to

be recovered and levied, as is usual for costs and damages m
judgments upon other actions. See Ld. Raym. 1036.

An indictment will lie at common law for a forcible entry,

though generally brought on the statutes. But it must show

on the face of it sufficient actual force to constitute a breach

of the peace. 3 Burn 1702. 1732 : 8 Term Rep. K. B. 357-

An indictment for a forcible detainer ought to show that

the entry was peaceable. Cro. Jac. 151

For a more speedy remedy the party grieved may complain

to any one justice or to a mayor, sheriff or bailiff, within

their liberties; and it is provided by stats. 15 jRf<?. 2. c. 2;

8 H.(). c. J), that after complaint made to such justice, &c. he

shall within a convenient time, at the costs of the party

grieved, take sufficient power of the county, and go to the

place where such force was made, and if he shall find such

force *hall cause the offenders to be arrested, and make a

record of such force by him viewed ; and the offenders so

arrested shall be put in the next gaol* there to abide convict

by the record of the same justice until they have made fine

and ransom to the king.

As to restitution to the party injured, it is enacted by the

said stat, 8 H. & c. 9> though that the persons making such

entry he present, or else departed before the coming of the

justice, he may notwithstanding, in some town next to the

tenements so entered, or in some other convenient place, have

power to inquire by a jury of the county as to the persons

making such forcible entry and detainer; and the justice may

make his precept to the sheriff, who is to summon the jury.

And if such forcible entry or detainer be found before such

justice, then the said justice shall cause to reseise the lands

and tenements so entered or holden, and shall restore the party

put out to the full possession of the same. Persons who keep

possession with force in any lands or tenements, whereof they

or their ancestors have continued their possession in the same

for three years or more, are not within the statute. And by

81 EHz. c. 11* no restitution shall be made, if the person

indicted had the occupation, or was in quiet possession, for

three years before the indictment was found, and his estate is

not ended or determined.
#

Any one indicted under the above statutes may plead in bar

of restitution quiet possession for three whole years ;
but such

possession must have continued uninterrupted. The plea need

not show under what title, or of what estate, the possession

was; because it is not the title, but the possession only, which

is material. 1 Hawk. c. 6'4. § 54-.

By 21 Jac. 1. a Yfju judges, justices of peace, &c. are em-

powered to give restitution to tenants for years, tenants by

copy of court roll, guardians by knight's service, tenants by ele-

git, statute merchant and staple.

The justice may make restitution (after inquisition found) to

I he party ousted/ by himself, or by his precept to til'.' sheriff.

7 T

. Raym. 85 : Carth. 49o\ So restitution shall be made upon

an indictment at the quarter sessions. H. P. C. 110.

Upon an inquisition taken upon view of the justice, and res

titution awarded, the justice is bound to accept a traverse ten

tiered of not guilty, to the inquisition. 8 Salic, ltiy.

An indictment of forcible entry may be removed from

before justices of peace into the Court of B, R. coram rege
t

which court may award restitution. 11 Rep. 65. See vIma. 174;

Latch. 172 : 4 Inst. And the justices, before whom suet

indictment was found, may, after traverse tendered, certify or

deliver the indictment into the King's Bench, and refer the

proceeding thereupon to the justices of that court. But ia

such case there can be no restitution, if the defendant either

traverses the force or pleads three years* quiet possession.

1 Ld. Raym. 440 : 1 Salk. 260 : 2 Salk. 5SS.

Justices of gaol delivery, upon an indictment before them,

may make restitution. So re-restitution shall be, after an ill-

restitution awarded. Sav. 68: Cro. Jac. 151. So restitution

shall be to a disseisor ousted by the force of the disseisee. To

a lessee, though the lessor, who was disseised, thereby oppose*

it. To a copyholder, though his lord opposes it. Vide Dab.

c. 132. Contra before stat. 21 Jac. I. c. 15. See By. Hi>. «.

in murg.

A copyholder cannot be disseised, because he hath no free-

hold in his estate ; but he may be expelled. And a copyhold

tenant may be restored, where he is wrongfully expelled; but

if the indictment be only of disseisin, as he may not be dis-

seised, there can be no restitution but at the prayer of him

who hath the freehold. Yelv. 81 : Cro. Jac. 41. Possession

of the termor is the possession of him in reversion ; and when

a lessee for years is put out of possession by force, restitution

must be to him in reversion, and not to the lessee; and then

his lessee may re-enter. 1 Leon. 327* A termor may say

that he was expelled, and his landlord in reversion disseised;

or rather that the tenant of the freehold is disseised, and he,

the lessee for years, expelled* 4 Mod. 248 : 2 Nek. Ab. W{h

If a disseisee within three years makes a lawful claim, this is

an interruption of the possession of the disseisor. H. P. C Utft

Though it hath been adjudged, that it is not the title of the

possessor, but the possession for three years, which is material.

Sid. 149. For b forcible detainer only it is said there is no

restitution ; the plain tiiF never having been in possession.

1 Vent. 23: Sid. 91- 99-

No restitution shall be awarded to an advowson, mmm%

real, Sec; for it shall only be to laud. Dalt. c. 41. Nor whore

lie who used force has the possession by operation of taw; as

if a disseisee enters, and afterwards, by force, ousts his dis-

seisor, the possession shall not be restored ; for it was revestid

in the disseisee by his entry. Daft. c. 1352. Nor, if a lessor

enters by force, upon the lessee, for a forfeiture ; nor to any

other than him who was ousted by force, or to his heir. Sail:.

.OS?. Or auv abator, after the death of the ancestor.
+

Dull,

c. 132. Nor'if the party tenders a traverse to the inquisition.

1 Sid. 2S7. Upon a certiorari delivered to remove an indict-

ment, it shall be staved. //. P. C. 141 . Or, if the indictment

appears insufficient, 11. P. C. 1 40* And in such case resttfa

tion granted mav be staved before execution. H.PC* HO.

So restitution shall not be, after a conviction by ajuslwe npm

his view. 1 Vent. SOS. Nor by justices of assise, gaol (klnp,

or justices of peace, if the indictment was not lound Move

them. H.P.C. 140: Dalt. c. 44. 151, So restttutmm
not be, unless immediately ; not four or rive years afterward*

Garth* 496. „ ni > . tM
A record of justices of peace of forcible entry is not tra-

versable ; but the entry and force, &c. may be travel i»

writing and the justices may summon a jury for trial ol w
traver," 1 Salk. 353. The finding of the force

nature of a presentment by the jury, is traversable; and it the

justices of peace refuse the traverse, and grant restitution, on

removing the indictment into B. R. there the traverse mayW

tried ; and on a verdict found for the party &c. "»«J*3
shall be granted, Sid. 287 : 2 Salk. 588. if noforce * found

at a tri.f thereof before justices, restitution "^^JTS
nor Shall it be had till the force is tried ; nor ought tU,

!Ss to make it in the absence of the defendant, without call**

him to answer. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 6*4,
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No other justices of peace but those before whom the in-

dictment was found, may either at sessions, or out of it, award

restitution; the same justices may do it in person, or make a

precept to the sheriff to do it, who may raise the power of the

county to assist him in executing the same. 1 Hawk. P. C.

c, 64. And the same justices of peace may also supersede the

restitution before it is executed, on insufficiency found in the

indictment, &c. ; but no other
j
ustices, except of the Court of

B. R. A certiorari from B. R, is a supersedeas to the restitu-

tion ; and the justices of B. R. may set aside the restitution

after executed if it be against law, or irregularly obtained, &c.

1 SalL 154. If justices of peace exceed their authority, an

information may be brought against them.

On an indictment on the 21 Jac. 1. c. 15., or 8 H. 6. c. 9*

where justices are empowered to give restitution of the lands

entered upon or holden by force ; the tenant whose land has

been entered upon or holden by force is not a competent

witness. 9 Barn* <$ Ores. 54&*

Under the stat. 15 Ric* 2. r. 2. any justice of the peace upon

view of the force* may make a record of it, and commit the

offender. And this, without a writ directed to him to execute

the statutes: and upon any information without a complaint

of the party. So every justice may take the sheriff, and jwsse

comitutus3 to restrain ; or he may break open a house to remove
the force* Dalt. c. 44. The record made by a justice upon
view shall be a conviction, and is not traversable : and ought

to be certified to B. 11. or the next assizes or quarter sessions.

And if a defect appears in the conviction to B. R., it shall be

quashed* 1 Sid* 156*. See S Co* 121 . The justices have
power to fine on view ; but are not bound to do it on the spot,

but may take a reasonable time to consider. See Sir, 79^*
IaL Rayin. 1515.

The justices, on forcible detainer, may punish the force upon
view, and fine and imprison the offenders. Sid. 156. And it

hath been held, that in forcible entry and detainer the jury are

to fine all or none ; and not the detainer, without the forcible

entry. ] VenL 25.

A conviction by a justice for a forcible entry on view must
seta fine upon the defendant; otherwise the Court of K. U. will

discharge him from a commitment on such conviction by habeas
corpus* But the K. B. cannot, on the removal of a conviction
by certiorari, set a fine on the defendant, for they cannot exe-
cute the judgment of an inferior court. Sir. 7 (M: Ld. Raym.
J 5 14,

A conviction for forcible entry, before a fine is set, may be
quashed on motion; but after a fine is set it may not; the
defendant must bring writ of error. 2 Salk. 450.
A conviction for a forcible detainer under 8 H. 6, c. 9. must

show also an unlawful entry. 1 N* M. 58.
Though forcible entry is punishable either by indictment or

action, the action is seldom brought, but the indictment often.
But in many cases it may be much more for the benefit of the
party to bring the action.

If a forcible eutry or detainer shall be made by three per-
sons or more, it is also a riot, and may be proceeded against as
such, if no inquiry hath before been made of the force. Dalt.
c* 44.

See further on this subject, 1 Han L P. C. c. 6'4. at length :

and Burns' Justice, tit. Forcible Entry.

FORCIBLE MARRIAGE, See this Diet, tits. Abduc-
tions Guardian, Marriage*
FOUD, jarda.~\ A shallow place in a river. Mon. Aug.

/owt. 1, p (>57. See tit. Ferry,
FORDOL, from Sax. jorey before, and deele, a part or

portion.] A butt or head-land, shooting upon other bounds,
FORECHEAPUM, from Sax, fare, tmfe* mid ceapean, u e,

nundinari* emere.~] Pne-empUon. Citron. Brampton, col. 897,
8£)8: LL. jEtkelredi, c. 23.

FORECLOSED. Shut out or excluded; as the barring
the equity of redemption on mortgages, &c. See tic, MorF-

FOREGOERS The king's purveyors ;
they were so

called from their going before to provide for his household.

36 Ed. 3. 5.

FOREIGN, Fr, foraign, Lat, forinsecus, exlraneus.}

Strange or outlandish, of another country, or society ; and in

our law is used adjectively, being joined with divers substainim

in several senses. Kitch. \ 26,

Foreign Appose r. See tit. Exchequer.

Foreign Attachment. See tits. Attachment, Foreign.

Foreign Bought and Sold. A custom within the city of

London, which being found prejudicial to the sellers of cattle

in Smith field, was abolished.

Foreign Coin, See tit. Coin, 111.

Foreign Court. At Lemster (anciently called Leo-

minster) there is the borough and the foreign court ; which

last is within the jurisdiction of the manor, but not within the

liberty of the bailiff of the borough ; so there is a foreign court

of the honour of Gloucester. Claus. 8 Ed. 2.

Foreign Kingdom ; Foreign Laws and Customs. A
foreign kingdom is one under the dominion of a foreign

prince: so that Ireland, or any other place, subject to the

crown of England, cannot with us be called foreign ; though
to some purposes they are distinct from the realm of England.

If two of the king's subjects light in a foreign kingdom, and
one of them is killed, it cannot be tried here by the common
law ; but it may be tried and determined in the Court of the

Constable and Marshal, according to the civil law ; or the fact

may be examined by the privy council, and tried by commis-
sioners appointed by the king in any county of England, by
statute 33 H. 8. c* 23: 3 Inst. 48. One Hutchinson killed

Mr. Colson abroad in Portugal, for which he was tried there
and acquitted, the exemplification of which accfuittal he pro-
duced under the great seal of that kingdom ; and the king
being willing he should be tried here, referred it to the judges,
who all agreed, that the party being already acquitted by the
laws of Portugal, could not be tried again for the same fact

here. 3 Kcb. 785.
If a stranger of Holland, or any foreign kingdom, buys

goods at London, and gives a note under his hand for pay-
ment, and then goes away privately into Holland, the seller

may have a certificate from the lord mayor, on proof of sale
and delivery of the goods, upon which the people of Holland
will execute a legal process on the party. 4 Inst* 3S* Also
at tbe instance of an ambassador or consul, such a person of
England, or any criminal against the Jaws here, may be sent
from a foreign kingdom hither. Where a bond is given, or
contract made in a foreign kingdom, it may be tried in the
King's Bench, and laid to be done in anv place in England.
Hob* 11 : 2 Bulst. 322.

It is now decided (though formerly held otherwise) that a
party may be arrested in this country for a debt contracted in
a foreign country, thougb tbe law of Mich country do not allow
of arrest for debt. De la Fega v. Vianna. 1 Barn* § AdoL
284 ; overruling 1 Bos. $ Pull. 138.

An agreement made in France, on two French persons
marrying, touching the wife's fortune, has been decreed here
to be executed, according to the laws of England : and that
the husband surviving sbould have the whole ; but relief was
first given for a certain sum, and the rest to be governed by
the custom of Paris, Preced. Chanc. 207, 208.

^
A. and B. being inhabitants of the United States of Ame-

rica, while those states were colonies of Great Britain, and
before the rebellion of them as colonies, B. executes a bond to
A. During the rebellion, after the declaration of independ-
ence by the American Congress, but before the independence
of America was acknowledged by Great Britain, both parties
are attainted, their property confiscated, and vested in the
respective states of which they were inhabitants, by the legis-
lative acts of those states then in rebellion, and a fund provided
for the payment of the debts of B. Afterwards the inde-
pendence of America is acknowledged by Great Britain. Under
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all tli esc circumstances A. may maintain an action on the bond

against B. in England. Pari. Cases, 8vo. Judgment of the

Court of King's Bench (affirming the judgment of C. ?.)

affirmed.

Though all these judgments appear unanimous, the two

former, and perhaps all three of them, were given in some

measure upon different grounds. But it appears upon the two

first decisions to be a principle not judicially controverted, that

ff the penal laws of one country cannot be taken notice of to

affect the laws and rights of citizens (or subjects of such

country becoming citizens) of another; the penal laws of

foreign countries being strictly local, and affecting nothing

more than they can reach, and can be seized by virtue of their

authority." Sec 3 Term Rep. 733, 735: 1 H. Black.

Rep, 135.

In the case of Dudley v. FoIHot, the court having no doubt

about the law, and thinking that it would lead to the discus-

sion of improper topics, would not permit the question to be

argued. That was the case of a covenant in a conveyance

of lands in America, made during the time of the rebellion

(April, 1780), "that the grantor had a legal title, and that

the grantee might peaceably enjoy, &c, without the least

interruption, &c> of the grantor and his heirs, or of any other

person whomsoever/* The court were of opinion that this

covenant was not broken by the States of America seizing the

lands, as forfeited, for an act done previous to the conveyance,

notwithstanding the subsequent acknowledgment of indepen-

dence. 3 Term Rep. 584.

A foreigner may gain a settlement in England by occupy-

ing a tenement of 10/. a year, for forty days. 4 Easfs

Rep. 103.

A natural born subject of Great Britain may be also a citizen

of a foreign country, ibr the purposes of commerce, and entitled

to all advantages as such under a treaty with that country'—and

the circumstance of his coming over to Great Britain for a

temporary purpose does not deprive him of those advantages.

$ Term Rep. K. B. 31. Affirmed in the Exchequer Chamber.

1 Bos. # Pull 430.

As to the effect of judgments in foreign courts upon the

property of British subjects within their jurisdiction, and how

far such judgments shail be allowed to interfere with the laws

of this country, see 2 H. Blackst. 409: 4 B. $ C. 636:

8 Ring. 335 : 2 B. $ Ad. 951.

In an action upon the judgment of a court in a foreign

country, the sentence must be proved by producing it, and

proving the handwriting of the judge of the court who sub-

scribed it, and the authenticity of the seal affixed. 1 PhUl. on

Evid. 331. 379. (OVA edit.): and see 2 Stark. Ca. 6: 6 Maule

$ S. 34.

The courts of this country will not take notice of the revenue

laws of foreign states. 3 D. $ R. 1 90: S. P. 1 Doug.

Nor will the courts take notice of a commission from a

foreign prince. 1 W. Blackst. 3.

It is illegal to raise loans for subjects in arms against a

government in amity with the government of this country.

2 Bing. 314.

Foreign Dominions of the Crown. As to any foreign

dominions wThich may belong to the person of the king by

hereditary descent, by purchase, or other acquisition, as the

territory of Hanover and his Majesty's other property in Ger-

manv; as these do not in any wise appertain to the crown of

these kingdoms, they are entirely unconnected with the laws

of England, and do not communicate with this nation in any

respect whatsoever. The English legislature, warned by past

experience, wisely inserted in the Act of Settlement, which

vested the crown in the present family, the following clause,

n That in case the crown and imperial dignity of this realm

shall hereafter come to any person not being a native of this

kingdom of England, this nation shall not be obliged to engage

in any war for the defence of any dominions or territories

which do no- »**—»£ _>* ^..^..^^^
of parliament." Stat. 12 and 13 W* 3. c 3. See further tit

Plantations.

Foreign Plea. A plea in ob jection to a judge, where he is

refused as incompetent to try the matter in question, because

it arises out of his jurisdiction, Kitch. 75 : Stat. 4 Hen. 8.

c. 2. If a plea of issuable matter is alleged in a different

county from that wherein the party is indicted or appealed, by

the common law, such pleas can only be tried by juries returned

from the counties wherein they are alleged. But by the stat

23 H. 8. C. 14. § 5., all foreign pleas triable by the country,

upon an indictment for petit treason, murder, or felony, shall

be forthwith tried without delay, before the same justices

before whom the party shall be arraigned, and by the jurors

of the same county where he is arraigned, notwithstanding the

matter of the pleas is alleged to be in any other county or

counties; though as this statute extends not to treason, nor

appeals, it is said a foreign issue therein must still be tried by

the jury of the county wherein alleged. 3 Inst. 17 : H. P. C.

255 : 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 40. § 6, 7- In a foreign plea in a

civil action the defendant ought to plead to that place where

the plaintiff alleges the matter to be done in his declaration

;

and the defendant may plead a foreign plea whether the matter

is transitory, or not transitory; but in the last case he must

swear to it. Sid. 234 : £ Nels. 871. When a foreign plea is

pleaded, the court generally makes the defendant put it upon

oath, that it is true; or will enter up judgment for want of a

plea. See 5 Mod. 335. Foreign answer is such an answer

as is not triable in the county where made; andforeign matter

is that matter which is done in another county, &c. See fur-

ther tits. Pleading, Indictment.

Foreign Service. Is that whereby a mesne lord holds

of another, without the compass of his own fee ; or that which

the tenant performs either to his own lord, or to the lord

paramount out of the fee. Kitch. 2Q9 : see Brad. lib. 2. c. 1 6.

Foreign service seems also to be used for knight's service, ot

escuage uncertain. Perkins, 650: Salvo Forhiscco Servitio:

Mon. Angi torn. 2. p. 637.

Any engagement with a foreign state which subjects the

party 'to an influence or control inconsistent with the allegiance

due to the king of these realms, is a contempt against the pre-

rogative, and a high misdemeanor at common law. There-

fore, if a subject enter into the service of a foreign potentate,

or even receive a pension from any foreign state, without leave

of the king, it is an indictable offence. 1 Hawk. c. 22. § 3

:

4 Comm. 122 : 1 East, P. C 8 J. And by the common law it

is also a high misprision and contempt, if a subject neglect to

return from bevond the seas, when commanded by the king to

do so ; and his lands may be seized until he does return,

1 Hawk. c. 22. § 4: 4 Comm. 122.

The 3 Jac. I.e. 4. makes it felony for any person whatever

to go out of the realm to serve any foreign prince or state,

without having first taken the oath of allegiance And by

this act it is felony also for anv gentleman or person of higher

decree, or who hath borne office in the army, to go out ot tne

realm to serve such foreign prince or state, without previousJV

entering into a bond with two sureties, not to be reconci ea

to the See of Rome, or enter into anv conspiracy against his natu-

ral sovereign. See § 18, 19. By 9 Geo. 2. c. 30, f^f^
20 Geo. 2 c. 17. if anv subject of Great Britain enlisted him

self, or if anv person procured him to be enlisted in any t<m»

service, or retained or embarked him for that

licence under the king's sign manual, he was guilty ot tew

without benefit of clergy ; but if the person so seduced, wM*

fifteen davs discovered his seducer, he was, on conviction «

the seducer, indemnified. By 29 Geo. % c 17.,/°

the French king, as a military officer was
>

felony Mihj*

benefit of clergy* and to enter into the Scotch>^>^
Dutch service without previously taking the oaths of alicgiauc

and abjuration should incur a forfeiture of 500/.

These two latter statutes (as also two Irish act., 11 ana u
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Geo. in pari materia) were repealed by the 59 Q* 3. c, 69-

which dots not however refer to the 3 Jac. 1. c. 4.

By this act, 5Q Geo. 3. c 6<J. natural born subjects (without

the licence of his Majesty), accepting any commission, or

enlisting or engaging to enlist or serve in foreign service,

military or naval, and any persons hiring or procuring others

to enlist, are declared guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by
fine and imprisonment* Persons fitting out armed vessels,

without the king's licence, to aid in military operations with
any foreign powers, or issuing commissions for such ships, are

declared guilty of misdemeanor punishable as aforesaid: as also

persons increasing the warlike equipment of vessels of foreign

states. Vessels with persons on board engaged in foreign

service may be detained at any port in any of the king's domi-
nions. A penalty of 50/. per head is imposed on masters of ships

taking on board persons enlisted contrary to the act. The
statute excepts persons entering into the military service of any
Asiatic power by licence of the presidency of BengaL
Foreign Powers. The stat. 1 Etiz. c. 21. punishes (by

Joss of goods for the first offence, and imprisonment for the
second, and incurring the penalties of treason for the third)
persons maintaining any foreign authority in this realm. See
Dyer, 363.

A foreign sovereign prince suing in our courts brings no pri-
vilege which can displace the practice as applicable to other
suitors, 1 dark $ F. 333.
Foreign Public Stocks or Fund3, Stealing any tally,

order, or other security, entitling or e videncing the title to any
share or interest in, is punishable as larceny by 7 and 8
Geo. 4. c. 29, § 5.

As to embezzlement of such securities by agents or factors,
&c, see those tits., and tits. Attorney, Banker, and Broker.
See further this Diet, tits. Allegiance, 'Contempt, Treason,
FOREIGNERS. See tit. Alien.

FOHEJU 1JGER, fmyudicatfo.~] A judgment whereby a
person js deprived of, or put by, the thing in question. Bract,
lib. 4. To be forejudged the court, is when an officer or
attorney of any court is expelled the same for some offence, or
for not appearing to an action, on a bUl filed against him. See
tit. Attorney.

Form of a Forejudger of an Attorney.
Be it remembered, that on the day of, $c, this same term,

A. B. came here into this court, by, $c.s his attorney, and exhibited
to thejustices of our Sovereign Lord the King, his bill against
C. D. Gent., one of the attorneys of the Conimon Bench of our
Sovereign Lord the King, personally present here in the court •

tkctenour of which bill follows in these words, that is to say:
To the justices of our Sovereign Lord the Kin?, ss. A. B by
jy., his attorney, complains of C. £>., one of the attorneys, 6}c'
for that whereas, §c. (setting forth the\vhole bill). The
pledges for the prosecution are John Doe and Richard Roe*
whereupon the said C. D. being solemnly called, came not

'

thereby he is forejudged from exercising his office of attorney
of this courtfor his contumacy, §c.

FORESCHOKE, dereUctum r\ Forsaken; in one of our
statutes, it is specially used for lands or tenements seized bv a
lord, for want of services performed bv the tenant, and quietlv
held by such lord beyond a year and a dav; now the tenant
who seeth his land taken into the hands of 'the lord, and pos^
sessed so long, and doth not pursue the course appointed bv
law to recover it, doth in presumption of law disavow or for-
sake all the right he hath to the same; and then such lands
shall be called foreschoke. See stat 10 Ed. 2. c. 1.

FOREST.

Foresta; Saltus.] A great or vast wood; locus syhes-
tris et saltuosus. Our law writers define it thus: Foresta est
locus ubiferw inhabitant vel includuntur; others sav it is called
loresia quasi ferarum statio, vet tuta mansio ferarum. Matt-

wood, in his Forest Laws, gives this particular definition of it:

(< A forest is a certain territory or circuit of woody grounds
and pastures, known in its bounds and privilege, for the peace-

able being and abiding of wild beasts, and fowls of forest chase

and warren, to be under the king's protection for his princely

delight: replenished with beasts of venary or chase, and great

coverts of vert for succour of the said beasts ; for preservation

whereof there are particular laws, privileges, and officers,

belonging thereunto," Manw. par. 2. c. 1

.

Forests are of that antiquity in England, that (except the
New Forest in Hampshire, erected by William called the

Conqueror, and Hampton Court, erected by King Hen. VIII.,

see stat. 31 H. 8. c. 5,) it is said there is no record or history

doth make any certain mention of their erections and begin-

nings; though they are mentioned by several writers and in

divers of our laws and statutes. 4 Inst. 319. Our ancient

historians tells us, that New Forest was raised by the destruc-

tion of twenty-two parish churches, and many villages, cha-
pels, and manors, for the space of thirty miles together; which
was attended with divers judgments, as they are termed, on
the posterity of King William ht who erected it; for William
Rufus was there shot with an arrow, and before him Richard
the brother of Hen, I. was there killed; and Henry, nephew
to Robert, the eldest son of the Conqueror, did hang, by the
hair of his head, in the boughs of the forest like unto Absalom.
Blount.

Besides the New Forest, there are sixty-eight other forests

in England, thirteen chases, and more than seven hundred parks:
the four principal forests are New Forest on the Sea, Shire*
wood Forest on the Trent, Dean Forest on the Severn, reaf-
forested by scat. 20 Car. 2. c. 3., and Windsor Forest on the
Thames. The way of making a forest is thus: Certain com-
missioners are appointed under the great seal of England,
who view the ground intended for a forest, and fence it round
with metes and bounds; which being returned into the Chan-
eery, the king causes it to be proclaimed throughout the county
where the land lieth, that it is a forest, and to be governed by
the laws of the forest, and prohibits all persons from hunting
there without his leave; and then he appointeth officers fit for
the preservation of the vert and venison, and so it becomes a
forest on record. Manw. c. 2. Though the king may erect a
forest on his own ground and wastes, he may not do it in the
ground of other persons, without their consent; and agree-
ments with them for that purpose ought to be confirmed bv
parliament. 4 Inst. 300.

Proof of a forest appears by matter of record ; as by the eyres
of the justices of the forests, and other courts, and officers of
forests, Sec, and not by the name in grants. 12 Rep. 22.
As parks are enclosed with wall, pale, &c, so forests and chases
are enclosed by metes and bounds ; such as rivers, highways,
hills, which are an enclosure in law, and without which there
cannot be a forest. And in the eye of the law, the boundaries
of a forest go round about it as it were a brick wall, directly in
a right line the one from the other, and they are known cither
by matter of record or prescription, 4 List. 317. Bounds of
a forest may be ascertained by commission from the Lord
Chancellor; and commissioners, sheriffs, officers of forests, &c
are empowered to make inquests thereof. Stat. 16 and 17 Car. U
c. 16. Also the boundaries of forests are reckoned a part of the
forest

; for if any person kill or hunt any of the king's deer in
any highway, river, or other inclusive boundary of a forest, he
is as great an offender as if he had killed or hunted deer within
the forest itself 4 List. SIS.
By the grant of a forest, the game of the forest do pass -

and beasts of the forest are the hart, hind, buck, doe, boar!
wolf, fox, hare, &c: the seasons for hunting whereof are as
follow,viz that ot the hart and buck begins at the Feast of

,

J "hn
.

Bap^t, and ends at Holyrood- day ; of the hind and
doe, begins at Holy rood, and continues till Candlemas; of the
boar, from Christmas to Candlemas; of the fox, begins at
Uinstmas, and continues till Ladv-day; of the hare at
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Michaelmas, and lasts till Candlemas. T)ijer, 16$: 4 Inst,

$16.

Not only game, &c, are incident to a forest, but also a forest

hath divers special properties. 1. A forest, truly and strictly

taken, cannot be in the hands of any hut the king; for none

hut the king hath power to grant commission to any one to be

jl justice in the eyre of the forest; but if the king grants a

forest to a subject, and granteth further that upon request

made in Chancery, he and his heirs shall have justices of the

forest, then the subject hath a forest in law. 4 Inst, 314:

Cro. Jac. 155.

The second property of a forest is the courts; as the justice-

seat, the swainmote, and court of attachment* The thud

property is the officers belonging to it; as first, the justices of

the forest, the warden or warder, the verderors, foresters,

agisters, regardcrs, keepers, bailiffs, beadles, eve. See tit.

Attachment of the Forest.

As to the CounTSi The most especial court of a forest is

the swainmote, which is no less incident to it than a court of

piepowder to a fair ; and if this fail, there is nothing remain-

ing of the forest, but it is turned into the nature of a chase.

Matnr. r. 2\ ; Crompt. Jur- 146.

The court of attachment or woodmote in forests is kept

every forty days ; at which the foresters bring in the attach-

ments de viridi et venattone, and the presentments thereof, and

the verderors do receive the same, and inrol them ; but this

court can only inquire, not convict. The court of swainmote

is holden before the verderors as judges, by the steward of the

swainmote, thrice in the year ; the swains or freeholders within

the forest are to appear at this court to make inquests and

juries; and this court may inquire de snperoncratione foresta~

riorum et aliorum mhmtrorumforestm, et de eorum oppression i-

bus populo nostra iilatis : and also may receive and try present-

ments certified from the court of attachments, against offences

in vert or venison. And this court may inquire of offences,

and convict also, but not give judgment, which must be at the

justice seat. 4 Inst* 280,.

The Court of Regard, or survey of dogs, is holden likewise

every third year, for expeditation, or Jawing of dogs, by cutting

off to the skin three claws of the fore feet, to prevent their

running at or killing of deer. No other dogs but mastiffs are

to he thus hiwed or expeditatcd, for none other were permitted

to be kept within the precincts of the forest, it being supposed

that the keeping of these, and these only, was necessary for

the defence of a man's house. 4 InsL 308.

The principal court of the forest is the Court of the Chief

Justice in Eyre, or justice seat, which is a court of record,

and hath authority to hear and determine all trespasses, pleas,

and causes of the forest, &e. within the forest, as well con-

cerning vert and venison, as other causes whatsoever ; and

this court cannot he kept oftener than every third year. As

before other justices in eyre, it must he summoned forty

days at least before the sitting thereof ; and one writ of sum-

mons is to he directed to the sheriff of the county, and an-

other writ Custodi Forestce, Domini Regis vet ejus locum tenenti,

Which writ of summons consists of two parts ; first,

to summon all the officers of the forest, and that they bring

with them all records, &c. Secondly, All persons who claim

any liberties or franchises within the forest, and to show how
they claim the same. It may also proceed to try present-

ments in the inferior courts of the forest, and to give judg-

ment upon conviction of the swainmote. And the chief

justice may therefore after presentment made, or indictment

found, but not before, issue his warrant to the officers of the

forest to apprehend the offenders. Stat, 7 R- c* 4. This

court being a court of record, may fine and imprison for offences

within the forest, and therefore if there be erroneous judgment

at the justice-seat, the record may be moved by writ of error

into B. R., or the chief justice in eyre may adjourn the matter

to that court* 4 Inst 29 1. 5. 313.

These justices in eyre were instituted by Henry II. A. D.

1184^ and tn^±± "'wun lui/mcriy ueiu verv reffutarJy *

but the last court of justice seat of any note was that holder!
in the reign of Charles I. before the ' Earl of Holland; the
rigorous proceedings at which are reported by Sir W. Jones.
After the restoration another was held, proforma only, before
the Earl of Oxford ; but since the tera of the revolution in

1(>88, the forest laws have fallen into total disuse, to the
great advantage of the subject. See 3 Comm. 73.—Much
therefore of what follows is matter rather of curiosity than
use. There is but one chief justice of the forests on this side

Trent, and he is named Justiciarius Itinerant Ftrresiarum, &c.
citra Trentam ; and there is another, Capitalis Jnsticiarks;

and he is Justiciarius Ifinerans omnium Forestarum ultra Tren-

tam, &c, who is a person of greater dignity than know ledge

in the laws of the forest ; and therefore when justice scats

are held, there are associated to him such as the king shall

appoint, wliOj together with him, shall determine omnia ptactta
}

forestry &c. 4 Inst. 315* By stat. 32 H. 8, c. 35. justices

of the king's forests may make deputies.

By stat. 57 3. c. 6*1. the offices of these justices in eyre

are abolished on the termination of the existing interests.

The chief warden of the forest is a great officer, next to the

justices of the forest, to bail and discharge offenders ; but he ia

no judicial officer ; and the constable of the castle where a

forest is, by the foresc law is chief warden of the forest, as of

Windsor Castle, &c.

A verderor is a judicial officer of the forest, and chosen in

full county, by the king's writ : his office is to observe and

keep the assizes or laws of the forests, and view, receive, and

inrol, the attachments and presentments of all trespasses of the

forest, of vert and venison, and to do equal right and justice

to the people ; the verderors are the chief judges of the swain-

mote court
;
although the chief warden, or his deputy, usually

sits there. 4 Inst*

The regarder is to make regard of the forest, and to view

and inquire of offences, concealments, defaults of foresters,

I &c. Before any justice-seat is holden, the regarders of the

' forest must make their regard, and go through and view the

whole forest, &c. They are ministerial officers, constituted

by letters patent of the king, or chosen by writ to the sheriff.

4 InsL 291,

A forester is, in legal understanding, a sworn officer mi-

nisterial of the forest, and is to watch over the vert and veni-

son, and to make attachments and true presentments of all

I
manner of trespasses done within the forest; a forester is also

taken for a woodward ; this officer is made by letters patent,

and it is said the office maybe granted in fee, or for life-

1 4 InsL 293. Every forester, when he is called at a court of

justice seat, ought upon his knees to deliver his horn to the

chief justice in eyre ; so every woodward ought to present his

hatchet to my lord.

A riding
-

forester is to lead the king in his hunting.

! 1 Jones, 277. The office of forester, &c. though it be a fee-

simple, cannot be granted or assigned over without the kings

licence. 4 InsL 316. If a forester, by patent for life, is

made justice of the same forest pro hac vice, the foresterstup is

become void ; for these offices are incompatible, as the forester

! is under the correction of the justice, and he cannot judge

i
himself. 1 InsL SIS.

An agister s office is to attend upon the king's woods and

lands in a forest, receive and take in cattle, &c, by agistment

that is, to depasture within the forest, or to feed upon the

pannage, &c. And this officer is constituted by letters

patent. 4 InsL 293. Persons inhabiting in the forest may

have common of herbage for beasts commonable within the

forest ; but by the forest law, sheep are not commonable there,

because they 'bite so close that they destroy the vert
;
and yet

it has been held, that sheep may be commonable in forests by

prescription. 3 Bulst. 21 3.

A ranger of a forest is one whose business is to recnase tne

wild beasts from the purlieus into the forest, and to present
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offences within the purlieu, and the forest, &c. And though

he is not properly an officer in the forest, yet he is a consider-

able officer of, and belonging to it.

The beadle is a forest officer, that warns all the courts of

the forest, and executes process, makes all proclamations, &c.

4 Inst. 313.

There are also keepers or bailiffs of walks in forests and

chase, who are subordinate to the verdcrors, &c. And these

officers cannot be sworn on any inquests, or juries out of the

forest If any man hunts beasts within a forest, although

they are not beasts of the forest, they are punishable by the

forest laws; because all hunting there, without warrant, is

u nlawful . 4 Inst. 3 1 4.

A justice in eyre cannot grant licence to sell any timber,

unless it be sedente curia, or after a writ of ad quod damnum ;

and it hath been resolved by all the judges, that though jus-

tices in eyre, and the kings officers within his forests, have
charge of venison, and of vert or green-hue, for the main-
tenance of the king's game, and all manner of trees for covert,

browse, and pannage ; yet when timber of the forest is sold,

it must be cut and taken by power under the great seal, or the

exchequer seal, by view of the foresters, that it may not be
had in places inconvenient for the game : and the justice in

eyre, or any of the king's officers in the forest, cannot sell or

dispose of any wood within the forest without commission ; so

that the exchequer and the officers of the forest have d'wisum
imperium, the one for the profit of the king, the other for his

pleasure. Also no officer of the forest can claim windfalls,

or dotard trees, for their perquisites, because they were once
parcel of the king's inheritance ; but they ought to be sold

by commission, for the king's best benefit. Read' on Slat* 3 vol.

jk 304, 305.

If any officers cut down wood, not necessary for browse,
&C. they forfeit their offices. 9 Rep. 50. The lord of a forest
may by his officers enter into any man's wood within the re-

! gard of the forest, and cut down browsewood for the deer in
winter. A prescription for a person to take and cut down
timber trees in a forest, without view of the forester, it is said
may be good ; but of this qua* re, without allowance of a former
eyre, Sec. If a man hath wood in a forest, and hath no such
prescription, the law will allow him to fell it, so as he does
not prejudice the game, but leave sufficient vert ; but it ought
to be by writ of ad quod damnum, &c. 4 Inst. Cro. Jac. 155.
And every person in his own wood in a forest may take house-
bote, and hay- bote by view of the forester; and so may free-
holders by prescription, copyholders by custom, &e. 1 Ed. 3.

st. 2. c. 2. The wood taken by view of the forester ought to
be presented at the next court of attachment, that it was by
view, and may appear of record.

Fences, &c. in forests and chases, must be with low hedges,
and they may be destroyed, though of forty years' continu-
ance, if they were not before. Cro. Jac. 156. He whose
wood is in danger of being spoiled, for want of repairing
fences by another, ought to request the party to make good
the hedges ; and if he refuse, then he must do it himself, and
have action on the case against the other that should have
done it. 1 Jones, 277.
A person may have action at common law for trespass in a

forest, as to w ood, &c to recover his right. Sid. 2{)6.

There may be a prescription for common in a forest at all

times of the year; though it was formerly the opinion of our
judges, that the fence-month should be excepted. 3 Lev. 127.
A tore st may be disafforested and laid open ; but right of
common shall remain. Poph. 93. He that hath a grant of
the herbage or pannage of a park, or forest, cannot take any
herbage or pannage, but of the surplusage over and above a
competent and sufficient pasture and feeding for the game;
and if there be no surplusage, he that hath the herbage and
pannage cannot put in any beasts ; if he doth, they may be
driven out. Read, on Stat. vol. 33 365. None may gather
nuts in the forest without warrant.

vol. j,

Lex Furestee is a private law, and must he pleaded. 2 Leon.

20Q. But it hath been observed, that the laws of the forest

are established by act of parliament, and for the most part con-

tained in Charta de Foresta. Q II. 3. st. 2. c. 2.

By Charta de Foresta, Q H. 3, c, 2, no man shall lose life

or member for killing the king's deer in a forest, &c. but shall

be fined: and if he have nothing to pay the fine, be shall be

imprisoned a year and a day ; and then be delivered, if he can

give good security not to offend for th.e future ; and if not, he

shall abjure the realm ; before this statute, it was felony to

hunt the king's deer. % Rot. 120,

If a deer be hunted in a forest, and aftenvards by hunting

it is driven out of the forest, and the forester follows the

chase, and the owner of the ground where driven kills the

deer there; yet the forester may enter into the lands and
retake the deer ; for property in the deer is in this case by

pursuit. 2 Leon. 201. He that hath any manner of licence

to hunt in a forest, chase, park, &c. must take heed that he
do not abuse his licence, or exceed his authority ; for if he

do, he shall be accounted a trespasser ah initio, and be pu-
nished for that fact as if he had no licence at all. Manw*
280. 288.

Every lord of parliament, sent for by the king, may, in

coming and returning, kill a deer or two in the king s forest

or chase through which he passes ; but it must not be done
privily, without the view of the forester, if present ; or, if

absent, by causing one to blow a horn, because otherwise he
may be a trespasser, and seem to steal the deer. Chart.

Forest, ell: 4 Inst. 30%.

By the law of I he forest, receivers or trespassers in hunting
or killing of deer, knowing them to be such, or any of the
king's venison, are principal trespassers; though the trespass

was not done to their use or benefit, as the common law re-

quires
; by which the subsequent agreement amounts to a com-

mandment ; but if the receipt be out of the bounds of the forest,

they cannot be punished by the laws of the forest, being not
within the forest jurisdiction, which is local. 4 Inst. 317.

If a trespass be done in a forest, and the trespasser dies, it

shall be punished after his death in the life-time of the heir,

contrary to the common law. Hue and cry may be made by the
forest law for trespass, as to venison

;
though it cannot be" pur-

sued but only within the hounds of the forest. 4 lust. 294.
And for not pursuing hue and cry in the forest, a township
may be fined and amerced. In every trespass and ofience of
the forest in vert or venison, the punishment is to he imprisoned,
ransomed, and bound to the good behaviour of the forest, w hich
must be executed by a judicial sentence by the lord chief jus-
tice in eyre of the forest.

No officer of the forest may take or imprison any person
without due indictment, or per main ouvrc, with his hand at
the work: nor shall constrain any to make obligation against
the assise of the forest, on pain to pay double damages, and to
be ransomed at the king's will, Stat. 7 R. 2. c. 4.

A forester shall not be questioned for killing a trespasser,
who (after the peace cried unto him) will not vield himself-
so as it be not done out of some former malice* Stat 21 Ed, I.

st t 1. If trespassers in a forest, &c. kill a man who opposes
them, although they bore no malice to the person killed, it is

murder
; because they were upon an unlawful act, and there-

fore malice is implied. Rol. Ab. 548. And if murder be com-
mitted by such trespassers, all are principals. Kel. 87.

If a man comes into a forest in the night-time, the forester
cannot j ustify beating him before he makes resistance; but if
he resists, he may justify the battery. Persons may be fined
for concealing the killing of deer by others; and so' for earn-
ing a gun, with an intent to kill the deer; and he that steals
venison in the forest, and carries it off on horseback, the horse
shall be forfeited, unless it be that of a stranger ignorant of
the fact. Where heath is burnt in a forest, the offenders may
be fined : and if any man cuts down bushes and thorns, and
carries them away in a cart, he is fineable, and the cart and
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horses shall he seized by the forest laws. But a man may pre-

scribe to cut wood, &e. And every freeman within the forest

may on his own ground make a mill -dyke, or arable land,

without inclosing such arable ; but if it he a nuisance to others,

it is punishable. Chart, Forest e. Hi 12 Rep. 22. And if

any having woods in his own ground, within any forest, or

chase, shall cut the same by the king s licence, &c. he may
keep them several and inclosed, for seven years after felling,

if/a*. 22 Ed. 4s c 7-

The cruel and insupportable hardships which the forest

laws created to the subject, occasioned our ancestors to be as

zealous for their reformation, as for the relaxation of the fallal

rigours and the other exactions introduced by the Norman
family. And accordingly we hud, in history, the immunities

of Charla de Forestft as warmly contended for, and extorted

from the king with as much difficulty, as those of Magna
Charta itself. By this charter confirmed in parliament many
forests were disafforested or stripped of their oppressive privi-

leges; and regulations made in the regimen of such as re-

mained. And by a variety of subsequent statutes, together

with the long acquiescence of the crown without exerting the

forest laws, this prerogative is become no longer a grievance to

the subject 2 Comm. 4l6\

Lands in Scotland conveyed by the crown with the right of

forestry, carried all the privileges of a royal forest, but no such

grants have been made there since 1680.

By stat. 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 27- § i. so much of the Charta de

Forestft as relates to the punishment for taking the kings

venison is repealed.

See further as to the forest law, tits. Deer- Steating, Game,

Chase, King, Park, Purlieu, Drift ofthe Forest, Timber, &c.

In the years 1787—1793, a series of reports (17 in number)

was made by commissioners specially appointed to inquire

into the state of the woods, forests, and land-revenues of the

crown. The third report gives a list of the forests, parks, and

chases in England, then under the survey of the surveyor

general of the woods, in which there was any stock of timber

;

these are in Berkshire, Windsor Forest, Cranburn Chase, and

Windsor Great and Little Park. Essex, Wakham Forest,

anciently called the Forest of Essex, :md sometimes Epping or

Hainault Forest. Gloucestershire, Dean Forest, Hampshire,

the New Forest, Alice Holt, and Woolmer Forest, Bere Forest.

Kent, Greenwich Park. Middlesex, St. James's Park, Hyde
Park, Bushy Park, and Hampton Court Park. Northampton-

shire, the Forests of Whittlewood, Saleey, and E'loekinglum.

Nottinghamshire, Sherwood Forest. Oxfordshire, Whichwood
Forest. Surrey, Richmond Park. Of these, Sherwood is the

onlv one North of Trent the others all being South of Trent,

By several acts, passed in consequence of these reports and

further inquiries, the boundaries of several of these and other

forests have been ascertained, and regulations made for dis-

afforesting and inclosing them in part or in the whole ; and

applying them to the benefit of the public ; viz,

Alice Holt Forest, 52 G. 3. c. 12.

Bere Forest, Hants, 50 G. 3. c. 21. (local.)

Brecknock Forest^ 48 G. 3. c. 73 : 55 G. 3. c. 190 : 58 G. 3.

c 99-

Dean Forest, ±S G. 3* c. 72 : 59 G. 3. c. 80.

Dclamere Forest, 52 G. 3. c. t&ft (local.)

Exmoor Forest, in Somersetshire and Devonshire, 55 G, 3.

c. J 38.

New Forest, 39 and 40 G. 3. c. 86: 41 G. 3. c. 108:

48 G. 3. c. 72 : 50 G. 3. c. 116"
: 52 G. 3. c. lGl : 59 G. 3.

c. 86.

Qucrnmore Forest, 51 G. 3. c. 131. (local.)

Rockingham Forest, 52 G. 3. c. 16 1. § 25. and acts there

cited.

Sherwood Forest, 58 G. 3. c. 100.

Windsor Forest, 46 G. 3. c. 143: 47 G. 3. st. 2. c. 46

:

53 G. 3. c. 158 c 55 G. 3. c 12 : 56 G. 3, c. 132.

fVoolmer Forest
f
52 G. 3, c. 71-

By stat. 50 G. 3. c. 65. his Majesty is authorised to appoint
three persons to be f* Commissioners " of his Majesty's Woods,
Forests, and Land-revenues," in whom are vested all the
powers of surveyor general of the land revenues, and surveyor
general of the woods, &c«

By stat. 52 G. 3. c. \6\. § 5., &c. the Treasury are empow-
ered to alienate small parcels of crown lauds in the forests

intermixed with the property of subjects, upon report of the
Commissioners of his Majesty's Woods, Sc. and to make com-
pensation and grant leases to persons relinquishing purprestures

or ineroachments in the forests : and by § II, ] 5. of the same
act, additional powers are given to the court of attachments in

forests for preventing and punishing unlawful inclosures, and
regulating the conduct of regarders, under-foresters, under-

keepers, and other officers of the forest.

By the 10 G. 4. c. 50. the laws relating to the management
and improvement of woods and forests belonging to the crown

arc consolidated and amended.

FORESTAG I UM. Duty payable to the king's foresters,

Chart. 18 E& h
FORESTALL. To be quit of amerciaments and chattels

arrested within your land, and the amerciaments thereof

c <mi ing. Termes de la Leu .

FORESTALLING. Forestallamentum, from the Saxon

fore, before, and stai, a stall.] To intercept on the highway.

Spelman says, it is vice obstruct io, vel itmaris interceptto ; with

whom agrees Coke on Lit. fol. Ifil. And, according to Fkin,

forestalling siguijicat obstractionem vice vel impedimentum trans-

itus et fugas averiorum, eye* lib. 1 . c. 24. In our law, fore-

stalling is the buying or bargaining for any corn, cattle, or

other merchandisej by the way, as they come to fairs or mar-

kets to be sold, before they are brought thither; to the intent

to sell the same again, at a higher and dearer price.

All endeavours to enhance the common price of any victuals

or merchandise, and practices which have an apparent tendency

thereto, whether by spreading false rumours, or buying things

in a market before the accustomed hour, or by buying and

selling again the same thing in the same market, &c. are

highly criminal by the common law ; and all such offences an-

ciently came under the general appellation of forestalling.

3 Inst. }Q5, lf)o\ And so jealous is the common law of prac-

tices of this nature, which are a general inconvenience and

prejudice to the people, and very oppressive to the poorer sort,

that it will not suffer corn to be sold in the sheaf before

thrashed : for bv such sale the market is in effect forestalled.

! S Inst. 197: H\ P. C\ 152.

Forestalling, Ingrossing, and Regrating, are offences gene-

rally classed toget her as of the same nature and equally hurtful

to the public. Ingrossing seems derived from the words in

and gross great or whole ; and regrating from re, again, and

!

grater Fr. to scrape, from the dressing or scraping of cloth or

other goods in order to sell the same again.

Several statutes were from time to "time made against these

offences in general, and also specially with respect to particular

species of goods according to their several circumstances; all

of which, from the 5 and 6 Ed. 6. c, 14, downwards, and all

acts tor enforcing the same were repealed by stat. 12 G. 3.

c. 71 i
by the preamble of which it should seem that the

' rernedv was found to be w orse than the disease. But these

offences still continue punishable upon indictment at the com-

mon law by fine and imprisonment.

The following have been held to be offences at common law,

viz. :
h

I The total ingrossing of any commodity, with intent to sell

1

it at an unreasonable price, is an offence indictable and fine-

able at common law. Cro, Car. 232.

\ Spreading rumours with intent to enhance the price ot hop,

, in the hearing of hop planters, dealers, and others, that

1

stock of hops was nearly exhausted, and that there would be a

scarcity of hops, &c. with intent to induce them not to bring

their hops to market for sale for a long time, and thereof
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greatly to enhance the price.—Ingrossing large quantities

of hope* by buying from many persons, certain quantities

with intent to resell the same for an unreasonable profit, and

thereby tc enhance the price.—Accumulating large quantities,

by contracting with various persons for the purchase, with

intent to prevent the same being brought to market , and to

resell at an unreasonable profit, &c.— Ingrossing hops then

growing, by forehand bargains, with like intent.—Buying all

the growth of hops on certain lands, in certain parishes, by

forehand bargains, with intent to sell at an unreasonable

price, kc. Jlev v. H adding*on , 1 Fast's Hep. 143— l6g,

In which case it was ruled that to forestall any commodity
which is become a common victual and necessary of life, or

used as an ingredient in the nut king or preservation of any
victual, though not formerly used or considered as such, is an
offence :it common law.

The offence of forestalling the market is an offence against
public trade. This was described by the said stat. 5 and 6
F.G.c. 14. to be the buying or contracting for any cattle,

merchandise, or victual coming in the way to the market, or
dissuading person? from bringing their goods or provisions
there ; or persuading them to enhance the price when there ;

any of which practices makes the market dearer to the fair

trader*

Begrating was descrilied by the same statutes to be the
buying of corn, or other dead victual in any market; and
selling it again in the same market, or within four miles of the
place. For this also enhances the price of the provisions, as
every successive seller must have a successive profit.

Ingrowing was also described to be the getting into one's
possession or buying up large quantities of corn or other dead
victuals with intent to sell them again. This must be of
course injurious to the public, by putting it in the power of
one or two rich men to raise the price of provisions at their
owm discretion.

The aboye descriptions given by the statute serve as a guide
for the indictment of these offences at common-law, and are
therefore here preserved.

The indictment should specify the quanlity of the article
ingrossed : an indictment for ingrossing a great quantity of
fish, geese., and ducks, without specifying the quantity of each,
was held bad. Rex v. Gilbert, 1 Fast Rep. 583.
By stat. 7 and S G. 4. c. SB. no constable shall be required

to make presentments of forestalled at any gaoJ delivery or
quarter-sessions*

See further this Diet. tit. Monopoly, and the several articles
to which the same is applicable.

FORESTER* See tit. Forest.

FORETHOUGHT FELONY. See Murder.
FORETOOTH, Striking out the foretooth is a Mayhem.

See tit. Maihem. J

FORFANG or FORFENG, from the Sax. Fore, ante, and
fangen, premiere. Antecaplio vet Prevent io.] The taking of
provision from any one in fairs or markets, before the king s
purveyors are served with necessaries for his Majesty- Chart.
Hen. L Hosp.Sanct. Barth. Lond. Anno I] 33.

FORFEITURE.

Forisfactura, from the Fr. Forfait.'] The effect, or
penalty, of transgressing some law. For an ingenious discus-
sion to prove the propriety and policy of such punishment,
see Mr. Charles Yorkes " Considerations on the Law of For-
feitures;* corrected and enlarged. 8vo. 1 775.—See also this
Diet. tit. Tenures, III. 10.

Forfeiture is defined by Blackstone to be a punishment an-
nexed by law to some illegal act or negligence in the owner of
lands, tenements, or hereditaments: whereby he loses all his
interest therein, and they go to the party injured, as a reeom-
pence for the wrong, which either he 'alone or the public
together ith him hath sustained. 2 Comm. 2(i7.

Lands, tenements, and hereditaments, may be forfeited in

various degrees and by various means. Forfeitures may there-

fore be divided into civil and criminal* The latter will ho pre-

sently considered more at large under this title.

Civil forfeitures arise either by alienation contrary to law

;

as in mortmain ; for which see this Diet, under that title; or

by particular tenants, when the estates they convey are greater

than the law entitles them to make. This latter alienation

divests the remainder or reversion, and is also a forfeiture to

him whose right is attacked thereby, 1 Inst. 251,

Forfeiture in civil cases may also accrue by non-presentation

to a benefice, when it is called a Lapse; see this Diet. tit.

Advowson. By Simony; see that tit. By nonperformance

of Conditions; see tit. Condition, By Waste; see that tit.

By breach of copyhold customs ; see tit. Copyhold. Offices also

may be forfeited for neglect of duty; see tit. Office.

I. Of Forfeit tires in Civil Cases.

II. Of Forfeitures in Criminal Cases ; and herein,

1 . Generally for what Crimes such Forfeitures are in-

flicted : and to ivhai Time they bear relation.

2. More particularly ; what Estates are subject to For-

feiture.

3. When Forfeitures may be seized.

I. As to alienations by particular tenants ; if tenant for his

own life aliens, by feoffment or fine for the life of another, or
in tail, or in fee ; these being estates, which either must or

may last longer than his own, the creating them is not only
beyond his power, and inconsistent with the nature of his

interest, but is also a forfeiture of his own particular estate to

him in remainder or reversion. Litt. § 415. For this there
seem to be two reasons: first, because such alienation amounts
to a renunciation of the fccdal connection and dependence ; it

implies a refusal to perforin the due renders and services to
the lord of the fee, of which fealty is constantly one, and it

tends in its consequence to defeat and divest the remainder or
reversion expectant : as therefore that is put in jeopardy, by
such act of the particular tenant, it is but just, that, upon
discovery, the particular estate should be forfeited and taken
from him who has shown so manifest an inclination to make
an improper use of it. The other reason is, because the
particular tenant, by granting a larger estate than his own,
has by his own act determined and put an entire end to his
own original interest; and on such determination the next
taker is entitled to enter regularly, as in his remainder or
reversion. 2 Comm. 27$.

Another reason assigned for these forfeitures is, that the
act done is incompatible with the estate which the tenant
holds, and against the implied condition on which he holds it.

As in the case of a tenant for life or years enfeoffing a
stranger in fee-simple, this is a breach of the condition which
the law annexes to his estate, viz. that he shall not attempt
to create a greater estate than he himself is entitled to.

1 Inst. 215. So if tenant for life, or years, or in fee, commit
felony, this is a breach of the implied condition annexed to
every fcedal donation that they should not commit felonv.
2 Comm. 153.

The same law holds also with respect to all tenants of the
mere freehold, or of chattel interests. But if tenant in tail
aliens in fee, this is no immediate forfeiture to the remainder
man, but a mere discontinuance of the estate-tail, which the
issue may afterwards avoid by due course of law; for he in
remainder or reversion hath only a very remote, and barely
possible interest therein, until the issue in tail is extinct. Sec
this Diet. tit. Discontinuance.

But in case of such forfeitures, by particular tenants, all
legal estates by them before created (as if tenant for 20 years
grants a lease for 15), and all charges by them lawfully
made on the lands, shall be good and available in the law.
For the law will not hurt an "innocent lessee for the fault of

4c2
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his lessor ; nor permit the lessor, after he has granted a

good and lawful estate, by his own act to avoid it, and de-

feat the interest which he himself hath created. 1 hist. 23S ;

2 Comm. 275.

This kind of forfeiture differs from that incurred by the

breach of a condition principally in this respect ;
that the

former, which arises from a general rule of law, does not

affect derivative estates or incumbrances created before the

wrongful act ; but the latter, which arises from a special con-

tract, defeats at once the principal estate to which it was an-

nexed, and all interests which may have been derived out of it.

Co. Lit. 234. a.

When a copyholder commits waste, refuses to pay his rent,

or to do suit of court ; one to whom an estate is granted upon

condition, does not perform the same; in all these cases for-

feitures arc incurred. 1 Rep. 15.

If tenant for life, in dower, by the curtesy, or after possi-

bility of issue extinct, or lessee for years, tenant by statute-

merchant, staple, or elegit, of lands or tenements that lie in

livery, shall make any absolute or conditional feoffment in fee,

gift in tail, lease for any other life than his own,&c, or levy

a fine sur conusance de'droit come ceo, &c, or suffer a common

recovery thereof: or being impleaded in a writ of right

brought against him, join the mise upon the mere right, or

admit the reversion to be in another; or in a quid juris

eternal) claim the fee-simple ; or if lessee for years, being

ousted, bring an assise ut de libero tenemcnto, &c.—by either

of these things, there will be a forfeiture of estate. Plowd. 15 :

1 Rep, 15: 8 liep. 144: Co. Lit. 251: Dyer, 152, 324:

1 BuLsL2\9.
Rut where the land granted by tenant for life, or -years, is

not well conveyed ; or the thing does not lie in livery, as a

rent, common, or the like ; he will not forfeit his estate: and

therefore if a feoffment, gift in tail, or lease for another s life,

made by the tenant for life, is not good, for want of words in

making it, or due execution in the livery and seisin, this shall

not produce a forfeiture. 2 Rep. 55.

A breach of a condition does not render a lease for life void,

but only voidable, and it is therefore not determined till the

lessor re-enters, by bringing an ejectment for the forfeiture

;

for it is a rule that where an estate commences by livery, it

cannot be avoided by re-entry; but a lease for years is abso-

lutely void on breach of the condition without entry,

1 Inst. 214.

At common law no one but the grantor could re-enter for a

forfeiture ; and no grantee or assignee of the reversion eould

take the benefit or advantage of a condition for re-entry. To

remedy this, it was enacted by the 32 //. 8. c. 34. that all per-

sons grantees of the reversion of lands, their heirs, executors,

successors, and assigns, should have like advantage against the

lessees, &c, by entry, for non-payment of rent, or for doing

waste, or other forfeiture.

Entry for a forfeiture ought to be by him who is

reversion or remainder after the estate forfeited,

tenant for life or years commits a forfeiture, he who

immediate reversion, or remainder, ought to enter
]

a husband, se»,j^v* *** v » uu icaacs tu nun m
reversion for his own life. 1 Roll. 850. I. 10.

Equivalent, both in its nature and its consequences, to au
illegal alienation by the particular tenant, is the civil crime of

Disclaimer; as to which sec this Diet. lit. Disclaimer.

The cases in which the question of forfeiture principally oc-

curs at the present day, are those arising between landlord and

tenant, for the breach of express stipulations contained in the

demise. These will be treated of hereafter. See tit. Lease.

By 3 and 4 IV. 4. c. 27. § 2, 3. a party must make his

entry, or bring his action for a forfeiture or breach of condi-

tion, within twenty years after sueh forfeiture was incurred, or

such condition was broken. But by § 4. where no advantage

is taken of the forfeiture, the right to make an entry, &e. shall

be deemed to have first accrued when the estate in reversion or

remainder comes into possession.

II. 1. The true reason, and only substantial ground, of any

forfeiture for crimes, consists in this: that all property is

derived from society, being one of those civil rights conferred

on individuals in exchange for that degree of natural freedom,

which every man must .sacrifice when he enters into social

communities. If therefore a member of any national eom-

miinitv violates the fundamental contract of his association, by

transgressing the municipal law, he forfeits his right to such

privileges as be claims by that contract ; and the state may very

justly resume that portion of property, or any part of it, which

the laws have before assigned him. Hence, in every offence

of an atrocious kind, the laws of England have exacted a total

confiscation of the moveables or personal estate; and in many

cases perpetual, in others only a temporary loss of the offender's

immoveables or landed property : and have vested them troth

in the king, as the person supposed to be offended, being the

in whom the majesty of the public

next m
As, if

has the

though

one visible magistrate

resides. 1 Comm. 299

he has the fee, or only an estate- tail. 1 RoL 857. /. 45. 50.

8,53. /. 5.

No one but the person who would be entitled to the rent, if

there had not been any lease, can re-enter for a forfeiture.

Loft. 319> « : 2 Tyrk 281): S. C 2 Crump. # /
;
232:

2 Tyrr. 710. But a lessor who has demised all his interest

subject to a right of re-entry on breach of a condition, may

enter on the condition being broken, though he have no rever-

sion. 2 B. # A. 162.

The lord may enter for waste committed by copyholder for

life, though there be an intermediate estate in remainder

between that of the copyholder and the lord's reversion,

2 W- cy S. 68. See tit. Copyhold.

It shall be a dispensation of the forfeiture, if he in reversion

or remainder be a party to the estate made, and accept it : as if

The offences which induce a forfeiture of lands and tene-

ments are principally the following five. ]. Treason. 2. Fe-

lony. 3. Misprision of Treason* 4f. Praemunire. 5. Drawing

a weapon on a Judge; or striking any one in the presence of

the king's courts ofjustice;

Forfeiture in criminal cases is twofold \ of real and personal

estates. First as to Real Estates.

Bv the common law, on attainder of high treason a man for-

feits' to the king all his lands and tenements of inheritance,

whether fee-simple or fee-tail, and all his right of entry on

lands and tenements, which he had at the time of the offence

committed, or at anv time afterwards: to be for ever vested in

the crown. And also the profits of all lands and tenements,

which he had in his own right for life or years, so long as such

interest shall subsist. Co. Lit. 392: 3 InsL 19:1 HaL P< C.

£40 : 2 Hawk. P. C. c 49.

This forfeiture relates backwards to the time of the treason

committed so as to avoid all intermedio te sales and incum-

brances, but not those before the fact. 3 Inst. 211. A wuea

jointure is not forfeitable for the treason of her husband; d it

was settled upon her previous to the treason committed. But

her dower is forfeited by the express provision of 5 and f>

Ed. 6. c. 11. repealing in that particular 1 Ed. d c. 12. let

the husband shall be tenant bv the curtesy of his wifes lands

if the wife be attainted of treason, for that is not prohibited

by the statute. 1 Hat. P. C. 359- Although, after attainder,

the forfeiture relates back to the time of the treason com-

mitted, vet it does not take effect unless an attainder be W,

of which it is one of the fruits : and therefore if a traitor cbfe

before judgment pronounced, or is killed in open rebellion or

is han-ed bv martial law, it works no forfeiture of his iamu,

for he never was attainted of treason ; and by the express pro-

vision of stat. 34 E. S. c. 12. there shall be no fagiture of

lands for treason, of dead persons, not attainted in tneir me*

Sfe

|^i^^jiistteeof the Kings Bench (the supreme
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coroner of all England) in person upon the view of the body

of one killed in open rebellion, records it, and returns the

record into his own courts both lands and goods shall be for-

feited. 4 Rep. 57.

Forfeiture of lands and tenements to the crown for treason

is by no means derived from the feudal policy, but was ante-

cedent to the establishment of that system in this island. See
,

this Diet, tit. Tenures, IIL 10.

With a view to abolish such hereditary punishment entirely,

it was provided by stat. 7 Ann, c. 21. § 10. that after the decease

of the Pretender, no attainder for treason should extend to the

disinheriting of any heir, nor to the prejudice of any person

other than the traitor himself. By a subsequent statute, namely,

the stat* 17 G. 2. c. 39. the operation of 7 Anne, c. 21. was still

farther suspended till the death of the sons of the late Pre-

tender. And by 3.0 G. 3. c. 93. the provisions of both these

acts were repealed: so that the forfeiture for treason stands as

it did before the passing of 7 Anne, c. 21. Sec 4 Comm. 384.

and this Diet. tits. Attainder* Corruption of Blood.

In petit treason, misprision of treason, and felony, the of-

fender, until recently, forfeited the profits of all estates of

freehold during life ; and after bis death all his lands and tene-
\

ments in fee simple (but not those in tail), to the crown for a

short period of time: for the king should have them for a year

and a day, and might comaiit therein what waste he pleased,

which was called t lie king s year, day, and waste. 2 Inst. 37:
S Inst. 392. Formerly the king had a liberty of committing
waste on the lands of felons, by pulling down their houses,

Extirpating their gardens, ploughing their meadows, and cutting

down their woods. But this lending greatly to the prejudice

of the public, it was agreed in the reign of Hen. I. that the

king should have the profits of the land for a year and a day,

in lieu of the destruction he was otherwise at liberty to com-
mit ; and then-fore Magna Charta, c. provided that the

king should only hold such hinds for a year and a day, and
then restore them to the lord of the fee ; without any mention
of waste. See Mirr. c. 4. § 16 : FleL L I.e. 28. But the stat.

17 £• 2. de prcerogafiva regis seemed to suppose that the king 1

should have his year, day, and waste, and not the year and day 1

instead of waste: which Lord Coke and the Mirror very justly

considered as an encroach merit, though a very ancient one, of
the royal prerogative. Mirr. c. 5. § 2: 2 Inst. 37-

This year, day, and waste, were usually compounded for; but
otherwise they regularly belonged to the crown, and after

their expiration, the land would have descended to the heir (as 1

it did in gavel kind tenure), had not its feudal quality inter-
|

cepted such descent and given it by way of escheat to the lord.

See tits. Tenure, Escken t.

But by the 54 G- 3. c. 145. no future attainder for felony,

except in cases of high treason, petit treason (now reduced to *

murder), or murder, shall extend to the disinheriting of any
heir, or to the prejudice of the right or title of any person other
than the right or title of the offender during his life.

Forfeitures of lands for felony also arise only upon attainder
;

and therefore a J'eh de se forfeits no lands of inheritance or

freehold, for he never is attainted as a felon. 3 Inst. 55.

They likewise relate back to the time of the offence committed,
as well as forfeitures for treason ; so as to avoid all intermediate

charges and conveyances. 4 Comm. 386.

These are all the forfeitures of real estates created by the

common law as consequential upon attainders by judgment of
death or outlawry. The particular forfeitures created by the

statutes of prwniunire and others are here omitted, being rather
a part of the judgment and penalty inflicted by the respective

statutes, than consequences of such judgment, as in treason and
felony they are. See post, 2.

As a part of the forfeiture of real estates, may be mentioned,
the forfeiture of the profits of lands during life : which ex-

tends to two other instances besides those already spoken of;

the striking in Westminster Hall, or drawing a weapon upon
a judge there sitting in the king's courts of justice. 3 Inst.

141, And it seems that the same forfeiture is incurred by res*

cuing a prisoner in or before any of the courts there, commit*
ted by the judges. Cro. Jac. 3ti7.

The forfeiture of goods and chattels accrues in every one of

the higher kinds of offence ; in high treason or misprision

thereof; felonies of all sorts; self-murder, or felo de se

;

and the above-mentioned oflences of striking, &c. in Westmin-
ster-hall.

Formerly, for flight also, on an accusation of treason, felony,

or even petit larceny, whether the party was found guilty or

acquitted, if the jury found the flight, the party forfeited his

goods and chattels; for the very flight was considered an

offence, carrying with it a strong presumption of guilt ; and

was at least an endeavour to elude and stifle the course of jus-

tice prescribed by the law. But the jury very seldom found
the flight ; forfeiture being looked upon, after the vast increase

of personal property, as too large a penalty for an offence

to which a man was prompted by the natural love of liberty.

4 Comm. 387.

And now by the 7 and & G. 4. c. 28. § 5. the jury are not to

be charged, either in treason or in felony, to inquire concerning
the lands, tenements, or goods of the person indicted, or whe-
ther he fled for such treason or felony.

There are some remarkable differences between the forfeiture

of lands, and of goods and chattels. 1. Lands are forfeited

upon attainder, and not before : goods and chattels are forfeited

by conviction. Because in many of the cases where goods are
forfeited there never is any attainder ; which happens only
where judgment of death or outlawry is given; therefore in

those cases the forfeiture must be upon conviction, or not at all ;

and being necessarily upon conviction in those, it is so ordered
in all other cases : for the law loves uniformity. 2. In out-
lawries for treason or felony lands are forfeited only by the
judgment, but ^ the goods and chattels are forfeited bv a man's
being first put in the exigent, without staying till he is qmnto
exaclus, or finally outlawed, for the secreting himself so long
from justice is construed a flight in law. 3 Inst. 232. (See
this Diet. tit. Outlawry*) 3. The forfeiture of lands has rela-
tion to the time of the fact committed, so as to avoid all sub-
sequent sales and incumbrances; but the forfeiture of goods
and chattels has no relation backwards, so that those onlv
whieh a man has at the time of conviction shall be forfeited.
Therefore a traitor or felon may hand fide sell any of his
chattels, real or personal, for the sustenance of himself or
family, between the fact and conviction. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. W m

For personal property is of so fluctuating a nature, that it
passes through many hands in a short time; and no buyer
could be safe if he were liable to return the goods which 'he
had fairly bought, provided any of the prior vendors had com-
mitted a treason or felony. Yet if they be collusively and
not bona Jide parted with, merely to defraud the crown, the
law, and particularly stat. 13 Elh. c. 5., will reach them ; for
they are all the while truly and substantially the goods of the
offender

; and as he, if acquitted, might recover them himself,
as not parted with for a good consideration, so in case he hap-
pens to be con vie ted, the law will recover them for the kin^
4 Comm. 388. See Gordon's case, Dom. Proc.

2. Where land comes to the crown, as forfeited by attainder
of treason, all mesne tenures of common persons are extinct

;

but if the king grant it out, the former tenure shall be revived',
for which a petition of right lies. 2 Hales Hist. P. C. 254, In
treason, all lands of inheritance, whereof the offender was
seized in his own right, were forfeited by the common law

;and rights of entry, &c. And the inheritance of things not
lying in tenure, as of rent-charges, commons, &c. shall be
forfeited in high treason ; but no right of action whatsoever
to lands of inheritance is forfeited, either bv the common or
statute law. 2 Hank. P. C. c. 49. See Gordon** case in
Uom. Proc
By stat. 26 II. 8. c. 13, all lands, tenements, &c. of inhe-

ritance arc forfeited in treason. And the king shall be ad-
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judged in possession of lands and goods forfeited for treason on

the attainder of the offender, without any office found, saving

the rights of others. See stat. 33 II. 8. c- 20. Lands and

hereditaments in fee simple and fee tail, are forfeited in high

treason : bat hinds in tail could not be forfeited only for the life

of tenant in tail, till the statute 26 II. 8. c 13. by which statute

they may be forfeited.

Upon outlawry in treason or felony, the offender shall forfeit

as much as if he had appeared, and judgment had been

given against him; so long as the outlawry is in force, 3 Inst.

52. 818.

Gavelkind land in Kent is not forfeited by committing of

felonv ; and by a felonv onlv, entailed lauds are not forfeit.

& p. a & as,

A copyholder surrenders to the use of his will ; the devisee

is convicted of felony and hanged before admittance ; the lands

are not forfeited to the lord, but descend to the heir of the sur-

renderor. 2 IVU. 1;3-

Land that one hath in trust ; or goods and chattels in right of

another, or to another's use, &c« will not be liable to forfeit-

ure. Though leases for years, in a man's own,, or his wife's

right, estates in joint-tenancy, &c. and all statutes, bonds, and

debts due thereby, and upon contracts, &c. shall be forfeited.

Co. Lit. 42. 151*: Staund. 188.

A married man, guilty of felony, forfeits his wife's terra ;

and if a wife kill her husband, the husband's goods are for-

feited. Jenk. Cent. 65.

In cases of felony the profits of lands whereof a person,

attainted of felony, is seised of an estate of inheritance in right

of his wife ; or of an estate for life only in his own right

;

are forfeited to the king, and nothing is forfeited to the lord.

In,st. 19 : Ftiz. Ass. Hid,

hi manslaughter, the offender forfeits goods and chattels

Co. Lit. 3 It).

Chance-medley and sc defendendo were formerly also at-

tended with forfeiture of goods and chattels, but offenders

received their pardon as a matter of course* Co. Lit. 319*

Now by the y G. 4-. c. 31. § 10. it is provided that no punish-

ment oi forfeiture shall be incurred by any person who shall

kill another by misfortune, or in his own defence, or in any

other manner without felony.

Those that are hanged by martial law in the time of war,

forfeit no lands. Co. Lit* 13. And for robbery or piracy, &c.

on the sea, if tried in the Court of Admiralty, by the civil Jaw,

and not by jury, there is no forfeiture: but if a person be

attainted before commissioners by virtue of the stat. 28 Hen. 8.

c. 15. there it works a forfeiture. 1 Liil. Abr.

In a praemunire, lands in fee simple are forfeited, with goods

and chattels. Co. Lit. \2[).

Before the statute of 1 Ed. 6. c. 12. the wife not only lost

her dower at common law, but also her dower ad ostium eccle-

sice, or w assensu patris, or by special custom (except that of

gavelkind), by the husband's attainder of treason, or capital

felon v, whether committed before or after marriage. Co. Lit.

31. b: 37. a : 41. a: F. N. B. 150; Perk. § 308: Bro. tit.

Dower, H2: Ptowd. 26l.

But the wife forfeited lands given jointly to her husband

and her, whether by way of frank marriage or otherwise, only

for the year, day, and waste. Co. Lit. 3? : 3 Inst. 2 Hi.

By 1 Ed. 6. c. 12. § 17. it was enacted that albeit any

person should be attainted of treason or felony his wife should

have her dower. This, however, was repealed as to treason by

5 and 6 Ed. 6. c. 1 1 . § 9- See ante, L
Though Lord Coke expressly makes dower ex assensu patris,

as well as the dowrers at common law and ad ostium ecclcsias,

liable to be defeated at common law, by the husband's treason

or felonv ; 1 Inst. 21. a : yet some have inclined to think that

the 5 and 6 Ed. 6. c. 11. did not extend to dowTer ex assensit

patris, so as to make it forfeitable on the treason of the husband.

Dower ex assensu patris and ad ostium eccksiai are both

now abolished. See tit. Dower*

If the husb&?%4 <rf ?vwrf« m vwftr*** « titattw**

then commits treason, and is attainted of it, the wife shall not
recover dower against the feoffee. Bendl. 56: Dyer, HO:
Co. Lit. 111. a. So if the husband is attainted of treason, and
afterwards pardoned, yet the wife shall not recover dower 4

but
of lands purchased by the husband after the pardon, the wife
shall be endowed. 3 Leon. 3 : Perk. § 3<H.

After the making of the above-mentioned statute, 1 Ed. 6.

c* 12. it seems to have been doubted, whether the wife should
not lose her dower in case of any new felony made by act of
parliament ; therefore where several offences have been made
felony since, care has been taken to provide for the wife's

dower. 2 New Abr, 584. See 12 Vin. Abr. tit. Forfeiture:

2 Ilawh P. C. c. 49.

Artificers going out. of the kingdom and teaching their

trades to foreigners, were liable to forfeit their lands, && by

the 5 G. I.e. 27; and similar forfeitures wTere inflicted by several

other statutes ; all of which were repealed bv the 5 G. 4,

c97.
In all cases where a penalty or forfeiture is given by statute,

without saying to whom it shall be, or a limitation for a recom*

pence for the wrong to the party, it belongs to the king.

Stra. 50. 828 : 2 Vent. 267. And such forfeitures shall be

construed favourably. Camp. 5B5. 8.

3. Goods of a felon, &c. cannot be seized before forfeited

;

though they may be inventoried, and a charge made thereof

before indictment. Wood's Inst. 659> Where goods of a felon

are pawned before he is attainted, the king shall not have the

forfeiture of the goods till the money is paid to him to whom
they were pawned. 3 Insl. 17 : 2 Nets. Abr. 874?. 875.

After conviction by judgment or outlawry, for high treason,

&e. a commission goes to persons named by the king or by tie

attorney-general, to inquire wThat lands and tenements the

offender had at the time of the treason committed, and the

value ; and that they seize them into the king's hands. And

the inquisition taken thereon shall be returned to the Court of

Exchequer, and filed in the office of the king s remembrancer,

LuL 997* So after conviction for felony, a scire facias shall

go against the will, or any other, who has the goods in his

custody, S. P. C. 194. But if any one has title to the goods

or lands found by inquisition to be the goods or lands of the

offender, he may make his claim by pleading his title. LuL 998.

To which the attorney-general shall demur, or reply. / id.

Com. Dig. tit. Prerogative (D. S3. 84.)

Forfeiture differs from confiscation, in that forfeiture is

more general: whereas confiscation is particularly applied to

such as are forfeit to the king's exchequer. Staundf. P. C. 186.

There is a full forfeiture, plenaforisfavtura, otherwise called

plena wita, which is a forfeiture of life and member, and all

that a man hath. Leg. H. 1, c. 88. And there is mention in

some statutes, of forfeiture, at the king's will, of body, land,

and goods, &c. 4 Inst. 66. See further on this subject this

Diet, tits. Attainder, Corruption of Blood, Escheat, Felony

Treason, §c. and Com. Dig. tit. Forfeiture.

Forfeiture op Marriage, Eorhjactura maritagn^] A
writ which anciently lay against him, who, holding by knight's

service, and being under age, and ammarried, refused her

whom the lord offered him without his disparagement, and

married another. A7
. N.B.fol. 141 ; Beg* Orig.fd. l63. See

tit. Tenure.

Forfeited Estate, Several statutes have been from time

to time passed, appointing commissioners of forfeited estates,

on rebellions in this kingdom and Ireland. Thus by stat.

11 and 12 W. 3. e. 3. all lands and tenements, Sec. of persons

attainted or convicted of treason or rebellion in Ireland, were

vested in several commissioners and trustees for sale th
^
re

^
And by several .stat. temp. G. t. commissioners were appointed

to inquire of forfeited estates in England and Scotland, on

the rebellion at Preston, &c. And the estates of person*

attainted of treason were vested in his Majesty for puWie

uses; but afterwards in trustees, to be sold for the use ot tne
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public; and it was provided, that the purchasers should be

Protestants

FOUGAVEL, Forgahntum.~] A small reserved rent in

money, or quit- rent, Cartnlar* Abbat. dc Hading. MS,
J'.

88.

FOUGE, Forgia.^ A smith's forge, to melt and work iron.

Chart. H. 2.

FORGKItY, from Fr. former, i. e. accuderc, fabricare, to

beat on an anvil, to forge or form.] The fraudulent making or

alteration of any record, deed, writing, instrument, register,

st Limp, &c. to the prejudice of another man's right. 4 Comm.
247- A false making, a making mah ammo of any written

instrument for the purpose of fraud or deceit
;
including every

alteration nf or addition to a true instrument. 2 East's P. C. 3l (J.

c. 1. § 49.

The publishing or uttering of a forged instrument, knowing
it to be forged, although distinct from the act of forgery,

comes also within the legal definition of the offence, being

rendered by the statute law, with very few exceptions, equally

penal with the act of making or counterfeiting.

At common law, forgery was only a misdemeanor, and in some
of the early statutes it is treated rather as a civil injury than
a criminal offence. When, however, the extension of trade

and commerce gave birth to the system of paper credit, it was
found necessary to repress forgery by innumerable acts, which,
for the most part, rendered the crime a capital felony. The
severity of the statute law was partially mitigated by the
1 1 G, 4. and 1 W. 4. c. 6*6'. which repealed many of the former
acts, and incorporated and consolidated all forgeries that were
intended still to be punishable with death. By this act, those
offences which were made capital felonies by previous statutes,

but are not therein declared to be such, are punishable with
transportation for life or seven years, or with imprisonment
not exceeding four, and not less than two years. The feeling
of the country calling strongly for a further relaxation of the
rigor with which this offence was treated, induced the legisla-

ture shortly afterwards to pass the 2 and S W% 4. c. 123. which
abolished the penalty of death, and substituted transportation
for life in all cases which, by the former statute, were de-
clared capital felonies, or were so punishable in Scotland or
Ireland, with the exception of the forgery of wills, and powers
of attorney for transferring or receiving the dividends upon
any stock transferable at the Bank of England, the South Sei
House, or the Bank of Ireland. These are now the only
forgeries Which are visited with death.

I. What amounts to a Forgery.
11. What is ati Uttering.

Ill* Of the Intent to Defraud.
I V\ The Instruments ndierctfForgery may he committed,
V. OfAccessories.

VI. Of the Indictment, Venue, §t\

I. What amounts to a Forgery.—The making of any instru-
ment which is the subject of" forgery with a fraudulent intent,
is of itself a sufficient completion of the offence without utter-
ing or publishing, and consequently before any injury is sus-
tained

; for though publication be' the medium by which the
intent is usually made manifest, it mav be proved as satis-
factorily by other evidence. 2 Lord R. U69 ; 1 Leach. 173
2 Nem R. 93.

Not only the fabrication of the whole of a written instru-
ment, but a fradulent insertion, alteration, or erasure even of
n letter, in any material part of a true instrument, giving a
new operation to it, is a forgery, although it be afterwards
executed by another person ignorant of the deceit. 2 East,
P. C. c. 10. § 4. p. 855. And the fraudulent application of a
true signature to a false instrument, for which it was not
intended, or vice versa, will also be a forgery. Id. ibid.

To make a mark to a promissory note, or any other docu-
ment, in the name of another person, with intent to defraud,

is as much a forgery as if the party had signed that person's

name* 1 Leach, 57 : 2 East, P. C. 962.
Forgery may be committed by a party making a false deed

in his own name ; us where a party made a feoffment of lands,

and dated it prior to a former deed, whereby he conveyed the

same lands ; for he falsities the date in order to defraud his

own feoffee. 3 Inst. \ 1 Hall, 683 : Fast. 117: 1 Han\{\

c. 70. § 2.

So a man is guilty of forgeiy who gets possession of a bill

of exchange drawn in favor of another person of the same
name, and, knowing he is not the real payer, indorses it for the

purpose of fraudulently appropriating the money. 4
f

I\ R. 28.

Also where a note is made by a party in an assumed name
and character with intent to defraud, the offence is forgery,

though the note is made, and offered as that of the party

himself, and not as the note of another person, 1 Leach, 57 ;

2 East, P. C. (Jlfe.

And the making of any false instrument with a fraudulent
intent, although in the name of a fictitious person, is as much a
forgery as if it had been made in the name of one who was
known to exist, and to whom credit was due. 2 East, Pt C.

957, 958: Fost. 116: 1 Leach, S3. 94.

In order to constitute the crime of forgery, it is immaterial
whether, in discounting a bill in an assumed name, any addi-
tional credit is gained by the assumption, or whether the
money might not have been as well obtained by indorsing the
bill in the real name of the party uttering it. 1 Leach, 112 :

2 East, P. C. 959' And it is the same where a receipt is

given in a false name as the party's own name, and the object
is to escape detection, and the intent to defraud ; 1 Leach, 214 .*

2 East, P. C. 96O
;
notwithstanding the credit has been given

to the person, and not to the name. 1 Leach, 226, And the
case will be equally forgery, though the bill or draft is taken
by the prosecutor on the personal credit of the party, and on
the presumption that the assumed name is his own, and though
the prosecutor would have given him equal credit if he had
passed by his real name. R. cy R, 75. <)0. 209.

Neither is it material that the forged instrument should be
so made, that, if genuine, it would be valid ; but it is essential
to the crime of forgery, that the false instrument should carry
on its face the semblance of that for which it was counterfeited,
and that it should not be illegal in its very frame. 2 East,
P. C. 918. Thus, although it is forgery to make a false will
of a living person, notwithstanding it can have no validity as
a will until his death; 2 East, P. C. 918, fl: 1 Leach, 99*
449; or to fabricate any false instrument on unstamped paper,
which by law requires a stamp ; 1 Leach, 257 : (and see other
cases, 2 East, P. C. 955, 6.) yet to forge a promissory note
without a signature ; R. cy R. 445 ; or a will of lands attested
by only two witnesses; 2 East, P. C. 953; would not subject
the maker or utterer to the punishment of forgery ; as these
documents have no semblance of validity in law"

It seems that a man cannot be guilty of forgery by a bare
nonfeasance; as if in drawing a will he should omit a legacy
which he was directed to insert ; but it appears to have been
holden, that if the omission of a bequest to one cause a
material alteration in the limitation of a bequest to another, as
where the omission of a devise of an estate for life to one man
causes a devise of the same lands to another, to pass a present
estate, which would otherwise have passed a remainder onlv,
the person making such an omission is guiltv of for^erv
Moor, 762 : Noy. 101:1 Hawk. IK C. c. 70, § 6 : 2 East, P. C.
c. 70. § 2.

Where a person drew a hill inserting the real name of the ac-
ceptor, but giving a false description of him, it was held not
to be forgery, fi, $ Jfc 405 : 8 B. % ft 228, And where a
prisoner was convicted of forging an acceptance to a bill of
exchange in the name of Scott, and it did not appear that he
had not gone by that name before the time of accepting the
bill m question, or that he assumed it for that particular
purpose; a majority of the judges held the conviction wrong.
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R. § R> 2fi0. But if there be satisfactory proof of the

prisoner's real name, and that the false name has been assumed

for concealment, with a view to a fraud of which the forgery

is a part ; it is for him to prove he used the assumed name
before the time he had the fraud in view, even in the absence

of proof as to what name he had used for several years before

the fraud was perfected, /i. R. 278.

II. What is an Uttering.—Any disposal or negotiation of

a forged instrument to another person wiih a fraudulent

intent, provided the party disposing of it knows it to be forged,

is an uttering, which by most of the statutes on the subject is

made a substantive offence.

Where a person knowingly delivers a forged note to an

innocent agent, for the purpose of its being uttered by him,

and he utters it accordingly, this is an uttering by the first

party ; for wherever an innocent person is employed for a

criminal purpose, the employer is responsible for his acts.

2 Latch, 978 : 1 A . R. f)(> : R. $ R. 72. And it seems to be

equally held an uttering where the note was given to an accom-

plice. R. Sf M. \66. And though it has been doubted

whether in a case like the last the party ought not to be

indicted as an accessary before the fact, and not as a principal;

it appears to be the better opinion that he may be charged as

the utterer. J A'. R. 1)6. Hut to indict as a principal, there

must be satisfactory proof, either of an actual delivery of the

note by him to the accomplice, or else that he was present

when the latter uttered it; otherwise he can only be charged

as an accessary before the fact. R.
<J

R. 25 : //. 363. See

past, V.
r

l he offence of uttering is complete, though the note was
delivered by the prisoner to an agent employed to detect him

;

if the note be delivered to the agent for the purpose of being

disposed of as a good one. % Leach, 1019 : 2 Taunt. 334:
R. ^' R. 154, So delivering a box containing forged instru-

ments to the party's own servant, that he may take them to

an inn to be conveyed by a carrier to a customer in the

country, is an uttering. 2 Leach, 1048 : 4 Taunt. 300 : R. /?,

212. So likewise the offence of uttering was held complete,

where the prisoner delivered a forged bill to another person as

a pledge to obtain credit. R. 6y R m 86.

III. Of the Intent to defraud.—By all the statutes a fraudu-

lent intent is made an essential ingredient, to the crime of

forgery. But it is immaterial, whether any person be actually

defrauded or not; it is sufficient if he may be thereby prejudiced.

2 East3 P. C. 854. And the intent need not he to defraud any
particular person, as a general intent to defraud is sufficient ; for

if a man wilfully do an act, the probable consequence of which

is to defraud, it will, in contemplation of law, constitute a

fraudulent intent. S T. R.2)6. n. (a): R. % R 291, And
even though the prosecutor believes the prisoner did not intend

to defraud him. R. % R. 16&

IV. The Instruments whereof Forgery ma ij be committed) c]c.

— Forgery by the common law extends to false and fraudulent

making or altering of a deed or writing, whether it be a

matter of record, in which seems to be included a parish

register ; which is punishable by fine, imprisonment, and cor-

poral punishment, at the discretion of the court; or any other

writing, deed, or will. 3 Inst. \6Q 1 Rol. Mr. 65: 1 Hawk.
P. C. c. 70.

The counterfeiting writings of an inferior nature, as letters,

and such like, it hath been said, is not properly forgery ; but the

deceit is punishable—However, in the case of John Ward, of

Hackney, it was determined that to forge a lease or acquit-

tance for the delivery of goods, although not under seal, was

forgery at common law. See Barn. A\ B. 10: Ld. Rat/m.

731. 1461: 5 Mod, 137; Raym. 81: Stra. 7*7* And this

ease is considered as having now settled the rule that the

counterfeiting of any writingwith a fraudulent intent, whereby

another may be prejudiced, is forgerv at common law. 2 East'*
P. C. c. 1 9. § 7*

The following is a list of the different instruments com-
prised m the statutes on the subject, with the punishment an-
nexed to each act of forgery/ It must be remembered, as
already observed, that those offences which are declared capital
felonies by acts passed previously to the 11 G. 4. and 1 W* 4.

c. 66. are now only punishable with transportation for life, or
seven years, or with imprisonment, not exceeding fuur, or less

than two years.

And by 3 and 4 W. 4. c. 44. § 3. persons punishable with
transportation for life under the 2 and 3 W+ 4. c. 123. mav
at the discretion of the court before whom they are convicted

be previously imprisoned with or without hard labour in the

common gaol or house of correction, or be confined in the

Penitentiary, for a term not exceeding four years, or less than

one.

1. Seals, Forging the great seal of the United King-

dom , his Majesty's privy seal, any privy signet of his Majesty,

his Majesty's sign manual, the seals of Scotland, the great

seal, and privy seal of Ireland, treason ; 11 G. 4. and H\ 4,

c. 66. § 2 ;
transportation for life ; 2 and 3 IV. 4. c. t£23.

2. Records, $c.—If any judge or clerk offend by false

entering of pleas, or raising of rolls, to the disherison of any,

he is punishable by fine to the king, and shall make sauV
faction to the party. 8 Ric. 2. c. 4. Avoiding records; felony.

8 //. 6. c> 12. Forging a memorial or certificate of a registry

of lands in Yorkshire or Middlesex, imprisonment for life, for-

feiture of lands, &c. 2 and S Anne, c. 4. § 19: 5 $ 6 Anne,

Ct 18. §8:7 Anne, c. 20. § 15; 8 G. 2. c. 6* § 21. Uttering

a false certificate of a previous conviction
; felony

;
transporta-

tion, or imprisonment, and whipping. 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 28. § 11.

Forging a court roll, or copy of a court roll ; felony; transporta-

tion ; or imprisonment. 11 G. 4. and 1 W. 4. c. 66. § ]0i

An entry in a register relating to baptism, marriage, or

burial; felony
; transportation, or imprisonment. 11 G. 4, and

I W. 4. c. 66. § 20, 21, 22.

3. Revenue, §c.—Forging the stamp on linens, calicoes,

stuffs; capital felony. 10 Anne, c. K)- § 97 : 15 G. 3. c- 56.

§ 5. See 52 G. 3. c. 142. § 1.—Forging the stamp on cam-

brics, &e.
;

capital felony. 4 G. 3. c. 87-— Franks, felony;

transportation for seven years. 24 G. 3. Sess. 2. c. 27. § 9 •

42 G. 3. G. 63. § 1 4.— Forging registers, certificates, &e. of ages

of nominees, or annuitants of annuities secured in the public

funds; capital felony. 29 G. 3. c. 41 : 48 G. 3. c 142. § 2?:

49 G. 3. c. 64. § 3.—Contracts and certificates for the redemp-

tion and sale of the land tax; capital felony. 42 G. 3. c* lift

§ 194; 52 G. 3. c. 143. § 6—A hawkers licence; three hun-

dred pounds fine. 50 G. 3. c. 41. § 18. Forging the stamps on

parchment, playing cards, almanacks, plate, newspapers, &c;

capital felony. 52 G. 3. c. 143. § 7, 8 : 55 G. 3. c. 184. § 7-

55 G. 3. c. 185 : 6 G. 4. c. 11 6, Transposing stamps from

plate to other plate, or inferior metal ;
capital felony- 52 G. 3.

c. 143. § 8. Forging debentures or certificates for payment

or return of money, required by the statutes relating to the

customs or excise; capital felony. 52 G. 3. c. 143. § 10.

Forging declarations of return of insurance ;
felony; transporta-

tion for seven years. 54 G, 3. c. 133. | 10. Forging the

mark of postage on letters ; fine, and imprisonment. 54 6>3.

c. 1G9. The stamp denoting the duty to have been paid mi

paper, pasteboard, &c. ; fine. 1 G. 4. c. 58. § 13.

4. Public Securities.—Forging an entry, &c. in the books of

the Bank of England, South Sea Company ;
felony ;

death.

II G. 4. and W* 4. c. 66. § 5. A transfer of stock of the Bank

of England, South Sea Company, or any other body corporate,

company, or society, now or hereafter to be established, or

a power of attorney to transfer it, or transferring it by P™>»"

ating the proprietor; felony; death- 11 G. 4. and 1 W*'*

c. 66. § 6. Forging the names of witnesses to such power of

attornev; felony; transportation, or imprisonment. 11 G.4.and

1 1 W. 4*
c. 66. § 8. Clerks, &c employed in the Bank of ling-
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land, or South Sea Company, wilfully mating or delivering

any dividend warrant for a greater or less sum than the

party is entitled to ;
felony, transportation, or imprisonment.

11 G. 4. and 1 JV. 4. c. 66. § 9- Forging Exchequer bills or

debentures
;
felony. 11 G. 4. and 1 JV. 4. c. 66. § 3 ; trans-

portation for life/ 2 and 3 W. 4. c. 123. § 1. See the different

statutes for issuing them.

5. Public Offices.—Counterfeiting the hand- writing of the

treasurer, or other signing or vouching officer of the navy, to

any paper whereby his Majesty's naval treasure money may be

paid or disposed of. See 1 G. I. st. 2. c. 25. § 6. Forging

the hand of the accountant-general, registrar, Sec. of the

Court of Chancery, or of the cashier of the Bant, to any in-

strument relating to suitors' momv ;
capital felony. IU G. 1.

c. 32. § 9. Forging any contracts, certificates, receipts, &c. re-

lating to the redemption of the land tax
;
capital felony. 42 G. 3.

c. 116*. § 194: 52 G. 3. c. 145, § 6, The handwriting of

the treasurer of the Ordnance, Sec. to any draft, Sec, on the

Bank
; capital felony. 46 G. 3. C. 45. §6. The hand-writing

of the receiver-general of the stamp duties, or of his clerk, or of

the commissioners of stamps, to any drafts, &c. on the Bank

;

capital felony. 46 G. 3. c. 76. J 9. The hand-writing of the

receiver*general of the Post Office, &c. to any draft, Sec. on the

Bank ; capital felony. 46 G. 3 c. 83. § 9 : 47 G. 3. st. 2. c. 50.

§ 3. Forging the hand- writing of the surveyor-general of the

wood* and forests, Sec. to any draft, &c. on the Bank; capital

felony. 46 G. 3. c. 1 43, § 1 4. Forging the marking or hand-
writing of the receiver-general of the prefines of any writ
of covenant ; capital felony. 52 G. 3. c. 143. § 5. The name of

the registrar of the High Court of Admiralty, or the Bank re-

ceipts for suitors* money ; felony. 53 G. 3. c. 151. § 12. The
hand-writing of the adjutant-general of the volunteers and
local militia, &c. to any draft, &c. on the Bank ; capital felony,

54 G. 3. c. 151. § 16. The hand-writing of the receiver-

general, or comptroller-general of the customs, or any person
acting for them, to any draft, &c, upon the Bank

;
capital

felony. 6 G. 4. c. 106. § 10. The hand-writing of the
receiver-general of the excise, or excise controller of cash, or
other person duly authorised, to any draft, &c. upon the Bank
of England; capital felony. 7 and 8 G. 4, c. 53. § 56.

6. Navy and Army*—Forging the name of any officer's

widow to any remittance bill, certificate, voucher, or receipt,

respecting her pension ; felony, transportation. 49 G. 3. c. 35.

§ 10. The name of any officer of the navy entitled to allow-
ances on the compassionate list, or of any marine officer entitled
to half pay, to any remittance bill, certificate, voucher, or
receipt, in relation to the same; felony, transportation ; 49 G. 3.

c* 45, § 1 1 ; and the same as to marines. 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 8.
Any letter of attorney, order, last will, &c, in order to receive
money due on account of any out pension granted bv Green-
wich Hospital; capital felony. 54 G. 3, c, 113. §6. The
signature of the parish minister to the certificate, to obtain
probate of a seamans will, or administration to him ; felony,
transportation, 55 G. 3. c. 60. § 31. Forging bills, &c drawn
by officers of the navy for their half pay ; capital felony.
56 G. 3, c. 101. § 4. Any letter of attorney, order, assign-
ment, last will, Sec, in order to receive pay or prize money due
to any officer or seaman, or any marine officer or marine

; capital
felony. 57 G. 3. c. 127. § 4. Forging seamen's remittance
bills; felony, transportation, 1 and "2 G. 4. c. 49- § 2. Forging
receipts or certificates of annuity for military and naval pen-
sions; capital felony. 3 G. 4. c. 51. § 15.

7. Public Companies, $c.—Forging a receipt or warrant of
the South Sea Company for subscriptions; capital felony.
6 G. 1. c* 11. § 50. A 'bond of the East India Companv;
felony; 11 G. 4. and 1 JV. 4. c. 66. § 3; transportation for
life. 2 and 3 W. 4. c. 123, § 1.

8. Public Trade.—As to the forgeries on the London and
Royal Exchange Insurance Company, see 6 G. 1. c. IS. § 13;
the Globe Insurance, 39 G. 3. c. 83. § 22 ; the English Linen
Company, 4 G. 3, c. 37. § 15 ; the British Society, for extend-

VOL. J.

ing the fisheries, 26 G. 3. c. 106. § 26; the British Plate

Glass Manufactory, 13 G. 3. c. 38. § 28: 38 G. 3.c. 17. § 23.

There are various other statutes relating to forgeries upon

companies, which it is unnecessary to refer to, as the late act,

11 G. 4. and 1 W. 4, c. 66. § 28, extends to bodies corporate,

or companies or societies of persons not incorporated ; and to

any person or number of persons whatsoever, who may be in-

tended to be defrauded, whether they reside or carry on business

I

in England or elsewhere. Forging Mediterranean passes

;

felony, death. 4 G. 2. c. IS. § 1. Forging the assay marks

j
on gold and silver plate ;

transportation for fourteen years.

3 a G\ 3. c. 59. § 2 : 38 G. 3. c 69. § 7 : and see 24 G. 3. sess. 2.

c. 50. § 1 6. A shipping licence ;
penalty 500/. 47 G, 3. sess. 2.

c. 66. I 26. Forging quarantine certificates ;
felony. 6 G. 4.

c. 78. § 25, Forging certificates, &c. mentioned in the act

for the abolition of the slave trade ; felony. 6 G. 4. c. 78- § 25.

Alehouse certificates ; misdemeanor. 3 G. 4. c. 77* § 2. Cer-

tificates relating to children employed in factories ; misde-

meanor. 3 and 4 JV. 4, e, 1 03. § 28.

9. Instruments of Forging.—To make or have any frame, &e.

for the making of paper, with the words " Bank of England
"

visible on the substance, or to make paper with curved or

waving bar or wire lines, &c., or to make, &c, or to sell, Sec.

such paper, &c. ; felony, fourteen years' transportation. 1 J G. 4.

and 1 JV. 4. c. 66. § 13: see § 14, To engrave on any plate,

Sec. any Bank note, or blank Bank note, bill, &c., or use and
have possession of such plate, &c., or utter or have paper upon
which a blank Bank note. Sec. shall be printed; felony, fourteen

years' transportation. 11 G. 4. and 1 JV. 4. c.66. § 15. To
engrave on any plate, Sec. any word, number, figure, character,

or ornament resembling any part of a Bank note, Sec, or use or

have such plate, Sec. y or utter or have any paper on wThich there

shall be an impression of any word, Sec. ;
felony, fourteen

years' transportation. 11 G. 4. and 1 JV. 4. c. 66. § 16, To
make use of, or have possession of, any frame, Sec. for the
making of paper, with the name or firm of any person or persons,

body corporate or company, carrying on business as bankers,

appearing on the substance, or to make, sell, &c., or have pos-

session of such paper ; felony, transportation for fourteen or
seven years, or imprisonment for three years or one year.

11 G, 4. and 1 JV. 4. c. 66. § 17- To engrave on any plate,

&c,, any bill of exchange or promissory note of any bankers,
&c, any words resembling the subscription thereto, or use such
plate, &c, or sell or have any paper on which any part of such
bill, Sec. shall be printed ; felony, transportation for fourteen
or seven years, or imprisonment for three years or one year.
11 G. 4. and 1 JV. 4. c. 66. § 18. To engrave plates, Sec. for
foreign bills or notes, or use or have such plates, or utter any
paper on which any part of such bill, &c. may be printed

;

felon}% transportation for fourteen or seven years, or imprison-
ment for three years or one year. 11 G. 4. and 1 JV. 4. c. 66.

§ 19- Persons knowingly having forged dies or stamps in
their possession, or fraudulently affixing stamps, Sec.

; felony,
transportation for life or seven years, or imprisonment for four
or two years. 3 and 4 JV. 4. c. Q7. § 12.

I V. Of Accessories.~By the 11 G. 4. and 1 JV. 4. c. 66.

§ 2.5. in the case of every forgery punishable under that act,
every principal in the second degree, and every accessory before
thefact, is subjected to the same punishment as the principal
in the first degree. And every accessory after the fact is
punishable with imprisonment not exceeding two years.
Where several persons were in combination, and jointly co-

operated in making forged Bank of England notes, they were
all held guilty as principals, though each of them executed by
himself a distinct part of the forgery, and though one of them
was not present when the notes were completed by the sig-
nature. R. R. 446. So where several parties make distinct
parts of a forged instrument, though none of them knows by
*™om *hc ather Part s are executed, they are all principals.
Moo. C. C. R. 304 : Ibid. 307.
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With respect to uttering, accomplices not present when the I

note is actually uttered are not chargeable as principals,

although acting in concert with the party by whom it is put

oil', and although they have been concerned with him in passing

another forged note. 2 Em, P. C. 974: 8. P. R. R- 249 :

Id. 363. So the fact of an accomplice coming with the utterer

to the town where the forged note was passed, going out with

him from the inn where they put up a little before the time

when it was uttered, joining him again in the street a little

after the uttering, and near to the place where the note was

uttered, and then running away when his companion was
apprehended, was held insufficient to make the accomplice a

principal in the uttering. R. R. 113.

Where a wife, by the incitement of her husband, but in bis

absence, knowingly uttered a forged order and certificate for

receiving prize money from the commissioners of Greenwich

Hospital, it was decided they might lie indicted together, the

wife as principal, and the husband as accessory before the fact.

2 Leach, IO96: R. $ ft. 270.

As to the trial of accessories, independently of their prin-

cipals,, see tit. Accessory.

V. Of the Indictment, Venue, Sfc.—It is usual to charge in

the indictment that the partyfalsely forged and counterfeited

;

but it is said to be enough to allege that he forged and coun-

terfeited, without adding falsely, which is sufficiently implied

in cither of those terms, particularly in the word forge*

which is always taken in an evil sense in our law. 2 East,

P. C. c. ID. p. 9S5: Sh\12.
It was formerly requisite to set out the forged instrument,

and the slightest variance from the words or figures of the ori-

ginal was fatal; but by the 2 and 3 W, 4. c. 123. § 3. it is

enacted, t( that in all informations or indictments for forging,

or in any manner uttering any instrument or writing, it shall

not be necessary to set forth any copy or fac-simile thereof, but

it shall be sufficient to describe the same in such manner as

would sustain an indictment for stealing the same."

Where the forgery consists in the alteration of a genuine

instrument, the indictment may allege it to be a forgery of the

whole instrument ; 1 Sir. 19; but it has hitherto been more

usual to lay forgeries of this kind, by stating the particular

alteration in some one or more of the counts of the indictment.

2 East, P. C. 9 BO.

Where the forgery is merely an addition to an instrument,

and has not the effect of altering it, but is only collateral to it,

as forging an acceptan < r indorsement to a genuine bill of

exchange, proof of the forgery of such addition will not support

an indictment charging the forgery of the entire instrument,

and the forgery of such addition must be specially alleged and

proved as laid. ft. § R. 251.

By 1 1 G. 4. and 1 W. 4. c. 6G. § 28. it is sufficient in an

indictment to name one person only of any company or society

of persons not incorporated, or any person or number of persons

whatsoever, who may be intended to be defrauded by any

offence within the act, and to allege the offence to have been

committed with intent to defraud the person so named, and

another or others, as the case may be.

Formerly great difficulty existed with respect to the venue

or place where the offence was to be tried, as direct proof can

seldom be given of the act of forgery ; but this has been

removed by the II G.4 and 1 W. 4. e. 66. § 24. under which

persons guilty of any species of forgery, whether at common
law or otherwise, may be indicted, tried, and punished in any

count v or place where they have been apprehended, or are in

custody.

By § 27. offences punishable under the act committed within

the jurisdiction of the Admiralty, may be tried as other offences

committed within that jurisdiction.

By the stat. fj G. 4. c. 32. § 2. on any prosecution by indict-

ment or information, either at common law or by virtue of any

statute against any person for any species of forgery, or for an

accessory thereto, if the same he a felony, or for aiding, &c . in
the commission of the offence, if the offence be a misdemeanor^ no
person shall be deemed an incompetent witness for the prosecu-
tion by having any interest, or supposed interest, in the instru-
ment forged.

The offence of forgery at common law cannot be tried at the
quarter sessions, nor can they take cognizance of it as a cheat
2 Hawk. P, C. c 8. § 64 ; 2 East, P. C. c. If). § 7.

The Court of B. R. will not ordinarily, at the prayer of the
defendant, grant a certiorari for a removal of an indictment of
forgery, &c. 1 Sid. 54.

See tit. Certiorari, Indictment. See further on this subject

of forgery, 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 70: 2 East's, jR. C. c, 19: Russell
on Crimes, c. 27—34. where this crime is treated of with great
minuteness and accuracy.

In Scotland the punishment of forgery is not expressly laid

down by statute, but the common law and practice of that

country hath been to inflict a capital punishment in all cases of

gross forgery. Bell's Scotch haw Diet. But now see 2 and $

IV. 4. c. J 23. ante.

FORI NSECUS. O u tward, or on the outside. KcnnefsGhss.
FORINSECUM MANERIUM. The manor as to that

part of it which lies without the town, and not included within

the liberties of it, Paroch. Antiq. 351.

FORINSECUM SERVITIUM. The payment of extra,

ordinary aid, opposed to iutrinsecum servitium, which was the

common and ordinary duties, within the lord's court. Kennel's

Gloss. See tit. Foreign Service.

FORISBANITUS. Banished. Mai. Paris. Ann. 1245.

FORISFAMILIARI. When a son accepts of his father's

part of lands, in the lifetime of the father, and is contented

with it, he is said forisfamiliari to be discharged from the

family, and cannot claim any more. Blount. Hence foris-

familiation signifies in general the separation of a child from

the familv of the father.

FORLAND, orFORELANDJWflMtfwm.] Lands extend-

ing fli r the r or 1 v ing before the rest . A promon tort/. Mm. Angl

torn. 2. fol. 342*

FORLER-LAND. Land in the bishoprick of Hereford,

granted or leased dum episcopus in episcopatu stelerit, so as the

successor might have the same for his present revenue: this

custom has been long since disused, and the land thus formerly

granted is now let by lease as other lands, though it still retains

the name by which it was anciently known. Butterjiet&s

Surv. 56.

FORM, is required in law proceedings, otherwise the law

would be no art; but it ought not to be used to ensnare or

entrap. Hot). 232. Matters of form in ])leas that go to action,

may be helped on a general demurrer ; as when a plea is only

in abatement. 2 Ld. Raym. 1015. The formal part of the

law or method of proceeding cannot be altered but by parlia-

ment ; for if once those were demolished, there would be an

inlet to all manner of innovation in the body of the law itself*

1 Com. 142,

FORMA PAUPERIS. By the II H. 7. c. 12. poor

persons (who in practice have been held to be such as will

swear themselves not worth 5/. ; 1 Tidd. 93.) are to have writs

and subpeenas gratis, and counsel and attorneys assigned them

without fee. But a defendant in a civil action is never

allowed to defend it in forma pauperis. Hullock on CosU,

220 : Barnes, 328.

The courts have a discretionary power at common law (iiule-

pendent of the 11 //. 7. c. 12. which relates only to civil suits)

of allowing a party indicted to defend as a pauper. 2 Stra*

,
1041. But where the party is the prosecutor, he will not be

permitted to prosecute informa pauperis without special ground

shown. 3 Burr. 1308.

The effect of being allowed to sue in forma pauperis is to

prevent as well the officers of the court, as those assigned to

conduct the case on the motion of the defendant from taking

J
fees. Hullock on Costs, 22$. n* I
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By 2 G. 2. c. 28. § 8. persons arrested on a capias, or

information relating to the Customs, upon affidavit of not

being worth .5/,, may be admitted to defend as paupers.

Formerly the court would order a party guilty of delay to be
dispaupered, but would make no order about costs; 1 Tidd. 98 ;

but now by one of the general rules made by the judges in

H. T\ 2 IV. 4. r. 1 10. where a pauper omits to proceed to trial

pursuant to a notice or undertaking he may be called upon by

a rule to show cause why he should not pay costs, though he

has not been dispaupered. Sec further tit Costs, 1 1.

FORMEDON, breve de forma donation is.^ A writ that

lieth for him who hath right to lands or tenements by virtue of

any in tail.

Upon alienation by a tenant in tail, whereby the estate tail

is discontinued, and the remainder or reversion is, by failure

of the particular estate, displaced and turned to a mere right,

the remedy is by this action of formedon {secundum formam
doni), which is in the nature of a writ of right, and is the

highest action that tenant in tail can have. Finch. L. 257

:

Co. Lit. 3 1 rj. For tenant in tail cannot have an absolute writ

of right, which is confined to such only as claim in fee-simple

;

and for that reason this writ of formedon was granted him by
the statute tie donis {Westm.2. 13 Ed. 1. c. 1.), which is there-

fore emphatically called his writ of right. F. N, B. 255.

This writ is distinguished into three species ; a formedon in

the descender, in the remainder, and in the reverter.

A writ of formedon in the descender lieth where a gift in

tail is made, and the tenant in tail aliens the land intailed, or

is disseised of them and dies : in this ease the heir in tail shall

have this writ of formedon in the descender, to recover these

lands so given in tail, against him who is then the actual

tenant of the freehold. In which case the demandant is bound
to state the manner and form of the gift in tail, and to prove
himself heir secundumformain doni. F. N. B. 21

1 , 212.
A formedon in the remainder lieth where a man giveth

lands to another for life or in tail, with remainder to a third

person in tail or in fee ; and he who hath the particular estate

dieth without issue inheritable, and a stranger intrudes upon
him in remainder, and keeps him out of possession. In this

case the remainder-man shall have this writ of formedon in
the remainder, wherein the whole form of the gift is stated,

and the happening of the event upon which the remainder
depended* This writ is not given in express words by the
statute de donis, but is founded upon the equity of the statute,

and upon this maxim in law, that if any one hath a right to

land, he ought also to have an action to recover it. See
F.N.B. 217.

A formedon in the reverter lieth where there is a gift in tail,,

and afterwards by the death of the donee or his heirs without
issue of his body, the reversion falls in upon the donor, his
heirs, or assigns; in such case the reversioner shall have this
writ to recover the lands, wherein he shall suggest the gift, his
own title to the reversion minutely derived from the donor,
and the failure of issue upon which his reversion takes place.
F. N. B. 219: 8 Rep. 88. See 3 Comm. 192. n. This lay at
common law, before the statute de donis, if the donee aliened
before he had performed the condition of the gift by having
issue, and afterwards died without any. Finch. L. 268.
The time of limitation in a formedon, by stat. 21 Jac. 1.

c. 16. is twenty years, within which space of time after his
title accrues, the demandant must bring his action, or else is for

ever barred. See 3 Comm. 1Q1—1Q3.

There is a writ of formedon in descender, where partition

of lands held in tail is made among parceners, &c, and one
alieneth her part; in this case her heir* shall have this writ;
and by the death of one sister without issue, the partition is

made void, and the other shall have the whole land as heir in
tail. Also there is a writ of jbnnedon insimul tenuit, that lies

for a coparcener against a stranger upon the possession of the
ancestor ; which may be brought without naming the other
coparcener who hath her part in possession. This writ may

be likewise had by one heir in gavelkind, &c. of lands intailed
;

and where the lands are held without partition. New Nat.
Breth 476,477. 481.

Where a fee-simple is demanded in a formedon in reverter,

the taking of the profits ought to be alleged in the donor and
donee: if an estate tail is demanded, it must be alleged in the
donee only. 1 Lutw.

There are several pleas both in bar and in abatement, which
the tenant may plead to this action; such as non-tenure,
which is a plea in abatement, and by which the tenant shows
that he is not tenant of the freehold, or of some part thereof,

at- the time of the writ brought, or at any time since, which is

called the pleading non- tenure generally. Booth, 28.

Special non-tenure is whore the tenant shows what interest

and estate he hath in the land demanded, as that he is tenant

for years, in ward, by statute merchant, elegit, or the like ; and
therefore the plea of special non-tenure must always show who
is tenant. Booth, 29. See 1 Bronml. 153.

At common law, non-tenure of parcel of an entire thing, as

a manor, &c. abated the whole writ ; but now, by the stat.

25 Ed. 3. c. 16. it is enacted, " That by the exception of ?iort-

tenure of parcel, no writ shall be abated, but only for thai

parcel whereof the non-tenure was alleged." Booth, 29 1

1 Mod. 181,

If the tenant pleads non-tenure of the whole, he need not
show who is tenant ; but in a plea of non*tenure of parcel he
must show who Is tenant, and this even before the statute : for

the common law would not suffer a writ, good in part, to be
wholly destroyed, except the tenant showed the demandant how
he might have a better. 1 Mod. 181. The tenant cannot
altera general imparlance plead non-tenure of part, though he
may plead non- tenure of the whole. 3 Lev. 55.

The writ of formedon has long fallen into disuse, and is

abolished by the 3 and 4 W. 4, c. 2?. § 36. after the 31st Dec.
1834, except in the cases mentioned in the two following
sections.

FORMELLA. A certain weight of above 70 lbs. men-
tioned in the statute of weights and measures. Stat. 51 H. 3.

FORMS of Court. See Practice, Process.

FORXAGIUM, or FURNAGI UM, Fv.fournagejumage.^
The fee taken by a lord of his tenant bound to bake in the
lord's common oven (in furno domini), or for a permission to

use their own: this was usual in the northern parts of Eng-
land, Plac. Pari. 18 Ed. I : and see Assisa panis et cervisice.

51 M.S.
FORXICATIOX, fornicatio?i [from thefornices in Rome,

where lewd women prostituted themselves for money].
Whoredom, or the act of incontinency in single persons : for if

either party is married it is adultery. The stat. 1 H. 7. c. 4.

mentions this crime; which by an act made anno 1650, c. 10.
during the times of the usurpation, was punished with three
months' imprisonment for the first offence ; and the second
offence was made felony without clergy : adultery was made
felony without clergy in both parties on the first offence-

Scobets Collect. 121. The Spiritual Court hath cognizance of
this offence; but by stat. 27 G, 3. c. 44. the suit must be in-
stituted within eight months, and not at all after the inter-
marriage of the parties offending : and formerly courts-leel had
power to incpiire of and puniso fornication and adultery ; in
which courts the king had a fine assessed on the offenders, as
appears by the book of Domesday. 2 Inst. 488.
FORPR1SE, forprismn.~\ An exception or reservation :

This word is frequently inserted in leases and conveyances,
wherein excepted and forprised is an usual expression. In
another signification it is taken for any exaction, according to
Thorn, anno 1285.

FORSCHOKE, seems to signify forsaken. It is espe-
cially used in stat. 10 Ed. 2. for lands or tenements seized by
the lord for want of services due from his tenant, and so
quietly held and possessed beyond the year and day. Tcrmes
de la Ley.
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FORSES, cntatiuhu.'] Water-falls, so called in Westmor-

land. Camd. Br itan.

FORSPEAKER. An attorney or advocate in a cause.

Blount. Scotch Diet.

PORTA LICE. A fortress or place of strength, which

anciently did not pass without especial grant. Scotch Diet.

See also stdl, 11 H. 7- c. J 8.

FORTHCOMING, action of. In the Scotch law is an

action in the nature of a foreign attachment. See Attachment.

FORTIA. Power, dominion, or jurisdiction ; whence in-

fortiare placilum, to enforce a plea by judges assembled.

Leg. H. L c, 29-

FORTIORI, a fortiori, or mullo fortior'u is an argument

often used by Littleton, to this purpose. If it he so in a feoff-

ment passing a new right, much more is it for the restitution of

an ancient right, &c, Co. Lit. 253. 2(x0.

FORTLETT, Fr.] A place or fort of some strength; or

rather a little fort. Old Nat. Brevf. 45.

FORTS and CASTLES. The stat. 13 Car. 2. c. & ex-

tends to forts and other places of strength within the realm ;

the sole prerogative, as well of erecting as manning and

governing of which belongs to the king, in his capacity of

general of the kingdom- 2 Inst. 30.

No subject can build a castle or house of strength imbattled,

or other fortress defensible, without the licence of the king, for

the danger which might ensue, if every man at his pleasure

might do it. 1 hist. 5 : 1 Comm. 26*3.

FORTUNA. Treasure-trove-

FORTUNE-TELLERS. Persons pretending or professing

to tell fortunes are by 5 G. 4. c. 83. § 2. punishable as rogues

and vagabonds.

FORTUN1UM. A tournament or fighting with spears;

or an appeal to fortune therein. Mat, Paris, anno 1241.

FORTY-DAYS COURT. The court of attachment in

forests or Woodmote Court. See tit. Forest.

FORUM. The court to the jurisdiction of which a party is

liable.

FOSSA. A ditch full of water, wherein women commit-

ting felony were drowned : it has been likewise used for a

grave in ancient writings. Sec Furca.

FOSSATUM, FOSSATURA, Lat.] A ditch, or place

fenced round with a ditch or trench; also it is taken for the

obligations of citizens to repair the city ditches. The work or

service done by tenants, &c. for repairing and maintenance of

ditches is called Jbssatorutn operatio; and the contribution for

itJbssagium. Kennel's Ghss.

FOSSEWAY, or the fosse, fromfossns, digged^ One °f

the four ancient Roman ways through England. See tit.

H atting Street.

FOSTERLEAN, Sa#r\ A nuptial gift; the jointure or

stipend for the maintenance of the wife.

FOTHER, or FODDER, from Teuton. fuder.~] A weight

of lead containing eight pigs, and every pig one and twenty

stone and a half; so that it is about a ton or common cart load.

Among the phmbers in London it. is nineteen hundred and a

half; and at the mines it is two and twenty hundred weight

and a half Skene.

FOUNDATION. The founding and building of a college

or hospital is called fonndatio, quasi fundatio, orfundament i

localio. Co. lib. 10. The king only can found a college; but

there may be a college in reputation, founded by others* Dyer,

2f>7. If it cannot appear by inquisition who it was that

founded a church or college, it shall be intended it was the

king ; who has power to found a new church, &c. Moor, 282.

The king mayfound and erect a hospital, and give a name to

the house, upon the inheritance of another, or license another

person to do it upon hLs own lands ; and the wordsfundo, creo }

Sec. are not necessary in every foundation, either of a college or

hospital made by the king; but it is sufficient if there be words

equivalent* The incorporation of a college or hospital is the

very foundation ; but he who endows it with land is the

founder; ami & ...

requisite but the incorporation and foundation. 10 Rep. Case
of Sutton's Hosp.

Persons seised of estates in fee simple may erect andfound
hospitals for the poor, by deed inrolled in Chancery, &c,
which shall be incorporated, and subject to such visitors as the

founder shall appoint, &c. StaL 39 Etiz. c. 5. Where a cor-

poration is named, it is said the name of thefounder is parcel

of the corporation. 2 Nets. 886. Though the foundation of

a thing may alter the law as to that particular thing, yet it

shall not work a general prejudice. 1 Lit. Ahr. 63^1 By
stat. 7 and 8 W. S. c. 3?. the crown may grant licences to

alien in mortmain* By stat. 9 G. 2. c. 36. gifts in mortmain by

will, Sfc. are restrained; but there are exceptions with respect

to universities and royal colleges. See this Diet. tits. Corpora*

lion, Mortmain, Universittf.

FOUNDER OF METAL, from Fr.foundre, to melt or

pour.] He that melts metal, and makes any thing of it by

pouring or casting it into a mould : hence bell-founder, afount

of letter, &e. See this Diet. tit. Money.

V( )l_ RCTIEK. Fr . foureh i r, Lat . furcare , becau se it is

two-fold.] A putting off, or delaying of an action ; and has

been compared to stammering, by which the speech is drawn

out to a more than ordinary length of time; so a suit is pro-

longed by fourching, which might be brought to a determina-

tion in a shorter space. The devise is commonly used when

an action or suit is brought against two persons, who being

jointly concerned, are not to answer till both parties appear;

and is where the appearance or essoign of one will excuse the

other's default, and they agree between themselves that one

shall appear or be assoigned one day, and for want of the other's

appearing, have day over to make his appearance with the

other party ; and at that day allowed the other party doth

appear, but he that appeared before doth not, in hopes to have

another day by adjournment of the party who then made his

appearance. Termes de Ley.

This is called fourcher ; and in the statute of Weslm.l.

(3 Ed. U) c. 43. it is termed fourcher by essoin; where are

words to this effect, viz. coparceners, joint-tenants, &c>, may

not fourch by essoin to essoin severally ; but shall have only

one essoin, as one sole tenant. And in stat. Glouc. 6" Ed. L

c. JO. it is used in like manner: the defendants shall be put

to answer without fourching, &c. 2 Inst. 250. So by stat.

9 Ed. S. si. I.e. 3. executors are in like manner prevented

from fourching by essoin.

FRACTION. The law makes no fraction of a day; if any

offence be committed, in case of murder, &c., the year and day

shall be computed from the beginning of the day on which the

wound was given, &c, and not from the precise minute or

hour. See Co. Lit. 225. and this Diet. tit. Homicide* III.

An act of record will not admit any division of a day, but

is said to be done the first instant of the day. Mo. 137.

In presumption of law, when a thing is to be done upon

one day, all that day is allowed to do it in, for the avoiding

of fractions in time, which the law admits not of, but m case

of necessity. Sli. 119-
T * .

Insurance for H/s life; H. died on the last day ; per Hoit }

Ch. J., The law makes no fraction in a day; yet, in this case,

he dving after the commencement, and before the end of the

last dav, the insurer is liable, because the insurance is tor a

vear, and the year is not complete till the day be over; vet it

A. be horn on the 3rd dav of September, and on the 2nd day

of September, twenty-one years afterwards, he makes his will,

this is a good will, for the law will mate no fraction of a day,

and by consequence he was of age. 2 SalL 625.

Where the sheriff took possession under a f. fi» a™ a
\

a

later hour of the same day the defendant surrendered m dis-

charge of his bail, and afterwards lay in prison two monttis,

and thereby committed an act of bankruptcy under the

of James, as from the time of his arrest: the court ot K. d.

held, in an action by his assignees to recover the value oi
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goods, that they would notice the fraction of a day ; and there-

fore that the sheriff\ having entered before the bankrupt had

surrendered in discharge of his bail, the assignees were not

entitled to recover. 2 B. # A. 586.

See further tits* Band, Condition, Infant, fyc,

FOUTGELD. See Fwtigetd.

FRACTITIUM. Arable land, Moiu Angl torn. 2. 873.

FRACTURA NAVIUM. Wreck of shipping at sea.

FRAMES, or FRAME-WORK. By stat. 7 8 G.4.C.30.

§ 3. persons maliciously cutting, &c, or destroying or damaging
with intent to destroy, silk, woollen, linen, or cotton goods, or

mixed goods, or any frame-work-knitted piece, stocking, hose,

or lace in the loom, frame, &c, or on the rack, or tenters, or in

any stage of manufacture; or any warp or shute of silk, &c,
or any loom, frame, &c, whether fixed or moveable, emptoyed

in carding, spinning, &c, any such goods ; or by force entering

into any place with intent to commit any such offences, are

guilty of felony, and transportable for life, &c, or punishable

with imprisonment not exceeding four years, and whipping.

And see tit. Ma lieions Injuries.

FRAMPOLE FENCES. Such fences as the tenants in

the manor of Writ tie in Essex set up against the lord's

demesnes ; and they are entitled to the wood growing on those

fences, and as many poles as they can reach from the top of

the ditch with the helve of an axe, towards the reparation of

their fences. It is thought the word frampole comes from the

Saxon fremput, profitable; or that it is a corruption of Jranc-
pole, because the poles are free to the tenants to take. But
Chief Justice Brampton, whilst he was steward of the court of

the manor "of Writ tie, acknowledged that he could not find

out the reason why those fences were called frampole; so that

we are at a loss to know the truth of this name etymologically.

Blount.

F ItAXC 11 1LANU S. A freeman. Chart H. 4. Francus
homo is used tor a freeman

t
in Domesday-hook.

FRANCHISE, Fr.] A privilege or exemption from ordi-

nary jurisdiction; as for a corporation to hold pleas to such a
value, &c. And sometimes it is an immunity from tribute,

when it is either personal or real, that is, belonging to a person
immediately; or by means of this or that place whereof he is a
chief or member. Cramp. Jurisd. 141.

There is also a franchise royal; which seems to be that
where the king's writ runs not. 21 H. 6. c. 4. But franchise
royal is said by some authors to be where the king grants to

one and his heirs, that thev shall be quit of toll, &e. Bract,
lib. 2.C.5.

Franchises are a species of incorporeal hereditaments. Fran-
chise and liberty are used as synonymous terms; and their

definition is,
Cf A royal privilege or branch of the king's prero-

gative, subsisting in the hands of a subject." Finch. L. I(i4.

Being therefore derived from the crown, they must arise from
the king s grant; or in some cases may be held by prescription,

which prc-supposes a grant. Finch, L. 164. The kinds of
them are various and almost infinite: they may be vested
either in natural persons, or in bodies politic ; in one man or

many: but the same identical franchise that has before been
granted to one, cannot be bestowed on another, for that would
prejudice the former grant. 2 RoL Ah, IJ)1: Kciltv. 1Q6.
The principality of Wales is a franchise. To be a countv

palatine is also a franchise, vested in a number of persons. It

is likewise a franchise for a number of persons to be incorpo-
rated, and subsist as a body politic; with a power to maintain
perpetual succession, and do corporate acts; and each individual

member of such corporation is also said to have a franchise or
freedom. Other franchises are, to hold a court -leer ; to have
a manor or lordship; or at least to have a lordship paramount

;

to have waifs, wrecks, estrays, treasure-trove, royal- fish, for-

feitures, and deodands ; to have a court of one's own, or liberty

of holding pleas, and trying causes ; to have the conusance of
pleas, which is a still greater liberty, being an exclusive right,

so that no other court shall try causes arising within that

jurisdiction (see this Diet. tit. Cognizance); to have a baili-

wick, or liberty exempt from the sheriff of the county, %vherein

the grantee only and his officers are to execute all process ; to

have a fair or market, with the right of taking toll, either

there or at any other public places, as at bridges, wharfs, or

the like ; which tolls must have a reasonable cause of com-

mencement (as in consideration of repairs, or the like), else

the franchise is illegal and void. 2 Inst. 220. (See this Diet*

tits. Fair, Toil.) Or lastly, to have a forest, chase, park,

warren, or fishery, endowed with privileges of royalty. F. A7
. B.

230. See this Diet. tit. Forest, $c.

Usage may uphold franchises, which may be claimed by
prescription, without record either of creation, allowance, or

confirmation ; and wreck of the sea, waifs, strays, fairs, and

markets, and the like, are gained by usage, and may become

due without any matter of record. But goods of felons and

outlaws, and such like, grow due by charter, and cannot be

claimed by usage, &c. 2 Inst. £81 : 9 Hep- 27: 2 Comm. 265.

It hath been adjudged that grants of franchises, made before

the time of memory, ought to have allowance, within the time

of memory, in the King's Bench ; or before the barons of the

Exchequer, or by some confirmation on record ; and it is said

they are not records pleadable, if they have not the aid of some
matter of record within time of memory ; and such ancient

grants, after such allowance, shall be construed as the law was
when they were made, and not as it hath been since altered:

but franchises granted within time of memory are pleadable

without any allowance or confirmation ; and if they have been

allowed or confirmed as aforesaid, the franchises may be
claimed by force thereof, without showing the charter. 9 Rep.

27, 28: 2 Inst. 281. 4£)4.

There have been formerly several ancient prerogatives

derived from the crown, besides the franchises aforementioned

;

as power to pardon felony, make justices of assize, and of the

peace, &c. But by the staL 27 H. 8. c. 24. they were resumed
and re- united to the crown. The king cannot grant power to

another to make strangers born, denizens here, because such
power is by law inseparably annexed to his person. 7 Rep. 25.

By Magna Charta, c. 1. and several ancient statutes, the
church shall have all her liberties and franchises inviolable.

And the lords spiritual and temporal shall enjoy their liberties,

&c, and the king mav not deprive them of any of them.
14 Ed. $. st. 2.c. 1: 2 H. 4. c. h
^

By Magna Charta, c. 37-, the franchises and liberties of the
city of London, and all other cities, towns, &c, are confirmed.
By stat. 27 //. 8, c< 24. all writs, processes, &c., in franchises,
are to be made in the kings name; and stewards, bailiffs, and
other ministers of liberties, shall attend the justices of assize,

and make due execution of process, &c.
Some franchises, as York, Bristol, &c, have return of writs,

to whom mandates are directed from the courts above, to

execute writs and process : and a mayor or bailiff of a town
may have liberty to keep courts, and hold pleas in a certain
place, according to the course of the common law ; and power
to draw causes out of the king's courts, by an exclusive juris-
diction : but the causes here may be removed to the superior
courts. Co. Lit. 1 14: 4 Inst. 87. 224.

Sheriffs of counties, within which is any franchise, the lord
whereof is entitled to a return of writs, shall, on his request,
appoint one or more deputies to reside at some place near
there, to receive all writs in the sheriff's name, and under his
seal to issue warrants for their due execution ; and the Lord
Chancellor is to settle the charges to be paid anv such deputv,
&c. StaL 13 G.2. c. 18.

A franchise hath no relation to the county wherein it lies, as
has been generally held ; for it is not necessary to set forth the
county when any thing is shown to be done within a liberty or
franchise. ZVtn. 23 Car. B. R^

If a franchise fails to administer justice within the same,
the franchise shall not be allowed; but on any such failure,
the Court of B. K. may compel the owners of the franchise, &c.

}
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to do justice ; for that court ought to see justice equally distri-

buted to all persons. 1 Lill. Abr. 635.

Wherever the king is party to a suit, as in all informations

and indictments, the process ought to be executed by the

sheriff, and not by the bailiff of any franchise, whether it have

the clause non omittas, &c, or not ; for the Icing's prerogative

shall be preferred to any franchise. 2 Hawk, P. C. A sheriff,

upon a non omittas, or on a capias utlagatum, or quo minus,

may enter and make arrests in a franchise. 1 LitI. 635. An
arrest by the sheriff within a franchise on a common writ, is

said to be good, though the officer be subject to an action at

the suit of the lord of the franchise, &c. See tit. Arrest

By the long established usage of the King's Bench, a capias

with a non omittas clause may issue in the first instance, and

be executed by the sheriff in a particular liberty (such as the

Honour of Pontefract in the county of York, the bailiff of which

has the execution and return of writs), without a prior latitat

first issued, and a return of mandavi hallivo qui nullum dedit

tespptoSUftu Carrel v.. Smallpage, 9 East, 330.

Where, by letters patent, James L granted to A. and his heirs

that he and they, by his or their bailiff or baUiffs for that pur-

pose from time to time deputed, should have full return of all

writs, mandates, and precepts, within a certain district; and

that no sheriff, or other officer, should intermeddle concerning

such returns, or enter to do any thing in execution of the pre-

mises, unless through the default of the bailiff or bailiffs of A.

or his heirs. Held that, by virtue of this special grant, the

bailiff so deputed might return writs, &c., in his own name.

3 B. # Ad. 630.

Franchises may be forfeited and seized where they are

abused, for mis-user, or non- user, and when there are many
points, a mis-user of any one will make a forfeiture of the

whole on a quo warranto brought. Kitck* 65. For contempt

of the kings writ, in a county palatine, &c, the liberties may
be seized, and the offenders fined ; and the temporalities of a

bishop have been adjudged to be seized until he satisfied the

king for such a contempt, on information exhibited, &c. Cro.

Car. c253. The bishop of Durham pretending he had such a

franchise, that the king's writ was not to come there, and

because one brought it thither he imprisoned him ; this being

proved upon an information brought against him, it was

adjudged he should pay a fine to the king, and lose his liber-

ties, 2 Skep* Abr. 250.

If a person claims franchises which he ought not to have,

it is an usurpation upon tbe king; and not showing his title

the king shall take from him his franchise. Poph. 180:

1 Bttlst. 54. The King's Bench wiU not grant an information

on private usurpation of franchises, but the proper remedy is

to proceed by quo warranto. llardn - 2ti\.

If franchises and liberties are granted to the king, which

were before in esse, as flowrers of his crown, and afterwards by

escheat, surrender, or otherwise, come back to the crown, they

are re- united to the crown, and the king has them in jure

corona? as before. 9 Co. 256. So if liberties, franchises, &e.,

which were appendant to a manor, come with the manor to the

king, the appendancy is extinct, and the king is reseized of

them injure corona?. 9 Co. 25. b.: Cro. Eliz. 5QI : 1 And. 87-

See Jon. 385. But if franchises, liberties, &c, created de novo

by the king, come back to the crown, they are not merged or

extinguished in the crown. 9 Co. '25. b.: 1 And. 87- See

Cro. Eliz. 592 : Dyer, 327. a. : Com. Dig. tit. Franchise (G).

Disturbance of franchises happens when a man has the

franchise of holding a court-leet, of keeping a fair or market,

of free warren, of taking toll, of seizing waifs or estrays, or,

in short, any other species of franchise whatsoever, and he is

disturbed or incommoded in the lawful exercise thereof. As
if another by distress, menaces, or persuasions, prevail upon

the suitors not to appear at my court ; or obstruct the passage

to my fair or market ; or hunts in my free warren ; or refuses

to pay me the accustomed toll ; or hinders me from seizing

the waif or estray, whereby it escapes, or is carried out of my

liberty
:
in all cases of this kind, and which are of a variety

too extensive to be here enumerated
t an injury is done to the

legal owner of the franchise ; his property is" damnified
j and

the profits arising from such his franchise are diminished. To
remedy which, as the law has given no other writ, he is there-

fore entitled to sue for damages by a special action on the
case : or in case of toll, mav make a distress, if he pleases

3 Comm. 236.

Franchises and liberties are not within either of the nullum

tempits acts of the 21 J. 1. <?• & and the 9 G. 3. c. 16.

See further as to franchises, tits. Cognizance, Quo Warranto.
[' 1l A NC Ki I

'
X T. Was anciently the general appellation of

all foreigners. Vide Englccery.

FRANCLAINE. Used in ancient authors to denote a

freeman or a gentleman. Fortescue.

FRANK. A French gold coin, worth twenty jo/j, which is

a Hire, about lOjr/. English monev.

FRANKALMOIGN, Libera Eleemosyna, Free Alms."] A
tenure by spiritual service, where an ecclesiastical corporation,

sole or aggregate, holdetb land to them and their successors, of

some lord and his heirs in free and perpetual alms, And per-

petual supposes it to be a fee simple: though it may pass

without the word successors- Lit. § 133 : Co. Lit. 9*. A lay

person cannot hold in free alms ; and when a grant is in frank-

almoign, no mention is to be made of any manner of service.

Lit. 137* None can hold in frankalmoign but by prescription,

or by force of some grant made before the statute of Mortmain

(7 Ed. 1 st. 2.) and the 18 Ed. 1. sL I. c. 3. So that the

tenure cannot at this day be created, to hold of a founder and

his heirs in free alms ; but the king is not restrained by the

statutes; nor a subject licensed or dispensed with by the king,

to make such a grant, &c. Co. Lit. 98, 99. And if an eccle-

siastical person holds lands by fealty and certain rent, the lord

may at this time confirm his estate, to hold to him and his

successors in frankalmoign ; for the former services are extinct,

and nothing is reserved but that he should hold of him, which

he did before; whereby this change and alteration is not within

the stat. 18 Ed. 1. of quia empiores terrarum. Lit. § 140.54-0:

Co. Lit. 99- 306.

Tenure in frankalmoign is incident to the inheritable blood

of the donor or founder ; except in case of the king, who may

grant this tenure to hold of him and his successors. Lil. 135.

And the reason why a grant in frankalmoign, since the stat.

18 Ed. 1. (quia empiores) is void, except in the case of the

king, &c, is because none can hold land by this tenure but

of the donor; whereas the statute enjoins, that it be held of

the chief lord, by the same service by which the feoffor held it;

though the king may grant away any estate^ and reserve the

tenure to himself. Co. Lit. WJ. 223.
'

The service which ecclesiastical corporations were bound to

render for lands held in frankalmoign was not certainly defined,

hut only in general, to pray for the souls of the donor and

his heirs, dead or alive; and therefore they did no fealty

(which is incident to all other services but this), because this

divine service was of a higher and more exalted nature, Lti>

§ 134, 135.

This is the tenure by which almost all the ancient monas-

teries and religious houses held their lands ; and by which the

parochial clergy and very many ecclesiastical and eleemosynary

foundations hold them to this day, the nature of the service

being, upon the Reformation, altered and made conformable to

the doctrines of the Church of England. It was an old Saxon

tenure, and continued under the Norman revolution ;
from

the respect then shown to religion and religious men
:
which

is also the reason that tenants in frankalmoign were discharged

of all other services, except the trinoda necessitas of repairing

the highways, building castles, and repelling invasions, kee

Bract. I. 4. It. 1. c. 28. § 1 : Seld. Jan. 1. 42.

Even at present, this is a tenure of a nature very distinct

from all others, being not in the least feodal, but raereJy

spiritual. For this reason, if any person that holds land* or
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tenements in frankalmoign, make any failure in doing such
Divine service as they ought, the lord may make complaint of
it to the ordinary or visitor; which is the king, if he be
founder, or a subject where he was appointed visitor upon the
foundation ; and the ordinary, &c. may punish the negligence,
according to the ecclesiastical laws. Lit 136: Co. Lit. 96.

In this particular, tenure in frankalmoign materially differs

from what was called tenure by Divine service: in which
tenants were obliged to do some special Divine services in

certain
: as to sing so many masses, to distribute such a sum in

alms, and the like
; which, being expressly defined and pre-

scribed, could with no kind of propriety be called free alms;
especially as for this, if unperformed, the lord might distrain

without any complaint to the visitor. Lit. § 137 : Brit. c. 66.
These donations in frankalmoign are now out of use, as none

but the king can make them ; but they are expressly excepted,
by name, in the stat. 12 Car. 2. c. 24. (§ 7-) abolishing tenures,
and therefore subsist in many instances at the present day.
2 Comm. 101. c. 6.

See further on this subject, tit. Mortmain.
F RA N K-BA \ K . See Free Bench.
FRANK-CHASE, A liberty of free chase; by which all

persons that have lands within the compass thereof, are pro-
hibited to cut down any wood, &c. without the view of the
forester, though it be in their own demesnes, Comp. Juris. 1 87.
FRANK-FEE. Freehold lands which are held exempted

from all services, but not from homage. In the register of
writs we find that is frank-fee which a man holds at the com-
mon law, to him and his heirs ; and not by such service as is

required in ancient denesne, according to the custom of the
manor ; and that the lauds in the hand of King Edward the
Confessor, at the making of the hook of Domesday , were ancient
demesne, and all the rest frank-fee, wherewith Fitz- Herbert
agrees. Reg. Grig. 12: F. N. B. l6l. These land s were
exempted from all services, but not from homage Bro. tit.

Demesne, 32. says, that land which is in the hands of the king
or lord of any manor, or being ancient demesne of the crown
{viz. the demesnes) is called frank-fee; and that which is in
the hands of the tenant, is ancient demesne only. The author
of the Terms of the Law defines a free-fee to be a tenure plead-
able at the common law ; and not in ancient demesne. Cowel

:

Blount. See tit. Ancient Demesne.
FRANK-FEHM, Lands or tenements, changed in the

nature of the fee by feoffment, &c., out of knight service, for
certain yearly service. Britton, c. 66. See tit. Fee Farm
FRANK-FOLD, see Foldage.
FRANK-LAW, libera leaT\ The benefit of the fee and

common law of the land. You may find what it is by the
contrary, from Crompton in his Justice of Peace ; where he
says, he that for any offence lost his frank-law, falls into these
mischiefs, viz. : he may never be impannelled upon any jury
or assise ; or be permitted to give any testimony. If he hath
any thing to do in the king s courts, he must not attend them
in person, but appoint his attorney therein for him ; and his
lands shall be estreated, and his body committed to prison, &c.
Cramp. Juris. 1 56 : Lib. Assis. ;;t).

*

FRANK-MARRIAGE, liberum maritagiumr\ A tenure
in tail special where a man seised of land in fee-simple, gives
it to another with his daughter, sister, &c, in marriage;
to hold to them and their heirs. This tenure groweth from
these words in the gift, i. e. seiant, $c. me A. B. dedisse et con-
cessisse, $?c. T. B. Jitio meo, $c. Ann* uxori ejus

} Jiliiv, $c. in
liberum maritagium, umtm messuagium, fyc. Lit. § 17: West.
Symb.par. I. lib. 2. § 303. The effect of which words is, that
they shall have the land to them and the heirs of their bodies

:

and shall do no services to the donor, except fealty, until the
fourth degree. Glanvil. lib. 7. c. 18. And Fleta gives this
reason why the heirs do no service until the fourth degree

;

Nc donatores vel eorum hwredes per homagii receptionem a
reversione repelantur. And why in the fourth descent and
downward, they shall do services to the donor : quia in quarto

gradu vehementer prmsumitttr, quod terra est pro defectu harc-
dum donatorum reversura. Fkta, lib, 3. c. 11 ; and see Bracton}

lib. 2. c. 7-

Braclon also divides marriages into liberum jnarilagium and
jnaritagimn servitio obUgatum ; which last was where lands
were given in marriage, with a reservation of the services to
the donor, which the donee and his heirs were bound to per-
form for ever ; but neither he, or the next two heirs, were
obliged to do homage, which was to be done when it came to

.
the fourth degree, and then, and not before, they were required
to be performed, both services and homage. Bract, lib. 2. A
gift of lands by one man to another with a wife in frank-mar-
riage, amounts by implication of law to a gift in tail; which
in this case may be created without the words heirs or body.
Lit. 17 : IVood's Inst. 120. A gift in frank-marriage might be
made as well after as before marriage : and such a gift was a
fee simple before the statute of Wesini. 2 ; but since, it is

usually a fee-tail. Though this tenure is now grown out of use,

it is still capable of subsisting in law; it is liable to no service

bu t fea 1 1 y . See ( i L 7 'a it a nd 1 \ -* - /a il.

FRANK-PLEDGE, franci pleghim, from Fr.francy liber,

and pledget fidejussor.] A pledge or surety for the behaviour
of freemen ; it being the ancient custom of this kingdom, bor-
rowed from the Lombards, that for the preservation of the
public peace, every free-born man at the age of fourteen
(religious persons, clerks, cVc. excepted) should give security

for his truth towards the king and his subjects, or be committed
to prison, whereupon a certain number of neighbours usually
became bound one for another, to see each man of their pledge
forthcoming at all times, or to answer the transgression done by
any gone away : and whenever any one offended, it was forth*
with inquired in what pledge he was, and then those of that

pledge either produced the offender within one and thirty days,
or satisfied for his offence. This was called frank-ford ; and
this custom was kept, that the sheriffs at every count v court,

did from time to time take the oaths of young persons as they
grew to fourteen years of age, and see that they were settled
in one decennary or other : whereby this branch of the sheriff's

authority was called visas Jranci plegi, or view of frank-
pledge.

At tliis day no man ordinarily giveth other security for the
keeping of the peace, than his own oath ; so that none answereth
for the transgression of another, but every person for himself.
1 Inst. 78. Living under frank-pledge has been termed living
under taw, &c. See this Diet. tits. Court-leet, Decennary,
Deciner.

FRANKS of Letters.—By 42 G. 3. c. 63. § 14. forging
the superscription of any letter or packet, to be sent by the
post in order to avoid the postage, or altering the date, &c, or
sending the same by the post, knowing the same to he forged, is

felony, punishable by transportation for seven years. See
further, tit. Parliament.

FRANK-TENEM EXT. A possession of freehold lands
and tenements. See Freehold.

FRASSETUM. A corruption o£fra<rinetum.2 A wood or
wood ground, where ash-trees grow/ Co. Lit. 4.

FRATER CONSANGU1NEUS. A brother by the father's
side.

FRATER NUTRICIUS. Used in ancient deeds for a
bastard brother. Malmsb.
FRATER UTERINUS. A brother by the mother's side.
FRATER I A. A fraternity, brotherhood, or society of re-

ligious jiersons, who were bound to pray for the good health
and life, &c. of their living brethren,' and the souls of those
that were dead: in the statutes of the cathedral church of
St. Paul in London, collected by Ralph Baldock, Dean, A. D,
1296, there is one chapter de frateria beneficorum ecclesiw
& Panli, §c.

FRATERNITIES. Sec tit. Coqmraiion.
FRA1 RES CONJURATE Sworn brothers or companions

:

sometimes those were so called who were sworn to defend the
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king against his enemies. Hoveden, p. 44, 5 : Leg. W* 1 : Leg.

Ed. 1. c. 35.

FRATRES PYES, Pied friars^ Certain friars wearing

Hack and white garments: of whom mention is made by WaU
singkam, p* 124.

FUATRIAGIUM. A younger brothers inheritance ; what-

ever the sons or brothers possess of the estate of the father,

they enjoy it ratione fralriagii, and are to do homage to the

elder brother for it, who is bound to do homage for the whole

to the superior lord. Bract, lib. 2. c. 35.

FRAUD, Jraits, Lat.~\ Deceit in grants and conveyances

of lands, and bargains and sales of goods, &c. to the damage of

another person ; which may be either by suppression of the

truth, or suggestion of falsehood.

I. What Jets arc fraudulent at Common La?v and in

Equity.

I J. What Acts arefraudulent by Statute*

IIIi Public Frauds punishable b\j Indictment at Common
Law.

I. It may be laid down as a general rule, that, without the

express provision of any act of parliament, all deceitful prac-

tices in defrauding, or endeavouring to defraud, another of his

known right, by means of some artful device, contrary to the

plain rules of common honesty, are condemned by the common
law, and punishable according to the heinousness of the offence-

Co. Lit, 3. b: Di/cr, 2£)5. Such as causing an illiterate person

to execute a deed to his prejudice, by reading of it over to him
in words different from those in which it was written, &c.

1 Sid. 312. 431.

Also it is a rule, that a wrongful manner of executing a

thing shall avoid a matter that might have been executed law-

fully. Co. Lit. 35 : 41 Ass. 28 : 47 Ass. 29: 1 RoL Ab. 420.

54Q: Co. Lit. 357: Poph. 64. 100.

A deed not fraudulent at first may become so afterwards.

And if one add a seal to a note which is good without it, he

shall lose his security. 2 Fern. 123. 162.

Where a person is party to a fraud, all that follows by reason

of that fraud shall be said to be done by him, Cro. Jac* 4. 9*

But when fraud is not expressly averred, it shall not be pre-

sumed ; nor shall the court adjudge it to be so, till the matter

is found by a jury. 10 Rep. 56.

All frauds and deceits, for which there is no remedy by the

ordinary course of law, are properly cognisable in equity ; and

it is admitted, that matters of fraud were one of the chief

branches to which the jurisdiction of Chancery was originally

confined. 4 Inst. 84.

Wherever fraud or surprise can be imputed to, or collected

from the circumstance of the transaction, equity will interpose

and relieve against it. Toth. 101,2: 2 Ch. Ca. 103: Finch.

16*1 ; 2 P. Wms. 203. 270: 3 P. Wms. 130: 2 Fern, 189:

2 Atk. 324: 2 Fes. 407. It is said, however, it must not be un-

derstood, from cases of this kind being generally brought into

equity, that the courts of law are incompetent to relieve ; for

where the fraud can be clearly established, courts of law ex-

ercise a concurrent jurisdiction with courts of equity ; and will

relieve by making void the instrument obtained by such cor-

rupt agreement or fraud. 1 Burr. 396: Wood's Inst. 296.

Therefore where the obligor was an unlettered man, and the

bond was not read over to him, he was allowed to plead this

circumstance in an action on the bond. 9 II . 5. 15. cited

1 1 Co. 27' b. So if the bond be in part read to an unlettered

man, and some of its material contents be omitted or misrepre-

sented. 2 Rot. Ab. 28. p. 8. It is observable that Lord Coke

in the same passage where he confines the jurisdiction of courts

of equity to such " frauds covin and deceit, for which there is

no remedy by the ordinary course of law/* seems to admit that

all frauds were not relievablc at law. See 3 Inst. 84,

That a party prejudiced by a fraud may file a bill in equity

for a discovery of all its circumstances is unquestionable ; the

invariable practice in such cases is to seek relief, and the issue

directed is to furnish the ground upon which the court is to
proceed in giving relief. Fotiblanque's Treat. Eq. c. 2, § 3. in n.

The Chancery may decree a conveyance to be fraudulent
merely for being voluntary, and without any trial at law

j yet

it has been insisted, that fraud or not was triable only by a
jury. Pre. Ch. 14, 15.

Where a poor man was drawn in to sell an estate, at a great

undervalue, but no fraud appearing, though the purchase was
not a fair bargain, the seller could not be relieved in equity, to

set it aside, Preced. Chanc. 206".

But the Court of Cbancery will set aside a deed obtained by

the keeper of a house of lunatics from a person residing under

his care, though the party be not a lunatic at the time, on the

general principle of inequality of station, like the cases of

guardian and ward, attorney and client, &c. 13 Fes. 136.

And so also a deed executed in favour of a person acting as

agent for managing a lady's affairs, if undue influence appears.

14 Fes. 273.

There does not appear to be a single case in the books in

which it has been held that mere inadequacy of price alone is

a ground for a court of equity to annul an agreement, though

executory, if the same appear to have been fairly entered into,

and understood by the parties, and capable of being specifi-

cally performed ; still less does it appear to have been consi-

dered as a ground for rescinding an agreement actually exe-

cuted. See Gilb. Rep. 156: Bro. P. C. Keen v. Stukeiey,

2 Atk. 251 : Ambl. 18. To set aside a conveyance there must

be an inequality of price so strong, gross, and manifest, that it

must be impossible to state it to a man of common sense,

without producing an exclamation at the inequality of it

1 Bro. C. R. £>. and see 2 Bro. C. R. 179- in n. A strong argu-

ment in support of this rule may be drawn from those cases in

which losing bargains have been actually established and de-

creed. See "2 Fern. 423: 1 Eq. Abr. l?0r 2 Fez. 422 : 1 Bro.

C, R, 158. But though courts of equity will not relieve against

agreements merely on the ground of the consideration being

inadequate, yet if there be such inadequacy as to show that

the person did not understand the bargain he made, or was so

oppressed that he was glad to make it, knowing its inadequacy,

it will show a command over him which may amount to a

fraud. 2 Bro. C. R. 175. See also 1 Bro. C. R. 558: Heme

v. Meers, 2 Fes. 155: 2 P. Wms. 203: 3 Fes. # Bm -
187

:

1 Cox's Rep. 278: 2 Madd. 430: 9 Fes. 24fi: 10 Fes.m*

474 : 2 Scho. $ Lef. 488 : 16 Fes. 517* So inadequacy of price

coupled with distress of the vendors, and want of advice, is a

ground for invalidating a sale. 3 Madd. 417 : Coop. Ca. 125

:

2 Jac. 8$ Walk. 13, And see post.

It seems agreed that if a woman on the point of marriage,

charge, or convey her property to a mere stranger, for whom

she was not under even a moral obligation to provide, that

such a conveyance will be decreed a fraud on the marital rights.

2 C. R. 41 : 2 Fes. 2()4,

Since the cases of Kerrich v, Bransby (Bro. P. C) and

Webb v. Cleverden (2 Atk. 424), it appears to have been settled

that a will cannot be set aside in equity for fraud and imposi-

tion; because a will of personal estate may be set aside for

fraud in the ecclesiastical court, and a will of real estate may

be set aside at law : for in such cases, as the aiiimus testanax

is wanting, it cannot be considered as a will. 2 AthJ&bA

3 Atk. 17. Though equity will not set aside a will for fraud,

nor restrain the probate of it in the proper court, yet if the

fraud be proved, it will not assist the party practising it, out

will leave him to make what advantage he can of it. 2 Pern.

76. But if the validity of the will has been already deter-

mined and acted upon, equity will restrain proceedings in the

Prerogative Court, to controvert its validity. 1 Atk. 028.

If a security be obtained from a person by fraud and prac-

tice, upon a pretence of a demand that is fictitious, it will

relieved against in equity. 2 Fern. 123. 632.

But no man can be allowed to allege his own fraud to avow
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his own deed ; and therefore when a deed of conveyance of an

estate from one brother to another was executed to give the

latter a colourable qualification to kill game ; it was held that

as against the parties to the deed it was valid and was sufficient

to support an ejectment for the premises. Doe, d. Roberts, v.

Roberts, 2 B. $ A* 36'7-

There are several instances where a parol agreement, in-

tended to he reduced into writing, but prevented by fraud, has

been decreed in equity, notwithstanding the statute of frauds

and perjuries; as where upon a marriage treaty, instructions

were given by the husband to draw a settlement, which he pri-

vately countermanded, and afterwards drew in the woman by

persuasions and assurances of such settlement to marry him

:

it was decreed, that he should make good the settlement. I Eq.

Abr. 19. So where a parol agreement was concerning the

lending of money on a mortgage, and the covenants proposed

were an absolute deed from the mortgagor, and a deed of de-

feasance from the mortgagee, and after the mortgagee had got

the deed of conveyance, he refused to execute the defeasance ;

it was decreed against him on the point of fraud. 1 Eq* Abr. $0.

See tit. Agreement*

Having said thus much generally on the nature of fraud,

and the jurisdiction of the courts of law and equity, we will

now shortly refer to the additional cases on the subject, which

it seems convenient to arrange under the following heads i

—

1. Acts prevented by fraud,—If a person be fraudulently

prevented from performing any act, equity will consider the

act as done. 1 Jac. <$* W. <)4.

Where a copyholder, by his will, intending to give the

greater part of his estate to his godson, and the other part to

his wife, was persuaded by the wife to nominate her to the

whole, on a promise that she would give the godson the part

designed for him ; it was decreed against the wife on the

ground of fraud, though there was no memorandum of the

agreement in writing pursuant to the statute of frauds.

Preced. Chanc. S,

And where a son promised to pay his father's legacies, if he

would forbear to alter his will, such promise shall be enforced
;

2 Frcem. 34 ; wherein it is said to be the constant practice of

the Court of Equity to make a decree on a promise of this nature.

So where a devisee prevented a testator from charging a

legacy on his real estate by undertaking to pay it, he was held

bound in equity, though not in law. 11 Fes. 638. Also

where a tenant in tail was prevented from completing a reco-

very by the fraud of a person whose wife was entitled in re-

mainder ; the estate was treated in equity as if the recovery

had been suffered, even in favour of a volunteer. Jbid.

2. Ignorance of rights*—Equity relieves against bargains

made under misconception of rights. 1 Fes* 126\

If a party, ignorant of plain and settled principles of law,

is induced to yield portion of his indisputable right, equity will

give relief; but where his title is disputable, and he enters

into a compromise, he will not be relieved, nor will the court

inquire into the consideration, if it appear to have been taken

after due deliberation. 1 Shnon # St. 564* 5.

A conveyance obtained from a woman in ignorance of her

rights, and upon misrepresentation of the circumstances of the

property, was set aside, although she was of full age, arid

acquiesced in the sale, and had received the interest of the pur-

chase money for twelve years ; and although she had consulted

her friends, and had their assent they being in equal igno-

rance with herself 2 Scho. $ L. 474.

So an agreement as to the distribution of personal estate

was set aside, although ratified, the value appearing much
greater than was known at the time. 1 Fes* 401.

Neither will family agreements be supported if founded on
the mistake of either party, to which the opposite party is

accessary; 3 Straws. 46?. Nor will they be enforced where
there is no proof of direct fraud, or undue influence, even after

an acquiescence of five years, if it appear that a party sur-
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rendered an unimpeachable title without consideration, and
evidence is given of his gross ignorance, habitual intoxication,

liability to imposition, and want of professional advice. 1 Snmnst.
137.

But a purchaser who lias given full value for an estate, and
without notice, shall not be prejudiced by the mistake of a
party conveying a claim under a marriage settlement. 2 Ail:*

3* Concealment of value or title by parties pun basing, $c.—
In treaties for an agreement, concealment of a material fact by
one of the parties, in order to keep the other in ignorance,

whereby to profit, is a gross fraud, and the contract will be set

aside in equity. 1 Bro. P. C* 308. And where there has been
a concealment on the part of the vendor, a specific perform-
ance will not be decreed, 1 Bro* C* C. 440, And if an
attorney or agent, on the sale of an estate, does not disclose to

the buyer an incumbrance, and leads him to suppose the title

is good, he will be held liable to make satisfaction in default of

the vendor. 1 Fes* 95.

So concealment of a material fact by the person whose duty
it was to disclose it, is sufficient to avoid a release so obtained
by him. 1 Scho. L* Also where a partner, who exclu-
sively superintended the accounts of the concern, agreed to

purchase his copartner's share, for a sum which he knew, from
accounts in his possession, but which he concealed from his co-

partner, was an inadequate consideration ; the agreement was
set aside. I Sim. SQ.

Imperfect information is held to be equivalent to concealment.

3 Swan. 73.

4. Concealment of title hr/ parties tying by, ^c.—Where a man
conusant of his right suiters another to build on his ground
without setting up a right till afterwards, the court will oblige

him to permit the person building to enjoy quietly, 2 Atk*

83, So it is a ground of relief against a remainder-man who
lies by and allows a tenant to build without giving him notice

of his intention to impeach his title. 2 Sch. § L. 73,
If A. has a prior incumbrance on an estate, and is a witness

to a subsequent mortgage, but does not disclose his own in-

cumbrance ; this is such a fraud in him for which his incum-
brance shall be postponed. 2 Fern* 151. And see 2 Fern,
554, So if A. having a mortgage on a leasehold estate lends
the mortgage deed to the mortgagor, with an intent to borrow
more money ; that is such a fraud in the mortgagee, for
which his mortgage shall be postponed to the subsequent in-
cumbrance. 2 Fern. 726: 1 Eq. Ab. 321. See this Diet. tit.

Mortgage*

Where a mortgagee was present while the mortgagor was in
treaty for his sons marriage, and fraudulently concealed his
mortgage, he was held precluded from his claim. 2 Atk. 49.
A C: Barn. 101.

So where a mother being absolute owner of a term, the same
being limited to her in tail, was present at a treaty for her son's
marriage, and heard her son declare, that the term was to come
to him at his mother's death, and was a witness to the deed,
whereby the reversion of the teim was settled on the issue of the
marriage after the mother's death; she was compelled in equity
to make good the settlement. 2 Fern. 15<X
Where the defendant, on a treaty of marriage for his daugh-

ter with the plaintiff, signed a writing comprising the terms of
the agreement, and afterwards desiring to elude the force thereof,
and get loose from his agreement, ordered his daughter to put
on a good humour, and get the plaintiff' to deliver up that
writing, and then marry him, which she accordingly did, and
the defendant stood by at the corner of a street to see them go
by to be married ; the plaint itf was relieved on the point of
fraud, 1 Eq. Ab* 20 : 2 Fern. 373*

So where a person, knowing his own title* does not give
notice of it to a purchaser, although an infant, he shall not
afterwards set it up. 9 Mod* 35. So a tenant in tail under a
settlement encouraging a stranger to purchase an annuity
charged on his estate by a will, which was void as against the
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settlement, was decreed to make the annuity good. 1 Vern.

186.

Where A- being tenant in tail, remainder to his brother B.

in tail, A. nor knowing of the intail, made a settlement on his

wife for life for her jointure, without levying a fine, or suffering

a recovery, which B« who knew of the intail ingrossed, but did

not mention any tiling of the intail, because, as he confessed

in bis answer, if be had spoke any thing of it, his brother, by

a recovery, might have cut off the remainder, and barred liim :

although after A/s death B. recovered in ejectment against the

widow by force of the intail ;
yet she was relieved in Chancery,

and a perpetual injunction granted for this fraud in B. in con-

cealing the intail,*" for if it had been disclosed, the settlement

might" have been made good by a recovery. Preced. Ckanc. 35 :

2 Fern. £>'!<).

5. Misrepresentation.—As to frauds in contracts and dealings,

the common law subjects the wrong-doer, in several instances,

to an action on the case ; as if a person, having the possession

of eoods, sell them to another, affirming them to be his own,

when in truth they are not, an action on the case lies. I RoL

Ah. 90: Cm Jac 4?4, But if A. possessed of term for

years, offers to sell it to B. and says, that a stranger would

have given him twenty pounds for this term, by which means

B. buys it, though in truth A. was never offered twenty

pounds, no action on the case lies, though B« is hereby deceived

in the value- 1 RoL Ah. 91. 101 : 1 Sid. 146"
: Yelv. 20. S. P.

If on a treaty for the purchase of a house, the defendant

affirms the rent to be more than it is, whereby the plaintiff is

induced to give more than the house is worth, this is a fraud.

1 Salk. 211 : 1 Lev. 102: 1 Sid. 146: 1 Keb. 510. 518. 522.

S\ P. And see Kel. 24. 81 : i Show. 50. 51.

Where the vendor of a public-house, pending the treaty, made

deceitful representations as to the amount of the business done

at it, whereby the plaintiff was induced to give a large sum of

money for it, it was held that the latter might sue for the de-

ceitful representations, though not entered in the conveyance or

agreement of sale. Dobell v. Siccvens, 3 Barn. # C 629*

A misrepresentation of the value of an estate is a sufficient

ground in equity to refuse a specific performance ; 1 Bro. P. C.

211: 1 Mad. 80 ; even misrepresentation to a slight degree

;

18 Ves. 10; but there is a distinction where it is urged as an

objection to rescind the contract. Ibid*

A party obtaining an agreement by a partial misrepresenta-

tion is not entitled to a specific performance, on waiving the

part affected by the misrepresentation. The efTect of partial

misrepresentation is not to alter or modify the agreement pro

ianto, but to destroy it entirely, and to operate as a personal

bar to the party who has practised it. 1 Jac. IV. 112.

Misrepresentation of a fact misleading others to deal for

value upon the faith of it, is binding on the person making it.

$V*8rBAl\* And even if he make it through mistake, it shall

bind him, if he might have had notice of it. 2 Bro
;

C. C, 338.

As to purchases by agents, trustees, &e. see tit. Vendors and

Purchasers*

II. What Acts arefraudulent by Statute.—By stat. 1 Ric. 2.

c. 9. no gift or feoffment of lands or goods shall be made by

fraud for maintenance. And the disseisees shall have their

recovery against the first disseisors as well of their lands as of

double damages, without regard to such alienations. See also

stats. 4 11. 4- c. 7 : 11 6. e. 3 : and this Diet. tits. Disseisin,

Forcible Entry*

By stat. S H. 7. c. 4. (and see stat. 50 Ed. 3. c. 6.) all deeds

of gift of goods made in trust for the use of persons making

the said gifts, with intent to defraud creditors, shall be null

and void.

By stat. 13 Eliz. c. 5. (made perpetual by stat. 29 Eliz.c.5.)

every feoffment, gift, alienation, and conveyance of lands or

goods, leases, rents, &c. and every bond, judgment, and execu-

tion, with intent to defraud creditors, or others, shall (only

against creditors and others whose actions shall be thereby de-

frauded or delayed) be of none effect ; all parties and privies

to such conveyances, bonds, &c. shall forfeit ore year's value

of the lands ; and the whole of tbe goods, or money contained

in the bond, &e. half to the crowTn and half to the party

grieved ; and suffer half a year's imprisonment. This statute

not to extend to any estate made on good consideration bond

fide to persons not having notice of such fraud* As to deter-

minations on this act, see post.

By stat. 27 Eliz. c. 4, (made perpetual by stat. 39 Eliz.

c. 1 8») every conveyance, charge, lease, or incumbrance, of any

lands matte with intent to defraud purchasers, shall he deemed

utterly void as against such purchasers and all claiming under

them. The parties and privies to such conveyances shall forfeit

one year's value of the land, and suffer half a year's imprison-

ment. The statute expressly excepts any conveyance made for

good consideration and bond fide. If any person shall make

any conveyance or limitation of lands with a clause of revo-

cation, and after such conveyance shall convey or charge t]be

same lands lor money or (it her good consideration, the .sad first

conveyance against the said vendees shall he void. Lawful

mortgages made bona jide on good consideration are excepted.

By the same act statutes-merchant and statutes-staple are to be

entered in tbe office of the clerk of the recognizances. See

this Diet, those titles.

By stat. 29 Car. 2. c. 3. (known more commonly by tk

name of The Statute of Frauds, and by which various provi-

sions are made as to contracts, wills, ike. which see in this

Diet, under tits. Agreement, Assumpsit, Trusts. tViils, &c.) all

leases, estates of freehold, or terms for years, or any uncer-

tain interest in lands, made by livery and seisin only, or by

parol, and not put in writing and signed by the parties or

their agents, shall have the force of leases at will only, Except

bases not exceeding the term of three years at two thirds of

toe improved value. And no leases, estates, or interests of

lancje, either of freehold or terms of years, or any uncertain

interest, not being copyhold, shall be assigned, granted, or

surrendered, unless by deed or note in writing signed by the

parties or their agents: or by the operation of law.

By stat S (or 3 and 4) IV. tf M. c. 14. continued by stat.

6 Wi 3. c. 14. all wills or appointments of lands, or of any

rent, &c. out of the same should be deemed, only as against

creditors by bond or specialty binding the heir, to be fraudulent

and void. And every such "creditor should have his action of

debt upon his bonds and specialties against the heir at law of

such obligators, and such devisees jointly. This statute, how-

ever, excepted dispositions for the payment of debts and raising

portions for children in pursuance of marriage contracts made

before marriage; it further provided, that where any heir at

law should be liable to pay his ancestor's debt, in respect d
lands descended to such heir, and aliened the same before

action brought, he shall be answerable to the creditor 'm an

action of debt to the value of the land aliened ; but the lands

bona fide aliened before action brought should not be liable,

Every devisee made liable by tbe statute should he chargeable,

in the same manner as the heir, though the lands devised should

be aliened before action brought.

By the 1 W. 4. c 47. the two last-mentioned acts, and also

the 4 Anne, c. 5. and the 4/ 0. 3. c. 1±. are repealed, except

so far as they affect the estates of persons who died previous to

its passing ; 'and the remedy given to creditors by bond or spt>

rialry by the former statutes is extended to creditors by

covenant. See further tit. Real Estate.

The stats. 50 Ed. 3. c.6:3 IE ?. c. 4. expressly declare an

gifts, &c. of goods and chattels intended to defraud creditors,

to be null and void : creditors might, however, stdl in some

cases be defrauded, by their debtors executing powers of ap-

pointment (vested in them by settlement, &e.) m lavour 01

mere volunteers, unless courts of equity interposed, and maw

such voluntaiv appointment in the first place subject to p*J?
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ment of debts. 2 Vern. 319. 465: 2 Fez. I. But though
courts of equity will subject a voluntary appointment to pay-

ment of debts, yet they will not interfere where the debtor

has not executed his power of appointment. 2 Vern. 46.3 :

2 Vez. 1 . See also Hob. 9- as to the rule of law.

As the stat. 13 Eliz. c. 5. not only declares all deeds made
in fraud of creditors to be null and void, but subjects the par-

ties to such fraud, to the penalties and forfeitures above men-
tioned, it should seem that the provisions of this act ought to

be construed strictly ; but Lord Manxfield has said that the

stats. 13 Eliz. c. 5: 27 Eliz. c. 4. cannot receive too liberal

a construction, or be too much extended in suppression of

fraud. Corep. 434.

The object of the legislature was evidently to protect cre-

ditors from those frauds which are frequently practised by

debtors under the pretence of discharging a moral obligation

:

for as to those gifts or conveyances which want even a good or

meritorious consideration for their support, their being volun-

tary seems to have been always a sufficient ground to conclude

that they were fraudulent : but though the statute protects

the kgal right of creditors against the fraud of their debtors,

it anxiously excepts from such imputation the bona fide dis-

charge of a moral duty. It therefore does not declare all volun-

tary conveyances, but all fraudulent conveyances, to be void:

and whether the conveyance be fraudulent or not is declared

to depend on the consideration being good, and also bona
t
fide,

1 Ch. Ca. 99* 291: 1 Vent 194: 1 Mod. 119: 1 Atk]\5:
Coivp. 708.

A good consideration is that of blood, or of natural love and
affection. See this Diet, tit. Consideration. A gift made for

such consideration ought certainly to prevail, unless it be found

to break in upon the legal rights of others ; in that case it is

equally clear it ought to be set aside. If therefore a man
being indebted convey to the use of his wife or children, such

conveyance would be within the statute ; for though the con-

sideration be good, yet it is not bona fide ; that is, the circum-

stances of the grantor render it inconsistent with that good
faith which is due to his creditors. Fonblanque's Treat. Eg,

c* 4. § 12. hi notex.

A limitation in a marriage settlement in favour of a stranger

is held not within the consideration of marriage, and is conse-

quently voluntary and void against a subsequent purchaser for

valuable consideration, and it matters not that the purchaser
had notice. 3 Merv. 254. And a limitation in favour of the

settler's brothers is also void against a subsequent purchaser.

3 Madd. 283 : 6 Manic # S. 6'7. But a limitation in favour

of the settler's issue by a second marriage is held valid against

a subsequent purchaser. 6 Manic £y S. 67. And where a
father refused, on his son's marriage, to enable hira to make a

settlement, unless provision was made by the settlement for his

br( it hers and sisters, these persons were lurid not to be mere
volunteers, for though not within the consideration of marriage,
they were within the agreement between the father and son,

and therefore the settlement was not void as to them within
the statutes. 18 Vex. 92: 3 Atk. 189-

If there be a voluntary conveyance of real estate or chattel

interest by one not indebted at the time, though he afterwards

becomes indebted, if that voluntary conveyance wras for a child,

and there is no particular evidence or badge of fraud to deceive

subsequent creditors, that will be good ; but if any mark of

fraud, collusion, or intent to deceive subsequent creditors appear,

that will make it void. 2 Fes, 11. See also 2 Atk. 481:
1 Atk. 13: Cotvp. 711-

But the grantor's not being indebted is not the only badge
of fraud; several ether circumstances are enumerated in

Tin/ lie's case (3 Rep,) as furnishing a strong presumption

that the transaction is mala
m
fidc. Gifts made in secret are

liable to suspicion of fraud ; a general gift of all a man's goods

may be reasonably suspected to be fraudulent, even though there

be a true debt owing to the party to whom made. The seve-

ral marks or badges of fraud, in a gift or grant of goods, are, if

it be general, without exception of some things of necessity ; if

the donor still possesses and uses the goods ; if the deed be
secretly made ; if there he a trust between the parties; or if it

be made pending the action. 3 Rep. 80. 82.— If also the con-
veyance contain a power of revocation, or a power to mort-
gage, it will be considered as fraudulent against creditors.

2 Vem. 510.—So if the grantor be allowed to continue in pos-
session of lands, the conveyance being absolute. 2 Bulst. 218.
So if the conveyance or gift be in general of the whole or the
greater part of the grantor's property, such conveyance or gift

would be presumed to be fraudulent; for no man can volun-
tarily divest himself of all or the most of what he has, with-
out being aware that future creditors will probably suffer

for it. In short, if the transaction be chargeable with any cir-

cumstance sufficiently strong to raise a presumption of its being
a fraud, it cannot be supported, unless some other considera-
tion be interposed to obviate the objection arising from the
general nature of the transaction ; as where the husband after

marriage being indebted conveyed an estate to trustees to the
separate use of his wife, it was held that the trustees, having
undertaken to indemnify him against his wife's debts, .was
sufficient to support the settlement as a valuable consideration.

2 Era. C. R. 90. But if this transaction had been with a view
to defraud creditors, it would probably have been set aside ;

for if the transaction be not bona fide, the circumstance of its

being even for a valuable consideration will not alone take it

out of the statute. Cowp. 434 : 2 Atk, 477,
But though creditors may under the above and other circum-

stances avoid a voluntary conveyance, yet it is binding on the
party making it and all claiming under him. Cro. Jac. 270 :

1 Eq. Ah. 168: 22 Fin, Ah. 1 6. 18: 1 Vern. 100. 152. 46*4:

2 Vem. 475; 22 Vin. Ah. 24. pi 3. And if there be two or
more voluntary conveyances, the first shall prevail, unless the
latter be for pavment of debts. 1 Ch. Rep. t)2

: 2 Ch.
Rep. 199-
A conveyance, if made of lands by fraud, is not void by the

stat, 13 E/iz. c. 5. against all persons; but only against those
wTho afterwards come to the land upon valuable consideration.
Cro. Eliz. 415: Cro. Jac. 271.
A distinction has been taken between the claims of real

creditors, and a debt founded in maleficio ; for A. having
brought an action against B. for criminal conversation with
A.'s wife, B. assigned his estates to trustees in trust to pay the
several debts mentioned in a schedule, and such other debts
as he should name. A. recovered 50001. damages, and
brought his bill to set aside this deed as fraudulent, but the
court held that it was not fraudulent either in law or equity

;

for the plaintiff was no creditor at the time of making the
deed : and though it were made with an intent to prefer his real
creditors before this debt when it should come to be such,
yet it was conscientious so to do. But the plaintiff was held
to have an interest in the surplus after pavment of the other
debts. Pre. Ch 105.

Where a debtor being sued, pending the suit and before
execution, being insolvent, executed an assignment of all his
effects to trustees for the benefit of all his creditors, under
which possession was immediately taken, the court of K. B.
held that this assignment was not fraudulent within the stat-
ic Eliz. c. 5. although made with intent to deprive the creditor
of his execution. Picstock w Lystor, 3 Maule S. 571.
And see Men jo v, Stowetl, 4 East,' I : Bac* Ab. Fraud* C.
To bring a case within the 13 El. c. 5. it has been decided

that the party at the time of making the conveyance must be
in insolvent circumstances, (5 Ves. 38?.) but this must not be
understood as importing that he may not render himself insol-
vent by conveying his property to one who is not a creditor.
Thus where, immediately before the transfer, the party's
attorney had written to a creditor to say that his demands,' if
persisted in, would render the party's wife entirely destitute
after his death

; held, that this authorised a conclusion he wtfs
not able to pay the debt, and that at any rate he must have

4£2
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made himself incapable by the subsequent transfer (the con-

veyance in question), 3 B. § Ad. 362.

A farmer giving a bill of sale of all his farming stock to

secure a debt, the agent of the vendee took possession and re-

sided on the farm while he converted the stock, but the vendor

also continued to reside on the farm* and exercised acts of

ownership over part of the stock : the court of C. P. held that

a debt being bona Jde due, and the bill of sale taken with a

view to recover that debt, the jury were warranted in finding

the bill of sale good against a judgment creditor taking the

stock in execution. Benton \. Thornhill, 7 Taunion, 14<).

A creditor having taken in execution the goods of a defend-

ant who had confessed judgment, and having bought them by

public auction, and taken a bill of sale for a valuable conside-

ration from the sheriff, and let the goods to the former owner

for a rent which was actually paid, has a title which cannot be

impugned as fraudulent by other creditors having executions

against the same defendants. 4 Taunt 823.

Want of possession accompanying a conveyance of chattels

does not of itself constitute fraud, and avoid the deed as

against creditors ; it is only evidence (or, as the cases term it, a

badge) of fraud. Therefore, where a bill of sale of household

furniture given as a security for a bonaJd e advance of money ;

provided, that if the debtor should repay the money by instal-

ments in certain days, the deed should be void ; but in default

of such payment, the creditor might t:ike possession and sell the

(roods ; the deed was held not to be fraudulent as against a

judgment creditor, by reason of the debtor remaining in pos-

session, being given for a good consideration, and his continu-

ance in possession being provided for by its terms. 3 B. 8f Ad.

498.
On the construction of the stat. 27 Eliz. c. 4. it has been

held that every voluntary conveyance shall be presumed to

be fraudulent against a subsequent purchaser. 1 Vent.

1 Cka. Ca. 100. 217: Cro. Jac. 158. But if the conveyance,

though voluntary, appear to have been made for a meritorious

consideration, and without fraud or covin, it shall not be void

against a subsequent purchaser ; for there is no part of the act

which affects voluntary settlements co nomine unless they are

fraudulent. Doe v. Routledge, Cowp. 708. See also, £ JVils. 356:

Forrest 6*4 : 2 Verru 44. As to what shall be deemed a meri-

torious consideration, see the above cases, and also 1 Fern. 408.

46*7 : 1 Alk. And though a conveyance be covinous in

its creation, it may acquire validity by subsequent matter; as

where the land conveved is afterwards aliened or settled for

valuable consideration/ 1 Sid. 133, 134: Skin. 423 : 3 Lev.

387. It has also been held that a purchaser, to avail himself

of this act, must be a purchaser for money or other valuable

consideration. 3 Co. 83. a : Cro. Eliz. 444. See also Com.

Dig. Fraud, 4. 1.2: 1 Ea. Ab. 353.

Where A. made a voluntary conveyance to B, and C, and

afterwards sold to B. for a valuable consideration, it was held

the latter conveyance defeated the former. 2 A7
. § M. 64.

Gooch's case (5 Co. 60. b.) determines that a purchaser shall

avoid a fraudulent conveyance, notwithstanding his notice of

the fraud, but this can by no means bear out the inference that

all voluntary conveyances are fraudulent, and therefore abso-

lutely void, though the purchaser have notice of them. The
terms of stat. 27 Eliz. c. 4. § 2. seem to be sufficiently distinct

to confine its operation to such conveyances as arc made with

an intent to defraud and deceive subsequent purchasers ; but

it were difficult to maintain that a conveyance was made with

intent to defraud a person who before he became a purchaser

had full notice of such conveyance. See 2 Lev. 105. The
policy of the act was to prevent fraud ; the construction most

favourable to such purpose is that which excludes all tempta-

tion to the practice of it. A voluntary deed, as has already been

noticed, is binding on the party and all claiming under him as

subsequent volunteers; and to allow him to defeat his bounty

in favour of a purchaser for valuable consideration without

notice is merely to prefer a higher consideration ; but to allow

a purchaser with notice to supersede the claims of a volunteer
seems to encourage a breach of the respect morally due to the
fair claims and interests of others ; and may render the provi-

sions of a statute, intended by the legislature to be preventive

of fraud, the most effectual instrument of accomplishing it.

This point seems deserving of consideration; for if the con-

struction of this act> which has certainly prevailed in favour of

purchasers with notice, were traced, it would probably appear

to have originated in the opinion, that the statute avoids all

voluntary conveyances whatever ; though, as very strongly ob-

served by Lord Mansfield in Doc v. Routlege, {Cowp. 70s.) it

merely affects fraudulent conveyances. Fo/tblatique, Treat.

Eq. c. 4. § 1 3. in 71.

The assignees of an insolvent debtor are "parties grieved"

within the 13 El. c. 5. by a fraudulent conveyance by the in-

solvent, and may recover the penalty thereby ^iven against the

parties to the fraud. On a fraudulent alienation of lands, the

offenders forfeit by that statute a year's value of the land,

but not the consideration money named in the conveyance*

4 5. SfAd.m.
Fraudulent gifts, or grants of goods to defraud the lori of

his heriot, shall be void ; and the value of the goods forfeited,

under stat. 13 Eliz. c. 5.

Fraudulent conveyances to multiply votes at election of

knights of the shire, shall be taken against the persons making

them as free and absolute ; and all securities for redeeming and

restoring, &c. are rendered void. Stat. iOAnn.c.23. See

tit. Parliament.

Fur further matter relative to frauds, and fraudulent con-

veyances, and obtaining relief against them ; and as to the

operation of the statute of frauds, and other statutes before

mentioned, see this Diet. tits. Agreement, 111, IV; Assumpsit,

Bankrupt, Bill of Sale, Chancery, Contract Deed, EqmUf,

Execution, Judgment, IVill, §c.

III. Frauds punishable by Indictment at Common Law—Gross

criminal frauds are punishable by way of indictment or informa-

tion ; such as playing with false dice, causing an illiterate per-

son to execute a deed to his prejudice, &e. ; for these and such

like offences the party may be punished with fine and imprison-

ment, and also might formerly have been set in the pillory. Cro

Jac. 4^7 : 2 Rol. Ab. 78: 2 Rot Rep. 107: 1 Keb.Sid:

6 Mod. V2: 1 Sid. :S1'2. 431: JYoy, <>!). HKi: Mwr, G.'iO:

Cro. Eliz. 531: 1 Mod. 4(i : 2 Jon. 64: 6 Mod. 105:

1 Salk. 379*
Frauds are not indictable at common law, unless they be

such as affect the public ; such as using false weights or mea-

sures, or unless they be effected by means of false tokens; per

Lord Mansfield, 1 BL Rep. 273 ; or by way of conspiracy ;
or

unless they affect the crown, or the administration of justice.

East, P. C. 821.

Mere private frauds without false tokens are not in-

dictable.

As where a man sold a quantity of liquor as being eighteen

gallons, knowing there were only sixteen. Burr. Rep- 112$?

Bt Rep. 273. Or where a miller wrongfully detained wheat

sent to him to grind ; East P C. 818 ; or where a miller hav-

ing received good corn, delivered musty and unwholesome

flour 1 unless indeed it had been laid as being " for the food

of man." 4 M. $ S. 21t>. Or where a brewer sent to a pub-

lican, barrels of ale, marked as containing such a measure, and

wrote a letter falsely assuring him they did contain such mea-

sure. Burr. Rep. 1 128. The marked vessels, though in some

sense they are false tokens, yet resolve themselves into m>

more than the dealer's own affirmation. East P- C S20. S»

where the defendant purchased lottery tickets, and gave m

payment a draft on a banker with whom he had no account,

this is no false token, for it leaves his credit where it was

before; per Lord. Kenyon, Leach, 606. Or where defendant

falsely affirmed a sack of corn to be a Winchester bushel.

1 Scss. Ca. 193. lAliler had he used a false bushel measure.
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Ibid*'] Or sold gum, falsely affirming it to be gum seneca, and

worth 7l. 205. Or sold base gold for standard gold.

Cowp, 323. These are mere lies. So pretending to be sent

by another for money, or goods. Salk. 379: 2 Str. 866

:

1 E. R. 185. So a false warrantry of a horse is no crime, if

there be no conspiracy proved. I Stark, R. 403.
* But frauds committed by means of false public tokens are

indictable at common Jaw. As using false weights and mea-

sures, counterfeiting the Alnager's seal on cloth. Trent* C. P.

] 03. Or the general seal or mark of the trade. Ibid* 1
00*.

So using false dice. Cro. Jac. 497* Or forging a receipt

which the party was hound to deliver. 2 Stra. 7±9-

So are frauds which affect the public. As vending unwhole-

some provisions for the food of man ; mixing alum in bread.

4 Camp. 1*2: 3 M. S. 11. Although in very small quanti-

ties it might be innocent, and the defendant had no intention

that an excessive quantity should be employed. Ibid. So

unwholesome bread, full of dirt and filth. East, P. C. 821.

So are frauds upon the crown and public revenue and public

justice. As enabling persons to pass their accounts with the

paymaster, so as to defraud government. (> E. R. 13(i4, So

for a public officer to transmit false vouchers, cited 6 E. R.
590. So it would seem to personate hail where the offence is

not within the statute. 1 Stra. 384. So a feme covert

executing a hail bond as a feme sole. East, P. C. 821. An
apprentice enlisting in the army, and so obtaining money from

the paymaster. Leach, 1 7 4. This latter offence now comes

within the provisions of the annual Mutiny Act, but in the

above case the indictment was at common law.

As to the frauds of obtaining goods by false pretences, see

that tit. And see further tits. Cheats, Deceit.

Frauds and Perjuries, Statute of ; see tit. Frauds, II,

FRAUNC FERME. See Frank Ferm : Fee-Farm.
F HAL'S LEG IS. If a person having no manner of title to

a house, procure an affidavit of the service of a declaration in

ejectment, and thereupon gets judgment, and by virtue of a

writ of hah. jac. possessionem turns the owner out of posses-
1

sion of the house, and seizes and converts the goods therein to

his own use, he may he punished as a felon ; because he used

the process of the law with a felonious purpose, in fraudevi
regis. Ra

t

ym . 2 7 () : Sid. 2 5 k
F It A X I X ET LM . A w0od of ash t ree s . Domcsda y ,

FRAY. See Affray.
FREDUM. A composition anciently made by a criminal

to be freed from prosecution, of which the third part was
paid into the Exchequer. Formerly compositions were paid

for crimes in general, particularly for murder. The magis-

trate was to determine the composition, and protect the of-

fender against the violence of resentment. See Montesquieu's

Spirit of Laws, I. 30. c. 20: Robertson's Charles V. i. 300.

FREDWIT. A liberty to hold courts and make amercia-

ments, &c. Cawel
FREE BENCH, fravcus bancus ; sedes Ubera.~\ That

estate in copyhold lands which the wife hath on the death of

her husband for her dower, according to the custom of the

manor; but it is said the wife ought to be espoused a virgin,

and is to hold the land only so long as she lives sole and con-

tinent, hitch. 102. Of this free bench several manors have

several customs ; and Fitzherbert calls it a custom, whereby
in certain cities the wife shall have the whole lands of the

husband for her dower, &c. F. N. B. 150. In the manors of

East and West Embournc, in the county of Berks, and the

manor of Torre in Devonshire, and other parts of the West of

England, there is a custom, that when a copyhold tenant dies,

his widow shall have her free bench in all his customary lands,

dum sofa § castaJitvrit ; hut if she commits incontinency she

forfeits her estate : yet nevertheless, on her coming into the

court of the manor, riding backwards on a black ram, with his

tail in her hand, and saying the words following, the steward

is bound by the custom to readmit her to her free^ bench ; the

words are these,

—

Here I am,
Riding on a black ram,
Like a whore as I am :

And for my erincum crancum,
/ hare lost my bincum bancum

;

AndJbr my tail's game
Have done this worldly shame ;

Therefore pray Mr. Steward, let ?ne have my land again.

( oweL
See tits. Copyhold, Dower.

FREEBOARD, ft anchor das.'] Ground claimed in some
places more or less, beyond or without the fence : it is said to

contain two foot and a half. Mon. Angl. torn. 2. p. 141.

FREE-BOROUGH MEN. Such great men as did not en-
gage like the frank-pledge men for their decennier. See Friburgh.
FREE-CHAPEL, libera capella.] A chapel, so called be-

cause it is exempt from the jurisdiction of the diocesan. Those
chapels are properly free- chapels which are of the king's foun-
dation, and by him exempted from the ordinary's visitation ;

also chapels founded within a parish for the service of God, by
the devotion and liberality of pious men, over and above the
mother-church, and endowed with maintenance by the founders,
which were free for the inhabitants of the parish to come to,

were therefore called free-chapels. Reg. Orig. 40, 41, The
Free-chapel of St. Martin-le- Grand is mentioned in the star.

3 Ed. 4. c. 4. as are others likewise by ancient statutes : but
these chapels were given to the king, with the chanteries, &e.
by stat, 1 Ed. 6. c. 14. See tit. Monasteries,

FREEHOLD, Uberum tenementum.~^ That land or tene-
ment which a man holds in fee-simple, fee-tail, or for term of
life. Bract, lib. Z. c. 9* It is described to be of two sons:
freehold in deed, and freehold in law ; the first being the real

possession of lands, &c. in fee or for life ; the other, the right
a person hath to search lands or tenements, before his entry or

* I j 1
:

1 i i 1 j > \ 1
. : i ded to offices, w hich a man holds

either in fee, or during life; and in the register of writs it is

said, that he who holds land upon an execution of a statute-

merchant until he is satisfied, the debt holds as freehold to him
and his assigns, and the same of a tenant by elegit ; but such
tenants arc not in fact freeholders, only as freeholders for their
time, till they have received the profits of the land to the value
of their debt. Reg. Judic. (>S. 73, A lease for ninety-nine
years, &c. determinable upon a life or lives, is not a lease for
life to make a freehold, but a lease for years, or chattel deter-
minable upon a life or lives ; and an estate for one thousand
years is not a freehold, or of so high a nature as an estate for
life. Co. Lit. 6. He that hath an estate for the term of his
own life, or the life of another, hath a freehold, and no other
of a less estate ; though they of a greater estate have a freehold,
as tenant in fee, &c. Lit. '57.

When a man pleads Uberum tcncmcnlum generally, it shall
be intended that he hath an estate in fee ; and not a bare estate
for life, Cro. Eliz. 87. An estate of freehold cannot by tlk
common law commence in futnro ; but it must take place' pre-
sently in possession j reversion or remainder. 5 Rep. 94.
A man made a deed of gift to his son and his heirs, of lands

after his death, and no livery was made; now if there had
been livery, it had been void, because a freehold cannot com-
mence infuluro: and it has been held, that it shall not enure
as a covenant to stand seised, by reason of the word give : by
which was intended a transmutation of the estate, and not to
pass it by way of use. March. Rep. 50, 51. Whatsoever is

part of, or fixed to, the freehold, goes to the heir ; and glass
windows, wainscot, &c. affixed to the house are parcel of the
house, and cannot be removed by tenants. 4 Rep, 63, (ii.

But it hath been adjudged, that if things necessary for trade,
&c. are affixed to the freehold by the lessee, he may take them
down and remove them, so as he do it before the end of the
term, and he do not thereby injure the freehold, i Salk. 368.
See further tits. Fixtures, Heir*
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Any thing fixed to the freehold may not be taken in distress

lor rent or in execution, &c. -See tits. Distress, Execution.

It was not felony at common law. only trespass, to steal or

take any thing annexed to the freehold: such as lead on a

church or house, com or grass growing (in the ground, apples

on a tree, &c. Though if they were severed from the free-

hold, whether by the owner or a thief, if he severed them at

one time, and took them away at another, it was larceny to

take them. 12 Ass. :V2 : 1 Hawk. P. ('.

Now the stealing of chattels annexed to the freehold is made
larceny by statute. See tits. Futures and Larceny*

Magna Charta, c. 2f)« ordains, " that no person shall he dis-

seised of his freehold, &e. hut by judgment of his peers, or

according to the law of the land which does not only relate

to common disseisins, but the king may not otherwise seize into

his hands the freehold of the subject. IVond's Itist* f>l 4. None
shall distrain any freeholders to answer for their freeholds, or

any thing touching the same, without the king s writ. Slat*

52 H. S* c. 22. Nor shall any person be compelled to answer
for his freehold, before any lord of a manor, &c, Stat. \&

Ric. 2. c. 12. See this Diet. tit. Liberty. As to the freehold

qualifications necessary in certain cases, see this Diet. tits. Par*
ltd ment, Juru, &e. ; and further for the definition and description

of freehold estates, title Estate.

FREEHOLDERS. Such as hold any freehold estate. By
the ancient laws of Scotland, freeholders were called mililesj and

freehold, in this kingdom, hath been sometimes taken in oppo-

sition to viltenage, it being lands in the hands of the gentry and

better sort of tenants, by certain tenure, who were always

freeholders, contrary to what was in the possession of the

inferior people, held at the will of the lord. Lambard.
FREEMAN, liber homo.~] One distinguished from a slave;

that is, born or made free ; and these have divers privileges

beyond others. Tn the distinction of a freeman from a vassal

under the feudal policy, liber homo was commonly opposed to

vassus or vassallus ; the former denoting an allodial proprietor ;

the latter, one who held of a superior. See tit. Tenures.

The title of a freeman is also given to any one admitted to

the freedom of a corporate town, or of any other corporate

body, consisting, among other members, of those called // eemen.

See tits. Corporation, London.
FH KE-M ASONS. See Masons.

FREE-WARREN. See Warren.

FREIGHT, Fr. fret. ~] The money paid for carriage of

goods by sea ; or in a larger sense, it is taken for the price paid

for the use of a ship to transport goods ; and for the cargo, or

burthen of the ship. Ships are freighted either by the ton, or

by the great : and in respect of time, the freight is agreed for,

at so much per month, or at a certain sura for the whole
voyage. If a ship freighted by the great, happens to be cast

away, the freight is lost ; but if a merchant agrees by the ton,

or at so much for every piece of commodities, and by any acci-

dent the ship is cast away, if part of the goods is saved, it is

said she ought to be answered her freight pro rata : and when
a ship is insured and such a misfortune happens, the insured

commonly transfer those goods over to the assurers, towards

a satisfaction of what they make good. I^ex Mercat.

If freight is agreed for the lading and unlading of cattle

at such a port, and some die before the ship arrives there, the

whole freight shall be paid for the living and the dead ; but

if the agreement be for transporting them, freight shall be

only paid for the living: it is the same of slaves. Ihid, 85.

In this country the usual clause in the charterparty,

whereby the merchant hinds the cargo, does not give to the

owner a lien on the cargo for any payment for which he might

not detain it in the absence of such a clause, so that with us the

clause is wholly inoperative. In the cases where a Hen is

allowed, it is not derived from this clause, but either from some
general principle of law, or some special contract. Where it

depends upon the general principle of haw, it is confined to the

specific chattels or some part thereof, in respect of which the

payment is t

by a ship cannot he detained for a breach of a covenant to
furnish a full cargo ; or for demurrage (15 East, 54-7) ; or for
pilotage or port charges, although the freighter may have en.
gaged to pay them, 4 B. § A. 630.

An entire ship was chartered for a voyage out and home
and by the terms of the charterparty, the merchant covenanted
to pay for the homeward cargo at certain rates per ton, on
delivery of the cargo at Liverpool, by bills at three months,
to load a full cargo, and to pay demurrage, and he bound the

goods to the performance of his covenants: decided the owner
could not detain the goods, either for the freight of such as

were put on board, but afterwards re-landed on compulsion, or

for dead freight, or for demurrage. 3 M. § S. 005. And a bill

filed in Chancery, to obtain a declaration that the shipowners

were entitled to a lien in equity, was dismissed. 2 Mcr, 4-0L

By another charterparty, containing the same obligatory

clause, an entire ship was let to freight for a voyage out and

home, at a definite sum, payable by instalments, in the progress

and at the end of the voyage: held, the owner could not detain

the goods for the payment of the money, 7 Taunt. 14:

2 Marsh. 339. S. C.

In each of these two cases the goods belonged to the charterer

himself, who had become bankrupt. The latter was decided

upon consideration of the nature of a lien, as being right to

detain something of which the party has possession; and as

the entire ship was let to freight, the merchant charterer was

considered to be the owner pro tem]X)re, and the goods on board

to be in his possession, and not of the owner, who had let out

the ship.

It has, however, been since held, that although by the

language of the charterparty, it may be expressed that the

owner or master lets the ship to freight, this phrase does not

necessarily import that the possession of the ship is given up

and taken by the charterer. And the result of the cases seems

to be, that this must depend upon the terms of the instrument

taken altogether, or upon the purpose and object of it. See

4 M. $ & 288 : 2 B. Moo. 294 : 8 Taunt. 293 : Christie v.

Lapis, 2 B. $ II 410: 5 Moo. 211.

From the case of Saville v. Campion, 2 B. $ A. 503, and also

from Christie v. Lewis, it seems that the right of lien for

freight does not absolutely depend on a particular covenant to

pay on delivery of the cargo, whereby the payment and delivery

are expressly made concomitant acts; but this may exist if it

appears from the instrument that the payment is to be made

in cash or bills before or at the delivery of the cargo; or even

if it does not appear that the delivery is to precede such

payment. The cases also show that the goods of the charterer

may be detained, not only for freight properly so called, but

also for a sum agreed to be paid for the use and hire of the

ship, although the goods of others laden in the ship can only be

detained for the sums they may have agreed to pay to the

charterer, or that maybe mentioned in the bill of lading; and

that the bankruptcy of the charterer, or any assignment or

pledge made by him of his goods, does not deprive the owner

of his right. 4 B. $ A. ft'JO.

Where pavment is to be made by approved bills, if the

owner object to a bill delivered to him, but afterwards nego-

ciate it, he thereby loses the benefit of his objection, and his

right to detain the goods. 3 B. $ A. 497*

The master of a" ship has not a lien on the freight for hu

wages, nor for his disbursements on account of his ship during

the" voyage, nor for premiums paid by him abroad for tbe

purpose of procuring the cargo. Smith v. Plumber, 1 Barn. Of

The master has a special property in the vessel, and may

declare for the freight of goods as carried in his vessel, tnougn

he be not the owner. Shields v. Davis, 6 Taunt. 05*

But pavment of the freight to the owners on their demana

will be a discharge against a claim by the master, not only in

the case of goods brought in a general ship, but also in tnc caw
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of an agreement not under seal, made between the master and
the charterer, and although the master may have previous! v
given notice not to pay the freight to anv person hut himself.
3 B. $ C. 647-

The time and manner of payment of freight are frequently
regulated by express stipulation's in the charterparty, and then
the payment must be according to the agreement. If there be
no express stipulation, we have seen that the master is not
bound to part with the goods until his freight is paid.

It is also often provided by eharterpar ties, that the goods
shall be delivered agreeably to bills of lading to he signed by
the master, and he, on receiving the goods, signs bills of lading
for delivery on payment of freight, or with words of similar
import, giving him a right to refuse delivery to the person
designated by the bill of lading without such payment* It

sometimes happens that the master does not insist upon the
exercise of this right, and it was at one time much questioned
whether the merchant charterer was answerable for the freight

:

it is now decided that he is. See cases, 8 Term Rep. 45 :

I Taunt. 300: 13 East, 565,
If a consignee receive goods in pursuance of the usual bill

of lading, by which it is expressed he is to pay the freight, by
such receipt he makes himself debtor for the freight, and mav
be sued for it, 2 Shon\ 443. And although it was held
otherwise by Lord Kenyan in 1 Esp, 23. it has since been
decided, that although there is no original privity of contract
between the purchasers from consignees and the owner, vet the
taking of goods by purchasers under a bill of lading 'is evi-
dence of a new agreement by them as the ultimate appointees
of the shippers, to pay the' freight for the carriage of the
goods, the delivery being stipulated with the shippers to be
made to the consignees named in the bill of lading, or their
assigns, he or they paying freight for the same, 13 East, 399.

But where A. and R, merchants abroad, shipped tobacco for
Liverpool, consigned to A. himself there, to whose order the
bills of lading were made, and one of the bills was sent inclosed
in a letter from the shippers to C. at Liverpool, advising him
of such consignment to A,, and that A. intended to proceed to
Liverpool ; but in case he should not arrive in time, desiring
C. to do the best for them. The tobacco having arrived in a
damaged state, and requiring to be landed, was deposited in
the king's warehouse, pursuant to the statute; and altar-
wards G, acting as agent for A. within the knowledge of the
captain, made an entry of it in his own name in the custom-
house to avoid seizure. Held, that this was not such an ac-
ceptance of the cargo by C. as would make him liable to the
captain for the freight. /Vard v. Fcifon, 1 East\507.

If part of the lading be on ship-board, and through some mis-
fortune happening to the merchant, he had not his full lading
abroad at the time agreed, the master shall have freight by
way of damage, for the time those goods were on board ; and is

at his liberty to contract with another, lest he lose his season
and voyage; and where a ship is not ready to take in, or the
merchant not ready to lade his goods abroad', the parties are not
only so at liberty, but the person damnified may bring an
action against the other and recover his damages sustained.
Leg. Rkod.

If the freighter of a ship shall lade on hoard prohibited
goods, or unlawful merchandize, whereby the ship is detained,
or the voyage impeded, he shall answer the freight agreed for.

Style, 220. And when goods are laden abroad, and the ship
hath broken ground, the merchant may not afterwards unlade
them

; for if he then changes his mind, and resolves not to
venture, but will unlade again, bv the marine law the freight
becomes due. If a master freights out his ship, and afterwards
secretly takes in goods unknown to the first laders, by the law
marine he forfeits his freight ; and if a master of a ship shall
put into any other port than what the ship was freighted to, he
shall answer damages to the merchant ; unless he is forced in
by storm, enemies, or pirates ; and in that case he is obliged
to sail to the port agreed, at his own expence. Leg. Otcron.

A ship is freighted so much out and so much in, there shall he
no freight due till the voyage is performed; so that if the ship

be cast away, coming home, the freight outwards, as wT ell as

inwards, are both gune. ] Brownl 21. And if no freight be
payable till the return, if the ship is lost returning, the freight
outwards shall be lost as well as that inwards. Mai. 98. And
see 2 CL Ca. 75: 2 Fern. 212: and also Dough 541, 542. that
where a ship perishes, the whole freight from the last place or
time of payment will be lost.

By charterparty the freighter covenanted to pay to the
owner freight, at and after a rate per ton per month for six

months at least, and so on in proportion for further time, till

her discharge or being lost, &c* to be paid as follows, viz. so

much as might be earned on arrival of the ship at her destined
port abroad, within ten days after her arrival there, and the
remainder at specified periods. This was held to constitute one
entire covenant, and that the arrival of the ship at her out-
ward bound port was a condition precedent to the owner's
right to recover any freight : and therefore the ship being lost

on her outward voyage, the owner was not entitled to recover
any portion of freight. 2 B. $ A. 1 7-

If a freighted ship becomes disabled without the masters
fault, he has his option to re-fit (if possible, in convenient
time), or to hire another ship to carry the goods. If the mer-
chant will not agree to this, the master is entitled to the full

freight for the whole voyage. 1 Bl. Rep. 1£)0.

And if the ship is disabled or taken when part of the voyage
is performed, a rateable proportion of the freight shall be paid
for the goods saved. 2 Burr. 882.
And further, as to the cases in which the owner of the ship is

entitled to recover freight pro rata, where only part 6f
the goods are conveyed to their destination, or the whole
voyage is not performed, see Abhott on Shipping, 300. 307.
5th edit.

A shipowner having first insured his ship with A. and his
freight with B. for a certain voyage, and having notice of an
embargo laid on the ship in a foreign port, abandons the ship
and freight to the respective underwriters, and receives from
them the whole amount of their subscriptions as for a total loss
of both; first undertaking, by a memorandum on the skip
policy, to assign to the underwriters thereon his interest in the
ship, and to account to them for it; and afterwards under-
taking, by a similar memorandum on the freight policy, to
assign to those underwriters all right of rccovcrv, eompensa-
tion, &c. The ship being afterwards liberated, and earning
freight, which was received by the assured, held, that how-
ever the question of priority as to the title of the freight might
have been as between the different sets of underwriters liti-

gating out of the same fund, and however the weight of
argument might preponderate more in favour of the under-
writers on the Ship, yet that the assured, who had received the
freight from the shippers of goods, was at all events liable on
his express undertaking to pay it over to the underwriters on
freight ; and that without deducting the expenees of provi-
sions, wages, &c, which were charges on the owner before the
abandonment, and on the underwriters on the ship afterwards.
Thompson v. Rowcrqft, 4 East's Rep. 34.
Freight may be insured for part of a voyage without notice

to the underwriters of the ultimate destination* 1.5 East's
Rep. 324.

A policy on freight at and from the ship's port of lading at
J. to her port of discharge, with leave to call at intermediate
ports, and there discharge, exchange, or take goods on board,
covers the freight of goods laden at any intermediate port ; and
therefore where the ship, having sailed with a cargo laden at
J. was cast on shore at an intermediate port, and lost part of
her cargo, and there took other goods on board and arrived at
her port of discharge and earned freight, the assured, who had
abandoned to the underwiter, and had adjusted with him as
for a total loss, was held liable to the underwriter for the
freight of the part of the cargo laden at the intermediate port.
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Barclay v. Stirling, 5 M. & 6: and sec G Taunt. 3:

1 Marsh. R. 402.

By a charterparty a ship was deserihed to be of the harden

of 21)1 tuns, and the freighter covenanted to hide a full and

complete cargo. The Court of K. B< held that the lading of

goods, equal in number of tons to the tonnage described in the

eharlerparty, was not a performance of tins covenant : but

that the freighter was bound to put on board as much goods as

the ship was capable of carrying with safety. Hunter v. Fry,

2 Barn* $ Aid. 421. And where there is a custom in the

country to compress cotton wool by machinery to improve the

stowage, a full cargo means a cargo so stowed. Benson v.

Schneider, 7 Taunt* 272.

The flag officers of a fleet have no right to any share in the

freight (or gratuity) which is given by government to a cap-

tain of a ship of war for carrying public treasure. Montague

v. Janverhiy 3 TV. P. Taunton, 442. Nor for carrying the

money of individuals. IVarren v. Shereff, 5 Maule $
wyn,8&.

*

See now stat. 59 G. 3. c. 25. for fixing the rate, and direct-

ing the disposal of freight-money for conveying specie and

jewels on board king's ships.

If the covenant in a charterparty by deed be that the goods

shall be delivered at London, and the freighters by parol direct

them to be delivered at Liverpool, which is accordingly done, the

master cannot recover on the charterparty freight for such

delivery, since the contract by deed cannot be altered by parol.

Thomson v. Brown, 1 Moo. 35$ : and see 1 East, 3\{): 8 Taunt.

2.14. But if the subsequent agreement is not inconsistent

with the prior deed, it may be sued on in assumpsit. 12 East,

578: and see 3 Bing. 635. Sec further this Diet. tits.

Charttrparlu, Insurance, Merchant

FRENCH Language, anciently used in the law records.

See tit. Pleading.

FRENCHMAN. Heretofore a term for every stranger

or outlandish man. Bract, lib. 3. tract. 2. c. 15. See Francigenw.

FRENDLESS-MAN. See Friendless-man.

FRENDWITE. From Saxon freond, amicus, and ?ritc,

nuilcta.] A mulct or fine exacted of him who harboured his

outlawed friend. BlounL But see Fleta, lib. 1. c. 7-

FRESCA. Fresh water, or rain, and land floods. Chart.

Aniiq. in Somner of Gavelkind, p. 132.

FRESH DISSEISIN. Frist. a disscixiua, from Ft. frajs,
recens; and disseisin, possessione ejicere.^ That disseisin which

a man might formerly seek to defeat of himself, and by his

own power, without resorting to the king or the law ;
as

where it was not above fifteen days old, or of some other short

continuance. Britton, c\ 5. Of this Bracton writes at large,

concluding it to be arbitrary. Lib, 4. c. 5. See tit. Disseisin.

Fiiesh Fine. A fine levied within a year past: it is men-

tioned in the statute of Weslm. 2. 13 Ed. 1. ai. 2. c. 45.

Frksii Force, frisen foriia.~] Is a force newly done in

any city, borough, &c. And if a person be disseised of any

lands or tenements within such a city or borough, he who hath

a right to the land, by the usage and custom of the said city,

&c. may bring his assise or bill of fresh force, within forty days

after the force committed, and recover the lands. F. N. B. 7 :

Old Nat. Br. 4. This remedy may be also had where any man

is deforced of any lands, after the death of his ancestor, to

whom he is heir, or after the death of tenant for life, or in tail,

in dower, &c, within forty days after the title accrued ; and in

a bill of fresh force, the plaintiff or demandant shall make pro-

testation to sue in the nature of what writ he will, as assise of

viortdancesior, of novel disseisin, intrusion, &c, Ne?v NaL Br.

15. The assise or bill of fresh force is sued out without any writ

from the Chancery; but after the forty days, there is to be a

writ out of Chancery, directed to the mayor, &c. But this

writ is absolute since ejectments have come in use for reco-

vering the possession of lands, &c.

FfiSSH Suit, or pursuit, recens insecutio.^ Such a present

and earnest following of an offender, where a robbery is com-

mitted, asne ^
covered until he be apprehended. Vide j>ost. And the benefit

of such pursuit of a felon is, that the party pursuing shall have
his goods restored to him, which otherwise are forfeited to the

king. Staundf. PL Cor. lib. 3. c. 10. $ 12. When an offender

is thus apprehended and indicted, upon which he is convicted

the party robbed shall have restitution of his goods; and
though the party robbed do not apprehend the thief presently

but that it be some time after the robbery, if the party did

what in him lay to take the offender ; and notwithstanding in

such case he happen to be apprehended by some other person,

it shall be adjudged fresh pursuit. Tenncs de Ley. h has

been anciently hoklen, that to make a fresh suit, the party

ought to make hue and cry with all convenient speed, and to

have taken the offender himself, &c. But at this day, if the

party hath been guilty of no gross negligence, but liath used

all reasonable care in inquiring after, pursuing, and appre-

hending the felon, he shall be allowed to have made sufficient

fresh suit. 2 Hank. P. C. c. 23. Also it is said, that the

judging of fresh suit is in the discretion of the court, though it

ought to be found by the jury ; and the justices may, if they

think fit, award restitution without making any inquisition

concerning the same. 2 Hawk. P. C, c. 23. See tit. Hue and

Cry.

Where a gaoler immediately pursues a felon, or other pri-

soner, escaping from prison, it is fresh suit, to excuse the

gaoler: and if a lord follow his distress into another's ground,

on its being driven off the premises, this is called fresh suit; m
where a tenant pursues his cattle, that escape or stray into an-

other man's lands. Fresh suit may be either within the view,

or without, as to which the law makes some difference ; and it

has been said that fresh suit may continue for seven years.

3 Pep. S. P. C. See tits. Arrest, Distress, Escape.

VKETUM BIUTANNICUM. It is used in our ancient

writings for the Streights between Dover and Calais.

FRETTUM ; FRECTUM. The freight of a ship or

freight money* Acquietari facieiisfrettum ua t itan, &c. Claus,

17* John m. 1 (>.

FRIBURGH, or FR IT 1 1BUR

G

H,frideburgum, from the

Snx.frid, i. e. pax, and borge, fidejussor.] The same with

frank pledge; the one being in the time of the Saxons, and the

other since the Conquest; of these friburghs, Bracton treats,

lib. 3, tract. 2. c. 10. And they are particularly described in

the laws of King Edward, set out by Lombard, foi lA
Fleta likewise writes on this subject, lib. I. c. 47« And %/-

man makes a difference between^// iborg m&frithhurg; saving

the first signifies libere securilas, and the other pacts securitas.

Although friburghs or frithburghers were anciently required

as principal pledges or sureties for their neighbour for the

keeping of the peace, yet certain great persons were a sufficient

assurance for themselves and their menial servants. Skene,

See tit. Court-Leet.

FRIDSTOLL; FRITHSTOW, Sax. frid, pax, and slot,

sedes.] A seat, chair, or place of peace. In the charter of

immunities granted to the church of St. Peter in York, hy

Henry and confirmed anno 5 II. 7. Fridstoll is expounded

cathedra pads $ quietudin is, $?c. And there were many

such in England; but the most famous was at Beverley, whu'ti

had this inscription : kmc sedes lapidea freedstoll dicdur, i- e.

pads cathedra, ad quam reus fugiendo pervemens, ontmnwtm

habet securitateni. Camd. See tits. Abjuration, Sanctuary.

FRIENDLESS-MAN. The old Saxon word for an out-

law: because he was, upon his expulsion from the kings pro-

tection, denied all help of friends after certain days; nam

forhfeeit amicos. Bract, lib. 3. tract. 2. c. 12. fcee BR

Frendwite.
t

. . ~

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES. Associations, chiefly among

the most industrious of the lower and middling class of trades-

men, for the purpose of affording each other relief in «u«*ft

and their widows and children some assistance at their aew*

These have been thought worthy the protection of the by*
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attire to prevent frauds which h;ul arisen from the irregular
principles on which many of them were conducted. For this

purpose were passed the 33 G. 3. c. 5±: 35 G. 3. c. 111;
43 G. 3. c. J 1 1 : 49 G. 3. c. m s and 5<) G. $. c. 128.
By the 10 G. 4. c, o6\ which extends to Great Britain

and Ireland j all of the above, as well as the Irish statutes

(35 G. 3. e. 111. § 1 : and 36 G, 3. c. 58.) are repealed
after the expiration of three years, or on existing societies
previously conforming to the act § I, 40. The following
is a short outline of its provisions :—Any number of persons
may form themselves into a society, and raise among them-
selves a fund for their mutual benefit, and make and alter
rules, impose fines., cVe. § 2. Societies shall declare in their
rules the purpose of their establishment, Sec. ; and direct the
uses to which the money subscribed shall be appropriated ; and
may impose penalty on treasurer, &c. for misapplication of
money. § 3* The rules of every society shall be submitted to,

and approved by, the barrister appointed to certify the savings'

banks in England, to the lord advocate or his deputies in
Scotland, and to a barrister appointed by the attorney-general
in Ireland (unless they are copies of approved rules of other
societies already enrolled under the act in the same county),
and deposited with clerk of the peace, to be confirmed by jus-
tices at sessions, and the enrolment certified by clerk of the
peace. § 4, An appeal is given to the sessions in case of rules
being rejected by the barrister, &c* § 5. Rules are not to be
allowed, unless justices are satisfied with the tables of pay-
ment to the members. § G. So society is to be entitled to the
benefit of this act until their rules have been entered in a
book for the inspection of all the members, &c, and a tran-
script thereof deposited with the clerk of the peace, § 7.
Hides, when entered and deposited, binding on the members,
and a copy of the transcript is to be received in evidence. § 8.
No confirmed rule to be altered but at a general meeting of
the society, &c. § $ Rules shall specify place of meeting and
duties of officers ; but societies may alter their place of meeting
on giving seven days' notice in writing to the clerk of the
peace. § 1 0. Societies may appoint officers, and require secu-
rities for offices of trust, by bond, to be given to the clerk of
the peace, who may sue thereon for the use of such societies.

$11. Appointment and powers of committees. § lisJ. Trea-
surer, with consent of the soc iety, to invest surplus of contri-
butions in the public funds, savings' banks, or government
securities. § ] J. Treasurer, &e. to render accounts, and pay
over balances, &c. ; and in case of neglect, application to be
made to the Court of Exchequer in England or Ireland, and
the Court of Session in Scotland, who may proceed thereon in a
summary way. § i 4-. W here persons are seised of lands or other
property as trustees for any society, and they are out of the
jurisdiction of the court, &c, court may appoint a person to
convey. § \5. In absence, &c. of trustees, court may order
stock to be transferred, and the dividends paid. § 1 6\ No fee
to be taken by any officer for proceedings in such courts. § 17.
The secretary, deputy secretary, or accountant-general of Bank,
&cfJ or the one of them, shall be the persons named in orders
for making transfers, except in the cases therein mentioned.
§ 18, The act to be an indemnity to the Bank. § }(). Exe-
cutors of officers shall pay money "due to societies in prefer-
ence to other debts. § 20. All estates and effects of societies

Rules to be made to direct how- all disputes shall be settled ; if
referred to arbitration, arbitrators to be appointed, whose award
may be enforced by one justice. § 2J. Disputes may be re-
ferred to justices, if so directed by the rules. § 28. Orders of
justices final. § <2<J, Funds may be subscribed into savings*
banks: §30: or into the Bank' of England. § 51. Minors,
with consent of parents, &c. may be members of societies. § 32.
Societies shall make annual audits and statement of the funds.

§ 33. Returns of sickness and mortality to be made to the
clerks of the peace within three months after end of year 1835,
and every subsequent five years. § 34. Returns to be trans-
mitted every five years to secretary of state, to be laid before
parliament. § 35. Societies not making returns shall lose the
benefit of this act. § 36- All instruments taken under, or
authorised by the act, &c.3 exempt from stamp duties. § 37-
Act to extend to all present and future societies. § 3£f. Socie-
ties already enrolled, not conforming to the provisions of the
act within three years, shall cease to be entitled to the provi-
sions of the repealed acts. § 40.

FRIAR, Lzt.Jrater, Fr.JhreQ The name of an order of
religious persons, of which there were four principal branches,
viz. 1. Minors, Grey Friars, or Franciscans. 2. Augustines.
3. Dominicans, or Black Friars. 4. White Friars, or Carme-
lites, of which the rest descend. See stat. 4 if. 7. c. 17

.

Lt/udetrood de liefis. Dow i fats, c. I

.

' F R I AR;C)BS E RVAN T, frater observans.il A branch of
the Franciscan friars, who were minors, as well as the Con-
ventuals and Capuchins. They were called Observants because
they arc not combined together in any cloister, convent, or
corporation, as the Conventuals are: but tied themselves to
observe the rules of their order more strictly than the Con-
ventuals, and upon a singularity of zeal separated themselves
from them, living in certain places of their own choosing.
Zach. de Rep. Fa tes, de Regular, c. 12. They are mentioned
in the stat. 25 H. 8. c. 1 '2.

FRILING, FREOLING, from $z\.freoh, liber, and ling,
progenies.] A freeman born.

FRIPPERER, Fr.fripier, I e. interpolator.] One that
scours and furbishes up old clothes to sell again ; a kind of
broker.^ See. stat. 1 Jac. 1. e. 21. and tit. Brokers.
FRISCUS, Fresh uncultivated ground.

p. 56.

FRITH, Sax.]
Saxons held woods
sanctuaries.

Won. AngL torn, 2.

A wood, from /rid, pax ; for the English
to be sacred, and therefore made them

Sir Edward Coke expounds it a plain between
woods, or a lawn. Co Lit. 5. Camden in his Britannia
useth it for an arm of the sea, or a streight, between two lands,
from the wordfrelum.
FRITH BRECH, pads violatio.^ The breaking of the

peace. LL. JEthelred, c. 6. See Grithbrcche.
FRITHGEAR, from Sax. frith, or ft id, pax, and gear,

annus ] The year of jubilee, or of meeting for peace" and
friendship. Somn.
FRITHGILD. A Guildhall; also a company or fra-

ternity.

FRITHMAN. One belonging to such fraternity or com-
pany. Blount.

FRITHMOTE, is mentioned in the records of the county
palatine of Chester: per frithmote J. Stanley, Ar. clamatto be vested in trustees, Sec. for the time being, who may bring capere, annuatim de 'villa de Ohon, tpue est infra feodum manand defend actions, &e. §21. Responsibility of treasurer or —J

'— ' - —
trustees to be limited to the money they actually receive. § 22.
Payments by society to persons appearing to be next of kin
declared valid. § 23. Sums not exceeding 201. due to members
who die intestate, may be paid without probate. § #4. One
justice may determine complaints of fraud, &c, and punish by
fine or imprisonment. §

L25. Societies may be dissolved by
five-sixths in value of the members, and ihe consent of all par-
ties receiving relief; but the intended appropriation of the funds
is to be stated in the plan of dissolution, and such funds are only
to be divisible for the general purposes of the societies, § 26.

VOL, [«

nerium de, eye. 10 sol. quos comites Cestria? ante confeciionem
charia* prcud. solebant capere. PL in Bin. apud Ce&triam
1 4 H. 7.

FRITHSOKE, FRITHSOKEN, from Sax. frith, pax,
and socne, libertas.] Surety of defence, a jurisdiction for the
purpose of preserving the peace

J according to Fleta, libertas
habendiJranci plesii ; sen vmmunitatis locus. Cornel, Blount.
FRODMORTBL, rather FREOMORTEL, from Sax,

freo, free, and morthdel, homicide.] An immunity for
mining manslaughter. Mm* AngL torn. l. p. 173.

'

FRUIT, Stealing of.1 See tit. Gardens.
4 v

com-
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FRUMGYLD, Sax.] The first payment made to the

kindred of a person slain, towards the recompence of his

nun tier. EL. Edmund.
FRUMSTOL. The chief seat or mansion house ; which is

called bv some the Homestal. Leg, Ina>, c. 38.

FRUSCA TERFLE. Waste and desert lands. Mm. Angl.

lorn. 2. p. 327.

FRUSSURA, from Vv. froissure~\ A breaking down;
also a ploughing or breaking up. Frussura domornm is house-

breaking; and frussura terra;, new broke land. Mori* Angl

torn. 2. p. 394.

FRUSTRUM TERR/E. A small piece or parcel of land,

Domesday.
FRUTECTUM. A place where shrubs or tall herbs do

grow. Mon. Ant*L torn. 3. p. 22.

FRYTH. See Frith.

FUAGF. In the reign of King Edward III. the Black

Prince, having Acquitain granted him, laid an imposition of

i n age upon the subjects of that dukedom, i. c. 12d- for every

'fire. RoL Pari 25 Ed. 3. And it is probable that the hearth

money imposed anno 16 Car. 2. took its original from hence.

See tit. Fumage.
FUEL. By the 43 Eliz. c. I k (repealed by the 5 G. 4.

c. 74, § 23.) if any person shall sell billet wood or faggots for

fuel under the assise, &c. on presentment thereof upon oath by

six persons sworn by a justice of peace, the party may be set

on the pillory, in the next market town, with a faggot, &c.

bound to some part of his body. None are to buy fuel but

such as will burn it or retail it to those who do, on pain to

forfeit the treble value ; also no person may alter any mark or

assise of fuel, on the like forfeiture. Stats* 7 Ed. 6. c> 7:

43 Elk. c. 1 4. See tit. Common.
FUER, Fr.far, Ld.t.ftgere.~] Flight is used substantively

though it be a verb, and is two-fold, fucr hi fail, or infacto,

when a man doth apparently and corporally fly ; imdfuer in

let/, in lege, when being called in the county court he appoareth

not, which is flight in the interpretation of the law. Slandf.

PI. Cor. lib* 3. c. 2%.

FUGA CATALLC)RUM. A drove of cattle ; fugaiorcs

carrucarum, waggoners who drive oxen, without beating or

goading. Fleia, lib. 2. c. 78.

FUGACIA. A chase; m fugaiio is hunting, or the pri-

vilege to hunt, Blount.

FUGAM FECIT, was where it was found hy inquisition

that a person fled for felony, &c. And if flight and felony

were found on an indictment for felony, or before the coroner,

where a murder was committed, the offender .should forfeit all

his goods, and the issues of his lands, till he was acquitted or

pardoned; and it was held, that when one indicted of any

capital crime, before justices of Oyer, &c. was acquitted at his

trial, but found to have fled, he should, notwithstanding his

acquittal, forfeit his goods: but not the issues of his lands,

because by acquittal the land was discharged, and consequently

the issues. 3 InsL 218. The party might in all cases, except

that of the coroner's inquest, traverse the finding of a ft/gam

fecit; and the particulars of the goods found to be forfeited,

might be always traversed; also whenever the indictment

against a man was insufficient, the finding of a fugam feck

would not hurt him. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 4f). Making default

in appearance on an indictment, &c, whereby outlawry was

awarded, was a flight in law.

By 7 and 8 G- 4. c, 28. § 5. where a person is indicted for

treason or felony, the jury shall not he charged to inquire of

his lands, tenants, or goods, or whether he fled.

In Scotland, where a criminal does not obey the citation to

answer, the court pronounces sentence of fugitation against

him, which induces a forfeiture of goods and chattels to the

crown. See this Diet. tits. Exigent, Outlawry, Forfeiture.

FUGITIO, pro fuga.— Knighton, Anno 1537-

FUGITIVES' GOODS, bona fugiiivorurn r\ The goods

of him that fled upon felony, which after the flight lawfully

found on recoiu ocuougcu. to uiv *u*g ui ium ui me manor
5 Rep. 10[).

Fugitives over Sea. By two ancient and obsolete, if not

expired, statutes; 9 Ed. 3. c. 10: 5 JRic. 2. st. 2. c, 2 ; to

depart this realm over the sea, without the king's licence,

except it were great men and merchants, and the ting's

soldiers, incurred forfeiture of goods: and masters of ships,

&c. carrying such persons beyond sea, forfeited their vessels

;

also if any searcher of any port negligently suffered any per-

sons to pass, he should he imprisoned, &c. See tits. Aliens,

Allegiance, Foreign Service, Treason.

FULLAGE. . See tits. Age. Infant.

FULLUM AQU/F. A fleam or stream of water, such as

conies from a mill.

FUM AGE , / umagi

u

w .] I ) u 11 for soil, or manu ring of land

with dung. Chart. It. 2 : Pat. 5 Ed. 4. And this word has

been sometimes used for smoke money, a customary payment

for every house that had a chimney. Domesday. See 1 Comm.

324. and this Diet. tit. Taxes.

FUMADOES. Pilchards garbaged and salted, then hung

in the smolvc, and pressed ; so called in Spain and Italy, whither

they are exported in great abundance. See tits. Fish, Navi-

gation Acts.

FUN DITORES, is used for pioneers, in Pat. 10 Ed, 2. m. 1,

FUNDS. See tits. National Debt, Stock-brokers, Stocks,

FUNERAL CHARGES. The executor or administrator

must bury the deceased in a manner suitable to the estate he

leaves behind him. 2 Comm. 50$. Funeral expences, according

to the degree and quality of the deceased, are to be allowed

before all other debts and charges (3 Inst. 202); but if the

personal representative be guilty of extravagance, it is a specks

of devastavit, which shall only he prejudicial to himself, and

not to the creditors nr legatees.' Salk, 19^- 4 Dow. P. C. 227-

In strictness no funeral expences are allowable against a

creditor, except for the coffin, ringing the bell, parson, clerk,

and bearers* fees*; but not for pall or ornaments; per Haft

1 Salt 2<ju\ Ten pounds are enough to be allowed for the

funeral of one in debt ;
per Holt. Baron Powell in bis circuit

would allow but 1 U. (id. as all the necessary charge. Comb.
$f&

And it would seem 40*. was once the usual sum in case of an

insolvent. Sec Salk. 196: Codolp. p. 2. c. 2b\ § 2.

In the time of Lord Hardwich 10/. appears to have been the

established allowance as against creditors. 3 Atk. 11J).

Where the deceased had been a captain in the army, the

Court of K. B. latelv held that 79** was too large a sum, and

intimated that 20/' would now be the proper allowance.

1 B. # Ad. 260.

A liberal scale is adopted as against other persons than cre-

ditors where there are sufficient assets.

A person died in debt, and 600/. was laid out in his funeral:

decreed the same should be a debt, payable out of a trust estate,

charged with payment of debts, he being a man of great estate

and reputation in his country, and buried there, but had he

been buried elsewhere, it seemed his funeral might have beta

more private, and the court would not have allowed so much.

Prec. Ch. 27- See also 14 Fes. 364. But the court m I

recent case refused to allow 2 210/. for the funeral expences ol

a nobleman whose personal estate was believed to be solvent at

his death, but ultimately from unforeseen circumstances proveu

to be insolvent. 4 Sim. 512. ,

Where (previous to the 11 G. 2. c. 18. enabling freemen

London to bequeath their whole personal estate) a citizen

London devised 700/. for mourning, the question was, u u

should come out of the whole estate, or out of the egatory

part only ; it was insisted that if there had been no direction

bv the will, or if the will had directed that the expences ot

the funeral should not exceed such a sum, there the deduct on

must have been out of the whole estate- Per cur. *lm«
devised bv the will must come out of the legatory part, m
not to lessen the orphanage and customary part. ~

\

The funeral expences of a freeman of London dying ww*
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tatc arc to be paid out of the general personal estate, and not

the dead man's part merely. Swinb. Pt. 3. c. 16» pL 3.

Settlements for separate maintenance of the wife shall never
extend to funeral charges; and though she made a will (ac-

cording to a power given her), and an executor, and gave
several legacies, but there was no residuum for the executor,

the husband's estate in the hands of a devisee, subject to the
payment of debts, was made liable to the funeral charges of the

wife, G Mod. Sl-

it appears to be now decided, that, in the absence of evidence
to charge any other person, an executor with assets is answer-
able in point of law, without any express contract for the

funeral expences of his testator suitable to his degree. 3 Camp.
208 : 3 Y. # /. 28. See also 1 B. & Ad. 262.

But it is not clear whether the judgment should be de bonis

propr'tis, or de bonis testatoris, or consequently whether plene
administravit is a good plea. It should seem, however, that

naming the defendant executor in the declaration is surplus-

age, and that he is liable de bonis propriis, if liable at all ; hut

that, since the maintenance of the action is dependent on the
fact of his being an executor with assets, he may show under
the general issue that his testator left none* Williams on
Executorsj 1101.

FUNGIBLES, Moveable goods which may be estimated
by weight, number, or measure. In this sense, jewels, paint-
ings, or other works of art or taste, are not fungibles, their

value differing in each individual, without possessing any com-
mon standard. BcWs Scotch Law Diet
FURCA ct FOSSA ; the gallows and the pit.] In ancient

privileges granted by our kings, it signified a jurisdiction of
j

punishing felons ; that is, men by hanging and women with
drowning. And Sir Edward Coke says, fossa is taken away,
but that furca remains. 3 Inst* 58 : and see Skene.
FURCARE AD TASSUM. To pitch corn with a fork in

loading a waggon, or in making a rick or mow. CoweL
FURCAM et FLAGELLUM. The meanest of all servile

tenures when the bondman was at the disposal of his lord for
life and limb. Placit. Term Mich. 2 Joh. : Rot. 7.

FURIGELDUM. A mulct paid for theft : by the laws of
King Kthclred, it is allowed, that they shall be witnesses qui
numptam furigeldum reddidcrunt, i. e. who never were accused
of theft.

FURIOSITY. Madness, as distinguished from fatuity Osr

ideotcy.

FURIOUS DRIVING. By 1 G, 4. c. 4. if any person
shall be maimed or injured by reason of the wanton or furious
driving or racing, or by the wilful misconduct of any coach-
man, or other person having the cliarge of any stage coach or
public carriage ; such wanton and furious driving or racing, or
wilful misconduct, shall he a misdemeanor, punishable by fine
and imprisonment.

The act does not extend to hackney coaches drawn by two
horses only, and not plying for hire as stage coaches,

FURLONG. A quantity of ground containing generally
forty poles or perches in length, every pole being sixteen feet
and a half; eight of which furlongs make a mile ; it is other-

|

wise the eighth part of an acre of land in quantity. Stat.

3b Ed. t, sL 5. c. (). In the former acceptation, the Romans
call it stadium; and in the latter jugerurn. Also the word
furlong has been sometimes used for a piece of land of more or

less acres*

FURNACES, The stat. 1 and 2 G. 4. c. 41. enables the
court to award costs (to be paid by the convicted party) upon
the conviction of a nuisance occasioned by furnaces used in

working steam engines, and to make an order for remedying
such nuisance. By § 3. these provisions are not to extend to

the owners of furnaces used solely for working mines or smelt-
ing ores.

FURNAGIUM. See Fomagium.
FURNARIUS. A baker who keeps an oven ; hence fur-

niare signifies to bake or put any thing in the oven. Mai,
Paris anno 1258.

FUHR,furrura, from the Fr,foarer, i. c. pcllicularc.*] The
coat or covering of a beast. The stat. 24 EL 8. c. \S. mentions
different kinds of it, viz. sables ; which are a richfurr, of colour

between black and brown, the skin of a beast called a sable, of

bigness between a pole-cat and an ordinary cat, bred in Russia

and Tartary. Lucerns, the skin of a beast of that name, near
the size of a wolf, in colour neither red nor brown, but between
both, and mingled with black spots; which are bred in Mus-
covy; and is a very rich furr. Genets, a beast's skin so called,

in bigness between a cat and a weazle, nailed like a cat, and
of that nature ; and of two kinds, black and grey, the black

most precious which hath black spots upon it hardly to be seen;
this beast is the product of Spain. Foins arc of fashion like

the sable, the top of the furr is black, and the ground whiteish

;

bred for the most part in France. Morten is a beast very like

the .sable, the skin something coarser, produced in England
and Ireland, and all countries not too cold ; but the best are in

Ireland. Resides these, there are the Jitch or pole-cat ; the
calabar, a little beast, in bigness near a squirrel ; miniver, being
the bellies of squirrels ; and shanks, or what is called badge,
&c, all of them furs of foreign countries, some whereof make
a large branch of their inland traffick.

FURST and FONDONG, Sax.] Time to advise, or to

take counsel. Leg. H. L c. 46.

FORTHCOMING. See Forthcoming.
FURZE, maliciously setting fire to, wherever growing, is

felony by 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 30. § 17.

FURTUM. Theft or robbery of any kind.

FUSTIANS. No person shall dress fustians with any other
instrument than the broad sheers, under the penalty of 20s.
And the master and wardens of the company of Cloth workers
in London, &e. have power to search the workmanship of sheer-
men, as well for fustian, as cloth. Stats.* II IE 7. c. 27
39 Eliz.c. 13. See this Diet. tit. Manufacturers.
FYRDERINGA; FYRTHING; FYRDUNG. From

Sax. Jirdernng, i. e. cxpeditioius apparatus*^ A going out to

war, or a military expedition at the king's command; not going
upon which, when summoned, was punished by fine at the
king's pleasure. Leg. EI. X* c. 10. Blount calls it an expe-
dition ; or a fault or trespass for not going upon the same.

G.GAB GAB
GAREL, gabella, gablum, gahlagium, in Fr. gabelle, i. e. service, &c. And where it was a payment of rent, those who

vectigalr} This word hath the same signification among paid it were termed gabiatores. Domesday, Co. Lit. 21 3. It
our ancient writers, as gabelle had formerly in France ; it is a is by some authors "distinguished from tribute ; gabel being a
tax; but hath been variously used; as for a rent, custom, tax on moveables, tribute on immoveables. When the word

4 F 2
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gabel was formerly mentioned in France without any addition

to it, it signified the tax on salt
;
though afterwards it was

applied to ail otfaer taxes*

GABLE-END, -gabubm*} The head or extreme part of a

house or building. Paroch. Antuj. L2Sti.

GABULUS DENARIORUM. Rent paid in money. Selden

on Tithes y p. 321,

(i AFOLD-GILD, Sax.] The payment of tribute or custom;

it sometimes denotes usury*

GAFOLD-LAND, or GAFUL-LAND, Terra cmsuaUs*2

Land liable to taxes ; and rented or let for rent. Sax. Did.

GAGE, Fr. Lat. vadium^} A pawn or pledge. Glanv. lib. 10.

c.6.

GAG Eft DE DELIVERANTE, is where he that hath

taken a distress being sued, hath not delivered the cattle, &c.

that were distrained ; then he shall not only avow the distress,

but gager deliverance, i. e. put in surety, or pledges, that he

will deliver them. F. N. B. 67- 9*- This gager de deliverance

is had on suing out replevens, upon the plaintiff's paying the

same: and it is said the parties are to be at issue, or there is to

be a demurrer in law, before gager deliverance is allowed ; and

if a man claim any property in the goods, or the beasts are

dead in the pound,' the party shall not gage, &c. Kitch. lk>.

See this Diet, tits. Distress, Replevin.

GAGER DEL LEY, Wager of Lew. See that title.

GAINAGE, gainagium, i, e, plaustri apparatus, Fr. gaU

qnage, viz. lucrum.^
^ The gain or profit of tilled or planted

land, raised by cultivating it; and the draught, plough, and

furniture for carrying on the work of tillage, by the baser kind

of soke-men or villeins. Gainage was only applied to arable

land, when they that had it in occupation, had nothing thereof

but the profit raised by it from their own labour, towards

their sustenance, nor any other title but at the lrrds will ; and

gainer is used for a soke-man, that hath such land in occupation.

Bract lib. U c. 9: Old. Nat. Br, 117- The word gain is

mentioned by West. Symb. par. 2. sect. Bi where he says land

in demesne/but not in gain, &c. And in the stat. 51 H> 3.

sf. 4, there are these words ;
" no man shall be distrained by

his beasts that gain the land.'— In the statute of Magna
Charta, c, 14- by gainage is meant no more than the plough-

tackle, or implements of husbandry, without any respect to

gain or profit ; where it is said of the knight and freeholder, he

shall be amerced salvo contenemento suo ; the merchant or

trader, salvo merchdndisa sua ; and the villein or countryman

salvo gain agio sua, &c. In which cases it was, that the merchant

and husbandman should not be hindered, to the detriment of

the public, or be undone by arbitrary fines ; and the villein had

-his wainage, to the end that the plough might not stand still
;

for which reason the husbandmen at this day are allowed a like

privilege by law, that their beasts of the plough are not in

many cases liable to distress. See tit. Distress.

GAINERY, Fr, Gaigncrie.~] Tillage, or the profit arising

from it, or of the beasts employed therein. Stat. Weslm. h

cc. 1 6, 17- -

GALEA. A galley, or swift sailing ship. Tlovcd. p. ()82, 6<)2.

GALLETL According to Somner were viri Galeati; but

Knighton savs thev were Welchraen.

GALLIGASKINS. Wide hose or breeches having their

name from their use bv the Gaseoigns. Diet.

GALL I-HALI PENCE. A kind of coin which, with sus-

kins and doitkins, were forbidden by the stat, 3 H. 5. c* 1. It

is said they were brought into this kingdom by the Genoese

merchants, who, trading hither in galleys, lived commonly in a

lane near Tower-street, and were called galley-men, landing

their goods at Galley-key, and traded with their own smallsilver

coin termed galley halfpence. Stows Survey, 137- See tit. Coin.

GALLIMAVVFRY. A meal of coarse victuals given to

callev slaves. Diet.

GALUVOLAT IUM (from gallus, a cock). A cock-shoot

or cock-glade. Diet,

GALOCHES, Fr.] A kind of shoe, worn by the Gauls

in dirty weather; mentioned in the stat. 14 and 15 H. 8,

c>9>

GAMBA, GAMBF.RIA, GAMBRIA, Tr.jambiere.'] Mili-

tary boots or defence for the legs. Diet

GAM BEYSO N, gamhezon um.~] A horseman's coat used in

war, which covered the legs : or rather a quilted coat, cento,

vest'tmentum ex coacdli tana confeclum, to put under the armour,

to make it sit easy. Fleta, lib. 1 . c. 24?.

( rA ME, anonpin y from anceps ,
auenpi^ L e . avium capt h.~]

Birds or prey got by fowling and hunting.

The GAME-LAWS are a system of positive regulations

introduced and confirmed by statute.

These laws have been the subject of much discussion; they

have been stiled even from the bench (see 1 Term Rep. 4[)},

an oppressive remnant of the ancient arbitrary forest laws,

under which, in darker ages, the killing one of the king's deer

wlis equallv penal with murdering one of his subjects. See

this Diet. tit. Forest, and 4 Cojnrn. c. 33. II. 2. On the other

hand, the object of them has been well defined to be, the pre-

servation of the several species of those animals which would

soon be extirpated by a general liberty : and the prevention of

idleness and dissipation in husbandmen, artificers, and others of

lower rank. 2 Comm. 41 1. b. 2. c. 2J.

The game laws have been materially altered by the 1 and

2 tl\ 1°. c. 32. which has repealed all the former statutes on

the subject, abolished the system of qualification, allowed the

sale of game, and introduced other new provisions. The efket

of this act, and of the 9 & *. c. 6"9- against night poaching,

may be stated under the following heads:

—

I, What shall be deemed Game, and when it tnt%

be taken.

IL Of the Right to kill Game.

III. Of the Penalties for ttnlanfulfy killing Game.

IV. Of the Certificate.

V. Of Gamekeepers.

VI. Of buying and selling Game.

VII. Of Trespasses under the Act.

VilL Of Poach ing hy Night.

L What shall be deemed Game, and when it may be taken.—

Bv § 2. of the new act (I and 2 W. <k c. 32.) the word " game"

shall, for the purposes of the act, include hares, pheasants,

partridges, arouseJieath or moor game, black game, and bustards.

And the words <> lord of a manor," &c. shall, throughout the

act, be deemed to include a lady of the same, respectively.

By § 3. if any person shall kill or take any game, or use any

dog, gun, net, or other engine or instrument for that purpose,

on a Sundav or Christmas-day, he shall, on conviction before

two justices, forfeit for every such offence not exceeding 5$

together with costs. And if any person shall kill or^take any

partridge, between the 1st of February and the 1st of October

in any year, or any black game (except in the county ot

Somerset or Devon, or in the New Forest, in the county ot

Southampton), between the 10th of December in any jm
and the 20th of August in the succeeding year, or in tW

county of Somerset or Devon, or in the New Forest atormio,

between the I Oth of December in any year, and the Wff

September in the succeeding year; or any grouse, common ly

culled red game, between the' 10th of December in any yea

and the 12th of August in the succeeding year, or any bastaru

between the 1st of March and the 1st of September m any

vear : every such person shall, on conviction of any such oBOi*

before two justices, forfeit for every head of game so killed or

taken not exceeding 1/., together with costs.
_

And if any person, with intent to destroy or injure any

game, shall put, or cause to be put, any poison
o
J—

ingredients, on any ground, open or enclosed, where

usually resort, or in any highway, he shall, on conuttum
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before two justices, forfeit not exceeding 10/, together with
costs,

§ 4. If any person licensed to deal in game by the act, shall

buy or sellj or knowingly have in his house, shop, stall, pos-

session, or control, any bird of game after the expiration of
ten days (one inclusive, and the other exclusive) from the
respective days in each year on which it shall become unlawful
to kill or take such birds of game ; or if any person not so
licensed, shall buy or sell any bird of game after the expiration
of such ten days ; or shall knowingly have in his house, pos-
session, or control, any bird of game (except birds of game
kept in a mew or breeding place) after the expiration of forty
days (one inclusive, and the other exclusive) from the respec-
tive days in each year, on which it shall become unlawful to

kill or take such birds of game respectively, every such person
shall, upon conviction before two justices, forfeit for every head
of game so bought or sold, or found in his house, &c, not
exceeding ]/. together with costs.

§ 24. If any person not having the right of killing game
upon any land, nor having permission from the person having
such right, shall take out of the nest, or destroy in the nest
upon such land, the eggs of any bird of game, or of any swan,
wild duck, teal, or widgeon, or shall knowingly have in his

house, shop, possession, or control, any such eggs so taken ; i

every such person shall, on conviction before two justices,

forfeit for every egg so taken or destroyed, or so found in his

house, &c. not exceeding 5s. together with costs.

II. Of the Right to kill Game—The repeal of the former
acts does away with all qualifications in respect of estate, or
personal dignity ; and every one is now at liberty to kill game
on his own land, or on that of another person, with the leave
of the person entitled to the game, provided he takes out the
necessary certificate for that purpose*
By § 5. nothing in the act contained shall affect or alter

(except as therein mentioned) any act or acts in force, by
which any person using any dog, gun, net, or other engine,
for the purpose of taking or killing any game whatever, or any
woodcock, snipe, quail, or landrail, or any conies, are required
to have annual game certificates. And all regulations and
provisions contained in any act or acts relative to game certifi-

cates, so far as they relate to gamekeepers of manors, and to
the amount of duty for game certificates to be charged upon
or in respect of gamekeepers of manors, in the cases specified
in such act or acts, shall extend to gamekeepers of lands
appointed under the new act.

By § 6*. every person who shall have obtained an annual
game certificate (see stat. post, IV.) is authorised to kill and
take game; subject, however, to any action, or such other pro-
ceedings as are afterwards specified in the act, for any trespass
committed in search or pursuit of it. But it is provided, that
no certificate! on which a less duty than 3/. 13*. uV, is charge-
able under the acts relating to game certificates, shall authorize
any gamekeeper to kill or take any game, or to i;>l< auv doir,

gun, net, or other engine or instrument for the purpose of
killing or taking it, except within the limits included in his

appointment as gamekeeper; but that if a gamekeeper kill or
take any game, or use any dog, &c., for the purpose of killing
or taking it, beyond such limits as aforesaid, he may be pro-
ceeded against under the act, or otherwise, in the same manner
as if he had no certificate.

By § 7. in all cases where any person shall occupy any land
under any lease or agreement made previously to the new act,

except in the cases thereinafter next excepted, the lessor or
landlord is to have the right of entering upon such land, or of
authorizing any other person having certificate to enter upon
such land, for the purpose of killing or taking the game
thereon. And no person occupying any land under any lease
or agreement, either for life or years, made previously to the
act, is to have the right to kill or take the game on such land

;

except where the right of killing the game upon such land is

expressly granted or allowed to him by such lease or agree-
ment ; or except where, upon the original granting or renewal
of such lease or agreement, a fine or fines shall have been taken

;

or except when, in the case of a term for years, such lease or
agreement shall have been made for a term exceeding twenty-
one years.

§ 11 Where the lessor or landlord shall have reserved to

himself the right of killing the game upon any land, he may
authorize any other person having a certificate to enter thereon
to kill it.

§ 12. Where the right of killing the game upon any land is

by the act given to the lessor or landlord, in exclusion of the
ri^ht of the occupier of the land ; or where such exclusive
right has been or shall be specially reserved by or granted to,

or does or shall belong to the lessor, landlord, or any person
other than such occupier ; then, if the occupier shall pursue,
kill, or take any game upun such land, or give permission to

any other person so to do, without the authority of the person
having the right of killing it, such occupier is liable, upon con-
viction before two justices, to forfeit for such pursuit, not
exceeding 2/, ; and for every head of game so killed or taken,
not exceeding 1/., together with the costs.

§ 8. Nothing in the act shall authorize any person seized or
holding any land to kill the game, or to permit any other
person so to do, in any case where by deed, grant, lease, or
written or parol demise or contract, a right of entry upon such
land, for the purpose of killing or taking game, has been, or
shall be, reserved, or given, by any grantor, lessor, landlord,
or other person ; nor shall anything in the act defeat or
diminish any reservation, exception, covenant, or agreement,
already contained in any private act of parliament, deed, or
other writing, relating to the game upon any land, nor preju-
dice the rights of any lord or owner of any forest, chase, or
warren, or of any lord of any manor, Sec, or of any steward of
the crown of any manor, &c, appertaining to his Majesty.
By § Q. it is also provided, that nothing in the act shall alter

or affect the prerogative rights or privileges of his Majesty,
nor the

\
mvers nor authorities vested in the commissioners of

his Majesty's woods and forests and land revenues, relating to
any of his Majesty's forests ; nor relating to the appointment of
any stewards, gamekeepers, or other officers of any of his
Majesty's forests, parks, or chases, or of any hundred, manoi%
or lordship, being part of the possessions and land revenues of
the crown, nor the rights, privileges, or immunities, of any
chief justice in eyre ; or any other of the royal forest rights.

§ 10. Nothing in the act contained shall give any owner of
cattle-gates, or rights of common upon or over any wastes or
commons, any interest or privilege which he was not possessed
of before the act; or authorize him to kill the game found
on such wastes or commons; and nothing snail defeat or
diminish the rights or privileges which any lord of any
manor, &c, or any steward of the crown of any manor, &c.
appertaining to his Majesty, may before the act have exercised
over such wastes or commons. And the lord or steward of the
crown of every manor, &c, shall have the right to kill the
game upon the wastes or commons within such manor, &c,
and to authorize any other person, having a certificate, to enter
thereon to kill the game.

III. Penaltiesfor unlawfully killing Game*—By §23, if any
person shall kill or take any game, or use any dog, gun, net, or
other engine or instrument, for the purpose of searching for
or killing or taking game, such person not being authorized so
to do for want of a game certificate ; he shall, on conviction be-
fore two justices, forfeit for every such offence not exceeding 5/.

Provided, that no person so convicted shall, by reason thereof,
be exempted from any penalty or liability under any statute or
statutes relating to game certificates ; but that the penalty im-
posed by the new act shall be deemed to be a cumulative penalty.
From the wording of this last section of the new statute,

which does not give a penalty for every head of game killed.
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it would seem, consistently with former decisions, that the

going in pursuit of game with a dog and a gun on the same

day would only incur a single penalty, notwithstanding several

birds or hares may be killed. Marriott v. Shaw, 1 Com, 275 :

Reg. v. Matthews, 10 Mod. 2f) : R. v. Lovet, 7 T. R. 152.

And see Crepps v. Burden, Cowp. 64-0. And though several

persons may join in using a greyhound, or killing a hare, this

\> still hut one offence ;'for there is, in reality, but one act

done by all. Burnard v, Gosling, 1 T. /?. 2ol : R. v. Clark

Coirp.tilS. But where two or more persons shoot or course

together, each using a gun or a dog, or where each person sets

a snare for taking game, then they will all be liable to a

separate penalty. CJirist. Game Laws, l6l : Star, on Evid.

tit. Game, So if a man kill game on several days, or uses a

gnu tor that purpose, if it be properly laid in the conviction,

that he on such a day killed or took game, or used the dog or

gun for that purpose, and then again that he on another day

killed game or used the dog or gun for the same purpose
;
by

thus laying the acts of sporting severally, they constitute

separate' and distinct offences, and the party will then be liable

to two penalties. Deacons Game Laws, 14.

IV. Of the Certificate.—As the new act contains an express

reservation, that all the provisions contained in any former

acts relating to game certificates shall still continue in force,

and the 20th section also declares that the penalty thereby

imposed shall be cumulative to the penalty imposed by any

former statute, it will be proper to examine how the law at

present stands on this subject.

By 52 G. 3. c, 93. the duties on game certificates are placed

under the arrangement of the commissioners of the assessed taxes;

and by Schedule L. a duty of Si, 13*; 6d. is imposed upon an

annual certificate, which is required to be taken out by every

person who shall use any dog, gun, net, or other engine, for the

purpose of taking or killing any game whatsoever, or any wood-

cock, snipe, quail, or landrail, or any conies; or who shall take

or kill by any means whatsoever, or shall assist (this part of

the statute is repealed by the subsequent act of54 G, 3. c. 1 41 :

see post), in any manner in the taking or killing, by any means

whatsoeverj any such game, or other animals as aforesaid, and

a duty also of 1/. 5s, is imposed upon gamekeepers who are

servants to persons charged with the higher duty. But if the

gamekeeper is not a servant for whom the duties on servants

are chargeable, he is then liable to the duty of Si, 13s. 6d.

There are, however, two exceptions to these duties:

—

1st, the taking of woodcocks and snipes with nets or springes;

2d, the taking or destroying of conies by the proprietors of

warrens, or on any enclosed ground whatever, or by the tenants

of lands, cither by themselves or by their direction or command.

By the 11th of the rules for charging these duties which

are contained in the schedule (L.) to the above act it is

declared, if any person is discovered doing any act, in re-

spect whereof he shall be chargeable with the game duty, any

assessor or collector of the parish, or any commissioner for

the county, or any lord or gamekeeper of the manor, or any

inspector or surveyor of taxes for the district, or any person

duly assessed to the game duties, or the owner, landlord, lessee,

or occupier of the land in which such person shall then be,

may demand the production of his certificate ; which he is

bound to produce, and to permit to be read, and a copy of

it, or of any part, to be taken. In case no such certificate shall

l>e produced, the person making the demand may require the

other to declare his christian and surname, and place of resi-

dence, and the parish and place in which he shall have been

assessed to the duties granted by the act. And if any one,

after such demand made, shall wilfully refuse to produce and

show his certificate, or in default thereof to give his christian

and surname, &c, or shall produce any fictitious certificate, or

give any false name, Sec, he shall forfeit 20/., to be recovered

and applied in the manner thereinafter directed*

By 54 G. 3, c* J 41. it is enacted that such of the duties,

provisions, a

52 G. 3. c. 1)3, as relate to persons aiding or assisting, or intending

to aid or assist, in the taking or killing of any game, or any

woodcock, snipe, quail, landrail, or coney, in the manner there-

inafter mentioned, shall cease; provided that the act for aiding

and assisting shall be done in the company or presence, and for

the use of another person, who shall have duly obtained a

certificate, and who shall, by virtue of such certificate, then

and there use his own dog, gun, net, or other engine for

the taking or killing of such game, &c., and who shall not act

therein by virtue of any deputation or appointment.

If an uncertilicatcd person goes out with his own dog, or

gun, for the purpose of sporting, and, meeting with a certiri*

cated person, joins him, it would seem, from analogy to the

cases decided with respect to the qualification under the old

law, that he will not be exempt from the penalty for sporting

without a certificate, either under the above provision of the-

54 G. 3. c. 111., or by reason of anything contained in the

new act. See 15 East, note (a,) : l6 East, 50. per Lord Ellen-

borough: Molion v. Rogers, 4 Esp. 215.

The penalty imposed" on a party for not producing his cer-

tificate, does not attach by the simple refusal to produce it,

unless he also refuse to give his christian and surname, and

place of residence, and the parish or place in which he shall

have been assessed to the duties on game certificates ; for the

default of not producing the certificate is done away with, if

the party, on being required, communicates these further par-

ticulars ;* and a person merely assisting another is not bound

either to produce his certificate or to give his name. Motion \\

Rogers, supra.

The demand need not be on the land, hut must be made so

immediately after the party has left it as to form one transac-

tion. The person making the demand need not show his own

certificate: the party refusing is liable to the penalties of the

act if the other is really entitled to make the demand* 5 C. #
P. 38.

V. Of Gamekeepers.—A gamekeeper is one who has the

care of keeping and preserving the game, being appointed

thereto by a lord of a manor.

Gamekeepers were first introduced by the 22 and 23 Car, 2.

c, 25, and various regulations were made resisting them by

subsequent statutes; the last of which (9 Anne, c, 26\ § 1.)

restricted the appointment to one for each manor.

By 1 and 2 W. 4. c. 32. § IS. any lord of a manor or lord-

ship, or reputed manor, lordship, or royalty, or any steward of

the crown of any manor, lordship, or royalty appertaining to

his Majesty, by writing under hand and seal, or, in case of a

body corporate/then under the seal of such body corporate, may

appoint one or more person or persons as a gamekeeper or game-

keepers, to preserve or kill the game within such manor, &c.,

for the use of such lord or steward thereof; and may authorise

such gamekeeper or gamekeepers, within the said limits, to seize

and take for the use of such lord or steward all such dogs, nets,

or other engines and instruments for the killing or taking ot

game, as shall be used within the said limits by any person not

authorised to kill game for want of a certificate.

§ 14. Anv lord of a manor, &c. or any steward of the awn ot

any manor/ fee., appertaining to his Majesty, may depute any

person whatever, whether acting as a gamekeeper to any oilier

person or not, or whether retained and paid for as the male-

servant of anv other person or not, to be a gamekeeper for any

such manor, &c, or for such division or district of such manor,

as such lord or steward of the crown shall think fit; and may

authorize such person, as gamekeeper, to kill game withm tne

same, for his own use, or for the use of any other person or

persons who may be specified in such appointment or deputa-

tion : and mav also give to such person all such powers ana

authorities as'mav by virtue of the act be given to any game-

keeper of a manor. But no person so appointed gamekeepe ,

and empowered to kill game for his own use, or lor the use
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any other person so specified as aforesaid, and not killing any
game for the use of the lord or steward of the crown of the
manor, &c, or for which such deputation or appointment
shall be given, shall be deemed to be or paid for as the game-
keeper or male-servant of the lord or steward making such ap-
pointment or deputation.

By § 1,5. every person entitled to kill the game upon any
lands in Wales of the clear annual value of 500/., whereof he
shall be seised in fee, or as of freehold, or to which he shall
otherwise be beneficially entitled in his own right, if such
lands shall not be within the hounds of any manor, lordship,
or royalty, or if, being within the same, they shall have been
enfranchised or alienated therefrom, may appoint, by Writing
under his hand and seal, a gamekeeper or gamekeepers to pre-
serve or kill the game over and upon such his lands, and also
over and upon the lands in Wales of any other person, who,
being entitled to kill the game upon such last-mentioned lands,
shall by licence in writing authorize him to appoint a game*
keeper or gamekeepers to preserve or kill the game thereupon,
such last-mentioned lands not being within the bounds of any
manor, lordship, or royalty, or having been enfranchised or
alienated therefrom. And the person so appointing a game-
keeper or gamekeepers may authorize him or them to seize
and take, for the use of the person so appointing, upon the
lands of which he or they shall be appointed gamekeeper or
gamekeepers, all such dogs, nets, or other engines and instru-
ments for the taking or killing of game as shall be used upon
the said lands by any person not authorized to kill game, for
want of a certificate.

§ 16. No appointment or deputation of a gamekeeper, by
virtue of the act, shall be valid, until it shall be registered with
the clerk of the peace for the county, &c, wherein the manor,
&c, or the hinds shall be situate, in respect of which such
gamekeeper shall have been appointed. And in case the
appointment of any gamekeeper shall expire, or be revoked, by
dismissal or otherwise, all powers and authorities given to him
by virtue of the act shall cease.

A gamekeeper having a certificate on which a less duty than
31. 13s. 6d. lias been paid, is not authorized to kill game except
within the limits of his appointment. See § 6. attic, IL
Under the former laws it was held, that the lord of a hun-

dred or wapenstake could not giant a deputation to a game-
keeper. Earl of Ailcsbun/ v. Patteson, 1 Dang. 2B. And
the same principle upon which that case was decided, would
seem to apply to any case arising under the 1 3th section of the
new act ; namely, that the word "royalty," being used in that
section after the word manor, must mean a royalty of the
same nature with a manor ; for if a royalty of a higher nature
had been meant, the word u royalty" would have been men-
tioned before the term 4 'manor" in the statute. It is said,
however, in Conujnss Digest (4? vol. tit. Justices of the Peace,
/?. referring to Lutn\ 1506.) that a hundred with a leet
was a royalty within the 22 and 23 Car. 2. c. 25.
The power of appointing a gamekeeper cannot be conveyed

by a lord of the manor without a conveyance also of the manor
itself; for such a power is held to be a mere emanation of,
and inseparable from, the manor. Per IA. Kenyan, 5 T. R, 20.
But under the 15th section of the new act it has been seen
that any person entitled to kill the game upon any lands in
Wales of the clear annual value of 500/. may, under certain
restrictions, appoint a gamekeeper, as well as the lord of a
manor. And it seems also that a devisee in trust of a manor
may appoint a gamekeeper- though such an appointment
would operate merely for the preservation of the game, and
not for the purposes of an establishment for pleasure to the
trustee, IVebb \\ Earl of Shaftesbury, 7 Fes.jun.
Although a gamekeeper has, by virtue of his deputation

under the 13th section of the new statute, power to seize dogs,
nets, and all other engines and instruments, which are used for
the killing and taking of game within the manor by an uncer-
tificated persou, yet he has only authority to do this at the

lime the party is using them for that purpose (1 IVih. 315:
2 Stn 1098.); and before the new statute he had no right
whatever to seize the game itself in the possession of the party.
7 Taunt. 560

: 1 Moore, 290. But now, by § 36. of the new
act, a gamekeeper has authority to seize game from tres-
passers, on their not delivering it up when demanded from
them. See post. When a gamekeeper, however, makes a
seizure of a dog or gun, as he does this at the risk of an
action of trespass, it would be prudent in these cases to demand
the certificate of the person using the dog or gun, according
to the directions of the 5'J G\ 3. c. ))3, Schedule L. rule i I. (see
ante), which if the party failed or refused to produce, he would
then be liable to the cumulative penalty inflicted by that act.

It seems somewhat doubtful, however, whether a game-
keeper can shoot the dog of a mere trespasser in pursuit of
game, notwithstanding his authority to seize it when used foi
that purpose by a person who has no certificate. If he is jus-
tified in doing so, it must be on the ground that the destruc-
tion of the dog was absolutely necessary for the preservation
of the hare, or other game, which the dog was following
unless it plainly appears that the dog belong to an uncertificated
person. For a case of this kind, which occurred under the
former laws, where it did not appear that the owner of the
dog was an unqualified person, nor that there was any neces-
sity for killing the dog to save the hare, Lord EHenborou^h
observed—*' The question is, whether the plaintiffs do*; in-
eurrcd the penalty of death for running after a hare in an-
other's ground. And if there be any precedent of that sort,
which outrages all reason or sense, it is no authority to govern
other cases. The gamekeeper had no right to kill the plain-
tiff's dog for following the hare." 11 East, 568.

It was held in one case under the 22 and 23 Car. 2. c. 25.
that a gamekeeper could not seize hounds in the manor, as
these dogs were not specified by name among those prohibited
by that statute. Grant v. Hutton, 1 B. cy A. 134-. But the
13th section gives a power of seizing all dogs, indiscriminately,
which are used within the limits of the manor by any uncer-
tificated person.

The new statute, %ve have seen, confines the power of a
gamekeeper to kill game within the limits of the manor fur
which he is appointed gamekeeper; and the 6th section (see
a ftte) expressly provides, if he kill or take game, or use a do*
or gun for that purpose, out of the limits of the manor, he may
then be proceeded against as any other person who has no
certificate. But one gamekeeper cannot seize the dog of an-
other gamekeeper for merely trespassing out of his proper
manor (2 Wits. 38J.) ; for the dogs are generally not the
keeper's, but those of his master ; and it does not seem to be
the intent of the statute, that the property of a lord of a
manor should be put in the power of his gamekeeper to forfeit
it whenever he might please to exceed his authority under the
deputation.

If a gamekeeper is guilty of disobedience, or other mis-
behaviour, he may be discharged without any notice, unless
there has been a special agreement to the contrary. Moore*
S, o. In like manner his residence in a house, which he is

permitted by the lord of the manor to occupy, merely in con-
sequence of his employment as gamekeeper, is lawful only
whilst he is retained in that capacity; and he requires no
right of occupation as tenant. 16' East, 33.

VI. Ofbuying and selling Game—I3y the old acts all persons,
whether qualified or not to kill game, were prohibited from
buying or selling it

; and, in many instances, the mere posses-
sion of game by a person unqualified in amount of property was
made highly culpable. But now, by the 17th section of the
new statute, every person who shall have obtained an annual
game certificate may sell game to any person licensed to deal in
it according to the provisions of the act. But no certificate
on which a less duty than Si 13s. (id. is chargeable under the
acts relating to game certificates, will authorize a gamekeeper
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to sel\ any gtfme except on the account, and with the written

authority/ of the master whose gamekeeper he is; but any

gatekeeper so selling any game may be proceeded against as it

he had no certificate-
, ,

By § 18. the justices of the peace of every county, riding,

division, liberty, franchise, city, or town, arc directed to hold a

fecial session in the division or district for which they usually

act, in cverv year in the month of July, for the purpose of

grantinir licences to deal in game; of the holding of winch

session seven davs notice must be given to each of the justices

actin" for such division or district. t he majority of the jus-

tices assembled at such session, or at some adjournment thereof,

not being less than two, are authorized (if they think fat) to

grant to anv person being a householder, or keeper of a shop

or stall, within such division or district, and not being an inn-

keeper or victualler, or licensed to sell beer by retail, nor

hein r the owner, -oard, or driver of any mini coach, or other

vehicle employed in the conveyance of the mails ot letters, or ot

any stage coach, waggon, van, or other public conveyance, nor

being a carrier or higgler, nor being in the employment of any

of the above mentioned persons, a licence to buy game at any

place from anv person who may lawfully sell game by virtue ot

the act, and 'also to sell the same only at one house shop or

stall kept bv him. But every person while so licensed is

required to affix to some part of the outside of the front o his

house, shop, or stall, and to keep so fixed, a hoard with Ins

christian name and surname, together with the words,

« licensed to deal in game." Every licence granted an «tiy

year after that in which the act passed is to continue in force

for one year.
m v _

& 10 Every person who shall have obtained any licence to

deal in <rame must annually, during the continuance of his

licence, obtain a certificate according to the form annexed to

the act on payment of the duty of 2L, which certificate will be

in force for' the same period as the licence. Any person

obtaining a licence, and purchasing, or otherwise dealing in

game, before he shall obtain a certificate, is liable to the

penalty of 20/. . . .

£ 20 The collectors of the assessed taxes in every parish,

township, or place, wherein any person shall reside who shall

have obtained such annual H ence and certificate, are directed,

in each year, to make out a list, to be kept in their possession,

containing the name and place of abode of every such person,

and at all seasonable hours to produce such list to any person

making verbal application to inspect the same, on payment of
1
s.

§21. Persons being in partnership, and carrying on their

business at one house, shop, or stall only, are not obliged to

take out more than one licence in any one year to authorize

them to deal in game, at such house, shop, or stall.

§ 22. If any person licensed to deal in game shall, during

the period of such licence, be convicted of any offence against

the act, such licence shall become void.

& 25, If any person not having obtained a game certificate

(except such person shall be licensed to deal in game according

to the act), shall sell, or offer for sale, any game to any person

whatsoever; or if any person authorized to sell game under the

act by virtue of a game certificate, shall sell, or oiler for sale,

any game to anv person, except a person licensed to deal in

game according to the act, every such offender shall, on con-

viction before two justices, forfeit for every head of game so

sold, or offered for sale, not exceeding 2/., together with costs.

§ <2(>. Anv innkeeper or tavcrnkeeper may, without any such

licence for dealing in game, sell game for consumption in his

own house, such game having been procured from some

person licensed to deal in game by virtue of the act, and not

otherwise. . /
By § 27. if any person not being licensed to deal in game

shall buy any game from any oiie, except from a person

licensed to deal in game, or bonafuic from a person affixing to

the outside of the front of his house, shop, or stall, a board

purporting to be the board of a person licensed to deal in game;

every such offender shall, on conviction before two justices,

forfeit for every head of game so bought not exceeding oi f

together with costs.

By § 28. if any person, being licensed to deal in game, shall

buy or obtain anv game f rom any person not authorized to sell

game for want of a game certificate, or for want of a licence

to deal in game ; or if any person being so licensed shall sell,

or offer for sale, any game at his house, shop, or stall, without

such board as aforesaid being affixed to the outside of the front

of such house, &c. at the time of such selling, &c, ; or shull

affix, or cause to be affixed, such board to more than one house,

&c. ; or shall sell any game at any place other than his house,

&c. where such board shall have been affixed ; or if any person

not licensed shall pretend, by affixing such board as aforesaid,

or by exhibiting any certificate, or by any other device, to be a

person licensed to deal in game, every such offender, on con-

viction before two justices, shall forfeit not exceeding 10/.,

together with costs.

§ 29. The buying and selling of game by any person em-

ployed by a licensed dealer, and acting in the usual course of

his' t-mplovmcnt, and upon the premises where such dealing is

carried on, shall be a lawful buying and selling, in every case

where the same would have been lawful if transacted by such

licensed dealer himself. And nothing in the act shall prevent

any licensed dealer from selling game sent to him to be sold on

account of any other licensed dealer.

VII. Of Trespasses under the AcL—By § 30. if any person

shall commit any trespass by entering, or being in the daytime on

any land in pursuit of game, or woodcocks, snipes, quails, land-

rails, or conies, he may be summarily convieted before a justice

in the penalty of 2/., together with costs; and where the tres-

passers amount to five in number, they may be each fine! 5i

The words "enter and be" in the above section constitute only

one offence. The place may be described as " certain lamlf

without giving it a name, and setting it out by abuttals.

2 D. P. C. 1 73.

§ 31. Where any person shall be found on any land, or upon

any of his Majesty's forests, parks, chases, or warrens, in tte

daytime, in pursuit of game, or woodcocks, &c, persons having

the right of killing the game upon such land, or the occupier

thereof, or any gamekeeper or servant of either of them, or

any person authorized by either of them, or for the warden or

other officer of such forest, may require the party so found to

quit the land, and also to tell his christian and surname, and

abode. In case such party refuses to tell his name or abode, or

wilfully continues or returns upon the land, he may be appre-

hended by the person making the requisition, and conveyed

before a justice, and on conviction (and whether apprehended

or not) fined 5i and costs. No party apprehended is to be

detained more than twelve hours before he is brought before a

justice, and if he cannot be so brought within that time he is

to be discharged, but may be proceeded against by summons or

warrant. . ,

§ 32. Where five or more persons shall be found on any land,

or in anv of his Majesty's forests, &c. in the daytime in pursuit

of game, or woodcocks, &c. anv of such persons being armed

with a gun, and they, or any of them, shall by violence or

menace prevent, or endeavour to prevent, any party authorised

as before mentioned from approaching them for the purpose or

requiring them to quit the land, or tell their names, &&* every

person so oitcuding, ami cverv person aiding or abetting such

otleudcr, shall, on conviction before two justices, fatal

exceeding
U5L together with costs, which shall be in addition to

any other penalty incurred under the act.

§ 33. Persons trespassing in the daytime on any ot nis

Majestv's fnrests, &e, in pursuit of game, on conviction betore a

justice; shall forfeit hot exceeding 2t. besides costs.

6 34. For the purposes of the act the daytime shall com-

mence at the beginning of the last hour before sun-rise, u*

conclude at the expiration of the first hour after sunset,
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By § 36. game may be demanded, and if not delivered up,

taken, from persons trespassing, whether by day or night, upon
any land, or in any of his Majesty's forests, &c.

By § 46. persons may proceed by action to recover damages
for trespasses upon their lands ; but proceeding under the act

fur any trespass shall be a bar to an action for the same
trespass brought by the party instituting the proceedings.

VIII. Of Poaching by Night.— All the statutes relating to

this offence, with the exception of the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 2§* § 30,

and the 9 G. 4. c. 69- are repealed by the new game act.

By the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. § 30. any person in the night-

time taking or killing any hare or coney in any warren or

ground lawfully used for the breeding or keeping of hares or

conies, and whether inclosed or not, is declared guilty of a
misdemeanor, punishable with imprisonment at the discretion

of the court, to which, under the fourth section, may be added
hard labour and solitary confinement.

By § 63. offenders may be apprehended without a warrant,

and taken before a neighbouring justice.

By 9 G. 4. c. 69- it is enacted that if any person shall, by
night, unlawfully take or destroy any game or rabbits in any
land, whether open or inclosed, or by night enter or be in any
land, whether open or inclosed, with any gun, net, engine, or

other instrument, for the purpose of taking or destroying game,
such offender shall, upon conviction before two justices, be
committed for the first offence to the common gaol or house of

correction for not exceeding three calendar months, there to be

kept to hard labour, and shall find sureties by recognizance,

or in Scotland by bond of caution, himself in 10/., and two
sureties in 51. each, or one surety in 10/. for not offending

again for one year, and in case of not finding sureties, shall be

further imprisoned and kept to hard labour for six calendar

months, unless such sureties are sooner found; and in case

such person shall so offend a second time, and be convicted

before two justices, he shall be committed for not exceeding six

calendar months, and be kept to hard labour, and shall find

sureties by recognizance or bond, himself in 20/., and two
sureties in 3 0/. each, or one surety in 20/. for not offending

a#ain for two years : and in case of not finding such sureties,

shall be further imprisoned and kept to hard labour for

one year, unless such sureties are sooner found ; and in case

such person shall so offend a third time, he shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and being convicted, shall be liable to be trans-

ported for seven years, or to be imprisoned and kept to hard
labour for not exceeding two years ; and in Scotland, if any
person shall so offend a first, second, or third time, he shall be

liable to be punished in like manner.

§ 2. Where any person shall be found upon any land com-
mitting any such offence as before mentioned, the owner or
occupier of such land, or any person having a right or reputed
right of free warren or free chase thereon, or the lord of the
manor wherein such land may be situate, and also any game-
keeper or servant of any of the persons herein mentioned, or

any person assisting such gamekeeper or servant, may appre-
hend such offender upon such land, or in case of pursuit, in

any other place to which he ma)' have escaped, and deliver him
into the custody of a peace officer, in order to his being con-
veyed before two justices; and in case such offender shall

assault or offer any violence with any gun, or any other offen-

sive weapon, towards any person hereby authorized to appre-

hend him, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and being
convicted, shall be liable to be transported for seven years, or
to be imprisoned and kept to hard labour for not exceeding two
years ; and in Scotland, whenever any person shall so offend, he
ihall be liable to be punished in like manner.

§ 3. Where any person shall be charged on oath of a credible

Witness, or in Scotland on the application of the procurator
fiscal of court, before any justice, with any offence punishable
upon summary conviction by this act, the justice may issue his

|

vol. j.

warrant for apprehending such person, and bringing him before

two justices.

§ 4. The prosecution for every offence punishable upon sum-*

mary conviction by the act shall be commenced within six

calendar months; and the prosecution of every offence punish-

able upon indictment, or otherwise than upon summary con-

viction, within twelve calendar months after the commission of

such offence.

§ 6. Gives a power of appeal to the next quarter sessions to

persons thinking themselvesaggrieved by any summary conviction.

§ 9- If any persons, to the number of three or more together,

shall by night unlawfully enter or be in any land, whether
open or inclosed, for the purpose of taking or destroying game
or rabbits, any of such persons being armed with any gun, or

other offensive weapon, each of such persons shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor, and being convicted thereof before the

justices of gaol delivery, or of the court of great sessions of the

county or place in which the offence shall be committed, shall

be liable to be transported for not exceeding fourteen years nor

less than seven years, or to be imprisoned and kept to hard
labour for any term not exceeding three years; and in Scot-

land any person so offending shall be liable to be punished in

like manner.

§ 12, For the purposes of this act the night shall be con-

sidered to commence at the expiration of the first hour after

sunset, and to conclude at the beginning of the last hour before

s Lin rise.

§ 13. For the purposes of the act the word "game" shall

be deemed to include hares, pheasants, partridges, grouse,

heath or moor game, black game, and bustards.

Under § 2. of the above act a keeper, &c. may apprehend
poachers, though there are three or more, and armed; for

though that section only authorize an apprehension for offences

under § 1, and when there are three or more parties armed
they are punishable under § 9 ; yet what is punishable under
the latter is an offence under the former section, though made
liable to a heavier punishment. Moor, C. C. R. 330. So a

person authorized under the act may apprehend offenders with-

out giving notice of his purpose. Id. 37&-

Of pursuing Game into or over another person's Grounds.—
If a man starts any game within his own grounds, and fol-

lows it into another's, and kills it there, the property remains
in himself. 11 Mod. 75. And this is grounded on reason and
natural justice : for the property consists in the possession ;

which possession commences by the finding it in his own liberty,

and is continued by the immediate pursuit. And so if a
stranger starts game in one man's chase or free warren, and
hunts it into another liberty, the property continues in the

owner of the chase or warren, this property arising from pri-

vilege, and not being changed by the act of a mere stranger.

Or if a man starts game on another's private grounds and kills

it there, the property belongs to him in whose ground it was
killed, because it was also started there, the property arising

ratione soli. Lord Raym. 251. Whereas if, after being started

there, it is killed in the grounds of a third person, the property

belongs not to the owner of the first ground, because the property

is local, nor yet to the owner of the second, because it was not
started in his soil ; but it vests in the person who started and
killed it ; though guilty of a trespass against both the owners.

Lord Raym. ib. 7 Mod. 18. See 2 Comm. c. 419, and
Mr. Christian*s note there; in which he observes that these

distinctions never could have existed, if the doctrine were true,

that all the game was the property of the king, for in that case

the maxim in cequali jure jwtior est conditio possidentis, must
have prevailed, 2 Comm. c. 27. II. adJin.
An action was brought against a person for entering another

man's warren ; the defendant pleaded that there was a pheasant
on his land, and his hawk pursued it into the plaintiff's ground

;

it was resolved that this doth not amount to sufficient justifica-
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tion, for in this case he can only follow his hawk, and not take

the game. Poph. 162. Though it is said to be otherwise

where the soil of the plaintiff is not a warren. % RoL

Abr.

If a man in hunting starts a hare upon his own ground, and

follows and kills it on the ground of another, yet still the hare

is his own, because of the fresh suit : but if a man starts a hare

upon another person's ground* and hunts it, and kills it there, he

is subject to an action. Cro, Car. 553.

The plaintiff's dog having hunted and caught in the defend-

ant's land a hare started on the land of another, the property

is thereby vested in the plaintiff', who may maintain trespass

against the defendant for afterwards taking up the hare.

H East, 249-

ISut one who finds game on his own ground cannot justify

pursuing it in the land of another. 7 Taunt, 489-

The common law allows the hunting of foxes, and other

ravenous beasts of prey, in the ground of another person ;

though a man may not dig and break the ground to unearth

them without licence ; if he doth, the owner of the ground

may maintain an action of trespass for it. 2 RoL 558
:
Cro.

Jac. 321.

And a person may justify a trespass in following a fox with

hounds over the grounds of another, if he do no more than is

necessary to kill the fox ; because foxes are noxious animals.

1 Term Rep. 334.

But in the Earl of Essex v. Capel, at Hertford Assizes, 1 SOy,

Lord EUenborough directed the jury to find for the plaintiff, if

they thought from the evidence that the defendant pursued

the fox for his own pleasure and amusement, and if they

thought the good of the public was not his sole governing

motive.

Bv § 35. of the 1 and 2 W. 4. c. 32. persons in fresh pursuit

of any deer, hare, or fox, with hounds or greyhounds, on

another's land, are exempted from the penalties against tres-

passers under the act ; but they are, still liable to an action of

trespass.
,

For further matter connected with this subject, see this Diet

Chase, Deer, Fish, Forest, Park, Pigeons, Swans, Warren,

and other apposite titles: and for the preservation of game in

Scotland the 13 G. 3, c. 54, and 39 & 8- c. 34; and tit. Hunt

ina: And see Deacon on the Game Laws.

GAMING, or GAMES UNLAWFUL, Ivdi vani. I

plaving at tables, dice, cards, &c.
b

King Edward III., in the 39th year of his reign, enjoined the

exercise of shooting and of artillery, and forbad the casting of

the bar, the hand and foot-balls, cock- figliting, el alios ludos

ratios; but no effect followed from it, till they were some of

them forbidden by act of parliament. 11 Rep* 87- In the

20th of Henry VIII. proclamation was made against all un-

lawful games, and commissions awarded into all the counties of

England, for the execution thereof; so that in all places,

tables, dice, cards, and bowls, were taken and burnt. Stomas

Annals, 527.

At length by 33 IT. 8. c. 9. the legislature interfered ; and

justices of peace, and head officers in corporations, are by that

act impowered to enter houses suspected of unlawful games

;

and to arrest and imprison the gamesters, till they give security

not to play for the future : also the persons^ keeping unlawful

gaming houses, may be committed by a justice, until they find

sureties not to keep such houses ; who shall forfeit 40s. and the

gamesters 6s. Sd. a time : and if the king license the keeping

of gaming houses, it is against law and void. The same statute

also provides that no artificer, apprentice, labourer, or servant,

shall plav at any tables, tennis, dice, cards bowls, &c. out of

Christmas time, on pain of 20s. for every offence; and at

Christmas, they are to play in their master's house or presence :

but any nobleman or gentleman having 100/. per annum estate,

may license his servants or family to play within the precincts

flf his house or garden, at cards, dice, tables, or other games,

as well among themselves, as others repairing thither. ThU
act is to be proclaimed once a quarter, in every market-town, by

the respective mayors, &c, and at every assizes and sessions.

By the 16 Car. 2. c. 7- § 2. if any person, of what degree

soever, shall by fraud, deceit, or unlawful device, in playing

at cards, dice, tables, bowls, cock-fighting, horse-races, foot-

races, or other games or pastimes, or bearing a share in the

stakes, betting, &c. win any money, or valuable thing, he shall

forfeit treble the value, one moiety to the crown, and the other

to the party grieved, if he shall sue within six months ; in de-

fault whereof, the last mentioned moiety is to go to such other

person as will pi'osecute within one year, &c. By § 3. if

any person shall play at cards, &c, other than for ready money;

or bet, and shall lose above 1 00/. at one time or meeting, upon

tick (i. e. ticket) he shall not be bound to make it good, but the

contract or tick and security shall be void, and the winner shall

forfeit treble the value.

By the 9 Anne, c. 14?. § 1. all notesi
bills, bonds, judgments,

mortgages, or other securities, given for money, won by playing

at cards* dice, tallies, tennis, bowls, or other games; or by

betting on the sides of such as play at any of those games, or

for repayment of any money knowingly lent for such gaming

or betting, shall be void ; and where lands are granted by such

mortgages or securities, they shall go to the next person who

ought to have the same as if the grantor were actually dead,

and the grants had been made to the person so intitled after

the death of the person so incumbering the same.

§ 2, 3. If any person playing at cards, dice, or other game,

or betting, shall lose the value of 10/. at one time, to one or mow

persons, and shall pay the money, he may recover the money lost

by action of debt, within three months afterwards; and if tk

loser do not sue, any other person may do it, and recover the

same, and treble the value with costs, one moiety to the prose-

cutor, and the other to the poor: and the person prosecuted

shall answer upon oath, on preferring a bill to discover what

sinus he had won,

§ 5. Persons by fraud or ill practice, in playing at cards,

dice, or by bearing a share in the stakes, &c. or by betting

winning any sum or valuable thing whatever, or winning

at one sitting, above 10/. shall, being convicted thereof on in-

dictment or information, forfeit five times the value of the

sum or thing won; and in case of such ill practice, shall be

deemed infamous and surfer such corporal punishment as in case

of wilful perjury ; the penalty to be recovered by action, by

such person as will sue for the same.

§ 6, 7. Any two or more justices of peace may cause such

persons to -be brought before them as they suspect to have no

visible estate, &c. to maintain them ; and if they do not make it

appear that the principal part of their expences is got by other

means than gaming, the justices shall require securities for

their good behaviour for a twelvemonth; and in default ot such

security, commit them to prison until they rind it: and pky^g

or betting during the time, to the value of 20*. shall be

deemed a breach of good behaviour, and a forfeiture of their

recognisances. „ ,

By § 8. if any one assaulted and beat, or challenge to fight,

any other person, on account of money won by gaming, Uf
conviction thereof, he should forfeit ail his goods and sutler

imprisonment for two years ; but this section was repealed by

the 9 O. 4. c. 31. # ^
Under the first section of the above act, a bill of exchange, or

promissory note, given for a gambling debt, is void, even in the

hands Of a bondftdc holder. 2 Sir. U53 But a renew d

security given for such a debt is valid m the hands of a to*

fide holder- 4 Taunt. 683. .

And in an action against the drawer of a bi 1, it is w

defence that the bill was accepted for a gaming debt, ii it *M

indorsed bv the drawer for a valuable consideration o a thirt

person, by whom the action is brought; for
Jo
aU™ tws

I

defence would be to protect the party who had violated W
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act. 4- B. $ J. 212. Where a bill was accepted and delivered by

the drawer in consideration of a gambling debt, it is within the

above statute, although not drawn for a gaming consideration,

and it cannot be enforced against the acceptor. 8 Price, 281.

The court will not set aside a judgment on the ground that

the warrant of attorney on which it was entered was given to

secure a gaming debt, if it appears that the party making the

application represented to the plaint if}* before he purchased the

debt, that it was a valid debt. 1 B, A. 142.

It is observable that the stat. lf> Car. 2, declares that the

contract for money lost at play, and all securities given for

it, shall be utterly void ; but the stat. 9 Anne, confines itself to

the securities for money won or lent at play. Upon which it

has been determined that though both the security and the

contract are void as to money won at play, only the security is

void as to money lent at play ; and that the contract remains,

and the lender may maintain his action for it. 2 Burr. 1077:
2 Sira. 1249.

Betting on horse-races is within the general words of the
0 Anne.c. 14. (other game whatsoever): 2 Stra. 1159; 2 Wits.

300 : although the race is for a legal plate. 2 Blackst, 706.

And so it would seem are all wagers above 1 0/. on horse races,

or journeys to be performed bv horses. See 4 Burr* 2432

:

4 t. R, I: 6 T. JR. 449: 2 B,'$ P. 51.

But an action lies on a wager on a horse race, if neither of

the sums betted by the parties amounts to \Ql, and the race

itself is run for the sum of 50/. or upwards, 2 Campb. 438.

Cricket also is within the act. 1 Wih, 220 : 2 N. M. 428.

So is a foot race ; and a man running against time is a foot

race ; but to bring it within the statute, it must appear that

the person running was engaged in such game, and a wager
was laid on his side. 2 Wih, 36.

Under the second section of the § Anne, c. 14. the loser

cannot recover his goods or money after three months, though
the winner can show no title to them except what arises from
having won them at play. 2 New Rep* 413,

But if money be paid on a security given for money lost at

play, it may be recovered back ; for payment under a void

security cannot be supported ; nor does the limitation of three

months (within which time the loser of money actually paid
at the time it is lost must bring his action to recover it back)

extend to payments on account of such void securities. Ambh
269.

Moneyfairly won at play cannot be recovered back in an
actioTi of debt, for money had and received, not founded on the

statute. 1 Maule Selw. llep. 500.

Where two persons played at cards from Monday evening
to Tuesday evening without interruption, except for an hour
or two at dinner, and one of them won a balance of seventeen

guineas ; it was held to be one sitting under the 2nd section

of the above act. 2 Bl Rep, 1226.

By 2 G. 2. c. k 2, 3. for better preventing excessive and
deceitful gaming ; the ace of hearts, faron, basset, and hazard,

are declared to be lotteries by cards or dice ; and persons

setting up these games are liable to the penalty of 200/. And
every person who shall be an adventurer, or play or stake therein,

forfeits 50/, § 4. The sale of any house, plate, &c., in the way
of lottery by cards, &c. is adjudged void as to the winner, and
the things to be forfeited to any person that will sue for the

same.

By 5 9- where it shall be proved before any justice of peace,

that any person hath used unlawful games contrary to stat.

S3 H, 8. c. 9. the justice may commit such offender to prison,

till he enter into a recognisance that he shall not from thence-

forth, at any time to come, play at any unlawful game.
iiy 13 G\ 2. c, 19- the game of passage, and all other games

with one or more dice, or any thing in that nature, having
figures or numbers thereon, (hack-gammon and games now
played with those tables only excepted) shall be deemed games
or lotteries by dice, within the stat. 12 G, 2. c 28. And such

as keep any office or table for the said game, &e.> or play
thereat, are subject to the penalties in that act.

The stat. 27 G* 3. c. 1. which took away the summary
jurisdiction of magistrates over offences concerning the lottery,

only extended to stale lotteries, and does not repeal their power
over games of chance, or lotteries prohibited by 12 G. 2, c. 28.

5 T. Rep. 33S.

By 1 8 G. 2. c. 34. § 1 . keeping any house or place for, or

playing at the game of roulet, otherwise roly-poly, or any other

game with cards, or dice, already prohibited, incurs the penalties

in 12 G. 2. c. 28.

By § 4. the persons who have jurisdiction to determine in-

formations on the statutes against gaming, may summon wit-

nesses, who, on refusing to appear and give evidence, shall

forfeit 50/. § 7- No privilege of parliament shall be allowed
on prosecution for keeping a gaming house.

By § 8. persons losing or winning 10/. at one time, or

20/. in twenty -four hours, may be indicted and fined five times

the value; to be paid to the poor.

If a defendant be convicted on this last section (on indict-

ment as thereby required), the court cannot set the fine, but
an action must be brought on the judgment to recover the

penalty. 2 Stra, 1048: and see 1 Starkie, 35$: 6 T. R. 265<
By § 11. horse races for a plate or sum of money amounting

to 50/, are declared lawful.

The true construction of the 9 Anne, 3. c. 14. § 3., in refer-

ence to the 18 G, 2. c. 34., is, that persons who lose their money
at play are the only persons entitled under it to file a bill for a
discovery, and not a mere common informer, in aid of a qui

(am action. 13 Price, 376. and 1 Mac* CleL § Y. 185. over-

ruling 3 Anstr. 843.

By 5 Geo. 4. c. 83. § 2. persons playing or betting in any
street, road, &c, or open and public place, at or with any table

or instrument of gaming, at any game, or pretended game, of

chance, are punishable summarily as rogues and vagabonds.
From the above statutes, and the several determinations in

the books, it may be observed, that at common law, the playing
at cards, dice, &c, when practised innocently, and as a recrea-

tion, was not unlawful. 2 Vent. 175. But common gaming
houses were always considered as nuisances in the eye of the
law ; 1 Hawk, P. C. c. 75. § 6 ; and as the practice was
found to encourage idleness and debauchery, the 33 //. 8. c. 9.

was passed to restrain it among the inferior sort of people.
And on this statute Not/ had a writ to remove bowling alleys

as common nuisances. 3 Keh, 465. Gentlemen were, how-
ever, still left free to pursue their pleasure in this way, until

the stat. 16 Car. 2. c. 1., the preamble of which states the
inconveniences to be remedied as arising from the immoderate
use of gaming. The provisions of this statute, however, were
soon found to be insufficient ; and the stat. Q Ann. c. 14. was
made for the more effectually suppressing this pernicious vice*

The subsequent statutes, already enumerated above, super-
added further penalties to restrain this fashionable crime

;

which may show, says B/ackstone, that our laws against
gaming are not so deficient as ourselves and our magistrates
in putting those laws in execution. 4 Comm. 173,

The statutes against gaming have rendered it now less fre-

quently necessary to resort to courts of equity, which appear
to have often interposed, prior to the stat. 16 Car., for the
purpose of restraining the winner from proceeding at law
against the loser upon the security which he had obtained for

the money won. See 14 Vin. Abr. 8, pi. 1. c 3; 2 £0. Abr,
1S4: Chanc. Rep- 47.

For further matter relative to gaming, see tits. Lottery,
Nuisance, Wager.
GAMING HOUSES. Independently of their being pro-

hibited by the statute of 33 Hen. 8. c. 9. § 11, it is clearly
agreed that all common gaming houses are nuisances in the eye
of the law, being detrimental to the public, as they promote
cheating and other corrupt practices, and entice numbers of

4g2
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retson s to idleness, whose time might be otherwise employed

lor the good of the community* 1 Hawk* c. 75. §6: 10 Mod.
336.

But if the guests in an inn or tavern call for a pair of dice

or tables, and for their recreation play with them, or if any

neighbours play at howls for their recreation, or the like, these

are not within the statute, if the house be not kept for gaming,

nor the gaming be for lucre or gain. Dalt. c. 46.

The keeping of a cock-pit is an indictable offence at common
law; and as a cock-pit is also considered as a gaming house,

within the 33 Hen. 8. c. § 11., which imposes a penalty of

40.5, a day upon such houses, the court will, on a conviction at

common law, measure the fine on the defendant, by inflicting

a fine of 40s. for each day, according to the number of days

the cock- pit was kept open. 3 Keb. 510:1 Hawk. c. 9%- § %9>

So an indictment, alleging that the defendant did, for his

lucre, cause and procure certain persons of ill name to frequent

his house, and permitted them to remain there fighting of

cocks, boxing, playing at cudgels, and misbehaving themselves,

was held good. 2 Burr. 1233.

So also an indictment, charging that the defendant kept a

common gaming house, and for lucre and gain unlawfully

caused and procured divers idle and evil disposed persons to

frequent such house, and come to play together there at a

game called rouge et ?ioir9 and permitted such persons to remain

playing at the said game for divers large and excessive sums

of money, was held to be good at common law. 1 B. C.

272. And it seems sufficient, if the indictment for such an

offence merely allege that the defendant kept a common
gaming house. Per Ilolroyd, J. Ibid. And see 10 Mod. 336:

Leach's C. C. 543: 2 Hawk. c. 25. § 59: 3 B. $ C. 502.

A feme covert maybe indicted for keeping a common gaming
house; for she may be active in promoting gaming, and fur-

nishing the guests with conveniences for that purpose. 5 Bar.

Abr. Nuisance (A.) : 10 Mod. 335: 1 Hawk. c. 92. § 30.

By 25 G. 2. c. 36. § 5. (made perpetual by 28 G. 2. c. 2{).)

two inhabitants of any parish may require the constable, in the

manner therein mentioned, to prosecute any person for keeping

a gaming house. And by 58 G. 3. c. 70. § 7. a copy of the

notice to the constable is to be served upon the overseer.

By 42 G. 3. 119- games and lotteries called little-goes

arc declared public nuisances ; and persons keeping a place for

any such game, or any such lottery, not authorised by law,

shall forfeit 500/., and be deemed rogues and vagabonds.

By 3 G. 4. c. 114. persons convicted of keeping a common
gaming house may be sentenced to imprisonment with hard

labour, in addition, or in lieu., of any punishment which might

previously have been inflicted.

GANG DAYS, dies lustrattonis^] And gang weeks are

mentioned in the laws of king Athelstan. See Rogation

Week.

GAOL AND GAOLER.
GAOLA, Fr. gcole, i* c. caueokt, a cage for birds; used

metaphorically for a prison.] A strong place or house for

keeping of debtors, &c, and wherein a man is restrained of his

liberty to answer an offence done against the laws.

By 4 G. 4. c. (>4. (amended by 5 G. 4. c. 12. and 5 G. 4.

p. 85.) all the former statutes for building, repairing, and regu-

lating gaols and houses of correction in England and Wales,

are repealed, and a variety of new provisions substituted*

tm Of Erecting and Repairing Gaols, SfC.

IL L As to ike Commitment of Offenders: 2. As to ike Re-
moval of Prisoners ! 3. As to their Support and Em-
ployment: 4. As to Allowance to Prisoners on Dis-

charge.

III. Of Prison breaking; and see tit. Rescue.

IV. Of the Gaoler, and the Duties and Restraints imposed

on kim> with the Regulations to be observed in Prisons.

I. Gaols are of such universal concern to the public that
none can be erected by any less authority than an act of par-
liament. 2 Inst. 705. All prisons and gaols belong to the
king, although the subject may have the custody or keeping of
them. 2 hist. 100, 589, It is said that none can claim a
prison as a franchise unless they have also a gaol delivery

; and
that therefore the Dean and Chapter of Westminster, though
they have the custody of the Gatehouse prison, yet as they
have no gaol delivery, must send a calendar of the prisoners to

Newgate. 1 Satk.24,3: 7 Mod, SI.

By 14 Ed. 3. c. 10. it is enacted, that the sheriffs shall have
the custody of the gaols as before, and shall put in under-
keepers, for whom they will answer. This statute is confirmed

by 19 H. 7. c. 10.

Although divers lords of liberties have the custody of pri-

sons, and some in fee^ yet the prison itself is the king's pro
bono publico; and therefore it is to be repaired at the common
charge. 2 Inst. 5SQ.

The lord of a franchise is not as such bound to repair a gaol

within it, but he may be subject to such a charge by immemo-
rial usage, fi Term Rep. 373.

By 4 G. 4. c 64. § 2. there shall be one common gaol in

every county, and at least one house of correction. Where a

county is divided into ridings, having distinct commissions of

the peace, or distinct rates in the nature of county rates, there

must be a house of correction for each riding. And see 5 G. 4.

c. 12. and 5 G. 4. c. 85.

By §§ 45. and 4(i. the justices at sessions, on report or pre-

sentment of two of their number, of the insufficiency of any

prison, may contract for enlarging, repairing, or rebuilding,

the same, and purchase houses, &c, for that purpose.

By § 47. if a prison becomes unsafe, two justices may order

repairs, and report them to the next sessions.

By § 50. the justices at sessions may remove the site of any

prison upon express presentment that the old site was unfit

and inconvenient> and alter, &c, courts of justice attached

thereto.

By 7 G. 4. c. 18. the justices arc empowered to sell the sites

of gaols which have become unnecessary.

By 7 G. 4. c. 64. § 15., in indictments or informations for

felony or misdemeanor committed in respect to any gaol, house

of correction, &c, erected or maintained at the expence of any

county, riding, or division, the property may be laid to belong

to the inhabitants of the county, riding, or division.

II. 1. As to the commitment of offenders.—Justices of peace

may not commit felons, and other criminals, to the counters in

London, or other prisons, but the common gaols, for legally

they cannot imprison any where but in the common gaoh

Co. Lit, 9. 119- But the house of correction, and the counters

of the sheriffs of London, are the common prisons for offender!

for the breach of the peace, &c.

By stat. 5 //. 4. c. 10. it is enacted, i( that none shall be

imprisoned by any justice of the peace, but only in the common

gaol, saving to lords and others, who have gaols, their fran-

chise in this case." This statute is only declaratory of the

common law. 2 Inst. 43.

But the Court of King's Bench may commit to any prison

in the kingdom which tiiey shall think most proper, and the

offender so committed or condemned to imprisonment cannot

be removed or bailed by any other court. Moor, 066. pi 913-

1 Sid. 145. See stat. 31 C. 2. c. 2. § 12.

By stat. 11 and 12 Will 3. c. 10. all murderers and felons

shall be imprisoned in the common gaol, and the sheriffs shall

have the keeping of the gaol.

All the prisons in the kingdom are the king's prisons. Thus

it was determined that the house of correction for the county of

Middlesex, built under stat. 26 G. 3. c. 55. , and adapted to the

solitary and separate confinement of felons, according to the

directions of 22 G. 3. c. G4. and other acts, (which were re-
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pealed by 4 G. 4. c. 64. § 190* was a legal prison for the aafe

custody of persons charged with high treason. 8 7'. /?. 172*

By 4 G. 4. c\ 64. § 7* rogues and vagabonds shall be com-
mitted to the house of correction, and not to the gaol.

Offenders committed to prison are to bear the charges of

their conveying to gaol ; or, on refusal, their goods shall be
sold for that purpose, by virtue of a justice of peace's warrant;
and if they have no goods, a tax is to be made by constables,

&c, on the inhabitants of the parish where the offenders were
apprehended. Stat. 3 Jac. 1. c. 10. And by stat. 27 G. 2.

c. 3, the expenee of conveying poor offenders to gaol, or the

house of correction, shall be paid by the treasurer of the

county, except in Middlesex,

2. As to the removal of prisoners.—As prisoners ought
to be committed at first to the proper prison, so ought
they not to be removed from thence^ except in some special

cases, For which purpose it is enacted, by the SI C. 2.

c. 2. § 9. " that if any subject of this realm shall be com-
mitted to any prison, or in custody of any officer, for any
criminal or supposed criminal matter, he shall not be removed
into the custody of any other ; unless it be by a habeas corpus,

or other legal writ ; or where the prisoner is delivered to the

constable, &c, to be carried to some common gaol; or where
any person is sent by order of any judge of assize, or justice of

the peace, to any common workhouse, or house of correction;

or where the prisoner is removed from one prison to another
within the same county, in order to a trial or discbarge by due
course of law ; or in case of sudden fire or infection, or other

necessity; upon pain that he who makes out, signs, or counter-

signs, or obeys, or executes such warrant, shall forfeit to the

party grieved 100/. for the first offence, 200/. for the second, &t\"

But by 24 G. 3. sess. 2. c. 56. § 12. a judge of assize, or two
justices, may remove prisoners confined upon summary con-

victions in the county gaol to any house of correction in the
same jurisdiction.

And by 4 G. 4. c. 64* § 51. et seq. the justices in session (or,

where the necessity is immediate, the visiting justices) may
remove prisoners to some other place of confinement within
their jurisdiction, in case of want of repair. &c, of the house
of correction or prison, or of any contagious disease, &e.

3. As to the support and employment of prisoners*—For the

relief of prisoners in gaols, justices of peace in sessions have
power to tax every parish in the county, not exceeding 6s. 8d*

per week, leviable by constable, and distributed by collectors,

&c. 14 Eliz. c. 5. See also stat. 12 C. 2. c. 29.

The justices in general sessions may provide a convenient

stock of materials for setting poor prisoners to work, to be paid

for by the treasurer out of the general county rate ; and may
pay and provide fit persons to oversee and set such prisoners

on work ; and make the orders needful as to regulating the

accounts, for punishing neglects and abuses, and for bestowing
the profits of their labour for the relief of the prisoners. Stat.

12 G. 2. c. 29.

By 52 G. 3. c. 160., for enabling justices of the peace to

order parochial relief to prisoners for debt in gaols, not being

county gaols, one justice may order parochial relief to poor

debtors in such gaols, by the overseers where the gaol in which
such pauper is confined shall be situate, which shall be repaid

by the parish to which such pauper belongs. If the pauper

debtor has no place of settlement in England or Wales, the

allowance shall be paid out of the county rate.

By 4 G. 4. e. 64. § 37- one of the visiting justices may, with

the consent of the prisoners committed for trial, authorise their

employment in any work or labour. But by 5 G. 4. c. 85.

§ 16. such consent must be freely given, and not extorted, and

no prisoner, before conviction, shall under any pretence be i

employed on the tread-wheel.

lly 5 G. 4. c. 85. § 17* prisoners committed for trial, and 1

unable to maintain themselves, shall be allowed sufficient food 1

without being obliged to work.
|

1

! By 4 G. 4. c. f)4. § 3S. prisoners sentenced to imprisonment
without being sentenced to hard labour, except such as shall
maintain themselves, may be ordered by two visiting justices
to be set to some work or labour not severe ; and no such pri-
soner, of ability to earn or otherwise provide for his own sub-
sistence, shall have any claim to be supported by the county.
By 5 G. 4. c. 84. § 18. prisoners under sentence of trans-

portation may, by the written order of one of the visiting
justices, be kept to hard labour while they remain in prison.

4. As to alhmanve to prisoners on discharge,— By 4 G. 4,

c> 64. § Ifj., prisoners whose confinement has been shortened on
the recommendation of the justices in quarter sessions, shall,

on being discharged, together with necessary clothing, receive
not exceeding 20.*. or less than 5.?., where the offender shall be
confined a year, and so in proportion for any shorter period.

§ 39. empowers the visiting justices to supply discharged
prisoners with the means of returning home, &c.
And by 5 G. 4. c. 85. § 22. discharged prisoners are to be

afforded the means of returning to the places of settlement

;

and for that purpose two visiting justices may take their
examination as to their places of settlement.

As to the escape of prisoners, see post, III., and tit. Escape.
And as to the punishment of such as are refractory, jx>sf, IV.

All fees formerly payable by prisoners are now abolished.
See tit. Fees*

III. The offence of prison breaking, by the common law,
was no less than felony ; and this whether the party were
committed in a criminal or civil case, or whether he were
actually within the walls of the prison, or only in the stocks,
or in the custody of any person who had lawfully arrested
him, or whether he were in the king's prison, or one belong-
ing to a lord, or franchise. 2 Inst. 589: Staundf. P. C. 31:
Cro. Car. 210.

But by the stat. 1 Ed. 2. stat. 2. de frajigentihus prtsonam,
" None from henceforth that breaketh prison shall have judg-
ment of life, or member, for breaking of prison only, except
the cause for which he was taken and imprisoned did require
such judgment, if he had been convict thereupon according
to the law and custom of the realm ; albeit in times past it
hath been used otherwise/' So that to break prison and
escape, when one is lawfully committed for any treason or
felony, remains still felony, as at the common law ; and to
break prison (whether it be the county gaol, the stocks, or
other usual place of security), when lawfully confined upon
any other inferior charge, is still punishable as a high misde-
meanor by fine and imprisonment. 4 Comm. 130.
The offence of breaking prison is but felony, whatsoever the

crime were for which the party was committed, unless his
intent were to favour the escape of others who were commit-
ted for treason, for that will make him a principal in the
treason. 2 Hawk. P. C. e. 18.

Any place whatsoever, wherein a person under a lawful
arrest for a supposed capital offence is restrained from his
liberty, whether in the stocks or street, or in the common
gaol, or the house of a constable, or private person, or the
prison of the ordinary, is a prison within the statute. 2 Inst. .58*)

;

fyer* 99- pi- 60 : Crom. 3$ : Cro. Car. 210: Hale's P. C. 107.
If the imprisonment be for any offence made capital by a

subsequent statute, the breach of prison is as much within the
act of 1 Ed. 2. stat. 2. as if the offence had always been felony;
but if the offence for which a man is committed were but a
trespass at the time when he breaks the prison, and afterwards
become felony by a subsequent matter ; as where one commit-
ted for having dangerously wounded a man, who afterwards
dies, breaks the prison before he dies, the fiction of law (which
to many purposes makes the offence a felony ab initio) shall not
be carried so far as to make the prison-breach also a felony,
which, at the time when it was committed, was but a misde-
meanor. Hales P. C. 108 : 2 Inst. 59 1 ; Ptowd. 258.
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It seems the better opinion, that if the offence for which

the party was committed be in truth but a trespass, the calling

it felony in the mittimus, will not make the breaking of the

gaol amount to felony; and that, on the other side, if the

offence were in truth a capital one, the calling it a trespass in

the millimus will not bring it within the statute; for the

cause of imprisonment is what the statute regards, and that is

the offence, which can neither be lessened nor increased by

a mistake in the mittimus. But for this, see 2 Hawk. P. C\

<?• IS.

There must be an actual breaking, for the words felonici

fregit prisonam, which are necessary in every indictment for

this offence, cannot be satisfied without some actual force or

violence ; and therefore if the prisoner, without the use of any

violent means, go out of the prison doors, which he finds open

by the negligence or consent of the gaoler, or if he escape

through a breach made by others without his privity, he is

gniltv of a misdemeanor onlv, and not of felony. 2 InsL 589:

Hale's P. C. 108: Staundf. P. C St.

Nor will the breaking of prison, which is necessitated by

any accident, happening without any default of the prisoner^

as where the prison is fired by lightning, or otherwise, without

his privity, and be breaks out to save his life, come within

the statute. Plowd. 136: 2 InsL 500: IIale's P. C. 108.

Nor is it felony to break a prison, unless the prisoner escape.

Keiltv. 87- a<

But there need not be any actual intent to break to consti-

tute the offence. Where, therefore, the prisoner escaped from

a house of correction by tying two ladders together and placing

them against the wall of the yard, and in making his escape

threw down some of the bricks of the wall, it was held a suffi-

cient breaking, II- § R. 438.

He that breaks prison may be proceeded against for such

crime before he be convicted of the crime for which he is

committed, because the breach of prison is a distinct inde-

pendent offence; but the sheriff's return of a breach of prison

is not a sufficient ground to arraign a man, without an indict-

ment 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 18.

But if he be first indicted and acquitted of the principal

felony, he shall not be indicted for the breach of prison after-

wards; for it being clear that he was not guilty of the felony,

he is in law as a person never committed for felony, and so his

breach of prison is no felony. 1 Hale, f>12.

It is not sufficient to indict a man generally, for having

feloniously broken prison ; but the case must be set forth spe-

cially, that it may appear he was lawfully in prison, and for

a capital offence. Hales P. C. 109: 2 Inst. 591.

If A. arrests B. for suspicion, and carry him to the common
gaol, and there deliver him ; if he breaks prison and be indicted

on it, there must be the following averments in the indictment:

that there was a felony done, and that A. having probable

cause to suspect B., had arrested and committed him, and that

he broke the prison ; all which must be proved on the trial.

But where a felon is taken by capias and committed, and

breaks prison, there needs no such averment, &c, because all

appears by matter of record. 2 Inst. 590: Hal Hist. P. C. 10.

By stat. 59 G. 3. c. 136. for the better regulation of the

general Penitentiary for convicts at Milbank, near Westmin-

ster, established by stat. 56 G. 3. c. 63. (see tit. Transporta-

tion), convicts breaking prison or escaping, are in like manner
punishable by three years' further confinement ; as capital

felons, on a second escape ; and by six months' confinement for

any attempt at escape.

By the 4 G. 4. c. 64, § 43. any person conveying, or causing

to be conveyed, into any prison to which the act extends, any

mask, visor, or other disguise, or instrument or arms, proper to

facilitate the escape of any prisoner, and the same delivering,

or causing to be delivered, to an}' prisoner, or other person

there for his use without the privity of the keeper of such

prison, shall be deemed to have delivered such visor, &c, with

intent to assist such prisoner to escape ; and any person, by
any means whatever, assisting any prisoner to escape, and
whether an escape be actually made or not, shall be guilty of
felony, and liable to fourteen years* transportation.

The felony of breach of prison was within clergy, though the
offence for which the party was committed was excluded clergy,

1 Hal H. P. C. 612. And where it is a felony it is now
punishable under the 7 and 8 G. c. 28. § 8. with transporta-

tion for seven years, &e.

For further matter relative to gaols and prisoners, see this

Diet. tits. Arrest, Commitment, Debtor, Escape, Execution,

False Imprisonment, Insolvent, Marshahea, Rescue*

IV. A gaoler is the master of a prison ; one that hath the

custody of the place where prisoners are kept. Sheriffs must
make such gaolers for which they will answer. But if there

is a default in the gaoler, act inn lies against him for an escape,

&c, 2 Inst. 592, In common cases, the slier iff; or gaoler, is

chargeable at the discretion of the party ; though the sheriff

is most usually charged. He who hath the custody of the

gaol wrongfully, or of right, shall be charged with the escape

of prisoners : and if he that hath the actual possession be not

sufficient^ his superior shall answer. 2 Hawk. P. C. :

2 InsL 881.

In regard to the great power gaolers and their officers have

over their prisoners, the law watcheth with a jealous eye over

their conduct. Fast. 331.

The common law also subjects gaolers to fine and imprison-

ment, and forfeiture of their offices, for gross and palpable

abuses in the execution of their offices, such as sutiering pri-

soners to escape, barbarously ill-using them, or the like. 9 Co,

50: 2 Ed. Raym. 216': 2 Bac. Ab. 630.

Also gaolers are punishable by attachment for gross misbe-

haviour or contempts, and for disobeying writs of habeas corpus,

and not bringing up the prisoners on the day prefixed by such

writ. 2 Hawk. c. 22. § 31.

And if the gaoler keep the prisoner more strictly than lie

ought of right, whereof the prisoner dieth, this is felony in the

gaoler by the common law. And this is the cause that if a

prisoner die in gaol, the coroner ought to sit upon him : and

if the death was owing to cruel and oppressive usage on the

part of the gaoler, or any officer of his, it will be deemed

wilful murder in the person guilty of such duress, 3 Inst.Q]

:

Fast. 321, 322. See two particular instances of cruelty by

gaolers which wTere hoiden to be murder, 2 Sira. 856. 884

:

Ed. Raym, 1578. But if a criminal endeavouring to break

the gaol, assault his gaoler, he may be lawfully killed by him

in the aftray. 1 Hawk. P. C. : 1 H* H. 496* See tits. Escape,

Homicide, II

L

If any person assault a gaoler, for keeping a prisoner in safe

custody, he may be fined and imprisoned. 1 Hawk. P. C*

Where a gaol is broken by thieves, the gaoler is answerable;

not if it be broken by enemies. 3 Inst. 52.

It seems clearly agreed, that a gaoler, by suffering voluntary

escapes, by abusing his prisoners, by extorting unreasonable

fees from them, or by detaining them in gaol, after they have

been legally discharged, and paid their just fees, forfeits his

office ; for that in the grant of every office it is implied, that

the grantee execute it faithfully and diligently* Co. Lit. 23S

:

9 Co. 5: 3 Mod. 143.

It hath been resolved, that a forfeiture by a gaoler who hath

but a particular interest, as of him who hath custody of a gsol

for life, or years, does not affect him in remainder, or rever-

sion, who hath the inheritance, but that upon such forfeiture

his title shall accrue, and not go to the king* Poph. U9 :

2 Lev. 71 : Raym. 2\6: 3 Lev. 288. ,

By stat. 3 G. V c 15. none shall purchase the ofoce oi

gaoler, or any other office pertaining to the high sheriff, under

pain of 500/. . i

By the 4 G. 4. c- 64. § 10. the following rules are enactea
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for regulating the duties of gaolers, &c., and the government
of every prison

1st. The keeper of every prison must reside therein; he
must not be an under-sheriff or bailiff; or concerned in any
occupation or trade whatever ; nor is he, or any other officer of
the prison, allowed to sell any article to any prisoner, nor have
any interest, directly or indirectly, in any contract or agreement
for the supply of the prison.

2nd. A matron must he appointed to superintend the female
prisoners.

3rd. The keeper must, as far as may be practicable, visit

every ward, and see every prisoner, and inspect every cell, once
at least in every twenty-four hours; and, in visiting the female
prisoners, he shall be accompanied try the matron, or by some
female officer of the prison.

4th, The keeper must keep a regular journal of all occur-
rences of importance within the prison, which must be laid
before the justices at every quarter- sessions.

5th. Due provision must be made in every prison for the
enforcement of hard labour, in cases where prisoners shall be
sentenced to it.

6th. The male and female prisoners must be confined in
separate buildings or parts of the prison, so as to prevent them
from seeing, conversing, or holding any intercourse with each
other ; and the prisoners of each sex must be divided into the
following classes

:

First. Debtors, and persons confined for contempt of court
in civil process.

Second. Prisoners convicted of felony.

Third, Prisoners convicted of misdemeanors.
Fourth* Prisoners committed on charge or suspicion of felony.
Fifth. Prisoners committed on charge or suspicion of mis-

demeanors, or for want of sureties.

Sixth. Vagrants.

Prisoners intended to be examined as witnesses for the
crown must also be kept separate.

But the justices may authorise the employment of any pri-
soner in any menial office within the prison, or for the purpose
of instructing others. And the keeper may confine a prisoner
with another class, if he shall deem it improper for him to
associate with others of the class to which he belongs.

7th. Female prisoners must in all eases be attended with
female officers*

8th. Every prisoner sentenced to hard labour must, unless
prevented by sickness, be employed not exceeding ten hours
in every day, except on Sundays, Christmas- day, and Good
Friday.

9th. Prayers selected from the Liturgy of the Church of
England must be read every morning by the chaplain, the
keeper, or some other person.

10th. Provision shall be made for the instruction of pri-
soners of both sexes in reading and writing.

lllh. Prisoners shall attend divine service on Sundays, and
on other days when performed,

12th. No prisoner shall be put in irons by the keeper except
in case of urgent necessity, and then not longer than four
days, without an order in writing from a visiting justice, spe-
cifying the cause. See further, tit. Fetters.

13th. Every prisoner shall be allowed a sufficient quantitv
of plain and wholesome food, to be regulated by the justices in
session ; and prisoners under the care of the surgeon shall be
allowed such diet as he shall direct.

14th. Prisoners before trial who shall not receive any allow-
ance from the county, may procure for themselves, and receive
at proper hours, any food or other necessaries, subject to a
strict examination.

15th. But no prisoner who is confined under the sentence of
any court, or in pursuance of any conviction before a justice,

shall receive any food or necessaries other than the gaol allow-
ance, except under special circumstances.

16'th. Due provision shall be made for the admission, at

proper times, of persons with whom prisoners committed for
trial may desire to communicate ; and rules and regulations
shall be made by the justices at sessions for the admission of
the friends of the convicted prisoners.

17th. The surgeon must examine every prisoner before he
is passed into the proper ward; and no prisoner shall be dis-
charged if labouring under any acute or dangerous distemper,
unless he himself requires it. \o prisoner before trial shall be
compelled to wear a prison dress, unless his clothes be deemed
insufficient, or necessary to be preserved for the purposes of
justice. But no prisoner, not convicted of felony, shall he
clothed in a party-coloured dress.

18th. Every male prisoner shall he provided with a sepa-
rate bed, hammock, or cot, either in a separate cell, or in a cell
with not more than two other male prisoners.

19th. The walls and ceilings of the wards, cells, rooms, and
passages, used by the prisoners, must be scraped and lime-
washed at least once in the year, and the rooms, passages, and
sleeping cells, shall be cleansed once a-week, or oftener if
requisite.

20th. All prisoners si 1 all be allowed as much air and exer-
cise as shall be deemed proper for the preservation of their
health.

£lst. Forbids the admission of spirituous liquors for the use
of prisoners; and by § 40. a penalty of UOt. is inflicted on
persons carrying or attempting to carry spirituous or fermented
liquors into any prison. And any gaoler selling, lending, or
giving away any such liquor, is liable to forfeit QOl.

22nd. No gaming shall be permitted ; and the keeper may
seize and destroy all cards, dice, or other instruments of
gaming.

23rd. No money under the name of garnish shall be taken
from any prisoner, on his entrance into the prison, under any
pretence whatever.

24-th. Upon the death of a prisoner notice shall be given by
the keeper forthwith to one of the visiting justices, as well as to
the coroner of the district, and to the nearest relative of the
deceased where practicable.

By § 1 1 . none of the prisoners can serve upon the coroner's
inquest.

By § 12. the court of lord mayor and aldermen may make
further regulations, with the sanction of the two chief justices,
for the management of the prisons in Eondon and five justices
may do the like in regard to those of any countv. Copies
of these rules must be put up in a conspicuous part of the
prison, and such rules shall be binding upon the sheriff, so as
not to interfere, however, with his right or duty to appoint or
remove any keeper of a county gaol.

By § 15. the chairman of the Michaelmas quarter-sessions
shall transmit to the Secretary of State copies of the rules and
regulations then in force for the government of every prison in
the county, together with plans of any additions to 'the build-
ing of the prison.

By § 24. a general report is required to he prepared at such
sessions by the clerk of the peace, and signed by the chairman,
and by him transmitted to the Secretary of State, to be laid
before parliament. By 5 G, 4. c. 85. § S. the chairman must
also at the same time transmit a correct statement of any
increase or diminution in every such establishment of officers
and servants, or in their respective salaries or emoluments.
By § 16*. visiting justices shall be appointed by the sessions,

and^ their duties are prescribed by this and the following
sections.

By § 14. the gaoler must attend every quarter-sessions, and
make a report in writing of the actual state and condition of
the prison, and of the number of the prisoners. By § It), he
must also make a return at every assizes of the persons sen-
tenced to hard labour. By § 20. he must, under the penalty
of 20/., on the second day next after the termination of every
sessions or assizes, transmit to the Secretary of State a calendar
containing the names, crimes, and sentences of every prisoner
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tried, distinguishing ^vith respect to all prisoners capitally

convicted such of them as may have been reprieved by the

court j and stating the day on which execution is to be done

upon those who have not been reprieved. By § 21. he must

deliver to every court of quarter-sessions a certificate how far

the rules for the government of the prison have been observed,

under the penalty of 101. And by § 22. he must, one week

before every Michaelmas sessions, make a return of the state

of the prison to the clerk of the peace.

By §41. the keeper of every prison has power to hear all

complaints touching any of the following offences:— 1. Disobe-

dience of the rules of the prison. 2. Assaults when no dan-

gerous wound or bruise is given, 3. Profane cursing and

swearing* 4. Any indecent behaviour* and irreverent beha-

viour at chapel/ o. Absent from chapel without leave.

6. Idleness or negligence in work, or wilful mismanagement

of it. For any of these offences the keeper may punish the

offender by ordering him to close confinement in the refractory

or solitary cells, and by keeping him upon bread and water

only, for any term not exceeding three days.

By § 12. any criminal prisoner guilty of any repeated offence

against the rules of the prison, or of any greater offence than

the gaoler is empowered to punish, any one of the visiting, or

any other justice of the county or district, may inquire upon

oath and determine the offence, and may order the offender to

be punished by close confinement not exceeding one month

;

or by personal correction in case of prisoners convicted of felony

or sentenced to hard labour*

By § 2$. and 33. the justices at quarter-sessions are to

appoint a chaplain and a surgeon to each prison within their

jurisdiction, the latter of whom is to keep a regular journal*

By the 4 G. 4. c* 6'4. § ?6\, and the 5 G. 4. c. 88. § 27.

those acts are declared not to extend to the prisons of the

Kings Bench or the Fleet, Bridewell, the Marshalsea, the

Penitentiary at Milbank, or that at Gloucester.

As to gaolers permitting prisoners to escape, see tit. Escape*

GAOL-DELIVERY. The administration of justice being

originally in the crown, in former times our kings in person

rode through the realm once in seven years, to judge of and

determine crimes and offences ; afterwards justices in eyre

were appointed ; and since justices of assize and gaol delivery,

&c. A commission of gaol-delivery is a patent in nature of

a letter from the king to certain persons, appointing them his

justices, or two, or three, of them, and authorising them to

deliver his gaol, at such a place, of the prisoners in it ; for

which purpose it commands them to meet at such a place, at

the time they themselves shall appoint ; and informs them that

for the same purpose the king hath commanded his sheriff of

the same county to bring all the prisoners of the gaol, and

their attachments, before them, at the day appointed, Cromp.

Jurisd. 125: 4 InsL UiS.

By stat. 3 //. 7. C* 3. those that have the custody of gaols

roust certify the names of all the prisoners to the justices of

gaol-delivery, in order to their trial or discharge, on pain of 51.

Justices of gaol-delivery are impowered by the common law

to proceed upon indictments of felony, trespass, &c. and to

order execution or reprieve. And they have power to dis-

charge such prisoners as upon their trials shall be acquitted
;

also all such against whom, upon proclamation made, no evi-

dence appears to indict them ; which justices of oyer and

terminer, &c. may not do. 2 Hawk, P. C. But these justices

have nothing to do with any person not in custody of the

prison, except in some special cases ; as if some of the accom-

plices to a felony be in such prison, and some of them out of it,

the justices may receive an appeal against those who are out

of the prison, as well as those who are in it ; which appeal,

after the trial of such prisoners, shall be remo\ed into B. R.

and process issue from thence against the rest, Fitz. Coron.

77 : S. P. C. 04. Such justices have no more to do with one

let to mainprise, than if he were at large ; for such person

cannot be said to be a prisoner, since it is not in the power of

his sureties to detain him in their custody. And where anv
person is bailed, there he is in the custody of his sureties and
they may detain him where they please. 2 H. P. C. 25.
Though per Holt, C. X if a person be let to bail, yet he is in

law in prison, and his bail are his keepers ; and therefore the
justices of gaol-delivery may take an indictment against him,
as well as if he was actually in gaol. And they may take

indictments not only of felony, but also of high treason, if the

offenders are in prison, and try and give judgment upon them,

like unto commissioners of oyer and terminer ; though it has

been formerly held otherwise. 2 Hale's Hist. A C. 35.

Justices of gaol-delivery may punish those who unduly bail

prisoners ; as being guilty of a negligent escape. S. P. C. 77:

25 Ed. 3. 3Q* They also have authority to punish many par-

ticular offences by statute.

The granting a new commission of gaol-delivery, or of the

peace, in a town corporate, shall not avoid the former com-

mission. 2 and S Ph. § Mar. c. 18. Justices of gaol -delivery

may act in their counties. 12 G, 2. c. 27, See tits. Assise,

Circuits, judges* Justices.

GARB, Garba, from the Fr. Garbc, alias GerSe, i.e. fascist

A bundle or sheaf of corn. Chart. Forest, cap. 7. And in

some places it is taken for a handful, mz* Garba aceris sit ex

triginta perils. Fleta, lib. 2. cap. 12. Garba sagitiarumh%

sheaf of arrows containing twenty-four. Skene.

Garbales Decimje. Tithes of corn,

GARBLE. Is to sever the dross and dust from spice,

drugs, &c. Garbling is the purifying and cleansing the good

from the bad; and may come from the Italian garbo, i. e.

finery or neatness ; and thence probably we say, when we

see a man in a neat habit, that he is in a handsome garb*

CotveL

GARBLER of SPICES. An officer of antiquity in the

city of London, who may enter into any shop, warehouse, &c.

to view and search drugs and spices, and garble and make

clean the same, or see that -it be done. And anciently all

drugs, &c. were to be cleansed and garbled before sold, on pain

of forfeiture, or the value. By stat. 6 Anne, c. 1 6. this officer

is to be appointed by the court of lord mayor, aldermen and

common council, to garble spices at the request of the owner,

but not otherwise.

GARCIO, Fr. Garcon.~] A groom or servant. Ph. Cor.

51 Ed. I. Garcio stolce, groom of the stole to the king: and in

the Irish language (according to Toland), garson is an appel-

lative for any menial servant. KenncCs Gloss.

GARCIONES. Servants who follow the camp. Ingulph
t

886 : IValsinv. 242. Bovs,

GA RD, ( iA R ] ) IAX , &c. See Guard and Guardian.

GARDEBRACHE, Fr. Gardebrace^ An armour or vara-

brace for the arm. Chart. K. Hen. 5.

GARDENS, By 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 29- § 42. persons steal-

ing or destroying, or damaging with such intent, any plant,

root, fruit, or vegetable production, growing in any garden,

orchard, nursery-ground, hot-house, green-house, or conserva-

tory, are punishable summarily by one justice, with imprison-

ment for six months, with or without hard labour, or a fine

not exceeding 20/. over and above the value of the article

stolen, or injury done ; and for a second offence are guilty of

felony, and punishable as in cases of simple larceny.

And by § 43. persons stealing any cultivated root or plant,

used for food for man or beast, or for medicine, distillery,

dyeing, or for any manufacture growing in land, open or

inclosed, not being a garden, orchard, or nursery-ground, are

punishable summarily before one justice ; and for a subsequent

offence may by two justices be ordered to be whipped.

By 7 and S G. 4. c. 30. & 21. maliciously destroying, or

damaging with intent to destroy, any of the productions men-

tioned in the 42d section of the above act, growing in any

garden, is for the first offence in lite manner punishable

summarilv before one justice; and persons committing a

second offence are declared guilty of felony, and liable to be
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transported for seven years, or to four years imprisonment, and
(if a male) to be whipped*

By § 22* the offence of destroying or damaging, &c. any
cultivated root, &e. in open or inclosed land not being a

garden, &c, is subjected to (lie same punishment as stealing

under the 43d section of the above act. See tits. Trees,

Trespass.

GA RD E R( ) BE , garderoba . ] A wardrobe : a c 1 ose t or

small apartment for hanging up clothes. See 2 Inst. 255.

GARDIA. Is a word used by the feudists for custodia.

Lib. Feud. 1.

GARE. A coarse wool, full of staring hairs, such as grow
about the shanks of sheep. See $Utl. 32 Ed* 3, c. 2.

GARLANDA. A chaplet, coronet, or garland. Matt.

Paris.

GARNESTLRA. Victuals, arms, and other implements
of war, necessary for the defence of a town or castle. Matt*
Paris, Anno 1250,

GARNISH, jyensiunada carceraria*~] Money paid by :i

prisoner on his entrance into gaol. It is forbid to be taken by

the 4 G. 4, c. 43. § 10, r< 23* See tit Gaol.

To GARNISH. To warn; to garnish the heir, signifies

in law to warn the heir. Stat* 2J Eliz. cap. 3. Repealed by
6 G. 4. c. 105. § 13.

GARNISHMENT, Fr, garnement, from garnir, i.e. in-

struere.~\ In a legal sense intends a warning given to one for

his appearance, for the information of the court and explaining

a cause. For example—one is sued for the detinue of certain

writings delivered ; and the defendant alleging that they

were delivered to him by the plaintiff', and another person,

upon condition, prays that the other person may be warned to

plead with the plaintiff, whether the condition be performed
or not ;

in this petition he is sjiid to pray garnishment, which
may be interpreted either a warning of that other, or a fur-

nishing the court with all parties to the action, whereby it

may thoroughly determine the cause: and until he appears and
joins, the defendant is at it were out of the court. Cromp*
Juris* 211: F. N, B. 106, A writ of scirefacias is to go forth

against the other person to appear and plead with the plaintiff:

and when he comes and thus pleads, it is called interpleader*

If the garnishee be returned scire feci, and make default,

judgment will be had to recover the writings, and for their

delivery, against the defendant ; and if the garnishee appears
and pleads, if the plaintiff recovers, he shall have damages,
Rasf. 213: 1 Brojvnl. 147.

Garnishment is generally used for a warning; as garnisher
h court is to warn the court, and reasonable garnishment is

where a person hath reasonable wami t i g. Kite It . 6. F u r t hc r

,

some contracts are naked, sans gamement, and some furnished,
&c. See tit interpleader.

GARNISHEE. Such third person or party in whose hands
money is attached within the liberties of the city of London,
by process out of the sheriff's court ; so called, because he hath
had garnishment or warning, not to pay the money to the

defendant, but to appear and answer to the plaintiff creditor's

suit. Vide Attachment Foreign.

GARNISTURK. A furnishing or providing. Pat. 17*
Ed* 3* Vide Garnest ura.

GARRANTY. See Warranty.
GARSUMMUNE : gersuma, or gersoma* A fine or

amerciament* Domesday, Spehn. Gloss*

GARTER: garterium, Fr, jartier, i. e, periscelis fascia
pOpliiariar\ Signifies in divers statutes, and elsewhere a spe-

|

cial garter
7 being the ensign of a noble order of knights,

instituted by King Ed. III. anno Dom. 1344, called Knights of
|

ike Garter. It is also taken for the principal king at arms, i

among our English heralds, attending upon the knights thereof;

created by Henry V.
The first dignity after nobility is that of a knight of the

Order of Saint George, or of the Garter. See tits. Knights,

Precedency.

VOL. I,

GARTH, A little back-side, or close in the North of
England; being an ancient British word; gardd in that lan-

guage signifying garden> and pronounced and writ garth ; also

a dam or wear, &c.

GARTHMAN. As there are fshgarths or wears for

catching of fish, so there are garthmen; for by statute 17 R.2.
c. Q. it is ordained, that no fisher nor garthman shall use
any nets or engines to destroy the fry of fish, Sec. This word
is supposed to be derived from tin.' Scottish gar/, winch signi-

fieth in forced, or compelled ; the fish being forced by the wear
to pass in at a loop where they are taken.

GASTALDLS. A governor of (he country, whose office

was only temporary, and who had jurisdiction over the common
p&ople, Blount.

GATE. At the end of the names of places, signifies a way
or path, from the Sax. gent, i. e« porta. The custody of the

gates of the city of London is granted to the Lord Mayor, &c.
by chart. King Henry IV,

See further tits. Fence, Malicious Injuries*

GAUGETUM , A gauge or gauging, done by the gauger

;

and the true English gauge is mentioned in Rot. Pari.

32 Ed. ]

.

GAUGER, gaugeator, Fr. gauchir, i. e. in gyrum tor(pierer\

An officer appointed by the king to examine all tuns, pipes,

hogsheads, barrels, and tierces of wine, oil, honey, &c, and to

give them a mark of allowance, as containing lawful measure,
before they are sold in any place : and because his mark is a
circle made with an iron instrument for that purpose, it seems
to have its name from thence. The stat. 3 1 Eliz. c. 8. ordained
that beer, Sec. imported shall be guaged by the masters and
wardens of the Coopers' Company.

Guagers are now the surveying officers under the board of
Excise, See tit. Excise.

Gaugers may take samples not exceeding half a pint. 32 G. 2.

e* 2<).

G AV E L, Sax. gafel7\ Tribute, toll, custom, or yearly revenue ;

of which we had in old time several kinds. See tit. GabeL
GAVEL E

r

l
' , ga t eletu

m

.] A n ancien t and special kind of
cessavit used in Kent, where the custom of gavel- hind conti-

nues, whereby a tenant, if he withholds his rents and services

due to the lord, shall forfeit his land : it was intended where
no distress could be found on the premises, so that the lord
might seize the land itself in the nature of a distress, and keep
it a year and a day ; within which time, if the tenant came and
paid his rent, he was admitted to his tenement to hold it as
before; but if not, the lord might enter and enjoy the same.
The lord wTas to seek by the award of his court, from three
weeks to three weeks, to find some distress upon the land or
tenement, until the fourth court ; and if in that time he could
find none, at the fourth court it was awarded that the tene-
ment should be seized as a distress, and kept in the lord's hands
a year and a day without manuring ; and if the tenant did not
in that time redeem it, by paying the rent and making amends
to the lord, the lord having pronounced his process by witnesses
at the next county court, was awarded by his court to enter
and manure the tenement as his own : and if the tenant would
afterwards have it again, he was to make agreement with the
lord. Fitz. Cess. £>0 : Terms de Ley.

Gavelctum is as much as to say to cease, or to let to pay the
rent: and consuetudo de gavelet was not a rent or service, but
a rent or service withheld, denied or detained, causing the
forfeiture of the tenement. Diet.

The word gavelet in its original signification imported rent ;
but it means also a processfor the recovery of rent peculiar to
Kent and London* The gavelet thus prevailing by the cus-
tom of Kent may be used whether there is a sufficient distress
on the land or not ; but is restricted to gavelkind tenure.
Robins, on Gavelk* 243. To London this writ was given for
rent service generally by stat. 10 Ed. 2 ; which is therefore
called the statute of gavelet. But by the words of the statute
this latter gavelet onlv lies where the lord cannot obtain

4 H
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payment by distress. See Spelm. voc. Gaveletum, Wright's

Ten, 197*

This remedy of gavelet, as well as that of cessavit, is now
fallen wholly into disuse ; nor, whilst they continued in use,,

were they applicable, except where the tenure was in fee.

Booth on Real Act. 133* See 1 Insl. 142. n. 2 : and this Diet-

tits. Cessavit Distress, Tenure*

Gavelet in London, breve de gavelto in London, pro

redditu ibidem, quia tenemenia fucrunt indistnngibilia.'] The
writ used in the hustings of London ; where the parties, tenant

and demandant, appear by scire facias, to show cause why the

one should not have his tenement again on payment of his

rent, or the other recover the lands, on default thereof

GAVELGELD. Payment of tribute or tolL Man. Angl
torn. 3.

GAVELKIND*

A tenure or custom, annexed and belonging to lands in

Kent, whereby the lands of the father are equally divided at

his death among all his sons ; or the land of the brother among
ail the brethren, if he have no issue of his own. Lilt. 210* Sec

tit. Tenures, III. 12,

All the lands in England, it is said, were of the nature of

gavelkind before the year 106ft, and descended to all the issue

equally; but after the conquest (as it is called) when knight

service was introduced, the descent was restrained to the

eldest son for the preservation of the tenure; Lamb, 167;

3 Salk. 120 ;
except in Kent, for the supposed reason of

which see Blount in v. Gavelkind, who relates the story of

the Kentish men surrounding William L with a moving wood

of boughs, and thus obtaining a confirmation of their ancient

rights*

In the reign of Henry VI* there wrere not above thirty or forty

persons in all Kent that held by any other tenure than this of

gavelkind ; which was afterwards altered upon the petition

of divers Kentish gentlemen, in much, of the land of that

county, so as to be descendible to the eldest son, according

to the eourse of the common law, by the stat. 31 H. 8. c. 3 ;

though the custom to devise gavelkind land, and the other

qualities and customs, remain. Co. Litt. 140. By the stat. ,S4

and 35 H. 8. 0* 26. all gavelkind lands in Wales were made
descendible to the heir, according to the common-law

;
whereby

ir appears that the tenure of gavelkind was likewise in that

principality.

Blackstone relies on the nature of tenure in gavelkind as a

pregnant proof that tenure in free socage was a remnant of

Saxon liberty* It is universally known what struggles the

Kentish men made to preserve their ancient liberties, and the

success with which those struggles were attended. And as it

is principally here that we meet with the custom of gavelkind,

we may fairly conclude that this was a part of those liberties

;

agreeable to Mr. Selden's opinion that gavelkind, before the

Norman conquest, was the general custom of the realm. The
distinguishing properties of this tenure are various. Some of

the principal are—that the tenant is of sufficient age to alien

his estate, by feoffment, at the age of fifteen ; that the estate

does not escheat in case of an attainder and execution for

felony ; that in most places the tenant had power of devising

lands by will before the statute for that purpose was made

(Fiiz. N. B. 198 : Cro* Car. 561.) ; the descent of the lands, as

above stated, which was indeed anciently the most usual course

of descent all over England (GlanviL I. 7.c. 3.); though in

particular cases particular customs prevailed.

These among other properties distinguished this tenure in

a more remarkable manner ; and yet it is said to be only a

species of a socage tenure, modified by the custom of the

country; the lands, being holden by suit of court and fealty,

which is a service in its nature certain. Wright, 21 L See this

Diet. tit. Tenure, III. 12. Wherefore by a charter of King

John, Hubert, Archbishop of Canterbury, was authorised to

exchange the gavelkind tenure holden of the see of Canterbury

into tenures

statute of 31 H. 8* c. 3. for disgavelling lands in Kent,* they
are directed to be decendible for the future, like other lands
which were never holden by service of socage. Xow the im-
munities which the tenants in gavelkind enjoyed were suck as
cannot be conceived should be conferred on mere ploughmen
and peasants; from all which the learned commentator con-
ceives it to be sufficiently clear that tenures in free socage are
in general of a nobler original than is assigned by Littleton,

or after him by the bulk of common lawyers* 2 Comm. 84, 8sl

c. 6'.

A father having gavelkind lands, had three sons, one of

whom died in the life-time of his father, leaving issue a
daughter: and it was held that the daughter shall inherit the

part of her father jure reprcsentationis, and yet she is not

within the words of the custom of dividing the land between
the heirs male, for she is the daughter of a male and heir by

representation. 1 Salk. 243. The heir at the age of fifteen

years, it is said, may give and sell his lands in gavelkind, and

shall inherit. Co, Lit. 111. The custom of gavelkind is not

altered, though a fine be levied of the lands at common law

;

because it is a custom that runs with the land. 6 Ed. 6.

Land in gavelkind was devised to the husband and wife for

life, remainder to the next heir male of their bodies, &c. They
had three sons, and it was adjudged that the eldest son should

not have the whole* Dj/er, 133. A donee in tail of gavel-

kind lands had issue four sons; and it was held, that all should

inherit ; but if a lease for life is made of gavelkind remainder

to the right heirs of A* B., who hath issue four sons; in this

case the eldest son shall inherit the remainder, because, in case

of purchase, there can be but one right heir. 1 Rep. 102. If

gavelkind lands come to the crown, and are re-granted to hold

in capite, &c. the land shall descend to all the heirs male as

gavelkind. Nets. Abr. 895.

A wTife shall be endowed of gavelkind land, of a moiety of

the land whereof her husband died seised, during her widow-

hood. Co. Lit. 111. And it has been adjudged, that the

widow cannot have election to demand her thirds or dower at

common law, so as to avoid the custom, by which sbeshaD lose

her dower, if she marry a second husband. Moor. 2(i0* But

see 1 Leon. 62. See tit. Dower.
The husband shall be tenant by the curtesy of half the

gavelkind lands of the wife, during the time he continues un-

married, without having any issue by his wife ; but if he

marry* he shall forfeit his tenancy by the curtesy. Co. Lit. Ill;

1 Atk. 603. If the husband had issue by his wife, and she

die, he shall be tenant by the curtesy of the whole land; and

though he marry, he shall not forfeit his tenancy* Mich

21 Car. B. R. 1 Ml Abr. 649.
It was formerly supposed that although a father was at-

tainted of treason or felony, the heir of guv.dkind Jmd should

inherit, for the custom, as said, was, < the father to the bough

and the son to the plough.' Boat. $ Stud, c.^ 10. But it has

been held, that, in matters of treason, winch etoike at the

foundations of policy and government,, e^en gavelkind lands are

forfeitable, and always were. See tit. Forfat tore.

A rent in fee granted out of gavelkind lauds, shall descend

in gavelkind to all the heirs male, as the lands would have

done ; it being of the same nature with the land itself 2 La'.

138; 1 Mod. 97: 1 Vern. 489-

A rectory in Kent, formerly belonging to one of the duv

solved monasteries, having been granted by Henry Via. toa

layman, to be holden in fee by knight's service in capile, the

lands are descendible according to the custom of gavelkind,

but the tithes according to the common law* 2 N. R- 4fl1.

There is no difference between parceners at common law

and co-heirs in gavelkind, the latter being only parceners by

custom ; one, therefore, of several co-heirs in gavelkind may

distrain for rent due to him and the rest without an actual

authority from them; and an avowry in his own right, and a

cognizance as their bailiff, is sufficient, without averring any
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authority. 2 B. $ B. 465 : 5 Moore, 297 ! and see Co. Lit.

241. 265; Bro. Abr. Traverse, IS: 5 Mod. 12: Carth. 864
All lands in Kent shall be taken to be gavelkind, except

those which are disgavelled by particular statutes 1 Mod. 9$.

If lands are alleged to be in Kent, it shall be intended that

they are gavelkind, if the contrarv doth not appear. 2 Sid*

153: 1 Vern. 489.

By Hale, Ch. J., gavelkind law is the law of Kent, and is

never pleaded, but presumed ; and it has been held, that the

superior courts may take notice of gavelkind generally without

pleading j though not of the special custom of devising it,

which ought to be pleaded specially. 1 Mod. 98 : Cro. Car.

465 : Luhv. 236. 754.

The gavelkind descent of lands in Ireland was an incident

to the custom of tanistry, and us such fell to the ground with
its principal, in consequence of a solemn judgment against the

latter in a case Anne, 5. Jac. 1. See J)at\ Hep. 28. Rutin
the reign of Queen Anne, the policy of weakening the Roman
Catholic interest in Ireland was the cause of an Irish statute

to make the lands of Papists descendible according to the

gavelkind custom, unless the heir conformed within a limited

time. See Rob. on Gavelkind , c. 17- However, by an Irish

statute (17 and 18 G. 3. c. 49.), the descent of the lands of

Papists was again reduced to the course of common law.

1 InsL 176. n. 1.

The commissioners appointed to inquire into the laws
relative to real property, in their third report recommend the

abolition of gavelkind, principally on the ground of the diffi-

culty of dealing with property of this tenure, arising from the

minute shares into wThich it frequently becomes divisible.

Another reason is the additional trouble and expense attending
purchases in Kent consequent on the necessity of ascertaining

whether the lands are subject to the custom.

GAVELMAN. A tenant liable to tribute.

—

So?mier of
Gavelkind, p. S3. And hence gavelkind has been thought to lie

land in its nature taxable. Blount. See Tenures, III,

GAVEL MED. The duty or work of mowing grass, or

cutting a meadow land, required by the lord from his cus-

tomary tenants; cousttetudo falcandi quce weatur gavelmed.
SOTMU
GAVELCESTER, Sax. sexiarius veciigalis.'] A certain

measure of rent- ale ; and among the articles to be charged on
the stewards and bailiffs of the manors belonging to the church
of Canterbury, in Kent, according to which they were to be
accountable, this of old was one; de gavetccster cujustibet

bracini braciali infra libertatem maneriorum, viz. una?n tagenam
et dimidiam cervisice. This duty elsewhere occurs under the
name of iolcesier ; in lieu thereof the Abbot of Abingdon was
wont of custom to receive the penny mentioned by Selden in

his Dissertation annexed to Fleta, cap. 8. Nor does it differ

from what is called oak gavel in the Glossary at the end of
Henry I. Law's Sax. Diet.

GAVEL -W ERK , Sax.] Was either manu opera, by the
hands and person of the tenant, or corropera, by his carts or
carriages. Phillips of Purvey.

GAZETTE, gazetta.^\ The London Gazette, which is pub-
lished by the King's printer by authority of the government,
is evidence of all acts of state, and of every thing done by the
king in his political capacity, 5 T R. 436. So it is to prove
the king's proclamation, of which a court will not take notice

except the Gazette be produced. 2 Camp.
But it is not evidence to prove particular facts between

individuals, as a certain military commission; 2 Camp. 513;
at least, unless the other side refuse to produce the commission,
which in the best evidence. Ibid. S. P. 5 Esp. 233.

It is evidence, however, as a medium to prove notices; as

of a dissolution of partnership, which is usually so notified.

1 Stark. 186: Peake, 43- 154, 155. tu But such evidence is

very weak, without proof that the party to be affected by the
notice read the particular Gazette in w hich it was contained.

I Stark. 186". And it seems incumbent on persons dissolving

partnership to give a special notice to those with wThom
they have dealt. 1 Esp. 171 : Peake, 42 ! 1 Stark. 418.

Notices of bankruptcies in the Gazette are made sufficient

by express enactment, as are also declarations of insolvency,

and many other of the proceedings under the bankrupt laws.

GEASPECIA. In a charter of the privileges of NewTcastle-

upon-Tvne, renewed anno 30 Elizabeth, we find sturgiones3

porpecias (i. e. porpoises), delphinos, gcaspetia, viz. grampaist

&c.

GEBURSCIP, geburscipa.~\ Neighbourhood or adjoining

district. Leg. Ed. Confess* cap. !..

GEBURLS. A country inhabitant of the same gebureship,

or village ; from the Sax. gebure, a carl ploughman, or farmer.

Cowel.

GELD, gehlum, mulcta ; coinpensatio delicti et prclium ra\]

Hence, in our ancient laws, wergcld or wercgild was used for

the value or price of a man slain ; and orfgeld of a beast : like-

wise money or tribute; for it is said, et sinl quiet i de geld is,

danegeldis, horngeldis, blodwita> &c. Chart. Ric. 2. Priorat.

de H. in Devon, pat. 5. Ed. 4. A ngeld is the single value of a
thing ; twigeld, double value, &c.

GELDABLE, geldabilis.^ That is, liable to pay tax or

tribute. Camden, dividing Suffolk into three parts, calls the

first geldable, because subject to taxes ; from which the other

two parts were exempt, as being ecclesia? donafee. The word
is mentioned in the stat. 27 H* 8. c. 26. But in an old MS.
it is expounded to be that land or lordship which is

v sub dis-

tricturn e curice vicecom* 2 Inst. 701.

GELDING. See tit. Cattle.

GEMOTE, Sax. i. e. conventus.~] An assembly. Leg. Ed.
Conf, c. 35. See Alderman, Ealdurman, Folemoie, Mote, JVit-

tenagemote, Parliamen t.

GENEATH, villa n us: regis ganeath, is the king's villain.

LL. Ittw, MS. cap. 19.

GENERAL COUNCIL. See Synod.

GENERAL ISSUE, is a plea to the fact of not guilty, in
criminal cases, in order to trial, by the country, or by peers,

&c. II. P. C* 254. In civil suits there are various pleas, which
are general issues, according to the species of the action, as in

trespass, not guilty ; in case on promises, non assumpsit ; &c.
By the rules made by the judges in H. T. 4 IV. 4. the general

issues in civil actions have been greatly modified and restricted
;

and " nil debet/' the general issue in debt, is taken away.
See further, tit. Pleading.

GENE RALE. The single commons, or ordinary provision
of the religious, were termed generate, as their general allow-
ance, distinguished from their pietanike, or pittances, which on
extraordinary occasions were thrown in as over commons.
These are described amongst other customs, Cartidar, Glaston.

MS.fol. 10.

GENERALS OF ORDERS. Chiefs of the several orders
of monks, friars, and other religious societies.

GENERAL WARRANTS. See tits. Arrest, Commitment.
GENE RATI O. When an old abbey, or religious house, had

spread itself into many colonies, or depending cells, that issue
or offspring of the mother monastery was called generatio

;

quasi proles et soboles vtatricis domas. Annul. Wavert. 1232.
GENTLEMAN', genero$us.~] Is compounded of two lan-

guages, from the Fr.gent il, i. e. honest us, vel lionesto loco natus,
and the Sax. mon, a man ; thus meaning a man well born.
The Italians call him gentil uomo whom we style a gentleman;
the French distinguish him by the name of geniilhomme; and
the Spaniards keep up to the meaning of the word, calling
him hidalgo, or liijo d'alga, who is the son of a man of account

;

so that gentlemen are such whom their blood or race doth make
known*

Under the denomination of gentlemen arc comprised all

above yeomen : whereby noblemen are truly called gentlemen.
Smith de Rep. Ang. lib. 1. cc. 20, 21, A gentleman is gene-
rally defined to be one, who, without any title, bears a coat of
arms (qui gerit anna), or whose ancestors have been freemen

;
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and by the coat that a gentleman giveth, he is known to be, or

not to be, descended from those of his names that lived many
hundred years since.

There is said to be a gentleman by office and in reputation,

as well as those that are born such. 2 List. 668. And we read

that J, Kingston was made a gentleman by King Richard 11.

Pat. IS Rtd % par. 1. GentHis homo for a gentleman, was
adjudged a good addition. Ifif. 27 Ed. 3. But the addition

of esquire, or gentleman, was rare before 1 IL 5. though that of

knight is very ancient, 2 Inst. 5Q5. 667.
" As for gentlemen," says Sir Thomas Smith (De Rep. Ang.

lih, 1. c. 20), ** they be made good cheap in this kingdom;
for whosoever studieth the laws of the realm, who studieth

in the universities, who professeth the liberal sciences^ and,

to be short, who can live idly, and without manual labour, and
will bear the port, charge, and countenance of a gentleman,

he shall be called master, and shall be taken for a gentleman."

See tit. Precedency.

GENTLEWOMEN, generosaf^ Is a good addition for the

state and degree of a woman, as generosu.s is for that of a man ;

and if a gentlewoman be named spinster in any original writ,

appeal, &c, it hath been held that she may abate and quash

the same. 2 Inst. 668. But it seems that spinster is in general

a good addition, for an unmarried woman, as single woman is

for one who being unmarried hath had a bastard.

GENTILITY, geniUitasf\ Is lost by attainder of treason

or felony, by which persons become base and ignoble, &c.

GENU. A generation.

—

Successit Ethelbaldo Ojfa quinta

Genu. Malmsk. lib. 1. c. 4.

GENUS, Lat.J The general stock, extraction, &c, as the

word office in law is the genus or general ; but the sheriff, &c.

is the species of it, or particular. 2 Lil. Abr. 528.

Genus, among metaphysicians and logicians, denotes a

number of beings which agree in certain general properties,

common to them all ; so that a genus is, in fact, only an

abstract idea, expressed by some general name or term ; or

rather a general name or term, to signify what is called an

abstract idea.

GEORGE NOBLE. A piece of gold, current at six shil-

lings and eight-pence, in the reign of King Henry VI

L

Lowndes s Essays upon Coins, p. 41,

GEORGIA. In America, its colony established by star.

6 G\ 2. c. 25. § 7-

GERSUMA. See Garsummune.
GESTIO pro Hjerf.dk. Behaviour as heir. That conduct

by which the heir renders himself liable to the debts of the

ancestor. This may be by taking possession of title deeds,

receiving rent, &c. Scotch Diet*

GESTU et FAMA. An ancient writ where a person's

good behaviour was impeached, now out of use. Lamb. Eirin.

lib. 4. cap. 14. See Surety for the Peace.

GEWINEDA, Sax.] The public convention of the people,

to decide a cause : ct pax quam aldermanus regis in quinque

bergorum gewineda dabit emendatur 12 lihris. LL. /Ethelred,

cap. 1.

GEYVITNESSA. The giving of evidence. Leg. Ethel,

cap. 1. apud Bromptvn.

GIFT, donum donatio.'] A conveyance which passeth either

lands or goods. A gift is of a larger extent than a grant, being

applied to things moveable and immoveable ; yet as to things

immoveable, when strictly taken, it is applicable only to lands

and tenements given in tail : but gifts and grants are said to be

alike in nature, and often confounded. Wood's Inst. 26*0.

The conveyance of lands by gift is properly applied to the

creation of an estate-tail, as feoffment is to that of an estate in

fee, and lease to that of an estate for life or years. It differs

in nothing from a feoffment but in the nature of the estate

passing by it ; for the operative words of conveyance in this

case are do, or dedi—/ give, or have given; and gifts in tail

are equally imperfect without livery of seisin, as feoffment in

fee simple. Lit. § 59. Aad this is the only distinction that

Littleton seems to take when he says, « it is to be understood
that there is feoffor and feoffee ; donor and donee

; lessor and
lessee;" Lit. § 57 ; viz. feoffor is applied to a feoffment in fee-
simple, donor to a gift in tail, and lessor to a lease for life or
years or at will. In common acceptation gifts are frequently
confounded with grants. See tit. Grttnl, 2 Comm. 3 lb', c. so!
A man by deed did give and grant, bargain and sell, alien,

enfeoff, and confirm to his daughter certain lands ; but no con-
sideration of money was mentioned, nor was the deed inrolled

|

there was likewise no consideration of natural affection ex-

pressed (other than what was implied in naming the grantee
his daughter), and there was no livery indorsed, or any found
to have been made ; nor was the daughter in possession at

the time of the deed made : and in B. R. it was adjudged
by the court that the deed was good, and carried the estate

to the daughter by way of covenant to stand seised, tSee.

1 Mod. 157-

The words give and grant, in deeds of gift, Sec. of things

which lie in grant, will amount unto a grant, a feoffment, a

gift, release, confirmation, or surrender, at the election of the

party, and may be pleaded as a gift or grant, release, &c. at

his election, Co. Lit. 301. And words shall be marshalled so

in gifts and grants, that where they cannot take effect accord-

ing to the latter, the law will make so eh construction as that

the gift by possibility may take effect: benigne sunt hderpre-

tationes chartarum propter simplieitatcm laicorum. Co. Lit. 183.

If a person gives or grants land, and does not say in what

parish or county it lies: yet if there be any other thing to

describe it, as lately belonging to such a person, &c,, or other

circumstantial matter, it may be averred where the land lieth,

and so the gift be good. Bro. Grant, 53 : 9 Jlep. 47. All

corporeal and immoveable things that lie in livery, such as

manors, messuages, cottages, lands, woods, and the like, may be

given and granted in fee, for life, or years at first ; and be

assignable ever after, from man to man in infinitum, 1 Rol.

Abr. 44. And where a man gives and grants wood to another

on his lands, or 20s* for it to be received out of the same lands,

&c., here the wood passes by the gift presently, with power to

choose to have the money. I RoL Abr. 47- A deed of gift of

lands or goods may be made upon condition ; and on a gift or

sale of goods, the delivery of (hi., or a spoon, &c, is a good seisin

of the whole. Wood's Inst. 234.

Gifts or grants for the transferring of personal property arc

thus to be distinguished from each other ; that gifts are always

gratuitous; grants are upon some consideration or equivalent

;

and they may be divided with regard to their subject-matter

into gifts or grants of chattels real, and gifts or grants of chat-

tels personal. Under the former head may be included all

leases for years of land, assignments and surrenders of these

leases ; and all the other methods of conveying an estate less

than freehold. These, however, very seldom carry the outward

appearance of a gift, however freely bestowed ;
being usually

expressed to be made in consideration of blood, or natural

affection ; or of 5s. to 10s. nominally paid to the grantor: and

in case of leases, always reserving a rent, though it be but a

peppercorn : any of which considerations will in the eve of the

law convert the gift, if executed, into a grant ; if not executed,

into a contract. 2 Comm. 440. c. 30.

Grants or gifts of chattels personal are the act of transfer-

ring the right and the possession of them, whereby one man

renounces, and another immediately acquires, all title and

interest therein, which may be done either in writing or by

word of mouth, attested by sufficient evidence, of which the

delivery of possession is the strongest and most essential. But

this conveyance, when merely voluntary, is somewhat suspi-

cious ; and is usually construed to be fraudulent, if creditors

or others become sufferers thereby; and particularly, by stat.

3 H. 7. c. 4. all deeds of gift of goods made in trust to the

use of the donor shall be void, because otherwise persons

might be tempted to commit treason or felony without danger

of forfeiture: and the creditors of the donor might also be
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defrauded. And by stat. 13 Eliz. c. 5. every grant or gift of

chattels as well ;is lands with an intent to defraud creditors or

others, shall he void as against such persons to whom such

fraud would be prejudicial, hut as against the grantor or giver

himself shall stand good and effectual ; and all persons, par-

takers in, or privy to, such fraudulent grants, shall forfeit the

whole value of the goods, one moiety to the king, and the

other to the party grieved : and also on conviction suffer half a

year's imprisonment. See 3 Rep. 82 ; and this Diet. tit. Fraud.

A true rind proper gift or grant is always accompanied with

delivery of possession, and takes effect immediately: as if A.
gives to B. 100/. or a flock of sheep, and puts him in possession

of them directly, it is then a gift executed in the donee; and

it is not in the donor's power to retract it, though he did it

without any consideration or reeompence ; Jaik. 109; unless

it be prejudicial to creditors, or the donor were under any

legal incapacity, as infancy, coverture, duress, or the like ; or

if he were drawn In, circumvented, or imposed upon, by false

pretences, ebriety, or surprise. But if the gift does not take

effect by delivery of immediate possession, it is then not pro-

perly a gift but a contract ; and this a man cannot he com-
pelled to perform, but upon good and sufficient consideration.

2 Comm. 441, c. 30. See this Diet. tit. Assumpsit, Considera-

tion) Contract.

A gift may be by deed, in word, or in law : all goods and
chattels personal may be given without deed, except in some
special cases ; and a free gift is good without a consideration.

Perk. 57.

Whenever any gift shall be made, in satisfaction of a debt,

it is proper to make it in a public manner before neighbours,

that the goods and chattels be appraised to the full value, and

the gift expressly made in satisfaction of the debt ; and that on

the gift, the donee take possession of them, &c. Hod. 230.

See tit. Fraud.
If a man intending to give a jewel to another, say to him,

Here J give you my ring with the ruby in it, SfC 9
and with his

own hand delivers it to the party, this will be a good gift,

notwithstanding the ring bear any oilier jewel, hi -nig deli-

vered by the party himself, to the person to whom given.

And if a person give a horse to another, being present, and hid

him take the horse, though he call the man by a wrong name,

it will be a good gift , but it would be otherwise if the horse

were delivered for the use of another person, being absent

;

there a mistake of the name would alter the case. Bac. Max.
87. A gift must be certain," therefore to give or grant an-

other his horses or cows that may he spared, will be void

:

though if one give to A. B. his horse, or his cow, he may take

which he will. Bro. Done, f}0.

If a person make a suit of clothes for another, and put it

upon him to use and wear, this will be a gift or grant in law
of the apparel made. Co. Lit. 351. This must mean if there

was not any employment, and if the tailor, therefore, meant

to give the clothes.

A verbal gift of a chattel, without actual delivery, does not

pass the property to the donee. 2 B* A. 551. A mere
verbal gift, therefore, of five colts from a father to his son,

which continued in the donee's possession above twelve months

up to the time of his death, does not pass the property. 2 B. A.

551 : and sec 2 Marsh. 532.

And letters to executors, expressing that 1000/. wTas proper

to be given to the writer's daughter, were held not to amount

to a gift of so much in their bauds, the gift not being com-

pleted. 1 Mod. 76.

But a deposit of Bank notes with executors for the depo-

sitor's sister and children, is a gift of the money among them.

2 Bro. C. C 500.

A gift of chattels to take place after the donor's death

passes only those w hich remain in specie at the time of the

gift. 3 Swansf. 400. n.

A general gift of income arising from personal property is

equivalent to a general gift of the property. 1 S, <f £7. 48L

As to gifts in law, when a man is married to a woman, all

her goods and chattels by gift in law become the husband's;

but then he is liable for her debts: so if a man is made execu-

tor, the law gives him all the goods and chattels of the testator,

subject to his debts. ] Inst. 351. See tits. Baron and Fane,
Executor.

And see further tits. Co7iveya7ice, Deed, Donatio Mortis

Causa j Estate, Fraud, Grant, Limitation , §c.

GIFTA AQL.E. The stream of water to a mill. Man,
Angl. torn. 3.

G1GMILLS. A kind of fulling mills for fulling and burl-

ing of woollen cloth, prohibited by stat. 5 and 6 Ed. (>. 0. -22.

See Woollen Manufacturers.

GILD. A fraternity or company, &c. See Guild, Geld.

GILDA MEUCATORI A. A mercantile meeting or as-

sembly. If the king grants to a set of men to have gildam

mercaloriam9
this is alone sufficient to incorporate and establish

them for ever. ] 0 Rrp. :>0 : \ Hut. Ab.5\ii. See tits, (or/o-

ration, Guild,

GILDING METALS, By certain ancient statutes, now
obsolete, the gilding any metal but silver, and church orna-

ments, or silvering any thing except the apparel of peers, &t\,

and metal for knights' spurs, is liable to forfeiture of ten times

the value, and a year s imprisonment. None shall gild rings

or other things made of copper or latten, on pain to forfeit 5L
to the king, and damages to the party deceived. For gilding

silver wares, no person may take above 4s. Sd. for a pound of

troy weight, under penalties. Stats* 5 H. 4. c. tSi 2 H. 5.

c. 4: 8 H. 5. c. 3. See tit. Gold.

GIPSIES. See tit. Egyptians.

GIRLS. See tit. Abduction, $c.

GISAKMS, or GLISAKMES. An hnlbert or hand-axe,

from the Lat. bis arma, because it wounds on both sides.

Skene— Spelm. It is mentioned in the statute 13 Ed. 1. a. 6.

GIST OF ACTION. From the Fr. gist ; is the cause for

which the action lieth; the ground and foundation thereof ; with-

out which it is not maintainable. 5 Mod. 305. See tit. Action.

GLADIOLLWI. A little sword or dagger; also a kind of'

sedge. Matt. Paris. 1206.

GLADIUS. Jus gladit is mentioned in our Latin authors
and the Norman laws; it signifies a supreme jurisdiction.

Cambd. And it is said that from hence, at the creation of an
earl, he is gladio succinctus ; to signify that he had a jurisdic-

tion over the county of which he was made earl. See Picas of
the Sword.
GLAIKE, Fr.~\ A sword, lance, or horseman's staff.

Gteyre was one of the weapons allowed the contending parties
in a trial by combat. Orig* Jurisd. 79*

GLASS. Various internal duties of excise have from time
to time been by many statutes laid on glass and glass manu-
factures, and all works and manufactures of glass are sub-
jected to strict regulation. Equivalent duties are imposed on
all glass imported. See Burn's Justice, tit. Excise.
As to stealing glass belonging to any building, see tit.

Fixtures.

GLASS-MEN, are reckoned amongst wandering rogues
and vagrants by the old statutes, 39 Eliz, c. 17 : 1 Jac. I.e. 7.

GLAVE A. A hand dart. Blount.

GLEANING, LEASING, or LESING, from Fr. glainer,
quasi graner; colhgere grana.— Teuton, ahrlesen, ex ahr,
spica. et lesen, colligere.—Minshew in v. Glean.~] It has been
said, that by the common law and custom of England the poor
are allowed to enter and glean upon another's ground after the
harvest without being guilty of trespass ; which humane pro-
vision seems borrowed from the Mosaical law. 3 Comm. 2\2,
213 : Trials per pais, c. 1 5. p. 438. 534.

But it is now settled by a judgment of the Court of Common
Pleas, that a right to glean in the harvest field cannot be
claimed by any person at common law. Neither have the poor
of a parish, legally settled, such right. Gould, J. dissented
from this opinion, quoting the passages in the Mosaical law;
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(Levit. r. 19. vv. 9, 10. c. 23. v. 22 : and see DeuL c. 24. v. 19.)

and 4- Bun\ l$j&7* together with the recognition of the custom

or privilege in a private art of parliament for an iuelosurc in

Basingstoke parish. The other judges, however, were of

Opinion that it would be dangerous and impolitic to admit

gleaning to be a right, and in fact would be prejudicial to the

poor themselves, now provided for under various positive statutes.

They also remarked that the custom of gleaning or leasing was

various in various plates, and was in many places restricted to

particular corn, and could not therefore be set up as an uni-

versal common law right ; that it would he opening a tempting

door to fraud and idleness, and had never been specifically

recognised by any judicial determination. 1 //. Black. Rep.

51—63. By the Irish acts 25 H. 8. c. 1. and 28 H. 8. c. 24.

gleaning and leasing is so restricted as in fact to be prohibited

in that part of the kingdom.

GLEBE, gteba.~] Church land; most commonly taken for

the land belonging to a parish church, besides the tithes-

Every church of common right is entitled to house and

glebe. And the assigning of these at the first was of such

absolute necessity, that without them no church could be regu-

larly consecrated. Gibs. 6&1.

If any parson, vicar, &c. hath caused any of his glebe-land

to be manured and sown at his own costs, with any corn or

grain, the incumbents may devise all the profits and corn

growing upon the said glebe by will, under 28 //. 8, c. 11.

And if a parson sows his glebe and dies, the executors shall

have the corn sown by the testator. But if the glebe be in

the hands of a tenant, and the parson dies after severance of

the corn, and before his rent due, it is said, neither the

parson's executors, nor the successor, can claim the rent, but

the tenant may retain it, and also the crop, unless there he a

special covenant for the payment to the parsons executors pro-

port ionably, &c. Wood's Inst. l6.1 ; sed qu. if this case

would not come within the equity of stat. 11 G. 2. c. 19* § 15.

which gives right of action to the representative of tenant for

life, for any portion of rent in arrear at the time of his death ?

By the said stat. 28 LL 8. c. 1 1 . every successor, on a month's

warning, after induction, shall have the mansion-house and

the glebe belonging thereto, not sown at the time of the pre-

decessor s death. He that is instituted may enter into the

glebe land before induction, and has right to have it against

any stranger; per Coke, Ch. J., Roil. R. 19-. See ti;s. Induc-

tion, Institution.

Prohibition was moved for to a parson for digging new coal

mines in his glebe, and also for felling trees ; for it is waste,

and prohibited by the statute de non proslernend* arbores, &c.

The court held it not lay for the mines ; for then no mines in

the glebe could ever be opened. Lev. 1 07-

But it was said by Lord Hardwicke, in Amb. 176. that a

parson cannot open mines, but may work those already open.

There is a writ grounded on the stat. ariiculi cleri, c. 6.

where a parson is distrained in his glebe-lands by sheriffs or

other officers, against whom attachment shall issue. Ne?v Nat.

Br. 3S(), 387.

See as to exchanging glebe lands, 55 G. 3. c 147 : 56 G, 3.

c. 52: and tits. Church, Parson, Tithes, Vicar, &c.

GLEBARIiE. Turfs dug out of the ground. In Sylvis,

Campis, Semitis, Moris, Glebariis, &c.

GEISCYWA. An old Saxon word for a fraternity. Leg.

Atheistan, c. 12.

GEOMERELES. Commissaries appointed to determine

differences between scholars in a school or university, and the

townsmen of the place : in the edict of the bishop of Ely, anno

1276, there is mention of the Master of the Glomerells.

GLOVE SILVER. Money customarily given to servants

to buy them gloves, as an encouragement for their labours

—

The term glove money has been also applied to extraordinary

rewards given to officers of courts, &c. ; and to money given

bv the sheriff of a county in which no offenders are left for

execution, to the clerk of assize and the judge's officers.

GLOVES, It is an ancient custom on a maiden assize
that is, when there is no offender to be tried, for the sheriff to
present the judge with a pair of white gloves.

G EYX. A valley, according to the book of Domesday.
GO. This word is sometimes used in a judicial significa-

tion, as to go without day is to be dismissed the court*; so in
old phrase to go to God, Broke. Kitch, igo.

GOATS. No man may common goats within the forest

without especial warrant, Nota, capriotus non est bestia vena-
turns forested. Manwood's Forest Larvs, c. 25. numb. 3. See
tit. Common.
GOD-BOTE, SaxS] An ecclesiastical or church fine, paid

for crimes and offences committed against God.
GOD-GILD. That which is offered to God or his service.

Sax.

GOD and RELIGION, Offences against. Apodacy is an
offence against God and religion. It appears from Jiracton,

L 3. c. 9* that in his time apostates were burnt to death ; but

this punishment afterwards became obsolete, and the offence

for a long time was cognizable only in the Ecclesiastical Courts,

which corrected the offender pro salute aninuv.

By stat. 9 and 1 0 W. 3. c. 32. if any person educated in,

or having made any profession of, the Christian religion, shall

by writing, printing, teaching, or advised speaking, deny the

Christian religion to be true, or the Holy Scriptures to be of

divine authority, he shall upon the first offence be rendered

incapable to hold any office or place of trust ; and for the

second be rendered incapable of bringing any action, being

guardian, executor, legatee, or purchaser of lands, and shall

suffer three years' imprisonment without bail. To give room,

however, for repentance, if within four months after the first

conviction the delinquent will, in open court, publicly renounce

his error, he is discharged for that once from all disabilities.

All publications blaspheming God, or turning the doctrine*

of the Christian religion to contempt and ridicule, are un-

doubtedly the subject of indictment, punishable by the tern*

poral courts with fine, imprisonment, and also infamous cor-

poral punishment, in the discretion of the court. 1 Hawk, P, C
c. 3: 1 Russell, 209, 217*

Heresy is another offence, for which the offender is subject

only to ecclesiastical censure, by stat, 29 Car. 2. c. ty: see that

title.

See further, 4 Comm. 42. 65 : and this Diet. tits. Blasphemy,

Religion, Simony, Sunday, Swearing,
GOD'S PEN NY. Earnest money given to a servant when

hired. Craven Glossary.

GOLD A. A mine, according to Blount. Mon. Angl.tam*%

p. b'10.

GOLD-MINES. Sec Mines.
GOLD and SILVER. Gold and silver manufactures are

to be assayed by the warden of the Goldsmith's Company hi

London, and marked ; and gold is to be of a certain touch.

Stat. 28 Ed. 1. c. 20. By 37 Ed. 3. c. 7. goldsmiths were to

have their own marks on plate after the surveyors have made

their assay : and false metal was to be seized and forfeited to

the king. Work of silver made by goldsmiths, &c. is to be as

fine as .sterling, except the solder necessary ; and marking other

work incurs a forfeiture of double value. Stat. 2 II. 6. c. 1**

Gold plate made by goldsmiths shall contain 22 carats of

fine gold, and silver plate 1 1 ounces and two pennyweights

of silver, in every pound troy, or they forfeit 10/. And no

goldsmith shall sell any such plate until marked with the

,

first letters of the makers christian and surname, the marks

of the city of London being the leopard's head, lion passant,

&c, and those made use of by the assayers at York, Exeter,

&c. All persons making plate are to enter their marks,

names, and places of abode in the Assay-otiice : they are like-

wise to send with the plate required to be marked a particular

account thereof, in order to be entered, &c. ?
or forfeit 51. ISf

assayers determine what solder is necessary about plate, and

judge of the workmanship, and for good cause may refuse to
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assay it ; and if any parcel be discovered of a coarser alloy
than the standard, it may be broke and defaced ; also the fees

for assaying and marking are particularly limited, &e. 12 G. 2.

c, 26: and see 3] G. 2. c. 32: 13 G. 3. c. 59 : 24 G. 3. 2.

c. 53 : and 38 G. 3. c. 6Q>

Goldsmiths shall not take above Is. the ounce of gold beside
the fashion, more than the buyer may be allowed for it at the
king's exchange : and if the work of any goldsmith be marked
and allowed by the master and wardens of the mystery, and
afterwards found faulty, the wardens and corporation shall

forfeit the value of the thing so sold or exchanged. Stat.

IS Eiiz. c. 15.

Molten silver is not to he transported by goldsmiths before
it is marked at Goldsmith's Hall, and a certificate made thereof
on oath ; and officers of the customs may seize silver shipped
otherwise. 6' and 7 W* 3. <\ 17. See 5Q G. 3. c. 49. § 12.

The cities of York, Exeter, Bristol, Chester, Norwich, and
town of Newcastle, are also appointed places for assaying and
marking wrought plate of goldsmiths, Sec. 12 IV. 3. c. 4:
l Anne, c. 9*

By 59 G. 3. c. 4JJ, so much of ail the ancient statutes
prohibited the melting or exportation of gold or silver

bullion was repealed.

Certain duties have been from time to time imposed on gold
and silver plate wrought in Great Britain.

Persons that sell orrice lace, mixed with other metals or
materials than gold, silver, silk, and vellum, shall forfeit 2s. 6d.
for every ounce : and there shall be allowed at least six ounces
of gold and silver prepared and reduced into plate to cover
four ounces of silk, except large twist, frize, &c. And laying
the same on greater proportions of the silk, or in any other
manner than directed, incurs the like forfeiture of 2.?. Gd. the
ounce. Copper, and lace inferior to silver, is to be spun upon
thread, yarn, or incle, and not on silk ; but this does not extend
to tinsel apparel used in theatres. No gold or silver lace, thread,
fringe, or wire, &c. may be imported on pain of being for-
feited and burnt, and 100/. penalty. 28 G. 3. c. 7. See fur-
ther tit. Wire- Drawers.
GOLDWIT, or GOLDWICH. Perhaps a golden mulct

;

in the records of the Tower there is mention of consuetudo
tocaia, goldwith vet goldwich.
GOLIARDUS, A jester or buffoon. Mat. Paris* 1229.
GOOD ABEARING, bonus geslus.] Signifies an exact

carriage or behaviour of a subject towards the king and the
people, whereunto some persons upon their misbehaviour are
bound ; and he that is bound to this is said to be more strictly
bound than to the peace; because where the peace is not
broken, the surety de bonogeslu may he forfeited by the number
of a man's company, or bv their weapons. Lamb ". Eirin. lib. 2.
c-2. See stat, 34 Ed. 8. c* I.

GOOD BEHAVIOUR. Surety for the good behaviour is

urety for the peace, and differs very little from good ahcartn^.
A justice of peace may demand it ex officio, according to his
discretion, when he sees cause ; or at the request of any other
under the king s protection : his warrant also is to be issued
when he is commanded to do it by writ of supplicavit out of
Chancery, or B. R. See further, tits. Justices of Peace and
Surety of the Peace, at large.

GOOD CONSIDERATION. See Consideration.
GOOD HOPE, Cape of. By 6 G. 4. c. 114. $ 73, the

king in council is empowered to regulate the trade between the
Cape of Good Hope and the British plantations.
GOODWILL. The custom of any trade or business*
A court of equity will not enforce a contract for the sale of

a goodwill merely, but will leave the parties to law. 1 /. $ IV.

576. However, a specific performance of an agreement to
sell the goodwill of a trade, and the exclusive use of a secret
therein, has been decreed. J S\ & S. 74.

But it appears to have been doubted whether, when a good-
will forms the principal part of a contract, performance will be
decreed. 1 Russ. 376.

A contract for the transfer of the goodwill of the business

of an attorney is good at law. 4 East. ] QO : 4 Esp. 1 79- But
such an agreement will not be enforced in equity. 1 Mer. 45p.
The goodwill of professional partnerships survives ; and on

the death of one of the partners, his representatives have no
claim on the other, though the one dying paid a large premium.
:J Mad* 74. A commercial partnership might be different.

Id. ib. 79 = but see 15 Fes. 227.
Contracts entered into between two persons to restrain one

of them from setting up in a particular trade or employment,
within a certain limited district, and for a valuable considera-
tion, arc valid. 1 Ihn. P. ( '. 23 I. And where an award was
made to B., a retiring partner, as the consideration for the

goodwill, &c. on an understanding (which was not expressed

in the award) that he should not set up the same trade in the

vicinity, an injunction was granted to enforce the award on
parol evidence of the understanding. 2 Mad. 1 98.

If partners become bankrupts, the goodwill of their trade

passes to their assignees, who may sell it for the benefit of the
creditors. The sale, however, will not prevent the partners
from setting up the same trade again, and in the same place.

17 Vcs. 335: & C 1 Rose, V23.

GOODS and CHATTELS, bona et catalla. See Chattels.

GOOLE, Fr. goulet.'] A breach in a sea-bank or wall ; or

a passage worn by the flux and reflux of the sea. Slat.

16 and 17 Car. 2. e. 11.

GORCE, or GO IIS, from Fr. gort.^\ A wear. By stat.

25 Ed. 3. si. 4. c. 4. it is ordained, that all gorces, mills, wears,

&c, levied and set up, whereby the king's ships and boats are

disturbed and cannot pass in any river, shall be utterly pulled

down without being renewed. Sir Edward Coke derives this

word from gurges, a deep pit of water, and calls it a gors or

gulf: but this seems to be a mistake, for in Domesday it is

called gourt and gort, the French word for a wear. Co. Lit. 5.

It is used for a pool or pit of water for fish in ancient grants.

See Termes de Ley.
GO HE. A narrow slip of ground. FaroeIt. Anliq. 3Q3.
GORZE. Maliciously setting h're togorze wherever growT-

ing is felony, by 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 30. § 1 7-

GOTE, Sax. geotan, i. e. funderc.^] A ditch, sluice, or

gutter, mentioned in stat. 23 II. 8. c. 5.

GOVERNMENT.
By this word, in common speech, is understood the consti-

tution of our country as exercised, according to the principles
of limited monarchy, under the legislature of King, Lords, and
Commons.
W hen civil society is once formed, government at the same

time results of course, as necessary to preserve and to keqi
that society in order. Unless some superior be constituted,
whose commands and decisions all the members are bound to

obey, they would still remain as in a state of nature without
any judge upon earth to define their rights and redress their
wrongs. But as all the members which compose this society
were naturally equal, it may be asked in whose hands are the
reins of government to be entrusted? To this the general
answer is easy; but the application of it to particular cases
has occasioned one half of those mischiefs, which are apt to

proceed from misguided political zeal. In general, all mankind
wilL agree that government should be reposed in such persons
in whom those qualities are most likely to be found, the per-
fection of which is among the attributes of him who is empha-
tically stiled The Supreme Being; the three grand requisites
of wisdom, of goodness, and of power: wisdom to discern the
real interest of the community ; goodness to endeavour alwavs
to pursue that real interest ; and strength or power to carry
this knowledge and intention into action. These are the
natural foundations of sovereignty, and these are the requi-
sites that ought to be found in every well constituted frame of
government.
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How the several forms of government we now see in the

world at first actually began is matter of great uncertainty,

and has occasioned infinite disputes. However they began, or

by what right soever they subsist, there is and must be in all

of them a supreme, irresistible, absolute, uncontrolled autho-

rity, in which the jura summi imperii, or the rights of sove-

reignty, reside. And this authority is placed in those hands

wherein (according to the opinion of the founders of such

respective states, either expressly given or collected, from therr

tacit approbation) the qualities requisite for supremacy, wisdom,

goodness, and power, are the most likely to be found.

The political writers of antiquity will not allow more than

three regular forms of government. The first when the

sovereign power is lodged in an aggregate assembly, consisting

of all the free members of a community, which is called a

democracy ; the second when it is lodged in a council, com-

posed of' select members, and then it is stiled an aristocracy ;

the last when it is intrusted in the hands of a single person,

and then it takes the name of a monarchy. All other species

of government, they say, are either corruptions of, or reducible

to, these three.

By the sovereign power is meant the power of making laws;

for wherever that power resides, all others must conform to,

and be directed by it, whatever appearance the outward form

and administration of the government may put on. For it is

at any time at the option of the legislature to alter that form

and administration by a new edict or rule, and to put the exe-

cution of the laws into whatever hands it pleases, by consti-

tuting one or a few, or many executive magistrates : and all

the other powers of the state'must obey the legislative power

in the discharge of their several functions, or else the consti-

tution is at an end.

In a democracy, where the right of making laws resides in

the people at large, public virtue or goodness of intention is

more likely to be found than either of the other qualities of

government. Popular assemblies are frequently foolish in

their contrivance, and weak in their execution ;
but generally

mean to do the thing that is right and just, and have always a

degree of patriotism or public spirit. Ill aristocracies there is

more wisdom to be found than in the other frames of govern-

ment, being composed, or intended to be composed, of the most

experienced citizens. But there is less honesty than in a

republic, and less strength than in a monarchy. A monarchy

is indeed the most powerful of any ; for by the entire con-

junction of the legislative and executive powers all the smews

of government are knit together, and united in the hand of

the prince i
but then [in absolute monarchies] there is immi-

nent danger of his employing that strength to improvident or

oppressive purposes.

Thus these three species of government have, all ot them,

their several perfections and imperfections. Democracies are

usually the best calculated to direct the end of a law ;
aristo-

cracies to invent the means by which that end shall be ob-

tained ; and monarchies to carry those means into execution.

The ancients had in general no idea of any other permanent

form of government but these three : for though Cicero

declares himself of opinion, " esse optime constitutam rcmpnb-

licam, (pice ex tribus generibus illis, regali, optimo, ei popular* }

sit modice confusa/' yet Tacitus treats this notion of a mixed

government, formed out of them all, and partaking of the ad-

vantages of each, as a visionary whim, and one that, if effected,

eould" never be lasting or secure.

But, happily for us of this island, The British Consti-

tution has long remained, and it is to be hoped will long

continue, a standing exception to the truth of this observation

;

for, as with us the executive power of the laws is lodged in a

single person, they have all the advantages of strength and

dispatch, that are to be found in the most absolute monarchy;

and as the legislature of this kingdom is intrusted to three

distinct powers, entirely independent of each other; first, the

King; secondly, the Lords spiritual and temporal, which is an

aristocratical assembly of persons selected for their piety, their

birth, their wisdom, their valour, or their property ; and thirdly,

the House of Commons, freely chosen by the people from

among themselves, which makes it a kind of democracy; as

this aggregate body, actuated by different springs, and atten-

tive to different interests, composes the British parliament, and

has the supreme disposal of every thing, there can be no incon-

venience attempted by either of the three branches, but which

will be withstood by one of the other two; each branch bcinc

armed with a negative power, sufficient to repel any innova-

tion which it shall think inexpedient or dangerous.

Here then is lodged the sovereignty of the British Consti-

tution ; and lodged as beneficially as is possible for society:

for in no other shape could we be so certain of finding the

three great qualities of government so well and so happily

united. If the supreme power were lodged in any of the three

branches separately, we must be exposed to the inconveniences

of either absolute monarchy, aristocracy, or democracy, and 50

want two of the three, principal ingredients of good policy,

either virtue, wisdom, or power. If it were lodged in any two

of the branches; for instance, in the King and the House of

Lords, our laws might be providentally made and well executed,

but they might not have always the good of the people in

view : if lodged in the King and Commons, we should want

that circumspection and mediatory caution which the wisdom

of the peers is to afford : if the supreme rights of legislature

were lodged in the two houses only, and the king had no

negative upon their proceeding, they might be tempted to en-

croach upon the royal prerogative, or perhaps to abolish the

kingly office, and thereby weaken (if not totally destroy) the

strength of the executive power. But the constitutional

government of this island is so admirably tempered and com-

pounded, that nothing can endanger or hurt, but destroying

the equilibrium of power between one branch of the legis-

lature and the rest* For if ever it should happen that the in-

dependence of any one of the three should be lost, or that it

should become subservient to the news of either of the other

two, there would soon be an end of our constitution. 1 Comm.

4$, 52. Introd.

Contempts and misprisions against the king's person and

government may be by speaking or writing against them,

cursing or wishing him ill, giving out scandalous stories con-

cerning him, or doing any thing that may tend to lessen him

in the esteem of his subjects, may weaken his government, or

may raise jealousies between him and his people. It has also

been held an offence of this species to drink the pious memory

of a traitor; or for a clergyman to absolve persons at the

gallows, who there persist in the treasons for which they die;

these being acts which impliedly encourage rebellion. And

for this species of contempt, a man may not only be fined and

imprisoned, but previous to its abolition might have suffered

the pillory, or other infamous corporal punishment. 1 Hawk.

P. C. Comm. 123. c. £>.
,

In eases of conspiracy or meditated treason against the king

and government, it is not unusual to vest a power in the king

of apprehending and detaining suspected persons without bail

or mainprise : which as to them operates as a suspension ot tbe

Habeas "Corpus Act For this purpose the stats. 1 W. § M#£ % ?

6 Anne, c. 15 ; 1 G- 1- cc 8. S9. and divers others have been

from time to time passed. The last instances were 57 k. 3-

cc. 3. 55. See tit. Habeas Corpus.
t

See further Habeas Corpus, Jury, King, Liberties, far*

liament, Tenure, Treason, and other apposite titles.

GRACE. Acts of parliament for a general and free pardon

are called acts ofgrace.

Grace is sometimes used for a faculty, licence, or disptnra-

tion ; but this seemeth to be only in case where the matter

proceeded as it were, ex gratia, of grace and favour, and not

where the licence or dispensation is granted of course, or 01

necessity. Ayl Par. 353.

GRACE, days of See tit. Bill of Exchange.
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GRADUATES, graduati.~] Scholars who have taken de-

grees in an university. Those not having taken any degree are

called under-graduates.

GRAFFER, Fr. grejfier, i. e. scriba.*] A notary or scrivener,

used in the ancient stat. 5 IL 8. c. 1.

GKAFFIO. GKAVIO. A landgrave, or carl

—

Nec prin-

ceps, nec graffo, kanc lenitatem miliar audeaL Mon. Angl.

turn. 1 • p* 100.

GRAFFIL-M. A writing hook, register, or cartulary of

deeds and evidences. Annul. Heel Mcnevensis apud AngL
Sacr. par. 1 . p. 653*

GRAIL, gradate, or graduate^ A gradual or book, con-

taining some of the offices of the Romish church.— Gradate,

sic didurn} a gradalibus in tali libra conichi is. Lyndeivood.

Provincial. Ang. rib. 3. It is sometimes taken for a mass book,

or part of it, instituted by Pope Cdestine, anno 430.

GRAIN. The twenty- fourth part of a penny-weight.
Merch. Diet. Also grain signifies any corn sown on ground ;

and there is what is so called in the top of the ear, less than

corn. Lit. Alleyft s Rep. 89*

Grain, Stacks of. Maliciously setting fire to, is a capital

felony, by 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 30. § 17. and by the same section,

maliciously setting fire to crops of grain, whether standing or

cut down, is felony, punishable with seven years' transporta-

tion, &c.

GRA INAGE. An ancient duty in London of the twentieth
part of salt imported by aliens. Dy. 352.

GRANARY. Maliciously setting fire to a granary is a
capital felony, by 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 30, § 2. By § 8. riotously

pulling down. &c., or beginning to demolish, &c, any granary
is also a capital felony.

GRAND ASSISE. A writ that lay in a real action to de-
termine the right of property in lands. See tits. Jury, Magna
Assisa,

GRAND CAPE. See Cape Magnum.
GRAND DAYS. Those days in the terms which are

solemnly kept in the Inns of Court and Chancery, i. e. Can-
dlemas day in Hilary term, Ascension day in Easter term,
St. John the Baptist's day in Trinity term, and All Saint's

day in Michaelmas term ; which days are dies mm juridici, or
no davs in court.

GRAND DISTRESS, was a writ so called, not for the
quantity of it, for it was very short, but for its quality; for the
extent thereof was very great, being to all the goods and chattels

of the party distrained within the county : it Jay in two cases,

either when the tenant or defendant was attached, and appeared
not, but made default ; or where the tenant had once ap-
peared, and after makes default ; then this writ was had by the
common law in lieu of a petit cape, stats. West. 1 . cap. 44 :

52 H. 3. c. <)

GRAND JURY. A body of twenty-four good and lawful
men which the sheriff of every county is bound to return to

every session of the peace, and every commission of oyer and
terminer, and of general gaol delivery, some out of every hun-
dred, " to inquire, represent, do, and execute all those things
which, on the part of the king, shall be then and there com-
manded them." 2 Hale, P. C. 154.

As many as appear upon this panel are sworn, to the number
of twelve at least, and not more than twenty-three, so that
twelve may be a majority.

According to Lord Hale they should be freeholders, but to

what amount is uncertain. 2 Hale, 155. It has, however,
been lately held by the judges, that grand jurors are not
positively required to be freeholders. /?, $ irf. 177. But by
the 7 and 8 IV. 3. c. 32. % t>. grand jurors returned for the
county of York are to be freeholders or copyholders, each hav-
ing 80/. land per annum. And they usually are gentlemen
of the most consequence in the county. The grand jurors at
the sessions, however, must now, by the 6 G. 4. c. 50. § 1 . pos-
sess the same qualification as is required in all cases of petit
jurors by that statute. See tit. Jury.

VOL* L

A grand juryman must be a lawful liege subject, and con-
sequently neither under attainder of any treason or felony,

nor an alien, nor attainted, whether for a criminal or a civil

matter. And hence it seems that any one under prosecution

may, by the common law, before he is indicted, challenge any
of the persons returned on the grand jury for any of the above
defects. 2 Hawk. cap. 25. § It). And if any one be outlawed
the indictment is void, though twenty others be upon the.

inquest. 2 Hale, 202.

No peer of the realm ought to serve on the grand jury ,• nor
an Irish peer, unless he is a member of the House of Com-
mons, in which case he is to all intents and purposes a com-
moner, R. § R. 117.

The grand jury, as an inquest for the body of the county,

are sworn diligently to inquire, and true presentment make, of

all such matters and things as shall be given them in charge;
to keep secret the kings counsel, their fellows*, and their own ;

to present no one for envy, hatred, or. malice ; nor to leave

any one unpresented from fear, favour, or affection, or hope of
reward t but to present all things truly, as they come to their

knowledge, according to the best of their understanding.

As soon as they are sworn, they are instructed in the

articles of their inquiry by a charge from the judge who pre-

sides upon the bench. They then withdraw to sit and receive

indictments, which are preferred to them in the name of the

king, but at the suit of any private prosecutor.

The names of all the witnesses who are to be examined before

the grand jury should be indorsed on the bill of indictment,

and the witnesses previously sworn in court. Where the session

had lapsed in consequence of it having on two successive

days been opened and adjourned when no justices were present,

it was held a party could not be legally convicted on an in-

dictment found by the grand jury on the testimony of wit-

nesses sworn bv the officer of the court after such lapse.

6 C. # P. 90.

The grand jury may insist upon the same strictness of proof

as is required on the trial, though it is not usual to do so, nor
to weigh the evidence with that degree of scrutiny with which
it is afterwards sifted by the judge and jury. They are to

hear evidence only on behalf of the prosecution ; for the finding

of an indictment is merely in the nature of an inquiry or

accusation, which is afterwards to be tried and determined ;

and their duty in this respect is solely to inquire, upon their

oaths, whether there be sufficient cause to call upon the party
to answer it. They are therefore not to try the prisoner, but
merely to determine whether evidence against him is of such
a nature, as to render necessary a more formal investigation

into the fact of his innocence or his guilt. But they ought
nevertheless to be thoroughly persuaded of the truth of the in-

dictment, as far as their evidence goes, and not to rest satisfied

merely with remote probabilities, a doctrine that Blackstone

observes might be applied to verv oppressive purposes. 4 Coin.

303.

Being sworn to inquire only for the body of the county,

pro corjiore comitatus, they cannot regularly inquire of any
fact done out of that county for which they are sworn, unless

particularly enabled so to do by act of parliament.

Where the grand jury have heard the evidence, if they
think it a groundless accusation, they used formerly to indorse

on the back of the bill,
t( ignoramus" or, we know nothing of

it
; intimating that though the facts might possibly be true,

that truth did not appear to them; but now they assert in

English more absolutely, " not a true bill," or, which is the

better way, " not found," and then the party is discharged

without further answer ; but a fresh bill may be afterwards

preferred to a subsequent grand jury. If they are satisfied of

the truth of the accusation, they then indorse upon it, " a true

bill/
1

anciently, <( billa vera'' The indictment is then said to

be found, and the party stands indicted ; but to find a bill,

there must at least be twelve of the jury to agree ; for so tender

is the law of England of the lives of its subjects, that no man
4]
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can be convicted at the suit of the king of any capital offence,

unless by the unanimous voice of twenty-four of his equals

and neighbours, that is, by twelve at least of the grand jury,

in the first place, assenting to the accusation, and afterwards

by the whole petit jury of twelve more, finding him guilty

upon his trial. But if twelve of the grand jury assent, it is a

good presentment, though some of the rest disagree, 2 Hale,

iGl : 4 Com. 30G>

If a bill be against A. for murder, and the grand jury, on

the evidence before them, be satisfied it was se defeudendo }

Sec, and so return it specially, the court may remand them

to consider better thereof, or hear the evidence at the bar,

and accordingly direct the grand jury* 2 Hides Hist- P> C.

J 57, 3 58.

And it seems that if the matter submitted to the consideration

of a grand jury be weighty and difficult, or if it appear that the

prosecution is loo indulgently or too vindictively conducted, the

evidence may he heard in court, so that thejury may be the better

assisted in the performance of their duty. 1 Chilly* C h* 313.

citing Ball. c. 185. § 9. Dick. Sess. J1&
Where a grand jury refuses to present things within their

charge, &c, a new grand inquest may be impanelled to inquire

of the concealment of the former, on whose defaults presented,

they shall be amerced. 2 Hales P. C. l£$. A grand juror

disclosing, to any one indicted, the evidence that appeared

against him, is guilty of a high" misprision, and liable to be

fined and imprisoned. 4 Comm. 126.

Several acts have been passed, since the union between Great

Britain and Ireland, to regulate the powers of grand juries in

Ireland, with respect to presentments for levying money on

account of roads and public works: the one now in force is the

3 and 4 W. 4, c. 78-

See at large tits. Indictment, Jury*

GRAND SERJEANTY. An ancient tenure, by military

service. See tits. Chivalry, Serjeanty, Tenure.

GRANGE, grangia7\ A house or farm where com is laid

up in barns, granaries, &c., and provided with stables for horses,

stalls for oxen, and other things necessary for husbandry. This

definition is agreeable to Spclman. According to Wharton,

grange is strictly and properly the farm of a monastery, where

the religious reposited their com. Grangia, Lat. from granum.

But in Lincolnshire, and other northern counties, they call

every lone house or farm which stands solitary a gj^ange.

Steevens's Shakspeare.

Dr. .Johnson in his dictionary derives the word from grange,

French, and defines it, a farm, generally ; a farm with a house,

at a distance from neighbours.

GRANGEARIUS, is the person who has the care of such a

place, for com and husbandry and there was anciently a

granger, or gr<nf,gc-keepcr, belonging to religious houses, who

was to look after their granges or farms in their own hands.

Flela, lib. 2.c. 8: Cartular. Si. Edmund MS. 323.

GRANT.

Donatio ; Concessio in the common law, a conveyance in

writing of incorporeal things, not lying in livery, and which

cannot pass by word only ; as of reversions, advowsons in gross,

tithes, rents, services, common in gross, &c. It has also been

used generally, for every gift and grant of any thing whatsoever.

Co. LiU 172: 3 Rep. 6&
All grants concern incorporeal hereditaments, or interest in

reversion or remainder, and must be made by deed, except rents

^ranted by parceners for owelty of partition. 1 Inst. 50. b v

169. b. Grants are made by such persons as cannot give but

by deed : he that grantcth is termed the grantor, he to whom
the grant is made is the grantee. West. Symb. 234.

Grant is the regular method, by the common law, of trans-

ferring the property of incorporeal hereditaments, or such

things^ whereof no livery can be had* Co. Lit. 9- for which

reason all corporeal hereditaments, as lands and houses, are said
to lie in liven/, and the others, as advowsons, commons, rents,
reversions, &c. to lie in grant. Ib. 172. And the reason is"

given by Bradon, " Tradido, [livery] nihil aliud est quam
rei corporalis, de persona in personam, de manu in manuni
translatio, aut in possessionem inductio: sed res incorporates

quae sunt ipsum jus rei vel corpori inhserens, traditionem non
patiuntur/' Bract. I. 2. c. 18. Incorporeal hereditaments
therefore pass merely by delivery of the deed. And in seig-

nories or reversions of lands, such grant, together with the

attornment of the tenant (while attornments were requisite),

were held to be of equal notoriety with, and therefore equivalent

to, a feoffment and livery of lands in immediate possession. It

therefore differs but little from a feoffment, except in its subject-

matter, for the operative words therein commonly used are

dtdi ct concessi ; have given and granted. £ Comm. 3\G. c. 20.

See further tills Diet. tits. Conveyance, Deed, Gift.

In the case of incorporeal hereditaments, grants are fre-

quently presumed ; the law supposing that where a thing hu
been enjoyed for a number of years, such enjoyment must have

commenced in a sufficient grant. And every prescription is

founded on the presumption of a grant which has been lost.

The time of prescription with respect to certain incorporeal

hereditaments has been shortened by the 2 and 3 IV, 4. c. 71.

See further tits. Easements, Lights, Prescription, Ways, &e.

Of grants some charge the grantor with something lie was

not charged with before; others discharge the grantee of some-

thing wherewith he was before charged, or chargeable. If a

man grant to me a rent-charge, and after I grant to him,

that he shall not be sued for this rent ; this is good to bar rae

of bringing an action, though 1 may still distrain for the rent.

And it' one giants to his lessee for life or years, that he shall

not be impeached for waste, it will be a good discbarge, and

may be pleaded. 7 H- 6. 43: Bro. Grant, 175: Keihv. 88.

See 1 Rep. 147 : 10 Rep. 48. and this Diet, tit. Condition.

L What Tilings and Interests may be granted; by what

Description ; and how Grants shall be construed.

II. Who may make Grants, and who may take by Grant.

in What Things and Interests may be granted.—A man

cannot grant that which he hath not* or more than he bath;

though he may covenant to purchase an estate, and levy a fine

to uses, which will be good. A person may grant a reversion,

as well as a possession ; but the law will not allow grants of

titles only, or imperfect interests, or of such interests as are

merely future. Bac. Max. .>B. A bare possibility of an in-

terest, which is uncertain ; a right of entry, or thing in action,

cause of suit, &c, may not be granted over to a stranger. Perk,

Sect. 65: 2 Inst. 214: 4 Rep.iiti.

In grants there must be a foundation of interest, or they

will not be binding. If a person grants a rent-charge out of

lands, when he hath nothing in the land, the grant will be

void. Perk. 15. Though it is said, if a man grant an annual

rent out of land, wherein he hath no kind of interest, yet it

may be good to charge the person of the grantor. Owen Rep. S.

A 'man "may grant an annuity for him, and his heirs to com-

mence after his death, and it shall charge the heir. Bac.

Max. 58. And after the grant of an annuity, &c. is deter-

mined, debt lies for the arrears ; and the person of the tertermnt

will be charged. 7 Rep. 39- If a common person grants a rent,

or other thing that lies in grant, without limitation of any

estate, bv the delivery of the deed, a freehold passes: but if

the king make such a grant of a rent, &c it is void for un-

certainty. Danv. Rep. 45. a. .

Trees in boxes will not pass by the grant of the land, &c,

as they are separate from the freehold. Mod. Cases, 170. A

man grants all his wood that shall grow in time to come; it it

a void grant, not being in esse. 3 Leon. 31. A grant ae

vestura term passcth not to the freehold, therefore the grantee
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hath no authority to dig in it by virtue of such a grant.

Owen, 37* By the grant of lands in the possession of another,

it is good if such other be in possession, let the possession be

right or wrong. 1 RoL Rep. 23. If a grant is general, and

the lands granted restrained to a certain vill, the grantee shall

hive no lands out of the vill. 2 Rep. 33. It has been held,

that where a grant is made of lands and tenements in D. copy-

hold lands will not pass ; for they cannot pass otherwise than

by surrender. Owen, 37*

Grants may be void by ineertainty, impossibility, being

against law, on a wrong title, to defraud creditors, Sec. Co.

Lit. 183. Such things as lie in grant may not he granted or

held without deed: and if any thing not grantable is granted

with other things, the grant will be void for all. 2 Shep. Abr.

269. 271- 27 3. Trusts and confidences are personal things,

and may not be granted over to others in most cases, as offices

of trust, and the like ; but all kinds of chattels, real and
personal, are grantable. Perk. § 99 : Plomd. 1 1 1. 37 (J.

If one grant any thing that lies in livery or grant, and that

is in esse at the time of the grant, in fee, or for life, and the
estate is to begin at a day to come ; this tor the most part will

be void ; but a lease or grant for years may be good in future ;

and may be to one for term of years, or years determinable on
lives, and after to another, to begin at the end of that estate.

5 Rep* 1 : Dyer, 58. Where a man hath a reversion after an
estate for life of land, and he grants a rent out of it, the grant
is good, and will fasten upon the land after the estate of the
tenant for life is ended : and if a person grant rents, &c\, and a
arranger take them at that time ; in this case the grant will be
good, for one may not be out of possession of these things but
at his pleasure. Perk. 9— 98. If a man grants that to one,

that he hath granted before to another, for the like term, Stc,

the second grant will be void. Dyer, 23 : Perk. § 102.

An appointment of a steward of a manor court for life of the

grantee is a good grant, and binds the future owners of the
manor. 3 B. A>< C. 5 IX <$• R. 526: 1 C. % P. 522 : and
see Co. Lit. § 378. 233, 6. But a grant of part of the chancel
of a church, by a lay impropriator, to A., his heirs, and assigns,

is not valid in law. ] P. A* 498.
2. By what Description.—Where lands are certainly de-

scribed in a grant, with a recital as granted to A. B. &e., though
they were not thus granted, it has been adjudged that the
grant was good. lO^Rep. 110. If a first description of lands
in a grant is false, notwithstanding the second be true, nothing
will pass by it

; though, if the first be true, and the second
false, the grant may be good. 3 Rep. 10.

Where there is a grant of a particular thing once sufficiently

ascertained by some circumstances belonging to it, the addition
of an allegation, mistaken or false, respecling it, will not frus-
trate the grant : but when a grant is in general terms, then
the addition of a particular circumstance will operate by way
of restriction and modification of such grant. 5 East, 51.
Where the principal thing is granted, the incident shall pass,

but the principal will not pass by the grant of the incident. Co.
Lit. 1 52. A lord of a manor cannot grant the same, and reserve
the court baron, it being inseparably incident. Co. Lit. 313. A
grant of a manor, without the words cum pcrlinentiis, will pass
all things belonging to the manor; the grant of a farm will
also pass all lands belonging to it; but a grant of a messuage
passes only the house, out-houses, and gardens. Owens Rep. 5 1

.

But the grant of a manor to A., with particular words of re-
ference to a previous grant to B,, as, « with all liberties, &c "

which B. had, in as full and ample manner as B. held and
enjoyed, &c. is not sufficient to pass rights which had been
granted to and enjoyed by B. without express words. 5 Price,
269- When lands are granted by deed, the houses which
«tand thereon will pass; houses and mills pass by the grant of
all lands, because that is the most durable thing on which they
are built. 4- Rep. 8(i: 2 Anst. 123. By grant of all lands, the 1

woods will pass: and if a man grant all his trees in a certain

place, this passeth the soil; though an exception of wood ex-
tends to the trees only, not the soil. I RoL Rep. 33 : Dyer, 19

:

5 Rep, 1

1

.

ft was formerly held, that by a grant of all a man's goods
and chattels, bonds would pass ; now it is held the contrary,
that the words goods and chattels do not extend to bonds, deeds,
or specialties, being things in action, unless in special cases.

8 Rep. 33 : Co. Lit. 152. Thus by a grant of goods and chattels
of felons mere choses in action will not pass. 5 Price, 217. q:
and see 9 Fes. 177: 1 Fes. sen. 271: 1 Bro. Ch. C. 127:
12 Co. J. n.

By a grant of all tithes arising out of or in respect to farms,
lands, &c, the tithes arising in respect of rights of common
appurtenant to such farms or lands will pass, 7 T. R. 641,

3. How Grants shall he constnted.— Grants are taken most
strongly against the grantor in favour of the grantee; the grantee
himself is to take by the grant immediately, and not a stranger,
or any in futuro ; and if a grant be made to a man and his
heirs,, he may assign at his pleasure, though the word assigns
be not expressed. Lit. 1 : Saund. 322. The use of any thing
being granted, all is granted necessary to enjoy such use : and
in the grant of a thing, what is requisite for the obtaining
thereof is included. Co. Lit. 56. So that if timber trees are
granted, the grantee may come upon the grantor's ground to

cut and carry them away. 2 Inst. 30J): Plowd. 15.

The word gratify where it is placed among other words of
demise, &c« shall not enure to pass a property in the thing
demised

: but the grantee shall have it by way of demise.
Dyer, 56.

The words limit and appoint in a deed may operate as words
of grant so as to pass a reversion. 5 T. R. 124.

Grants are usually made by these words^ viz. have given,
granted) and confirmed, §c. And words in grants shall be con-
strued according to a reasonable sense, and not be strained to
what is unlikely. Hob. 304. Also it hath been adjudged, that
grants shall be expounded according to the substance of the
deed, not the strict grammatical sense ; and agreeable to the
intention of the parties. Co. Lit. 146. 313.
A grant of a right appertaining to the freehold, as to make

a drain across certain premises, cannot be pleaded as made by
parol, as it must be created by deed. 5 B. $ C* 229, See
Co. Lit. 42. a : Termes de la 'Lei/, 9 Co. 9 : Shep. Touch.
231 : 4 East, 10?.

A grant of wreck was made by Henry II. to the proprietors
of certain lands on the coast, and confirmed by Henry VII J.

The proprietors of those lands having forty years ago, with a
view to reclaim sea mud, run an embankment across a small
bay, which was used to be left dry at low water, and having
ever since asserted without opposition an exclusive right to the
soil of the bay, though the bank was forced by tempest ; it

was held that such usage was evidence, where anterior usage
might be presumed, which, coupled with the general terms of
the grant, served to elucidate it, and establish the right so

asserted. Chad v. Tilred, 2 Brod. $ B. 403 : and see 2 Brad.

$ Bing. 667 ; 5 Moo. 527 : 1 N. $ M. 533.

II. L Who may make Grants.—Any natural person, or cor-

porate body (not prohibited by law, as infants, feme coverts,

monks, &c.) 5 may make a grant of lands, and be a grantor;
and an infant, or woman covert, may be a grantee. Though
the infant at his full age may disagree to the grant, and the

husband disagree to the grant to his wT
ife. Perk. 3, 4. 43.

But herein the law distinguishes between such grants as are

void, and only voidable ; the first of which are all such gifts,

grants, or deeds, made by an infant, which do not take effect

by delivery of his hand ; as if an infant give a horse, and no
delivery of the horse with his hand, and the donee take the

horse by force of the gift, the infant shall have an action of

trespass, for the grant was merely void. But if an infant enters

into an obligation; makes a feoffment, levies a fine, or suffers

4 1 2
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a recovery, these are not void, only voidable* Perk. § 12.

13. 19- See tit. Inhni*
A grant by a feme covert is void,, for no act of hers can

transfer that interest which the intermarriage has vested in

the husband. See 2 New Abr. f>48 : Perk. § 6. See tit. Baron
and Feme.

Grants made by persons nan sance memorial, are good against

themselves ; but they are voidable by their heirs, &c. A man
born dumb, or dumb and deaf, if he have understanding, by

making signs, may grant his land to another; not one who is

born deaf, dumb, and blind also. Co. Lit. 2. See tit. Idiot.

A person attainted of treason, or felony, may make a deed

of gift, or grant, and it shall be good against all persons ex-

cept the king, and the lord of whom the lands are held, and
for relief in prison they may be good against them likewise.

Co. Lit. 2: Perk. § 26. 31.

The grants of persons under duress are void ; that is, if they

were made under an apprehension of some bodily hurt, or if

the grantor were imprisoned without cause, and the grantee

refused to release or discharge him, unless he made such grant.

2 hist. 483. But menacing to burn houses, or spoil or carry

away the party's goods, are not sufficient to avoid the grant

:

for if he should sutler what he is threatened, he may sue and

recover damages in proportion to the injury done him. 4 Inst.

485 : Perk. § 18, See tit. Duress.

If there be father and son of the same name, and the father

grants an annuity by his name, without any addition, it shall

be intended the grant of the father; and if the son being of

the same name with his father grant an annuity without any
addition, yet the grant is good, for he cannot denv his deed.

Perk. § 37.

2. Who may take by Grant.—There are but few (if any)

persons excluded from being grantees, therefore a man attainted

of felony, murder, or treason, may be a grantee : so the king's

villein, and alien, one outlawed in a personal action, or a

bastard, may be grantees. Perk. § 48. A bastard who is known
to be the son of such a one may purchase, or be a grantee by

such reputed name; for all surnames were originally acquired

by reputation. Co. Lit. 3 : 2 RoL Abr. 43, 44.

A feme covert may be a grantee, therefore if a rent-charge

be granted to a feme covert, and the deed is delivered to her

without the privity of her husband, and the husband dies

before any disagreement made by him, and before any day of

payment, the grant is good, and shall not be avoided,, by say-

ing, that the husband did not agree, &c. ? but the disagreement

of the husband ought to be shown. Perk. § 43. See tit. Baron
and Feme.

Although aggregate corporations are invisible, and exist only

in supposition of law, yet they are capable of taking by grant,

for the benefit of the members of the corporation. Co. Lit. 9

:

1 Saund. 344*

A grant to a man with a blank for his christian name is

void, except to an officer known by his office, wThen it must

be averred : and it is the same where the grantee's christian

name is mistaken. Cro. FJiz. 32H.

Grants of the King.—The king's grants arc matters of

public record ; for the king's excellency is so high in the law,

that no freehold may be given to, nor derived from, him but by

matter of record. Doct.§ Stud. b. 1. d. 8. To this end a variety

of offices are erected, communicating in a regular subordination

one with another, through which all the king's grants must

pass, and be transcribed and enrolled ; that the same may be

narrowly inspected by his officers, who will inform him if any

thing contained therein is improper, or unlawful to be granted.

These grants, whether of lands, honours, liberties, franchises,

or aught besides, are contained in charters or letters patent;

that is, open letters, literw pateales : so called because they are

not sealed up, but exposed to open view, with the great seal

pendant at the bottom ; and are usually directed or addressed

by the king to all his subjects at large. And therein they

differ from certain other letters of the king, sealed also with his
great seal, but directed to particular persons and for particular
purposes: which therefore, not being designed for public in-
spection, are closed up and sealed on the outside, and are there-
upon called writs-close, litem clauses; and are recorded in the
close-rolls, in the same manner as the others are in the patent
rolls. 2 Comm. 346. c. 21.

Grants or letters-patent must first pass by bill; which is

prepared by the Attorney and Solicitor General, inconsequence
of a warrant from the crown : and is there signed, that is, sub-

scribed at top, with the king's own sign-manual) and sealed

with his privy signet, which is always in the custody of the

principal secretary of state : and then sometimes it immediately

passes under the great seal, in which case the patent is suf>

scribed in these words, per ipsum regem, by the king himself.

Otherwise the course is to carry an extract of the bill to the

keeper of the privy seal, who makes out a writ or warrant

thereupon to the Chancery, so that the sign manual is the

warrant to the privy seal, and the privy seal is the warrant to

the great seal : and in this last case the patent is subscribed

per breve de privafo sigiflo ; by writ of privy seal. But there

are some grants which only pass through certain offices, as the

Admiralty or Treasury, in consequence of a sign-manual, with-

out the confirmation of either the signet, the great, or the privy

seal. 2 Comm. c. 21. See 9 Rep. IS: 2 Inst. 555.

The manner of granting by the king docs not more differ

from that by a subject, than the construction of his grants

when made. A grant made by the king at the mil of the

grantee, shall be taken most beneficially for the king, and

against the party ; whereas the grant of a subject is con-

strued most strongly against the grantor. Wherefore it is usual

to insert in the king's grants, that they are made, not at the

suit of the grantee, but ex spedall gratia, certa scieniin tt vitro

moiu regis ; of the king's specialfavour, certain knowledge, and

mere motion ; and then they have a more liberal construction,

Fidck. L. 100 : 10 Pep, 1 12. But in Rex v. Capper, 5 Price,

217. it was doubted whether che words ex certa scientidet mere

moiu reduced the royal grant to the same rules of construction

as the grant of a subject.

A subject's grant shall be construed to include many things

besides what are expressed, if necessary for the operation of

the grant. Therefore, in a private grant of the profits of land

for one year, free ingress, egress, and regress, to cut and carry

away, those profits are also inclusively granted; and if a feoib

ment of land was made by a lord to his villein, this operated

as a manumission, for he was otherwise unable to hold it. Co.

Lit. 56 : Lit. § 20(i. But the king's grant shall not enure to

any other intent than that which is precisely expressed in

the grant. As if he grants land to an alien, it operates nothing

;

for such grants shall not also enure to make him a denizen,

that so he may be capable of taking by grant, tiro. Abr.

Patent, 62 : Finch. L. 110.

When it appears from the face of the grant that the king is

mistaken, or deceived, either in matter of fact or of law, us in

case of false suggestion, misinformation, or misrecital of former

grants; or if Ins own title to the thing granted be different

from what he supposes ; or if the grant be informal ; or if he

grants an estate contrary to the rules of law, in any of those

cases the grant is absolutely void. Fre?n. 172. For instance,

if the king grants lands to one and his heirs-male, this is merely

void ; for it shall not be an estate- tail, because there want

words of procreation, to ascertain the body out of which the

heirs shall issue : neither is it a fee simple, as in common grant*

it would be, because it may reasonably be supposed that the

king meant to give no more than an estate-tail ; the grantee is

therefore, if anv thing, nothing more than tenant at ww.

Finch. 101, 103: Bro. Abr. Estate, 34: Patcuts, 104: Vy.

270: Dav. 42: 5 Rep. fj^ More, 20.3,

Before the statute de prerogativd regis, dowers, advowsons,

and other things, have passed by the general grant of the fein£>
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but by that statute they are to be granted in express words.

I Rep. 50. See tit. Adrowson,

The king's grant is good for himself and successors, though

his successors are not named. Ycfu. IS,

The king's grants may be void by reason of uncertainty ; as

if debts and duties are granted, without saying in particular

what duties, &c. 12 Rep, 46. But where there is a particular

certainty preceding, they shall not be destroyed by any uncer-

tainty or mistake which follows : and there is a distinction

where a mistake of title is prejudicial to the king, and when
it is in some description of the thing which is supplemental

only, and not material or issuable. 1 Mod. 195. The king

grants the manor of D. which he has by the attainder of a

certain person, &c, and in fact the king hath it not ; so this

grant is void. 10 Rep, 109-

The king may not grant away an estate tail in the crown,

&c. And the law takes care to preserve the inheritance of the

king for the benefit of the successor. 2 And, 154: Style, £63.

See Jenk, Cent, 307- A grant may not be made by the king

which tends to monopoly, against the interest and liberty of

the subject : nor can the king make a grant non obstante any
statute made, or to be made ; if he doth, any subsequent statute

prohibiting what is granted, will be a revocation of the grant.

II Rep. 87 : Dyer, 52. Where the king is restrained by the

common law to make a grant, if he make a grant non obstante

the common law, it will not make the grant good: but when
he may lawfully make a grant, and the law requires he should

be fully apprised of what he giants, and not be deceived, a

non obstante supplies it, and makes the grant good. If the

wonls are not sufficient to pass the thing granted, a non

obstante will not help. 4 Rep, 35 : Nets, Abr, 904, If a grant

is made by the king, and a former grant is in being of the

same thing, if it be not recited, the grant will be void: and
reciting a void grant, when there is another good, may make
the kings grant void. Dyer, 77 i Cro, Car, 143. And there

mav be a non obstante to a former grant. 5 Rep, 94 ! Moor,

If the king grants a message of the value of 5/. a-year to

A. B. and it be of the yearly value of 10/. the value being in

the same sentence with the grant, will make it void ; though
if it be mentioned in another sentence it may be good. Jenk,

Cent. 26,

To prevent deceits of the king with regard to the value of
estates granted, it is particularly provided by stat. 1 H, 4. c, 6,

that no grant of his shall he good, unless, in the grantee's peti-

tion for them, express mention he made of the real value of

lands. Other statutes have also been passed relative to this

subject. The king's grantee shall not forfeit for non-payment
of rent, where the rent lias been answered before process issued,

Stat. 21 Jac, he. 25. G rants of felons' goods how to be in-

rolled. StaL 4 and 5 W< $ M, c, 9&. § 1. The crown
restrained from granting lands, except for thirty-one years, &e,
Stat. 1 Anne, st, 1. c, 7: 34 G, 3, c, 75: and 48 G. 3. c, 73.

See also 89 40 G. 3. c. 88 : 47 G, 3. st, 2, c, 24 : 52 G. 3,

c, 8: and 5\) G. 3, c. 22. as to the disposition of the private

property of the king, real and personal ; and also as to grants
ot lands escheated ; and which the king may please to restore

for the execution of any trusts relating to them ; or to reward
the discoverers. See also tits. Forfeiture, Trustees,

The grant of the king to a corporation, that they shall not
be impleaded for lands, nor for any cause arising there, else-

where than before themselves, doth not bind the king where
he is party ; and the king by his grant cannot exclude himself
from prosecuting pleas of the crown ; for it concerns the public

government. Keilw. 88 : Dyer, 376: Jenk, Cent, IJJO.

The king cannot grant a thing intrusted to him in respect of
his sovereignty ; as, the lapse of a church, before or after it

becomes void/ 2 Rot. 187. I- 32, 35, Nor purveyance, butlerage,
prisage, && 2 RoL ISJ, L 35. Nor the power to make a dis-

pensation of a statute. 7 Co, 3d. h. So he cannot grant the
lands, or goods, of a recusant convict, before the commission

returned. 2 RoL 184. /. 20. Nor the lands or goods of one
attainted of treason, before his attainder. Dyer, 108 a.

So the king cannot grant the prosecution or execution of any
penal statute to another ; for it is intrusted with him as [be-

head of the public weal. R, 7 : Co. 37, a. Nor the penalty
or benefit of the penal statute before it be recovered. 7 Co. 36, h.

37. a. Nor any fine or forfeiture of a particular person,

before he be convicted. Declared by stat. 1 IV. Mi sL 2,

c, 2, that such grant or promise is illegal and void. See tit.

Forfeiture ; and further as to the subject of this article, tits.

King, Scire Facias to repeat patents.

No patent or grant of any office or employment, either civil

or military, shall cease, determinej or be void, by reason of the

death of any king or queen, but shall continue in force for

six months after such death, unless in the mean time Super-

seded, determined, or made void, by the successor : 1 JV, 4. st. 2.

c, 6: by which all such offices as had been granted by the
proceeding king were continued for six months from the passing

of the act. See further tit. King.

GRANTZ, is used for grandees
%
in the Par. Roll. 6 Ed, 3.

?n, 5, 6.— Kt les ditz counlz, batons, el autre grant z, ece.

GRASS-HEARTH. The grasi?tg or turning up the earth

with a plough ; whence the customary service for the inferior

tenants of the manor of Amersden, in Oxfordshire, to bring

their ploughs and do one day s work for their lord, was culled

g

i

v;ss h u rth or grass hurt: and we still say the skin is g 1 a v, u

t

or slightly hurt, and a bullet grases on any place, when it

gentlv turns up the surface of what it .strikes upon* Ptirocli,

Antiq. 496, 497-

GRATUITOUS DEEDS, &c. such as are made without

good and legal consideration. See Consideration*

GRAVA. A little wood or grove. Mon. AngL torn, 2,

p. 108: Co. Lit. ±.

GRAVrARE ET GRAVATIO. An accusation or Im-

peachment. Leg. Ethctd. cap. 19*

GRAVE. The names of places ending with grave, come
from the Sax, graf, a wood, thicket, den, or cave.

GRAVERS of seals and stones shall give to every one

their weight of silver and gold, on pain of imprisonment. Slab,

7 Ed. 3, c. 7- now obsolete.

GRAZIER, pecuarius.^] A breeder or keeper of cattle.

See Cattle,

GREAT MEN. This expression is sometimes, in ancient

statutes, understood of the temporal lords in the higher house

of parliament, and sometimes of the members of the House

of Commons. See tit. Parliament.

GREAT SEAL OF ENGLAND, See tits. Chancellor,

Treason.

By article 24. of the union between England and Scotland

(see 5 Anne, c, 8.) it was provided, that there should be one

great seal for the united kingdom of Great Britain, which

should be used for sealing writs to summon the parliaments,

and for sealing all treaties with foreign states, and all public

acts of state which concern the united kingdom, and
,
in all

other matters relating to England, as the great seal of Eng-
land was then used ; and that a seal in Scotland should be

kept and made use of in all things relating to private rights,

or grants which had usually passed the great, seal of Scotland,

and which only concern offices, grants, commissions, and

private rights within Scotland. On the union between Great

Britain and Ireland, no express provision was made by any

article of that union as to the establishing one great seal for

the united kingdom ; but various acts (as to the summoning
parliament, &c.) are required to be done under the great seal

of the united kingdom, and others under the great seal of

Ireland ; and by § 3. of the Acts of Union (39 and 40 G* 3.

c. iu. British* and 40 G. 3, c, 38, Irish), it is enacted, that

the great seal uf Iivuud may, if his Majesty shall so think fit,

after the union, be used in like manner as before the union

(except where it is otherwise provided by the articles of union),,

within that part of the united kingdom called Ireland.
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Forging the great seal is treason, punishable with trans-

portation for life. See tit. Forgery.

GREE, Fr. gre, i. e. good liking or allowance.

—

Satis-

faction; as to make gree to the parties, is to agree with and
satisfy them for an offence done. And where it is said in our
statutes, that judgment shall be put in suspense till gree is

made to the king of his debt, it is taken fur satisfaction. Slats.

1 Ric.2. c. 15: 25 Ktl 3. c.

GREEN CLOTH. Of the king's household, so termed
from the green cloth on the table, is a court of justice com-
posed of the lord steward, treasurer of the household, comp-
troller, and other officers, to which is committed the govern-

ment and oversight of the king's court, and the keeping of the

peace within the verge, &c.

GREENHEW, or GREENHUE. The same as vert in

forest?, &e. Manwood, par. 2. cap* G. num. 5. See tit. Forest.

GREEN HOUSE, See tit. Gardens,
GREENLAND COMPANY. A joint stock of 40,000/.

was, by statute, to be raised by subscribers, who \vere incor-

porated : and the company to use the trade of catching whales,

Sec. into and from Greenland, and the Greenland seas; they

might make bye-laws for government, and of persons employed
in their ships, &c. 4 and 5 IV. 3. c. 1?. But by 1 Anne,

c. 1 6. any persons who will adventure to Greenland for whale
fishing shall have all privileges granted to the Greenland Com-
pany. Several subsequent statutes have been passed relative

to the Greenland fisheries. See this Diet, tits. Fish, Fisheries,

and Fish ing ; Na i
1iga t ion A els.

GREEN-SILVER. There is an ancient custom within the

manor of Writtel, in the county of Essex, that every tenant

whose fore-door opens to Greenbury, shall pay a halfpenny
yearly to the lord, by the name of green-silver. The term
silver here must mean rent.

GREEN-WAX, is where estreats are delivered to the

sheriffs out of the Exchequer, under the seal of that court,

made in green-wax, to be levied in the several counties ; this

word is mentioned in stat. 7 Hf* 4* c. 3.

GREENWICH-HOSPITAL, A duty was laid on all

foreign-built ships, half of it payable to the Trinity house, to

be applied for the relief of decayed seamen, by the I Jac. 2.

cap. 18 ; but that statute was repealed by the 3 G. 4. c. 41. § 4.

Every seaman shall allow out of his wages (id. a month for

the better support of the said hospital ; for which duty receivers

are appointed* who may depute officers of the customs, Sec. to

collect the same, and examine on oath masters of ships, Sec.

8 and 9 W. 3. c 23, &c: 10 Anne, c. 17 : 2 G. & c. 7. Pro-

visions for securing the payment of the 6d. per month from

privateers. 18 G. 2. c. 31. These funds are under the ma-
nagement of the governors of Greenwich Hospital. See 5 G. 3.

c. 16; and were further improved by the transfer thither of

the chest from Chatham, 43 G. 3. c. 119; and by proportions

of prize money, 4-6 G. 3. cc. 100, 101.

By .">5 G. 3. cc. 1. 56. the chest at Greenwich is dissolved,

and the funds curried to and united with the hospital funds
;

and sec c. 133. of the same session, § 6. as to apportioning

pensions according to length of service.

The 57 G. 3. c. 127* was passed to settle the share of prize

money, droits of admiralty, and bounty money payable to

Greenwich Hospital^ and to secure to the said hospital all

unclaimed shares of vessels found derelict, and of seizures for

breach of the laws relating to the revenue, colonies, naviga-

tion, or slave-trade abolition.

By 3 G. 3. c, 16. § 6. personating or falsely assuming the

name or character of any person entitled as an out-pensioner to

any out-pension, in order to receive the money due on such

pension, was declared to be a felony, punishable with death.

And by various subsequent statutes (43 G. 3* c. 1 19* § 17:

54 G. S. c. 110. § 6: 58 G. 3. c. 64- § 4. 6: 59 G. 3. c. 56.

§ 12. 17.) forging any documents for the purpose of obtaining

the pensions paid at Greenwich Hospital, as well as falsely

personating the pensioners, were also made capital felonies.

By the 54 ft 3. c. 110. § 6. it is declared to he a capital
felony to falsely personate any person, to whom a certain ccr~
tificate to the treasurer of Greenwich Hospital may be granted
in order to receive the money mentioned therein/ or to falsely
personate the name or character of any person in ordei to
receive any money due on account of any out-pension grained
by the hospital, or to forge any document in order to receive
such money, or to take a false oath for that purpose, or to alter
or publish as true any false or forged letter of attorney or other
document in order to receive such money.
The 4 G. 4. c. 46. repeals so much of the above act of 3 G. 3,

c. 1 6. as excluded the benefit of clergy from persons convicted
of the felony thereby created, and substituted the punishment
of transportation for life or not less than seven years, or of
imprisonment with or without hard labour, for any term not
exceeding seven years. But this act takes no notice whatever
of the capital punishment inflicted by the 54 G, 3. c. 1 10.

All forgeries which are declared capital felonies by the above
act are now only punishable with transportation for life. See
tit. Forgery, and further tit. Navy.
By the said act 54 G. 3. c. 1 i 0. provisions were made for

preventing the embezzlement of the clothes and property of

the hospital.

GREVE, Sax. gcrefa,~\ or rather reve. A word of power
and authority, signifying as much as comes or vicecomes; and

hence comes our slit eve portreve, Sec, which by the Saxons

were written sciregerefa, portgerefa, Lambert, in his expo-

sition of Saxon words, verba prcejectus, makes it the same with

reve. See Hovedon Part, poster. Annal foL 846.

GRILS. A kind of small fish. StaL 22 Ed. 4. c. 2.

GRITH, £fl.r.] Peace. Termes de Ley.
G It 1TH B R ECHE, Sax. grytkbryce, L e. pacts fradiu^]

Breach of the peace.

—

In causis regiis griihbreche 100 std,

cmenda bit. Leu. IL 1. c. 36.

GRITHSTOLE, Sax. scdes pacis.^ A place of sanctuary.

See FridstoL

GROATS. The allowance to prisoners kept in execution

for debt is vulgarly so called ; it was formerly 4d. per day, or

2s. 4d. per week. Tt is now 3s. i)d.

GROCERS, were formerly those who ingrossed merchan-

dise, Stat* 37 Fd. 3. v. 5. It is now a particular and well*

known trade ; and the custom duties for grocery wares and

drugs are part icu 1 arly aseert ained hy s t a tu te. See ti ts. Customs,

Navigation Acts.

GRONNA. A deep pit, or bituminous place, where turfs

are dug to burn. Iloved. 438 : Mon. Angl. torn. 1. p. 243.

GROOM. The name of a servant in some inferior place;

generally applied to servants in stables: but it hath a special

signification, extending to groom of the chamber, groom of the

stole, &c, which last is a great officer of the king's household,

whose precinct is properly the king's bed-chamber, where the

lord chamberlain hath nothing to do; stote signifies a robe of

honour. Lex Constitution's, p. 182. See Garcia,

GROOM. PORTER. An officer or superintendent over

the royal gaming tables ; in Latin, he is stiled Autos Regia

Janitor Vr imarias*

GROSS, grossusr\ In gross, absolute, intire, not depending

on another; as anciently a villain in gross was such a servile

person as was not appendant or annexed to the lord or manor,

nor to go along with the tenure as appurtenant to it, but was

like the other personal goods and chattels of his lord, at his

lord's pleasure and disposal. So also advowson in gross differs

from advowson appendant, being distinct from the manor. Co.

Lit. 1 20. See 2 Comm. 22.

GROSSE BO IS, Fr. gros bois, i. e. great wood.] Signi-

fies such wood as by the" common law or custom is reputed

timber. 2 Inst. 642.

GROSS (Common in, or common at large), is Fuch as is

neither appendant nor appurtenant to land, but is annexed to

a man's person, being granted to hi 111 and his heirs by deed

:

or it may be claimed by prescriptive right, as by parson of a
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church, or the like corporation sole. This is a separate inhe-

ritance, entirely distinct from any landed property. See tit.

Common.
GROSS WE IGHT . The whole weigh t of goods or mer-

chandise, dust and dross mixed with them, and of the chest,

bag, &c. out of which tare and tret are allowed. Merchant's
Did-

GROT, Fr.] A den, cave, or hollow place in the ground;
also a shady woody place, with springs of water. L. Fr. Diet.
GROUNDAGK. A custom or tribute paid for the stand-

ing of a ship In a port,

GROUND ANNUAL. A ground rent, payable out of
the ground, before the tenement in a burgh is built.—Scotch
Did. It is contradistinguished in the Scotch law from Feu
Annual. See that title.

GIlOl SE. The red and black heath game; for preserving
of which, no heath, furze, or fern, should be burnt on any heaths,
moors, or other wastes, between the 2d of February and 24th
of June. 4 and 5 W. $ M. c. 23 (repealed by the new Game
Act, ] and 9. IV. 4. i\ 32). Grouse have been decided not to

be birds of warren. 7 B. cy C. 36. See tit. Game.
GROWMK. An engine to stretch woollen cloth after it is

woven. See the ancient stat. 43 Ed. 3. c. 10.

GROWTH HALFPENNY. A rate so called - and paid
in some places for the tithe of every fat beast, ox, or other
unfruitful fat tie. (Hayton's Rep. 92.
6&UARII, from the Fr. gruycr.~\ The principal officers

of the forest in general,

GUARANTEE. A promise, or undertaking, to be answer-
able for the debt or default of a third person ; and to make
such an obligation binding, there must be some good considera-
tion moving from the party with whom it is made; as, for
example, the sale and delivery of goods to, or work to be done
on credit for, the person on whose behalf the guarantee is given,
or in consideration of a creditor giving time, or forbearing to
sue his debtor for a precedent debt and the like.

By the Statute of Frauds, 2y Car. 2. c. 3. the promise must
be in writing.

But a promise to indemnify need not be in writing, as it does
not fall either within the words or the policy of the statute.
8 B. C. 728. See further, tit. Agreement, II.

GUARD, Fr. garde, Lat. custodial] A custody or care
of defence. And sometimes it is used for those that attend
Upon the safety of the prince, called the life-guard, &c. ; some-
times such as have the education and guardianship of infants;
sometimes for a writ touching wardship, as droit de garde,
ejedione de gard, and ravishment de gard. F. N. B. \3Q. See
tit. Guardian.

GUARDIAN.
Fr. gardien, Lat. custos, guardianusJ} One who hath the

charge or custody of any person or thing; but commonly he
who hath the custody and education of such persons as are not
of sufficient discretion to guide themselves and their own
affairs, as children and idiots (usually the former), being as
largely extended in the common law as tutor and curator
among the civilians. Blount.

£ The several kindofGuardians; who may be Guardians;
and how appointed.

II. Of the Guardian s Interest in the Body and Lands if
the Ward ; and what he may lawfully do, so as )o
bind the Infant.

HI Of the Infant's Remedy against the Guardian, and of
obliging him to account.

IV. Of the general Authority of the Court ofChancery.

I. A guardian is either legithuts, festamentarius, dotus, or
wstumarius: he that is a legitimate or lawful guardian is so
wre communi, or jure naiurali ; the first, as guardian in chi-

|
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valry, in fact, or in right ; the other de jure naiurali, as
father or mother. A testamentary guardian was allowed even
by the common law; the body of the minor was to remain
with him who was appointed till the age of fourteen

; and as
tor his goods U might be longer, or as long as the testator
appointed

;
gardutnus datus was one appointed bv the fatherm his life-time, or by the lord chancellor after the death of

the father
;
and where there is a guardianship bv the common

law, the lord chancellor can order and intermeddle; but
where, by statute, he cannot remove either the child or the
guardian. Guardianship by custom is of orphans by the custom
of London, and other cities and boroughs; and in copyhold
manors, by the custom it may belong to the lord of the manor
to be guardian himself, or to appoint one. 3 Salt: irVn
176, 177-

™

The guardianships by the common law were guardians in
chivalry; guardians by nature, such as the father or mother

;

guardians in socage, who are the next of blood, to whom the
luhcntance cannot descend, if the father does not order it
otherwise; and guardian because of nurture, when the father
by will appoints one to be guardian of his child. Co. Lit 1 8 -

2 Inst. 305: 3 Rep. 3?.

Though guardianship in chivalry is now abolished by stat.
12 Car. 2. c. 24. it may be useful as well as curious to consider
the following summary concerning it. See 1 Inst. 88. b. n. II.

This guardianship could only be where the estate vested in
the infant by descent. All males under 21 at the ancestor's
death were liable to it; hut not females, unless they were
under l k It extended not only to the person of the infant,
but also to all such of his lands and tenements as were within
the guardian's seignory; and if the king was guardian in
respect of a tenure in capite, then to the whole of the infant's
estate of whomsoever holden, whatever the tenure, and whether
lying in tenure or not. If the infant heir held lands by
knight's service of several lords, each had the wardship of the
land within his seignory ; and as to the body, the wardship of
it belonged to that lord of whom the tenure was most ancient,
he being stiled the lord by priority, and the other lords bv
posteriority : but if any lands of the infant were holden of the
king by knight's service in capite, he was intitled to the ward-
ship both of the infants body and all his lands so held of the
crown, or of others by knight's service.

This guardianship continued over males till 21, over females
till 16 or marriage, when it determined; if the tenure were
of a subject, the heir might enter on the lord immediately

;

but if the king had the wardship, then the heir was not
entitled to take possession of the land without suing for livery
to the crown, which was a process both nice and expensive.
See 1 Inst. 77. a. It had a preference with respect to the
custody of the infant s body over every other species of ward-
ship, except only that of the father, where the infant was his
heir apparent, even the mother being excluded. It entitled the
lord to make sale of the marriage of the infant, subject only to
the restriction of not disparaging; and if the infant refused
the marriage tendered by the lord, or married after such u
tender and against the lord's consent ; in the former case the
infant was liable to the payment of a sum equal to the value
of the marriage, that is, to the profit which the lord might
have made by the sale of it; in the latter case, the heir female
paid the same sum as for a refusal, but the heir male was
charged the double value, which was called a forfeiture of
marriage. The guardian in chivalry was not accountable fur
the profits made of the infant's land during the wardship, but
received them for his own private emolument, subject only to
the hare maintenance of the infant. Lastly, guardianship hi
chivalry being deemed more an interest for the profit of the
guardian, than a trust for the benefit of the ward, was sale-
able and transferable like the ordinary subjects of property, to
the best bidder ; and if not disposed of, was transmissablc to
the lord's personal representatives.
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The above general explication of the nature of wardship in

chivalry may well excite a strong idea of the evils necessarily

incident to it : and it is natural to wonder how this species of

guardianship should be patiently endured for several centuries

after the conquest, and even remain unreformed by any effec-

tual checks to soften its rigour till it was wholly taken away
at the Restoration ; the true period when Britons gained mare

real liberty than any other that can be named in history, by

no means even excepting the Revolution: and of this proposi-

tion the Habeas Corpus Act and the statute for abolishing

ur.ures are most pregnant proofs; statutes both made in the

reign of Charles II., and as far preferable to the vaunted Bill

of Rights, as practical liberty is to theoretical doctrines.

Perhaps the facility of evading the guardianship in chivalry,

which could only be on a descent, may account both for its

being so long submitted to, and for its producing consequences

less extensively pernicious than seem almost necessarily inci-

dent to it. Various modes of preventing the descent were

practised. One wras enfeoffing the heir in the ancestor's life-

time: another the enfeoffing strangers on condition to pay a

sum far exceeding the value of the land, at a time so fixed as

to correspond with the heir's coming of age, who might then

enter for breach of the condition. See stat. Marlbridge,

52 IL 3. c. 6: 2 hist. 10j). When these modes wTere declared

to be fraudulent, and therefore checked by the said statute^ a

third, more fit to attain the same end, succeeded ; for uses and

trusts being invented, and guardianship in chivalry being only

of legal estates, it became the fashion to make feoffments to

uses, as well for preventing wardship, as for avoiding reliefs

and forfeitures, and indirectly exercising the power of devising;

and thus the heir taking only the use of the land on a descent,

instead of becoming the legal tenant, he of course escaped

being in wardship* This evasion continued in practice till

4 Henry VI 1. when the legislature thought proper once more
to interfere in favour of the lord, and made the heir of cestui

que use liable to wardship in chivalry. See stat. 4 H. 7- c. J 7:

1 In Hi* 81. b: 2 Inst. 110. For some time after this there

seems to have been no other means of preventing wardship in

chivalry than the ancestor's making a lease for life, with

remainder to his heir apparent in fee ; but this protection of

wardship in chivalry wras soon followed by a great diminution

of its profits, for in the succeeding reign the statutes of wills

gave the power of devising, so as to deprive the lord of

the wardship of two-thirds of the land holden by knight's

service ; in which contracted state this odious species of guar-

dianship was suffered to languish till it was entirely abolished,

with the other oppressive appendages of military tenures, by

the famous statute 12 Car. 2. c. 24. See 2 Inst. 110, 111 :

Smith's Rep. Angh {English Edit.) b. 3. c. 5 : StaUndf P> C.

:

4 Inst. 188 : Cramp. Jurisd. 112, a.— 125: Mad. Exch. 221 :

Let/ on Wardsj and Liv. 1 Inst, lib* 2, c. 4: and the abridg-

ments, tits* Garde and Gardien.

The several guardians now in use may be thus enumerated:

1. By nature; 2. For nurture ; 3. In socage ; 4. By statute ;

5. By custom in London and other cities and boroughs, ike.

(which however, from particular exceptions, do not fall under

the general law) ; 6. By election of the infant; 7* By appoint-

ment of the chancellor; 8. Ad litem ; Q. By appointment of

the Ecclesiastical Court.

1 . The father and (in some eases) the mother of the child

are guardians by nature. For if an estate be left to an infant,

the father is by common law the guardian, and must account

to his child for the profits* 1 Inst. 88. Though a father is

guardian by nature, yet a man may be guardian to an infant

against his father, for prevention of waste : which is a forfeiture

of guardianship. Hard. And an executor may not pay to

a father a legacy left to an infant without the sanction of a

court of equity. 1 P. Wms. 285. See tits. Executor, Legacy.

And with regard to daughters, it seems, by construction of

4 and 5 P. § M. c. 8. that the father might by deed or will

assign a guardian to any woman child under the age cf sixteen '

and if none be so assigned, the mother shall in this ea^ hi
guardian. S Rep. 39.

The above statute was repealed by the 9 G. 4. c. 31. which
is nearly a reinactmcnt of § 2, 3. of the Former act, and which
by § 30. declares the taking of any unmarried girl, under the
age of K> years, out of the possession and against the will
of the father or mother, or of any other person having the
lawful care or charge of her, to be a misdemeanor, punishable
with fine or imprisonment, or both.

Many books, especially some of modern date, are very indis-

criminate when they mention guardianship by nature. Some-
times the father is styled guardian by nature of Ms heir

apparent, for the time, in general terms; such as at first

appear to intimate that no other ancestor except the father

not even the mother, is entitled to the guardianship in that

right ; and accordingly Comyns makes this inference from the

language of the books, though perhaps too hastilv. See Com,
Dig. tit. Guardian (C ) : 3 Co. 38. a.: 6 Co." 22. b.} there

cited. In other eases it appears that the father beintr dead,

the mother may have a wTrit of trespass quare consangninem
et hceredem cepit ; which imports that she may also be guar-

dian by nature of her heir apparent. The silence in one book

as to other ancestors, and the express exclusion of the grand-

father in another book, without the necessary explanation,

tend to an opinion that all ancestors, except the father and

mother, are really excluded. See 1 Inst. 84. b. : (j Co. 22. b.

However, in another place, it appears that the grandfather and

other ancestors may be guardians by nature of their heirs appa-

rent, as well as the father and mother ; though being liable to

be postponed to others, where the father is not, both they and

the mother have a title distinguishable from his, in point of

inferiority. 3 Co. 38. a. Further, some modern books do not

confine guardianship by nature to heirs apparent, hut deno-

minate the father and mother the natural guardians of all their

children ; and sometimes even the parents of illegitimate issue

seem to have been treated as their natural guardians. 1 Vei

158: 2 Aik. 15. 70: 9 Mod. 117- And see 2 Sir, 1 1 1»S

:

1 East, P. C. 457- Also the guardianship of female children

under 16, as impliedly given to the father and mother by

the 4 and 5 P. <?j' M. c* has been said to be jure nature

3 Co. 38. b>

On the whole, it seems that not only the father, hut also the

mother, and every other ancestor, may be guardians by nature,

though with considerable differences, such as denote the supe-

riority of the father s claim. The father hath the first title to

guardianship by nature, the mother the second. As to other

ancestors, if the same infant happens to be heir apparent to

two, perhaps priority of the possession of the person of the

infant might probably be allowed to decide the question,

While the tenure by knight's .service continued there was an-

other difference, which more strongly marked the superiority of

the father's claim; for he was entitled to the custody of the

infant's person even against the lord in chivalry ; a preference

not allowed to the mother or other relations; and this diversity

a p] tears to reconcile the determinations in the old books,, which

apply only to cases in which the right to the infant's person

was in contest with the lord in chivalry. 3 Co. 38. b. Had-

cliff's Ca. According to the strict language of our law, only

an heir apparent can be the subject of guardianship by nature;

which restriction is so true, that it hath even been doubted

whether such guardianship can be of a daughter whose heir-

ship, though denominated apparent, yet being liable to be

superseded bv the birth of a son, is, in effect, rather of the

presumptive kind. 3 Co. 38. 6.: 1 Inst. 84. a. Therefore,

when the term of guardianship by nature is extended to chil-

dren in general, or to any besides such as are heirs apparent,

it is not conformable to its legal sense, but must be understood

to have reference to some rule independent of the common law;

as the dictates of nature, and the principles of general reason.
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Yet wo must not, however, conclude that parents have not a

right to the custody of their other children, for the taw gives

them this custody till the aire of fourteen by the guardianship

for nurture, next mentioned, which, though it differs from
that by nature, not only in name, but also in duration, and
some other particulars, is founded on a like conformity to the

order of nature. \ Inst. 88. b. n* 12.

This guardianship by nature continues till the infant attains

the age of twenty-one : it extends no further than the custody

of the infants person. Carth 386: I Inst. 84. It yields, as

to the custody of the person, to guardianship in socage, where
the title to both guardianships concur in the same individuals*

1 Jnsi. <S8, b. (see post, 3.) But guardianship in socage ending
at fourteen, it seems that after that age the father, or other

ancestor having a like title to both guardianships, becomes
guardian by nature till the infant's age of twenty-one. See
Carlh. 384. Lastly, the father may disappoint the mother,

and other ancestors, of the guardianship by nature, by appoint-

ing a testamentary guardian under the 12 Car. 2. See
post, 4.

2. Guardians for nurture are of course the father or mother,
till the infant attains the age of fourteen years. Moor, 73$

:

3 Rep. 38. In default of father or mother, the ordinary usually

assigns some discreet person to take care of the infant's per-

sonal estate, and to provide for his maintenance and education.

2 Jonest 90 : 2 Lev. 163. See post, [). This guardianship by
nurture only occurs where the infant is without any other

guardian; and it has been said, that none can have it except
the father or mother. 8 Ed. 4* 7* b : Bro. Card. 70: 3 Co.

58. It extends no further than the custody and government
of the infant's person ; and determines at fourteen in the case

of both males and females. Ibid. Conn/ns refers to Fleta, as

if, according to that ancient book, grandfathers and great

grandfathers might be guardians by nurture. But the statute

cited by him doth not point at this species of guardian, it

describing the patria -poteslas in general, and being apparently

borrowed from the text of the Roman law ; nor will it. bear

the least application to guardianship as our own law regulates

it. 1 IiisL 88. b* in n. 13. adJin*
3. Guardians in socage are also called guardians by the

common law. Wardship is incident to tenure in socage, but
of a nature very diiferent from that which was formerly inci-

dent to knight service. For if the inheritance descend to an
infant under fourteen, the wardship of him docs not, nor ever

did, belong to the lord of the fee; because in this tenure no
military or other personal service being required, there was
no occasion for the lord to take the profits in order to provide
a proper substitute for his infant tenant. See this Diet. tit.

Tenure.

This kind of guardianship takes place only when the minor
is entitled to some estate in lands; and then by the common
law the guardianship devolves upon his next of kin, to whom
the inheritance cannot possibly descend ; as where the estate

descended from his father, in this case his uncle by the mother's
side cannot possibly inherit this estate, and therefore shall be
the guardian. Litt. § 123. For the law judges it improper
to trust the person of an infant in his hands, who may by
possibility become heir to him, that there may be no tempta-
tion, nor even suspicion of temptation, for him to abuse his

trust. 1 Comm. c. 17. And though this provision has been
considered as arising from harsh and barbarous principles,

experience shows that it is founded in sound policy and
humanity. See 2 P. Wms. 262 : 1 Inst 8S.

Guardianship in socage, like that in chivalry, springs wholly
out of tenure. It is for this reason that the title to it cannot
arise, unless the infant is seised of lands, or other heredita-
ments, lying in tenure, holden by socage. 1 Inst. 87- b. Like
guardianship in chivalry, it is deemed to take place on a descent
only, though the contrary has been argued. 2 Mod. 17& The
title to this guardianship is without any distinction between
the whole and the half blood. If there are two or more disin-

vol. I.

forested relations in equal degree, he who first gains possession
of the heir shall have the custody of him

; except where they
happen to be brothers or sisters, or to be the infant's lineal
ancestors, the law preferring the eldest in the former case, and
the father or other male ancestor in the latter. But if the infant
derives lands both by descent ex parte patcmd and ex parte ma~
icrna, in which case it may be possible not to find any next of
kin incapable of inheriting to the infant, the next ofLin on either
side first seizing the infant is entitled to the custody of his per-
son; and the custody of the lands coming ex parte mafernd goes
to the maternal heir, and so nice versa. Should, however, the
infant derive hands by descent in such a way as lets in both the
paternal and maternal blood successively to the inheritance,
but with a preference of the former, it seems unsettled who
shall have the guardianship. If the person entitled to he
guardian in socage is himself under custody of a guardian, the
latter is entitled in the custody of both, to the former in his

own right, and to the latter pur cause de ward, that is, in
right of his wardship of the former ; a species of guardianship
distinct from all others above enumerated. And it seems that
only guardian in chivalay and in socage could be guardian pur
cause de ?vanL See 2 Rot. Ab. 35. 40 : Faugh. 1 84.

An infant, idiot, lunatic, nan compos, one blind and dumb,
deaf and dumb, or leper removed, cannot be guardian in

socage. Co. Lit. 88. 6.

Guardianship in socage being wholly for the infant's benefit,

and not in any respect for the guardian's profit, is not a subject
either of alienation, forfeiture, or succession, as wardship in
chivalry wFas ; and consequently, if the guardian in socage
becomes incapable or dies, the wardship devolves on the person
next in degree of kindred to the infant, not being inheritable
to him. Some ancient cases seem to show that under certain

circumstances guardianship in socage might be assignable.

See F. N. B. 143. P.: Fitz. Ab. Garde, l6l. But according
to the doctrine and practice of later times, the acknowledged
qualities of guardianship in socage being, that it is a personal

trust wholly for the infant's benefit, and neither transmissible

by succession nor devisable, they are not consistent witli its

being assignable , and there is Lord Chief Justice Faughan's
authority for saying that even in his time common experience

proved the contrary. See Pfowd* 2Q3: Faugh. 181: Glib,

lit'p. Eq. 177 : and 2 Swans. 533. n. post, IV,

This guardianship extends not only to the person and socage
estates of the infant, but also to his hereditaments not lying in
tenure; and even to his copyhold estates, unless there is a
special custom for the lord's appointing a guardian of them.
1 Inst.S7.b.: 1 HoL Ah. 40; Egktons Ca. Hutt. 17: 2 Lutw.
1 181. But whether the guardian in socage is entitled to take

into his custody the infant's personal estate, is not ascertained

by any express authority. It seems, however, that personalty

is included, except wThere, by the custom of a particular place,

it happens to be liable to a different custody : and this opinion

is founded on the idea that the custody of an infant's person

draws after it the custody of every species of property for

which the law hath not otherwise provided; which receives

some countenance from the instances of copyholds, and here-

ditaments not lying in tenure; for including which it will be
difficult to account by any other reason than that above given
for including personalty. It is also strongly confirmed by the

manner in which the stat. 12 Car. 2. c. 24. regulates the power
of the guardian, which it enables a father to appoint. After

authorising such guardian to take the custody of the infant's

personal estate, as wrell as of his lands, tenements, and here-

ditaments, it provides that he may bring such action or actions

in relation thereunto, as by law a guardian in common socage

might do; words almost necessarily importing that the personal

estate is equally an object of the custody of guardian in socage

with the infant's real property ; though a contrary opinion is

hinted by Faughan, C. J. See Faugh. 1 8ft.

Guardianship in socage is superseded both as to the body and
lands, if the father exercises his power of appointing a testa-

4 K
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mcntary or other gUfffdiail according to stat. 12 C. 2. c. 24.

(See post, 4-.) And regularly it ends, when the infant, whe-

ther male or female, attains' fourteen ;
though some say that

this must be understood only where another guardian, either

by election of the infant or otherwise, is ready to succeed, and

that the guardianship in socage continues in the mean time.

And. 313. At that age, however, it seems the heir may oust

the guardian in socage, and call him to account for the rents

and profits. Lift. § 123: Co. Lit. Sf). It was in this particular

of wardship, as also in that of marriage, and in the certainty of

the render or service, that the socage tenure had so much the

advantage of the military ones. See tit. Tenure. But as the

wardship ceased at fourteen, this disadvantage attended it;

that young heirs being left at so tender an age to choose their

own guardians till twenty-one, might make an improvident

choice. Therefore, when almost all the lands in the kingdom

were turned into socage tenures by the stat, 12 Car. 2. c. 24.

that statute gave the power of appointing the testamentary

guardian next mentioned. If no such appointment be made,

the Court of Chancery will frequently interpose, and name a

guardian, to prevent an infant heir from improvidently exposing

himself to ruin. 2 Comm. 88. c. 6\ Sec post, 1, and tit.

Recto tie Cuslod 'ut

,

4. The statute 12 Car 2. c. 24. considering the imbecility of

judgment in children of the age of fourteen, and the abolition

of guardianship in chivalry (which lasted till twenty-one; see

ante), enacts, that any father, under age, or of full age, may,

by deed or will attested by two witnesses, dispose of the custody

of his child, either bom or unborn, to any person except a

popish recusant, either in possession or reversion, till such child

attains the age of twenty-one. These are called guardians by

statute, or testamentary guardians.

The substance of this parliamentary regulation is, that the

father shall have the power, though under twenty-one. That

he shall have it as to all his children under twenty-one, and

unmarried at his decease, or born after. That he may appoint

any person except popish recusants. That the appointment

may be either in possession or remainder. That he may

appoint the guardianship to last till twenty-one ; or any less

time. That the appointment shall be effectual against all

claiming as guardians in socage or otherwise. That the guar-

dian so appointed shall have ravishment of ward or trespass,

and recover damages for the ward's benefit. That the guar-

dian shall have the custody of the infant's estate, both real and

personal, and have the same actions in relation to them as a

iruardian in socage. Finally, that the statute shall not preju-

dice the custom of London, or any other city or corporate

town. For cases on the construction of this statute, see Vin.

Ab. and Cow. Z%. tit. Guardian. The nature of this new

kind of guardianship, which the statute professedly models

after that in socage, except as to duration, is particularly (lis-

cussed in the case of Bedell v. Constable, Faugh. 177. and in

Lord Shaftesbury's case, 2 P. Wins. 102: Gilb. 172.

A Jew may, under this statute, devise the guardianship of

his children. 2 Stvanst. 533. n.

The statute empowersfathers only to make the appointment.

Perhaps this was an unintentional omission ; but the conse-

quence is, that where a mother is the surviving parent, the

children, upon her death, will be left to find guardians accord-

in^ to the provisions of the common law. In this case, where

none other can be found, the jurisdiction of the Lord Chan-

cellor arises on the part of the crown to protect the infant

subject, and to delegate the care to some proper person.

Though the appointment *by testament under this statute

annexes° to the ofliee the custody and management of the

infant's real and personal estate, and empowers the guardian to

bring all such actions relating thereto as guardian in socage

micrht, this appointment does not so far supersede the general

duty and power of the Chancellor, as delegate of the crown to

protect infants, but that he may interfere in cases of gross

misconduct or legal incapacity of the guardian (such as lunacy

or bankruptcy), to control him. See Coleridge's note to 1 Comm
462.

The court, however, cannot remove a testamentary guar-

dian, but will appoint a proper person to superintend the

infant's education. (> Mad. L2"5.

A reputed or putative father cannot appoint guardians under

this statute to a natural child ; but where he has named guar-

dians by his will to an illegitimate child, the Court of Chancery

will appoint the same persons guardians without any reference

to a master for his approbation. 2 Bro. C. R. 583; and see

this Diet. tit. Marriage.

Though there is no decided case that guardians can be

appointed for a child, by a stranger, during the life of the

parent, yet the law will take care that the child shall be edu-

cated according to his expectations, in cases where the child is

benefited by the will, &c.
?
of such stranger. See 2 Bro. C. 11.500,

A grandfather cannot appoint guardians to his grandson

under this statute; but he may give his estate to him on con-

dition that certain persons be his guardians; and if the father

of the legatee do not submit to the will, the Chancery will

make the father s opposition work a forfeiture of his son's

estate. Ambl. 306\

Guardianship is a thing cognisable by the temporal courts,

where a devise is made of it, which courts are to judge whe-

ther the devise be pursuant to the statute. 1 Vent. 207.
(

5. We may here just mention that there is another species of

customary guardianship besides that in London and certain

cities and boroughs; where, by the special custom of a manor,

the lord names, or is himself, the guardian of an infant copy-

holder. Sec Com. Dig. tit. Coin/hold (K. 5.) The nature of

this guardianship depends wholly on the custom of the particu-

lar manor; and though it is not expressly saved by the stat.

12 Car. 2. yet it has"been held that the fathers appointment

of the custody of his child under that statute will not extend

to copyhold estates. 2 Lulw. 1181: 3 Lev. $95: Comb. 253.

See 2 'Walk, on Copt/holds, 104,

6*. The right of electing a guardian by an infant arises only

I when, from a defect in the law {or, rather, in the execution of

j

it), the infant finds himself wholly unprovided with a guar-

dian. This may happen either before fourteen, when the

infant has no such property as attracts a guardianship by

tenure, and the father is dead without having executed his

power of appointment, and there is no mother; or after four-

teen, when the custody of the guardian in socage terminates,

and there is no appointment by the father under the 12 Cur. %

Lord Coke only takes notice of such election where the infant

is under fourteen ; and as to this omits to state how, or before

whom, it should he made: see 1 Inst. 87- 6: nor docs this

defect seem supplied by any prior or contemporary writer. As

to a guardian after fourteen, it appears from the ending o\

guardianship in socage, at that age, as if the common law

deemed a guardian afterwards unnecessary. However, since

the 12 Car, 2. c. 24. it has been usual in defect of an appoint*

ment under the statute, to allow the infant to elect one for

himself; and this practice appears to have prevailed even m

some degree before the Restoration. Such election is said to

be frequently made before a judge on the circuit. 1 l ej..

But this form does not seem essential. The late Lord Balti-

more, when he was turned of eighteen, having no testamentary

ouardian, and being under the necessity of having one tor

special purposes relative to his proprietary government oi

Mai viand, named a guardian by deed; a mode adopted byW
advice of counsel. It seems, in fact, as if there was no pre-

scribed form of an infant's electing a guardian after fourteen,

any more than there is before, and therefore election by parol,

though unsolemn, might be legally sufficient. The deiiciency

in precedents on this occasion is easily accounted for; this una

of guardianship being of very late origin, unnoticed as it seems

by any writer before Coke, except Swmburn (Testam. >eM

1590 97. Ml and there being yet no cases in print to expmin

I
the powers incident to it, or whether the infant may change a
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guardian so constituted by himself. Coke, though professing

to enumerate the different sorts of guardianship^ omits this in

one place; whence perhaps it may be conjectured that in his

time it was in strictness scarcely recognised as legal. 1 Inst.

88. h. in n.

7. As to guardian by appointment of the Lord Chancellor.

It is not easy to state how this jurisdiction was acquired: it is

certainly of no very ancient date, though now indisputable.

See Co. Lit. 88. b. n. 70. by Mr. Margrave; and Fonblammc on
Equity, 2 vol. 226. 232. 5th edit.

The first instance of such a guardian, appointed on petition

without bill, was in the year 16Q6, in the case of one Hamp-
den. But since that time the Court of Chancery has exercised

this power, without its being once called in question; there-

fore, in the case of Lady Teynham v. Leonard, in Do?n. Proc.
anno 1724? the counsel for the respondent stated it as a thing
fixed, that the Lord Chancellor was entrusted with that part

of the crown's prerogative which concerned the guardianship of
infants. Bro. P. C.

The court never appoints a guardian to a woman after mar-
riage. I Fie?. 157- But guardianship is not determined by the
marriage of the ward. Id. Ib. 1 60.

Neither can the husband of a woman under age disavow a
guardian made by the court for his wife. 1 Vent. 1 85.
The court is not precluded from appointing a guardian by

the circumstance of the infant having by deed appointed one
for himself 4 Mad. 462*

A party not resident within the jurisdiction will not be
appointed guardian. 1 Jac. \§3.

S. All courts of justice have a powTer to assign a guardian
to an infant to sue, or defend actions, if the infant comes into

court and desires it j or a judge at his chambers., at the desire

of the infant, may assign a person named hv him to be his

guardian; but this last is no record until entered and filed by
the clerk of the rules, F. N. B. 27* L. : 1 Inst. 88. b. n. ( Hi.)

135 b.n. (l.): I Lit. 656 : 2 Leon. 238. And this is called a
guardian ad litem. See tit. Equity.

9. Guardian by appointment of the Ecclesiastical Court
seems now perfectly insignificant, and merely on a par with
other guardians ad idem. The right of appointment is, how-
ever, claimed by that court, as to personal estate ; and, if there

is no other guardian by tenure or otherwise, for the person
also; hut the following detail will show with how little effect.

Swinburne takes notice of such a guardian, but confines his

observations on the appointment, and his extent of power, to

the custom within the province of York. Testam. 1st cd. <)9. b.

In a case in the Court of K. B. Lord Hate admitted the right

of the Ecclesiastical Court to appoint a curator of the personal

estate; and after that judge's death the court inclined to the
same opinion. 2 Lev. 162: T. Jo. QO. In another case, soon
after, the same court allowed the right as to the infant's

portion, but denied it over the person. 3 Keb. 384. In the

next case, the question as to the right was largely debated on
a plea in prohibition. This allied that by the common law,

used and approved in England, if any person by his will devises

any goods to his children, the ordinary before whom the will

is proved hath used to commit the custody of the sons and their

portions till 1 4-, and of the daughters and their portions till

12, except where they arc in the custody of any other by
reason of tenure, or by the father's appointment ; and if any
person detained such infants, or their portions, the ordinary
hath also used to compel the delivery of them by ecclesiastical

censures. 2 Lev. 21 7, But on a demurrer this plea was over-
ruled, and the prohibition ordered to stand, the latter being
founded on the libel in the suit in the Ecclesiastical Court,
which had stated the right in a more extensive way, viz., that
by the ecclesiastical law every person having the tuition of any
infant under age, by the will of the father, oj per judiceni
competentem, ought to have the custody of the infant and suit
in the Ecclesiastical Court for the detainer. After this case,

nothing appears in the books on the subject for a long time

but a cursory notice by Lee, J. of the Ecclesiastical Court's
appointment without objection, saying the course of that court
is, that if the infant is under seven years of age, they choose a
curator

f but if he is seven he chooses. Fitzgib. 164. By a
loose note of a later case it appears that Lord HardwicU said,
that only guardians ad than can be appointed by the Ecclesi-
astical Court. 14 Fin, Abr. ;>/. 7. in ». In another case,
however, reported more at length, the same judge reprobated
it as a presumption in the Ecclesiastical Court "to appoint a
guardian of the person and estate, and declared their appoint-
ment except when a suit was depending to be an interference
with his power as chancellor; and even recommended to the
attorney general to consider whether a quo warranto would not
lie in such a case against the Ecclesiastical Court. 3 Atk. 631.
In a subsequent case in B. R, (Miss Catttei/s) the power of
appointment in the Ecclesiastical Courts was considered as
confined to guardians ad than, and therefore perfectly insig-
nificant. 3 Burr. 14-36. See I Inst. 88. b. in n.

With respect to the appointment of guardian, a distinction
exists in the spiritual court between an infant and a minor.
The former is so denominated, if under seven years of age ; the
latter, from seven to twenty-one. Toller, 100. The ordinary
ex officio assigns a guardian to an infant: the minor himself
may nominate his guardian, who is then admitted in that
character by the judge; but if he makes an improper choice,
the court will control it. Ibid. According to the practice of
the Prerogative Court, the guardianship in either case is granted
to the next of kin of the child, unless sufficient objection to
him is shown. Ibid.

The above recapitulation, as to guardians, is exclusive of any
thing relative to the royal family. See the arguments in the
case on the king's right, in respect to the education and mar-
riage of his grand-children, w'hich lvas referred to the judges
in the reign of George L Fort. 401. See also the stat.

12 G. 3. c. 11 ; and this Diet. tit. King.

II. Guardian in socage shall make no waste, nor sale of the
inheritance, but keep it safely for the heir: and where there
hath been some doubt of the sufficiency of a guardian in
socage, the Chancery hath obliged him to give security.

2 Mod. 177' Also a guardian may be ordered to enter into
security by recognizance, not to suffer a female infant to

marry whilst in his custody ; and to permit other relations to
visit her, &c. 2 Lev. 128. And the Court of Chancery will

make such guardian give security not to marry the infant
without the court is first acquainted with it. 2 Chan. Hep. 237.

Before the stat. 12 Car. 2. c. 24. tenant in socage might
have disposed of his land, in trust for the benefit of the heir;
but it is said he could not devise or dispose of the guardian-
ship or custody of the heir from the next of kin to whom the
land could not descend, because the law gave the guardianship
to such next of kin. Kei/w. 186. But now tenant in socage
may nominate wThom he pleases to have the custody of the
heir, and the land shall follow the guardianship, as an incident

given by law to attend the custody ; and such special guardian
cannot assign the custody by any act, the trust being per-

sonal ; nor shall it go to the executor or administrator of the

guardian, but determines by his death. Fang. 180: Dyer, ISQ.

As the law hath invested guardians not with a bare autho-

rity only, but also with an interest till the guardianship ceases

;

so it hath provided several remedies for guardians against

those who violate that interest : at common law there were
remedies, both droitural and possessor}', to recover the guar-

dianship. 2 Inst. 90: 9 Co. 72.

A guardianship of a minor is an interest in the body and
lands, &e. of one within age. Guardian to infants, appointed

by the court to sue, may acknowledge satisfaction upon the

record, for a debt recovered at law for the infant. Trin.

23 Car. 2. B. R* A guardian in socage may keep courts in

the infant's manors in his own name, grant copies, &c. He is

dominus pro tempore, and hath an interest in the lands. Cro.

4 K 2
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Jac. Q\. Such guardian may let the land for years, and 1

avow in his own name and right ; and his lessee for years may

maintain ejectment ; but he cannot present to an advowson,

for which he may not lawfully account ; and the infant must

present of whatsoever age. Cm Jac. QS, 99* Though it is said,

if the infant be within the age of discretion, his guardian may

present. 8 Ed. 2. 10- See 1 InsL 89. a: and tit, Advowson.

In another place Lord Coke extends the doctrine so far as to

say that the infant shall present whatsoever his age ma v he.

5 InsL loti. But some suppose the guardian to have the right

of presenting in the name of the infant in general others

admit the right of the infant: but add that if he be of such

tender years as not to have any discretion, then the guardian

should present for him. Fin. Abr. tit. Guardian, Q. pi 2.

But the law seems now settled in the full extent of Lord

Coke's opinion, by a determination of Lord Chancellor King.

An advowson was conveyed to trustees on trust to present such

person as the grantor, his heirs and assigns, should by deed

appoint: and, on the principle that an infant of any age may

present, the chancellor confirmed an appointment by an infant

heir, though it appeared that the child was not a year old,

and that the guardian guided the child's hand in making his

mark and putting his seal. 2 Eg. Ab. Infant, B. pi 3 : Fin.

Abr. Collation, A. pi 10 : and see 3 Atfo 710. It still remains,

however, undecided whether the want of discretion might not

induce a court of equity to control the exercise of this right

by an infant, in case a presentation should be obtained without

the concurrence of his guardian. 1 InsL S{). a. in n t ]

.

A guardian for nurture of the minor, appointed by will,

hath power to make leases at will only. CYo. Eliz. 6?S. 734.

A testamentary guardian cannot make a lease of the infant's

lands; but such lease is absolutely void. 2 Wils. 129. 135.

Guardians are to take the profits of the minors lands, &c. to

the use of the minor, and account for the same: they ought

to sell all moveables in a reasonable time, and turn them into

land or money, except the minor is near of age, and may want

such goods himself ; and they shall pay interest for money in

their °hands, which might have been put out, for it shall be

presumed they made use of it themselves. 3 Salk. 177-

As to the various powers given to guardians by statute to

lease,, &c» see tit. Infant.

III. The power and reciprocal duty of a guardian and

ward arc the same pw tempore as those of a parent and child;

hut the miardian when the ward comes of age is bound to give

him an account of all that he 1ms transacted on his behalf, and

must answer for all losses by his wilful default or negligence.

In order, therefore, to prevent all disagreeable eontests with

young gentlemen, it has become a practice for many guardians,

of lar^e estates especially, to indemnify themselves by applying

to theCourt of Chancery, acting under its direction and ac-

counting annually before the officers of that court. And that

court, in case any guardian abuses his trust, will check and

punish him, and sometimes proceed to the removal of him and

appoint another in his stead- 1 Sid. 424 : 1 P. Wms. 70S,

See 1 Comm. 463. c. 17 : and ante, L ?.

Where a transaction seems to have originated in the influ-

ence arising from the relation of guardian and ward, the court

will set it aside, although all the accounts have been settled,

and such a relation is at an end. 13 Vcs. 138.

At common law, botli a prohibition of waste, and an action

f waste, lay against a guardian in chivalry and a guardian in

socage, for voluntary, but not fot permissive, waste, or waste

done by a stranger. 2 InsL 305.

By the common law, guardians m socage are accountable to

the infant, either when he comes to the age of fourteen years,

or at any time after, as he thinks fit. Co. Lit. 87* And so

is one who is guardian by nature after the infant's age of 21.

See ante^ I. 1 : and 1 Inst. 88(). n. 9. But the guardian on

his account shall have allowance of all reasonable expenses;

arjd if he is robbed of the rents and prolits of the land; without

his default or negligence, he shall be discharged thereof upon
his account; for he is in the nature of a bailiff or servant to

the infant, and undertakes no otherwise than for his diligence

and fidelity. Co. LiL 89. a.

But against a testamentary or other guardian, whose au-

thority doth not determine till the infant is 21, or being a

female attains that age or marries, the infant cannot have

action of account before ; for the rule of the common law is

that account, shall not lie while the guardianship continues.

1 5 ut in equity the infant may by prochein ami sue his guardian

for an account during the minority. % Fern. 342 : 2 P. JYms.

119: 1 Fes. 91 : 3 Atk.625.

A guardian cannot be charged in account as a receiver,

because then he would lose his costs and expenses ; these it is

.said being in general allowed only to guardians and bailitfs,

and not to receivers. See I Inst,
8J).

a. n. 2. 172. a*

If a guardian takes a bond for the arrears of rent, he

thereby makes it his own debt, and shall be charged with it.

2 Chan. Rep. 97. If a man during a person's infancy re-

ceives the profits of an infant's estate, and continues to do so

for several years after the infant comes of age, before any

entry is made on him, yet he shall account for the profits

throughout, and not during the infancy only. 1 Eq. Abr. 280.

A receiver to the guardian of an infant, who has had his

account allowed him by the guardian, shall not be obliged to

account over again to the infant when he come* of age.

Precede Chan. 535.

A guardian shall answer for what is lost by his fraud, neg-

ligence, or omission; but not for my casual events, as where

the thing had been well but for such an accident. Lit. }
l

23.

By statute Mag. Cart. 9 H. 3. c. 3. guardians were to retain

the lands till the heir comes of age, and then restore the same

as fully stocked, &c. as received. By stat. 6 Anne} c. 18*

persons who are guardians or trustees for infants holding over,

without the consent of the person next entitled, shall be ad-

judged trespassers, and be accountable for profits, Sec. By stat.

4 Anne, c. If). §
L27. action of account may be brought against

the executors or administrators of a guardian, &c.

IV- It is clearly agreed, that the king, as paler pat rue, is

universal guardian of all infants, idiots, and lunatics, who

cannot take care of themselves; and as this care cannot he ex-

ercised otherwise than by appointing them proper curator* W
committees, it seems also agreed that the king may, as he has

done, delegate the authority to his chancellor; therefore, at this

day, the Court of Chancery is the only proper court which hath

jurisdiction in appointing and removing guardians, and in

preventing them and others from abusing their persons or

estate. 2 InsL 14: 4 Co. 126: Siaundf. Prm. 37- See tit.

Idiots and Lunatics, Infant, and ante, I. ?.

And as the Court of Chancery is now invested with this

authority, hence in every day s practice we find that court

determining, as to the right of guardianship, who is the next

of kin, and who the most proper guardian ; as also orders are

made by that court on petition, or motion, for the provision

of infants during anv dispute herein ; as likewise guardians

removed or compelled to give security ; they and others punished

for abuses committed on infants, and effectual care taken to

prevent any abuses intended them in their persons or estates;

all such wrongs and injuries being reckoned a contempt ot that

court, it having, by an established jurisdiction, the protection

of all persons under natural disabilities. 2 Mod.

Guardianship is a private office of personal trust, and there-

fore not assignable (except in chivalry) ; therefore, where a

mother had bv an agreement (but not purporting to be an

assignment) devolved the care of her two children on m
grandfather (who was a Jew), and married again, and _ subse-

quently abjured Judaism, the court held that her guardianship

continued; and ordered the children to be restored to ber

2 SwansL 533. n : and see 3 Met. 07. , ,

The jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery to control W
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authority of parents, as well ns guardians (from whatever

source it may have originated, as to which, see the Quarterly

Review, 1829, No. 77«)> is now firmly established by the deci-

sions. Where the father was a man of immoral and irreligious

habits, and lived in adultery with a married woman, Lord
Eldon, after full argument, deprived him of the custody and

education of his children, and the decision was affirmed by the

fin use of Lords on appeal* Wetiesley v. Duke of Beaufort,

2 Russell, P. 1 : and see Dotv's Ca. N. S. 152 : Jiac. Ab« vol. 4.

Guardian, Addenda (ed. by Gwillim and Dodd).

Form of Election op a Guardian by a Minor,

Know all men by these presents, Thai I, A. B* son and heir

of, S,r. deceased, being now about the age of eighteen years,

have elected and chosen, and by these presents do elect and
chime, C. D. of, <$c. to be guardian of my person and estate,

until I shall attain the age of twenty-one years, and I do

hereby promise to be ruled and governed by him in all things

touching my welfare; and I do authorise and impotver the said

C D. to enter upon and fake possession of all and every my \

messuages, lands, tenements, hereditaments, and premises what-

soever, situate, lying, and being in, §c. in the county of, eye. or
;

elsewhere, whereunto I have or may have any right or title, and
to let and set the same, and receive and take the rents, issues,

and profits thereof, for my use and benefit, during the term

aforesaid; giving and hereby granting unto the said C. D.
my full power in the said premises; and whatsoever he shall

lawfully do or cause to be done in the premises, by virtue

hereof, I do hereby promise to ratify and confirm* In wit-

ness, <$c.

As to Orphans under the custom of London, see that title.

GUARDIAN DE L'ESTEMARY. The guardian or

warden of the Stannaries, or mines in the county of Cornwall,

&c. Sec tit. Stannaries.

GUARDIANS DE L'EGLISE. Churchwardens. See

that title.

GUARDIANS OF THE PEACE. Those that have the

keeping of the peace ; wardens or conservators thereof. Lamb.
Eiren, lib* I.e. 3. See tit. Justices of the Peace.

GUARDIAN (or WARDEN) OF THE CINQUE
PORTS. A magistrate that hath the jurisdiction of the ports

or havens, which are commonly called the cinque ports, who
has there all the authority and jurisdiction the admiral of

England has in places not exempt : and Camden believes this

warden of the cinque ports was first erected among us in imi-

tation of the Roman policy, to strengthen the sea coasts against

enemies, &c. Camd. Br* See tit. Cinque Ports,

GUARDIAN OF THE SPIRITUALITIES. The per-

son to whom the spiritual jurisdiction of any diocese is com-
mitted, during the vacancy of the see, is called by this name.
See siaL 25 IE 8. c. 21, and also slat. 3 Ed. 1. c. 21. in which
the word guardian seems applicable to this officer. The arch-

bishop is guardian of the spiritualities on the vacancy of any
see within his province; but when the archiepiscopal see is

vacant, the dean and chapter of the archbishop's diocese are

guardians of the spiritualities, tag. the spiritual jurisdiction of

his province and diocese is committed to them. 2 Pot. Ah*

22. 223. The guardian of the spiritualities, it is said, may be

either guardian in law, jure magistrates, as the archbishop is

of any diocese in his province, or guardian by delegation,

being he whom the archbishop or vicar general doth for the

time appoint. The guardian of the spiritualities hath all

manner of ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the courts, power of

granting licenses and dispensations, probate of wills, <S:c + during

the vacancy, and of admitting and instituting clerks pre-

sented; but such guardians cannot, as such, consecrate or

ordain, or present to any benefices. See slat. 13 Eliz. c, 12:

Woofs Inst 25. 27.

GUARDIAN OF THE TEMPORALITIES. Gustos

temporalium.^\ The person to whose custody a vacant see ox

abbey was committed by the king ; who as steward of the
goods and profits was to give an account to the escheator, and
he into the Exchequer. His trust continued till the vacancy
was supplied, and the successor obtained the king's writ de
restitutione temporalium, which was usuaRy after consecration.

See tit. Temporalities*

GUERNSEY. See Jersey.

GUEST, Sax. gest, Fr. gist, a stage of rest in a journey.
A lodger or stranger in an inn, &c. See tit. Inns and Inn-
keepers*

GUIDAG E, guidaghnn^ An old legal word, signifying

that which is given for safe conduct through a strange land, or

unknown country. Est guidagium quod dafur alicui, ut tuio

condncatur per terrain alterius. Consuetud. Burgund, p. 119:
2 Inst. 526i

GUILD, from Sax. guildan, to pay.] A fraternity or

company, because every one wvsgildare, i. e. to pay something

toward the charge and support of the company. The original

of these guilds and fraternities is said to be from the old Saxon
law, by which neighbours entered into an association and
became bound for each other, to bring forth him who committed
any crime, or make satisfaction to the party injured, for which

purpose they raised a sum of money among themselves, and put

into a common stock, whereout a pecuniary compensation was
made according to the quality of the offence committed. From
hence came our fraternities and guilds ; and they were in use

in this kingdom long before any formal licences were granted

for them ; though at this day they are a company combined

together5 with orders and laws made by themselves, by the

prince's licence, Camd.
Guilda mercatoria, or the merchants' guild, is a liberty or

privilege granted to merchants, whereby they are enabled to

hold certain pleas of land, &c. within their own precinct.

:J7 AV/. 3 : 15 Ric* 2. King Edward III. in the 14th year of

his reign, granted licence to the men of Coventry to erect a

merchant's guild, and also a fraternity of brethren and sisters,

with a master or warden, and that they might make chantries,

bestow alms, do other works of piety, and constitute ordi-

nances touching the same, Sec.

Guild, or gild, is also used for a tribute, or tax, an amerce-

ment, &c 27 Ed. 3: 11 //. 6 : IS Car. 2. See Geld; and
more fullv tits. Corporation, Eondon.
GUILD-HALL. The chief hall of the city of London,

for the meeting of the lord mayor and commonalty of the city,

making laws and ordinances, holding of courts, &c. Gildarum
nomi?ie continentur non solum mhiores jraternilatus, scd ipsaz

etiam chitatum cornmuntiotes, Spclm. It also signifies the

chief hall of other cities and corporate towns the Sessions-

hall in King-street, Westminster, is called the Guild-hall.

GUILDHALDA TEUTON ICORUM. The fraternity

of Eastcrling merchants in London, called the Still-yard. See

(repealed) stat. 22 H. 8. c. 8.

GUILD- RENTS. Rents payable to the crown, by any

guild or fraternity ; or such rents as formerly belonged to

religious guilds, and came to the crown at the general disso-

lution of monasteries, being ordered to be sold by the stat.

22 Car. 2. c. 6.

GUILDER. A foreign coin. The German guilder is 3s, S<7.,

and the golden one in some parts of Germany 4s. yd. In

Portugal it passes for 5s., but the Polish and Holland gelder

is but 2s.

GULE of AUGUST, Gula August I, Goute d
,

Aout.~] The
day of St. Peter ad Vincula, which is celebrated on the 1st of

August, and called the Gule of August; from the Lat. gula, a

throat; for this reason, as pretended, that one Quirinus, a

tribune, having a daughter that had a disease in her throat,

went to Pope Alexander (the sixth from St* Peter), and

desired of him to see the chains that St. Peter was chained

with under Nero, which request being granted, she the said

daughter kissing the chains, was cured of her disease ; where-

upon the Pope instituted this feast in honour of St. Peter ; ami,.
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as before this day was termed only the calends of August, it

was on this occasion called indifferently either St. Peters day ad

Vincula, from what wrought the miracle; or the Gule of August,

from that part of the virgin whereon it was wrought. Durand's

Rationale Divinorum, lib. 7- c. iy. It Is mentioned F. N. B.

62: Plorvd. 3\6\ Slat. JVesf. 2. c, 30. See Yule.

GULTWIT (or rather Guiliwit). An amends for trespass.

Terms dc la Ley,

GUNS. See tits, Anns, Game. As to spring-guns, see tit

Engines,

GUNPOWDER. Erecting powder mills, or keeping gun-

powder magazines near a town, is a nuisance at common law,

punishable by indictment or information. 2 Stra. \ \6l.

The stat. *\% G. 3. c. 61. reduces into one, and repeals all

former acts, relative to the making, keeping, and carrying, of

gunpowder. By this act it is provided, that no person shall

make gunpowder but in the regular manufactories, established

at the time of making the statute, or licensed by the sessions

pursuant to the provisions in § 13. &c, on forfeiture of the

gunpowder and 2s. per pound. § 1. Pestle- mills not to be

used, on the like penalty. § 2. Only 40 pounds of powder to

be made at one time under one pair of stones, except battle-

powder, a fine fowling powder so called, made at Battle and

elsewhere in Sussex. § 3. 5. Not more than 40 hundred

weight to he dried at one time in one stove. § 6. Only the

quantity absolutely necessary for immediate use to he kept in

or near the place of making, except in brick or stone magazines,

fifty yards at least from the mill. § 7- All gunpowder makers

to have a brick or stone magazine near the Thames below

Blackwall to keep the gunpowder when made, on penalty of

25/. per month, and 5l. a day for not removing it, when made,

with all possible diligence. § 8. Charcoal not to be kept

within 20 yards of the mill. § 1 0, No dealer to keep more
than 200 pounds of powder, nor any person not a dealer more
than 50 pounds, in the cities of London and Westminster,

or within three miles thereof; or within any other eity, bo-

rough, or market town, or one mile thereof; or within two
miles of the king's palaces or magazines, or half a mile of any

parish church ; on pain of forfeiture and 2$. per pound, except

in licensed mills ; or to the amount of 300 pounds for the use

of collieries within two hundred yards of them. § 12. § 13,

14, 15, 16, contain provisions respecting the licensing mills.

building magazines, &c. Not more than 25 barrels to be
carried in any land carriage, nor more than 200 barrels by
water (unless going beyond sea or coastwise); each barrel to

contain not more than 100 pounds. Various means are directed

for the safe conveyance, in both cases, and to prevent all

danger and delay. § 18—22, [and see 54 G. 3. c. 152.] Jus-

tices of the peace may search mills, houses, carriages, &c. § 23.

Outward bound ships to take in, and homeward bound to dis-

charge, their gunpowder at or below Blackwall ; and be

searched by the officers of the Trinity-house. § 24, 25, Penal-

ties to be recovered before two justices ; and prosecutions to he

within fourteen days. § 26, 27. General exceptions are made
as to his Majesty's mills, storehouses, and magazines ; and as

to powder sent with the army or militia; and exported or car-

ried coastwise below Blackwall. § 2C), 30.

Additional regulations are made by the 54 G. 3. c. 152. and

the 54- G, 3. c. 159>

GURGITES. Wears. Black Book, Hereford, f. 20. See

Gorce.

GVTl and GOTTI. Engl. Goths, called sometimes Jutw,

and by the Romans Getw, were one of those three nations or

people who left Germany, and came to inhabit this island.

Leg. Edn\ Confess, c. 35.

GUTTERA. A gutter or spout to convey the water from

the leads and roofs of houses: gutter-tiles are mentioned in

stat. 17 Ed. 4. c. 4. See tit. Bricks,

GWABR MERCHED. A British word which signifies a

payment or fine, made to the lords of some manors, upon the

marriage of their tenants' daughters; or otherwise on their

committing incontinency. See Mercheta MuUemm,
GWALSTOWj Sax.^ A place of execution : omnia givaL

stowa, i. c. occidendorum loca, toialder regis sunt in soca sua*

Leg. II. 1. c. I 1.

GYLPUT. The name of a court held every three weeks

in the liberty or hundred of Pathbew, in the county of War-

wick. Inquisit. IS Ed. 3.

GYLTWITE. A compensation or amends for trespass,

&c. Mulcta pro transgressions LL. Edgar, Regis, Anno

GYPSIES. See tit. Egyptians.

GYROVAGI, Wandering monks, who pretending great

piety, left their own cloisters, and visited others. Matt. Paris,

p. 490.

H.
HABEAS CORPUS.

HPHE subject's writ op eight, in cases where he is ag-

J- grieved by illegal imprisonment, founded on the common
law, and secured by various statutes; of which the most power-

ful, the stat. 31 Car. 2. c. 2. is emphatically stiled The
Habeas Corpus Act; and is at least next in importance,

if not indeed as relates to modern times, superior in its bene-

ficial effect, to Magna Charta. See 2 Inst. 55. 615: 4- Inst.

182 : Cro, Jac. 543: 2 Rol Ah. 69 1 Comm. Jvurn. April 1st,

Next to personal security? the law of England regards,

asserts, and preserves, the personal liberty of individuals against

all imprisonment or restraint, unless by due course of law.

This is a right strictly natural, and the laws of England have

never abridged it without sufficient cause ; nor can it ever be

abridged in this kingdom at the mere discretion of the magis-

trate, without the explicit permission of the laws. The lan-

guage of the great charter is, that no freeman shall be taken

or imprisoned, but by the lawful judgment of his equals, or by

the law of the land. Mag, C. c> 29. And many subsequent

old statutes expressly direct, that no man shall be taken or

imprisoned by suggestion or petition to the king or his council,

unless it be bv legal indictment, or the process of tbe common

law. See 5 Ed. 3. c. 9 : 25 Ed. 3. st. 5. c. 4 : 28 Ed. 3. c. S.

By the Petition of Right, 3 Car. 1. it is enacted, that no free-

man shall be imprisoned or detained without cause shown, to

which he may make answer according to law. By l(i Car. 1.

c. 10. if any person be restrained of his liberty, by order or

decree of any illegal court, or by command of the kings

majesty in person, or by warrant of the council board, or of

any of the privy council, he shall, upon demand of his counsel,

have a writ of habeas corpus, to bring his body before the

Court of Kings Bench or Common Pleas; who shall within

three court days determine whether the cause of his commit-

ment be just, and thereupon do as to justice shall appertain.

And by the Habeas Corpus Act, 31 C. 2. c. 2. the methods at

obtaining this writ are so plainly pointed out and enforced,

that so long as this statute remains unimpeached, no subject ot

England can be long detained in prison, except in those cases
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in which tlic law requires and justifies a detainer. And lest

this act should be evaded by demanding unreasonable bail or

sureties for the prisoner's appearance, it is declared by 1 IV. §
jV/. H. 2. c. 2. that excessive bail ought not to be required.

1 Comm. ] $5, c. 1

.

Of great importance to the public is the preservation of this

personal liberty ; for if once it were left in the power of any,
the highest magistrate, to imprison arbitrarily, whenever he or

his officers thought proper, there would soon be an end of all

other rights and immunities. And yet sometimes, when the
state is in real danger, even this measure may be necessary.

But the happiness of our constitution is, that it is not left to

the executive power to determine when the danger of the state

is so great as to render this measure expedient; for it is the
parliament only, or legislative power, consisting of King,
Lords, and Commons, that, wherever it seems proper, can
authorise one branch of it, the crown, by suspending the
benefit of the Habeas Corpus Act for a short and limited time,
and in certain specified particulars, to imprison suspected per-

sons without giving any reason for so doing. An experiment
which ought only to be tried, and which we believe has never
been tried, but in cases of extreme emergency ; and in these
the nation parts with a portion of its liberty for a while in

order to preserve the whole for ever. See 1 Comm. c. J . 136.
and this Diet, tit. Government.
The effect of a suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act,

is not in itself to enable any one " to imprison suspected
persons without giving any reason for so doing," but to pre-
vent persons who are committed upon certain charges from
being bailed, tried, or discharged during the time of the sus-

pension ; except under the provisions of the suspending act,

leaving, however, to the magistrate, or person committing, all

the responsibility attending an illegal imprisonment. It is

very common, therefore, to pass acts of indemnity subsequently
for the protection of those who either could not defend them-
selves in actions for false imprisonment, without making im-
proper disclosures of the information on which they acted, or
who may have done acts not strictly defensible at law, though
justified by the necessity of the moment. See 57 G. 3. c. 3.
and 55, for instances of suspending acts ; and 58 G. 3. c. 6. for
one of an indemnifying act. 1 Comm. 1 36. note bu Coleridge.

In the case of the justices of the Supreme Court of Judi-
cature at Bombay, determined on an appeal to the privy
council (see Knapp's Reports), the council made a report to
the king, and which was affirmed by him, f < that that court
had no power or authority to issue a writ of habeas corpus, ex-
cept when directed either to a person resident within the local
limits within which such court has a general jurisdiction, or to
a person out of such local limits, who is personally subject to
the civil and criminal jurisdiction of the Supreme Court."
Haying said thus much in general, we may pursue our

inquiries under the following heads:

—

I. The Nature, various Kinds, and Effects, of this Writ.
II, When

f by whom, and in what Cases, it is grantable

for the Furtherance of Justice.
III. What shall be a proper Return of such Wril.

*V, Of Bailing) Discharging, or Remanding a Prisoner, or

Cause brought up on a Habeas Corpus ; and see tit.

Procedendo.

For other matters connected with this subject see this Diet,
tits. Arrest

, Bail, Commitment, Gaoler, §c, and as to the
Hat)ms Corpora Juraiorum, see tit. Jury, I.

L The writ of Habeas Corpus is the most celebrated
writ in the English law. Various kinds of it are made use of
by the courts at Westminster for removing prisoners for the
more easy administration of justice.

One of these is the habeas corpus ad respondendum, when a
man hath a cause of action against one, who is confined by the
process of some inferior court, in order to remove the prisoner,

and charge him with this new action in the court above.
2 Mod. 198. For inferior courts being tied down to causes
arising within their own jurisdiction, the party would be
without remedy, unless allowed to sue in another court. But
it seems., that regularly a person confined in B. R. cannot be
removed to C. B. by this writ, nor vice versa ; for in these
cases there can be no defect of justice, as these courts have
conusance as well of local as transitorv actions. Dyer,
197- a : 249- pL 84, 296. 307: 1 Mod.' 235 : Style Tract.
Rcgist. 330.

The habeas corpus ad satisfaciendum is used when a pri-
soner hath had judgment against him in an action, and the
plaintiff* is desirous to bring him up to some superior court to
charge him with process of execution. 2 Lill Prac Reg. 4.
On this writ the attorney for the plaintiff must endorse the

number roll of the judgment on the back of the writ. Stule
Regist. 331.

Habeas corpus upon a cepi, where the party is taken in exe-
cution in the court below. So upon an attachment out of
C hancery, and a cepi corpus returned by the sheriff, the next
step is a habeas corpus; for the sheriff having executed the
command of the writ of attachment by taking the body, he
cannot carry him out of the county without the king's Writ,
Diet.

Of the same nature are writs of habeas corpus ad prose-
quendum, testificandum, deliberandum, &c, which issue when
it is necessary to remove a prisoner, in order to prosecute, or
bear testimony, in any court, or to be tried in the proper juris-
diction wherein the fact was committed. See Sty. Reg. 331.
U9- 126. 230 : Comb. 17- 48 : 4 East's Rep. 58?.
The two following statutes have rendered the habeas corpus

ad testificandum much more effectual; and the first applies as
well to a habeas corpus ad deliberandum.
By 43 G. 3. c. 140. any judge of the courts at Westminster

may award a writ of habeas corpus for bringing up prisoners
for trial or examination before courts martial, commissioners of
bankrupt, or for auditing public accounts, or other commis-
sioners acting under the authority of any commission or war-
rant from his Majesty.

By 44 G. 3. c* 102. any judge of the superior courts in Eng-
land or Ireland may award writs of habeas corpus for bringing
prisoners before courts of record to be examined us witnesses
By § 2. the like authority was given to the justices of the

courts of great sessions in Wales, and of the county palatine of
Chester; but by the 1 W. 4. c. 70. these courts were abolished,

and their jurisdiction transferred to the courts at Westminster.
Lastly, as relates to writs of habeas corpus for these confined

purposes, may be mentioned the common writ ad faciendum et

recipiendum, which issues only in civil cases out of any of the
courts in Westminster Hall, when a person is sued in some
inferior jurisdiction, and is desirous to remove the action into

the superior court
;
commanding the inferior judges to produce

the body of the defendant, together with the day and cause of
his caption and detainer; whence this writ is frequently deno-
minated an habeas corpus cum causa

T
to do and receive what-

soever the king's court shall consider in that behalf. In this

case the body is to be removed by habeas coqms, but the pro-

ceedings by certiorari. 3 Bac. Abr. This is a writ gran table

of common right without any motion in court, and instantly

supersedes all proceedings in the court below. 2 Mod. 30ft.

No writ of habeas corpus, or other writ to remove a cause
out of an inferior court, shall be allowed, except delivered to

tin judge of the court, before the jury to try the cause have
appeared, and before any of them are sworn. Stat. 3 Eliz. c. 5.

And to avoid vexatious delays by removal of frivolous causes,

it is enacted by 21 Jac. 1* c. 23. that where the judge of an
inferior court of record is a barrister of three years' standing,

no cause shall be removed from thence by habeas coqms or

other writ, after issue or demurrer deliberately joined. That
no cause, if once remanded to the inferior court by writ of

procedendo or otherwise, shall ever afterwards be again removed.
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and that no cause shall be removed at all, if the debt or

damage* laid in the declaration do not amount to the sum of

gl B u t an expedient having been found out to elude the

latter branch of the statute, by procuring a nominal plaintiff

to brim* another action for 51. or upwards; (when by the

course of the court the habeas corpus removed both actions

toother;) it is therefore enacted by stat. 12 G\ L c. that

the inferior court mav proceed in such actions as are under the

value of 5/., notwithstanding other actions may be brought

against the same defendant to a greater amount. And by

l§ G. 3. c> 70. no cause under the value of 10/. (raised to 1.5/.

bv the 51 G. 3. c. 124.) shall be removed by habeas corpus, or

otherwise, into any superior court, unless the defendant so

removing the same shall give special bail for payment ot the

debt and costs. See 3 Comm. c. 8.

The 21 Jac. c 23. applies equally if the judge ot the interior

court has an assessor, a barrister of three years standing; but it

does not apply to anv removal after judgment, or where the

issue or demurrer have been joined within six weeks attcr the

defendant's arrest or appearance, or in any cause concerning

freehold inheritance, or title to lands, lease, or rent, or where

anv foreign plea is pleaded which the inferior court is unable

to determine; or in anv ease where the barrister, whether

iudge or assessor, is not actually present at the trial. 1 Burr, 54.

But the nreat and efficacious writ in all manner ot illegal

confinement is that of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum;

directed to the person detaining another, and commanding him

to produce the body of the prisoner, with the day and cause

of his caption and detention, ml faciendum, subjiciendum, ct

recipiendum; to do, submit to, and receive, whatsoever the

judge or court awarding such writ shall consider in that behalt.

8 St Tr. 142.

The personal liberty of the subject, as has been already

observed, is a natural inherent right which cannot be surren-

dered or forfeited, unless by the commission of some great ana

atrocious crime, and which ought not to be abridged in any

ease without the special permission of law. To assert an abso-

lute exemption from imprisonment in all cases is inconsistent

with every idea of law and political society, and in the end

would destroy all civil liberty, by rendering its protection

impossible; but the glory of the English law consists in clearly

defining the times, the causes, and the extent, when, where-

fore, and in what degree, the imprisonment of the subject may

be lawful. This it is which induces the absolute necessity oi

expressing upon everv commitment the reason ior which it is

made, that the court, upon an habeas corpus, may examine

into its validity, and, according to the circumstances ot the

case, mav discharge, admit to bail, or remand the prisoner.

Yet early in the reign of Charles I. the Court of K. B deter-

mined that they could not upon an habeas corpus either bail

or deliver a prisoner, though committed without any cause

assigned, in case he was committed by the special command ot

the kin-, or by the lords of the privy council. 7 St. I r. lob.

This drew on a parliamentary inquiry, and produced the

Petition of Ui-ht, 3 Car. 1 . already mentioned, which recites

this illegal judgment, and enacts that no freeman hereafter

shall be so imprisoned or detained. Some evasions, however, ot

this statute, in favour of the crown, gave rise to the 16 Car. L

c 10 already stated ; and even after this some shifts and devices,

not very creditable to the judges of that time, were made use

of to the same unpopular end. See 3 Comm. 134, 135. § 8.

Other abuses had also crept into daily practice, which had

in some measure defeated the benefit of this great constitu-

tional remedy. The party imprisoning was at liberty to delay

his obedience to the first writ, and might wait till a second and

a third, called an alias and a pluries, were issued, before he pro-

duced the party ; and many other vexatious shifts were prac-

tised to detain' state prisoners in custody. But whoever wiil

attentively consider the English history, may observe that the

flagrant abuse of anv power, bv the crown or its ministers, has

always been productive of a struggle which either discovers
|

the exercise of that power to be contrary to law, or (if legal)

restrains it for the future. This was the case in the present

instance. The oppression of an obscure individual gave birth

to the famous Habeas Corpus Act, 31 Car. 2. c. 2., which is

frequently considered as another Magna Charta of the kingdom;

and by consequence and analogy has also in subsequent" times

reduced the general method of proceeding on these writs

(though not within the reach of that, statute, but issuing merely

at the common law), to the true standard of law and liberty.

The prov isions of this act are extended to Ireland by the Irish

act, 21 and 22 G. 3. c. 11.

The statute itself enacts, 1. That on complaint and request

in writing by or on behalf of any person committed and

charged with any crime (unless committed for treason or felony,

expressed in the warrant; or as accessary, or on suspicion of

being accessary before the fact, to any petit treason or felony,

plainly expressed in the warrant ; or unless he is convicted, or

chared in execution by legal process), the lord chancellor, or

any of the twelve judges in vacation, upon viewing the copy

of the warrant, or affidavit that a copy is denied, shall (unless

the party has neglected for two terms to apply to any court

for his enlargement) award a habeas corpus for such prisoner,

returnable immediately before himself, or any of the judges;

and upon the return made, shall, within two days, discharge

the partv, if bailable, upon giving security to appear and

answer to the accusation in the proper court of judicature.

2. That such writs shall be indorsed, as granted in pur-

suance of this act, and signed by the person awarding them.

3. That the writ shall be returned, and the prisoner brought

up, within a limited time, according to the distance, not

exceeding in any case twenty days, upon tender of the charges

not exceeding Is. per mile, and security by his own bond to

pay the charges of bis return, if remanded, and not to escape,

4. That any officer or keeper neglecting to make due returns,

or not delivering to the prisoner or his agent, within six hours

after demand, a copy of the warrant of commitment, or shift-

ing the custody of 'a prisoner from one to another, without

sufficient reason or authority (specified in the act), shall for

the first offence forfeit 100/., and for the second offence 200/.,

to the party grieved, and be disabled to hold his office. 5. That

no person, once delivered by habeas corpus, shall he recom-

mitted for the same offence, on penalty of 500/. 6. 1 hat every

person committed for treason or felony, expressed m the war-

rant, shall, if he requires it, the first week of the next term, or

the first dav of the next session of Oyer and Terminer, to

indicted in that term or session, or else admitted to bail (unless

the king's witnesses cannot be produced at that time) ;
and it

acquitted, or if not indicted and tried in the second term or

session, he shall be discharged from his imprisonment tor sue*

imputed offence ; but that no person after the assizes shall be

opened for the county in which he is detained, shall be removed

by habeas corpus, till after the assizes are ended, but shall be

left to the justice of the judges of assize. 7- rhat any pri-

soner mav move for and obtain his habeas corpus as well out

of the Chancery, or Exchequer, as out of the King s Bench or

Common Pleas'; and the lord chancellor or judges denying the

same, on sight of the warrant, or oath that the same is reiuseC,

shall forfeit severally to the party grieved the sum ol 5W*

8. That this writ of habeas corpus shall run into the counties

palatine, cinque ports, and other privileged places, and the

islands of Jersey and Guernsey, 9- That no

England (except persons contracting, or convicts P«™&
transported, or persons having committed some capital to
in the place to which they are sent to be tried) shall

I

k

prisoner to Scotland, Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey, or a
y

n^
ievond the seas, within or without the kingj ^
pain that the party committing, his advisers

ants, shall forfeit to the party gncved VrjlK
500/. to be recovered with treble costs, shall be *

bear any office of trust or profit, shall incur the penalties

praemunire, and shall be incapable of the kings pardon.
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This is the substance of that great and important statute,

which extends only to the ease of commitments for such crimi-

nal charge as can produce no inconvenience to the public

justice by a temporary enlargement of the prisoner ; and left

all other cases of unjust imprisonment to the habeas corpus at

common law. But even upon writs at the common law it was

expected by the court, agreeable to ancient precedents, and the

spirit of the act of parliament, that this writ should be imme-

diately obeyed, without w aiting for any alias or pita its,

4 Burr. 856.

A modern historical writer (Hallam) represents that " it is

a very common mistake, not only among foreigners, but many
from whom some knowledge of our constitutional laws might

be expected, to suppose that this statute of Car- 2, enlarged, in

a great degree, our liberties, and forms a sort of epoch in their

history/' That though a very beneficial enactment, and emi-

nently remedial in many cases of illegal imprisonment, it intro-

duced no new principle, or conferred any right on the subject.

" From the earliest records of English law (he adds) no freeman

could be detained in prison except upon a criminal charge, or

conviction, or for a civil debt. In the former case, it was

always in his power to demand of the Court of King's Bench
a writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum, directed to the person

detaining hitn in custody, by which the party was enjoined to

bring up the prisoner with the warrant of commitment, that

the court might judge of its sufficiency, and remand the party,

admit him to bail, %or discharge him, according to the nature of

the case. This writ issued of right, and could not be refused

by the court. It was not to bestow an immunity from arbitrary

imprisonment, which is abundantly provided in Magna Chart a,

if, indeed, it were not much more ancient, that the statute of

Car, 2. was enacted, but to cut off the abuses by means of which
the government's lust of power, and the servile subtlety of

crown lawyers, had impaired so fundamental a privilege."

The Scotch act < f against wrongous imprisonment," passed in

the reign of William and Mary, was more effectual, in some

respects, than the foregoing Habeas Corpus Act in England.

The prisoner was to be released on bail within 24 hours, on

application to a judge, unless committed on a capital charge;

and, in that case, might be brought to trial within (iO days.

A judge refusing to give full effect to the act was declared

incapable of public trusts.

By 56 G. 3, c. 100. "for more effectually securing the

liberty of the subject/' reciting that the extending the remedy
of the writ of habeas corpus, and enforcing obedience thereto,

will be advantageous to the public, and that the provisions of

the existing acts extend only to cases of detainer on criminal

charges ; it is enacted, that when any person shall be confined

or restrained of his liberty (except for crime or debt) any baron

of the Exchequer, as well as any judge of either bench (in

England or Ireland), shall, on complaint on behalf of the party

confined or restrained, if reasonable cause appear to them,

award in vacation time a writ of habeas corpus ad suhjicien-

dum^ returnable immediately before the judge awarding the

same, or any other judge of the same court. The party to

whom the writ is directed refusing to make a return or pay

obedience t liereto is declared guilty of a contempt of the court,

and may be apprehended on the judge's warrant, and held to

bail or committed, to answer such contempt. Such wT rits issued

in vacation may be made returnable in the ensuing term, and

writs issued by the Court of K. B., C. P., or Exchequer, in term

time, may be made returnable in the vacation, before one judge

or baron. The judge before whom the writ is returnable may
examine the truth of the fact in the return, and do therein

as to justice shall appertain ; or, if he has any doubt, may bail

the party detained, to appear before the court, who shall finally

determine on the discharging, bailing, or remanding such party

:

and the like proceedings may be had by the court on such writs

awarded by the court. These writs shall run in counties

palatine, the cinque ports, and all privileged places, and into
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ports, harbours, creeks, and bays, though not within the body
of any county

; and, lastly, the provisions of this act are
extended to writs of habeas corpus awarded in pursuance of the
former existing acts- 31 Car, 2. c. 2, § 21 : 22 G. 3. (L) c. II.

By all these admirable regulations, judicial as well as par-
liamentary, the remedy seems now complete for remobjng. the
injury of unjust and illegal confinement; a remedy the more
necessary, because the oppression does not always arise from
the ill-nature, but sometimes from the mere inattention, of
government. For it frequently happens in foreign countries
(and has happened in England during temporary suspensions
of the statute) that persons apprehended upon suspicion have
suffered a long imprisonment, merely because they were for-

gotten. 3 Comm. 135. 138. c. 8.

11. The habeas corpus ad subjiciendum is a high prerogative

writ, and therefore, by the common law, issuing out of the

Court of King's Bench, not only in term time, but also during
the vacation, by a ^fiai from the chief justice, or any other of
the judges, and running into all parts of the king's dominions

;

for the king is at all times entitled to have an account why the

liberty of any of his subjects is restrained, whenever that

restraint may be inflicted. Cra. Jac. 543. If it issues in vaca-

tion, it is usually returnable before the judge himself who
awarded it, and he proceeds by himself thereon, unless the

term should intervene, and then it may be returned into court.

1 Burr, 4fi0. 542. 6o6 : 2 Burr. 856.

If the party were privileged in the Courts of Common Pleas

and Exchequer, as being, or supposed to be, an officer or suitor

of the court, this habeas corpus ad subjiciendum might also by

common law have been awarded from thence. 2 lust. 55 :

4 InsL 290: 2 Hal. P. C, 144 : 2 Vmt. 22. And if the cause

of imprisonment were palpably illegal, they might have dis-

charged him. Faugh, 155. But if he were committed for any
criminal matter, they could only have remanded him , or taken

bail for his appearance in the Court of K. B., which occasioned

the Common Pleas for some time to discountenance such appli-

cations. Carter, 221 : 2 Jon. 13. But since the stat, 16 Car. 2*

c. 10. above recited, expressly mentioned the Courts of K, B.

and C. P. as co-ordinate in this jurisdiction, it hath been
holden that every subject of the kingdom is equally entitled to

the benefit of the common-law writ in either of those courts

at his option. 2 Mod. 1QS.

If the habeas corpus issues out of Chancery, and on the

return thereof the lord chancellor finds that the party wTas

illegally restrained of his liberty, he may discharge him, or if

he finds it doubtful, he may bail him; but then it must be to

appear in the Court of King's Bench, for the chancellor hath

no power in criminal causes; or the chancellor may commit the

party to the Fleet, and in term time may, prapriis manibus,

deliver the record into the King's Bench, together with the

body ; and thereupon the Court of Kings Bench may proceed

to bail, discharge, or commit the prisoner, 2 Hal. HisL P. C
247 : 2 Ha?vk. P. C. 114, 115.

It hath also been said that the like habeas corpus may issue

out of the Court g£ Chancery in vacation ; but upon the famous

application to Lord Nottingham by Jenks, notwithstanding the

most diligent searches, no precedent could be found where the

chancellor had issued such a writ in vacation, and therefore

his lordship refused it. See 4 Inst. 182: 2 Hal. P. C. 147 :

3 Comm. 132. c. 8.

In Crvwleifs case, 2 Swans. 1. an application was made to

the Court of Chancery, in vacation time, for a habeas corpus

at common law, and this passage was relied on as an answer

to the application. The subject was most accurately investi-

gated by Lord Eldon, and after a full consideration of all the

authorities, he overruled the decision in Jenks's case, and

granted the writ. It appears from his investigation, that

Lord Nottingham refused the writ, not merely because no pre-

cedent could be found for the granting it, but upon a great

4 L
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deal of legal reasoning which he has left behind in his MSS.
The general result of the argument would lead one to infer,

1st, That at common law the Court of Chancery had the power
of issuing the writ both in term time and vacation, though in

practice the King's Bench was more commonly applied to in

term time, because the Chancery, having no criminal jurisdic-

tion, had a difficulty in proceeding where the return was good,

but it appeared that the prisoner stood charged with a bailable

offence: 2ndly, That the Court of King's Bench certainly had
the power in term time, but not so certainly the individual

judges of that court in vacation (see 3 B. A. 420. post) : Sdly*

That it was more doubtful whether the Court of Common
Pleas, or the individual judges, had the power in term or vaca-

tion, except in the case of privileged persons; and that the in-

ference drawn from the expression in the statute, If) Car* h
c. 10. is rather attributable to a desire to favour the liberty of

the subject than to be supported in sound reasoning* The
whole case is interesting and valuable. 3 Comm. 1 33. note by
Coleridge*

In the King's Bench and Common Pleas it is necessary to

apply for it by motion to the court, as in the case of all other

prerogative writs (as certiorari, prohibition, mandamus, &C#).

which do not issue as of mere course, without showing some
probable cause why the extraordinary power of the crown is

called in to the party's assistance. 2 Mod* 30f> : 1 Lev. 1. For,

as was argued by Lord Chief Justice Vaughan, Ci
it is granted

on motion, because it cannot be had of course; and there

is therefore no necessity to grant it: for the court ought
to he satisfied that the party hath a probable cause to be

delivered." 2 Jon. 13. And this seems the more reasonable,

because when once granted, the person to whom it is directed

can return no satisfactory excuse for not bringing up the body
of the prisoner. Cro. Jac> 543. So that if it issued of mere
course, without showing to the court or judge some reasonable

ground for awarding it, a traitor or felon under sentence of

death, a soldier or mariner in the king's service, a wife, a child,

a relation, or a domestic confined for insanity, or other pru-
dential reasons, might obtain a temporary enlargement by suing

out an habeas corpus, though sure to be remanded as soon as

brought up to the court. And therefore Cote, when chief

justice, did not scruple to deny a habeas corpus to one confined

by the Court of Admiralty for piracy; there appearing on his

own showing sufficient grounds to confine him. 3 Bulst. 27 i

and see 2 Rol. Rep. 138. On the other hand, if a probable

ground be shown, that the party i< imprisoned without just

cause, and therefore had a right to be delivered ; the writ of

habeas corpus is then a v ril of right which may not be denied,

but ought to he granted to every man that is committed, or

detained in prison, or otherwise restrained, though it he by

command of the king, the privy council, or any other." Com.
Journ. Ap. 1. 1628. See 2 Inst. 0*15.

In a recent case it was held that a habeas corpus at common
law, though a writ of right, is not grantable of course, but only

it would seem, on motion in term time, stating a probable cause

for the application, and verified by affidavit- And the court

doubted whether, under the 31 Car. 2. c. 2. which only applies

where the application is made to a judge in vacation, the writ

is of course. Lord Tenterden, C, J., said that the above statute
" makes no alteration in the practice of the courts in granting

Writs of habeas corpus ; they are still moved for in term time,

upon the same foundation as they were before ; and when a

single judge, in vacation time, grants them under that act, in

criminal cases, a copy of the commitment, or an affidavit of the

refusal of it, must be laid before him." Hothouses case, 3 B*
<fr A, 420.

A peer has no privilege against being compelled to obey a

habeas corpus, and if he refuses, he may be attached. 1 Burr.
631.

No habeas corpus lies for an enemy, prisoner of war, how-
ever ill used or deceived. 2 Blackst* Rep, 1324. Nor for a

prisoner of war, the subject of a neutral power, taken in the

enemy's service, into which he was forced, when taken prisoner

by them in an English ship. 2 Burr. "65.

The application under the 13 G« 3. c. 140. ought to be made
to a judge out of court. 2 Maul. $ Sehv. Rep. ri$2.

The Court of Common Pleas refused to grant habeas corpus

to bring up a prisoner in custody upon a criminal matter, in

order to his being charged with a declaration in a civil action.

2 New Rep. 245. See also 9 East, 154 : 4 D- # R- 271. Rut

the writ was granted to remove a prisoner for contempt, into

another county, to take his trial for perjury. 1 Tgr, 385 1

1 C. % L 45[).

Though it would seem if sailors on board a ship are to he pro*

duced as witnesses, and have been served with a subpoena, and

are willing to attend, a habeas corpus ad testificandum may be

applied for under the 43 G. 3. c. 140, directed to the com*

manding officer, on affidavit of that fact, and that they are

material witnesses; yet they cannot be brought up against

their own consent. Cowp. 672.

The court thought there could be no habeas cotpus to bring

up a prisoner at war to be a witness. Lord Mansfield said the

presence of witnesses who are prisoners of war was generally

obtained bv an order from the secretary of state : and an appli-

cation was made for a habeas corpus to bring up such a prisoner,

but without success. Afterwards a rule was granted to show

cause why the defendant should not consent either to admit

of the fact of the capture, or that the prisoner should be

examined upon interrogatories. Dougl. 420. (K)i>.) Puriey v.

Nemnkam.
Under that act the Court of Kings Bench will «;r;mt a

habeas corpus to the warden of the Fleet, to take the body of

a debtor confined in that prison before a magistrate, to be ex-

amined from time to time, on a charge of felony or misde-

meanor. 5 B. e? A. 730.

The court will not grant a habeas corpus to bring up a

defendant under sentence of imprisonment for a misdemeanor

to enable him to show cause in person against a rule for a

criminal information. 3 B. cy A. 679' and see 9 Price,

147-

But in case of a question of identity of the person of a de-

fendant to an information who is in prison, the Court of Ex*

chequer will grant a habeas corpus to bring him up to be preset

at the trial, he paying the costs. 1 Price, 403.

All persons, whether natives or foreigners, have a right to a

habeas corpus. The court, on affidavit suggesting probable cause

to believe that a helpless and ignorant female foreigner was ex-

hibited for money against her will, granted a rule on her keeper

to show cause why a writ of habeas corpus should not issue ta

bring her before the court, and directed an examination before

the coroner and attorney of the court in the presence of the

parties applying and applied against. 13 East
> 1J)5«

Besides the efficacy of the writ of habeas corpus in liberating

the subject from illegal confinement in a public prison, it also

extends its influence to remove every unjust restraint cf

personal freedom in private life, though imposed by a hushand

or a father; but when women or infants are brought before the

court by habeas corpus, the court will only set them free from

an unmerited or unreasonable confinement, and will not deter-

mine the validity of a marriage, or the right to the guardianship,

but will leave them at liberty to choose where they will go
i

and if there be any reason to apprehend they will be seized m

returning from the court, thev will be sent home under tlie

protection of an officer. But if a child is too young to have

any discretion of its own, then the court will deliver it into

the custody of its parents, or the person who appears to be its

legal guardian. See 2 Burr. 1434 where all the prior cases

are considered by Lord Mansfield. See also 1 Ft 330: Afro-

982: 2 Lord Raipn. 1354: 4 Burr. 1991* u
The mother of an infant illegitimate child is entitled to

the custody of the child in preference to the father, tnougU



from his circumstances he may be better able to educate it

j jfm Rep. 1 48. See also 5 T* R. 278 : 5 East, 224. n.

It is otherwise with respect to a legitimate child, even where
the father is an alien enemy domiciled in this kingdom*
5 East, 22 1.

A writ of habeas corpus was issued in vacation and returned

in court, to bring up a young lady who had been decoyed
away from her father, but desired to continue with him.

1 Burr, 606. And where there are articles of separation, a

wife may have the writ if her husband confine her. 1 3 East,

173. n.

If an apprentice of above the age of eighteen, having been
impressed, afterwards voluntarily enter into the king's service,

his master is not entitled to sue out an habeas corpus to bring

him up to be discharged. 6 T. /?, 497. So when the appren-

tice is protected from being impressed, but is willing to enter

into the king's service. 5 East, 38. So where the apprentice

has entered into the king s service, and is willing to return to

his master. 7 T. R* 745. And, without reference to the desire

of the apprentice to stay or to return, the court will not grant
the habeas corpus on the application of the muster; lor the

object of that writ is the personal liberty of the party.

If a person be in custody, and also indicted for some offence

in the inferior court, there must, besides the habeas corpus to

remove the body, be a certiorari to remove the record ; for as

the certiorari alone removes not the body, so the habeas corpus
alone removes not the record itself, but only the prisoner with
the cause of his commitment ; therefore, although upon the

habeas corpus, and the return thereof, the court can judge of

the sufficiency or insufficiency of the return and commitment;
and bail or discharge, or remand the prisoner, as the case ap-
pears upon the return; yet they cannot upon the bare return

of the habeas corpus give any judgment, without the record

itself be removed by certiorari : but the same stands in the
same force it did, though the return should be adjudged in-

sufficient and the party discharged thereupon of his imprison-
ment ; and the court below may issue new process upon the

indictment 2 Hal Hist. P. C. 210, 211: 1 SalL 352:
Comb. 2.

Soon a conviction by a justice of peace, the court will not

discharge the prisoner on exceptions to the warrant of commit-
ment, unless the conviction is also returned bv certiorari.

2 Str. 79 k
While the habeas corpus is pending, it suspends the power of

the court below ; so that if the inferior court proceed before

the return of the writ, the proceedings will be coram non
judice, and thejudge of such inferior court is liable to an attach-

ment Cro. Car. 79- 296; 1 Salk. 351.
If a party be imprisoned against law, though he is entitled

to a habeas corpus, yet he may have an action of false im-
prisonment, in which he shall recover damages in proportion to

the injury done him. F'ttz. Corpus cum Causa, 2: 9 6\ 44. a :

2 hst. 55 : ]0 //. 7- 17: 5 Co. 6*4: 11 Co. 93, 99-

til. As upon the return of the writ the court is to judge,
whether the cause of the commitment and detainer he accord-
ing to law, or against it ; so the officer or parties in whose
custody the prisoner is, must, according to the command of the
writ, certify, on the return thereof, the day, cause of caption,
and detainer. Eaugh. 137.

In extrajudicial commitments, the warrant of commitment
ought to be returned in kmc verba on a habeas corpus; but
when a man is committed by a court of record, it is in the
nature of an execution for a contempt, and in such case the
warrant is never returned. 5 Mod. 150** And where the com-
mitment is by a court of competent jurisdiction to a proper
officer there present there is no warrant, and the gaoler must
return the truth of the whole matter. 1 Salt. 349- The cause
of imprisonment must be particularly set forth in the return of
the habeas corpus, t)r it will not be good, fof by this the court
may judge of it; and with a paratum habeo, that they may

either discharge, bail, or remand the prisoner. 2 Nels. Abr.
915: Cro. Jac. 543. If a commitment is without cause, or no
cause is shown, a prisoner mav be delivered bv habeas corpus.
1 Sialic. 348.

It has been adjudged, thai on a commitment by the House
of Commons, of persons for contempt and breach of privilege,
no court can deliver on a habeas corpus: but Holt, Ch. J. was
of a contrary opinion. 2 SalL 404. 503 : 3 WUt. 188 : 3 B. $ A.
410. See as to commitments in like cases by the House of
Lords, 8 Term Rep. K. B. 314 : and in which case one com-
mitted in execution by the House of Lords for a breach of
privilege, was refused to be discharged by the Court of K. B.

upon a habeas brought. See also this Diet. tit. Bail, II. Com-
mitmetiL

A writ of error may be allowed by the king in such a case,

&c, and it is not to be denied ex dehito jusiitice ; though it has
been a doubt, whether any writ of error lay upon a judgment
given on a habeas corpus. 2 Salk. 404. 503. A man may not
be delivered from the commitment of a court of Oyer and
Terminer, by habeas corpus, without writ of error : and where
there appears to be good cause, and a defect only in the form of
the commitment, he ought not to be discharged, 1 Salk,
348.

Where a man is committed for any crime, at either common
law or by act of parliament, for which he is punishable bv in-

dictment, a return that he was committed, till discharged hy
due course of law, is good. But if the commitment be in pur-
suance of a special authority, the terms of the commitment
must be special, and exactly pursue that authority ; and there-

fore, if it do not appear on the return to have been according
to that authority* the return will be bad. 2 BlacksL Rep
806", 807.

The return must answer the taking as well as the detaining.

2 W. BL 1264.

It seems a sufficient return to a writ of habeas corpus that

the party is in custody under the sentence of a court of com-
petent jurisdiction to inquire of the offence, and to pass such a
sentence without setting forth the particular circumstances
necessary to warrant the sentence, I East, 306.

Return, u
I had not at the time of receiving this writ, nor

have 1 since had the body of A. B, detained in my custody so

that / could not have her, &c." was held a bad return, and an
attachment granted against the party who made it, 5 T. R. 89.
A return to a habeas corpus for the discharge of an appren-

tice above the age of twenty-one, stating the custom of London
that every citizen and freeman of the city may take as an ap-
prentice any person above the age of fourteen, and under
twenty- one, to serve for seven years or more, must show that
the apprentice was within those ages when he bound himself
apprentice ; for the court will not intend that from matter
dehors the return. 2 M. ey S. 226.

There is a difference in the return of a habeas corpus where
it is before and after conviction ; for where it is after convic-
tion, the return need not be so particular ; and though not so

good as it might be, yet, if sufficient appears upon the return
to justify the detention of a prisoner, the court will remand
him. Fortesc. 272: 1 Ld. R. 47: 1 SalL 348.

It seems to be agreed, that no one can in any case contro-
vert the truth of the return to a habeas corpus, or plead or
suggest any matter repugnant to it ; yet it hath been holden,
that a man may confess and avoid such a return by admitting
the truth of the matters contained in it, and suggesting others
not repugnant, which take off the effect of them. Cro. Eliz.

821 : 5 Co. 71. b : 2 Hawk. P. C c. 15. § 78. But now by
virtue of the stat. 56 G. 3. c. 100. § 4. a prisoner brought up
under a habeas corpus issued at common law may controvert
the truth of the return. 4 B. $ C. 136".

It seems, that, before the return filed, any defect in form, or

the want of an averment of a matter of fact, may be amended
;

but this must be at the peril of the officer, in the same man-
ner as if the return Were originally what it is after the amend-

4 L 2
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ment. After the return is filed, it becomes a record of the

court, and cannot be amended, 1 Mod. 102, 103.

In like manner the writ may be amended before it is returned

and hied, but not afterwards. 2 Lil. Abr* 2.

For a false return there is regularly no other remedy against

the officer than an action on the case at the suit of the party

grieved,, and an information or indictment at the suit of the

king. 6 Mod. 90: 1 Sulk. 34$. But no action ties until the

return be filed. 1 Sulk. 352.

IV, Upon the return of the habeas corpus, the prisoner

is regularly to be discharged, bailed, or remanded ; but if it be

doubtful which the court ought to do, it is said that the

prisoner may be bailed to appear de die in diem, till the matter

is determined. 5 Mod. 22: Style* Id.

By the Petition of Right, 1(> Car. 1. c. 10. already mentioned,

the court must, within three days after the return of the habeas

corpus, either discharge, bail, or remand the prisoner. But it

seems that a commitment by the Court of King s Bench, to the

Marshalsea, is a remanding, being an imprisonment within the

statute, 5 Mod. 22.

Also it hath been ruled, that the Court of King's Bench

may, after the return of the habeas corpus is filed, remand the

prisoner to the same gaol from wThenee he came, and order him

to be brought up from time to time, till they shall have deter-

mined whether it is proper to bail, discharge, or remand him

absolutely. 1 Vent. 330.

And though in doubtful cases the court is to bail, or dis-

charge the party on the term of the habeas corpus, yet if a

person be convicted, and the conviction on the return of the

habeas corpus appears only defective in point of form, it is at

the election of the court either to discharge the party, or oblige

him to bring his writ of error. 1 StilL 348: 5 Mod. 1& 20.

In all cases where a prisoner is brought up by habeas

corpus to be discharged or admitted to bail, the party (who is

to contend that the commitment wa3 proper) has a right to

reasonable notice; and where notice was nut received until four

o'clock on Saturday for Monday, it was held too late. Bromley's

case, 2 Jac. $ W. 453.

It was held, that a prisoner, committed for treason by a rule

of Court of the K. B., could not under the 7th section of the
j

31 Car. 2. c. 2. petition to be bailed; for his was not a com-
\

mitment by warrant within the meaning of the act. 1 Sir.

1 42 : 1 0 Mod. 429 : Pratt, C.J. diss. But if the chief justice

of the K. B, commrt a person to the custody of the marshal by

his warrant, he ought to be brought up by habeas corpus, and

not by rule of court. 1 Salk. 34*}.

Where a prisoner, charged with treason done in Scotland,

applied for a habeas corpus to be bailed, the court said they

6oiiM not grant it; for the object of the application under the

7th section was to enable the prisoner to be tried ; and the

K. B. cannot try a treason committed in Scotland. 1 Sir. 308.

So the court refused to bail a party committed for treason com-

mitted in Surrey, as his prayer to be brought to trial should

have been entered at the assizes for that county. The court

will therefore in such a case send the prisoner by habeas corpus

to the assize, where he must make a new prayer ; for the K. B.

cannot originally hold pleas of felony arising out of Middlesex.

} Ld. R. ex.

To entitle a prisoner committed for treason or felony, to be

bailed under the 7th section of the act, he must enter his

prayer the first week of the term, or first day after the sessions

of Oyer and Terminer next after his commitment. But if

the 1'lalk'as Corpus Act is suspended for a time, he need not

enter his prayer until the first week of the term, or first day of

the sessions, after the expiration of the suspension act. 1 Salk.

]()[. Although the 7th section makes an exception to the

ri^ht of a prisoner to be bailed, ci where it appears upon oath

that the Witnesses for the king cannot be produced f yet if one

of the witnesses only be sick, and therefore cannot be produced,

this is a case within the exception. Comb. 6.

If a person be committed by the Admiralty in execution, he
is not removable by habeas corpus into B. R. to answer an
action brought against him there; but it might be otherwise if
an action had been before depending, ] Salk. 351. Where there
is an action in B. It. precedent to the king's suit, on which the
party is out on bail, habeas corpus may be brought by the bail,

&c., and the prisoner turned over; though this was greatly
opposed in favour of the king's execution, lb, 353.

The court discharged an impressed seaman after the expi-
ration of the two years of his protection, the application fft
his discharge having been made within that time. $> East's
Rip. 21.

Where persons detained without any warrant on board one
of his Majesty's ships of war on a charge of smuggling, and
on suspicion of murder, was brought up by writ of habeas
corpus, and it appeared by the return, and to a certiorari issued

at the same time, that the prisoners might be guilty of the
offences imputed to them, the court refused to discharge them
out of custody, and committed them to the custody of the

marshal, to be taken before some competent authority to he ex-

amined touching the matters contained in the returns, and to

be further dealt with according to law. I B. <§• C. 258.

If the steward of an inferior court proceeds after an habeas

corpus delivered and allowed, the proceedings are void, and the
Court of B. H. will award a supersedeas, and grant an attach-

ment against the steward for the contempt. Cm. Car. 79. 20g,

A habeas corpus suspends the power of the court below, so

that if they proceed, it is void, and eoram nan jttdice. And on

a habeas corpus, if the record be hied, no procedendo can go to

the court below ; but where a record below is not hied, or not

returned, it may be granted. 1 Salk. 352.

A habeas corpus cum causa removes the body of the party

for whom granted, and all the causes depending against hira

(but see stai. 12 G. 1. c. 2Q. ante, I.); and if upon the return

thereof the officer doth not return all the causes, &c, it is an

escape in him. 2 Lit. Abr. 2. A judge will not grant a habeas

corpus in the vacation for a prisoner to follow his suits ; but

the court may grant a special habeas corpus for a prisoner to

be at his trial in the vacation time. Ibid* 3. And the court

may grant a habeas corpus to bring a prisoner, not in prison

on. execution, out of prison, to be a witness at a. trial ; though

it is at the peril of the party suing out the writ, that the

prisoner do not escape. Style, 119* And where there is no

collusion, even a prisoner in execution may be brought up as a

witness. 3 Burr. 144(X But no person ought to take out a

habeas corpus for any one in prison, without his consent ; ex-

cept it be to turn him over to B. R. or charge him with an

action in court. 2 Lit. A man brought into B. II. by habeas

corpus shall not be moved thence till he has answered there

;

he shall be detained until then, and after he may he removed.

1 Salk. 350.

A person Is in custody upon a criminal, and also on a civil,

matter : if he would move himself by habeas corpus, there

ought to be but one habeas corpus on the crown side or plea

side, and both causes are to be returned. Mod. Cas* 133. If

there be judgment against a defendant in the Court of B-

and another in C. B. on which he is in execution in the Fleet,

he may have a habeas corpus to remove himself into b\ K.

where- he shall be in custody of the marshal for both debts.

Dyer, 132.

Where an action is founded on the custom of London for a

thing actionable there, and not elsewhere ; if it be removed by

habeas corpus, a procedendo shall be granted : but the declara-

tion itself ought to be returned upon the habeas corpus, and

then the court will see what was the cause, &c. For the special

matter and all the proceedings are to be in the return in this

case ; as well as in an action on a bye-law, to take notice

thereof. Carik. 75, 7(>\ Before a habeas corpus is returned

and filed, it may be amended ; but not afterwards. 2 LtL Ahr. 2.

A feme covert was arrested in London, as a sole-trader, and

discharged by a judge of B. R. on habeas corpus, bail being
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nut in to appear in B. R. The next term, on motion, the court

granted a procedendo, affidavit of plaintiffs cause of action, &c.

I>eing made; for plaintiff could only proceed in London. See

3 Burr. 1 77(> ; wherein the reason of the procedendo being

granted* is fully discussed and determined* See tit. Procedendo.
* HABEAS CORPORA JURATORUM. A writ which

lies to compel the attendance of a jury, or any of them, upon

the vetnre facias for the trial of a cause brought to issue. See

tit. Jury*

HABENDUM. See tit. Deed, II. 4.

HABENTIA. Riches. In some ancient charters, hahenles

hairlines is taken for rich men ; and we read, AVc Rex suum

postum required, vet habente s homines quos uos dicimus feasting

men. Moth .fug/, lorn. 1. p. 100.

HABERDASHER. A dealer in miscellaneous goods and

merchandises: apparently derived from avoirdupois corruptly

written habher~de-pois, the weight with which goods of all

sorts were weighed which were not weighed by troy weight

:

these being very numerous, haber-de-poisery, or haberdashery

was gradually applied to any mixture of various articles of

merchandise. See (repealed) stat, 9 Ed. 3. d. I.e. 1 : 25 Ed. 3.

si. 3. (vulgo sL 4.) c 2.

HABERE FACIAS POSSESSIONEM. A judicial writ

that lies where one hath recovered a term for years in action

of ejectione jirmoe, to put him into possession. f\ N* B. K>7

And one may have a new writ, if a former be not well exe-

cuted. Mich. 21 Car. 1. B. R. A sheriff delivered possession in

the morning by virtue of an habere facias possessionem, and

some time in the same day, after he was gone, the defendant

turned the plaintiff out of possession ; it was held, that if he

had been turned out immediately, or whilst the sheriff or his

officers were there, an attachment might be granted against

the defendant; for this had been a disturbance in contempt of

the execution ; but it being several hours after the plaintiff was

in possession, the court doubted, but agreed to grant a new
habere facias, &c. 1 Salk. 321. But where the party was

put into possession in February, 1806', and the writ was never

returned, and in October, 1807, he was turned out by the

party against whom he had recovered the premises, the court

refused a new writ. I Taunt. 55.

If the sheriff deliver possession of more than is contained in

the writ of habere facias possessionem, an action on the case

will lie against him, or an assize for the lands. Style, 238.

The sheriff cannot return upon this writ that another is tenant

of the land by right, but must execute the writ, for that will

not come in issue between the demandant and him, 6 Rep.

52. See this Diet, tits. Ejectment, VII. ; Execution.

HABERE FACIAS SEISINAM. A writ directed to the

sheriff, to give seisin of a freehold estate recovered in the

kings courts, by ejecttone frmce, or other action. Old Nat.

Br. 154. The sheriff may raise the ]X)sse comitatus in his

assistance, to execute these writs; and where a house is reco-

vered in a real action, or by ejectment, the sheriff may break

open the doors to deliver possession and seisin thereof, but he

ought to signify the cause of his coming, and rcijuest that the

doors may be opened. 5 Rep. 91

«

This writ also issued sometimes out of the records of a fine,

to give the cog&isee seisin of the land whereof the fine was

levied. West. Symb. par. 2.

And there is a writ called haberefacias seisinam, ubi Rex
habuit annum, diem et vfist tern ; for the delivery of lands to the

lord of the fee, after the king hath had the year, day, and

waste in the lands of a person convict of felony. Reg. Orig.

156". See tit. Execution,

HABERE FACIAS VISUM. A writ that lay in divers

casts in real actions, as in formedon, where a view was

required to be taken of the lands in controversy. Red, Jud.

2(5, 28. &c. F. A\ B. See tit. Jury,

HABERGEON. From Germ, h/rfs, coUum, and liergcn,

legere.'] An helmet which covered the head and shoulders.

Blount.

HABERJECTS, haubergeta>r\ A sort of cloths of a mixed
colour, mentioned in Magna Charla, cap. 26.
HABILIMENTS OF WAR. Armour, utensils, or provi-

sions for the maintaining of war. 3 Elh. c, 4.

HABIT ANT) REPUTE. Held and reputed. Scotch Diet.
HA13LE, Fr.] A sea- port town; this word was used in

27 H. 6. c. 3
; repealed by 3 G. 4. c. 41. § 1,

HACHIA, A hack, pick, or instrument for di&ifin&
Flacit.2 Ed, 3.

** B

HACKNEY COACHES AND CHAIRS. Hackney
coaches were first regulated by the 9 Anne, c. 23. and various
other statutes have been since passed for that purpose, all of
which are repealed by the J and 2 IV. 4. c. 22. Under this act

the drivers are punishable summarily before a justice for any
imposition or misbehaviour.

HADBOTE, Sax.] A recompence or amends for violence

offered to persons in holy orders. Sax. Diet.

HADE OF LAND, hada terrcef\ Is a small quantity of
land, thus expressed :

—

Sursum reddidit in mantts domini duax
acras terrce continentes decern feUones el duas hadas, Angtice
ten ridges, and two hades, $fc. Rot. Cnr. Matter, de Ortetou,

Anno 10* Jac.

HADERUNGA. Respect or distinction of persons ; from
the Sax. had, persona, and arung, honoured and admired.
Leg. Ethelred.

1IADGONEL, Sax.^ Seems to be a tax or mulct. Mon.
Anglpar. l.fol 302,

HiEREDE ABDUCTO. A writ that anciently lay for the
lord, who having by right the wardship of his tenant under
age, could not come by his hody, the same being carried away
by another person. Old Nat. Br. 93.

" H/EREDE DELIBERANDO ALTERI, QUI HABET
CUSTODIAM TERRiE. A writ directed to the sheriff to

require one that had the body of an heir being in ward, to

deliver him to the person whose ward he was by reason of his

land. Reg* Orig, \6l.

HJEREDE BAPTO. See Ravishment of Guard, Reg
Oris, i (13.

FLEREDIPETA. The next heir to lands. Leg. H. I.e. TO
HiEREDITAS JAC ENS. An estate to which the title

has not been completed in the person of the heir. Bell's

Scotch Law Diet.

BfJEEETICQ COMBURENDO. A writ that lay against

an heretic, who having b^en convicted of heresy by the bishop,

and abjured it, afterwards fell into the same again, or some
other, and was thereupon delivered over to the secular power.

F. N. B. (>£). By this writ, grantable out of Chancery, upon
a certificate of such conviction, heretics were burnt; and so

were likewise wtu-hes, sorcerers, &c. But the writ de hcrctico

comburendo lies not at this day. 12 Rep. 93. Stat. 2Q Car. 2,

c, 9' See tit. Heresy.

HAFNE, Danish, a haven or port,] Hafne courts are

granted, inter alia, by letters patent of Richard, Duke of

Gloucester, Admiral of England. XA* Aug. anno 5 Ed. 4,

HAGA, Sax. mansio.~] A house in a city or borough.

Domesday. An ancient anonymous author expounds haga to

be a house and simp, domus cum shopa ; and in a book which
belonged to the abbey of St. Austin in Canterbury, mention is

maxle of hagan monachis, &c. See Co, Lit. 56.

HAGIA, Sax. hag, melted into hay, whence haia.~] A
hedge. Mon. Angl. torn 2. p. 21 3.

HAIA. A hedge: sometimes taken for a park, &c. en-

closed. Bract, lib. 2. c. 40. And kaiement is used for a hedge-

fence. Rot, Inq. 36 Ed. 3. And haiebote for the permission

to take thorns, \c. to make or repair hedges.

HAIL-SHOT. The stat. 3 Ed. (>'. against shooting of hail-

shot, or more pellets than one, by any person under the degree

of a lord, &c. is repealed. Stat. 6 and 7 W* S, c, 13.

HAIMSUCKEN. See ^memhetu
HAIR POWDER Not to he mixed with lime, alabaster,

&c. Slat. 4 G, 2. c. 14. Vide Starch Powder. Persona
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wearing hair powder are subjected to certain annual duties,

See 48 G. 3. c. 55.

HAKE. A sort of fish dried and suited; hence the pro-

verb obtains in Kent, As dry as a hake. Paroch. Antiq. 8? 5.

Spchn.

HAKETON. A military coat of defence. Wals. in Ed. 3.

HALF-BLOOD. See tits. Descent, Executor.

HALFENDEAL. The moiety, or one half of a thing;

as jdrdingdeal is a quarter, or fourth part of an acre of

land, &c.

HALF MARK, dimidia marha f .~\ A noble, or i\s. Sri. in

money. If a writ of right is brought, and the seisin of the

plaintiff or his ancestor be alleged, the seisin is not traversable

by the defendant, but lie must rendu' the half mark for the

inquiry of the seisin; which is as much as to say, that though
t lie defendant shall not be admitted to deny that the plaintiff

or his ancestors were seised of the land in question, and to

prove his denial, yet he may be allowed to tender half a mark
m money, to have an inquiry made, whether the plaintiff, &e.

were so seised or not- F. N. B. 5 : Old Nat. Br. 26. But
in a writ of advowson brought by the king, the defendant may
be permitted to traverse the seisin, by licence obtained from

the king's serjeant, so that the defendant shall not be obliged

to proffer the half mark, &c. F. N, B. 31 .

HALF-SEAL, is what is used in the Chancery, for sealing

of commission* to delegates, upon any appeal to the Court of

Delegates, either in ecclesiastical or marine causes* 3 Eliz. a 5.

HALF-TONGUE. Stat. 11 //. 7. c. 21. See Medietas

Linguce, as to pleas and trials of foreigners, and tits, Jury,

Trial*

HALKE. From Sax. heall, i. e. angulus.^ An hole;

seeking in every halke
J &c*

HALL, Lat. halla, Sax. heall.~\ Was anciently taken for

a mansion-house or habitation, being mentioned as such in

Domesday, and other records ; and this word is retained in

many counties of Knglami, especially in the county palatine of

Chester, where almost every gentleman of quality's seat is

called a balk Public meetings of corporations are called

common halls,

HALLAGE. Toll paid fur goods or merchandize vended

in a hall ; and particularly applied to a fee or toll due for cloth

brought for sale to Blackwell Hall in London. Lords of fairs

or markets are entitled to this fee. 6 Rep, 62.

HALLAMAS. The day of All Hallows or All Saints,

viz. November 1 ; and one of the cross quarters of the year was
computed in ancient writings from Hallamas to Candlemas*

C07V el.

HALLAMSH I RE . A part of the county of York, an-

ciently so called, in which the town of Sheffield stands. See

staL 21 Jac. I. c. 23.

HALLMOTE, or HALLIMOTE, Sax. heall, i. e. aula,

and gemote, conventus.] That court among the Saxons which

we now call a court baron : and the etymology is from the

meeting of the tenants of one hall or manor. The name is

still kept up in several places in Herefordshire; and in the

records of Hereford this court is entered as follows, viz.

tc Hereford palatium, ad halimot ibidem lent, 11 die Octob.

Anno Rcgni Regit Han. f>." See. It has been sometimes taken

for a convention of citizens in their public hall, where they

held their courts, which wTas also called foikmote and halmote

:

but the word halimote is rather the lord's court held within

the manor, in which the differences between the tenants were
determined. See Leg. II. 1. c. 10.

HALYMOTE, is properly an holy or ecclesiastical court

:

but there is a court in London, formerly held on the Sunday
next before St. Thomas's day, called the hahpnote or holt/ court,

curia sanctiinotus, for regulating the bakers of the city, &c.

Blount. See tit. London.

HALYWERCFOLK. Hohpvorkjblk, or people who en-

joyed lands by the service of repairing or defending a church

or sepulchre ; for which pious labours they were exempt from

all feudal and military services. It did signify such of the
province of Durham in particular as held their lands to defend
the corpse of St Cuthbert, and who claimed the privilege not
to be forced to go out of the bishoprick, either by the km* or
bishop; Hist. Dunelm. apud Wartoni Angl. Sax. par. L n 740*
Mm, Angl L 512: Blount.

1 *' J '

HAM. A Saxon word, used for a place of dwelling
; a

village or town; hence the termination of some of our towns
as Nottingham, Buckingham, &c. Also a home close, or little

narrow meadow, is called ham. Blount.

HAMBLING or HAM ELING OF DOGS. The an-
cu.-nt term used bv foresters for expeditating, Man wood
HAMBURGH COMPANY. The oldest of our trading

companiesj being first chartered by Henry IV. in 1 406, and
heretofore more usually called Merchants Adventurers. Its

members took warning from the repeated complaints made of

their monopoly (the last of which was in l(>(il), and facili-

tated the admission by private regulations made by themselves.

Added to this, it was, like the Hudson's Bay Company, with*

out any parliamentary sanction ; and was not able even during

the reigns of Charles IL and James II. to protect its exclusive

privileges against the separate adventurers. See Reeves's Law
of ' Shipping and Navigation*

HAMESECKEN." See Homesoken.
HAMFARE. Breach of the peace in a house. Brampton

in Legibus H. 1. c. 80. See Homesoken.
HAMLET; HEMEL; HAM PSEL, From the Sax, ham,

i. e. domus, and Germ. Lat. membrum/] A little village, or

part of a village or parish ; of which three words, hamlet is

now only used, though Kitchen mentions the other two, kamet

and hampsel. By Spelman there is a difference between villain

integrum, villain dinddiani, and hamletam ; a hamlet being

epur. medietatem friborgi non obtinuit, hoc est, ubi 5 eapitales

ptegii non deprehensi sint. Slowe expounds it to be the scat of

a freeholder. Several country towns have hamlets, as there

may be several hamlets in a parish ; and some particular places

may be out of a town or hamlet, though not out of the county.

Wood, 3.

A vill and hamlet are, in common acceptation, synonymous

terms. 4 Y' R. 5.30

HAM SOCA, or HAMSOK E N. See Homesoken.

HANAPER OFFICE. One of the offices so called, be-

longing to the Court of Chancery. Writs relating to the

business of the subject and their returns, were, according to

the simplicity of ancient times, originally kept in an hamper,

in hanapcrio ; and the others, relating to such matters wherein

the crown is immediately or mediately concerned, were pre-

served in a little sack or bag, in pared bagd; and thence hath

arisen the distinction of the Hanaper Office, and Petty Bag

Office, Which both belong to the common law court in Chancery.

3 Comm. 49. See tit. Chancery.
HAN 1)35OROW. A surety or manual pledge, i. e, an

inferior undertaker; for headborow is the superior or chief*

Spelm*

HAND IN AND OUT, is the name of an unlawful game

now disused, and prohibited bv stat. 17 Ed. 4. c. 2*

HANDFUL, or HAND-HIGH, in measuring horses, is

four inches bv the standard. Stat. 33 H. 8. c. 5.

HANDGRITH, from Sax. hond, manus, and grllh, pax.]

Peace or protection given by the king, with his own hand.

Leg. H. 1

.

H A NjD-GUN. An engine to destroy game. StaL 33 H. 8.

See tit. Game.
HAND-HABEND. A thief caught in the very fact,

having the goods stolen in his hand. Leg. IL h e. 59'

BracL lib. 3. tract. 2. c. H. 32. 35 : Fleta, lib. h c. 38. See

Backbcrinde.

HAND-WRITING. See Evidence.

HANDY-WARP. A kind of cloth. StaL 4 and 5 P>

c* 5.

HANGING, See tits. Execution, Romkide, III. 3,
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HANGW1TE, or HAXGWIT. From Sax. hangen, i. c.

sugpendere, and wife, muleta.] A liberty granted to a person,

whereby be is quit of a felon or thief hanged without judg-

ment, or escaped out of custody. RasiaL We read it inter-

preted to be quit de laron pendu sans serjeans le Roy, i. e.

without legal trial : and elsewhere mulcta pro latrone prceter

juris exigeniiam suspenso vel ehtpso. And it may signify a
Liberty, whereby a lord challenges the forfeiture for him who
hangs himself within the lord's fee. Domesday.
HAN IG. A term for customary labour to be done and

performed. Man. AtigL torn. 2. p. 26

U

HAN PER, or HANAPE It, hamperiumr\ The hanaper

of the Chancery : it seems to be the same as.yfrcwj originally

in the Latin. 10 Ric. 2. c. 1. See Hanaper.
HANSE. An old Gothic word, or from the German

hanxaJ] A society of merchants, for the good usage and safe

passage of merchandise from one kingdom to another. The
hanse, or mercatorum societas, was and in part yet is endowed
with many large privileges by princes within their territories,

and had four principal seats or staples, w here the Almain, or

German and Dutch merchants, being the founders of this

society, had an especial house, one of which was here in

London, called the Steel Yard. They had many privileges

under ancient statutes.

Towards the middle of the thirteenth century the nations

around the Baltic were extremely barbarous, and infested that

sea with their piracies: this obliged the cities of Lubeck and
Hamburgh, soon after they began to open some trade with
these people, to enter into a league of mutual defence. They
derived such advantages from this union, that other towns,
hence called hans-tow ns, acceded to their confederacy, and
in a short time eighty of the most considerable cities scattered

through those vast countries which stretch from the bottom of

the Baltic to Cologne on the Rhine, joined in the famous
Hanseatic league, which became so formidable, that its alli-

ance was courted, and its enmity dreaded, by the greatest

monarchs. The members of this powerful association formed
the first systematic plan of commerce known in the middle
ages, and conducted it by common laws enacted in their

general assemblies. Robertson's Hist. Emp. Char. V. 2. 79?
80. 336.

HANTELODE. An arrest, from the Germ. Itant, an
hanri, and load} i. e. laid ; mantis immissio: as arrests are made
by hiving hold on the debtor, Sec.

HAP, Fr, hopper, i. e. rapere, to catch.J Is of the same
signification with us as in the French ; as to hap the rent, is

|

where partition being made between two parceners, and more
land allowed to one than the other, she that has most of the
land charges it to the other, and she haps the rent, whereon
assise is brought, Sec. This word is used by Littleton, where a
person happeih the possession of a deed poll. Lit. § 8.

HAQUE. A little hand -gun, prohibited to be used by
33 H. 8. e. 6. (repealed by the new game act) and the 2 and 3
Ed. 6. c. 14. There is the half haque^ or demy haque, within
those acts.

HAQLEBL'T. A bigger sort of hand-gun than the haquc,
from the Teuton, hacck buyse ; it is otherwise called an har-
quebim, vulgarly a haebuU 'See 2 and 3 Ed. 6. c. 14: 4 and 5

HARATIUM, from the Fr. haras.~] A race of horses and
mares kept for breed ; in some parts of England termed a stud

of mares, tkc. Spelm, Gloss.

HARBINGER. An officer of the king's house, &c.
HARBOURS and HAVENS. Upon the principles of our

constitution, which places the executive power in the hands
of the monarch, the king has the prerogative of appointing
ports and havens, or such places only, for persons and mer-
chandise to pass into and out of the realm, as he in his wisdom
deems proper. By the feudal law all navigable rivers and
havens were computed among the regalia, and were subject to

the sovereign of the state. And in England it hath ahvavs
been h olden, that the king is lord of the whole shore, and
particularly is the guardian of the ports and havens, which are
the inlets and gates of the realm. F. N. B. 113: Dav. 9. 56.
Therefore, as early us the reign of King John, we find ships
seized by the kind's officers, for putting in at a place that was
not a legal port. Madox, Hist. Exch. 530. These lejjal

ports were undoubtedly at first assigned by the crown; since
to each of them a court of portmote is incident, the jurisdiction
of which must How from the royal authority. 4 Inst. 148.
Lhe great ports of the sea are also referred to, as well known
and established by the 4 H. 4. c. 26. which prohibits the landing
elsewhere under pain of confiscation. See tit. Ports.

But though the king hud a powt-r of granting the franchise
of havens and ports, yet he had not the power of resumption,
or of narrowing and confining their limits when once estab-
lished ; but any person had a right to lade or discharge his
merchandise in any part of the haven, whereby the revenue of
the customs was much impaired and diminished, by fraudulent
landings in obscure and private corners. This occasioned the
stats. 1 Eliz. c. 11 : 13 and 14 Car. % c. 11. J 14. (all of
which are now repealed by 6 G. 4. c. 105. § 18.) which
enabled the crown by commission to ascertain the limits of all

ports, and to assign proper wharfs and quays in each port, for
the exclusive landing and hiding of merchandise. 1 Comm.
264. c. 1. See further this Diet. tit. Navigation Acts.

By the 19 G. 2. c. 22. if any master of a ship shall cast out
of any ship, riding in any haven, &c. any ballast, &c. but onlv
on land, where the tide never flows or runs, he may be fined
by the justices, not more than 5L nor less than 50s. As soon
as any ship shall be sunk, stranded, or run on shore in any
harbour, &e. or be brought or drove in, or be there in a
ruinous condition, and there he suffered to remain, and the
owT ner shall begin to carry away the rigging, on summons of
the owner, or commander, a justice may seize the ship, &e.,
and by sale thereof raise money to clear the harbour. See
Burr. 656.

Many local acts of parliament have been made for repairing
and improving the port of London and particular harbours and
havens of this kingdom, By 4-6" G. 3. c. 153. no pier, quay,
wharf, jetty, breast, or embankment, in, or adjoining to, any
public harbour in the United Kingdom, or any river immedi-
ately communicating therewith, so far as the tide flows up the
same, shall be made or constructed by any person, without,
giving one month's notice to the Board of Admiralty, on
penalty of 200L The act contains a saving for the privileges

of the corporation of London.
By 54 G. 3. c* 159. several provisions were made for the

better regulation of the several ports, harbours, roadsteads,

sounds, channels* bays, and navigable rivers in the kingdom
;

and of his Majesty's docks, dock-yards, arsenals, wharfs,
moorings, and stores therein, under the direction of the Board
of Admiralty.

HARD LABOUR. By 3 G. 4. c. 1 I k persons convicted

of any assault with intent to commit felony, any attempt to

commit felony, any riot, of receiving stolen goods, any assault

on a peace officer, officer of customs or excise or revenue, or
persons acting in their aid, any assault in pursuance of a con-
spiracy to raise the price of wages, uttering counterfeit money,
obtaining money, goods, &e, by false pretences, keeping a

gaming house, bawdy house, or disorderly house, perjury or
subornation thereof, and persons entering open or enclosed

grounds with intent to kill, or aid others to kill, game or

rabbits, or being found there at night armed with an offensive

weapon, may be sentenced to imprisonment with hard labour,

in addition to, or in lieu of, any other punishment which might
heretofore have been inflicted on such offenders

.

Also by the Vagrant Act, 5 G. 4. c. S3 ; 7 and 8 G- 4-. c. 28,

§ y. for improving the administration of justice ; the Lar-
ceny Act, 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 29. § 4 ; the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 30.
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§ 27. for punishing malicious injuries to property ; and the

3 a«rf 4 W< 4, & 44. the punishment of hard labour may be

inflicted for the offences therein mentioned in addition to that

of imprisonment.

HARDWIC. Mentioned in Domesday, and by Spchnan.

See Hefdiwich
HAKES. See tit Game.

HA RIOT. SeeHeriot.

HARNESS, Fr. harmsdh^ Signifies all warlike instru-

ments. Moved, p. 725: Matt. Paris. The tackle or furniture

of a ship was also called harness or harnesium. PL Pari

22 Ed. I.

HARD, HARRON. An outcry after felons and malefac-

tors ; and the original of this clamour de haro comes from the

Normans, Custom, de Norman. 1. p. 104.

HARPING-IRONS. Are iron instruments for the strik-

ing and taking of whales: and those that strike the fish with

them are called harpiniers or harpooners. Merck. Diet. See

tit. Fish, Fisheries, and Fishing.

HARRIERS, harecti cams.] Small hounds for hunting

the hare : anciently several persons held lands of the king, by

the tenure and service of keeping a pack of beagles and har-

riers. Cart. 12 Ed. 1.

HART. A stag, or male deer of the forest five years old

complete ; and if the king or queen do hunt any such, and he

escape alive, then he is called 4111 hart royal : and where by the

hunting he is chased out of the forest, proclamation is usually

made in the adjacent places, that in regard of the diversion

the beast hath afforded the king or queen, none shall hurt or

hinder him from returning to the forest; and then he is

called a hart royal proclaimed. Mamvood's Forest Laws, par. 2.

cap. 4.

HARVEST WORKMEN. May be licensed by justices of

peace to go into other counties to work, &c. Slat. 13 and i4

Car. 2. 0*1% See tit. Labourers, Poor, Vagrants*

HASP AND STAPLE. The form of the entry of an heir

into premises situate in a royal borough in Scotland. The
baillie, the town clerk, and the claimant, appear on the pre-

mises when the claimant alleges his title, and proves it by

witnesses, on which the baillie declares him to be heir, and

makes him take hold of the hasp and staple of the door as a

symbol of possession, and then he enters the house and bolts

himself in. On his coming out, the transaction is noted and

registered, &e. See Scotch Acts, 1683 . c. 11. and this Diet,

tits. Feoffment, III. Symbols.

HASTA PORC1. A shield of brawn. Pamch. Antiif. 4 r>0 +

HATCHES. Certain dams made of clay ami . um, tn

prevent the water issuing from the works and tin washes in

Cornwall from running into the fresh rivers: and the tenants

of several manors there are bound to do certain days' works ad

le hatches, or hacches. Stat. 27 H. 8. c. 23. And from a

hatch, gate, or door, some houses; situate on the highway,

near a common gate, are called hatches,

HATS. See slat. 1 Jac. I.e. 7* regulating the making of

hats under survey of the Haberdashers Company in London.

17 G. 3. c. 55. as to journeymen and apprentices in that

trade.—45 G, 3. c. 103. as to straw hats. Stamp duties were

at one time imposed on hats (and gloves) sold by retail ; but

being found vexatious and trifling in their produce, were

repealed.

HAVENS. See Harbours.

HAUR. From the Fr. hair.] Hatred. Leg. W. 1. c. 16.

HAUTHONER, homo lortcatus.^ A man armed with a

coat of mail. Charia Galfridi de Dutfon, temp. IL 3.

HAW. A small parcel of land so called in Kent ; as a

hemphaw or beanhaw, lying near the house, and inclosed for

those uses. Sax. Diet. But Sir Edward Coke, in an ancient

plea concerning Feversham in Kentj says hawes are houses.

Co. Lit. 5. See Haga Haia.

HAWARD. See Hayward.

HAUGH, or HOWGH. A green plot in a vallev a
word used in the north of England, Camd
IIAWBERK, alias HAWBERT, Fr. i, e. hrica. He who

held land in France by finding a coat or shirt of mail, and to
be ready with it when he shall be called, was said to have
haubertieum feudurn, fief de haubert : and haivberk, with our
ancestors, had the same signification, and so it seems to be
used in the stat. 13 Ed. I. c* 6.

HAWKS. It is a felony at common law to steal a hawk or
a falcon reclaimed; for though animalsfv.rce natura', and not fit

for the food of man, they are still, says Lord Coke, of such value
in respect of their generous nature and courage, serving oh vitm

.solatium of princes and noble persons to make them fitter for

great employment, that larceny may be committed of them
when reclaimed and known to be so. 3 Inst. QH. 10y.

By the Carta de Foresta
z c. \'X is every freeman shall have

within his own woods aeries of hawks, sparrow hawks, falcons,

eagles, and herons."

By the 34 Ed. 3. c. 2. every person who found a falcon,

tercelet, laner, or laneret, or other hawk lost of their lord

was ordered to bring the same to the sheriff' to be proclaimed
Concealing the hawk when found, or taking it from its lord,

was punishable with two years' imprisonment and the price of

the bird.

The 37 Ed. 3. e. jy. after reciting the above statute, enacted,
u if any steal any hawk, or the same carry away, 'not doing

the ordinance aforesaid, it shall be done of him as of a thief

that stcaleth a horse or other thing."

Lord Coke, however, says, that the word hawk was not in

the original roll of the act ; and that £f the law extendcth onlv

to such as be of the kind of falcons" long winged, and not to

gess hawks or sparrow hawks, 3 Inst. 97,

The above acts, together with the 5 Eliz. c. 21. which in-

flicted three months' imprisonment, for taking any hawks or

hawks' eggs out of any person s grounds, were repealed by the

7 and & G. 4. c. 27., leaving the offence of stealing a hawk

that has been reclaimed as it stood at common law.

By the 11 II. 7- c. 17. (still unrepealed) no man, whatever

his condition or degree, shall take even in his own ground the

eggs of any falcon, goshawk, laner, or swan, out of thenesjfc,

upon pain of imprisonment for a year and a day and fine, And

no man shall bear any hawk of the breed of England, called a

nyesse, goshawk, tassel, laner, laneret, or falcon, on pain of

forfeiting his hawk to the king. And if he bring any of them

over sea, he shall bring a certificate thereof from the officer of

the port, on the like pain of forfeiture. And the person that

bringcth such hawk to the king shall have a reasonable reward,

or else the hawk, for his labour.

By the same statute no man shall take any ayrer, falcon,

goshawk, tassel, laner, or laneret in their warren, wood, or

other place ; or purposely drive them out of their accustomed

coverts, to cause them to go to other coverts to breed ; or slay

them for any hurt done by them, on pain of J OA

By 23 Eliz. c. 10. § 4. if any person shall hawk in another

man's corn after it is eared, and whilst growing, and before it

is shocked, and be convicted at the assizes, sessions, or leet, he

shall forfeit 40,y. to the owner, and if not paid in ten days, he

shall be imprisoned one month.

An action of trover and conversion lies for an hawk re-

claimed, and which may be known by her vervels, bells,

&c.

HAWKERS. Those deceitful fellows who went from place

to place buying and selling brass, pewter, and other goods and

merchandise, which ought to be uttered in open market, were

of old so called ; and the appellation seems to grow from their

uncertain wandering, like persons that with hawks seek their

game where they can find it. They are mentioned in the

(repealed) stat. 33 H. 8. c. 4. ^
HAWKERS, PEDLARS, and PETTY CHAPMEN*

Persons travelling from town to town with goods and filer*
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chandise. These were under the control of commissioners for

licensing them for that purpose under slats. 8 and 9 3. c. 25 ;

9 and 10 JF
7
. 3. c. 25 : 29 G- 3. c. 26. &c.

The above, and all other statutes for regulating hawkers and
pedlars, are repealed by the 50 G. 3. c. 41. by which the duties

on such licences, and the regulation of the parties licensed, are

placed under the management of the commissioners of hackney
coaches in London.

The act does not extend to hinder any person from selling

any goods in any public mart, market, or fair. § 5.

By § If), hawkers dealing in smuggled goods shall forfeit

their licences.

By § 23. the act is not to extend to persons selling printed

papers, licensed by authority, or fish, fruit, or victuals, or any
goods, wares, or manufactures of their own making in any
mart, market, fair, city, borough, town corporate, or market
town, nor to travelling tinkers, &c.

By 52 G. 3. c. 108. it is enacted, that no wholesale trader

in Jace, or in woollen, linen, silk, cotton, or mixed goods, or in

any British manufactures, and selling the same by wholesale,

shall be deemed a hawker, &c. ; and all such traders and their

servants, or agents selling by wholesale only, may go from
house to house, and shop to shop, to any of their customers,

who sell by wholesale or retail. And, by this statute, the

former act shall not extend to persons carrying about coals by
carts, horses, &c, and so retailing them. See stat. 55 G. 3.

c- 71. for regulating hawkers in Scotland.

A licensed hawker opening a house in a place where he is

not an householder, and that not being the usual place of his

abode, and selling there by retail, does not commit an offence

against § 7* of the said act 50 G. 3. c. 41. forbidding sales by
auction by such hawkers ; to constitute such offence, the selling

must be by outcry, &c r, or by some mode of sale at auction.

1 B,$ Aid. 100.

A licensed auctioneer going from town to town in a stage

coach, and sending goods by public waggons, and selling the

same on commission, by retail or by auction, at the different

towns, is a trading person within the meaning of the 50 G. 3.

c. 41., and must take out a hawker's licence. 4 B. A. 5 10
\

and see ibid. 517.

A person exposing to sale, and selling tea as a hawker,
without a licence, is liable to the penalty of 10/. imposed by
50 G* 3. c. 41. although even with a licence he would be liable,

under the 10 G. L c, 10. § 14. to a penalty for selling tea in

an unentered place. 2 Bam. $ Ores. 1 42 : S. P.10B. $ C. 734.
The exemption in § 23. as to the real workers and makers of

goods, their children, apprentices, or servants usually residing

with them, only applies to such agents or servants as reside in

the same house with the maker of goods as part of his family-

10 Barn, ey C. 66. A manufacturer on an extensive scale, em-
ploying many workmen, but not residing on the premises, or
doing any manual labour there, is within the exception. 1 B.
$ Ad. 27 5. Barm or yeast is victuals within the above clause;
and, therefore, a person buying it of brewers, and carrying it

from town to town, and selling it, is not liable to the penalty
for hawking without a licence. 10 Barn, Cres. 74.

A hawkers licence does not privilege the bearer to trade in

corporate towns where the charter limits the rijrht. 2 B. & Ad.
54*J,

HAY, haya, Fr. haye,~] A hedge or inclosure ; also a net
to take game. See JIaia.

Hay. Maliciouslv setting fire to stacks of hay is a capital

felony, by 7 and 8 G. 4. c. SO. § 17-

HAY-BOTE. A liberty to take thorns and other wood to

roake and repair hedges, gates, fences, &c. either by tenant for

life or years: it is also said to be wood, for the making of
rakes and forks, with which men make hay. See Co. Lit. 41

;

and tits. Bote, Common of Estovers.
HAY and STRAW, and HAY-MARKET. Hay sold in

London, &c. between the first of June and the last of August,
being new hay, is to weigh 60 pounds a truss ; and old hav

VOL. I.

the rest of the year 56 pounds, under the penalty of Is. 6d.
for every truss offered to sale, &c. See stats, 2 % M w st. 2.
c. 8. § 16, 17: 8 and 9 W. 3. c. 1 7. & 1 : 31 G. 2. c. 40 : and
1 1 G. 3. c. 15.

HAYWARD. From the Fr, haye, sepes, and garde, cus-
todial One who keeps a common herd of cattle of a town

;

and the reason of his being called hayward may be, because
one part of his office is to see that they neither break nor crop
the hedges of inclosed grounds, or for that he keeps the grass
from hurt and destruction. He is an officer appointed in the
lords court; and is to look to the fields, and impound cattle
that do trespass therein ; to inspect that no pound breaches he
made, and if any be to present them at the leet, && Kitch, 4&
There may be a custom in a manor, to have a surveyor of the
fields or hayward, and for him to distrain cattle damage feasant.
See Agillarius.

HAZARD. An unlawful game at dice. See tit. Gamintr.
HEADBOROW, or HEADBOROUGH. From Sax.

head, caput, and borge, fidejussor.] Signifies him who is

head of the frank pledge in boroughs ; and who has a principal
government within his own pledge : as he was called head-
Immugh, so he was also stiled horowhead, borsholder, third-
borough, tilhtngman, &c., according to the usage and diversity
of speech in several places. Lamb. These headboroughs were
the chief of the ten pledges ; the other nine being denominated
handbororvs, or inferior pledges. Headborows are now a kind
of constables. See tits. Constable, Tithing.

In Scotland each shire has a head or principal borough,
where the sheriff's court is held, and jurisdiction exercised.
Bell's Scotch Law Did.
HEAD COURTS in Scotland, abolished by the act 20 G. 2.

c. 50.

HEADLAND. The upper part of ground left for the
taming of the plough ; whence the headway. Paroch.
Ardiq. 587

.

HEAD-PENCE, Was an exaction of a certain sum col-
lected by the sheriff of Northumberland, of the inhabitants of
that county, without any account thereof to be made to the
king : it was abolished by 23 H. 6. c. 7.

HEAD-SILVER. Paid to lords of leets. See Common
Fine.

HEALFANG, or HALSFANG. From Sax. hah, coU
lum, and Jang, capere.~] That punishment, qua allicui colluni

stringatur, CoUistrigium. The pillory. Sometimes it is

taken for a pecuniary mulct, to commute for standing in the
pillory; payable to the king or chief lord. Leg. H. 1. c. 11.
HEALTH , Injuries tof] I nj u ries afreet ing a man 's health

are, where, by any unwholesome practices of another, a man
sustains any apparent damage in his vigour or constitution ; as

by selling him bad provisions or wine (1 Rol. Abr.QO); by
the exercise of a noisome trade, which infects the air in his
neighbourhood (9 Rep. 57: Hut. 135,); or by the neglect^ or
unskilful management of his physician, surgeon, or apothe-
cary. For it hath been solemnly resolved, that mala praxis
is a great misdemeanor and offence at common-law, whether
it be for curiosity and experiment, or by neglect ; because it

breaks the trust which the party had placed in his physician,
and tends to his destruction. Ld. Raym. 21 4. These are
wrongs or injuries unaccompanied by force, for which there is

a remedy in damages, by special action of trespass on the case*

3 Comm. 122.

As to offences against the public health of the nation, with
respect to the plague3 see tits. Plague, Quarantine. As to

unwholesome provisions, see tits. Butchers', Food, fVines &c
HEARTH MONEY. A tax established by the IS and 14

Car. 2. c. 10, whereby a hereditary revenue of 2s. for evcrv
hearth in all houses paying the church and poor rates, was
granted to the king. It was abolished upon the revolution by
the 1 IV. $ M* st. 1. c. 10. See Chimney-Money, Taxes.
HEATH. Maliciously setting fire to, wherever growing!

is felony by 7 and 8 G. 4. c. SO. § 17*
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HEBBER-MENT
. Fishermen, or poachers below London-

bridge, who fish for whitings, smelts, &c, commonly at ebbing

water; mentioned in one of the articles of the Thames Jury,

at the Court of Conservancy of the river Thames, printed anno

3 632. And those persons are punishable by 4 //. 7- c 15* See

lit- London.

IIEBBING WEARS. Are wears or engines made or laid

at ebbing water. Stat. 23 II. S. c. 5. See tit. Sewers.

HEBDOMAS, Lat.] A week. See Week.
HEBDOMADIUS. The week's man, canon, or preben-

dary in the cathedral church, who hath the care of the choir,

and the officers belonging to it, for Ms own week. Reg. Episc.

Hereford^ MS. See Ehdomadarins.

HECK. An engine to take fish in the river Owse.

23 H. 8. c. 18.

HECCAG1UM. Is supposed to be rent paid to the lord

of the fee for liberty to use the engines called hecks,

HE DA. A small haven, wharf, or landing place. Domesd.

See Hith.

HEDAGIUM. Toll, or customary duties paid at the hith

or wharf, for the landing goods, &c. from which exemption

was granted by the king to some particular persons and

societies. Cartular. Abbat. de Radings, MS.f 7-

HEDGE-BOTE. Is necessary stuff to make hedges, which

the lessee for years, &c, may of common right take in his

ground leased. Sec Hay-hole, Bole.

HEDGES. See ill! Fence.

HEGIRA. The Mahometan eera, or computation of time;

beginning from the flight of Mahomet from Mecca, 16 July,

anno 622. As the years of the Hegira consist of only 354

days, they are reduced to the Julian calendar by multi-

plying the year of the Hegira by 354, dividing the product

by 365, subtracting the intercalary days, or as many times

as there are four years in the quotient, and adding 622 to the

remainder.

HEIR,

Hjere3 ; ab H^reditate.] Is one ex justis nuptiis pro-

creatus, who succeeds by descent to lands, tenements, and here-

ditaments, being an estate of inheritance. The estate must be

a fee, because nothing passcthjure ha'reditatis but afee } and by
the common law a man cannot be heir to goods and chattels:

though the civilians call him haeredem, qui ex Icslamcnto sue-

ccdit in universum jus testatoris.

Heirs are included in the word assigns in grants, &c. If

a woman keeps lands from the heir, on pretence of being big

with child by the heir's ancestor, her deceased husband, the

writ de venire hispidendo is to be granted to search her, &e.

that the heir be not defrauded. F. N. B. 9,27.

In the Scotch law, the term heir does not mean merely the

heir-at-law; it means also the heir by destination or limita-

tion : neither is it confined to lands only, as it is applied to the

successors to personal property ; who in the English law are

distinguished as next of kin.

See further, as connected with this subject, this Diet. tits.

Agreement, Assets, Condition, Covenant, Executor, Fraud,
Hereditaments, Limitation, Real Estate, Will, &e.

1, Some writers have made a distinction of hwrcs sanguinis

et hcereditalis ; a man may be heeres sanguinis to a fatlier or

ancestor, and yet upon displeasure be defeated of his inhe-
ritance. And there is an ullimus hceres, being he to whom
lands come by escheat, for want of lawful heir, &c. i.e. the
lord of whom the lands are held, or the king. Brad. lib. 7,
c. 17* See tits. Escheat, Tenure. But the most usual divC
sion is, that of heir apparent, heir presumptive (as to both
which see tit. Descent), heir general, heir special, heir L
custom) and heir hi) devise, called hasres /actus.

Bonds and bargains with an heir apparent, &c. to have
double or treble the money lent, after his father's death, &c.
are set aside in equity - but it is by paying what was lent

bona ftde, with interest, if the obligor applies for relief;

though in case the obligee sues, he shall not recover what
was really lent ; for that would be to assist fraud. I Vern.
141. 35Q. Where young heirs enter into any bond, Chan-
eery relieves against it, without evidence of actual imposition;

because there is a supposed distress and presumption of a

Hableness to be imposed on. Barnadist. 481. See Treat* Eq.

A devisee under a will defectively executed, represented the

will as duly executed, and for a small sum gained a release

from the heir ; the release was set aside. 1 P. iVms. 23%
So where a son, who on*his father's death was remainder raan

in tail, sold his remainder at an under rate, the Court of Chan-
cery set aside the conveyance. Id. 310.

The rule upon which courts of equity in these cases pro-

ceed, is not merely in respect of the age of the heir contracting.

3 P. Wms. 131 : Evans v. Cheshire, 1 Mad. Chan. 119. In

Wiseman v. Beahe, Mr. Wiseman was nearly 40 years of age,

and a proctor in the Commons. In Curnujn v, Milner, the heir

was about 27 years of age ; and in Gwnnne v. Heaton, the

plaintiff was 23 years old ; which though not an advanced age,

is beyond that which the law recognises as the age of discretion.

But the real object which the rule proposes is, to restrain the

anticipation of expectancies, which must from its very nature

furnish to designing men an opportunity to practise upon the

inexperience or passions of a dissipated man. And this being

the object of the rule, its operation is not confined to heirs,

but extends to all persons, the pressure of whose wants may be

considered as obstructing the exercise of that judgment which

might otherwise regulate their dealings. 2 Fern. 346: Forest,

111: 2 Atk* 34 : and see 2 Fes. 281. 516; 1 Wih.229: and

this Diet. tits. Agreement, Fraud.
It lias been said, that if the heir has no maintenance from

the father, but is turned out upon unreasonable displeasure,

there, perhaps, the bargain, if not excessively beyond the

proportion of such assurances, shall stand, because it is not to

supply the luxury and prodigality of the heir, but to keep him

from starving. Treat. Eq. c. 2. % 12. But in Gwynnt

v. Heaton, TJturlotv, C. was of opinion that this circumstance

was entitled to no weight whatever ; nor does there appear to

be any case in which such difference has been proceeded upon

by the Court of Chancery ; and there are several cases where

it has been entirely disregarded. See 2 Ch. Ca. 120: 1 P. Wife

310 : 1 Wife* 320.

However, an expectancy may be sold, provided the bargain

is a fair one (1 Vern. 1 67) ; but the court in favour of young

heirs will throw the onus upon the vendee of showing that it

was so. 9 Ves. 246*

Heir at law, or heir-general by the common -law, is he

who, after his father or ancestor's death, hath a right to, and

is introduced into, all his lands, tenements, and hereditaments.

He must not be a bastard, alien, &c. And formerly he must

have been of the whole blood ; but now by the 3 and 4 IV. 4.

c. 106. § Q. the half blood is allowed to inherit. See tit.

Descent.

Heirs at law arc in the Scotch law termed heirs nhatsomever.

Special heir, is the issue in tail claiming, performam duni;

and as the statute de donis preserves the estate to him, his

ancestor cannot grant or alien, nor make any rightful estate of

freehold to another, hut for term of his own life. Lit. § 613.

See Limitation of Estate*

I. The several Kinds of Heirs; and of relieving them

aga in $ t impruden t Con t racts.

II. Who mail be Heirs, what Persons are excluded from
being Heirs ; and of the Effect of the word Heirs in

Limitations. And sec tits. Purchase, Retnainder.

III. I. Where JM Heir shall take Advantage of Conditions,

Covenants, o>;- entered intow ith his Ancestor.— 2 . Where
he shall he hound hij Conditions, $c—3. What shall

go to the Heir.—4. Of Suits by and against an Heir.



Heir by custom. A custom in particular places varying the

rules of descent at common-law is good ; such as the custom

of gavelkind, by which all the sons shall inherit and make
but one heir to their ancestor; but the general custom of

gavelkind lands extends to sons only; but a special custom,

that if one brother dies without issue, all his brothers may
inherit, is good. Co, Lit, 140.

Heir by devise, or hwrrs faclttss is only a devisee of lands,

being made so by the will of the testator, and has no other

right or interest than the will ^ives him. 3 Co. 42. a.

It has been held in Chancery, that such an heir shall have

the aid of the personal estate in discharging the debts of the

testator. 1 Fern* 36, 37, 15 ut this must be understood of an

hmresfactus of the whole estate, who shall have the benefit of

the personal estate, but a devisee of particular lands shall not,

Preced. Chanc.

The Scotch law distributes heirs into the following classes.1—
Heir active. He who is served heir, and has the right of

action.

Heir hy conquest* Is he who succeeds to the deceased in

lands and other heritable rights : to which the deceased did

not himself succeed, as heir to his predecessors ; as when a

father leaves an estate purchased to his second son.

Heir of line. He who succeeds lineally, by right of blood.

Heir male. The nearest male heir who can succeed.

Heir passive. He whom the law makes liable to be heir.

Heirs portioners. Is when women succeed : in that case

they have all equal portions* See tit. Parceners*

Heirs of provision, or heirs by destination, are those who
succeed by virtue of a particular provision in a deed or

instrument.

Heir of tailzie. Is he to whom an estate is entailed.

Scotch Diet. See tit. Tail.

II. The eldest son, after the death of his father, is at com-
mon-law his heir, &c. And if there be grandfather, father,

and son, and the father die before the grandfather, and after

the grandfather die seised ; the land shall go to the son or

daughter of the father, and not to any other children of the

grandfather. Bro. SOS. And this heir is called hwres jure
representation is, because he doth represent his father's person

:

but if, in this case, the father die without any child, bis next
eldest brother shall have the land as heir, or for want of a

brother, it descends to the sisters of the father. Jhid. A man
having issue only a daughter, dies, leaving his wife with child

of a son, which is afterwards born : here the son after his birth
is heir to the land, but till then the daughter is to have it.

9 H. 6. 23 : Perk. 52 1 . See at large tit. Descent.
There are some persons who cannot be heirs ; as a bastard

born out of lawful wedlock an alien born out of the king s

allegiance, though in wedlock (sec 1- T. B. 300.) ; a man
attainted of treason or felony, whose blood is corrupted ; these
last cannot be heirs propter delictum ; and an alien cannot be
heir propter defectum subject umis ; nor may one made denizen
by letters patent ; though it is otherwise of a person natu-
ralized by act of parliament. Co. Lit. 8: 2 Danv. Ab. 552.
A bastard by continuance, may be heir against a stranger; and
an hermaphrodite may be heir, and take according to that sex
which is most prevalent ; but a monster, who hath not human
shape, cannot be heir; although a person deformed may. Co.
Lit . 7. Idiots and luna t ics, persons eoccommun tea Ie} atfainted'm
premunire, outlaws in debt, Sec. may be heirs, 2 Danv. 553.

The heir is favoured by the common law ; and the ancestor
could not give away his lands hv will from his heir at law,
without the consent' of the heir, till the statute 32 H. 8. c. 1.

2 Lill. ]]. Dubious words in a will shall be construed for the
benefit of the heir, and not to disinherit him : and the heir at
law b preferred in Chancery in a doubtful case. Noy, 185:
Chanc, Rep. 7,

l^ie word heir is not a good description of a person in
the life-time of the ancestor ; and an eldest son shall not

take by the name of heir in the life-time of his father.
2 Leon. 70,

But where lands were devised to the heirs of J. S. then
living, it was held that his eldest son should have them,
though in strictness he w;is not heir during his fathers life,

but heir apparent. But this was by reason of the words
fh en tiring, which make it a description of the person. Preced.
Chanc* 57*

And as a limitation to the heirs of the body of A. then
living, shall be good as a designatio personal, notwithstanding
the rule non est heeres viventis ; so a limitation to the heirs of
the body of A, then begotten shall prevail. See 1 P. Wins.
229: 1 Bro. P. C. 489; 2 Black. Rep. 1010.
At common law a man cannot raise a fee-simple estate to

his right heirs, by the name of heirs, as a word of purchase by
conveyance or otherwise ; but in such case the heir shall be in
by descent. Fortior et potentior est dispositio legis quam hominis.
Hob. 30: 2 LilL Ab. II. But the rule is now altered by the
3 and 4 W. 4. c. 106. § 3. See tit. Descent.

By the law of England, no person can take to himself an
inheritance in fee-simple by deed, without the word heirs

;

but he may by devise ; though, in cases where the word heir

is wanting, it has been adjudged that if there were other words
equivalent, and the interest in the thing granted passeth by
the consideration only, without any further ceremony in the
law, an estate in fee may pass, 2 Nels. Abr. t)28. Jn a devise

by will or exchange, &c. the word heirs is not necessary; but
estates of inheritance which are otherwise conveved require
it. JenL Cent. 19G.

The general rule is that the wTord ff heirs" is necessary in a
deed to give a fee. See the exceptions, tit. Fee, III.

The word heir is nomen collectivum, and extends unto all

heirs; and under heirs the heirs of heirs are comprehended in

infinitum* If lands are given to a man and his heirs, all his

heirs ure so totally in him, that he may give his lands to whom
he will. Trin. 23 Jtic. 1. Noy, 56.

The cases in which it has been held that the person described

as an heir special, need not answer both parts of the descrip-

tion, by being actually heir, as well as that species of heir

denoted by the description, seem to have materially broken in

upon the doctrine of Lord Coke on the subject ; see 1 hist.

24. b.; and which doctrine of Lord Coke has been pursued in

many cases, exclusive of those on which he relied, particularly

in Con fitfen v. Cterkc, Hob. 29- Southcoit v. Stow ell, 1 Freem.
2l(i: Lord Ossnlston's case, 3 Salk. 336: and Dawes v. Fer-
rars, 2 P. Wins. 1 : Starling v. Ettrick, Pre. Ch. 54. Mr*
liargrave has very ably attempted to vindicate the propriety

of Lord Cokes doctrine, observing that it may be doubted
whether there is a passage in all his works more capable of
standing the severest test of modern criticism ; and having
examined the circumstances of the cases supposed to have
weakened its authority, concludes his note (p. 32. a.) with
remarking, that Lord Cowper s judgment in Newcomen v,

Rarkham, or Brown v. Barkham, 1 Eq. Ab. 215. c. 14-: Rep.
Eq. 116. 131 : Pre. Ch. 44-2. 46*1 : 2 Fern. 729: 1 Stra. 35 :

which was materially shaken in its principle by what fell from
Lord Hardwicke, in decreeing upon the bill of review, is the

only direct authority against Lord Coke. In a following note,

however (p. lf)4, a.) Mr. Hargrave candidly admits, that since

his writing his former note, a case has been published in which
the Court of King's Bench, after three arguments, decided

against applying the above rule to a will; IVills v. Palmer,

5 Burr. 26\5 ; and that in another, which was also three times

argued, the Court of Exchequer had refused to apply the rule

to a marriage settlement. Evans, d. Burtenshaw, v. Weston,

M. 1774, or H. 1715. This concurrence of authority, the

result of so much deliberation, for both courts appear to have

weighed the subject with the most anxious attention, seems to

have given a weight to the decree in Newcomen v. Bark/tarn,

beyond that to which Lord Hardwicke thought the principle

entitled. It is, however, well worth the student's while to
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consult Mr. Hargrave's observations in support of Lord Coke's

doctrine? that to take as a purchaser by description of a special

heir, every part of the description must unite in the claimant.

See also Feartie on Cont, Renu 4/h edit. p. 31 Q: and 2 Wib.

p. 20.

The heir of the conusor was heard to oppose a fine being

amended to his disherison, 5 W. P. Taunton, 204.

III. 1. Conditions and covenants real, or such as are annexed

to estatesj shall descend to the heir, and he alone shall take

advantage of them, 43 Ed. 3. c. 4 : 1 And. 55*

And this is not only where there are express words* but also

where there are none ; for the law by implication reserves the

condition to the heir of the feoffor, &e ; for being prejudiced

by the disposition, it is but reasonable that he should take the

same advantage that his ancestor whom he represents might.

1 Rol. Ab. 407- 472.

If a man leases for years, and the lessee covenants with the

lessor, his executors, and administrators, to repair and leave

it in good repair at the end of the term, and the lessor dies,

&c, his heir may have an action upon this covenant ; for this

is a covenant which runs with the land, and shall go to the

heir, though he is not named ; and it appears that it was

intended to continue after the death of the lessor, inasmuch as

his executors, &&, are named. 2 Lev. 92: Skin. 305.

And the heir may have an action on a covenant real, although

nothing has descended on him from the ancestor with which

the covenant can run ; as if a covenant with B. and his heirs

to infeotf B. and his heirs, and 35, dies before it can be done; in

this case his heirs shall take advantage of it. Filz. N. B. 145:

Touch. 175,

None but the heir general, according to the course of the

common law, can be heir to a warranty, or sue an appeal

of the death of his ancestor. Co, Lit. 1 4. a : Cro. Jac. 2 1 7*

218.

But warranties are now abolished by the 3 and 4 W. 4.

c. 27. § 39 ; and the 3 and 4 W. 4. c. 74. § 14; and appeals

of death were taken away by the 5y G. 3. c. 46. See tits.

Appeal, Warranty.

If a condition be annexed to borough English or gavelkind

lands, and the condition is broken, the heir at common law

shall enter ; for the condition is a thing of new creation, and

collateral to the land. But when the eldest son enters, the

heir, or heirs by custom, shall enjoy the land ; for by breach of

the condition they are restored to their ancient estates. Cro.

Eliz. 204: Plow. 28 : Co. Lit. 11, 12,

If a man seised of lands in right of his wife, makes a feoff-

ment in fee upon condition, and dies, and after the condition

is broken, the heir of the husband shall enter ; for though no

right descended to him, yet the title of entry by force of the

condition which was created upon the feoffment, and reserved

to the feoffor and his heirs, descended. 8 Co. 43: Co. Lit.

202. a. 336. h.

The heir shall take advantage of a nomine pvenae; for being

incident to the rent, it shall descend to the heir, being a

security or penalty to engage the payment of the rent ; there-

fore, whoever has a right to the rent, ought in reason to have

the penalty, which is to oblige the tenant to pay it. Co. Lit*

162. 6.

If A. enfeoff B. upon condition that if the heir of A. pay to

B. &c. £0*., then he and his heirs may re-enter: this is a good

condition, of which the heir of A. may take advantage, and yet

A. himself never can, Co. Lit. 214. b*

The grantor of an estate subject to a condition of re-entry

cannot devise the same, because the grantor that has the

benefit of the condition vested in him, though he has an estate

in the condition, yet has not the land until the condition is

broken. And the devisee over cannot take advantage of the

breach merely as such; for the benefit thereof is not devisable,

but must go in priority to the heir at law of the grantor, who
must enter for it. 1 Fes. 223. 422.

Where lands are devised upon condition that the devisee pay
a sum of money within a given period, and the condition is not
performed, there being no devise over, the heir may enter.

2 Fern. 366: 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 109. pi. 8. But in such a case^
as the condition is of a nature which admits of subsequent com-
pensation, erjuity will relieve against the forfeiture on payment
of principal, interest, and costs. 1 Ck. Cas* 8$ 1 2 Vent. 352:
1 Salic. 156': 2 Fern. 5<H, And it would seem that rehef
will be given, where the condition was to execute a release

within a prescribed period, 1 if, C. C. 1 68.

The right of action upon a covenant real will not be trans-

ferred from the heir to the executor, from the mere circumstance
that a breach has been incurred in the life-time of the testator

for the executor shall have no action on such breach unless the

personal estate was thereby prej udiced. See 1 M. § S. 355 *

2 M. 8$ S. 408 : 4 M. $ S. 53.

Thus, upon a covenant with A. and his heirs to do all lawful

and reasonable acts, for further assurance upon request, and a

request made by the purchaser in his life to levy a hue, and
neglect so to do, the ancestor not being evicted in his life, but

the heir being evicted afterwards, the heir may maintain an
action upon the request of his ancestor, and refusal made by

the vendor. 5 Taunt. 418 : 4 Af. tip S. 188.

But when the ultimate damage is sustained in the ancestor's

life- time, as where he is evicted, and the land, and consequently

the covenant, does not descend to the heir, there the executor

only can sue upon the covenant. 2 Lev. 26: 1 Vent. 175:

1 M< Jy 8. 365: 5 Taunt. 427. And it seems clear that where,

by a breach of covenant relating to land in the time of the

testator, the personal estate of the testator is lessened, his

executor, and not his heir, is the proper person to sue. Rosm
on Real Actions, 441.

2. As the heir at law is the proper and only person who
can take advantage of conditions, &c., annexed to the real

estate ; so he shall be bound by all such conditions, 6Vc, which

run with the land, whether such conditions were annexed to

the estate by the original feoffor, grantor, or immediate ances-

tor. 1 Rol Ab. 421.

If a gift be made in tail on condition that the donee should

not discontinue, and the donee hath issue two daughters, and

one of them discontinues, the donor shall enter and evict them

both ; because it was the orignal condition annexed to the

whole estate, that no part of it should be discontinued. Co.

Lit. 165.

Also where a condition is annexed to the estate given to

the heir, and which goes in abridgment and restraint thereof,

the same shall in some cases be construed a limitation ; for if it

were a condition, nobody could take advantage of it but the

heir. Dyer, 3l6: 10 Co. 41: 1 Fent. 199. As if a copy*

holder in borough English surrender to the use of his will,

and after devises to his wife for life, remainder to his eldest

son, paying 40j. to each of his brothers and sisters within two

years after the death of his wife, &c, this is a limitation, and

not a condition ; for if it should be a condition it would extin-

guish the heir, and there would be no remedy for the money.

Cro. Eliz. 204: 3 Co. 20- bi % Leon. 114. S\ C. Fide further

as to the doctrine of the heir being hound, &c, Faughan, 271 *

2 Mod. 26. S. C : Cro. Eliz. 833. 91Q: Moor, (>44. pi S9):

Not/, 51.

Hut wherever the ancestor makes a conveyance or disposi-

tion on condition, which goes in restraint and abridgment of

the estate of the heir, he must have notice of it ; for having a

good title by descent, he is not obliged to take notice of such

condition at his peril, as others must do. 8 Co. Fravcia's case;

Amb. 256: ] 1 East, 45 J.

Heir is twmen collectivum ; and therefore, if a condition be,

that if his heir does not pay such a rent-charge, the estate shall

go to B. if the heir of the heir does not pay, the condition is

broken, R. Cro. Jac. 145.

3. It has been already observed, that the heir can only succeed

to estates of inheritance. Where, however, an estate is limited



to A. and his heirs during the life of and A, dies in B.'s

life-time, the heir is held to be cntitledj not as heir, but as

special occupant. And it has also been decided that where an

estate pour autre vie is limited to a man, his heirs, executors,

and administrators, the heir is to be preferred to the personal

representatives. 4 T* R* 229- But where there is no special

occupant of such an estate, it goes to the executor by virtue of

the provisions of the 2Q Car, 2* c. 3. § 12.

When a man seised in fee makes a gift in tail, or lease for

life or for years, reserving rent, the rent which becomes due

after his death shall go with the reversion, as an incident

thereof, to his heir, and not to his executor. Co* Lit* 47- a:

Bardtv. 95: S Bac. Abr. 62, Executors (JL 3.) But the

arrears which accrued during his life shall in all cases go to

his executor- 3 Bac, Abr* 62, Executors (H. 3.)
-

With regard to mortgages, it is now7 fully settled, that

although, in the case of a mortgage in fee, the legal estate

descend to the heir, the executor is entitled to the money,

according to the rule in equity that the satisfaction shall accrue

to the fund which sustained the loss. 1 Chanc. Cas* 283

;

1 Vern. 3: 3 Swans* 636, But if a man purchase an estate

which afterwards proves subject to an equity of redemption,

and dies, the money will belong to the heir, and not to the

executor. 1 Verru 27 \.

Where money is covenanted to be laid out in a purchase of

land to he settled on A. in fee ; on A/s dying before the money

is laid out, his heir, and not his executor, shall have it 1 P*

Wms. 483. So where, though by a voluntary contract, money

is agreed to be laid out in land, the court will execute such

agreement in favour of the heir- 2 P. Wms. 171. On the

same principle, where one articled to buy laud and died, his

executor shall pay the money, hut his heir shall have the lands.

Id. 632, And in all cases where it is a measuring cast be-

tween an executor and an heir, the latter shall in equity have

the preference. Id* 1

7

6*

A younger brother beyond sea having contracted to buy a

real estate of his elder brother, made his will, charging his

estate with great legacies, but bis will was attested by only

two witnesses. Afterwards the testator died without issue,

leaving his elder brother his executor and heir: the heir may
retain out of the assets the whole purchase money, though

entitled to the land again as heir. 2 P, Wms, 2[)\.

With respect to the cases in which the heir can call upon

the executor to exonerate the real estate from the debts of the

deceased, see tit. Real Estate.

The following i* a specification of what goods and chattels

go to the heir in England. As to Scotland, see tit. Heirship,

Moveables.

Goods and chattels annexed to the freehold go to the heir, and

not to the executor or administrator : as the glass in a window,

the doors and locks of a house. Off, Ex, 86: 21 H. 7- 26.

b, 4 : Co. 63. b. So the pales, posts, and rails, for an enclo-

sure. 12 H* 7. 26. b. So furnaces, coppers, &c, fixed to the

freehold : R. 21 //. 7- 26. b: R. 20 //. 7- 13. unless they

are severed in the life-time of the testator. Semb* 1 Saik* 868*

Vide Com. Dig. tit. Execution (C. 4.) tit. Wast. (D. 2.) Salt-

pans necessary to the use of salt-works, and without which

they would be of no value. 1 H. BlacksL 259. n. So wains-

cot fixed to a house. 4 Co. a. So pictures, glasses, Sec, fixed

instead of wainscot. 2 Fern* 508. So millstones, &c., fixed to

amilh So set pots, ovens, and ranges. 5 B. § A. 625. Stoves,

cooling coppers, mash tubs, water tubs, and blinds. 1 B, cy C.

76. Stoves, grates, and cupboards. Per Baylev, J. 4 B. C.

686. So charters, deeds, and evidences of lands, with the

chests in which they are preserved* See Coin. Dig. tit

Biens (B.), Charters: 1 Inst. 18.6: 4 Burns Ecc, L* 304.

An ancient horn where the tenure is by cornage. 1 Vcru.

So a term for years to attend the inheritance dees not go to

the executor, hut to the heir. R. 2 Ch. Ca. 156. 160. So
deer in a park, conies in a warren, and doves in a dove-house,

go with the inheritance to the heir. So fish in a pond, or

piscary. Co, Lit. S. a: R, Owen, 20: 1 RoL £1 6. I* 45. 50.

So, unless they have been severed, trees, and apples and other

fruits growing at the death of the ancestor. Com, Dig. Biens

(H.): Off Ex. 84.

It is also said by Wentworth that roots in the ground shall

go to the heir. Off Ex. 8Q. But it appears now to be gene-
rally understood that the executors shall have all annual crops

sown by the testator and growing at his decease . 1 I lot. Ah.

728: Com. Dig. Biens (G, 1): 3 Bac* Abr. 64; Harg.
Co. Lit. 55. h. n: 2 Comm. 123.

The heir shall have the growing crop of grass, even if sown
from seed, and though ready to be cut. Gilb. Ev* 215. 16:

Com. Dig. Biens (G. 1.) See also 5 B* # C 832. But it

would appear that all artificial grasses, as clover, saintfoin, and
the like, by reason of the greater care and labour necessary for

their production, are within the rule of emblements, and
belong to the executor. 1 Rol. Ab, 728: 2 Freem. 210:
3 Salt. 160: 4 Burn's Ecc. L. 2Q9-
As to heir looms, see that tit.

In Scotland, the heir is entitled to all the heritage, and the

executor to all the moveables of the deceased, with the excep-

tion of heirship moveables, (See that tit ) But where the

heir and executor stand in an equal degree of relationship to

the ancestor, it is competent to the heir to insist that the whole
estate, heritable and moveable, shall be thrown together, and
that he shall be entitled to his share of the whole equally

wTith the executor. This is a privilege which it is obvious will

be used only where the moveables greatly exceed the heritage

in value.

In the division of the rents of land betwixt an heir and
executor, the latter has right to the rent of the lands due at

the death of the ancestor, the heir to what was not at that

time due, and a rule has been adopted for regulating what
part of the rents shall be considered as due or not. The terms

of Whitsunday and Martinmas are received as the legal terms

by which those interests are regulated, whatever the conven-

tional terms of payment may he. If, therefore, the landlord

has survived Whitsunday, his executor has light to half of that

year's rent ; and if he survived Martinmas, the executor has a

right to the whole of that years rent. But where the lands

have been in possession of the proprietor, whatever has been
sown by the proprietor must be reaped by the executor. See

BeJTs Scotch Law Dirt.

4. It is clear that the heir may bring any real action

droitural, in right of his ancestor, but cannot regularly bring

any personal action, because he has nothing to do wTith the

assets, or personal contracts, of his ancestor. Co. Lit. 16*4.

If an erroneous judgment be given against the ancestor, by

which he loseth the lands, the heir may bring a writ of error.

1 RoL Ab. ?47: Dyer, 90: Oodb. 337. And if one hath

lands on the part of his mother, and loseth by erroneous judg-

ment, and dies, the heir of the part of the mother shall have

the writ of error. 1 Leon, 26 1 : 2 Sid. 56. So the younger

son, when entitled to the land by the custom of borough Eng-
lish, shall bring the wrrit of error, and not the heir at common
law, for this remedy descends with the land. Owen, 68 :

1 Leon. 26l : 4 Leon, 5: and see Bridgm. J\. So if there be

an erroneous judgment against tenant in tail female, the issue

female, and not the son, shall bring a writ of error. Dyer, 90:

1 Leon. 26l : I RoL Ab. 7^7. See further Dyer, S<) : Cro.

Eliz. 46'9: 3 Lev. 36: and tit. Error, 1. 1.

Heirs may have divers writs t as writ of Mori d*ancestor,

Ea Ire ad communem legem, In casu proviso, and consimHi casu,

quod permil7 at. eyr.

But by the 3 and 4 W* 4. c. 27- § 36, the above, as well as

all other real and mixed actions, save for dower (juare ini-

pedit, and ejectment, are abolished after the 31st December,

1834, except in the cases mentioned in the two following sec-

tions.
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The heir may bring an ejectment of copyhold lands before

admittance. 2 Wits. L k
The heir at law may, in right of Ins ancestor, maintain an

action of debt for rent reserved en a lease made by his ancestor

(accrued after the debt of the ancestor) ; for the rent is part of

the lands, and incident to the reversion.

Where the executor is remiss in removing the testator's

goods within a reasonable time, the heir may distrain them as

damagefeasant. Wentw. Off. Ex. 202.2nd edit.: Cro.Jac.204t,

As to the liability of the heir to the payment of the debts,

&c. of his ancestor out of the estates descended, see tit. Ileal

Estate.

HEIRESS. Thefemale heir to a man, having an estate of

inheritance in lands; and where there are several joint heirs,

they are called co-heirs or co-heiresses* See tit. Parceners. As
to stealing an heiress, and marrying her against her will, see

tit. Abduction.

HEIR LOOM* From the Sax. hcir y i. e. hceres, and

(come, membntm. So that heir loom is nothing else but a limb

or member of the inheritance, 2 Comm. 427*
Heir looms are such goods and personal chattels as shall go

by special custom to the heir along with the inheritance, and
not to the executor or administrator.

They comprehend divers implements of household, such as

the first best bed and other things, which, by the custom of

some countries, have belonged to a house for certain descents,

and are never inventoried after the decease of the owner as

chattels, nor do they go to the executor, but accrue to the heir

with the house itself by custom, and not by the common law :

these are not devisable by testament; for the lawT prefers the

custom before a devise, which takes not effect till after the

death of the testator, and then they are vested in the heir

by the custom* Co. Lit. 18. 185, But sale in a man's life-

time might make it otherwise.

Heir looms in general are said to extend to all large house-

hold implements not easily moved. See Spebnan.

But it is said, that the word by time hath attained a more
general signification than at iirst it did bear, comprehending
all implements of household, as tables, presses, cupboards, bed-

steads, wainscot, and such like: which, by the custom of some
countries, have belonged to a house during certain descents, as

before mentioned,

HoiI, Ch. J., is reported to have said, that goods in gross

cannot be heir looms, but they must be things fixed to the

freehold, as old benches, tables, &c, 12 Mod. 519> 520. How-
ever, the case is differently reported in I Ray. 728, There
his definition of heir looms, as u things ponderous/' agrees

with that of Spidman.

And notwithstanding Bhwkstone describes them as being

generally such things as cannot be taken away without damag-

ing or dismembering the freehold (2 Comm. 428.), heir looms

seem, properly speaking, to be loose moveable chattels, which,

but for the custom, would go to the executor. Co* Lit. IS. b.

185. b. Indeed, in another part of his work he says, that an

heir loom is " a mere moveable." 2 Comm. 17- And the in-

consistency into which he has fallen in the former passage is to

be attributed to his having, for the moment, confounded them
with fixtures.

Besides heir looms, there are certain chattels which may he

considered in the nature of heir looms, and go to the heir with

the inheritance.

Thus if a nobleman, knight, esquire, &c. be buried in a church,

and have his coat of arms, and pennons with his arms, and

such other ensigns of honour as belong to his degree, set up in

the church, or if a grave- stone or tomb be laid or made, &c.

for a monument of him ; in this case, albeit the freehold of

the church be in the parson, and that these be annexed to the

freehold, yet cannot the parson, or any, take them or deface

them, but he is liable to an action from the heir, and his heirs,

in the honour and memory of whose ancestor they were set up.

Co, Lit. 18. L And see 1 RoL Ah. f>25 : Nov, 104 : Godbolt
200

:
Cro, Jac Stij ; Butst. 151 . See 2 Comm. c. 28. p, 42s'

42fJ.
r '

And in like manner, ancient portraits and family pictures,
though imt fastened to the walls of the house. So with the
inheritance. 12 Rep. 105 : Godb. 1 99 : 1 Br&umL 45 : 2 Buhl.
151.

So, although a testator devises all his jewels to his wife,
his garter and collar of S. S. shall descend to his heir as
ensigns of honour and state, in the way of heir looms, Owen
124.

So the ancient jewels of the crown are heir looms, and shall
descend to the next successor, and are not devisable by will
1 InsL 185.

A man may also by will constitute what are termed quasi
heir looms, by devising or limiting in strict settlement, plate,

pictures, books, furniture, &c, to be held with a mansion and
estate so long as the law will permit. These articles, however,
vest absolutely in the person who becomes entitled to the first

estate of inheritance, whether in tail or in fee ; and on his

death pass to his executor. 1 Bro. C. C. 274 : 3 Bro. C. C. 101

:

U Tai 4-78. See tit. Fixtures,

HEIRSHIP MOVEABLES, In the law of Scotland are

defined to be the moveables which the law withholds from the

executors, or next of kin, and gives to the heir that he may not

succeed to a house and land completely dismantled. They con-

sist of the best of every thing, as the Scotch Act, 1 474, c. 54.

expresses it ; meaning furniture, horses, cows, oxen, farming

utensils, &c, but not including fungibles (see that. title).

Where articles go in pairs or dozens, it is the best pair or

dozen, &c. Under these are comprehended the family seal of

arms, and the ornament of the seat in the church.

Heirship moveables are due only to the heir of a baron, or of

a burgess. In this sense a person infejl in lands, or even in an

annual rent out of lands, is held a baron : the burgess must be

an actual trading burgess in a royal borough.
The heir of line is the only heir who has a right to claim

heirship moveables, and of this right he cannot be deprived

by will, or death-bed deed. Where there are heirs pordoners the

eldest heir portioner alone is entitled. Bell's Scotch Law Diet.

HELSING. A brass coin among the Saxons, equivalent to

our half-penny*

HELM. Thatch or straw. Cornell. Sometimes called Halm.

Helm is also a Saxon word, signifying a covering for the kmd
in war : also that of a coat of arms which bears the crest.

The steerage or rudder in a ship or other vessel.

IIELOWE-WALL, the hell-wall or end wall, that covers

and defends the rest of the building. From Saxon helan, to

cover or heal ; whence a thatcher, slater, or tiler, who covers

the roof of a house, is in the western parts called a keltier*

Paroch. Antiq. p. 573. See Kennel's Glossary.

HEMP and FLAX. By stat. 33 H. 8. c. 17. none may
water hemp or flax in any river, running water, stream, brook,

or common pond, where beasts are used to be watered, but only

in their several ponds, &c. for that purpose, on pain of 90s.

By stat. 1 Car. 2. c. 15. any persons may in any place or cor-

porate town, privileged or unprivileged, set up manufactures

of hemp or flax, and persons coming from abroad using the trade

of flax or hemp dressing, and of making thread, weaving cloth

made of hemp or flax, or making tapestry hangings, twine or

nets for fishery, cordage, &c. after three years, shall have the

privileges of natural born subjects.

See 4 G. 3. c. 26. (a temporary act, continued by subsequent

acts) for granting a bounty on the importation of hemp and

rough and undressed flax from the British colonies in America.

See also 23 G. 3. c. 77* (a like temporary and continued act)

for the encouragement of the manufacture of flax and cotton

in Great Britain. See also the Irish act, 3 G. 3, c. 12. for

encouraging the flaxen and hempen manufacture in Ireland.

The tithe of hemp and flax is by 11 and 12 W. 3. c. 16.
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attained at 5$. an acre in England; and the same in Ireland,

by Irish act, 28 G, 3. c. 2&.

For penalties on workmen embezzling it, see stats. 1 Anne,

st. 2. c. IS. § 1- Against frauds in manufactures of hemp, flax,

&c. 22 ft 2. c. 27-

HENCHMAN, hensman, qui equo innilitur bellicoso
t
from

the German hengsi, a war horse,j One who runs on foot,

attending upon a person of honour or worship: a sort of

herald. See 3 Ed. 4, c. 5 : 6 IL 8. c. 1 : 24 H* 8. c. U.
HENED PEN NY. A customary payment of money instead

of hens at Christmas: from the Saxon ken, galtina and pen-

ning, denarius* Mona si. 2 torn. 327- 827. L>u Fresne thinks

it may be henpenny, galiinagium, or a composition for eggs.

But possibly it is misprinted henedpenny for heveil peny, or

head-peny. Cowelt, edit. 1727.

HENGHEN, Sax. hongen.~] A prison, gaol, or house of

correction. LL. H. ) . c* 65.

HENGWITE. Sec Hangwite.

HEORDFESTE. The same with husfastne or hasfastanc,

i. e. the master of a family : from the Saxon hearthjeest, i. e.

fixed to the house or hearth. Leges Canuti, cap. 40. See

HurderefersL

HEORDPENNY, dim Romescot ei postea Peterpcnce, from

the Saxon hearth, focus, and penivg, denarius. See Peter-

pence, Romescot.—Leges Edgari Regis, cap 5. apud Bromp-
tonum.

HEPTARCHY. The kingdom of England was formerly,

under the Saxons, divided into an heptarchy, consisting of

seven in tiependent kingdoms, peopled and governed by different

clans and colonies ; these were all reduced into one kingdom

by Egbert, King of the West Saxons in the year 827 or 828.

Egbert is therefore styled the first king of England, See

4 Comm. c. 33.

HERALD, HERALT, or HEROLD, ItaL hcraldo, Fr.

heraidl, quasi herus altus.] An officer at arms* Vcrsiegan

thinks it may be derived from two Dutch words, viz* Here^

exercitus el healt, pugil magnauimus ; as if he should be called

the Champion of the Army : and the Romans called heralds,

fecifdes. Polydor e, lib. 1 9* describes them thus; heralds,

insuper apparitores ministros, quas heraldos dicuni quorum

pro?fedus Armorum Rex rocifrfur ; hi belli ef pacts Nuncii ;

Ducihus Comitibusque a Regefactts insignia aplant, ac eomm
funera eurant. The functions of these officers, as now exer-

cised with us, is to denounce war, proclaim peace, and to be

employed by the king in martial messages: they are examiners

and judges of gentlemen's coat of anus, and conservators of

genealogies; and they marshal the solemnities at the corona*

tions and funerals of princes and other great men.

The three chief heralds are called kings at arms: of which
Garter is the principal, instituted by King Henry V. whose
office is to attend the knigkls of the Garter at their solemnities,

and to marshal the funerals of the nobility: and King Ed-
ward IV. granted the office of King ofHeralds to one Garter,

cumfeudis ct prqficuis ah ant iquo, tVc. The next is Clarencieux

or Clarentius, ordained by Edward IV. who, attaining the

dukedom of Clarence by the death of George his brother

(whom he beheaded for aspiring to the crown), made the

herald who belonged to that dukedom a king at arms, and
called him Clarencieux ; his proper office is to marshal and
dispose the funerals of all the lesser nobility, knights and
esquires, through the realm, on the south side of the Trent.

The third is Norray, quasi North Roy, whose office and business

is the same on the north side of Trent, as Clarentius on the

south, which is intimated by his name, signifying the northern

king, or king ai arms of the north parts. These three officers

are distinguished as follows, viz. Garter Rex Armorum Angli-

COrum; indefinite; Clarencieux, Rex Armorum parlium Aus-
tralhnn; Norroy Rex Armorum parlium Borealitnn*

Besides the kings at arms, there are six inferior heralds,

according to their original, as they were created to attend dukes
and great lords in martial expeditions, i e. York, Lancaster,

Chester, Windsor, Richmond, and Somerset ; the four former
instituted by King Edward III., and the two latter by Ed-
ward IV. and Henry VIII. And lastly, to the superior and
inferior heralds, are added four others, called Marshals, or pur-
suivants at arms, who commonly succeed in the places of such
heralds as die, or are preferred ; and they are Blue-mantle,
Rouge-cross, Rouge-dragon, and Pori-cullis : all equipped with
proper ensigns and distinctions.

The ancient kings at arms, heralds, and pursuivants, were
made a corporation or college under the Earl Marshal of Eng-
land, with certain privileges by the kings of this realm : Con-
eesserunt, &e. Heraldi Armorum, et omnes alii Heraldi prose-

cutares sive Pursuivandi armorum, qui pro tempore ftierin t, in

perpetunm sint unum corpus corporaturn in re, facto, et nomine ;

haheantque sucerssionem perpetuam, nee non quoddam sigillum

commune, eye. Dat. eye. Sprint. Gloss. Heralds Court of
Honour. See tits. Honour, Courts, Ctmrt of Chivalry.

Since the establishment of tins corporation or college of

arms, some heralds and pursuivants extraordinary have been
made, but these are considered as merely honorary, and not
part of the establishment.

On the accession of King George, Elector of Hanover, to

the crown of Great Britain, a Hanover herald was then ap-

pointed ; and afterwards, in 1815, on the erection of Hanover
into a kingdom, tilone Coursier, King of Arms in Hanover,
was appointed, and his duties are confined to that kingdom.
Gloucester herald, first appointed 1 1 George I. is an officer

of the Order of the Bath, and the office of Bath King at Arms
is vested in him, but lias nothing to do with the College of Arms.

In Scotland the chief herald of the Court of Arms there is

called Lyon King of Arms, from the armorial bearing of the

king, as king of Scotland, the lion rampant: and he has serving

under him heralds, pursuivants, and messengers. By Scotch

acts 15Q2. c. 127- MSWfc c - be is authorised to inspect the

arms and ensigns armorial of the noblemen and gentlemen of

Scotland, to distinguish the arms of the younger members of

families; and to give grants of arms; to matriculate such arms,

and to fine those who wore arms not matriculated, in IOC)/*

Scojs Q8/. 6s, Sd.^}, with the forfeiture of the goods and furniture

on winch the arms are represented.

In Ireland there is also a Court of Arms, of which Ulster

King of Arms is the principal ; there are also Dublin and
Cork heralds at arms, Afhfone pursuivants, and inferior officers.

For the ceremony of creating a king at arms, see Dethick's
Case, Ley's Reports, 248.

HERBAGE, herhagium^ The green pasture and fruit of

the earth, provided by nature for the bite or food of cattle: it

is also used for a liberty that a person hath to feed his cattle in

the ground of another person ; or in the forest, &e. Cromp.

Jurisd. 197-

He that hath herbage of a forest by patent may have tres-

pass for the grass, but not for trees or the fruit of them ; and
lie may take beasts damagc-feasant, and have quarc clausittn

fregit, and by such grant may inclose the forest. Yet grantee

of herbage may inclose, and may have action of trespass quarc

claust/m j'resit. But though he that hath herbage may im los^

yet he that hath reasonable herbage cannot. Dyer, 28.0 : and

see % Ro. Rep. 356.

Grantee of herbage of a park cannot dispark it. Gorlh. \ \ u.

A lease was made of a manor with all gardens, orchards,

yards, &c, and with all the profits of a wood, excepting to

lessor forty acres, to take at his pleasure. Per Dyer, the

wood is not comprised within the lease, but the lessee shall only

have the profits, as pannage, herbage, &c. 4 Leon. 8.

A right to the herbage is sufficient to support an ejectment,

because he who has a grant of the herbage has a particular

interest in the soil, although by such grant the soil itself does

not pass. But the ejectment should be for the herbage of the

land, and not for the land itself. Hard. 3 SO. See tits. Leaie,

Trespass, &c.

HERBAGIUM ANTEBIUS. The first crop of grass or
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hay, in opposition to after-math and second cutting. Paroch*

Antiq. p. 4.0 <).

HERBERY, or HERBURY. An inn. CoweU*
HERBENGER, or HARBINGER, from the French her-

berger, that is hospith accrpere. An officer in the king's house,

who goes before and allots the noblemen, and those of the

household, their lodgings. K'dchhufoL 176. It is also uaed for

an innkeeper.

HERBERGAGIUM. Lodgings to receive guests in the

wav of hospitality. Cornell.

1 1 1; R BK RGATUS. Spent in an inn. Cornell

HERBERGARE. To harbour, to entertain, froni heri-

bergttm, heriberga, Saxon hecre berg, a house of entertainment.

Sow tier's Ant tip p. U 1'S. 1 U'nec our hvrbingcr or ha rbi'tiger,

who provides harbour, or house room, &c.

HERCE, HERCIA. An harrow. Fleta, lib. 2. <?. 77. It

signifies also a candlestick set up in churches, made in the

form of an harrow, in which many candies were placed at the

head of a cenotaph.

HERCIARE, from the French kercer, to harrow. See
4 Inst, fol. 270.

HERDEWICH, or HERDEWIC, herdem/cha^ A grange
or place for cattle and husbandry. Mott. Att^l. .*>. part.

HERDWERCH, HEORDWERCH. Herdsman's work,

or customary labours done by the shepherds, herdsmen, and
other inferior tenants, at the will of their lord. Cornell, edit.

1627* RegisL Eccles. Christi. Cant. MS.
HEREBANNUM, Sax. here, exerritus, et ban, cdictum,

mulcta^ A mulct, for not going armed into the field, wThen
called forth. Spehtu Under the feudal policy, every free man
was under an obligation to serve the state. If, upon being

summoned into the field, any free man refused to obey, a full

herebannum, i. e. a fine of sixty crowns was to be exacted from
him, according to the law of the Franks. This fme was levied

with such rigour, that if any person was insolvent, he was
reduced to servitude, and continued in that state until such

time as his labour should amount to the value of the hereban-

num. The Emperor Lotharius rendered the penalty more
severe, by confiscating the goods of the persons refusing, and

banishing him. Robertson's Char. V. vol. i. 13 Hi, 217.

HEREBOTE, from the Sax. here and bote, a messenger.]

The king's edict commanding his subjects into the field; from

the Saxon hvere, exercitus, and bode, a messenger* CowelI.

HEREDITAMENT S, k&reditamenia*} A 11 su ch immove-
able things, whether corporeal or incorporeal, which a man
may have to him and his heirs by way of inheritance; and
which, if they are not otherwise devised, descend to him that

is next heir, and fall not to the executor as chattels do. See

32 If. 8. c. 2. It is a word of very great extent, comprehend-

ing whatever may be inherited or come to the heir ; be it real,

personal, or mixed, and though it is not holden, or lieth not in

tenure. Co. Lit* 6. 16'. And by the grant of hereditaments

in conveyances, manors, houses, and lands of all sorts, rent,

services, advowsons, &c. pass. Co. Lit. 1 6. Ihereditamentum
est omne quodjure haireditario ad hmredem (ranseal*

Hereditaments are of two kinds, corporeal and incorjx>reaL

Corporeal consist of such as affect the senses ; such as may be

seen and handled by the body : incorporeal are not the object

of sensation, can neither be seen or handled, are creatures of

the mind, and exist only in contemplation.

Corporeal hereditaments consist wholly of substantial and
permanent objects, all which may be comprehended under the

general denomination of land only. For land* says Coke, com-
prehendeth in its legal signification any ground, soil, or earth

whatsoever, as arable meadows, pastures, woods, moors, waters,

marshes, furzes, and heath. 1 Inst. 4. It legally includes also

all castles, houses, and other buildings ; for they consist, saith

he, of two things ; land, which is the foundation, and the

structure thereupon : so that if I convey the land or ground, the

structure or building passeth therewith. It is observable that

water is here mentioned as a sneers of land, which may seem

a kind of solecism ; hut such is the language of the law r and
therefore one cannot bring an action to recover possession of a
pool, or other piece of water, by the name of water only;
either by calculating its capacity, as for so many cubical yards;
or by superficial measure, for twenty acres of water, or by
general description, as for a pond, a water-course, or rivulet;
but he must bring his action for the land that lies at the
bottom, and must call it twenty acres of land covered with
water. BramnL 142. For water is a moveable wandering
thing, and must of necessity continue common bv the law of
nature: so that there can only be a temporary, transient, usu-
fructuary property therein : wherefore, if a body of water runs
out of A/s pond into B.'s, A. has no right to reclaim it. But the
land, which that water covers, is permanent, fixed, and immove-
able ; and therefore in this there may be a certain substantial

property, of which the law will take notice, and not of the other,

Land hath also, in its legal signification, an indefinite

extent, upwards as well as downwards. Cujus est solum, ejus

est usque ad ccelitm is the maxim of the law ; upwards, there-

fore, no man may erect any building, or the like, to overhang
another's land: and downwards, whatever is in a direct line,

between the surface of any land and the centre of the earth,

belongs to the owner of the surface ; as is every day's expe-

rience in the mining countries. So that the word land in-

cludes not only the face of the earth, but every thing under or

over it. And therefore if a man grants all his lands, he grants

thereby all his mines of metal and other fossils, his woods,

his waters, and his houses, as well as his fields and meadows.
Not but the particular names of the things are equally suffi-

cient to pass them, except in the instance of water
; by a granl

of which nothing passes but a right of fishing. Co. Lit. 4.

Hut the capital distinction is this; that by the name of a castle,

messuages, toft, croft, or the like, nothing else will pass, except

what falls with the utmost propriety under the term made use

of; but by the nature of land, which is nomen generalis&hnitm,

every thing terrestrial will pass, 1 Inst, 4, 5, 6. By the

name of a castle, one or more manors may be conveyed; and

c converso by the name of a manor, a castle mav pass. 1 Inst. 5:

2 InsL 31. See 2 Comm. 17 19-

An incorporeal hereditament is a right issuing out of a thing

corporate (whether real or personal), or concerning, or an-

nexed to, or exercisable within the same. Co. Lit 19, 20. It

is not the thing corporate itself, but something collateral

thereto , as a rent issuing out of lands, &e. or an office be-

longing to jewels, &c. Or, according to logicians, corporeal

hereditaments are the substance which may be always seen,

always handled ; incorporeal hereditaments are but a sort of

accidents, which inhere in, and are supported by, that sub-

stance ; and may belong or not belong to it, without any visible

alteration therein. Their existence is merely in idea, and

abstract contemplation, though their effects and profits, which

are totally distinct, may be frequently objects of our bodily

senses. 2 Comm. 20, These incorporeal hereditaments are

stated in the Commentaries to be principally of ten sorts;

Advowsons, Tithes, Commons, Ways, Offices, Dignities, Fran-

chises, Corodies, or Pensions, Annuities, and Rents. As to all

which see those several tits, in this Diet*

HEREDITARY RIGHT TO THE CROWN. See tit.

King.

HEREDITARY REVENUE OF THE KING. See tit.

King.

HEREFARE, Saxon*"] Profectio mUUaris el expeditio.

Sec Subsidy. A militarv expedition, a going to warfare.

HEREGELD, Saxon.] Pecunia seu tributum atendo ex-

ercitui cotlatum.] A tribute or tax levied for the maintenance

of an army. Heregeld, or herezeld, is also sometimes synony-

mous with Heriot.

HERELLUS. A sort of little fish, perhaps minnou-s, or

rather gudgeons. Cornell, edit 1727.

HEREM ITOR IUM . A solitary place of retirement for

hermits* Mon. AugI. torn. 3. p. 18.



HERENACH. An archdeacon. Cornell, edit. 1727.

HE KEM ONES, or HERETEAMS. Followers of an

army. Lamb Leges Ino?, cap. 15, In exercitu prcedatorum,

&c, from here, excrcitits % and (earn, sequela.

HERESLITA, or HERESSA, or HERESSIZ. A hired

soldier, that departs without licence ; derived from the Saxon

Sere, exercilus, and sliten, to depart, according to Co. 4 InsL

f.
128.

HERESY, hceresis,] Among Protestants, is said to be a

false opinion repugnant to some point of doctrine clearly re-

vealed in Scripture, and either absolutely essential to the

Christian faith, or at least of most high importance. 1 Hawk.

P.C c.2. § 1-

Anciently., under the general name of heresy, there have

been comprehended three sorts of crimes; 1. Apostacif, when

a Christian apostatises to Paganism. 2. Wit e/u:raft. 3, For-

mal Heresy, which seems to he an apostacy from the established

religion \ for which, and the several wrays of determining,

punishing, and the difference between the civil and imperial

laws, popish canons, and the laws of England, concerning

heresy, see a full account in 1 Hal Hist. P. C. 383* 410,

It seems difficult precisely to determine what error shall

amount to heresy, and what not ; but the 1 Eliz. c. 1. which

erected the High Commission Court, having restrained it from

adjudging any points to be heretical but such as are so deter-

mined either by Scripture, or by one of the first four general

councils, or by some other council, by express words of Scrip-

ture, or by parliament, with the assent of the Convocation;

these rules are at present generally thought the best directions

concerning this matter, 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 2. § 2.

By the common law one convicted of heresy, and refusing

to abjure it, or failing into it again after he abjured it, might

be burnt, by force of the writ de ha retico comburendo, which

issued out of Chancery upon a certificate of such conviction ;

but he forfeited neither lands nor goods, because the pro-

ceedings against him were only pro salute animce. F. N. B.

369 : S Inst. 43 : Doctor and Student, lib. 2. c.2<): 1 Hawk.
P. C.c,2. § 10,

This writ de hceretico comburendo is thought by some to be

as ancient as the common law itself. However, it appears

from thence, that the conviction of heresy by the common Jaw

was not in any petty ecclesiastical court, but before the arch-

bishop himself in a provincial synod ; and that the delinquent

was delivered over to the king to do as he should please with

him ; so that the crown had a control over the spiritual

power, and might pardon the convict by issuing no process

against him; the writ de hmretico comburendo being not a writ

of course, but issuing only by the special direction of the king

in council. F. N. Ji. 2(i9 : 1 'Hal P. C. 395.

But in the reign of Henry IV. when the eyes of the

Christian world began to be open, and the seeds of the Pro-

testant religion (though under the opprobrious name of Lol-

lardy) took root in this kingdom, the clergy, taking advantage

from the kings dubious title to demand an increase of their

own power, obtained an act of parliament (stat. 2 IL 4. c. 15.)

which sharpened the edge of persecution to its utmost keenness.

For by that statute the diocesan alone, without the interve n-

tion of a synod, might convict of heretical tenets ; and unless

the convict abjured his opinions, or if after abjuration he

relapsed, the sheriff was hound c,r officio, if required by the

bishop, to commit the unhappy victim to the flames, without

waiting for the consent of the crown. By stat. 2 II. 5. c- 7-

Lollardy was also made a temporal offence and indictable

in the king's courts ; which did not thereby gain an ex-

clusive, but only a concurrent, jurisdiction with the bishop's

consistory.

Afterwards, when the final reformation of religion began to

advance, the power of the ecclesiastics was somewhat mode-
rated ; for though what heresy is was not then precisely de-

fined, yet we are told in some points what it is not. The
stat 25 //, 8. c. 14. declaring, that offences against the see of

VOL* L

Rome are not heresy ; and the ordinary being thereby restrained
from proceeding in any case from mere suspicion ; that is,

unless the party be accused by two credible witnesses, or an
indictment for heresy be first previously found in the king's

courts of common law. And yet the spirit of persecution was
not then abated, but only diverted into a lay channel; for in
six years afterwards, by stat 31 //, 8, c, 14.' the bloody law of
the Six Articles was made, which established the six most con-
tested points of Popery:—transubstantiation, communion in one
kind, the celibacy of the clergy, monastic vows, the sacrifice

of the mass, and auricular confession ; which points were
te determined and resolved by the most godly study, pain, and
travail of his Majesty : for which his most humble and obedient
subjects, the lords spiritual and temporal, and the commons, in

parliament assembled, did not only render and give unto his

highness their most high and hearty thanks/* but did also

enact and declare all oppugners of the first to be heretics, and
to be burnt with fire ; and of the five last to be felons, and to

suffer death. The same statute established a new and mixed
jurisdiction of clergy and laity, for the trial and conviction of

heretics ; the reigning prince being then equally intent on
destroying the supremacy of the Bishop of Rome, and esta-

blishing all other Romish corruptions of the Christian religion.

It would be unnecessary to perplex this detail with the va-

rious repeals and revivals of the sanguinary laws in the two
succeeding reigns ; we may therefore proceed directly to the

reign of Queen Elizabeth, wThen the reformation was finally

established. By stat. 1 Eliz. c. 1. all former statutes relating

to heresy are repealed, which leaves the jurisdiction of heresy

as it stood at common law ; viz, as to the infliction of common
censures in the ecclesiastical courts, and in case of burning the

heretic, in the provincial synod only. 5 Rep* 23 : 12 Rep,
56. 92. Sir Matthew Hale, indeed, is of a different opinion,

and holds that such power resides in the diocesan also, though
he agrees that in either case the writ de turretico comburendo
was not dcmandable of common right, but grantable or other-

wise at the king's discretion. 1 Hal P. C. 405. But the

principal point now gained was, that by this statute a boundary
is for the first time set to what shall be accounted heresy

;

nothing for the future being so to be determined, but only such

tenets which have been heretofore so declared: 1. By the
w ords of the canonical Scriptures; 2. By the first four general

councils, or such others as have only used the words of the

Holy Scriptures; or, 3. Which shall be hereafter so declared by
the parliament, with the assent of the clergy in convocation.

Thus was heresy reduced to a greater certainty than before ;

though it might not have been the worse to have defined it in

terms still more precise and particular ; as a man continued

still liable to be burnt for what perhaps he did not understand

to be heresy, till the ecclesiastical judge so interpreted the

words of the canonical Scriptures.

For the writ de hceretico comburendo remained still in force,

and there are instances of its being put in execution upon two
Anabaptists in the seventeenth of Elizabeth, and two Arians

in the ninth of James I. But it was totally abolished, and
heresy again subjected only to ecclesiastical correction pro
salute animce by virtue of stat. 29 Car. 2. c. 9 ; for in one and
the same reign our lands were delivered from the slavery of

military tenures ; our bodies from arbitrary imprisonment by

the Habeas Corpus Act ; and our minds from the tyranny of

superstitious bigotry, by demolishing this last badge of perse-

cution in the English law. 4 Comm. 4(7. 49*

The following determinations will further explain the his*

tory and progress of proceedings in heresy ; and those relative

to the temporal courts seem to be yet undisputed low, as far as

they are now applicable.

By the common law with us, the convocation of the clergy,

or provincial synod, might, and frequently did, proceed to the

sentencing of heretics, and, when convicted, left them to the

secular power, whereupon the writ of lice ret 'icq comburendo

might issue. Bro. tit. Heresy : 2 Rol Ab. 226.

4 N
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It is also agreed , that every bishop may convict persons of

heresy within his own diocese, and proceed by church censures

against those who shall be convicted ; but it is said that no
spiritual judge who is not a bishop hath this power ; and it

hath been questioned, whether a conviction before the ordinary

were a sufficient foundation whereon to ground the writ dc

hceretiGO comhurendo, as it is agreed that a conviction before

the Convocation was. F. N. B. 269 : 12 Co, 56, 57 : 3 Inst.

40: Gibs. Codex, 401 : 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 2. § 4: State Trials,

vol 2. 275.
It seems agreed that, regularly, the temporal courts have

no conusance of heresy, either to determine what it is, or to

punish the heretic as such, but only as a disturber of the

public peace ; that, therefore, if a man be proceeded against

as an heretic in the spiritual court, pro salute animce, and
think himself aggrieved, his proper remedy is to bring his

appeal to a higher ecclesiastical court, and not to move for a

prohibition from a temporal one, 27 H. S. 14, b* : 5 Co. 58:
Hob. 236.

Yet a temporal judge may incidentally take knowledge
whether a tenet be heretical or not ; as where one was com-
mitted by force of Stat 2 4. c. 15. for saying, that he was
not bound by the law of God to pay tithes to the curate;

another for saying, that though he was excommunicated before

men, he was not so before God : the temporal courts, on an
habeas corpus in the first case, and in an action of false im-
prisonment in the other, adjudged neither of the points to be

heresy within that statute, for the king's courts will examine
all things which are ordained by statute. 3 Inst. 1-2 : 1 Hoi.

Rep. 110: 2 Buhl 300.

In quare impedit, if the bishop plead that he refused the

clerk for heresy, it seems that he must set forth the particular

point, that it may appear to be heretical to the court wherein
the action is brought. 5 Co. 58: 1 And. 191 : 3 Leon. 199:
3 Lev. 314. See tit. Quare ImpediU
II1ZRETABLE. See Heritable.

HERETIC, hcereticus. One that adheres to, and is con-

victed of heresy. Sec tit. Heresy.

HEREtICO COMBURENDQ, See Heresy.
HERETOGHE. From Sax, here, excrcilus, and logen,

ducere.~\ The general of an army : a leader or commander
of military forces. LL. Ed. Conjl c. 35. Ducangc says the

keretochii were the barons of the realm. Leg. II. i. Du
Fresne. See tit. Peer.

HERETOCHIAS. A leader or commander of military

forces. See at large the name and office in the laws of

Edward the Confessor, c. 35. De Heretockiis.

HERETUM. A court or yard ; perhaps an orchard.

Hist. Dunelm.

HEREZELD. See Hergeld, Heriol
HERGRIPA. Pulling by the hair; from the Sax, kwr,

capillus, and gri/pan, capere. Leu. H. 1 . c. 9 ;k
HERIGALDS. A sort of garment. Cowell

HERIOT.

FIkriotum, Sax. hercgeat ; hellicus apparatus, from here,

excrc'tlus, an army, and geat, fusus, ejj'usus.~] Signified ori-

ginally a tribute given to the lord of a manor, for his better

preparation for war. By the laws of Canutus, at the death of

the great men of this realm, so many horses and arms were to

be paid as they were in their respective life-times obliged to

keep for the king's service. Spclm. Sir Edward Coke makes
hcriot, or hercgat, (from herus, lord,) the lord's beast: and it

is now taken for the best beast, whether it be horse, ox, or

cow, that the tenant dies possessed of, due and payable to the
lord of the manor : and in some manors, the best goods, piece

of plate, &c. Kilch.lSS.

There is this difference between heriot and relief ; heriot

has been generally a personal, and relief always a predial

service.

Moreover the heriot was paid on the determination on the
tenancy—the relief on the accession of the heir, Co Ccnuh
§ 25. Tr. 33. 4 : FUzh. Harriott, pi 6.

'
'

It appears, not only from Spehnans conjectures, but like-
wise from the laws themselves of King Canutus, that the
Danes were the first inventors of heriots, and that it was a
political institution of theirs, whereby the Danish tenanta
were to hold by military service, and their arms and horses
at their deaths to revert to the public

; by that means putting
the whole strength and defence of the kingdom into their
hands

;
committing only the affairs of agriculture, and the im-

provement of the nation, to the English^ though they thereby
enjoyed greater freedom and immunities in their tenures than
the Danish tenants. Spelm. 287*

Upon the plan of the Danish establishment did William
the Conqueror fashion his laws of reliefs, when he ascertained

the precise relief to be taken of every tenant in chivalry;

and, contrary to the feodal custom, and the usage of his own
duchy of Normandy, required arms and implements of war to

be paid instead of money. LL, Gml. Qmq* c. 22, 23, 21
See this Diet, tits. Relief; Tenure, II. 5.

The Danish compulsive heriots, being thus transmuted into

reliefs, underwent the same several vicissitudes as the feodal

tenures, and in socage estates do frequently remain to this day,

in the shape of a double rent, payable at the death of the

tenant : the heriots which now continue among us, and pre-

serve that name, seeming rather to be of Saxon parentage, and

at first to have been merely discretionary, Lambard, Peramb.

of Kent, 4%92.

As to the several kinds of heriots, some are due by custom,

some by tenure, and some by reservation on deeds executed

within time of memory. Those due by custom are the most

frequent, and arose by the contract or agreement of the lord

and tenant, in consideration of some benefit or advantage

accruing to the tenant: and for which an heriot, as the best

beast, best piece of household furniture, &c. became due and

belonged to the lord, either on the death or alienation of the

tenant, and which the lord may seize either within the manor
or without, at his election. Dyer, 199. b< : Bro. tit. Heriot, 2, 3.

Heriots are therefore now to be considered as usually divided

into two sorts—heriot service and hcriot custom. The former,

being such as are due upon a special reservation in a grant or

lease of lands, therefore amount to little more than a mere

rent. 2 Saund. 166. The latter arise upon no special reserva-

tion whatsoever, but depend merely upon immemoiial usage

and custom. Co. Cop. § 21-. The latter, of which we are

here principally to speak, are defined to be "a customary tri-

bute of goods and chattels, payable to the lord of the fee on

the decease of the owner of the land," 2 Comm. e* 28.

These are now for the most part confined to copyhold

tenures, and are due by custom only, which is the life of all

estates by copy, and perhaps is the only instance where custom

has favoured the lord. For this payment was originally a

voluntary donation or gratuitous legacy of the tenant; per-

haps in acknowledgment of his having been raised a degree

above villeinage, when all his goods and chattels were quite at

the mercy of the lord : and custom, which has on the one

hand confirmed the tenant's interest, in exclusion of the lord's

will, has, on the other hand, established this discretional

piece of gratitude into a permanent duty. An heriot may

also appertain to free land that is held by service and suit of

court ; in which it is most commonly a copyhold enfranchised,

whereupon the heriot is still due by custom. Braeton speaks

of heriots as frequently due on the death of both species of

tenants, which he observes, magis fit dc gratia quamdejure$ in

which Fleta and Britfon agree": thereby plainly intimating the

original of this custom to have been merely voluntary, as a

legacy from the tenant, though now the immemorial usage

has established it as of right in the lord. Bract, I 2. c. 36.

§ 9: Flela, I. 3. c. IS : Britton, c. 69.

And it appears that on the death of a tenant, a heriot
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(either by custom or service) may be claimed, whether sueb

tenant be a tenant in fee ; Bro. liar, 5 ; for life; Ihid. Kilt ft.

1 :>:>. a: 2 Sound. 165 : 3 Salk. 181 ; for years ; Kitch. I S3, a;

2 Sound, 1 65 ; or at will ; 2 BuhU 196.

Where a copyhold tenement holder) by heriot custom becomes

the property of several as tenants in common, the lord is

entitled to a heriot from each of them r but if the several por-

tions are re- united in one person, one heriot only is payable,

g s.4 a 2.

This heriot is, as has been said, sometimes the best live

beast, or avcrium, which the tenant dies possessed of, which is

particularly denominated the villein's relief, in the 2J)th law of

King William the Conqueror; sometimes the best inanimate

£Ood, under which a jewel or piece of plate may be included

:

but it is always a personal chattel, which immediately, on the

death of the tenant who was the owner of it being ascer-

tained, by the option of the lord becomes vested in him as his

property ; and is no charge upon the lands, but merely on the

jjoods and chattels. Uoft.ih). The tenant must he the owner
of it, or else it cannot be due ; and, therefore, on the death of

a feme-covert, no heriot can be taken ; for she can have no
ownership in things personal. Kcihv. 84< : 4? Leon. CZ3Q.

If the best beast or good be due to the lord on the death or

alienation of his tenant, the property in it becomes vested in

the lord immediately on such death or alienation, whether the

heriot be a heriot-eustom or a heriot- service. Bro. pi. 2

:

Plow. $6* And, consequently, he may seize it wherever it

maybe found, or bring trover (1 Show. 81.), or detinue, (Bro.

Bar. pi. 9: Kitch. 133. b. 135. 6: Co. Copuh. § 31.) against

the person eloigning or detaining it ; and if it be reserved on

a grant or lease, he may have an action of debt or covenant
2 Saund. 1C7.

If the tenant at the time of death or alienation have no
beast, the lord must of necessity lose his heriot; Ktelw. 84*. b.:

Carter, 86: 4 Leon. 239. VL : 2 Comm. 424; and there-

fore if the tenant parted with his property in his beasts before

hh death or alienation, he prevented the lord's claim. This
was frequently done in order to defraud the lord of his rights

previous to the 13 Eliz. c. 5. against fraudulent deeds, gifts,

alienations, &c\, by which it is enacted that gifts intended to

defraud lords, &c. of their heriots, mortuaries, or reliefs, shall

be void against the parties injured by the gifts.

In some places there is a customary composition in money,
as ]0s. or 20s. in lieu of a heriot, by which the lord and tenant

are both bound, if it be an indisputable ancient custom ; but
a new composition of this sort will not bind the representatives

of either party ; for that amounts to the creation of a new cus-

tom, which is now impossible. Co. Co/;. § 31. See 2 Comm.
422. 4. c. 28: 2 Watkim on Copt/holds, c. 6: and this Diet,

tit. Copyhold.

The following extracts will further elucidate this subject.

—Heriot-service is payable on the death of tenant in fee-

simple
; and heriot custom upon the death of tenant for life.

Co. Lit.m.
As, however, a heriot-service is due by reservation, it may

be reserved on the grant of a less estate than fee-simple.

i Saund, 16"5. It has been suggested that a distinction may
be made thus : if the heriot be claimed after the death of a

tenant for life or years, who was in by the grant of the lord,

the lord might show the deed by which it was reserved, or

otherwise prove the express reservation ; but if the grant of
the lands was so distant that the deed of creation cannot be
shown, nor the precise term of reservation be otherwise proved,

the lord might prescribe ; for it is not, by the terms, due by
custom, as it is only claimed on the death of the tenant of par-

ticular lands, and not on the death generally of the tenants of
the manor. And as the grant must of necessity have been in

tee, the heriot shall be considered as due only on the death of
such tenant in fee. Walk. Cop. ii. c ft

If an heriot is reserved upon a lease, it is heriot-service, and
incident to the reversion. JLutfV, 1366, 7. For a heriot goes

with the reversion, as well as rent; and the grantee of the
reversion shall have it. 2 Saund. lO'fj.

If the lord purchase part of the tenancy, heriot-service is

extinguished
;
but it is not so of heriot -custom. 8 Rep, 105.

Although a heriot reserved upon a lease is called a
heriot. service

;
yet it is not like the case where a man holds

land by the service of paying a heriot, &c. because where a
heriot is reserved on lease, the proper remedy is cither a dis-

tress, or action of covenant grounded on the contract ; for the
lessor cannot seize, as the lord of a manor may do, the beast of
his tenant who holds of him by heriot-service* Keilw. 82. 84*

See post.

There may be a covenant in leases for lives, &c. to render
the best beast, or so much money for an heriot, at the election

of the lessor ; in which case the lessor must give notice which
he will accept, before action may be brought for it, or a distress

taken, &c. 2 L'tll. Abr. 1 9.

When a heriot is to be paid by a certain life-holder of his

own goods, an assignee is not liable to pay the heriot ; his

goods not being the goods of such life, Cro. Car. 315:
2 Nek. 932.

1 1 hath been solemnly adjudged, that for a heriot-service,

or for a heriot reserved by way of tenure, the lord may either

seize or distrain ; for when the tenant agrees that the lord

shall on his death have the best beast, &c, the lord hath his

election which beast he will take, and by seizing thereof reduces

that to his possession, wherein he had a property at the death
of the tenant, without the concurring act of any other person ;

and it is not like the case where the lessor reserves 20,?. or a
robe ; for there the lessee has his election which he will pay,

and being to do the first act the lord cannot seize, but must
distrain. Blow. 96\ adjudged, Cro. Eliz. 589.

For heriot-service, the lord may distrain any beast belong-

ing to the tenant on the land : also it has been held, that the

lord may distrain any man's beasts which are upon the land,

and retain them until the heriot is satisfied. Co. Lit. 185 :

Lit. Rep. 33 : Cro. Car. 260.

So it hath been ruled, that for a heriot custom or service

the lord may seize as well in the manor as out ; but if he dis-

train it must be in the manor. See 1 Salic. 356: 1 Show. 81.

S. P. : 3 Mod* 231. But it is now stated as positive law,

that for heriot custom, which Coke says, Co. Cop. § 25. lies

only in prender, and not in render, the lord may seize the

identical thing itself, but cannot distrain any other chattel for

it. Cro. Elk. 590: Cro. Car. 260: 3 Comm. 15. c. 1. And
this is confirmed by the following authorities.

For heriot custom, the lord is to seize, not distrain ; and he

may seize the best beast, &c, though out of the manor, or in

the king s highway, because he claims it as his proper goods,

bv the death of the tenant, which he may seize in any place

where he finds it. Kitch. 267 ! 2 InsL 132 : 2 Nels. Abr. 931

1

Plowd. 96: Keilw. 82. 84: 1 Salk. 356: Bro. tit. He-
riot, 2, 3.

And it is said, that this liberty must be understood to be

annexed to ancient tenures, on which the lords had many
privileges, and not to be extended to those which are created

within time of memory, upon particular reservations. See

1 Show. 81: 3 Mod, 231.

HERISCH1LD. Military service, or knight's fee ; from

the Sax. here, an army, and set/ Id, scutum. Cornell.

HERISCINDIUM. A division of household goods; non

lotus fieri placet herescindia mecum, i. e. I am not pleased so

often to divide my goods. Blount.

HERISLIT. Laying down of arms; from the Sax, here3

exercilus, and slitan, scissura. Blount. See Spehn.

HERISTALL. A castle; from the Sax. here, an army,

and stall, statio. Blount, Spclm.

HERITABLE (and Moveable) RIGHTS. The natural

division of things is into corporeal and incorporeal, moveable

and immoveable ; the first including things corporeal and the

objects of touch, the latter things incorporeal, as rights of pro-

4n2
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perty, succession &c. In the Scotch law these distinctions

arc lost in those of heritable and moveable, drawn more from

the rights of the heir and executor, than from the nature of

the things themselves ; in this view all rights to land or what-

ever is connected with land, as mills, fishings, tithes, &c. are

heritable. And whatever moves itself or can be moved, and

is not united to land, is moveable. These general rules are

subject to exception and modification. The distinction, in the

law of England, is between real and personal property ; real

property answering nearly to the heritable rights in Scotland,

and personal property to the moveable rights.

HERITABLE BOND. A bond in" Scotland for money,

joined with a conveyance of land or heritage, to be held by the

creditor in security for the debt. See Mortgage*

HERITABLE JURISDICTIONS. Grants of criminal

jurisdiction heretofore bestowed on great families in Scotland,

with a view to the more easy administration of justice. These,

With other powers possessed by landed proprietors, were abo-

lished by the effect of the 20 G. 2. c. 50; and see £0 G. 2. c. 43.

and Dairytuple on Feuds, 2Q2*

HERMAPHRODITE, hennaph/vditus.~] A person that

is both man and woman. Lit. Diet* It is said tbat as her-

maphrodites partake of both sexes, they may give or grant

lands, or inherit as heirs to any, and shall take according to

the prevailing sex. Co. Lit, 2. 7- See tits. Descent, Grant,

Heirs, Spc.

HERMER, among the Saxons was a gTeat lord ; from the

Sax. hera, i. e. major, and nacre* dominus.

HERMINUS, 7/i tts pon licits-2 A mouse, of whose skins we
have ermine. See Fur*

HERMITAG K , hcrm ifag iuw .] The habi tat ion of a her-

mit, a sol it at y place. Mon. Angl. 2 par.foh 339- o.

HERMITORIUM. The chapel or place of prayer, be-

longing to a hermitage. CowclL

HERNESCUS. A heron. Cornell

HERNESSUM. Tackle or furniture of a ship. PL Pari
22 Ed, L It is also called hcrnasium, from the Teuton, har-

nas, English harness, and signified any sort of furniture of a

house, implements of trade, or rigging of a ship. CowclL
HEROUDES, heralds. Knighton, p. 2511.

HERRINGS- None shall buy and sell herrings at sea,

before the fishermen come into the haven, and the cable of the

ship be drawn to the land. 31 Ed. 3, stat. 2* The vessels for

herrings are to be marked with the quantity, and place where
packed ; and packets are to be appointed and sworn in all

fishing ports, &c. under the penalty of 100/. 15 Car. 2. c. Id.

For the acts regulating the herring fisheries, see tits. Fish,

Navigation Acts,

HERRING SILVER. Seems to be a composition in

money, for the custom of paying such a number of herrings,

for the provision of a religious house. Plac, Trin. T, 18 Ed I.

HERSHIP, The illegally driving off cattle from the

grounds of the proprietor. Scotch Did
HES1A, an easement. Chart. Antup

HESTA, or HESTHA. A corruption of the Latin heclar\

A little loaf of bread. Domesday, Co/veil, edit. 1727- See

Unsca. Query ? a capon.

HESTCORN. Perhaps vowed or devoted corn. See Mon.
Angl, torn. 2. p. 367-

H E UV ELBORGH , fmm the Sax . hea I/] i. c . dinnidin n/ , and

JsQfgki debitor vel fidejussor..] A surety for debt, quia qui

jidejubet, debitorcm se quodammodo const ituh. Du Fresne.

HEXAM, or HEXHAM; and HEXAM SHIRE. An-
ciently Hagustald ; was a county of itself, and likewise a

bishopric, endowed with great privileges: but by the 14 Eliz.

c. 13. it is enacted, that the franchise of Hexham and Hex-
hams! i ire shall be within and accounted part of the county of

Northumberland, saving to the bailiffs return of writs, &c.

HEY BOTE. Sao' Haybote.

HEYLOED. Seems to signify a customary load or burden

laid upon the inferior tenants for mending or repairing the heys

or hedges CowelL

HEYMECTUS. A net for catching conies; a hay-net.
Placit. temp. Ed. 3. Coivell.

H I BERNAGIUM. See Ibcrnagium,
HIDAGE, hidagium.'] An extraordinary tax formerly

payable to the king for every hide of land. Bract, lib. 2. c. 6.

This taxation was levied, not only in money, but provision of
armour, &c. And when the Danes landed at Sandwich, in

the year 994, King Ethclred taxed all his lands by hides, so

that every 3 1 0 hides found one ship furnished ; and every 8

hides found one jack and one saddle, to arm far the defence of

the kingdom, &c. Sometimes the word hidage was used for

the being quit of that tax ; which was also called hidegMk
and interpreted from the Saxon, a price or ransom paid to

save one
J

s skin or hide from beating- Sax. Diet. See tit.

Taxes,

H I OEGILD. See HidgUd.
1 1 1 PES. See Leather and 8Mn*.
HIDE AND GAIN, did anciently signify arable land. Coke

Lit. 8/3. h. For of old, to gain the land was as much as to till

it. See Gainage.
H1DELANDS, Sax. hyielandes7\ Terra' ad hydam seu

tectum pcrlinentes.

HIDE of Land, Sax, hyde hinds* from hyden, tcgere.~] A
plnughland (see Plo/r-tand). In an old manuscript it is said

to be 1^0 acres. Bide calls it FamiHaw, and says it is as

much as will maintain a family ; others call it Marisum, Ma-
nenlem, Casatant, Carucatay/t, Suflingham, fyc. Crompton

t
in

his Jurisdict. jot. 222. says, a hide of land contains one hun-

dred acres, and eight hides make a knight's fee. Henry

Hunting. Hist. lib. 6. fol 206". h. But Sir Edward Coke

holds, that a knight's fee, a hide or plough land, a yard land,

or an oxgang of land, do not contain any certain number of

acres. Co. Lit. fid, 6$. The distribution of England by

hides of land is very ancient; for there is mention of them in

the laws of King Ina, c. 14. Spetm. And see Ca/nd. Brit.

HI DEL. A place of protection or sanctuary. See stat.

1 H. 7- c 6: Coivell, edit. 1727-

IIIDGILD, HIDEGILD, in LL. CanuH P. Sometimes

written Hinegild and Hudeg eld. From the Sax. hide, i. e. the

skin and geld, pretium,~\ The price by which a villein or

servant redeemed his skin from being whipped in such tres-

passes as ancientlv incurred that corporal punishment. Condi

See Fleta, lib, l.'c. 47* § 20.

H 1ERLOOM. See Heirloom.

HIGH TREASON. See Treason.

HIGHWAY. See tit. Ways.
HIGHWAY ROBBERY. By the 23 H. 8. c. 1. and

other subsequent statutes, a robbery in or near the kings high-

way was made a capital ofFence ; and as a robbery elsewhere

was not subject to so heavy a punishment, it was material, under

those statutes, to state correctly in the indictment, whether

the offence was committed in or near a highway; while

many points of much nicety arose as to the manner of such

statement, and also as to what should be considered a highway

robbery. 1 Hale, 535, ()'
: 2 Fast, P. ('. ?Sk 5. Hut by the

3 and 4 IV, c? M. c. 9 all robberies, wherever committed, were

made punishable with death, so that it became unnecessary to

state the place, or if stated, to prove it as laid. The last men-

tioned statute is now repealed, but the provisions of the pre-

sent act (7 and 8 G. 4. c. 2% § 6.) are quite general, making no

distinction of place. See tit. Robbery.

HIGHWAYM EN. See tit. Robbery.

HIGLER. A name frequently mentioned in our statutes,

for a person who carries from door to door, and sells by retail,

small articles of provisions, &c. They are laid under various

restraints by the statute laws. See tits. Game, VX, Hawkers,

Holidays.

I HIS TESTIBUS. [ These being Witnesses^ Words an-

ciently added in deeds, after In cujits ret testimonium : which

witnesses were first called, then the deed read, and their names

entered down : but this clause of hiis tcstibus in the deeds of
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subjects lias been disused since the reign of King Henry VIII,

Co. Lit. 6. Sec tit. Deed.

HINDENI HOMINES. From the Sax. kindene, i. e.

sQciela$.~\ A society of men : in the time of the Saxons,

all men were ranked into three classes, and valued, as to satis-

faction for injuries, &c. according to the class they were in
;

the highest class were valued at twelve hundred shillings, and

were called twefjlandmen ; the middle class valued at six

hundred shillings, and called sexhindmen ; and the lowest at

ten pounds, or two hundred shillings, t ailed heifhindmen ; their

wiveswere termed Hindus. Brompt. Leg. Alfred, c. 12.30, Sh
HINE, Sax.~] Rather perhaps hind. A servant, or one

of the family ; but is properly a term for a servant in hus-

band rv, and he that oversees the rest is called the masterhine.

12 R. 2. c. *>

HIXEFARE, Sax. hine, a servant, and fare, a going or

passage-] Signifies the loss or departure of a servant from his

master. Domesday.
H1NEGELD. See Hidgild.
H1RCISCUNDA, The division of an inheritance among

heirs. Sax.

HIRD, domestica vc! intrinsecu Jamiiia. Inter Plu. Trin.

12 Ed. 2: Ebor. 48. MS.
HIREMAN. A subject; from the Sax. hiran, i.e. obe-

dire, to obey ; or it may be one who serves in the king's hall,

to guard him ; from hird, aula, and man, homo. Du Fresne

:

Cornel.

HIRING. A contract by which a qualified property may
be transferred to the hirer. Hiring is always for a price,

stipend, or recompence. By this contract the possession and a

transient property is transferred for a particular time or use,

on condition and agreement to restore the goods, &e. so hired,

as soon as the time is expired or use performed, together with

the price or stipend, either expressly agreed on by the parties,

or left to be implied by law, according to the value of the ser-

vice. 2 Comm. 4.54. See tits. Bailment, Poor (Settlement of).

HIRST, or HURST. A little wood. Domesday.
HITH. SeeHytHe.
HLAFORDSOCNA. The Lord's protection: from the

Sax. hiaford, dominus, and socn, libertas. Nec dominus hmnini

libera hlafordsocnam prohibeaL Leg. Adeistan, cap. 5.

HLASOCNER. The benefit of the law; from the Sax.

Iega, lex, and socn, libertas.

HLOTH. An unlawful company, from seven to thirty-

iive. Qui de hloth /wmV accusalus, abttcget per centum vtginli

hidas, vd.se eniendet ; that is, he who is accused for being at

an unlawful rout, let him purge himself tot saeramentatibus

quoi is qui 120 hidas eestimatur ; or, let him clear himself by a

mulct, which is called hlothbota. Cowell.

HLOTH BOTE. A mulct set on him who is in a riot.

From the Sax. hloth, lurma, and bole, compensation See the

preceding article,

HOASTMEN. An ancient gild or fraternity in New-
castle-upon-Tyne, who were concerned in selling and shipping

coal. Thev are mentioned in the 21 Jac. 1. c 3. § 12.

HOBLERS, or HOBILRKS, hobeUarii.~] Were light

horse-men ; or certain tenants bound by their tenure to main-
tain a little light horse, for giving notice of any invasion made
by enemies, or such like peril towards the sea-side: of which
mention is made in stats. 18 Ed. 3. c. 7 : 25 Ed. 3. si. 5. c. 8.

See Camd. Britan. They were to be ad omnem malum Agi'les,

&c. And we read, Duravii vocabulum usque ad cetaiem H. S.

Genlzdarmes and hobelours. Spelm. : Pnpis Animad. on 4 Inst,

f. 3QJ : Hobeleris, Rot. Purl. 21 Ed. 3. Sometimes the word
signifies those who used bows and arrows. See Thorn, anno
136 L Con ell.

HOCCLIS SALTIS. Seems to be a hoke, hole, or lesser

pit of sjj It. See Domesda
if

(JVoreesfersh ire )

.

HOCKETTOR, or HOCQUETEUR. An old French
word for a knight of the post, a decayed man, a basket-carrier.

3 Par, Inst.f. 375 : Stat. Ragman. ' Cowdl.

HOCK-TUESDAY-MONDAY. Was a duty given to the
landlord, that his tenants and bondmen might solemnize that
day on which the English mastered the Danes, being the
second Tuesday after Easter week. Cowell. See Hokedau.
HOG A, HOGILWI, HOCH. A mountain or hill, from

the Germ, hough, alius ; or from the Sax. hou. Du Cange.
HOGASTER, hogastrum.~] A little hog; it also signifies

a young sheep. Fteta, lib. 2. c. 79- See Hoggacius.
HOGENHINE, Sax.] See T/nrd^n^ht-AwnJiind.
HOGGACIUS, HOGGASTER, A sheep of the second

year. Regula computi domus de Farendon ; MS. Cariular

:

Abbut. Glaston. MS. In many, especially the northern parts

of England, sheep, after they lose the name of lambs, are
called hogs; as in Kent, tags, Cowell.

HOGGUS, HOG IETUS. A hog or swine, beyond the

growth of a pig. Chart. Antiq.

HOGS. The keeping of hogs in any city or market-town
is indictable as a public nuisance, Sal/c. 4?60. But it must be

understood that they are kept in such inconvenient parts of the

city or town that they cannot but greatly incommode the

neighbourhood. 5 Bac. Ahr. Nuisance.

It seems the keeping hogs in any neighbourhood (if they

stink much, so as to be troublesome) is indictable. See tit.

London, Nuisance, and the stat. 2 IV. M. si. 2. c. 8. § 20.

HOGSHEAD. A vessel of wine or oil, Sec., containing in

measure 63 gallons ; i. e. half a pipe, and the fourth part of a

tun. 1 Ric. 3. c. 13. (repealed).

HOKEDAY, called otherwise Hock Tuesday, dies Mart is,

quum (juindenum Paschte vocunl.~\ Was a day so remarkable in

ancient times, that rents were reserved payable thereon ; and
in the accounts of Magdalene College in Oxford, there is a

yearly allowance pro mulieribus hoc/canIthus in some manors
of theirs in Hampshire, where the men hock the women on
Monday, and contra on Tuesday ; the meaning of it is, that

on that day the women, in merriment, stop the way with ropes,

and pull passengers to them, desiring something to be laid out

in pious uses. See Hock-Tuesday-Monday.
HOLDES. Bailiffs of a town or city, from the Sax. hold,

i. e. summits propositus. Others are of opinion that it signi-

fies a general ; for hold in Saxon doth also signify summus im-

pera (or. Leges Alured, de WeregUdis.

HOLDINS. The Scotch term for Tenures. See that tit,

HOLDING OVER A TERM, &c, is where a term is

expired, and premises are held by the tenant or person in pos-

session, afterwards, against the will of the landlord, or person

claiming the estate and possession.

By 4 G. 2. c. 28. in case any tenant for years, &c, or other

person claiming under or by collusion with such tenant, shall

wilfully hold over after the determination of such term, and
demand made in writing for recovering possession of the pre-

mises, he shall pay for the time he continues at the rate of

double the yearly value.

And by 11 G. 2. c. 19- § 18. where tenants give notice to

quit, and do not deliver up possession at the time mentioned in

the notice, they are liable "to double rent. See further tits.

Distress, Ejectment, Lease, Rent.

HOLM. Sax. hnlmus, insula am?iica.] An isle or fenny

ground, according to Rede; or a river island. And where

any place is called by that name, or this syllable is joined with

any other in the names of places, it signifies a place surrounded

with water,* as the Flatholmes and Stepholmes in the Severn

near Bristol ; but if the situation of the place is not near the

water, it may then signify a hilly place; holm in Saxon being

also a hill or el if)* Cum duobus hoimis in campis de Wedone.

Man. Angl torn. 2. p. 2()2.

HOLOGRAPH DEED. A deed written entirely by the

grantor's own hand ;
which, on account of the difficulty with

which the forgery of such a document can be accomplished, is

held by the Scotch law valid without witnesses. Belts Scotch

Lair Diet. See also tit. II ill.

HOLT, Sax.~] A wood r wherefore the names of towns
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beginning or ending with holt, as Bnekholt, Sec, denote that

formerly there was great plentv of wood at those places.

HOLY-DAYS and FASTING-DAYS. See stat. West, 1.

3 Ed, I.e. 51. as to holding assizes in Lent, and this Diet,

t it . Justices qf A*s iz

e

.

Fairs and markets not to be kept on Sundays and principal

festivals, except four Sundays in Autumn. 27 //. f), c. 5.

Shoe-makers in London not to sell or fit on their goods on

Sundays, &c I Ed. 4, c. 7 : 1 Jac, L C. § &Q, (obsolete.)

Penalty for not resorting to church on Sundays and holy-days.

J Eliz.c. 2. § 14.

By the 5 and 6 Ed. 6. c, 3. certain holidays were appointed,

generally called red (viler days.

State holidays are either appointed by act of parliament, or

founded on ancient usage. The former are, the 5th of Nov.

to be kept as a day of thanksgiving. S Jac. 1. c. L—The 29th

of May, to he an anniversary thanksgiving. 12 Car. 2. c. 14,

—The 30th of Jan, to be kept as an anniversary day of humi-
liation. 12 Car. 2, c. 30. § 1.—The 2nd of September to be

annually kept as a fast in London. 19 Car. 2. c. 3. § 28.

The latter are the birth-day, accession, proclamation, and

coronation of the reigning monarch ; and the birth-day of his

consort, and the Prince of W ales.

Besides these, fast or thanksgiving days are occasionally

appointed by his Majesty's proclamation.

By the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 15. notice of the dishonor of bills

of exchange and promissory notes payable on the day preceding

Good Friday and Christmas-day, need not be given until the

day after such Good Friday, &c. ; and when Christmas-day

falls on a Monday, such notice of bills, &c., payable on the

preceding Saturday, need not be given until the Tuesday.

§ 2. Bills, &c, becoming due on fast or thanksgiving days,

appointed by his Majesty's proclamation, are payable the day

preceding ; and notice of dishonor of such bills, and also of

bills becoming due on such preceding day, need not be given

until the day after such fast or thanksgiving days; and when
these happen on a Monday, notice of bills, &c. due on the pre-

ceding Saturday need not be given until the Tuesday.

§ 3. Good Friday and Christmas-day, and such fast or

thankgiving days, are, as regards bills of exchange, &e., to be

considered as Sundays.

By the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 53, § 1 6, no holidays are to be kept

in the offices of Excise, except Christmas-day and Good Friday,

days appointed by his Majesty's proclamation for a general

fast or thanksgiving, the anniversary of Charles the Second s

restoration, the birth-day of the Prince of Wales, and likewise

such days as shall be appointed by the lord high treasurer, or

three or more of the Treasury commissioners.

By the 3 a?id 4 W, 4. c. 51. the holidays to be kept by the

Customs are Christmas-day, Good-Friday, general fast and
thanksgiving days, their Majesties' birthdays, and such holidays

as are kept by the Dock Companies.

The 29th of May (King Charles II/s restoration) is not a

holiday in any of the law offices : and no officer can take an

extraordinary fee for business done on that day. The only

allowed holidays are Candlemas or the Purification ; the

Ascension, or Holy Thursday; and St. John Baptist. 7 T. Jl*

336*.

Br the 3 and 4 W. 4. c. 42. § 43, none of the days men-
tioned in the 5 and 6 Ed. (i. shall be kept in the courts of

common law, or in the offices belonging thereto, except Sun-
days, the day of the nativity of our Lord, and the three fol-

lowing days, and Monday and Tuesday in Easter-week.

See further lit. Sunday.
HOMAGE, homagium.~] Js a French word derived from

home, because, when the tenant does his service to the lord;

he says, / become your man. Co. Lit. 64,

The 12 Car. 2. c. 24. which was made to free the subject

from the burthen of knight's service, and the oppressive con-'

sequences of tenures in capite, amongst other provisions

wholly discharges all tenures from the incident of homage;

atit because homage itself was any grievance, but because
though not wholly, yet it was more properlv an incident to
knight's service, which that statute abolished. But, while
homage continued, it was far from being a mere ceremonv •

for the performance of it, where due, materially concerned
both lord and tenant in point of interest and advantage. See
1 Inst, (57. b. in n. at length, as also 65, a. 67. a. 68. a. in the
notes ; and this Diet. tit. Tenures.

Notwithstanding the law on this subject is thus become
obsolete, the curious reader may not be displeased with the fol-

lowing short extracts relative thereto.

In the original grants of lands and tenements by way of fee,

the lord did not only oblige his tenants to certain services, but
also took a submission with promise and oath, to be true to

him as their lord and benefactor ; and this submission, which
is the most honourable, being from a freehold tenant, is called

homage. 17 Ed. 2. sL 2. The lord of the fee, for which
homage is due, takes homage of every tenant, as he comes to

the land or fee: but women perform not homage but by their

husbands, as homage especially relates to service in war; and
a corporation cannot do homage, which is personal, and they

cannot appear but by attorney; also a bishop or religious man
may not do homage, only fealty ; but the Archbishop of Can-
terbury docs homage on his knees to our kings at their corona-

tion ; and it is said the Bishop of the Isle of Man did homage
to the Earl of Derby ; though Fulbco reconciles this, when he
says that a religious man may do homage, but may not say to

his lord, Ego devenio homo vester, I become your man, because
>

he has professed himself to be God's man, but he may say, /
do unto you homage, and to you shall he faithful and loyal.

Britton, cap. 68,

Homage, say the ancient authors, is either by ligeance; by

reason of tenure ; or homage aneestrel.

Homage by ligeance is inherent and inseparable to every

subject. See tits. Allegiance, Oaths. Homage by tenure is a

service made by tenants to their lords according to their estate;

and homage aneestrel, is where a man and his ancestors have

time out of mind held their land of the lord by homage; and

such service draws to it warranty from the lord, and acquittal

of all other services to other lords, &c. Bract, lib. 3 : F. N, B*

2f>9 : Lit. sect. 85. But, according to Sir Edward Coke,

there must be a double prescription for homage aneestrel, both

in the blood of the lord and of the tenant ; so that the same

tenant and his ancestors, whose heir he is, is to hold the same

land of the same lord and his ancestors, whose heir the lord is,

time out of memory, by homage, &c., and therefore there was

but little land holden by homage aneestrel. Co. Lit. ]00. 6.

T hough in the manor of Witney in Herefordshire, there was

one JVest who held lands by this tenure. Diet.

Homage tenure is incident to a freehold, and none shall do

or receive homage but such as have estates in fee-simple, or

fee-tail, in their own right, or right of another, Kitch. 131*

For it is a maxim of law, that he who hath an estate but

for term of life, shall neither do homage nor take homage.

Lit. § 90.

Seisin of homage is seisin of fealty, and inferior services, &c-

And the lord only shall take homage, and not the steward,

whose power extends but to fealty. 4 Rep. S.

When a tenant made his homage to the lord, he was to be

ungirt, and his head uncovered, and his lord was to sit, and

he should kneel, and hold his hands together between his lord's

hands, and say ; / become your man from this day for ward\ for

life,Jor member, andfor worldly honour, and unto you shall be

true and faithful, and bear youfaith for the* lands that I hold

of you, saving the faith that I o?ve to our Sovereign Lord the

King: and the lord, so sitting, should kiss the tenant, &c.

17 Ed. 3 : Lit. § 85. See 2 Com?n. 53. c. 4.

When sovereign princes did homage to each other for lands

held under their respective sovereignties, a distinction was

always made between simple homage, which was only an ac-

knowledgment of tenure (7 Rep, 7-)> and liege homage, which
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included fealty, and the services consequent upon it. Thus
when Edward III. in 1329, did homage to Philip VL of
France, for his ducal dominions on that continent, it was
warmly disputed of what species the homage was to be,

whether liege or simple homage. 1 Comm. $67, c. 10* See
tit. Fealty*

Homage Jury, A jury in a court baron, consisting of
tenants that do homage to the lord of the fee ; and these by
the feudists are called pares curiae: they inquire and make pre-

sentment of defaults and deaths of tenants, admittances, and
surrenders, in the lord's court, &c. Kitck. See tit. Court
Baron.

HOMAGER. One that does or is bound to do homage to

another.

HOMAGIO RESPECTUANDO, respecting of homage.
Was a writ to the escheator, commanding him to deliver seisin

of lands to the heir of the kings tenant, notwithstanding his

homage not done. F.N.B. 269. And the heir at full age
was to do homage to the king, or agree with hini for respiting

the same. New NaL Br* 563.

HOMAGiUM HEDDE RE, to renounce homage, when
the vassal made a solemn declaration of disowning and defying
his lord ; for which, there was a set form and method pre-
scribed by the feudal laws. Bracton* lib. 2. cap. 35* § 35*
This is the meaning of a passage in Richardus Hostoldnesis tie

Beth Standard, p. 321. And of Mai. Park* sub anno 1188

:

Cowed, edit. 1727-

HOMESOKEN, HOMSOKEN, or HAMSOKEN, and
HAMSOCA, from the Sax. ham* i.e. domus habit alio ; and
socne, libertas, immunitas.^] The privilege or freedom which
every man hath in his house ; and he who invades that free-

dom is properly said jacere hmnesoken. This wTe take to he
what we now call burglary, a crime of a very heinous nature,
because it is not only a breach of the king's peace, but a breach
of that liberty which a man hath in his house, which should be
his castle, and therefore ought not to be invaded. See Brae-
ton* lib. 3. tract* 2. c. 23 : Du Cange ; LL. Canuti. cap* 39 :

Rastal: and this Diet. tit. Burglary.
It is also taken for an impunity to those who commit this

crime. IV. Thorn, p. 2030.
In the Scotch law kahmuchen is defined to be the crime of

beating or assaulting a person in his own house, and was an-
ciently punishable by death. Bell's Scotch Law Diet. See
4 Comm. 223.

HOMESTALL. A mansion-house. See FrumsioL

HOMICIDE.

Houicimuai/] The killing of any human creature. This
is of three hinds

; justifiable, excusable, and felonious. The
first has no share of guilt at all; the second'very little; but
the third is the highest crime against the law of nature that a I

man is capable of committing ; 4 Comm. c. 14; from whence 1

she plan of this title, and much of the subsequent matter is

extracted.

Offences against the life of a man come under the general
name of homicide, which in our law signifies the killing
of a man by a man. 1 Hawk* P. C. c. 26* § 2 : Bracton,
lib. 3* c.4.

1. Of Justifiable Homicide* I. By unavoidable Necessity;
under Command of the Law. 2. By Permission of
Law; in Advancement of Public justice. 3. By
Pei'mission of Law ; for the Prevention of Crimes.

(I. Of Excusable Homicide per Infortunium, or Misad-
venture: Se Defcndendo. I* Wherein these are dis~

tinct. 2. Wherein they agree.
III. Of Felonious Homicide. 1, Self-Murder ; or where

the Offender is Felo de se. 2. Manslaughter. 3.

Murder. 4. Petit Treason (now abolished). 5* Of
Attempts to Murder.

I. 1. Justifiable Homicide maybe owing to some un-
avoidable necessity, without any will/ intention, or desire, and
without any inadvertence or negligence in the party killing,
and therefore without any shadow'of blame; it is either of a
public or private nature.

That of a public nature is such as is occasioned by the due
execution or advancement of public justice. That of a private
nature is such as happens in the just defence of a man's person,
house, or goods. ] Hawk. P. C* c. 28. § 3* The first of these
may happen by virtue of such an oflice as obliges one, in the
execution of public justice, to put a malefactor to death, who
has forfeited his life by the laws and verdict of his country.
This is an act of necessity, and even of civil duty, and there-
fore not only justifiable, but commendable, where the law
requires it. But the law must require it, otherwise it is not
justifiable : therefore, wantonly, to kill the greatest of male-
factors, a felon, or a traitor, attainted or outlawed, delibe-
rately, uncompelled, and extrajudicially, is murder. 1 Hal.
P. C* 407 ; Bract. Jot. 1 20.

There must be no malice coloured under pretence of neces-
sity ; for wherever a person, who kills another, acts in truth
upon malice., and tukus occasion, from the appearance of neces-
sity, to execute his revenge, he is guilty of murder. 1 Hawk.
P* C* c. 28. §2:2 Rol Rep. 120, 121 : Kelynge. 28 : Bract,
lib. 3 . cap. 4.

Further, if judgment of death be given by a judge not
authorized by lawful commission, and execution is done accord-
ingly, the judge is guilty of murder. 1 Hawk. P, C, c. 28.

§4:1 Hal. P. C. 497. And upon this account, Sir Mat-
thew Hate himself, though he accepted the place of a judge of
the Common Pleas under Cromwell s government (since it is

necessary to decide the disputes of civil property in the worst
of times), yet declined to sit on the crown side at the assizes,

and try prisoners ; having very strong objections to the
legality of the usurper's commission ; a distinction perhaps
rather too refined, since the punishment of crimes is at least

as necessary to society as maintaining the boundaries of
property.

The judgment, by virtue whereof any person is put to

death, must be given by one who has jurisdiction in the cause ;

for otherwise both judge and officer mav be guilty of felony.

I Hawk. P. C. c. 28 : Bait, c* 98 : 10 Co. 76 : 22 Ed. 4. 33. a:
II. P. C* 35* And therefore, if the Court of Common Pleas
give a judgment on an appeal of death (while that proceeding
was in force), or justices of peace on an indictment for treason,

and award execution, which is executed, both the judge who
gives, and the officers who execute the sentence, are guilty of

felony ; because the courts having no more jurisdiction over
these crimes than mere private persons, their proceedings

thereon are merely void, and without foundation. But if the

justices of peace, on an indictment for trespass, arraign a man
of felony, and condemn him, and he be executed, the justices

only are guilty of felony, and not the officers who execute

their sentence; for the justices had a jurisdiction over the

offence, and their proceedings were irregular and erroneous

only, but not void. 1 Hawk. P. C* c* 23. § 5} 6* and the

authorities there cited.

Also such judgment, when legal, must be executed by the

proper officer, or his appointed deputy ; for no one else is

required by law to do it; which requisition it is that justifies

the homicide. If another person does it of his own head, it is

held to be murder, even though it be the judge himself. 1 Hat.

P. C 501 : 1 Hawk* P. C* c* 28 : Daft. Jus. c. 150. It was
formerly held, that any one ought as lawfully kill a person

attainted of treason or felony, as a wolf or other wild beast ;

and anciently a person condemned in appeal of death, wus

delivered to the relations of the deceased, in order to be exe-

cuted by them. 1 Inst. 128. b. : 2 Ass* pi, 3 : S. P. C* If, a.

:

II //. 4. 12. a.\ Plowd. Com. 306. b.: 3 List. ISh But at

this day it seems agreed, if the judge, who gives the sentence

of death, and d fortiori if any private person execute the same,
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or if the proper officer himself do it without lawful command,
they are guilty of felony. 27 Ass. 41 : Bro. Appeal, 69 :

1 Hawk. P. C- c. 28. § 8, 9-

This judgment must also be executed servafojuris ordine;

it must pursue the sentence of the court. If an officer be-

heads one who is adjudged to be hanged, or vice versa, it is

murder - for he is merely ministerial, and therefore only jus-

tified when he acts under the authority and compulsion of the

law: but if a sheriff changes one kind of death to another, he

then acts by his own authority, which extends not to the com-
mission of homicide ; and besides, this licence might occasion a

very gross abuse of his power. Finch, L. 31: 3 Inst. 52 :

1 Hal P. C. 501. The king, indeed, may remit part of a

sentence; as in the case of treason, all but the beheading j

but this is no change, no introduction of a new punishment
;

and in the case of felony, where the judgment is to be hanged,

the king (it hath been said) cannot legally order even a peer

to be beheaded. 3 Inst. 52. 212. See FosL 267 J where it is

said that if the officer varieth from the judgment of his own
head, and without warrant, or the colour of authority, he is

guilty of felony at least, if not of murder; but not if he is

authorized by custom or warrant from the crown. For although

the king cannot by his prerogative vary the execution, so as to

aggravate the punishment beyond the intention of the law,

yet it doth not follow, that he who may remit part of the

judgment, or wholly pardon the offender, cannot mitigate his

punishment with regard to the pain or infamy of it. Hut this

doctrine is more fully considered in another place. See tits,

Execution {Criminal), Judgment (Criminal), Pardon.
2. Homicides committed for the advancement of public

justice, are:—Where an officer, in the execution of his office,
,

either in a civil or criminal case, kills a person that assaults

and resists him. 1 Hal P. C. 494 : 1 Hawk. P. C. : 1 East's
j

P. C. If an officer, or any private person, attempts to take a

man charged with felony, and is resisted ; and in the endeavour

to take him, kills him. 1 Hal. P. C. 494; 1 East's P. C.

r. 5. § 74.

So if a person having actually committed felony will not

suffer himself to be arrested, but stand on his own defence, or

fly, so that he cannot possibly be apprehended alive by those

who pursue, whether private persons or public officers, with or

without a warrant from a magistrate, he may he lawfully slain

by them. So, if even an innocent person be indicted of a

felony, where no felony was committed, yet if he will not

suffer himself to be arrested by an officer who has a warrant,

he may be lawfully killed, for there is a charge against him on
record, to which he is bound at his peril to answer. 1 Han k.

P. C. c. 28. § 11, 12: 22 Ass. 55: Bro. Car. 87- 89:
S. P. C. 13 : 3 Inst. 221: Bait. cap. 98: H. P. C. 3$:
Crmn. 30. Where a sheriff, &c. attempting to make a lawful

arrest in a civil action, or to retake one who has been arrested

and made his escape, is resisted by the party and unavoidably

kills him in the affray. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 28. § 17 : 1 Rot.

Rep. 189: H. P. C. 37: 3 fa*** 56: Crom. 24. a. : Datt.

cap. 98- And in such case, the officer is not bound to give

back, but mav stand his ground, and attack the partv. 1 Hawk,
P. Cc. 28.

_§
18 : H. P. C. 31 : 1 Easts P. C. c 5. § 74.

But no private person, of his own authority., can arrest a man
for a civil matter, as he may for felony, &c. 1 Hawk. c. 28.

S 19- Crom. Si), h. Neither can the sheriff himself lawfully

kill those who barely fly from the execution of any civil pro-

cess. 1 Hawk. c. 28. § 20: H. P. C. 37: and see 1 East's

P. C. c. 5. See further tit. Arrest ; and post, III.

in case of a riot, or rebellious assembly, the officers endea-
vouring to disperse the mob, are justifiable in killing them,
both at common law and by the riot act. Stat. 1 G. 1. c. 5:
1 Hal. P. C 495 : 1 Harvk. P. C. 161 i

Also where the prisoners in a gaol, or going to gaol, assault

the gaoler or officer, and he in his defence kills any of them,
it is justifiable, for the sake of preventing an escape. 1 Hal.

P. C. 496,

And in all these cases there must be an apparent necessity on
the officer's side, viz, that the party could not be arrested or
apprehended, the riot could not be suppressed, the prisoners

could not he kept in hold, unless such homicide were com*
mitted: otherwise without such absolute necessity it is not
justifiable.

If the champions in a trial by battle, killed either of them
the other, such homicide was justifiable, and was imputed to

the just judgment of God, who was thereby presumed to

have decided in favour of the truth. 1 Hawk. P. C. 71,

See tit. Untile; H'agce of Battel ; now abolished by stat

59 G. 3. c. 41.

And in case a stranger interposes to part the combatants in

an affray, giving notice to them of that intention, and they

assault him ; if in the struggle he should chance to kill, this

would be justifiable homicide; for it is every man's duty to

interpose for the preservation of the public peace, and for the

prevention of mischief. FosL 272.

By the 7 and 8 G* 4. c. 53. § 40. if any person armed with

an offensive weapon shall assault or resist any officer of excise,

Sec* in the execution of his duty, such officer, &c. may oppose

force to force ; and if the person so assaulting, &c. shall be

wounded or killed, and the officer, &c. be prosecuted, the latter

may plead the general issue, and give the statute and the

special matter in evidence. And justices of peace are directed

to admit the officer, Sec. to hail.

And by the 3 and 4 W. 4. c. 53. § 9- for the prevention of

smuggling, ships or boats liable to seizure not bringing to on

being chased, may he fired into by the vessels of the royal

navy, or vessels employed in the preventive service, and the

officers and persons aboard are thereby indemnified and dis-

charged from any indictment, Sec. for so doing.

3. Such homicide as is committed for the prevention of any

forcible and atrocious crime, is justifiable by the law of nature ;

and also by the law of England, as it stood so early as the time

of Braeton, and as it was expressly declared by stat. 24 H. 8.

c, 5. See Bract, fol. 1 55. If any person attempts a robbery

or murder of another, or attempts to break open a house in the

night time (which extends also to an attempt to burn it), and

shall be killed in such an attempt, the slayer shall be acquitted

and discharged. 1 Hal. P. C. 488. And not only the master

of a house., but a lodger or a sojourner, who kills an assailant

intending to commit murder or robbery, is within the protec-

tion of the law. Cro. Car. 544. This reaches not to any

crime unaccompanied with force, as picking of pockets, or to

the breaking open of any house in the day time, unless it car-

ries with it an attempt of robbery also. 4 Comm. c. J 4.

Justifiable homicide of a private nature, in the just defence

of a man's person* house, or goods, may happen either by the

killing of a wrong-doer, or an innocent person. And first, the

killing of a wrong-doer in the making of such defence, may bejus-

tilled in many cases; as where a man kills one who assaults him

in the highway, to rob or murder him ; or the owner of a house,

or any of his servants or lodgers, &c, kill one who attempts to

burn it, or to commit therein murder, robbery, or other felony;

or a woman kill one who attempts to ravish her; or a servant

coming suddenly, and finding his master robbed and slain, falls

upon the murderer immediately, and kills him ; for he does it

in the height of his surprise, and under just apprehensions of

the like attempt upon himself; but in other circumstances he

could not have justified the killing of such an one, but ought

to have apprehended him, &c. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 28. §
21:

24 //. 8. cap. 5 : DalL cap. 98.

Neither shall a man in any case justify the killing another

by a pretence of necessity, unless he were himself wholly with-

out fault in bringing that necessity upon himself; tor if a

man, in defence of an injury done by himself, kill any person

whatsoever, he is guilty of manslaughter at least: as wnei*

divers rioters wrongfully withhold a house by force, and kill

those who attack it from without, and endeavour to burn it.

1 Hawk. P. C c. 28. § %2 : Crom. 27. 6. : H. P* C. 56.



Neither can a man justify the killing another in defence of

his house or goods, or even of his person, from a bare private

trespass; and therefore he that kills another, whdj claiming a

title to his house, attempts to enter it by force, and shoots at it,

or that breaks open his windows in order to arrest him, or that

persists in breaking his hedges after he is forbidden, is guilty of

manslaughter; and he who, in his own defence, kills another

that assaults him in his house in the day-time, and plainly

appears to intend to beat him only, is guilty of homicide se

dejendendo, for which he forfeits his goods, but is pardoned of

course : yet it seems that a private person, and a fortiori an

officer of justice, who happens unavoidably to kill another

endeavouring to defend himself from or suppress dangerous

rioters, may justify the fact, inasmuch as he only does his dutv

in aid of public justice, 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 28. § 23 : H. P. C.

40. 57 : Cro. Car. 538,

According to the opinion of Mr, Serjeant Hawkins, a per-

son who, without provocation, is assaulted by another, in any
place whatsoever, in such a manner as plainly shows an
intent to murder him, as by discharging a pistol, or pushing at

bim with a drawn sword, &c. may justify killing such an

assailant, as much as if he had attempted to rob him. 1 Hawk,
P. C. c. 28, § &c. : .V. Bendto, 47 : 1 And. 41 : Crom. 27, b.

28. b. : DaU* cap. 98 : $. P, S. 15, a.: 3 hist. 5? : Bacon, 33.

For other cases, vide Cm. Car. 338 : March, 5.

In the case uf the Manjuis de Guiscard, who stabbed Mr.
Harley, while sitting in council, and was wounded danger-

ously on the spot, and afterwards died of such wounds, the

parties who were supposed to have given the Marquis the

mortal wound were discharged from all prosecution on that

account, and the killing was declared to be a lawful and
necessary action. See Q Ann. c. 16, § 2.

The Roman law also justifies homicide, when committed in

defence of the chastity either of one's self or relations. The
English law also justifies a woman killing one who attempts

to ravish her. Bac. Elem. 34: 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 38. § 21.

And so too, the husband or father may justify killing a man
who attemps a rape upon his wife or daughter ; but not if he

takes them in adultery by consent ; for the one is forcible and
felonious, but not the other, 1 Hal. P. C. 485, 480. And
there seems no doubt but the forcibly attempting a crime of a

still more detestable nature, may be equally resisted by the

death of the unnatural aggressor. For the one uniform prin-

ciple that runs through our own, and all other laws, seems to

be this; that where a crime, in itself capital, is endeavoured
to be committed by force, it is lawful to repel that force by the

death of the party attempting. 4 Comm. c. 14,

In these instances of justifiable homicide, it may be observed,

that the slayer is in no kind of fault whatsoever, not even in

the minutest degree ; and is, therefore, to be totally acquitted

and discharged, with commendation rather than blame.

1 Hawk. P. C. c. 28. § 3 : 1 East, P. Cc. 5.

II. Excusable Homicide,— 1. Homicide per infortunium,
or misadventure, is where a man doing a lawful act, without any
intention of hurt, and using proper precaution to prevent dan-
ger, unfortunately kills another : as where a man is at work
wMo a hatchet, and the head thereof flies off, and kills a
stander-by; or where a person, qualified to keep a gun, is

shooting at a mark, and undesignedly kills a man ; for the act

is lawful, and the effect is merelv accidental. 1 Hatvk. P. C.

c 29; 1 East, P. C. c. 5 : Fost. 258.
So where a workman throws rubbish from a house, in the

ordinary course of his work, by which a person underneath is

killed, this is homicide by misadventure only, if it were done
m a retired place, where there was no probability of persons

passing by, and none had been seen about the spot before ; or if

timely and proper warning were given to such as might be
below. Fost. 263.
So where a person is moderately correcting his child, a

master his apprentice or scholar, or an officer punishing a crimi-

vol, i.

nal (as by whipping), and happens to occasion his death, it is

only misadventure; for the act of correction was lawful;
but if he exceeds the bounds of moderation, either in the man-
ner, the instrument, or the quantity of punishment, and death
ensues, it is manslaughter at least / and in some cases (accord-
ing to circumstances) murder ; for the act of immoderate cor-
rection is unlawful. 1 Hal P, C. 473, 474.
A tilt or a tournament, the martial diversion of our ances-

tors, was however an unlawful act ; and so are boxing and
sword-playing, the succeeding amusements of their posterity:
and therefore, if a knight in the former case, or a gladiator in
the latter, be killed, such killing is felony of manslaughter.
But if the king command or permit such diversion, it is said
only to be misadventure: for then the act is lawful. 1 Hal.
P. £ 473: 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 29. § 8, Likewise to whip
another's horse* whereby he runs over a child and kills him, is

held to be accidental death in the rider, for he has done nothing
unlawful: but it is manslaughter in the person who whipped
him ; for the act was a trespass, and at best a piece of idleness

of inevitable dangerous consequence. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 29. § 3.

Where one lawfully using an innocent diversion, as shooting
at butts, or at a bird, &c. by the glancing of an arrow, or such
like accident, kills another, this is only homicide by misadven-
ture. Keilw. 108: Bro. Cor. 148, See Kelyn'ge, 41. So
where a person happens to kill another in playing a match of

root-ball, wurestling, or such like sports, which are attended
with no apparent danger of life, and intended only for the
trial, exercise, and improvement of the strength, courage, and
activity of the parties, Keilw. 108. 136: Crom, 2$. a.

:

1 1 H. 7. 23. a. : 1 Hawk. P. C. 29. 6, 1, 8.

In general, if death ensues in consequence of an idle, dan-
gerous, and unlawful sport, the slayer is guilty of manslaugh-
ter, and not misadventure onlv, for these arc unlawful acts.

1 Hawk. P. C\ c. 29. §9:1 Hal P.C.472 : Fost. 261. Thus,
if a man, b}^ shooting of a gun, or throwing stones in a city or

highway, or other place where men usually resort, by throw-
ing stones at another wantonly, in play, which is a dangerous
sport, and has not the least appearance of any good intent; or

by doing any other such idle action as cannot but endanger the

bodily hurt of some one or other ; or by tilting or playing at

hand- sword without the king's command; or by parrying with
naked swords, covered with buttons at the points, or with
swords in the scabbards, or such like rash sports, which cannot

be used without the' manifest hazard of life, he is guilty of

manslaughter. 1 Hawk. P. C. 29. § 9: H. P. C. 31, 32. 58

:

Hob. 134. But see post, III. 2.

Mr. Justice Foster includes under the term lawful every

act not unlawful in se, although it may be malum prohibitum.

Fost. 259.
But the distinction between malum prohibitum and malum in

se has been disallowed in modern cases, in which it has been

held, that a court of justice is bound to consider every act to be

unlawful which the law has prohibited to be done, 3 B.Sf A.

183: 2 B. 4 P. 371.

Where the defendant came to town in a chaise, and before

he got out of it, fired his pistols, which by accident killed a

woman, King, Ch. J. ruled it to be manslaughter. Sir. 481.

Homicide, in self-defence, or se defvndcndo, upon a sudden

affray, is also excusable, rather than justifiable, by the English

law. This species of self-defence must be distinguished from

that already mentioned, ante, I, 3., as calculated to hinder the

perpetration of a capital crime; which is not only a matter of

excuse, but of justification. But the self-defence, which we
are now speaking of, is that whereby a man may protect him-
self from an assault or the like, in the course of a sudden

brawl or quarrel, by killing him who assaults him. And this

is what the law expresses by the words chance-?nedlej/
f
or (as

some rather choose to write it) ckaud-medley ; the former of

which, in its etymology, signifies a casual affray, the latter an

affray in the heat of blood or passion, both of them of pretty

much the same import; but the former is in common speech

4 o
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too often erroneously applied to any manner of homicide by

misadventure ; whereas it appears by the stat. 24 H. 8. c. 5.,

and our ancient books (Staun. P. C. lfr), that it is properly

applied to such killing as happens in self-defence, upon a sud-

den rencounter. 3 hist. 55. 57: Fast. 275, 276'. This right

of natural defence does not imply a right of attacking : for

instead of attacking one another for injuries past or impending,

men need only have recourse to the proper tribunals of justice:

they cannot therefore legally exercise this right of preventive

defence, except in sudden and violent cases, when certain and

immediate suffering would be the consequence of waiting for

the assistance of the law. Wherefore to excuse homicide* by

the plea of self-defence, it must appear that the slayer had no

other possible (or at least probable) means of escaping from his

assailant.

It is frequently difficult to distinguish this species of homi-

cide (upon chance-medley, in self-defence), from that of man-
slaughter, in the proper legal sense of the word. 3 Inst, 55.

But the true criterion between them seems to be this: when
both parties are actually combating at the time when the

mortal stroke is given, the slayer is then guilty of man-
slaughter : hut if the slaver hath not begun to fight, or (having

begun) endeavours to decline any farther struggle, and after-

wards, being closely pressed by his antagonist, kills him to

avoid his own destruction, this is homicide excusable by self-

defence. FosL 277. For which reason the law requires, that

the person who kills another in his own defence, should have

retreated as far as he conveniently or safely can, to avoid the

violence of the assault, before he turns upon his assailant : and

that not fictitiously, or in order to watch his opportunity, but

from a real tenderness of shedding his brother s blood. And
though it may be cowardice, in time of war between two inde-

pendent nations, to flee from an enemy, yet between two
fellow-subjects, the law countenances no such point of honour,'

because the king and his courts are the vindices injuriamm,
and will give to the party wronged all the satisfaction he

deserves. 1 JIaL P. C. 481* 483. The party assaulted must

therefore flee as far as he conveniently can, either by reason of

some wall, ditch, or other impediment, or as far as the fierce-

ness of the assault will permit him, for it may be so fierce as

not to allow him to yield a step, without manifest danger of

his life, or enormous bodily harm ; and then, in his defence,

he may kill his assailant instantly. 1 Hal. P. C. 483. And
as the manner of the defence, so is also the time to be con-

sidered : for if the person assaulted does not fall upon the

aggressor till the affray is over, or when he is running away,
this is revenge and not defence. Neither, under the colour of

self-defence, will the law permit a man to screen himself from
the guilt of deliberate murder: for if two persons, A. and B.,

agree to fight a duel, and A. gives the first onset, and B.

retreats as far as he safely can, and then kills A,, this is mur-
der ; because of the previous malice and concerted design.

1 Hal. P. C. 479- But if A., upon a sudden quarrel, assaults

B, first, and upon B.'s returning the assault, A. really and
bona ft de flees, and being driven to the wall, turns again upon
B. and kills him ; this may be se defendendo, according to some
of our writers, 1 Hal P. C. 482, Though others have
thought this opinion too favourable; inasmuch as the necessity,

to which he is at last reduced, originallv arose from his own
fault. 1 Hawk. P. C. c, 29, § 17.

It is agreed, that if a man strike another upon malice pre-
pense, and then fly to the wall, and there kill him in his own
defence, he is guilty of murder. ] Hawk. P. C. c. 29. § 17:
S. P. C 15. a.: Crorn. 28. a.: DalL cap. 9$: Kelynge, 58:
H. P. C. 42. See I East's P. C. c. 5, § 53 : and post, III. 3.

Under this excuse, of self-defence, the principal civil and
natural relations are comprehended ; therefore master and
servant, parent and child, husband and wife, killing an assail-

ant in the necessary defence of each other respectively, are

excused ; the act of the relation assisting being construed the

same as the act of the party himself. 1 Hal, P. C. ±84%

Homicide se defendendo, or by self-defence, says Hawkins,
seems to be, where one who has no other possible means of
preserving his life from one who combats with him on a sudden
quarrel, or of defending his person from one who attempts to

beat him (especially if such attempts be made upon him in his

own house), kills the person by whom he is reduced to such an
inevitable necessity. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 22. § 13, &c: H, P. C.

40: & P. C\ 15,

And not only he who on an assault retreats to a wall, or

some such streightj beyond which he can go no further before

he kills the other, is adjudged by the law to act upon unavoid-

able necessity: but also he who, being assaulted in such a man-
ner and in such a place, that he cannot go back without

manifestly endangering his lifej kills the other without retreat-

ing at all. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 29. § 14: Bra. Cor. 125:

±3Ass.3\ : 3 Inst. 56: H. P. C. 41.

And notwithstanding a person, who retreats from an assault

to the wall, give the other divers wounds in his retreat, yet if

he give him no mortal one till he get thither, and then kill

him, he is guilty of homicide se defendendo onlv. 1 Hawk,

P. a c. 29* § 15: // P. C 41 : Crom. 2$ : S. P. C, 15. a.

And an officer who kills one who resists him in the execution

of his office, and even a private person that kills one who
feloniously assaults him in the highway, may justify the fact

without ever giving back at all. 1 Hawk. P. C, c. § 16':

H. P. C 41 : 3 Inst. 56: Cram. 28. a.

There is one species of homicide se defendendo, where the

party slain is equally innocent as he who occasions his death:

and yet this homicide is also excusable, from the great uni-

versal principle of self-preservation, which prompts every man
to save his own life preferable to that of another, where one of

them must inevitably perish. As, among others, in the case

mentioned by Lord Bacon, where two persons being ship-

wrecked, and getting on the same plank, but finding it not

able to save them both, one of them thrusts the other from it,

whereby he is drowned. He who thus preserves his own life

at the expense of another man's, is excusable, through unavoid-

able necessity, and the principle of self-defence; since their

both remaining on the same weak plank is a mutual, though

innocent, attempt upon, and endangering of each other's life*

See Bac. Elem. c. 5: 4 Comm. c. 14.

According to Lord Hale, a man cannot excuse the killing of

another who is innocent, under a threat of assault however

urgent, endangering the losing his own life if he do not com-

ply ; but the person threatened or assailed ought rather

to die himself than kill an innocent person. See 1 Hale

P.C.c. 5. §61.
2. The circumstances wherein these two species of homicide,

by misadventure and self-defence, agree, are in the blame and

punishment. For the law sets so high a value upon the

life of a man, that it always intends some misbehaviour in the

person who takes it away, unless by the command or express

permission of the law. In the case of misadventure, it pre-

sumes negligence, or at least a want of sufficient caution in him

who was so unfortunate as to commit it ; who is therefore

not altogether faultless. And as to the necessity which excuses

a man who kills another se defendendo, Lord Bacon entitles

it nccessitas cnlpabiiis, and thereby distinguishes it from the

former necessity of killing a thief or a malefactor- iter. Elem.

c. 5. For the law intends that the quarrel or assault arose

from some unknown wrong, or some provocation, either in

word or deed ; and since, in quarrels, both parties may be, and

usually are, in some fault, and it scarcely can be tried who

was originally in the wrong, the law wr
ill not hold the

survivor entirely guiltless. But it is clear, in the other case,

that where I kill a thief that breaks into my house, the

original fault can never be upon my side. The law besides

may have a farther view, to make the crime of homicide

more odious, and to caution men how they venture to kill

another upon their own private judgment, by ordaining that

he who slays his neighbour, without an express warrant



from the law so to do, shall in no case he absolutely free

from guilt.

The penalty inflicted by our laws in these cases is said, by
Sir Edward Coke, to have been anciently no less than death

(2 Inst, 248, 315.) , which however is with reason denied by
later and more accurate writers. 1 HaL P. C. 425 : 1 Hawk.
P. C. c. 20. § 20: Fost. 282, &c. It seems rather to have
consisted in a forfeiture, some say, of all the goods and chat-

tels, others of only part of them, by way of fine or weregild

:

which was probably disposed of, in pios usus, according to the

humane superstition of the times, for the benefit of his soul,

who was thus suddenly sent to his account, ({ with all his im-
perfections on his head." Fost. 287- But that reason having
ceased, and the penalty (especially of a total forfeiture) grow-
ing more severe than was intended, in proportion as personal

property became more considerable, the delinquent had, as

early as our records will reach, a pardon, and a writ of restitu-

tion of his goods as a matter of course and right, only paving
for suing out the same. Fost. 283 ; 2 Hawk. P. C\ c. 37. § 2.

And indeed to prevent this expenee, in cases where the death
notoriously happened by misadventure or in self-defence, the
judges permitted (if they did not direct) a general verdict of
acquittal. FosL 2S8.

Now by stat. 9 G. 4. c. 31. § 10. it is enacted that no punish-
ment or forfeiture shall be incurred by any person who shall

kilt another by misfortune or in his own defence, or in any
other manner without felony.

It seems clear that neither of these homicides, by misadven-
ture or se defendendo, are felonious, because they are not
accompanied with a felonious intent, which is necessary in

every felony. 1 Haivk. P. C\ c. 29. § IQ : 3 Inst, 56:
2 Inst. 149.

And from hence it seems plainly to follow, that they were
never punishahie with loss of life ; and the same also farther

appears from the writ de odio et alia, by virtue whereof, if any
person committed for killing another, were found guilty of
either of these homicides, and no other crime, he might he
bailed; and indeed it seems to he against natural justice to

condemn a man to death, for what is owing rather to his mis-
fortune than his fault. 1 Hawk. P. C. e. 20- § 20.

It is true indeed, that some of our best authors have argued
from the statute of Marlbridge, ch. 26". which enacts, that

murdrum de ceetero non adjudicctur, ubi infortunium tantum-
modo adjudicaium est, <$c* that, before this statute, homicides
by misadventure, or se defendendo, were adjudged murder,
and consequently punished bv death. 1 HawL P. C. c. 29.
§21: 2 Inst. 56: S. P. C. 16-

But to this it may be answered, that murder in those days
signified only the private killing of a man, by one who was
neither seen nor heard by any witness ; for which the offender,
if found, was to be tried by ordeal, and if he could not be
found, the town in which the fact was done, was to be amerced
sUty-six marks, unless it could be proved that the person killed

was an Englishman : otherwise it was presumed he was a Dane
or Norman, who in those days were often privately made away
with by the English. And it being a doubt whether homicide
by misadventure, &c, were to be esteemed murder in this

sense, it seems to have been the chief intent of the makers
of that statute to settle this question. 1 Hawk. P. C, c. 29.
§22; Brad. 134. b. 135, a. : Kclynge, 121.

III. Felonious Homicide is an act of a very different
nature from the former, being the killing of a human creature,
of any age or sex, without justification or excuse. This may
be done either by killing one's self or another person,

1. Self-murder is ranked among the highest crimes, being
a peculiar species of felony ; a felony committed on one's self.

I he party must be in his senses, else it is no crime. But this
excuse ought not to be strained to that length, to which our
coroners' juries are too apt to carry it, viz. that the very act of

suicide is an evidence of insanity ; as if every man who acts
contrary to reason had no reason at all : for the same argument
would prove every other criminal mm compos, as well as the
self-murderer. The law very rationally judges, that every
melancholy or hypochondriac tit docs not deprive a man of the
capacity of discerning right from wrong, and therefore if a real
lunatic kills himself in a lucid interval, he is fdo de se as
much as another man. 1 Hale, P. C. 4] 2.

In this as well as all other felonies, the offender must be of
the age of discretion, and compos mentis ; and, therefore, an
infant killing himself under the age of discretion, or a lunatic
during his lunacy, cannot be a feto de se. 1 HawL P. C.
c. 27- § 1 : Cram, 30. a. b. 31. a :' PI. P. C. 28: Dalt. c. 92:
3 Just. 54.

Our laws have always had such an abhorrence of this crime,
that not only he who kills himself with a deliberate and direct

purpose of so doing, but also in some cases he who maliciously
attempts to kill another, and in pursuance of such an attempt
unwillingly kills himself, shall be adjudged in the eye of the
law a felo dc se ; for wherever death is caused by any act dune
with a murderous intent, it makes the offender a murderer.
I Hawk. P. a c. 27. § 4: Bait. c. Q% 144: 44 Ed. 3. 44:
44 Ass. 55: Bro. Cor. 12. 14: S. P. C. 16 : Pult. 11 9. b:
Crom, 28 : 1 Hale, P. C. 412.
Where a woman took poison to produce abortion, and died.,

it was held she was guilty of self-murder, whether she was
quick with child or not. In the same case it was decided that
a person who furnished her with the poison for that purpose,

but was absent when she took it, was an accessory before the
fact to the felo de se, and that he could not be tried for a sub-

stantive felony under the 7 G. 4. c. 64, § 9 : as that section

only makes accessories so triable who miuht have been tried

before the act. 1 Moo. C. C. 356.

He who kills another upon his desire or command, is in the

judgment of the law7 as much a murderer as if he had done it

merely of his own head : and the person killed is not looked

upon as a felo de se, inasmuch as his assent was merely void,

being against the law of God and man. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 27*

§ 6: Keilw. 136: Moor, 754.

Where two persons agree to die together, and one at the
persuasion of the other buys poison and mixes it in a potion,

and both drink of it, it is held the better opinion that the one
who dies shall be adjudged fdo dc se. 1 Hawk. P. C.

c. 27- § 6.

A fdo de se forfeits all chattels real or personal which he
hath in his own right ; and also all chattels real whereof lie is

possessed either jointly with his wife, or in her right ; and
also all bonds and other personal things in action, belonging

solely to himself ; and also all personal things in action, and
as some say, entire chattels in possession to which he was
entitled jointly wTith another, on any account, except that of

merchandize. But is said, that he shall forfeit a moiety only

of such joint chattels as may be severed, and nothing at all

of what he was possessed of as executor or administrator,

1 Hawk. P. C. c. 27- § 7* The offence was never attended

with corruption of blood, and the lands of inheritance of a

felo de se are not forfeited, or his wife barred of her dower.
L

l Hawk. P. C. c. 27. § 8 : Plo?vd. Corn. 261 . b. 262. a : 1 Hat.

P. C. 413. The will of a felo de se therefore becomes

void as to his personal property, but not as to his real estate.

Ptowd. 261.

No part of the personal estate is vested in the king, before

the self-murder is found by some inquisition ; and conse-

quently, the forfeiture thereof is saved by a pardon of the

offence before such finding. 5 Co. 110. b: 3 Inst. 54:

1 Sound. 362: I Sid. 150. 162. But if there be no such

pardon, the whole is forfeited immediately after such inquisi-

tion, from the time of the act done by which the death was

caused, and all intermediate alienations and titles are avoided.

Ptowd. Com. 260 : H. P. C. 29 : 5 Co. 110: Finch, L. 21 6.

All such inquisitions ought to be by the coroner super visum
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corporis, if the body can be found ; and an inquisition so taken,

as some say, cannot be traversed. H. P. C. 29 : 3 Inst. 55.

See 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 27. § 9, 10, 11* But see 3 Mod. 238.

But if the body cannot be found, so that the coroner, who
has authority only super visum corporis, cannot proceed, the

inquiry may be by justices of peace; (who by their commis-

sion have a general power to inquire of all felonies ;) or in the

King's Bench, if the felony were committed in the county

where that court sits : and such inquisitions are traversable by

the executor, Sec. 1 Hawk. P. C
T

. c. 27* § 12; 3 Inst. 55 :

ft P. C. 29: 2 Lev. 141.

Also all inquisitions of this offence being in the nature of

indictments, ought particularly and certainly to set forth the

circumstances of the fact: and in the conclusion add, that the

party in such manner murdered himself. 1 Han k. P. C. t\
l27.

§13:3 Lev. 140 : 3 Mod. 100 : 2 Lev. 152. Yet if it be full

in substance, the coroner may be served with a rule to amend
a defect in form. 1 Sid. 225. 259 S 3 Mod. 101 : 1 Keb. 907 :

1 Hawk. P. C. c. 27- § 15.

Jf a person is unduly foundfclo de se, or on the other hand

found to be a lunatic, when in fact he was not so, and there-

fore felo de se, although a writ of melius inquirendum will not

be granted, yet the inquisition is traversable in the King's

Bench. 3 Mod. 238.

The law formerly required a felo de se to be buried in a

highway, with a stake driven through the body ; but now by

the 4 G. 4. c 52. the remains are to be privately buried in the

churchyard or burial ground of the parish between the hours

of 9 and 12 at night. The act does not authorize the per-

forming of the rites of Christian burial, which are forbid to

be used by the rubric in the Common Prayer book, (confirmed

by 13 and 14 C- 2. c. 4.) upon the interment of such as have

laid violent hands upon themselves.

The other species of criminal homicide is that of killing

another man. But in this there are also degrees of guilt,

which divide the offence into manslaughter and murder. The
difference between which may be partly collected from what

has been incidentally mentioned in the preceding articles; and

principally consists in this, that manslaughter (when voluntary)

arises from the sudden heat of passion : murder from the

wickedness of the heart.

2. Manslaughter is therefore thus defined: the unlawful

killing of another, without malice, either express or implied

:

which may be either voluntarily, upon a sudden heat ; or in-

voluntarily, but in the commission of some unlawful act.

1 Hal. P. C. 4(i6'. And hence it follows, that in manslaughter

there can be no accessories before the fact ; because it must be

done without premeditation. But there may be accessories

after the fact 1 Hale P. C. 450 : 1 East's P. C. c. 5. § 123.

See this Diet. tit. Accessory: 2 Hawk. P. C.c. 2<h § 4.

As to the first, or voluntary branch: if upon a sudden

quarrel two persons fight, and one of them kills the other,

this is manslaughter: and so it is, if they, upon such an occa-

sion, go out and fight in a field ; for this is one continued act

of passion, and the law pays that regard to human frailty, as

not to put a hasty and deliberate act upon the same footing

With regard to guilt. 1 Hawk. P. C c. 31. § 29, SO. So

also if a man be greatly provoked, as by pulling his nose, or

other great indignity, and immediately kills the aggressor,

though this is not excusable se defendendo, since there is no

absolute necessity for doing it, to preserve himself ; yet neither

is it murder, for there is no previous malice ; but it is man-
slaughter. Kelynge, 1 35. But in this, and in every other case

of homicide, upon provocation, if there be a sufficient cooling-

time for passion to subside and reason to interpose, and the

person so provoked afterw ards kills the other, this is deliberate

revenge, and not heat of blood, and accordingly amounts to

murder. Fost. 2$)6. So if a man takes another in the act of

adultery with his wife, and kills him directly upon the spot,

this is not absolutely ranked in the class of justifiable homi-
cide, as in case of a forcible rape, but it is manslaughter.
1 Hal P, C. 486. It is however the lowest degree of it, and
therefore in such a case, the court directed the burning in the
hand to be gently inflicted, because there could not be a
greater provocation. Raym. 212. Manslaughter therefore
on sudden provocation differs from excusable homicide se
defendcudo in this; that in one case there is an apparent
necessity, for self-preservation, to kill the aggressor; in the
other no necessity at all, being only a sudden act of revenge,
4 Comm. c. 14.

The second branch, or involuntary manslaughter, differs

also from homicide excusable by misadventure, in this ; that

misadventure always happens in consequence of a lawful act,

but this species of manslaughter in consequence of an unlaw-
ful one. As if two persons play at sword and buckler, unless

by the king's command, and one of them kills the other, this

is manslaughter, because the original act was unlawful ; but
it is not murder, for the one had no intent to do the other anv
personal mischief. 3 List. 56. So wrhere a person docs an
act, lawful in itself, but in an unlawful manner, and without
due caution and circumspection : as when a workman flings

down a stone or piece of timber into the street, and kills a

man ; this may be either misadventure, manslaughter, or

murder, according to the circumstance under which the ori-

ginal act was done ; if it wrere in a country village where few
passengers are, and he calls out to all people to have a care,

it is misadventure only ; but if it were in London, or other

populous town, where people are continually passing, it is man-
slaughter, though he gives loud wTarning ; and murder, if he

knows of their passing, and gives no warning at all, for then

it is malice against ail mankind. KeL 4,3 : 3 Inst. And in

general when an involuntary killing happens in consequence
of an unlawful act, it will be either murder or manslaughter,
according to the nature of the act which occasioned it. If it

be in prosecution of a felonious intent, or in its consequences

naturally tended to bloodshed, it will be murder; but if no
more was intended than a mere civil trespass, it will only

amount to manslaughter. 4 Comm. c. 14. See jx)si, 3. more
at large.

Our statute law has severely animadverted on one species

of criminal negligence, whereby the death of a man is occa-

sioned. For by 10 G. 2. c. 31. if any waterman between
Gravesend and Windsor receives into his boat or barge a greater

number of persons than the act allows, and any passenger

shall then be drowned, such waterman is guilty of felony;

and shall be transported as a felon.

Next as to the punishment of this degree of homicide; the

crime of manslaughter amounts to felony. And by 9 G. 4.

c* 31. § 9- (which repealed the 1 J. 1. and the other statutes

relating to this offence) persons convicted of manslaughter are

liable to be transported for life, or not less than 7 years, or to

be imprisoned with or without hard labour, in the gaol or house

of correction, not exceeding 4 years, or to be fined.

3. The term of murder (as a crime) was anciently applied

only to the sccref killing of another ; Dialde Scacch. I. I.e. 10.

which the word mocrda signifies in the Teutonic language ;

and it was defined, Ci homicidium quod, nulla vidente, nulla

scicnte y clam perpetrator :" Glawv. lib. 14, c. 3 : for which the

vill wherein it was committed, or (if that were too poor) the

whole hundred, was liable to a heavy amercement: which

amercement itself was also denominated murdrum, BraeA t> &
tr. Q. c. 15. § 7: stat. Marl. c. 26: Fost. 281. The word

murdre in our old statutes also signified any kind of eqnc4*v?<

ment or stifling : so in the stat. of Exeter, 1 4 Ed. J . "je ? i

ne celerai ne suffrerai elrc cclc ne murdre" which its thuSi

translated in Flela, I. 1. c. 18. § 4: "Nullum veritalem c^Saho?

|

ncc celari permittarn, nee murdrari." And the words c< pur

murdre le droit" in the articles of that statute, are rendered in

Fleta? ibid. § 8. u pro jure alicujus ?nuirdrendo." The word



murdrum, (by some derived from the Saxon morlh,) whence,

as it is said, conies the barbarous Latin murdrum, and murdrum,

in French meurire ; though the wurd murdrare evidently

comes from the Latin morii dare, was a word in use long before

the reign of King Canutus, which some would have to signify

a violent death; and sometimes the Saxons expressed it by

mvrthd&d and mart ft weorc, a deadly work: but the Sax,

viorth relates generally to mors*

The usage of fining the vill or the hundred was common
among the ancient Goths, in Sweden and Denmark, who sup-

posed the neighbourhood, unless they produced the murderer,

to have perpetrated, or at least connived at, the murder ; and,

according to Bracton, it was introduced into this kingdom by

King Canute to prevent his countrymen, the Danes, from

being privily murdered by the English ; and was afterwards

continued by William the Conqueror, for the like security of

bis own Normans. Bract. I 3. tr. 2. c. 15 : 1 Hal. P. C. 44-7.

And therefore if, upon inquisition had, it appeared that the

person slain was an Englishman, (the presentment whereof

was denominated Englesckerie) the county seems to have been

excused from this burthen. Bract, ubi supra. See this Diet,

tit. Englecery. But, this difference being totally abolished by

stat 14 Ed. 3. c. 4, we must define murder in quite another

manner; without regarding whether the party slain was killed

openly or secretly, or whether he was of English or foreign

extraction- See Staunf P. C. L 1. c. 10* as also 1 Hawk.
P. C

t

- 31. where it is said that in the ancient times above

alluded to, the open killing of a man through anger or malice

was uot called murder; but voluntary homicide. Bract. 121. a.

134. b. 135. a; Kel. 121.

The law concerning Englesckerie having been abolished by

stat* 14 Ed. 3. c. 4. the killing of an Englishman or foreigner

through malice prepense, whether committed openly or secretly,

was by degrees called murder ; and stat 13 Rh\ 2. c. L which

restrains the king's pardon in certain cases, does in the pream-

ble, under the general name of murder, include all such

homicide as shall not be pardoned without special words
; and,

in the body of the act, expresses the same by murder, or

killing bv await, assault, or malice prepensed, 1 Hawk. P. C.

c3L§2: & P« C. 18. 6. 19- a.

By murder, therefore, says Hawkins, at this day, we under-

stand, the wilful killing of any subject whomsoever, through

malice forethought, whether the person slain be an Englishman

or foreigner. 1 Hawk. P, C. c. 31. § 3,

Murder is thus defined, or rather described, by Sir Edward
Coke: "when a person of sound memory and discretion, unlaw*

fully killeth any reasonable creature in being, and under the

king's peace, with malice aforethought, either expressed or

implied." 3 Inst. 47: 1 Hale, P. C. 424, 448. 9: 1 Hawk.
P. C. c. 31- § 3: FosL 256: 1 East* P. C, c. 5. § 2.

The best way of examining the nature of tins crime will be

by considering the several brandies of the above definition

;

all of which are included with other matters in the following

division of the subject.

I. Of the Persons committing Murder.
II. What is an unlawful killing.

II I. Of the Persons murdered.

IV. Of the Malice necessary to constitute the Offence.

V. Where it is committed under Provocation.

VX Where in the Prosecution ofsome unlawful Act.

VI I. Where in resisting a civil or criminal Arrest.

VIII, Of Aiders and Abettors.

IX. The Time within which the Death must take place.

X. Of the Place where the Crime is committed) and where

it may be tried.

XI. Of the Punishment^ <$c.

I* Murder must be committed by a person of sound me-
morij and discretion : for lunatics or infants, as was formerly

observed, are incapable of committing any crime; unless in

such cases where they show a consciousness of doing wrong,
and of course a discretion, or discernment, between good and
evil. See tit. Idiots.

One under the age of discretion, or twn comjyos mentis, can-
not be guilty of murder; though if it appears by circumstances,

as that the infant did hide the body, &c, it isfelony. H. P. C
43 : 3 InsL 46. 54.

If an infant under twelve years old hath an extraordinary
wit, that it 7tiay be presumed he knows what he does, and he
kill another, it may be felony and murder; otherwise it shall

not. 3 H. 7- 13: Plowd. 1§1.
Sec the case of William York at Bury Summer assizes in

1741, Foster's Rep, 70, and this Diet. tit. Infant, I.

II. What is an unlawful killing.—Next, murderhappens when
a person of such sound discretion unlawfully killeth. The un-
lawfulness arises from the killing without warrant or excuse:

and there must also be an actual killing to constitute murder;
for a bare assault, with intent to kill, is only a great misde-

meanor, though formerly it was held to be murder. See 1 Hal.
P. C. 425. and post, 5.

The killing may be by poisoning, striking, starving, drown-
ing, and a thousand other forms of death, by which human
nature may be overcome. And if a person be indicted for one
species of killing, as by poisoning, he cannot be convicted by
evidence of a totally different species of death, as by shooting

with a pistol, or starving. But where they only differ in cir-

cumstances, as if a wound be alleged to be given by a sword,

and it proves to have arisen from a staff, an axe, or a hatchet,

this difference is immaterial. 3 Inst. 319 : 2 P. C, 185.

Of all species of death, the most detestable is that of poison ;

because it can of all others be the least prevented either by
manhood or forethought ; 3 Inst. 481. And, therefore, by the

22 II. S. c* 9* it was made treason, and was punishable by
boiling to death ; but this act was repealed by the 1 E* 0'.

c. 12. § 10., which reduced the crime again to murder.

There was also by the ancient common law, one species of

killing held to be murder which may be dubious at this day,

as there hath not been an instance wherein it hath been held

to be murder for many ages past ;
namely, by bearing false

witness against another, with an express, premeditated design

to take away his life, so as the innocent person be condemned
and executed. Mirror, c. 1. §9. 19 : Brit. c. 52 : Bracton, L 3.

c. 4. There is no doubt but this is equally murder in foro
conscientiw, and in principle of law, as killing with a sword ;

though the modern law (to avoid the danger of deter-

ring witnesses from giving evidence upon capital prosecutions,

if it must be at the peril of their own lives,) has not yet

punished it as such. See 3 Inst. 48 : Fost. IS I: 4 Comm. lyfi:

1 East's P. C. c 5. § 94. n ; and this Diet. tit. Perjury.

A gaoler knowing a prisoner to be affected with an epidemic

distemper, confines another prisoner, against his will, in the-

same room with him, by which he catches the infection, of

which the gaoler had notice, and the prisoner dies ; this is a

felonious killing. Stra. 856: 9 St. Tr. 146. So to confine a

prisoner in a low, damp, unwholesome room, not allowing him

the common conveniences, which the decencies of nature re-

quire, by which the habits of his constitution arc so affected as

to produce a distemper of which he dies ; this is also a felonious

homicide, Stra. 884: Ld. Haym. 1578. For though the law

invests gaolers with all necessary powers, for the interests of

the commonwealth, they are not to behave with the least

degree of wanton cruelty to their prisoners, O. B. 1784.

1177. And those were deliberate acts of cruelty, and

enormous violations of the trust the law reposeth in its ministers,

of justice. FosL 322.

In some cases a man shall be said, in the judgment of the

law, to kill one who is in truth actually killed by another, or

by himself; as where one by duress of imprisonment compels

a man to accuse an innocent person, who, on his evidence, is

condemned and executed ; or where one incites a madman tc>
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kill himself or another : or where one lays poison with an intent

to kill one man, which is afterwards accidentally taken by
another, who dies thereof. 1 Han k. P. C. 31. § 7 : & P. C. 36:

3 Inst. 91 : BalL c. 93 : Plowd. Com. 474.

If a man, however, does such an act, of which the probable

consequence may be, and eventually is death, such killing may
be murder, although no stroke be struck by himself, and though
no killing may be primarily intended ; as was the case of the

unnatural son, who exposed his sick father to the air, against

his will, by reason whereof he died, 1 Hawk. P. C. c* 31. § 5.

Of the harlot, who laid her child under leaves in an orchard,

where a kite struck it and killed it. 1 Hal. P. C. 132. And
of the parish officers who shifted a child from parish to parish,

till it died for want of care and sustenance. Pahn. 5 15. And
where a child was placed in a hog-stye where it was devoured.

1 East's P. C. c. 5, § 13. So also, in general, any one who,
assuming to take care of another, refuses them necessary sub-

si stance, or by any other severity, though not of a nature to

produce immediate death, as by putting the party in such a

situation as may possibly be dangerous to life or health, if

death actually and clearly ensues in consequence of it, it is

murder. And this mode of killing is of the most aggravated

kind, because a long time must unavoidably intervene before

the death can happen, and also many opportunities of delibe-

ration, and reflection. Self's Case, 1 East's P. C. c. 5. § 13

:

and Squire's Case, Staffordshire Ass. 1799* Russell on Crimes,

lib. 8. c. U
If a man hath a beast that is used to do mischief ; and he,

knowing it, suffers it to go abroad , and it kills a man, even

this is manslaughter in the owner ; but if he had purposely

turned it loose, though barely to frighten people and make what
is called sport, it is as much murder, as if he had incited a bear

or dog to worry them. Sec I Hal. P. C. 431.

Han /tins says, that he who wilfully neglects to prevent a

mischief, which he may and ought to provide against, is, as

some have said, in judgment of the law, the actual cause of

the damage which ensues ; and therefore if a man have an ox

or horse, which he knows to be mischievous, by being used to

gore or strike at those who came near them, and do not tie

them up. but leave them to their liberty, and they afterwards

kill a man, according to some opinions, the owner may be in-

dicted, as having himself killed him ; and this is agreeable to

the Mosaical law. However, it is agreed by all, such a

person is guilty of a very gross misdemeanor. 1 Hawk. P. C*

c. 31. § 1 : Fitz. Corone, 311 : S. P. C. 17* a: Cram. 24, b :

Bait, cap. 93 : Pull. 122. b : //. P. C. 53 1 Exodus, c. 2. v.

If a physician or surgeon gives his patient a potion or

plaister to cure him, which contrary to expectation kills him,

this is neither murder nor manslaughter, but misadventure

;

and he shall not be punished criminally, however liable he
might formerly have been to a civil action, for neglect or igno-

rance. Mirror> c* 4. § 16. But it hath been hoiden, that if

he is not a regular physician or surgeon, wTho administers the

medicine or performs the operation, it is manslaughter at the

least. Brill, c. 5: 4 Inst. 2.01. Yet Sir Matthew Hale very

justly questions the law of this determination. 1 Ifale, P. C.
430.'

And it seems that if a person, whether he be a regular

practitioner or not, honestly and bonaJide performs an opera-

tion which causes the patient's death, he is not guilty of man-
slaughter; 3 C. P. 333 j but he is if he be guilty of criminal

misconduct arising from gross ignorance or inattention, 3 C.cyP.
635 : 5 C. Sc P. 333. In a late case, R. v. Long, 4 C. % P.

3Q8. where the defendant, who was not a regular practitioner,

killed a woman by an application, and the jury found that he
entertained a criminal disregard of life ; he was convicted of,

and punished for, manslaughter. See also 4 C. P. 423 : Moo.
C. CI 346.

A question has been raised whether an indictment for

murder could he maintained for killing a female infant by
ravishing her, but the point was not decided ; the judges to

whom the point was referred gave no opinion, as the indict-
ment was held defective in not having stated that the prisoner
gave the deceased a mortal wound. Ladd's Ca. 1 Leach 96 -

] East, P. C.

III. Of the persons murdered.—The person killed must be
" a reasonable creature in being, and under the king's peace/*
at the time of the killing : therefore to kill an alien, a Jew
or an outlaw, who are all under the king's peace and protec-

tion, is as much murder as to kill the most regular bom Eng-
lishman, except he be an alien enemy in time of war
3 Inst. 50 : 1 Hal. P. C. 433. To kill a child in its mother's
womb was formerly not held murder, but a great misprision.

3 Inst. 50: 1 Hal. P. C. c.31. § J 6. But see 1 Hawk. P. C433.
13y various statutes, now repealed, the crime was made a

capital felony : and by the o G. 4. c. 41. § 13. anyone admi-
nistering poison, or using any other means to procure the mis-

carriage of any woman quick with child, and every person coun-

selling, aiding, or abetting, such ofiender, shall suffer death.

In ease the woman is not proved to be quick with child, the

offence is a felony punishable with fourteen years' transporta-

tion or imprisonment. And by § 14. a woman secreting the

body of her child to conceal its birth, is guilty of a misdemea-
nor, punishable with two years' imprisonment; and on an
indictment for murder she may be acquitted of the murder, and
convicted of the misdemeanor. See tit. Bastard, II. 2.

It seems agreed, that where one counsels a woman to kill

her child when it shall be born, who afterwards kilte it in

pursuance of such advice, he is an accessory to the murder*

I Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 17 : %er, 186: 3 Inst. 51.

IV. Of (he malice necessary to constitute the crime,— The
killing must be committed with malice aforethought, to make
it the crime of murder. This is the grand criterion which

now distinguishes murder from other killing, and this malice

prepense, malicia prascogniiala, is not so properly spite or male*

volence to the deceased in particular, as any evil design in

general, the dictate of a wicked, depraved, and malignant

heart : Fost* 25 o: mi disposition a Jaire un mat chose: 2 Rol.

Rep. 461 : and it may be either express or implied in law.

Express is t when one with a sedate, deliberate mind, and

formed design, doth kill another ; which formed design is evi-

denced by external circumstances, discovering that inward in-

tention ; as lying in wait, antecedent menaces, former grudges,

and concerted schemes to do him some bodily harm. 1 Hal.

P. C. 451. This takes in the case of deliberate duelling, where

both parties meet avowedly with an intent to murder ; think-

ing it their duty as gentlemen, and claiming it as their right,

to wanton with their own lives and those of their fellow crea-

tures, without any warrant or authority from any power,

either divine or human, but in direct contradiction to the laws

both of God and man ; and therefore the law has justly fixed

the crime and punishment of murder on them and on their

seconds also. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 21. el $eq*

As to the first instance of this kind, it seems agreed, that

wherever two persons in cold blood meet and fight on a pre-

cedent quarrel, and one of them is killed, the other is guilty of

murder, and cannot help himself by alleging that he was first

struck by the deceased, or that he had often declined to meet

him, and was prevailed upon to do it by his importunity ; or

that it was his only intent to vindicate his reputation, or that

he meant not to kill, but only to disarm his adversary ; for

since he deliberately engaged in an act in defiance of the laws,

he must at his peril abide the consequences thereof. 1 Hatch*

P. C. c. 31. § 21 : 1 Bulst. 86, 87 : 2 Bulst. 147 : Crom. 22. b

:

1 RoL Rep. 360 : 3 BulsL 171 : H.P.C. 4S-

From hence it clearly follows, that if two persons quarrel

over night, and appoint to fight the next day, or quarrel in

the morning, and agree to fight in the afternoon, or such a

considerable time after, by which, in common intendment it

must be presumed that the blood wTas cooled, and then they
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meet and fight, and one kill the other, he is guilty of mur-
der- 1 Hawk. P. a c. 31. § 22 ; 3 Inst. 51: H. P. C. 48 :

Kelynge, 56'
: 1 Lev. 1 80.

And wherever it appears, from the whole circumstances of

the case, that he who kills another on a sudden quarrel was
master of his temper at the time, he is guilty of murder ; as if

after the quarrel he fall into other discourse, and talk calmly
thereon ; or perhaps, if lie has so much consideration as to

gay, that the place wherein the quarrel happens is not con-

venient for fighting; or that if he should fight at present, be
should have the disadvantage hy reason of the height of his

rfiocs, &c. 1 Hawk, P. C c. 31. § 23: Kelunge, 5(S: 1 Sid.

177: 1 Lev. 180.

The law so far abhors all duelling in cold blood, that

not only the principal who actually kills the other, but also his

seconds, are guilty of murder, whether they fought or not ; and
gome have gone so far as to hold, that the seconds of the per-

sons killed are also equally guilty, in respect of that counte-
nance which they give to their principals in the execution of
their purpose, hy accompanying them therein, and being ready
to bear a part with them: but perhaps the contrary opinion is

the more plausible ; for it seems too severe a construction to

make a man by such reasoning the murderer of his friend, to

whom he was so far from intending a mischief, that he was
ready to hazard his own life in his quarrel. 1 Hawk, P* C.
c. 31. § 32 : ILP.C.Bi : Dal/, c. 93.
But there is no doubt at the present day, that the second

of the party killed is equally guilty of murder with the prin-

cipal and his second. See the charge of Mr. Justice Pattison
in a recent trial at Exeter, ] 0 Law Mag. 383.

If A. on a quarrel with B. tells him "that he will not strike

him, hut that he will give B. a pot of ale to strike him, and
thereupon B, strike, and A. kills him, be is guilty of murder

;

for he shall not elude the justice of the law by such pretence
to cover his malice. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31 . § 24 : HP. C. 48.

In like manner, if B. challenge A. and A. refuse to meet
him; but in order to evade the law, tells B. that he shall go
the next day to such a town about his business, and accord-
ingly B. meet him the next day in the road to the same towTn,

and assault him, whereupon they fight, and A. kills B. he is,

in the opinion of Hawkins, guilty of murder ; unless it appear
by the whole circumstances that he gave B. such information
accidentally, and not with a design to give him an opportu-
nity of fighting. I Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 25 : Crom. 22. b :

tf.PC.48.
And at this day it seems to be settled, that if a man assaults

another with malice prepense, and after he driven by him to
the wall, and kill him there in his own defence, he is guilty of
murder in respect of his first intent. Hawk. P. C c. 31. § 26:
Crom. 22, b : Dalt. c. 93 : if. P. C. 47 : Kelynge, 58 : Maw-
gridge's case.

If A. and B. meet deliberately to fight, and A. strike B.
and pursue B. so closely, that B. in safeguard of his life kills

A. this is murder in B. because their meeting was a compact
and an act of deliberation, in pursuance of which all that fol-

lows is presumed to he done. 1 Hale, 452. 480. See 1 East's
P. C c. 5. § 54.

It hath been adjudged, that even upon a sudden quarrel, if

a man he so far provoked by any bare words or gestures of
another as to make a push at him with a sword, or to strike at
him with any other such weapon as manifestly endangers his
hie before the other's sword is drawn, and thereupon a fight
ensue, and he who made such assault kill the other, he is guilty
of murder; because that by assaulting the other in such an
outrageous manner, without giving him an opportunity to de-
fend himself, he showed that he intended not to fight with
mm but to kill him, w^hich violent revenge is no more excused by
such a slight provocation, than if there had been none at all.

1 Hawk. P. C. e- 31. § 27: Crom. 23. a. b : Ball. c. 93: Ke-
tynge, til : Mawgridge's case.

But it is said, that if he who draws upon another in a sud-

den quarrel, make no pass at him till his sword is drawn, and
then fight with him, he is guilty of manslaughter only; be-
cause that by neglecting the opportunity of killing the other,
he was on his guard, and in a condition to defend himself,
with like hazard to both, he shewed that his intent was not
so much to kill, as to combat with the other ; in compliance
with those common notions of honour, which, prevailing over
reason during the time that a man is under the transports of
a sudden passion, so far mitigate his offence in fighting, that
it shall not be adjudged to be of malice prepense. Hawk P C
t\ 31, § 28 : Kelynge, 55. 6h 131 : Pol. Rep. 46l.
And if two happen to fall out upon a sudden, and presently

agree to fight, and each of them fetch a weapon, and go into
the field, and there one kills the other, he is guilty of man-
slaughter only, because he did it in the heat of blood. 1 Hawk
P. C. c. 31. § <29 : H. P. C\ 48 : 3 Inst. 51.

And where after mutual blows between the defendant and
the deceased, the defendant knocked the deceased down, and
after he was on the ground stamped upon his stomach and
belly with great force and thereby killed him, this was held to
be manslaughter only. Russ. $ Ry. 166. Where the defend-
ant and others quarrelled in a public-house, and there was an
affray amongst them, and the defendant threw the deceased on
the ground, and was beating him severely, when some person
called out to him not to murder the man, he said, " Damn him,
I will murder him upon which one of the party gave the
defendant a blow and knocked him down ; the defendant then
went into the yard, and in about a minute returned in a violent
passion with a pitchfork ; in the mean time the deceased had
armed himself with a fire shovel, and had struck one of the

:

defendant's party on the head, when the defendant not having

j
seen the blow by the deceased, returned from the yard, and
from behind ran one of the prongs of the fork into the de-
ceased's temple, of which he died ; it was doubted by some of
the judges whether this was more than manslaughter, and ac-

cordingly the defendant was recommended for a conditional
pardon. Rex v. Rankin, Russ. Ry. 43.

And such an indulgence is shown to the frailties of human
nature, that where two persons, who have formerly fought on
malice, are after wards to all appearance reconciled, and fight

again on a fresh quarrel, it shall not be presumed that they
were moved by the old grudge, unless it appear by the
whole circumstances of the fact. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 3 1 . § 30 :

Crom. 33. a : Dalt. c. $3 : //. P. C. 49 : 1 Rol. Rep. 360.
Any formed design of doing mischief may be called malice;

and therefore not only such killing as proceeds from premedi-
tated hatred or revenge against the person killed, but also in

many other cases, such as is accompanied with those circum-
stances that, show the heart to be perversely wicked, is adjudged
to be of malice prepense or aforethought, and consequently

murder. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 18: Keli/nge, 127 :

Stran. 7G6\

Neither shall he be guilty of a less crime who kills another
in consequence of such a wilful act, as shows him to be an
enemy to all mankind in general ; as going deliberately, and
with an intent to do mischief, upon a horse used to strike, or

coolly discharging a gun among a multitude of people.

Ld. Rat/m. 143: 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 29. § 12.

And it is no excuse that he intended no harm to any one
in particular, or that he meant to do it only for sport, or to

frighten the people, &c. //. P. C. 32. 44 : 3 InsL 59 : Dalt.

c. 93. 9? : 1 1 //. ?. 23. a : Pro. Com 229.
So if a man resolves to kill the next man ho meets, and

does kill him, it is murder, although he knew him not; for

this is universal malice. And if two or more come together

to do an unlawful act against the king's peace* of which the

probable consequence might be bloodshed, as to beat a man,
to commit a riot, or to rob a park, and one of them kill a

man, it is murder in them all, because of the unlawful act,

the malitia prazcognilala, or evil intended beforehand. 1 Hawk.
p. a c. 31. § m
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Murder occasioned through an express purpose to do some

personal injury to him who is slain, is properly said to he of

express malice : such as happens in the execution of an un-

lawful action, principally intended for some other purpose,

and not expressed in its nature to do a personal injury to him
in particular that is killed, is most properly malice implied.

Kel. 129> 130.

In many cases where no malice is expressed, the law will

imply it ; as where a man wilfully poisons another, the law
presumes malice, though no particular enmity cat) be proved.

1 Hal. P. C. 455. See further, post, V.

V. Where it is committed under provocation.—If upon a sud-

den provocation one heats another in a cruel and unusual

manner, so that he dies, though he did not intend his death, yet

lie is guilty of murder by express malice ; that is, by an ex-

press evil design, the genuine sense of malilia* As when a

park-keeper tied a boy, that was stealing wood, to a horse's tail

and dragged him along the park ; when a master corrected his

servant with an iron bar, and a schoolmaster stamped on his

scholars belly ; so that each of the sufferers died : these were
justly held to be murders, because the correction being exces-

sive, and such as could not proceed but from a bad heart, it

was equivalent to a deliberate act of slaughter. 1 HaL P. C*

454. 473, 474.

And if a man kills another suddenly, without any, or without

a considerable, provocation, the law implies malice ; for no

person, unless of an abandoned heart, would be guilty of such

an act, upon a slight or no apparent cause. No affront, by

words or gesture only, is a sufficient provocation, so as to

excuse or extenuate such acts of violence as manifestly en-

danger the life of another. 1 Hawk. P. C\ c. 3\. § 33 :

1 HaL P. C. 455, 456. But if the person so provoked had
unfortunately killed the other by beating him in such a

manner as showed only an intent to chastise, and not to kill

him, the law so far considers the provocation of contumelious

behaviour as to judge it only manslaughter, and not murder.

Fast. 291. In like manner, if one kills an officer of justice,

either civil or criminal, in the execution of his duty, or any

of his assistants endeavouring to conserve the peace, or any

private person endeavouring to suppress an affray ; or appre-

hends a felon, knowing his authority, or the intention with

which he interposes, the law will imply malice ; and the killer

ahall be guilty of murder. 1 HaL P\ C. 457 : Fast. 308, &c.

And if one intends to do another felony, and undesignedly kill

a man, this is also murder. 1 HaL P. C. 465. Thus if one

shoots at A. and misses him, but kills H., this is murder
;

because of the previous felonious intent, which the law trans-

fers from one to the other. The same is the case where one

lays poison for A., and B., against whom the prisoner had no

malicious intent, takes it, and it kills liim ; this is likewise

murder. 1 Hal. P. C 466. So also if one gives a woman
with child a medicine to procure abortion, and it operates so

violently as to kill the woman, this is murder in the person

who gave it. 1 HaL P. C. 429-

As to such murder as happens in killing another without

any provocation, or but upon a slight one ; it is to be ob-

served, that wherever it appears that a man killed another,

it shall be intended prima facie that he did it maliciously,

unless he can make out the contrary, by showing that he did

it on a sudden provocation, &c. 1 HawL P. C. c. 31. § 32:

Keh/ngc, 27-

As the indulgence which is shown by the law in some cases

to the first transport of passion is a condescension to human
frailty, to that furor hrevis which, while the frenzy lasts, ren-

ders a man deaf to the voice of reason, so the provocation

which is allowed to extenuate in the case of homicide, must be

something which a man is conscious of, which he feels and
resents at the instant the fact which he would extenuate is

committed. Fast. 315. All the circumstances of the case

must lead to the conclusion that the act done, though inten-

tional of death or great bodily harm, was not the result of a
cool deliberate judgment and previous malignity of heart, but
solely imputable to human infirmity, 1 East, P. C. c. 5. § 19,

For there are many trivial, and some considerable, provocations
which are not permitted to extenuate an act of homicide,

or rebut the conclusion of malice, to which the other cir-

cumstances of the case may lead. See Russell on Crimes,

lib. 3. c. l.§ 1.

It seems agreed that no breach of a man's word or promise,

no trespass either to lands or goods, no affront by bare words
or gestures, however false or malicious it may be, and aggra-

vated with the most provoking circumstances, will excuse kim
from being guilty of murder, who is so far transported thereby

as immediately to attack the person who offends him, in such

a manner as manifestly endangers his life, without giving him
time to put himself upon his guard, if he kills him in pursuance

of such assault, whether the person slain did at all fight in bis

defence or not ; for so base and cruel 3 revenge cannot have

too severe a construction, 1 Hawk, P. C. c* SI. § 33: AV-

fange, 131. 135: 2 ItoL Rep. 460, 40'l : DalL c. <J3: Cro.

Elfz.719: Not/, 171: 1 Sid. 277: 1 Levim. ISO: Hob. 121.

con. : 1 Jon. 43Q. a.

But if a person so provoked had beaten the other only in

in such a manner, that it might plainly appear that he meant

not to kill, but only chastise him; or if he had restrained

himself till the other had put himself on his guard, and then,

in fighting with him, had killed him, he had been guilty of

manslaughter only. 1 Haivk. P. C. c. 31. § 34: Ketyng€f 55.

61.131-
And of the like offence shall he be adjudged guilty, who,

seeing two persons fighting together on a private quarrel,

whether sudden or malicious, takes part with one of them, and

kills the other. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 35: Kelyngc, til. 136:

Cro. Jac. 296 : 12 Co. 87.

He cannot be thought guilty of a greater crime than man-

slaughter, who, finding a man in bed with his wife, or being

actually struck by him, or pulled by the nose, or fillippcd upon

the forehead, immediately kills him ; or who happens to kill

another in a contention for the wall ; or in the defence of his

person from an unlawful arrest ; or in the defence of his house

from those who, claiming a title to it, attempt forcibly to

enter it, and to that purpose shoot at it, &c. ; or in the defence

of his possession of a room in a public-house, from those who

attempt to turn him out of it, and thereupon draw their

swords upon him ; in which case the killing the assailant hath

been holden by some to be justifiable ; but it is certain that it

can amount to no more than manslaughter. 1 HawL P. C.

c. 31. § 36: H. P. C. 57: 3 Inst. 57 : Kclynge, 51. JS7:

Croat. 27. a.

Nor was he judged criminal in a higher degree, who, see-

ing his son's nose bloody, and being told by him that he had

been beaten by such a boy, ran three quarters of a mile, and

having found the boy, beat him with a small cudgel, whereof

he afterwards died. \ Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 48: Cro. Jac. 2£>tf

:

12 Co. 87-

Nor was he thought more criminal, who, encouraged by a

concourse of people, threw a pickpocket into a pond adjoining

to the road, in order to avenge the theft, by ducking him, but

without any apparent intention to take away his life, and the

pickpocket was drowned ; for although this mode of punish-

ment is highly unjustifiable and illegal, yet the law respects

the infirmities and imbecilities of human nature, where certain

provocations are given. 0. B. 85. No. 75

1

;

So also where

three Scotch soldiers were drinking together in a public-house,

one of them struck some strangers that were drinking in

another box, with a small rattan, they having used several

opprobrious epithets, reviling the character of the Scotch na-

tion 1 an altercation ensued, and one of the strangers laid hold

of the soldier who had stricken, and threw him against a

settle. The altercation increased, and when the soldiers had

paid the reckoning, the strangers again shoved hiin from the



room into the passage ; upon this the soldier exclaimed, that
tc he did not mind killing an Englishman more than eating a

mess of crowdy f the strangers, assisted by another person,

then violently pushed the soldier out of the house, whereupon

the soldier instantly turned round, drew his sword, and stabbed

the stranger to the heart. This was adjudged manslaughter.

5 Burr, 2799* But in every case of homicide, upon provoca-

tion, how great soever it be, if there is sufficient time for pas-

sion to subside, and for reason to interpose, such homicide will

be murder. Fost. 278. 296: 1 Hate, 4S6 : ] VenL 158:

Raym. 212 : Leach's Hawk. P. C. i. c, 31. § 37. in ft,

When one executes his revenge, upon a sudden provoca-

tion, in such a cruel manner, with a dangerous weapon, as

shows a malicious intention to do mischief, and death ensues,

it is express malice and murder from the nature of the fact.

Kel 55. 6l. 65. ISO. A man eluded his servant, and upon

some cross answer given, he having a hot iron in his hand, ran

it into the servant's belly, of which he died ; this was adjudged

murder. KeL 64.

If a person is trespassing upon another, by breaking his

hedges, &c, and the owner, upon sight thereof, take up a hedge-

stake, and give him a stroke on his head, whereof he dies, this >

is murder, because it is a violent act beyond the proportion of

the provocation. H. P. B. And where a boy was upon a

tree in a park cutting of wood, and the keeper bids him come

down, which he did ; and then the keeper struck him several

blows with a cudgel, and afterwards, with a rope, tied him to

his horse's tail, and the horse ran away with him and killed

him this was held to be murder out of malice, the boy

having come down at the keeper's command. Cro. Car. 139:

H. P. C.

As to such murder as happens in killing one whom the per-

son killing intended to hurt in a less degree ; it is to he ob-

served, that wherever a person in cool blood, by way of

revenge, unlawfully and deliberately beats another in such a

manner that he afterwards dies thereof, he is guilty of mur-
der, however unwilling he might have been to have gone so

fan 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. §38: Kelyn. 119: Mawgridges
case, H. P. C. 49—52,

Also, it seems, that he who, upon a sudden provocation,

executeth his revenge in such a cruel manner, as shows a cool

and deliberate intent to do mischief, is guilty of murder, if

death ensue; as where the keeper of a park, rinding a boy

stealing wood, tied him to a horse's tail, and beat him, where-

upon the horse ran away with him and killed him. 1 Hawk.
P. C. c. 31. § 39: Cro. Car. 181 : 1 Jon. 198 : Palm. 545:
h. p. a 49.

Wherever there is evidence of express malice, the plea of

provocation will not avail ; and in most cases, not even pre-

vious blows or struggling will extenuate homicide. Masons
case, 1 East, P. C. c. 5. § 23.

It were endless to go through all the cases of homicide,

which have been adjudged, either expressly or impliedly* mali-

cious; the above therefore may suffice as a pretty ample speci-

men. We may take it for a general rule that all homicide is

malicious, and of course amounts to murder, unless where,

I. Justified by the command or permission of the law ; 2. Ex-

cused on the account of accident or self-preservation ; or

6 Alleviated into manslaughter, by being either the involuntary

consequence of some act, not strictly lawful, or (if voluntary)

occasioned by some sudden and sufficiently violent provocation.

And all these circumstances of justification, excuse, or allevia-

tion, it is incumbent upon the prisoner to make out, to the

satisfaction of the court and jury ; the latter of whom are to

decide whether the circumstances alleged are proved to have

actually existed ; the former, how far they extend to take

away or mitigate the guilt For all homicide is presumed
to be malicious, until the contrary appeareth upon evidence.

Fost. 255.

VI, Where in the Prosecution of some Unlawful Act.—If a

VOL. I.

man happen to kill another in the execution of a malicious and
deliberate purpose to do him a personal hurt, by wounding or
beating him; or in the wilful commission of any unlawful act,

which necessarily tends to raise tumults and quarrels, and con-
sequently cannot but be attended with the danger of personal
hurt to some one or other, he shall be adjudged guilty of
murder. 1 Hawk. P. C. c! 29. § 10: H. P. C. 52.57:
Kelntige, 117-

As to the cases where such killing shall be adjudged murder,
which happen in the execution of an unlawful action, princi-

pally intended for some other purpose, and not to do a personal
injury to him in particular who happens to be slain, they are
as follow ; and first, such killing as happens in the execution
of an unlawful action, whereof the principal intention was to

commit another felony ; it seems agreed, that wherever a man
happens to kill another in the execution of a deliberate purpose
to commit any felony, he is guilty of murder ; as where a per-

son shooting at tame fowl, with an intent to steal them, acci-

dentally kills a man ; or where one sets upon a man to rob
him, and kills him in making resistance ; or where a person
shooting at, or fighting with, one man, with a design to mur-
der him, misses him and kills another, 1 Hawk. P. C.c. 31.

§ 40, 41 : Kelynge, 117 : H. P. C 46. 50 : Bali. cap. 98

:

Moore, 87*

And not only in such cases, where the very act of a person

having such a felonious intent, is the immediate cause of a
third person's death, but also where it any way occasionally

causes such a misfortune, it makes him guilty of murder ; and
such was the case of the husband wTho gave a poisoned apple

to his wife, wrho ate not enough of it to kill her, but innocently,

and against the husband's will and persuasion, gave part of it

to a child, who died thereof; such also was the case of the wife

who mixed ratsbane in a potion sent by an apothecary to her

husband, which did not kill him, but afterwards killed the

apothecary, who, to vindicate his reputation, tasted it himself,

having first stirred it about. Neither is it material in this

case, that the stirring of the potion might make the operation

of the poison more forcible than otherwise it would have been

;

for inasmuch as such a murderous intention, which of itself

perhaps, in strictness, might justly be made punishable with

death, proves now, in the event, the cause of the king's losing

a subject, it shall be as severely punished as if it had had the

intended effect, the missing whereof is not owing to any want
of malice, but of power. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. §42: Ploiv.

Coin. 474: 9 Co. QL
But if one happened to be poisoned by ratsbane laid in order

to destroy vermin, the person by whom he is so killed is guilty

of homicide per infortunium only, because his intentions were

wholly innocent. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 81. § 43,

Also if a third person accidentally happen to be killed by

one engaged in a combat with another upon a sudden quarrel,

it seems that he who kills him is guilty of manslaughter only
;

but it hath been adjudged, that if a justice of peace, constable,

or watchman, or even a private person, be killed in the endea-

vouring to part those whom he sees fighting, the person by

whom he is killed is guilty of murder ; and that he cannot

excuse himself by alleging that wThat he did was in a sudden

affray in the heat of blood, and through the violence of pas-

sion ; for he who carries his resentment so high as not only to

execute his revenge against those who have affronted him, but

even against such as have no otherwise offended him but by

doing their duty, and endeavouring to restrain him from break-

ing through his, shows such an obstinate contempt of the law,

that he is no more to be favoured than if he acted in cool

blood. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. SI. § 44 : H. P, C. 45, 50 : 3 Inst.

52 : DalL cap. 93 : Savil, 67 : Kelynge, 66 : 22 Ass. 71 :

4 Co. 40. b : 9 Co. 68 1 Crom. 25. a. b.

Yet it hath been resolved, that if the third person slain

in such a sudden affray, do not give notice for what purpose

he comes, by commanding the parties in the king s name to

keep the peace, or otherwise manifestly showing his intention

4 P
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to be not to take part in the quarrel, but to appease it, he who
kills him is guilty of manslaughter only, for he might suspect

that he came to side with his adversary. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 9 1

§ 45 : Kelynge, 66. If the officer be within his proper dis-

trict, and known, or but generally acknowledged to have

the office he assumeth, the law will presume that the party

killed had due notice of his intent, especially if it be in the day-

time. Fosi. 135, 311.

But where a gamekeeper was shot by a gang of poachers,

one of whom had separated himself from the rest at the time

the shot was tired, and it appeared that he did not do anything

to join in the act, it was held that he was guilty neither of

murder nor of manslaughter. 3 C P- 3fK>.

As to such killing as happens in the execution of an unlaw-

ful action, whereof the principal purpose was to usurp an ille-

gal authority : it seems clear, that if persons take upon them
to put others to death, either by virtue of a new commission

wholly unknown to our laws, or by virtue of an unknown
jurisdiction, which clearly extends not to cases of this nature ;

as if the Court of Common Pleas cause a man to be executed

for treason or felony ; or the Court Martial, in time of peace,

put a man to death by the martial law, both the judges and

officers are guilty of murder. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 5Q:
//. p. c. 46.

But where persons act by virtue of a commission, which, if

it were strictly regular, would undoubtedly give them full

authority, but which happens to be defective only in some

point of form, it seems that they are no way criminal.

1 Hajvk. P. C. c.3\.§ 6l.

As to such killing as happens in the execution of an unlaw-

ful action, where no mischief was intended at all* it is said,

that if a person happen to occasion the death of another, in

doing any idle wanton action, which cannot but be attended

with the manifest danger of some other ; as by riding with

a horse known to be used to kick among a multitude of

people, by which he means no more than to divert him-

self by putting them in a fright, he is guilty of murder.

1 Hawk. 87.

VII. Where m resist hig a civil or criminal Arrest.—As to

such killing as happens in the execution of an unlawful action,

whereof the direct design was to escape from an arrest, it

seems to be agreed that whoever kills a sheriff, or any of his

officers, in the lawful execution of civil process, as on arresting

a person upon a capias, &c. is guilty of murder. 1 Hawk.
P. C. & &t> § 55 : Dalt. cap. 93 : H. P. C. 45.

Neither is it any excuse to such a person, that the process

was erroneous (for it is not void by being so), or that the

arrest was in the night, or that the officer did not tell him for

what cause he arrested him, and out of what court (which is

not necessary when prevented by the party's resistance) ; or

that the officer did not show his warrant, which he is not

bound to do at all, if he be a bailiff commonly known, nor

without a demand, if he be a special one. 9 Co. 66, 68 : Cro,

Jac 280. 486 s 6 Co. 68. b. 6,0. a: 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 56.

Yet the killing of an officer in some cases will be man-
slaughter only ; as where the warrant by which he acts gives

him no authority to arrest the party ; as where a bailiff* arrests

J. S. a baronet, who never was knighted ; by force of a war-

rant to arrest J. S., knight. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 57 * Cro,

Car. 37% : 1 Jon. 346 : 1 2 Co. 49* So where a good warrant

is executed in an unlawful manner; as if a bailiff be killed in

breaking open a door or window to arrest a man ; or perhaps

if he arrest one on a Sunday since stat. 29 Car, 2, c. 7. by
which all such arrests are made unlawful. H* P. C- 46:

1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 58.

If bailiffs come to a house to arrest a person, and the house

being locked they attempt to break in, whereupon the son,

of the person intended to be arrested, shoots and kills one of

them, it is not murder. Jones, 429: Fosters Rep. 135. 138.

270. 308. 312. 318. 321.

A person was arrested, and another not knowing the cause
of the struggle, but seeing swords drawn, and to prevent
mischief came and defended the party arrested, and in the
scuffle the bailiff was killed ; it was resolved to be no murder
in the person doing it, but that all that were present and assist-

ing, knowing of the arrest, were principal murderers. Kel. 86.
Though it has been held in such a case, that the person offend-
ing is guilty of murder, whether he knew the person slain

were an officer or not j for all fighting is unlawful : and
he who, seeing persons engaged in it, takes part with one side,

and fights in the quarrel without knowing the cause of it,

shows a readiness to break through the laws on a small occa-

sion, and must at his peril take heed what he doth. 1 Sid. 160:
Not/. See post, VIII.

But no error or irregularity in any proceeding previous to

the issuing of the process will affect it, so as to excuse the

party killing the officer in the execution of it from the guilt of

murder. Post. 31 J ; 1 East. P. C. 310. And though the

cause of the arrest be not expressed with sufficient particularity

in a magistrate's warrant, yet if it contain all the essential

requisites of a warrant, and the magistrate had jurisdiction

over the subject matter, the killing of the officer executing the

warrant will be equally murder ; for it is not in the power of

the officer to dispute the validity of such a warrant if it he
under the seal of the justice. I Hale, 459: 1 East. P. C.

310.

So when an officer is justified in breaking open a door, and
in doing so is resisted and killed, it is murder. And where he
is not justified in breaking open the door, if it is opened to him,

or if it be half open, he may then force his way into the house

to execute the warrant. See R. v. Baker, 1 Leach, 1 12.

Although parties on whom any process or warrant is exe-

cuted should in other cases have due notice of the officer's

business, yet where a man is found in the act of committing a

felony or misdemeanor, it seems there is no necessity to inform

him either of the cause of his apprehension, or of the autho-

rity of the person apprehending him. 3 C, § P. 394.

Where a constable took a man without a warrant upon a

charge which gave him no authority to do so, and the prisoner

ran away, and J. S., who was with the constable all the time,

j

ran after the prisoner, who to prevent being retaken killed

J. S., it was holden to be manslaughter only, although whilst

under the charge of the constable the prisoner struck the man
who gave the charge ; because a blow under the provocation

of the illegal arrest would not justify the constable in detain-

ing him unless the blow were likely to be followed by danger-

ous consequences, and formed a new and distinct ground of

detainer. Ry* Moo. 132. See further tit. Arrest.

VIII. OfAiders and Abettors.—With respect to accessories in

murders, as distinguished from aiders and abettors actually pre-

sent, see this Diet. tit. Accessor?/. In the case of several persons

I

being present at the death of a man, all of whom are princi-

pals, yet they may be guilty of different degrees of homicide,

as one of murder and another of manslaughter. If there be

no malice in the party striking, but malice in an abettor, it

will be murder in the latter, though only manslaughter in the

former. 1 East, P. C. c. 5. § 121. And it has been decided

that if the person charged as principal be acquitted, a convio

tion of another charged in the indictment as present, aiding

and abetting in the murder, is good ; for all are principals, and

it is not material who actually did the murder. fVatlis's Ca,

Salt 334, See Shaw's Case, 1 Leach, 360 : 1 East, JP. C.

c. 5. § 121. And though anciently the person who gave the

fatal stroke wTas considered as the principal, and those who

were present aiding and assisting only as accessories, yet it has

been long settled, that all who are present aiding and assisting,

:ire equally principals with him who gave the stroke whereof

the party died ; though they are called principals in the second

degree.
*

1 Hate, 437: 4 Plowd. Com. 100. a. So that if A.

be indicted for murder or manslaughter, and B. and C. for
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being present aiding and assisting, if A. appear not, but B. and

C. appear, they shall be arraigned, and if convicted shall

receive judgment j though A. neither appear nor be outlawed.

1 Hale, 437: Plowd. 97. 100. Gytfrin's caw. And if A. he

indicted as having given the mortal stroke, and B. and C. as

present aiding and assisting, and upon the evidence it appears

that B. gave the stroke, and A, axid C. were only aiding and

assisting, it maintains the indictment, and judgment shall be

given against all ; for it is only a circumstantial variance, and

in law it is the stroke of all that were present aiding and abet-

ting. 3 Hate, 4-38: Plowd. Corn. C)8, a: 9 Rep. 67. b:

Mackalei/s Case, \ East, P. C. c. 5. § 121.

If two having malice fight, and the servant of one of them,

not knowing of the malice, killeth the other, this is murder in

the master, and manslaughter in the servant ; though if there

be a conspiracy to kill a man, but no malice against his ser-

vant ; if the servant be slain> the malice against the master

shall be construed to extend to his servant; and the killing the

servant is murder. Dyer, 1%8.

As to such killing as happens in the execution of an unlaw-
ful action, where the principal design is to commit a bare

breach of the peace, not intended against the person of him
who happens to be slain ; it seems clear that where divers per-

sons resolve generally to resist all opposers in the commission

of any such breach of the peace, and to execute it in such a

manner as naturally tends to raise tumults and affrays; as by
c emitting a violent disseisin with great numbers of people,

banting in a park, &c. and in so doing happen to kill a man,
they are all guilty of murder ; for they must at their peril

abide tbe event of their actions, who wilfully engage in such

bold disturbances of the public peace, in open opposition to,

and defiance of, the justice of the nation. 1 Ha?vk. P. C.

c, 31. § 46: Savil, 67: Moore, 86: Palm. 35: Crom. 24.

b. 25. a: H. P. C. 4?: 5 Mod. 285: Dyer, 128. pL 60:
S.P.C. 17.4-

The murder, however, must appear to have been committed
strictly in prosecution of the purpose for which the party was
assembled. Pr'm. P. L. 234, Therefore, if divers persons

be engaged in an unlawful act, and one of them, with malice

prepense against one of his companions, finding an opportunity

kills him, the rest arc not concerned in the guilt of that act

;

Kely, 112; because it had no connection with the crime in

contemplation. Prin. P. L. 235. So where two men were
beating another man in the street, a stranger made some obser-

vations upon the cruelty of the act, upon which one of the

two men gave him a mortal stab with a knife. Both the men
were indicted as principals in the murder; yet although both

were doing an unlawful act in beating the man, as the death

of the stranger did not ensue upon that act, and it appearing

that only one of them intended any injury to the person

killed, the judges were of opinion that he could not be guilty

cither as principal or accessory ; and upon the case of Rex v.

Thompson, Kelt/, 66, 67. he was acquitted. 8 Mod. 164:
12 Mod. 629. Yet see 12 Mod. 256. Leac/is Hawk. P. C.

c. 32. § 46. in n.

Where divers rioters, having forcible possession of a house,

afterwards killed the person whom they had ejected, as he
was endeavouring in the night forcibly to regain the posses-

sion, and to fire the house, they were adjudged guilty of man-
slaughter only, notwithstanding they did the fact in main-
tenance of a deliberate injury

;
perhaps for this reason, because

the person slain was so much in fault himself. 1 Hawk. P. C.

c. SL § 47 : Crom. 28. b: H. P. C 56.

But if in such, or any other quarrel, whether it were sudden
or premeditated, a justice of peace, constable, or watchman,
or even a private person, he slain in endeavouring to keep the

peace, and suppress the affray, he who kills him is guilty of

murder ; for notwithstanding it was not his primary intention

to commit a felony, yet inasmuch as he persists in a less

offence with so much obstinacy as to go on in it to the hazard
of the lives of those who no otherwise offend him, but by doing

their duty in maintenance of the law, which therefore affords

them its more immediate protection, he seems to be in this

respect equally criminal, as if his intention had been to commit
a felony. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 48 : H. P. C. 45 : Halt. c. ij3

:

3 Inst. 52 : Reign* 66 : 22 Ass. 71 : 4 Co. 40. b : 9 Co. 68 :

Crom. 25. See supra.

If one attack another to rob him, and by the resistance of

the party kills him, this is murder. 3 Inst. 52 : Dalt. 334. A
person stands by and encourages or commands another to

murder a man ; or if he come with others on purpose to kill

him, and stand by while the other persons commit the fact,

it will be murder in them all. Plowd. 98: 11 Rep, 5. And
if two or more persons come together to do an unlawful act, as

to beat a man, rob a park, &c. and one of them kills a person,

this is murder in all present aiding or assisting, or that were
ready to aid and assist ; all will be said to intend the murder.
3 hist. 56: Dalt. 347: H. P. C. 31. And such persons will

be judged to be present who are in the same house, though in

another room, or in the same park, although half a mile oiY,

&e. H. P. C. 47 : Kel. 87. 1 16\ 127. See tit. Accessory.

Several persons having conspired to enter the king's park,

and to hunt and carry away deer, with design of killing any
one that should oppose them ; though the keeper's servants

began the assault, and required them first to stand, whereupon
they lied, and one of the keeper's men discharged a piece at

them, and they continued their flight until he laid violent

hands upon one of the offenders, and then, and not before, they

killed one of tbe keeper's servants, this was held to be murder;
as they were doing an unlawful act, the law implies malice,

and they ought not to have fled, but to have surrendered them-
selves. Roll. Rep. 20.

As to such killing as happens in the execution of an un-
lawful action, the principal motive whereof was to assist n third

person ; it seems clear, that if a master maliciously intending

to kill another take his servants with him, without acquainting

them with his purpose, and meet his adversary and fight with

him, and the servants seeing their master engaged take part

with him, and kill the other, they are guilty of manslaughter

only, hut the master of murder. PI. Com. 100. 101. a: Crom.

23 : Dalt. c 92 : II. P. C. 51,52: 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 49-

Though if the master have malice, and he tells his servants of

it, and that his intention is to kill tbe party, and they go with

the master, if they kill another, it is murder both in master

and servant. Dy. 26 : 9 Pep. 66 : PI. 100.

And therefore it follows a fortiori, that if a man's servant or

friend, or even a stranger, coming suddenly, sec him lighting

with another and side with him, and kill the other; or seeing

his sword broken lend him another, wherewith he kills the

other, he is guiltv of manslaughter only. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31,

§ 50; Crom. 26. h: H. P. C. 57: Dalt. c. 94: 1 Rol
Rep. 407, 408 : 3 Bulst. 206 : H. P. C. 52.

Yet in this very case, if the person killed were a bailiff, or

other officer of justice, resisted by the master, &c. in due exe-

cution of his duty, such friend or servant, &e. are guilty of

murder, whether they knew the person slain were an officer or

not, Kelyuge, 67. 86, 87* But perhaps it may be objected,

that in this last case there seems to be no more malice than

in the former ; and such third person being wholly ignorant

that the party killed was an officer, seems to be no more in

fault than if he had been a private person. To this it may
be answered, that all fighting is highly unlawful, and that he

who on a sudden seeing persons engaged in it, is so far from

endeavouring to part them as every good subject ought, that

he takes part with one side, and fights in the quarrel, without

knowing the cause of it, shows a high contempt of the laws,

and a readiness to break through them on a small occasion, and

must at his peril take heed what he does ; and consequently

might perhaps in strict justice be adjudged in the foregoing

cases to act with malice, which doth not always signify a par-

ticular ill-will against the person killed, as appears by many

of the above-mentioned cases -

3
and though such persons be

4p2
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favoured in respect of the suddenness of the occasion where

both the quarrel and the persons are private, yet he must not

expect such indulgence, where the fight, in which he so rashly

engages, was begun in opposition to the justice of the nation,

and a person happens to be killed thereby who engaged in the

maintenance thereof, and on that account is under its more

particular care ; and it may be justly challenged, that his

opposers be made examples to deter others from joining in such

unwarrantable quarrels. 1 Sid. l60: Xoy, 50: Plow. Corn, 100.

See 1 Hawk. P. & tf. 31. § 51—53.
But if a man seeing another arrested and restrained from

his liberty under colour of a press warrant or civil process, &c.

by those who in truth have no such authority, happen to kill

such trespassers in rescuing the person oppressed, he shall he

adjudged guilty of manslaughter only, notwithstanding the

injured person submitted to them, and endeavoured not to

rescue himself; and the person who rescued him did not

know that he was illegally arrested ; for since in the event it

appears, that the persons slain were trespassers, covering their

violence with a show of justice, he who kills them is indulged

by the law, which in these cases judges by the event, which

those who engage in such unlawful actions must abide at their

peril. Kelynge, 66. 137: Croin. 27. a: Dent's case, 1 Hawk.
P. C. c. 31. § 54, But the principles upon which this case was
determined, are warmly controverted by Mr. Justice Foster,

p. 315— 318. And see Borthwick's case, Doug. 207: Brown*
itig's case and Dizoti's case, 1 East's P. C. c. 5, § 80,

There were two men in an inner chamber quarrelling, and
together by the ears ; a brother of one of them standing at

the door, that could not get in, cried to his brother to make
him sure, and presently after he gave the other a mortal

wound ; this was held manslaughter in him that stood at the

door, Shep. Abr t 493.

If one person encourage another to drown herself, and is

present abetting and counselling her to do so, such person is

guiltv of murder as a principal in the second degree.

II. % R. 523,

A person may be present when a murder is committed, and

yet be neither principal nor accessary, if he takes no part in it,

1 Hale, 439 • Post. 350 : 1 East, P- C. 296. But if he does not

endeavour to prevent it, or try afterwards to apprehend the

murderer, he will be guilty of a high misprision.

IX. The Time within which ike Death must take place.—In

order to make the killing murder, it is requisite that the party

die within a year and a day after the stroke received, or cause

of death administered ; in the contemplation of which the

whole day upon which the hurt was done shall be reckoned the

first. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31, § 9.

But if a person, hurt by another, die thereof within a year

and a day, it is no excuse for the other, that he might have
recovered if he had not neglected to take care of himself.

I Hawk. P. C. 31. § 10 : 3 Inst. 53 : Kelynge, 2f> : 1 Keb. 17«

If one dies within a year and a day, through disorderly living,

it shall be no excuse, the wound will be judged the principal

cause of his death ; but if one wounded die after that time, the

law will presume he died a natural death. 3 Inst. 53: H. P. C.

55 : Kel. 26. If a man receive a wound that is not mortal
;

but either for want of help, or by neglect, it turns to a fever,

&c, which causes the party's death, it is murder: so it is,

where a man has some disease, which possibly would terminate

his life in half a year, and another wounds him, that it

hastens his end, &c. But if, by ill applications of the party, or

those about him, of unwholesome medicines, the wounded
person dies ; if this plainly appears, it is not murder, by Hale,

Hist. P. C. 428.

X. Of the Place where the Murder is committed, and where

it may be tried.—As to the place where murder is within ihe

conusance of the law ; it seems that the killing of one who
was both wounded and died out of the realm, or wounded out

of the realm and died here, could not he determined at com-
mon law, because it could not he tried by a jury of the neigh-
bourhood where the fact was done. But it was agreed, that
the death of one who was both wounded and died hevond sea,

and it was said by some, that the death of him who' died in
England of a wound given him there, might be heard and de-
termined before the constable and marshal, according to the
civil law, if the king pleased to appoint a constable. And it

seemed also clear, that such a fact being examined by the
privy council, might by force of Stat. 33 H. 8. c. 23. have been
tried before commissioners appointed by the king, in any county
in England. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 31. § 11 : 3 Inst. 48: 2 Inst.

51: Co. Lit. 75 : S. P. C. 65. a: Bro. Appeal, 153: Cro.

Car. 247: 1 And. 195.

The above statute was repealed by the 9 G. 4. c. 31. under

which (§ 7-) a person charged with murder abroad, and whether
committed in the king's dominions or not, may be tried by a

commission of Oner and Terminer, directed into any county

appointed by the Lord Chancellor. See tit. Indictment,

A murder at sea was anciently cognisable only by the civil

law ; but by force of stats. 27 H. 8. c. 4: 28 H. 8. c. 15. it

might be tried and determined before the king's commissioners

in any county of England, according to the course of the com*

mon law ; yet the death of one who was at land, of a wound
received at sea, was neither determinable at common law, nor

by force of cither of these statutes ; but it seems, that it might

be tried by the constable and marshal, or before the commis-

sioners appointed in pursuance of the aforesaid statute of

S3 H. 8, c, 23 : 1 Hawk, P. C. e. 31. $ 12 : 3 Inst. 48, 49

:

1 Leon. 270 : H. P. C. 54 : 3 Inst. 48.

By the 2 G. 2. c. 2 1 , this defect in the common law was

supplied ; and now by the 9 G. 4. c, 31. § 8. (by which the last

mentioned act was repealed) offenders may be tried in this

country in all cases where the death happened, or the cause

of death was inflicted here. See tits. Admiralty, Indictment,

It was said by some, that the death of one who died in one

county, of a wound given in another, was not indictable at all

at common law, because the offence was not complete in either

county, and the jury could inquire only of what happened in

their own county. But it was holden by others, that if the

corpse were carried into the county where the stroke was

given, the whole might be inquired of by a jury of the same

county. And it was agreed that an appeal might be brought

in either county, and the fact tried by a jury returned jointly

from each.

This difficulty was provided for by the 2 and 3 Ed. 6. c.2$.

§ 2. which enacted that the trial should be in the county where

the death happened. By the 7 G. 4. c. 32. that statute has

been repealed, and several new provisions introduced with

respect to felonies committed in several counties. See tit.

Indictment.

Also by force of stat, H 8. c 6. a murder in Wales may

be inquired of in an adjoining English county. 1 Hawk. P.

G: Cro. Car. 247 : 1 Jon. 255 : 1 Lev. 113: Latch. 13. 118:

Wik. 320,

And by stat. 46 G. 3, c 54. such offences may be tried it)

any of his Majesty's islands or colonies by virtue of a commis-

sion under the great seal to commissioners, who shall have all

such powers as are given by stat. 28 H. 8. c. 15. And by stat.

57 G. 3. c. 53. murders, &c. committed in the Bay of Hondu-

ras, New Zealand, Oteheite, or any islands or places not

within his Majesty s dominions, by the master or crew of any

British ship, or persons having been such, may be tried in any

of his Majesty's islands or colonies, under a commission issued

by virtue of the act 46 G, 3. c, 54. Now, at Honduras such

offences may be tried by commissioners specially appointed by

virtue of a subsequent act. 59 G. 3. c. 44. Sec also stat,

58 G. 3. c. 98 : as to offences relative to the slave-trade, tit.

Slaves* See further tit. Indictment.

XI. Of the Punishment, $c—The punishment of murder,
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and that of manslaughter, were formerly one and the same ; both

having the benefit of clergy ; so that none but unlearned per-

sons, who least knew the guilt of it, were put to death for

this enormous crime, 1 Hal. P. C. 450. But by several statutes

the benefit of clergy was taken away from murderers through

malice prepense, their abettors, procurers, and counsellors.

And by the last statute passed on this subject, namely,

J C. 4. c. 81. (§ 3.) persons convicted of murder or of being

an accessory before the fact, shall suffer death as a felon, and

every accessory after the fact shall be liable to be transported

for life, or to be imprisoned with or without hard labour in the

gaol or house of correction not exceeding four years.

As to the consequences attending a judgment of death in

cases of murder, and the time when, and the manner in which

the sentence is to be carried into effect, see tits. Attainder, Cor-

rapt ion of' Blood, Forfeiture, Escheat, Execution.

ft was doubted formerly whether the king could pardon the

crime of murder ; however, it was held that he had the power
under the 13 R. 2. st. 2, c- I. but with certain restrictions. See

tit. Pardon,

It has been holden as a rule that no person should be com-

victed of murder unless the body of the deceased were found.

2 Hak, 290. But this rule, it seems, must be taken with some

qualifications ; and circumstances may be sufficiently strong to

show the fact of murder in many cases w here the body is not

actually found. See Hindmarsh's case, 2 Leach, 571*

4. Petit Treason.—This was held to be a breach of the

lower allegiance of private and domestic faith, and considered as

proceeding from the same principle of treachery in private life

as would have led the person harbouring it to have conspired in

public against his liege lord and sovereign- At commem law
the instances of this crime wTere numerous, and involved in

some uncertainty* 1 Hale, P. C. 37- By the statute of trea-

sons, 25 Ed, 3. st, 5. c. 2. they were reduced to the following

cases: a servant killing his master, a wife her husband, or an

ecclesiastical person (either secular or regular) his superior, to

whom he owes faith and obedience.

By the Roman law parricide, or the murder of one's parents

or children, was punished in a much severer manner than any

other kind of homicide. But the English laws never treated

it otherwise than as simple murder, probably under the idea

of the impossibility of committing so enormous a crime.

But petit treason was nothing else but an aggravated degree

of murder ; although, on account of the violation of private

allegiance, it was stigmatized as an inferior species of treason.

And thus, in the ancient Gothic constitution, we find the

breach both of natural and civil relations ranked in the same
class with crimes against the state and sovereign.

A servant who killed his master whom he had left, upon a

grudge conceived against him during his service, was guilty of

petit treason, for the traitorous intention was hatched while

the relation subsisted between them, and this was only an exe-

cution of that intention. 1 Hawk. P. C. 89 : 1 Hal, P, C.

mo.
If a servant killed his mistress or the wife of his master,

she was master within ihe letter of the statute, and it was
petit treason. But if a son killed his father, this was not petit

treason, except he served his father for wages, and then he

should be indicted bv the name of servant. 3 Inst. 20 : Hale,
P.C.23: 11 Rep. 34,

A servant procured another to kill his master, who killed

him in the servant's presence; this was held petit treason in

the servant, and murder in the other ; and that if the servant

bad been absent, the crime would have been murder, to which
ha was accessory. S Inst. 20: Moor, 91 : Dyer, 128.

If a wife were divorced a mensa el thoro, still the vinculum

matrimonii subsisted ; and if she killed such divorced husband,
she was a traitress. 1 Hal. P. C 381. So a wife divorced
causa adulterii vel swvitwy was still within the law, because the

bond of matrimony was not thereby dissolved, and she might

again lawfully cohabit with her husband. But a divorce
causa consanguinitatis vel pre-contractus, entirely dissolved the
nuptial tie, and annihilated the very character of wife. There-
fore a wife de facto only, and not. de jure, could not commit
this crime, for she had no lawful lord to whom she owed sub-
jection and obedience. Nor a second wife married to a man
whose first wife was alive. Neither could a husband be guilty
of this crime by killing his wife de jure, for there was no
reciprocity of obedience and subjection. Leack's HatvL P. C. i.

c. 32. § 7: 1 Hale, P. C. 881.
If a wife and a stranger killed the husband, this was petit

treason in the wife, and murder in the stranger. Datl. 33J.
But where a wife and a servant conspired to kill the husband,
and appointed time and place for it, and the murder was com-
mitted by the servant alone in the absence of the wife, this

was held petit treason in both, A servant procured by the wife
to kill the husband, was guilty of petit treason : and a stranger

procuring a wife or servant to kill the husband or neighbour,
was an accessory to petit treason. Di/, 128 : Crompt, 41.
A clergyman was understood to owe canonical obedience to

the bishop who ordained him, to him in whose diocese he is

beneficed, aud also to the metropolitan of such suffragan or
diocesan bishop : and therefore to kill any of these was petit

treason. 1 Hal P. C. 381.
As to the rest, whatever was applicable with respect to

wilful murder, was also applicable to the crime of petit treason,

which was no other than murder in its most odious degree,
except that the trial should be as in cases of high treason,

before the improvements therein made by the statutes of
William III. Fost. 331. But a person indicted of petit

treason might be acquitted thereof, and found guilty of man-
slaughter or murder: Fast. 106'; 1 IIal P. C. 378: 2 Hal.
P. C. 1 84 ; and in such case it should seem that two witnesses

were not necessary , as in case of petit treason they were.

The punishment of petit treason in a man was to be drawn
and hanged, and in a woman formerly to be drawn and burned,

but which latter sentence was changed to hanging by the

30 G. 3. c. 48.

Petit treason is now abolished, it being enacted by the

9 G. 4. c. 31. that every offence which before the passing of

that act would have amounted to petit treason, shall be deemed
to be murder only, and no greater offence ; and all persons

guilty in respect thereof, whether as principals or as accesso-

ries, shall be dealt with, indicted, fined, and punished, as prin-

cipals and accessories in murder.

5. Attempts to commit murder appear to have been consi-

dered as felonies in the earlier cases of our law. Stanndford,

P. C, 17: 1 East, P. C. c, 8. § 5. But that doctrine did

not long prevail, and such attempts became, and still remain,

punishable only as high misdemeanors, except as provided

against by special acts. A person was indicted for intending

to murder the master of the rolls; Mic. 16 Car. 2; and

for offering money to another to do it : and another person

was committed for lying in wait to perform the murder : they

were punished by heavy fines, imprisonment, and finding

security for their good behaviour for life, 1 Lev. 146: 1 Sid.

230.

Where an indictment is preferred for an assault with intent

to murder, the intent as laid must be fully established to

support the indictment. Where a defendant was so charged,

the judge (Lord Kenyon) being of opinion, upon the facts,

that if death had ensued, the crime could only have been man-

slaughter, the defendant was acquitted, Milton s case, 1 East's

P. C. c. 8. § 5.

By stat. 9 G. 4. c. 31. § 11. persons maliciously adminis-

tering, or attempting to administer, poison, or other destructive

thing, or maliciously attempting to drown, suffocate, or strangle

any person, or maliciously shooting at a person, or by drawing

a trigger, or by any other means attempting to discharge

loaded lire arms at any person, or maliciously stabbing, cutting,
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or wounding any person with intent to murder, shall be guilty

of felony, and suffer death as felons: and see tit. Mayhem.
I 10 MI X AT I ( ) . 1 )omesd aij , tit. Norlhampton Sockmann i dc

Risden. The mustering of men ; also the doing of homage.
Cotrcl, edit. 1727.

HOMINE cafto in Withernam i um. A writ to take

him that had taken any bondman or woman, and led him or

her out of the country, so that he or she could not be replevied

according to law. Reg* Orig. JoL 79- ^cc this Diet, tit.

Withernam*
HOMINE EL1GKND0 AD CUSTOD

I

F.NDAM PECIAM SI-

GIL LI pro MERCATOR1BUS kditi. A writ directed to a cor-

poration, for the choice of a man to keep one part of the seal

appointed for statutes merchants when a former is dead, accord-

ing to the statute of Acton- Burnet. Reg* Orig. 178.

HOMINE reflegiando. A writ to bail a man out of

prison. F.N. B.fol. 6: Reg. Orig. foi. 77.

This Writ lies where a person is in prison (not by special

commandment of the king, or his judges, or for any crime or

cause irreplevisable)j directed to the sheriff to cause him to be

replevied ; in the same manner that chattels taken in distress

may be replevied ; and if the person be conveyed out of the

sheriff's jurisdiction, he may return, that the defendant hath
essoined the plaintiff's body, so that he cannot deliver him

;

then the plaintiff shall have a capias in withernam to take the

defendant's body, and keep him without bail or mainprize till

he produces the party* 3 Comm. 129. c. 8. And if the sheriff

return rum est inventus in that writ against the body, the

plaintiff shall have a capias against the defendant's goods, &c.

F. N. B. 66: New Nat. Br. 151, 152.

Where one takes away secretly, or keeps in his custody an-

other man against his will, upon oath made thereof, and a
petition to the lord chancellor, he will grant a writ of re~

plegiari facias, with an alias and pfurics, upon which the

sheriff returns an elongatus, and thereupon issues out a capias

in withernam: and when the party is taken, the sheriff cannot

take bail for him ; but the court where the writ is returnable

may, if they think lit, grant a habeas corpus to the sheriff to

bring him into court and bail him. 2 Lit. 23.

In a homine reptegiando it hath been adjudged, that it doth

not differ from a common replevin, on which the sheriff must
return a dcUberart feci, or an excuse why he doth not: that

where he cannot make deliverance if he return an clongatu$
9

the defendant is not concluded by that return to plead non

cepit ; and after the return of an etongatus, and a capias in

withernam, if the defendant pleads this plea, lie shall be bailed,

for the withcrnar,t is no execution ; and after a defendant is

bailed upon the capias in withernam, there may be a new
withernam against him. And it was held, that in a homine
reptegiando after an etongains returned, if the defendant comes
in gratis, and calls for a declaration, and pleads ??on ccpit. he
shall not be obliged to give bail; but if he come in upon the

return of the capias, he must give bail, and shall not be ad-

mitted to it till he call for a declaration, and plead non cepit.

2 SalL 381.

The sheriff returned an elongavil in a homine reptegiando,

and then a capias in withernam went forth ; afterwards the

defendant, having entered an appearance, moved for a super-

sedeas to the withernam, and offered to plead non cepit ; which
was opposed, unless he would give bail to deliver the person,

in case the issue was found against him : though it was ruled,

that if any property had been pleaded in the party, then the

defendant ought to give bail to deliver him ; but he says he
hath not the person, and therefore non cepit is a proper plea,

and he shall put in bail to appear dc die in diem. In this ease

the defendant shall not be compelled to gage deliverance; and
a supersedeas was granted to the tinthernam. See 4 Mod. 183.

A homine reptegiando cannot be brought either bv the wife
herself, or by her prochein amy against her husband; and the

nature and proceedings in the writ show it to be so. Ch.
Free, 492.

This writ is now seldom used to deliver a person out of
custody, being superseded by the more beneficial effects of the
writ of habeas corpus, particularly as were extended by modern
acts. See tit. Habeas Corpus.

HOM INES. A term applied to a sort of feudatory tenants
who claimed a privilege of having their causes and persona
tried only in the court of their lords ; and when Gerard de
Canvily anno 5 Ric. 1. was charged with treason and other
misdemeanors, he pleaded that he was homo comitis Johamiis,
&c, and would stand to the law and justice of his court!

Pa?*och. Antiq. 152.

HO MIPLAGIUM, is used in the laws of //. 1. c . 80. for

the maiming a man. Si quis in dotno vet curia regisjeceril
homicidium vel homiplagium.

HOMO. This Latin word includes both man and woman,
in a large or general understanding. 2 Inst. 45.

HOMOLOGATION, is when a man cither expressly or

impliedly ratifies a deed that formerly was null or invalid.

Scotch Diet.

Implied homologation is admitted only from some act which
clearly and expressly implies a knowledge and approbation of

the deed. The effect of it on the person homologating is to

give the deed the same validity against him and his heirs as if

it had been a perfectly legal deed from the first ; but against

third parties who do not represent the person homologating,

the deed is liable to all its original objections. Belts Scotch

Law Diet.

HOM STALE. A home-stall, or mansion-house. As in a

charter granted about the 5 Ed. 1. Cowel.

HOND-HABEND. See Hand Ilabcnd. This bond also

signifies the right which the lord hath of determining the

oftence in his court,

HONEY, All vessels of honey are to be marked with the

name of the owner, and be of a certain content, under penal-

ties; and if any honey sold be corrupted with any deceitful

mixture, the seller shall forfeit the honey, &e. Slat. 23 Eliz.

c. S.

HOXOUR, is, besides the general signification, used espe-

cially for the more noble sort of seig?wries, on which other

inferior lordships or manors depend, by performance of some

customs or services to those who are lords of them (though

anciently honor and baronia signified the same thing). See

Spelmarty in v. Honor. The manner of creating these honours

by act of parliament may in part be collected out of the statute

of 33 H. 8. c. 37, 38. for erecting certain manors and posses-

sions of the crown into honours.

In the early times of our legal constitution, the king's

greater barons, who had a large extent of territory held under

the crown, granted out frequently small manors to inferior

persons to be holdcn of themselves, which do now therefore

continue to be holden under a superior lord, who is called in

such cases the lord paramount over all these manors: and his

seignory is frequently termed an honour, not a manor, espe-

cially if it hath belonged to an ancient feudal baron, or hath at

any time been in the hands of the crown. 2 Comm. 91. c f.

See tit. Tenure.

An honour ought to consist of lands, liberties, and fran-

chises. 1 BidsL 197: 2 Rot. 72. I 48. And it is the most

noble seignory, Co. LiL 108. a. One or more manors may

be parcel of an honour. 2 Rot. 72. I. 45. So a forest may be

appendant to it, 2 Rot. 7S. t. 3.

An honour originally shall be created by the king. Co.

Lit. 108. a. Every honour must be holden of the king.

R. 1: But. IQ5. And if it be assigned, or granted over to

another, it shall not be holden of a subject For it may be

granted by the king to a subject* A man may claim an

honour by grant, or by prescription. But the king at this day

cannot make an honour bv grant, without an act of parlia-

ment. R. 1 : Bui. 195, 196: Co. Lit. 108. a. See Corvet. tit.

Honour.

The following is a list of honours within the realm, viz.
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Ampthill (by stat. SB H. 8- c. 37), Aqurla (formerly Peven-

$ey), Arundel (see ]>ost), Abergavenny, Boloine, Berkham-

stead, Bcaulieu, Barnard's Castle, Bullingbroke, Barstaple,

Bononia, Brecknock, Brember, Bedford, Clare, Crevecure,

Gun, Christehureh, Cockermouth, Cormayle, Candicut, Caris-

brook, Clifford Castle, Chester, Carmarthen, and Cardigan,

Donning Castle (by stat. 37 H. 8. c. 18,), Dudley, and Dover

Castle, Eye, and Egrcmond.

The honour of East and West Greenwich, Glamorgan,

Glocester, Grentmesnil, Gowcr, Grafton (by stat. 33 H. 8.

c. SS.) }
Haganet, Hampton Court (by stat. 31 H. 8. c. 5.),

Huntingdon (in Herefordshire), Heveningham, Hawenden
Cattle, Hertford, and Hal ton, Lancaster, Lincoln, Leicester,

Lovetot, Hinckley, Kingston-upon-Hull (by stat, 37 H. 8.

c. 18.)? Kington, and Folkingham.

The honour of Montgomery, Mowbray, Middleham, and

Maidstone, Nottingham, Newelhn or Ncwelmc, Oakhampton,

St. Osith (by stat. 37 /A 8. c. 18.). Oxford.

The honour of Plimpton, Peverel, Pickering, Rakish,

Richard's Castle, Skipton, Stafford, Strigul, Tickhil, Treman-

ton, Totnes, Theony, Tamworth.

The honour of Wigmore, Willingford, Westminster (by

stat. 37 H. 8. c. 18.), Windsor, Wormgay, Whinvelton (in

Yorkshire), Weik, Whitchurch, and Warwick^ Webley, and

Tutbury.

The king granted to a subject a great manor, called an

honour , and passed it by the name of an }vonour% and well,

Jenh 277- pi 99-

It is illegal to purchase honour (as a dukedom) for money.

Vent. 5, See tit. Peers.

The Earl of Arundel was the only peer who held his earl-

dom by prescription. See tit. Peers.

HONOUR-COURTS, are courts held within the honours

or manors last noticed, mentioned in the stat. of Henry VIII.

There is also a court of honour of the earl marshal of

England, &c, which determines disputes concerning prece-

dency and points of honour. 2 Hawk. P. C. This court of

honour, which is also exercised to do justice to heralds, is a

court by prescription, and has a prison belonging to it, called

the White Lyon in Southwark, 2 Nets. 935. See tit. Court

of Chivalry*

HONOURARY FEUDS, are titles of nobility, descen-

dible to the eldest son in exclusion of all the rest. See tit.

Tenures.

HONOURARY SERVICES, arc those that are incident

to the tenure of grand sergeanty, and commonly annexed to

some honour. Stat. 12 Car. 2. c
2{).

HONTFON G EXETH EF. Cum omnibus aliis liberlatihus

lantummodo hontfongenethef mihi retento, Charia Wit. Co-

win's Maiesialsci. In Man. Angl. 1. par.Jo. 724.

This should have been written ho?ifangenetfief and signifies

a thiefi taken with hondhabend, i. e. having the thing stolen in

ins hand. Carvel.— See Backherind*

HOPCON. Signifies a valley in Domesday Book ; so do

hope, haw&h, and howgh. Vowel) edit. 1727-

HOP-OAST. By 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 30. § 2. 8. setting fire

to, and riotously demolishing, or beginning to demolish, any

hop-oast, are capital felonies.

HOPS and HOP-BINDS, No bitter to be used in brew-

ing but hops. 9 Anne, c. 12. § 24. The duty upon hops is a

branch of the Excise, and regulated by many statutes made for

the purpose. See 3$ and 40 G. 3. c. 81. and 48 G. 3. c. 134.

for preventing frauds and regulating the mode of pat king, bag-

ging, and weighing of hops. Also the 1 and 2 IV. 4. c. 53.

By 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 30. § IS. maliciously cutting or destroy-

ing hop-binds is a felony, subjecting the offender to be trans-

ported for life, or not less than seven years, or to be imprisoned

not exceeding four years, and, if a male, whipped.

HORA AUROR/E. The morning bell, or what we now
call thefour o'clock bell, was anciently called hora aurom ; as

our eight o'clock bell, or the bell in the evening, was called
ignilegium or coverfeu, Cowel.
HORDERA, from the Sax. hord} thesaurus.^ A trea-

surer : and hence we have the word hord or hoard, as used for

treasuring or laying up a thing. Leg. Adelston, cap. 2.

HORDERIUM. A hoard, a treasury, or repository. L.
Canuti, cap. 104.

HORDEUM PALMALE. Beer-barley, which in Nor-
folk is called sprat-barley, and battledore-barley ; and in the
marches of Wales, cymridge, it being broader in the ear, and
more like a hand than the common barley, which in old deeds
is called kordeum auadragesimale* Coweh
IIORESTI. The people of Angus-upon-thc-Tay, or High-

landers.

HORNE-REAM. Sec Timber.

HORNEGELD, from the Saxon word horn, cornu, and geld
solutio.~\ A tax within a forest to be paid for horned beasts.

Cronip. Jurisd. 197* And to be free thereof is a privilege

granted by the king unto such as he thinketh good. Cotvel,

edit. 1727-

HORN WITH HORN, or HORN UNDER HORN.
The promiscuous feeding of bulls and cows, or all horned
beasts, that are allowed to run together upon the same com-
mon. Spelman. To which may be added, that the common-
ing of cattle horn with horn was properly when the inhabit-

ants of several parishes let their common herds run upon the

same open spacious common, that lav within the bounds of

several parishes ; and therefore, that there might be no dispute

upon the right of tithes, the bishop ordains that the cows
should pay all profit to the minister of the parish where the

owner lived, &c. Cowel.

HORNAG I UM. Hornegeld. See that title.

HORNERS. No stranger was to buy any English horns

gathered or growing in London, or within twenty-four miles

thereof, bv the 4 Ed* 4. c. 8. See tit. London*
HORNGELD. See Hornegeld.

HORNING, Letters of. Warrants for charging persons

in Scotland to pay or perform certain debts or duties
; pro-

bably so termed from being originally proclaimed by the horn
or trumpet.

MORS DE SON FEE, Fr. i. e. out of his fee.] An
exception to avoid an action brought for rent or services, &c.

issuing out of land, by him that pretends to be the lord ; for

if the defendant can prove that the land is without the compass

of his fee^ the action falls. Broke. In an avowry, a stranger

may plead generally hors de son fee ; and so may tenant for

years ; and such stranger to the avowry, being made a party.,

is at liberty to plead any matter in abatement of it. 9 Hep. 30:
l2 Mod. 104, A tenant in fee-simple ought either to disclaim,

or plead hors de son Jee. 1 Danv. Abr. 655 : vide 9 Rep.

Bucknel's case, 22 H. 6. 2, 3 : Keihv. 73. 14: Ass. pi. 13:

Co. LiL 1.6:2 Mod. 103, 104 : and 14 Fin. Abr. tit. Hors de

son fee. See tit. Pleading.

HORSE-BREAD. Inn-keepers shall not make horse-

bread. 13 Rie. 2. st. 1. c. 8 : 4 H. 4. c. 25, Permitted to bake

horse-bread. 32 H. 8. c. 41.

HORSES.

Persons having lands of inheritance in parks, &e. were

ordered to keep two mares apt to bear foals thirteen hands high,

for the increase of the breed of horses, on pain of 40$. for

every month they are wanting; and not suffer them to be

leaped by stoned horses under fourteen hands, on a certain

penalty by 27 H. 8. c. 6\ And for the preservation of a strong

breed of horses, stone horses above two years old are directed

to be fifteen hands high, or they shall not be put into forests or

commons where mares are kept, upon pain of forfeiture ; and

scabbed or infected horses shall not be put into common fields,

under the penalty of 10,?., leviable by the lord of the leet,

32 8. c. 13. still in force.
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To prevent horses being stolen and sold in private places,

the 2 and 3 P. $ M. c. 7- provides, that owners of fairs and

markets shall appoint toll- takers or book-keepers, who are to

enter the names of buyers and sellers of horses, &c. And to

alter the property, the horses must be rid or stand in the open

fair one hour; and all the parties to the contract must be

present with the horse. And by 31 Eliz. & 12, sellers of

horses are to procure vouchers of the sale to them ; and the

names of the buyer, seller, and voucher, and price of the horse,

arc to be entered in the toll-taker's book, and a note thereof

delivered to the buyer ; and if any person shall sell a horse

without being known to the book-keeper, or bringing a

voucher; or if any one shall vouch without knowing the seller;

or the book-keeper shall make an entry without knowing
either, in either of these cases the sale is void, and a for-

feiture is incurred of 5/.; and the said statute provides that a

horse stolen, though sold according to the direction of the act,

may be redeemed and taken by the owner within six months,

repaying the buyer what he shall swear he gave for the same.

2 Comm. 450 : and sec 2 Stark, 76.

By various acts duties are imposed in Great Britain and
Ireland upon horses kept for drawing carriages, or for riding,

or letting out to hire, race horses, &c.

By 26 G. 3. c. 71, ("passed to put a stop to the practice of

stealing horses for the sake of their hides) no person shall keep

any place for slaughtering any horse or other cattle, not killed,

for butcher's meat, without taking out a licence at the general

quarter sessions, to be granted upon a certiticate of the minister

and churchwardens that the person applying is proper to be

trusted with the carrying on such business- § 1.

Such licence to be signed by the justices at sessions, and a

copy entered in a book to be kept for that purpose by the clerk

of the peace, and all persons so licensed shall cause to be

painted over their gates their name and the words f< licensed

for slaughtering horses pursuant to an act passed in the 26th
George III." §2.

Every occupier of such licensed slaughter-house shall, six

hours previous to the slaughtering any live horse, or to the

flaying any horse brought dead to the slaughtering-house,

give notice in writing to the after-mentioned inspector, who is

to take an exact account of the height, age, colour, and par-

ticular marks of every horse, &c, and keep the same in a book

Tsee §
5*~\ : and no such horse shall be slaughtered or flayed

but between eight in the morning and four in the evening,

from October to March, both inclusive, and between six in the

morning and eight in the evening from April to September,

both inclusive. § 3,

Every person so licensed shall at the time any horse, &c.

shall be brought, make an entry in a book of the name and
abode, and profession of the owTner } and also of the person who
shall bring the same to be slaughtered or flayed, and the

reason why the same is so brought ; which book shall, at all

times, be open for the examination of the inspector, and pro-

duced before any justice, when required. § 4.

The parishioners in vestry shall annually or oftener appoint

one or more persons to be inspectors of such slaughtering

house. And in case such inspector shall upon examination of

any horse, &c. intended to be slaughtered believe that such

horse, Sec. is free from disease, and in a sound and serviceable

state, or that the same has been stolen, he shall prohibit the

slaughtering such horse, &c. for not exceeding eight days; and
in the mean time shall cause an advertisement to be inserted

in some public newspaper twice or oftener (unless the owner
of such horse shall sooner claim the same) at the expense of

the occupier of such slaughtering-house ; who, on refusal to

pay the same, shall forfeit double the amount, to be raised by
distress. § 5,

Every inspector may at all times in the day or night, but if

in the night, then in the presence of a constable, enter into

and inspect any place kept for slaughtering horses by li-
i

censed persons, and take an account of the horses, &c. there.
§ 6.

In case any person offering to sale or bringing any horse
&c. to be slaughtered or flayed shall refuse to give an account
of himself, or of the means the same came into his possession
or if there be reason to suspect that such horse, &e. is stolen'
such person shall be carried before a justice of peace, who shall
commit him for not more than six days to be further examined
and if such justice shall be satisfied that such horse, && U
stolen, the person bringing the same is to be committed to gaol
to be dealt wu'th according to law, § 7.

Any person keeping such slaughtering-house transgressing
the rules before laid down by the act, shall be guilty of felony
and punished by fine and imprisonment, and such corporal
punishment by whipping, or shall be transported for not more
than seven years, as the court shall direct. § 8.

Any such person destroying or defacing with lime, or bury-
ing the hide or skin of any horse, &c, or being guilty of any
offence against this act for which no punishment or penalty is

provided, shall be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor, and
punished by fine and imprisonment, and such corporal punish-
ment by whipping, as the court shall direct. § 9.

Making false entries subjects the party to a forfeiture not
exceeding 20/., nor less than 10/., to be levied by distress;

half to the informer and half to the poor; and in case the

offender shall not have effects to the amount of the penaltv, he
may be committed to hard labour in the house of correction

for not more than three months, nor less than one. § 10.

The book of the inspector shall be produced at every general

quarter sessions. § 10.

If any person shall occasionally lend any barn or place for

slaughtering any horse, &c, without taking out such licence,

he shall forfeit not more than 20/., nor less than 10/., half to

the informer and half to the poor ; or be committed to gaol for

not more than three months, nor less than one, unless the

penalty is sooner paid. § 13.

This act does not extend to curriers, &c-, nor to furriers,

nor persons killing horses, Sec. to feed their own dogs. § 14.

If any currier, tanner, &c. shall, under colour of their trades,

knowingly kill any sound horse, or boil the flesh thereof to

sell, such tradesman becomes an offender under the act, and

shall forfeit not more than 20/., nor less than 10/. § 15*

[The forms of the several convictions are specified in the

actT]

By the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 29. § 25. stealing, or killing with

intent to steal, the carcase or skin, of any hur^se, mare, gelding,

colt, or filly, was a capital felony; but by the 2 and 3 W. 4,

c 26\ transportation for life has been substituted for the punish-

ment of death.

By 7 and 8 G. 4. c, 30. § lG. maliciously killing, maiming,

or wounding any cattle, is a felony, punishable with trans-

portation for life, or imprisonment.
HORSE RACES, for small sums, having encouraged idle-

nesSj and impoverished the meaner sort of people, it is enacted,

that no person shall run any horse at a race unless it be hi*

owTn, nor enter more than one horse for the same plate, upon

pain of forfeiting the horses ; and no plate is to be run for

under 50/. on the penalty of 500/, Also every horse race must

be begun and ended in the same day, &c. 13 G. 2. c. 19*

Horses at races to be entered by the owners. 13 G. 2. c. 19-

Horse-racing with horses carrying small weights, prohibited*

lb. Horses may run for the value of 50/. with any weight

and at any place. 18 G* 2. c. 34. § 11.

A plaintiff shall not be allowed to recover a wager on such

a horse-race as is illegal within the statute. 4 Term Rep. h

A match for 25/. a side is a match for bOL See further this

Diet. tits. Gamijig) Wager*
HORSTILERS, Fr. hostiUiers.*] Is used for innkeepers:

and in some old books the word hostlers is taken in the same

sense, Stat. 31 Ed. 3. c. 2.



HOSPES GENERALIS. A great chamberlain- Volumus,

quantum ad hospitia pertinef, omnes indifferenter nosiro hospiti

cenerali obediant, &c. Du Cange.

HOSPITALLERS, Hospitalarii.^ Were the knights of a

religious order, so called because they built an hospital at

Jerusalem, wherein pilgrims were received. To these Pope
Clement transferred the Templars, which order, by a council

held at Vienne in France, he suppressed, for their many and
great offences. The institution of their order was first allowed

by Pope Gelasus the Second, anno 1118, and confirmed in this

kingdom by parliament, and had many privileges granted them,

as immunities from payment of tithes, &c. Their privileges

were reserved to them by Magna Charta, c. 37-, and the

right of the king's subjects vindicated from the usurpation of

their jurisdiction by the statute of JVestm. 2. c. 43, Their chief

abode for many years was in Malta, an island given them by

the Emperor Charles V. after they were driven from Rhodes

by Solyman the Magnificent, Emperor of the Turks, where-

upon they obtained the name of Knights of Malta, All the

lands and goods of these knights here in England were given

to the king by 32 //. 8. c. 34. See Mon. Angl. 2. par. Jot.

489: Tko. WaUingh* in Hist. E. II.z Stotve's Ann. tk See

tit. Knights Templars.

HOSPITALS

Are either aggregate, in which the master or warden and

his brethren have the estate of inheritance ; or sole, in which
the master, &c, only has the estate in him, and the brethren

or sisters, having college, and common seal in them, must con-

sent, or the master alone has the estate, not having college, or

common seah So hospitals are eligible, donative, or presenta-

tive. I Inst. 342. a.

The master of the hospital, who has college, and common
*eal, may have a writ of right; for the right and inheritance

is in him. If he has no college, or common seal, he may have
a juris utrum. Co. Lit. 341. b. 342. a.

Any person seised of an estate in fee simple may, by deed

enrolled in Chancery, erect and found an hospital for the sus-

tenance and relief of the poor, to continue for ever, and place

such heads, &c<, therein as he shall think fit ; and such hospi-

tal shall be incorporated, and subject to such visitors, &c, as

the founder shall nominate ; also such corporations have power
to take and purchase lands not exceeding 2001. per annum, so

as the same be not holden of the king, &e., and to make leases

for twenty-one years, reserving the accustomed yearly rent.

But no hospital is to be erected, unless upon the foundation it

be endowed with lands or hereditaments of the clear yearly

value of 10/, per annum. 39 Eliz. c. 5., made perpetual by
21 Jac. I. c. 1. § 1,

It has been adjudged, upon this statute, that if lands given
to an hospital be, at the time of the foundation or endowment,
of the yearly value of 200/. or under, and afterwards they

become of greater value by good husbandry, accidents, &c,
they shall continue good to be enjoyed by the hospital, although
they be above the yearly value of 200/. And goods and chat-

tels (real or personal) may be taken of what value soever.

2 Inst. 722. And if one give his land then worth 10/, a year

to maintain the poor, &c, and the land after comes to be worth
100/. a year, it must all of it be employed to increase their

maintenance, and none of it be converted to private use.

8 Rep. 130.

If a devise be to the poor people maintained in the hospital

of St. Lawrence in Reading, Sec. (where the mayor and bur-

gesses capable to take in mortmain, do govern the hospital),

albeit the poor, not being a corporation, are not capable by that

name to take
; yet the devise is good ; and commissioners

appointed to inquire into lands given to hospitals, &c>, may
order him that hath the land to assure it to the mayor and
burgesses, for the maintenance of the hospital- 43 Eliz. p. 1

.

See tits. Charitable Uses, Mortmain.
VOL. L

A gift must be to the poor, and not to the aged or impo-
tent of such a parish, without expressing their poverty ; for
poverty is the principal circumstance to bring the gift within
the stat. of 43 Eliz. c. 4. Although, at common law, a corpo-
ration may be of an hospital, that is, in potestatc of certain per-
sons to be governors of the hospital, and not of the persons
placed therein. The safest way upon the stat. 39 Elk. c. 5.

is first to prepare the hospital, and to place the poor therein,
and to incorporate the persons therein placed ; and after the
incorporation, to convey the lands, tenements, &c, to the said
corporation, by bargain and sale, or otherwise, between the
founder of the one part, and the master and brethren, &c., of
the other part, in consideration of 5s. in hand paid by the
master of the said hospital, &c, 2 lust. 724, 725. And the
founder cannot erect an hospital for years, lives, or any other
limited time, but it must be for ever, according to the $9 Elk.
c. 5. See 10 Rep. 17. 34.

The 43 Eliz. c. 4. under which commissions may be awarded
to certain persons to inquire of lands or goods given to hospi-
tals ; and the lord chancellor is empowered to issue commissions
to commissioners for inquiring, by a jury, of all grants, alines,
breaches of trust, Sec, of lands given to charitable uses, dues
not extend to lands given to any college or hall in the univer-
sities, &c, nor to any hospital over which special governors are
appointed by the founders; and it shall not be prejudicial to
the jurisdiction of the bishop or ordinary, as to his power of
inquiry into and reforming abuses of hospitals, by virtue of

I the 2 FL 5, St. I, c. h $c> See also statutes 58 G. 3. c. 9! :

and 59 & 3. cc. 81. 91 : and this Diet. tit. Charitable
Uses*

The commissioners under, 43 Eliz. c. 4. may order houses to
be repaired by those who receive the rent ; see that the lands
be let at the utmost rent ; and on any tenant's committing
waste, by cutting down and sale of timber, they may decree
satisfaction, and that the lease shall be void. Hit. J 1 Car.
Where money is kept back, and not paid, or paid where it

should not, they have power to order the payment of it to the
right use ; and if money is detained in the hands of executors,

j

&c., any great length of time, thev may decree the money to be

|

paid, with damages for detaining it. Duke Read. 123. See
4 Rep. 1 04.

The Hospital of St. Cross, near Winchester, and several
other large hospitals, were anciently founded by particular
statutes or acts of parliament. King Charles I. granted to

the mayor and commonalty of London the keeping of Bethlem
Hospital, and the manors and lands belonging to it. The hos-
pital in London for foundling children, under the care of
governors and guardians, who may purchase lands or tenements
to the value of 4000/. a year; and they are to receive as manv
such children as they think fit, which may be brought to the
hospital, and shall there be bred up and employed, or placed
apprentice to any trade, or the sea service, the males till the
age of twenty-four, and the females till twenty-one. They
may likewise be let out or hired, &c. See 13 G. 2. c. 2Q:
29 G. 2. c. 2y. § 13 : 30 G. 2. c. 26. § 14. See also 13 G. 3.

c. 82. regulating lying-in hospitals, and ordering them to be
licensed. As to hospitals or asylums for lunatics in England,
see tit. Idiots and Lunatics. As to county hospitals and infirm-

aries in Ireland, see 5 G. 3. c. QO: 25 G. 3. c. 39: acts of

j

the Irish parliament, and the acts 45 G. 3. c. Ill : 46 G. 3.

c. 95 : 47 G. 3. St. 1. c. 44. and si. 2. c. 50 : 48 G. 3. c. 1 13 :

49 G. 3. c. 36: 54 G. 3. c. 62 : 58 G. 3. c. 4?: 59 G. 3.

c. 41 ; 3 and 4 W. 4. c. Q2 : passed since the Union. See fur-

ther tits. Charitable Uses, Corporation, 1. IV., Mot twain.

HOSP1TALAR1A. See Hostilaria.

HOSPITI UM, otherwise hostagium. Procuration, or visita-
' tion-monev. Neubrigensis, lib. 4. c. 14 : Brotiipton, fol. 1193-

IIOSTELLAGIUM. A right to have lodging and enter-

tainment ; reserved by lords in the houses of their tenants.

Cartula r. Radinges, MS 157-

j

HOSTELER, or HOSTLER, hostellarius. From the Fr.

4Q
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hosteler) i. e, hospe$.~\ An innkeeper, see 9 Ed. 3. st. 2. c. II !

S1 Ed. 3. st. 2. e. 2.

HOSTi-iRIUM. A hoc, an instrument well known. Chart.

Aiti iff.

HOSTLE. Host bread, or consecrated wafers in the Holy
Eucharist; and from this word hostia, Somner derives the Sax.

husd, used lor the Lord's supper, and Itustan, to administer

the sacrament, which were kept long in our old English, under
housel, and to housal Parock. Antiq. 270.

Shakspcare uses the term nnkouscled, &c., in Hamlet ; mean-
ing that his father gave up the ghost without having the holy

bread, or sacrament, administered to him. See Fabians Chron.

edit. 1516. fol. 14.

HOSTILARIUS. An hospitaller.

HOSTILARIA, HOSPITALARIA, A place or room
in religious houses, allotted to the use of receiving guests and
strangers; for the care of which there was a peculiar officer

appointed, called hosiiUarius
}
and kospitalarius. Cart. Eccl.

Ely MSS\
HOST R ICUS, anstarcits, from the Latin astur.~\ A gos-

hawk. Parock. Anit if. p. 5i)Q.

HOTCHPOT, in partem positio.^ A word brought from
the Vv. hotchcpol, used for a confused mingling of divers things

together, and among the Dutch it signifies flesh cut into pieces,

and sodden with herbs or roots
;

but, by a metaphor, it is a

blending or mixing of hinds together given in marriage with
other lands in fee falling by descent ; as if a man seised of

thirty acres of land in fee, hath issue only two daughters, and
he gives with one of them ten acres in marriage to the man
that marries her, and dies seised of the other twenty acres

;

now she that is thus married, to gain her share of the rest of

the land, must put her part given in marriage into hotchpot,

i. e. she must refuse to take the sole profits thereof, and cause

her land to be mingled with the other, so that an equal divi-

sion may be made of the whole between her and her sister, as

if none hud been given to her; and thus for her ten acres she

shall have fifteen, otherwise the sister will have the twenty
acres of which her father died seised. Lit. 55 : Co. Lit. lib. 3.

c. \2.

There is also a bringing of money into hotchpot, upon the

clauses and within the intent of the statute for distribution of

intestates' estates. 22 and 23 Car. 2. c. 1 0. Where a certain

sum is to be raised, and paid to a daughter for her portion, by
a marriage settlement, this has been decreed to be an advance-

ment by the father in his life-time, within the meaning of the

statute, though future and contingent ; and if the daughter

would have any further share of her father's personal estate,

she must bring this money into hotchpot, and shall not have
both the one and the other. 1 Eq. Abr, 253* See 2 Fern.

638. and this Diet. tit. Executor, V. 8.

By the custom of London there is likewise a term of hotch-

pot, where the children of a freeman are to have an equal share

of one third part of his personal estate after his death. Prcccd.

Chanc. $f See tit. London, and tit. Executor, V, 9-

There is also in the civil law collatio honorum, answering to

this, whereby if a child advanced by the father, do after his

father's decease challenge a child's part with the rest, he must

call in all that he had formerly received, and then take out an
equal share with the others. GorvelL

See further Britlon, c. 72 : Lit, § 267, 268: 2 Comm. 190.

517- and this Diet. tit. Parceners,

HOT-HOUSE. See Gardens.

HOVEL, mandra.~] A place wherein husbandmen set

their ploughs and carts out of the rain or sun. Law Lat.

Diet.

HOUGHING OF CATTLE. See tit. Malicious Inju-

ries. In Scotland this is capital by the act \606, c. 5. and in

Ireland by the 9 C 4. c. 56. § 17.

HOUNSLOW-H EATH, A large heath, containing

acres of ground, and extending into several parishes; so much
thereof as is in the kings inheritance, and fit for pasture,

meadow, or other several grounds, shall be of the nature of
copyhold lands ; or the steward of the manor may let it for

twenty-one years, &C, and the lessees may improve the same.
StaL 37 H. 8. c. 2.

HOUR, hora.~\ Is a certain space of time of sixty minutes,

twenty-four of which make the natural day. It is not material

at what hour of the day one is born. Co. Lit. \ 35. See tits.

Age, Fraction, Time.

HOUSAGE. A fee paid for housing goods by a carrier,

or at a wharf or t^uay, Sec. Shep. Epit. 1725.

HOUSE, domus.~] A place of dwelling or habitation;

also a family or household. Every man has a right to air and
light in his own house ; and therefore, if any thing of infec-

tious smell be laid near the house of another, or his lights be

stopped up and darkened by buildings, &c-, they are nuisances

punishable by our laws. 3 Inst. 231 : 1 Dan v. Abr. 173, But
for a prospect, which is only matter of delight, no action

will lie for its being stopped, 9 Rep- 58. See tits. Lights,

Nuisance.

The dwelling-house of every man is as his castle ; there-

fore, if thieves come to a man's house to rob or kill him, and

the owner or his servant kill the thieves in defending him and

his house, that is not felony, nor shall he forfeit any thing,

2 Insi. 31 6. See tit. Homicide. A man ought to use his

own house so as not to damnify his neighbour ; and one may
compel another to repair his house, in several cases, by the writ

de domo reparanda, 1 Salt. Rep. 360. Doors of a house

may not he broken open on arrests, unless it be fur treason, or

felony, &c. H. P. C. 137 : Phwd. 5 : 5 Rep. $i. See tit.

Arrest.

Several things have been resolved on the subject, as to the

protection a man's house affords him, as, 1. That every man'*

house is as his castle, as well to defend him against injuries

as for his repose. 2, Upon recovery in any real action or

ejectment, the sheriff may break the house and deliver seisin,

&e., to the plaintiff, the writ being habere facias seisinmn or

possessionem; and, after judgment, it is not the house of the

defendant in right and judgment of law. 3. Jn all cases,

where the king is party, the sheriff (if no door be open) may
break the party's house to take him, or to execute other pro-

cess of the king, if he cannot otherwise enter; but he ought

first to signify the cause of his coming, and request the door

to be opened; and this appears by the stat. Westm. 1. c. 17m

which is only in affirmance of the common law ; and, without

default in the owner, the law will not suffer a house to be

broken. 4. In all cases, when the door is open, the sheriff may
enter and make execution at the suit of any subject, either of

body or goods; but otherwise, wdiere the door is shut, there

he cannot break it to execute process at the suit of a subject,

5. Though a house is a castle for the owner himself and his

family, and his own goods, &c, yet it is no protection for a

stranger flying thither, or the goods of such a one, to prevent

lawful execution; and therefore, in such case, after request to

enter, and denial, the sheriff may break the house- 5 Rep.

91. a. to 93, a.

From the particular and tender regard which the law of

England has to a man's house, arises in part the animadver-

sion of the law upon eaves-droppers, nuisancers, and incendi-

aries; and to this principle it must be assigned that a man

may assemble people together lawfully (at least, if they do not

exceed eleven), without danger of raising a riot, rout, or

unlawful assembly, in order to protect and defend his house,

which he is not permitted to do in any other case. 4 Comm.

c. 19. p. 223. cites 1 Hal. P. C. 547.

Commissioners of bankruptcy cannot break open a house to

search for the bankrupt's goods, unless it be the house of the

bankrupt. 2 Show. 247.

The hundred was formerly liable to damages by the burning

of houses under the 9 G. I. c. 22. § 7 ; but that statute has

been repealed by the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 31., which only extends

to cases where houses are riotously demolished by tumultuous
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assemblages. See tit. Hundred. As to the cases in which

officers may break open a house to execute legal process, see

tits. Arrest, Constable, Execution, Homicide, §c. ; and as to

felonies in or relative to houses* see Arson, Burglary, Felony,

Larceny, Riot, Robbery, $c,

HOUSEHOLD and HAYBOLD. Seem to signify house-

bote and hedgebote, in Man. Angl. 2 par. jbl. 633: Cornell,

edit. 1727.

HOUSEBOTE. A compound of house and botey 2, e. com-

jyensatio; signifies estovers, or an allowance of necessary tim-

ber out of the lord's wood, for the repairing and support of a

house or tenement. And this belongs of common right to any

lessee for years or for life ; but if he take more than is need-

ful, he may be punished by an action of waste. " Housebote

(says Co. on Lit. foL 41.) is two-fold; viz, Esloveriam tvdijl-

candi et ardendi. Cornell" See tits. Bote, Estovers, Common
of Eslover.

HOUSE-BREAKING, or HOUSE-ROBBING. See tits.

Burglary, Dwelling-house. Larceny, Bobbery.

HOUSE-BURNING. See Arson, Burning.

HOUSE of CORRECTION. The house of correction is

chiefly for the punishing of idle and disorderly persons, parents

of bastard children, beggars, servants running away, tres-

passers, rogues, vagabonds, &c. Poor persons refusing to work

are to be there whipped, and set to work and labour ; and any

person who lives extravagantly, having no visible estate to

support him, may be sent to the house of correction, and set

at work there, and may be continued there until he gives the

justice satisfaction in respect to his living; but not to be

whipped. A person ought to be convicted of vagrancy, &c,
before he is ordered to be whipped. 2 BulsL 351 : Sid. 281.

Bridewell is a prison for correction in London, and one may
be sent thither. Style, 57-

By 4 G. 4. c. 64. the former statutes relating to gaols and
houses of correction are repealed, and new provisions made for

their regulation. See tit. Gaol.

HOUSE DOVE. See tit. Pigeon.

HOUSEL. See tit. Hostice.

HOUSEHOLDER, pater-familias.~\ The occupier of a

house, a house-keeper, or master of a family.

Under the Reform Act, persons inhabiting houses of the

value of 10/, per annum, and properly registered, are now
entitled to vote in the election of members of parliament for

boroughs. See tit. Parliament.

HREDIGE. Readily, or quickly. Leg. Adelstan. c. 16.

From the Sax. hredinge, i. e, brevi, in a short time. Cowell.

HUDEGELD. See Ilidseld.

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY. An exclusive trade to

a part of America was granted in l6l0, by Charles II. to the

Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading to

Hudson's Bay. They were to have the sole trade and com-
merce of and to all the seas, bays, straits, creeks, lakes, rivers,

and sounds, in whatsoever latitude, that lie within the entrance

of the strait commonly called Hudson's Straits; together

with all the lands, countries, and territories upon the coasts of

such seas, bays, and straits, which were then possessed by
any English subject, or the subjects of any other christian

state
, together with the fishing of all sorts of fish ; of whales,

sturgeon, and all other royal fish, together with the royalty of

the sea. But this extensive charter has not received any par-

liamentary confirmation or sanction. Reeve's Law of Shipping.

See this Diet, tit. Navigation Act*

HUE AND CRY.

Hutesiuju et Clamor; from two French words huer and

crier, both signifying to shout or cry aloud/] Manwood, in his

Forest Law, cap. 1 9, num. 11. saith, that hue in Latin, est vox

dekntis, as signifying the complaint of the party, and cry is

the pursuit of the felon upon the highway upon that complaint

;

for if the party robbed, or any in the company of one robbed
|

or murdered, come to the constable of the next town, and desire
him to raise the hue and cry, that is, make the complaint
known, and follow the pursuit after the offender, describing

!

the party, and showing as near as he can which way he went;
the constable ought forthwith to call upon the parish for aid in

seeking the felon, and if he be not found there, then to give
the next constable notice, and the next, until the offender be
apprehended, or at least until he he thus pursued unto the sea

side. Of this see Bracton, lib. 3. tract. 2. cap. 5 : Smith de Rep.
Anglor. lib. 2. cap. 20. and the stat. of Winchester, 13 Ed, 1

:

28 Ed. 3. 1 ! ; 27 Eliz. 13.

The Normans had such pursuit with a cry after offenders,

winch they called clamor de haro. See Grand Customary,
cap. 54. And it may probably lie derived from hurrior, fia-
gitare. Hue is used alone in stat. 4 Ed* 1. si. 2. In the

ancient records this is called hurtesium et clamor. See 2 Inst.

>/• H2.
But the clamor de haro was not a pursuit after offenders, but

a challenge of any thing to be his own after this manner, viz*

He who demanded the thing did with a loud voice, before

many witnesses, affirm it to be his proper goods, and demanded
restitution. This the Scotch call httesium ; and Skene saith it

is reduced from the French, oyer, i. e, audire for rather oyez),

being a cry used before a proclamation. The manner of their

hue and cry he thus described ; if a robbery be done, a horn is

blown, and an out-cry made, after which, if the party fiee

away, and doth not yield himself to the king's bailiff ', he may
lawfully be slain, and hanged upon the next gallows. See
Skene in v, Hutesiion.

In Rot. Clans. 30 H. 3. m. 5. we find a command to the

king's treasurer to take the city of London into the king's

hands, because the citizens did not, secundum legem et cansuc-

tudinem Regni, raise the hue and cry for the death of Guidode
Aretto and others who were slain. Cowell.

Hue and cry is also defined the pursuit of an offender from

town to town, till he be taken; which all that are present

when a felony is committed, or a dangerous wound given, are

by the common law, as well as by the statute, bound to raise

against the offenders who escape, on pain of fine and imprison-

ment. 3 InsU 116", 117: 2 Inst. 1 72 : Dalt. Justice, cap. 28.

109 : Eitz. Coron. 395 : Cro. Eliz. 6'54.

The raising of hue and cry is enjoined by the common law,

whieh may be called a raising of it at the suit of the king, as

well by several acts of parliament, whieh may be called a

raising of it at the suit of a private person. 3 New Ab, 61.

Hue and cry, says Blackstone, is the old common law pro-

cess, of pursuing, with horn and with voice, all felons and
such as have dangerously wounded another. Bract I 3. tr. 2.

b. 1. § 1 : Mirr. c. 2. §6.
The levying of hue and cry is enjoined by several acts of

parliament ; and to this purpose it is enacted by stat. Westm. J.

3 Ed. c. 9. f£ that all be ready and apparelled at the summons
of the sheriff, to pursue and arrest felons/*

Though some imagined that hue and cry was grounded on

this statute; yet Lord Coke says, that it was used long before,

as appears even by this statute, which, instead of introducing a

new law, enforces obedience to that which was founded on the

ancient laws of the realm. 2 Inst. 171.

By the statute of 4 Ed. 1. De officio coronatoris, hue and

cry shall be levied for all murders, burglaries, men slain, or in

peril to be slain, as otherwhere is used in England
;
and all

shall follow the hue and steps as near as they can.

The statute of Winchester, 13 E. 1. cc. 1. 4. directed that

" every county shall be so well kept, that immediately upon

robberies and felonies committed, fresh suit shall be made from

town to town, and from county to county ; and that hue and

cry shall be raised upon the felons, and they that keep the

town shall follow with hue and cry, with all the town, and the

towns near ; and so hue and cry shall be made from town to

town, until they be taken and delivered to the sheriff." And

that such hue and cry might more effectually be made, the

4 q 2
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hundred was bound by the same statute, c, 3. to answer for all
j

robberies therein committed, unless they took the felon: and
this was the foundation of an action against flie hundred m
case of any loss by robbery,

This statute of IVinton, as to the mode of enforcing the

remedy against the hundred, and the manner in which the hue
and cry was to be made, was amended by several acts, viz.

28 Ed. 3. c. 11 : 27 Eliz. c.lS: 8 G. 2. c. 16: 22 G. 2- c. 24;
c. 46. § 34 ; all of which, together with that statute, were
repealed by the 7 and 8 G. 4. c. 27*

By the 7 and 8 G, 4. c. 31. " for consolidating and amending
the laws in England relating to remedies against the hundred"
compensation may be recovered from the hundred in cases of

the destruction or damage of churches, chapels, houses, ware-

houses, &c. " by persona riotously and tumultuously assembled

together," but no remedy whatever is given in case of robbery

;

neither does it contain any enactment with respect to hue and
cry, which is, therefore, left to depend on the regulations of the

common law* See tit. Hundred,
The whole vill or district is still in strictness liable to be

amerced, according to the law of Alfred, if any felony be com-
mitted therein and the felon escapes. Hue and cry may be

raised either by precept of a j ustice of the peace, or by a peace-

officer, or by any private man that knows of a felony. 2 Hal,

P. C. 100- 104, But if a man wantonly or maliciously raises

an hue and cry, without cause, he shall be severely punished as

a disturber of the public peace. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 12. § 5.

As to hue and cry at common law, it seems to be clearly

agreed, that a private person who hath been robbed, or who
knows that a felony hath been committed, is not only autho-

rized to levy hue and cry, but is also bound to do it under pain

of fine and imprisonment 2 Inst. 1/2: 3 Inst, 116: 1 HaL
Hist. IK a 4fi k
From hence it follows, that although it is a good course, as

Lord Hale says, to have precept or a warrant from a justice of

peace for raising hue and cry, yet it is neither of absolute

necessity, nor sometimes convenient, for the felons may escape

before the justice can be found; also hue and cry was part of

the law before the stat. 1 Ed. 3. cap. 16. which first instituted

justices of the peace. 2 Hale, II. P. C. 99*
Jt is incumbent upon constables to pursue hue and cry when

called upon, and they are severely punishable if they neglect it

;

and it prevents many inconveniences if they be there ; for it

gives a greater authority to their pursuit, and enables the pur-

suant, in his assistance, to plead the general issue upon the

stats. 7 Jac. 1. cap. 5; 21 Jac. I. cap. 12, without being driven

to special pleading; therefore, to prevent inconveniences which
may happen by unruliness, it is most advisable that the con-

stable be called ; yet upon a robbery, or other felony com-
mitted j hue and cry may be raised by the country in the

absence of the constable ; and in this there is no inconveniency,

for if hue and cry be raised without cause, they that raise it

are punishable by fine and imprisonment, 2 HaL Hist. P. C.

99> 100.

The regular method of levying hue and cry is for the party

to go to the constable of the next town, and declare the fact,

and describe the oiiender, and the way he is gone
;
whereupon

the constable ought immediately, whether it be night or day,

to raise his own town, and make search for the offender ; and
upon the not finding him, to send the like notice, with the
utmost expedition, to the constables of all the neighbouring
towns, who ought in like manner to search for the offender,

and also to give notice to their neighbouring constables, and
they to the next, till the offender be found. 3 hist. 116: Dalt.
Justice, cap. 28: Cromp. 178: 2 Hawk. P. C. 75,

The constable is not only to make search in his own vill,

but also to raise all the neighbouring vills, who are all to pur-
sue the hue and cry with horsemen as well as footmen (but
pursuit by horsemen seems to have been first enjoined by the
27 Eliz. c. 13. § 10. and not to be requisite at common law),

until the offender be taken. 2 Hal Hist, P. C. 101. In case

of hue and cry once raised and levied upon supposal of a felony
committed, though in truth there was no felony committed,
yet those who pursue hue and cry may arrest and proceed as if

a felony had been already committed/ 2 HaL Hist. P. C. 101 ;

5 II. 5. a : 21 II. 7, 28, a. per Rede : 2 Ed. 4. S, 9 : 20 Ed. 3
39 : 2 Inst. 173 : 2 Hal. Hist. P. C. 102.

If hue and cry be raised against a person certain for felony,

though possibly he is innocent, yet the constables, and those
who follow the hue and cry, may arrest and imprison him in

the common ^aol, or carrv him to a justice of the peace. 2 Hal
Hist. P. C. 102.

If the person pursued by hue and cry be in a house, and the
doors are shut, and refused to be opened by command of the
constable, and notice given of his business, he mav break open
the doors ; and this lie may do in any ease where he may arrest,

though it be only on suspicion of felony, for it is for the king
and commonwealth, and therefore a virtual non omitias is in

the case ; and the same la\v is upon a dangerous wound given,

and hue and cry levied upon the offender. 7 Ed. 3. lb", b:

2 Hal. Hist. P. C, 102. See tit. Constable.

It seems in this case, that if he cannot be otherwise taken,

he may be killed, and the necessity excuseth the constable*

1 Hal. Hist. P. C. 102. See tit. Homicide.

Upon hue and cry levied against any person, or where any
hue and cry comes to a constable, whether the person be cer-

tain or uncertain, the constable may search in suspected places

within his vill, for the apprehending of the felons. Dalt, cap.

28 : 2Ed,4r.8.b: Cromp. de Pace, ITS : 3 Hal, Hist. P. C
103. See tit. Constable.

But though he may search suspected places or houses, yet

his entry must be by open doors, for he cannot break open

doors barely to search* unless the person against whom the hue

and cry is levied be there, and then it is true he may ; there*

fore, in case of such a search, the breaking open the door is at

his peril, ^.justifiable if he be there; but it must be always

remembered, that in case of breaking open a door, there must

be first a notice given to them within, of his business, and a

demand of entrance, and a refusal, before doors can be broken.

2 Hal Hist. P. C. 103. See tit. Constable.

If the hue and cry be not against a person certain, but by

the description of his stature, person, clothes, horse, &e., the

hue and cry doth justify the constable, or other person follow*

ing it, in apprehending the person so described, whether inno-

cent or guilty, for that is his warrant ; it is a kind ef process

that the Jaw allows (not usual In other cases), viz. to arrest a

person by description. 2 Hal, Hist. P. C, 103.

But if the hue and cry be upon a robbery, burglary, man-
slaughter, or other felony committed, but the person that did

the fact is neither known nor described by person, clothes, or

the like ; yet such a hue and cry is good as hath been said, and

must be pursued, though no person certain be named or de-

scribed. 2 Hal. Hist. P. C, 103.

And therefore in this case all that can be done is, for those

who pursue the hue and cry, to take such persons as they have

probable cause to suspect ; as for instance, such persons as are

vagrants, that cannot give an account where they live, whence

they are, or such suspicious persons as come late into their

inn or lodgings, and give no reasonable account where they

had been, and the like. 2 Ed, 4. 8. b : 2 HaL Hist. P. C. 103.

There can be no doubt but that by the common law (as

also by the several statutes which enjoin it), they who
neglect to levy hue and cry (whether officers of justice or

others), or who neglect to pursue it when rightly levied, are

punishable by indictment, and may be fined and imprisoned for

such neglect. 2 HaL Hist. P. C. 104.

HUERS. See Corniers.

HUISSERIUM. A ship used to transport horses; derived,

as some will have it, from the Fr. huis } i. e. a door; because,

when the horses are put on shipboard, the doors or hatches are

shut upon them, to keep out the water. Brampton, Anno

1 1 90, These ships have been termed Uffers,
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HL'ISSIER* An usher of a court, or in the king's palace,

&c. Sec Usher.

HULKA. A hulk or small vessel. Waking.
Hl'LKS. For felons. See tit. Transportation.

HULL. A restraint of exactions taken there. Slat. 27 H. 8.

c, 3. Their duties on salt fish and herrings restored. Slot*

S3 H. 8. c. 33 : 5 Eliz. c. 5. § 3. The customer of Hull to

have a deputy resident at York. Stat. 1 Eliz. c. 11. § 8. For
erecting workhouses and maintaining the poor at Hull, sec

stats. 15 G. L c. 10 : 2S G. 2. c. 27. See this Diet, tits. Fish,

Navigation Acts.

HULLUS. A hill.

—

In hullis et holmis, i. e. in hills and
dales, Mon. AngL torn. 2. p. 2 92.

HCMAGIUM. A moist place. Mm. AngL 1 par./. 028*0*
HUMBEU, (river) in Yorkshire, fish-guards and piles, &c.

to be removed. Stat. 23 H. S. c. 18. See tit. Fish.

HUNDRED.

Hundredum, cenluria.2 A part or division of a shire ; so

called, either because of old each hundred found 100 fidejussors

of the king's peace, or a hundred able men for his wars. But
more probably it is so called, because it was composed of a

hundred families. It is true, Brampton tells us, that a hundred
contains centum villus ; and Giraklus Cambrensis writes, that

the Isle of Man had 343 villas. But in these places the word
j

villa must be taken for a country family ; for it cannot mean a
village, because there are not above forty villages in that

island. So where Lambard says, that a hundred is so called,

a numero centum hominum, it must be understood of a hundred
men who are heads or chiefs of so many families.

The word hundredum is sometimes taken for an immunity
or privilege, whereby a man is quit of money or customs due
to the hundreds, Cornell.

Hundreds were first ordained by King Alfred, King of

the West Saxons: Lambard verbo Centuria. This dividing

counties into hundreds, for better government, King Alfred

brought from Germany : for there cenla, or cenlena, is a juris-

diction over a hundred towns. See 1 Comm. 115: Inlrod,

§ 4.

In ancient times, it was ordained for the more sure keeping

of the peace, that all free-born men should cast themselves into

several companies by ten in each company ; and that every of

these ten men should be surety and pledge for the forthcoming

of his fellows. For which cause these companies in some
places were called titkings ; and as ten times ten makes a hun-
dred, so because it was also appointed that ten of these tithings

ahould at certain times meet together for matters of greater

weight, therefore that general assembly was called a hundred.

Lamb. Const.

The hundred is governed by a high constable or bailiff; and
formerly there was regularly held in it the hundred court for

the trial of causes, though now fallen into disuse. In some of

the more northern counties these hundreds are called wapen-
takes. 1 Comm. Inlrod. § 4. p. 1 1 5 : and see 4 Comm. c. 33.

This is the original of hundreds, which still retain the name,
but the jurisdiction is devolved to the county court, some few
excepted, which have been by privilege annexed to the crown,
or granted to some great subject, and so remain still in the

nature of a franchise. This has been ever since the 14 Ed. 3.

si. 1. c. J), whereby these hundred courts, formerly farmed out

by the sheriff to other men, were all, or the most part, reduced
to the county-court, and so remain at present.

But now, by hundred-courts we understand several fran-

chises, wherein the sheriff has nothing to do by his ordinary

authority, except they of the hundred refuse to do their office.

See West, part 1 : Symbol, lib. 2, § 228. Ad hundredum pout

Pascha, et ad prozimum hundredum post jestam St. Mich. :

Mon. AngL 2 par./. 293. a.

A hundred is to have jurisdiction or power to administer

J justice m 100 vills, or of 100 men, or of 100 parishes. Br.
Court Baron, pt. 8. cites 8 //. 7. % par Rede.
Every ward in London is a hundred in a county, and every

parish in London is a vill in a hundred. 9 Rep. 66. b.

I Hundreds were either parcel of the counties, and there the

I

sheriffs did constitute bailiffs, (viz. those hundreds which were
anciently parcel of the farm of the sheriffs, that the statute

j

2 Ed. 3.c. 12. speaks of;) or else they were such as were
granted out, which the lord of the hundred sometimes held at
farm, and sometimes in fee, called hundreds in fee, liberties of
hundreds, franchises of hundreds. Vent. 405.

In the time of King Alfred the kingdom was in gross, and
then divided into counties and hundreds, and all persons then
came within one hundred or other ,* and then the king's rela-

tions had the government of them, and therefore they were
called consanguinei (cousins) ; and so are the earls [comitcs)

lord lieutenants styled at this day ; but when the office became
troublesome, there were ordained mcecomiies (sheriffs), which
name remains to this day, and the others continue to be called

consanguinei, but have no power in the county, having only
the honorary name of earls or comiles of such or such a county,
&c. For the better government of these counties, the vice-

comitcs had two courts ; but out of those the king granted
petty leets and courts baron ; but the tourn of the sheriff had
yet a superintendant power, they being derived out of the
sheriff's tourn. See Dyer, 13.

The king afterwards granted away some hundreds in fee-

simple, and some franchises, and the last excluded the king
utterly, but the hundreds granted in fee were not wholly
exempt- On this arose some confusion, and the parliament
hereon took notice, that the execution of justice wras by this

much interrupted, and therefore came the statute of Line,

i) Ed. 2. st. 2. that sheriffs should he sufficient persons, and have
lands in the county, and so be able to answer both the king
and county, and that bailiffs and farmers of hundreds should
be sufficient men. And at this time hundreds were gran table

for years.

Then came the statute of 2 Ed. 3. cc. 4. 5. that sheriffs

should continue but for one year. But this took not away the

whole inconvenience : for the crown still granted away baili-

wit ks and hundreds, for lives, at rents at such excessive dear
rates, that made them endeavour to make up their money by
unlawful means; and therefore came the statutes 2 Ed. 3,c. 12:

11 Ed. 3. c. <). By the first it was enacted, that all hundreds
and wapentakes granted by the king shall be annexed to the

county, and not severed. And by the other statute, that all

should be annexed, and the sheriff should Lave power to put

in bailiffs, for which he will answer, and no more should be

granted for the future ; and one reason of this was, because

the king granted away hundreds, and abated not the sheriff s

farm. 2 Show. 1)8. 9ft

Under the old statutes the hundred was liable to make com-
pensation not only in cases of robbery, but of maiming cattle,

burning stacks, destroying trees, &c. These acts, however,

have all been repealed by the 7 and 8 G. 4>. c. 31. and the res-

ponsibility of the hundred is now restricted to damage occa-

sioned to the property specified in the second section by riotous

and tumultuous assemblages.

By § 2. if any church or chapel, or any dissenting chapel,

duly registered or recorded, or any house, stable, coach-house,

outhouse, warehouse, office, shop, mill, malt-house, hop-oast,

barn, or granary, or any building or erection used in carrying

on any trade or manufacture, or branch thereof, or any ma-

chinery, whether fixed or moveable, prepared for or employed

in any manufacture, or in any branch thereof, or any steam

engine or other engine for sinking, draining, or working any

mine, or any stailh, building, or erection used in conducting

the business of any mine, or any bridge, waggonway, or trunk

for conveying minerals from any mine, shall be feloniously

demolished or destroyed, wholly or in part, by any persons
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riotously and tumultuous!y assembled together, in every such

case the inhabitants of the hundred, wapentake, ward, or

other district in the nature of a hundred, in which any of the

said offences shall be committed, shall yield full compensation

to the persons damnified, not only for the damage done to any

of the subjects before enumerated, but also for any damage at

the same time done to any fixture, furniture, or goods, in such

buildings or erections.

Where the owner of certain stacks of hay and corn ma-
liciously set on fire received the amount of his loss from an

insurance office, it was held, that he might nevertheless main-
tain an action against the hundred, under the repealed statute

of the 9 G. 1. c. 22. 2 B. $ C. 254.

And it was determined that the owner of a building in-

tended for a dwelling, but unfinished, could not recover against

the hundred under that statute, because such a building was
neither "a house, barn, or outhouse," within the meaning of

the act. 8 B. C. 46 1.

It was also decided that a reversioner might sustain an

action against the hundred under the same statute, which gave

a remedy to " all and every person or persons for the damages
they shall have sustained " 9 B. $ C. 134.

§ 3. No action or summary proceeding shall be maintainable

by virtue of the act, unless the persons damnified, or such of

them as shall have knowledge of the circumstances of the

offence, or the servant or servants who had the care of the

property damaged, shall within seven days after the commission

of the offence go before some justice of the peace residing

near, and having jurisdiction over the place where the offence

shall have been committed, and state upon oath before such

justice the names of the offenders, if known, and shall submit

to the examination of such justice touching the circumstances

of the offence, and become bound by recognizance before him
to prosecute the offenders when apprehended : and no person

shall bring any such action unless he commence the same
writhin three calendar months after the commission of the

offence.

The servants mentioned in the above section do not mean
all the servants who have the care of particular portions of

the property in a house or manufactory, but only those who
represent the master in his absence, and have the general care

and superintendence of his property. A swearing to a depo-

sition previously drawn up is a sufficient submitting to examin-
ation. 3 B. $Ad. 55Q,

§ 4. The process in the action against the hundred is to be

served on the high constable, who shall within seven days give

notice thereof to two justices residing in or acting for the

hundred, and may defend, or let judgment go by default, as

advised.

§ 5. renders inhabitants of the hundred competent wit-

nesses.

§ (h If plaintiff recovers, the sheriff, on receipt of the writ

of execution, shall make out a warrant directing the treasurer

of the county to pay the amount ; who is also, by § 7* to re-

imburse the high constable for his expences in defending the

action, &c. And for this purpose the justices at the next

quarter sessions may direct the money so paid to be raised in

the hundred over and above the general county rate.

§ 8. No person shall commence any action against the

hundred where the damage shall not exceed 30/. but the

party damnified shall, within seven (lavs, give a notice in

writing for his claim for compensation, according to the form

in the schedule annexed to the act, to the high constable, who
shall, within seven days after the receipt of the notice, exhibit

the same to some two justices residing in or acting for such

hundred, and they shall appoint a special petty session of all

the justices acting for such hundred, to be holden within not

less than twenty, nor more than thirty, days next after the

exhibition of such notice, for the purpose of determining the

claim. The high constable shall, within three days after such

appointment, give notice in writing to the claimant, of the
day and hour and place appointed for holding such pettv
session, and within ten days give the like notice to all the
justices. The claimant is also required to cause a notice hi
writing, in the form in the schedule annexed to the act, to be
placed on the church or chapel door, or other conspicuous part

of the parish or place in which such damage shall have been
sustained, on two Sundays preceding the day of holding such

petty session*

By § 9. such cases to be settled by the justices at a special

petty sessions, who may make an order for the amount of the

compensation and costs on the county treasurer.

§ 10. If any high constable shall refuse or neglect to give

such notice as is required in the eases aforesaid, the party dam-
nified may sue him for the damage sustained in an action on
the case, together with costs.

§ ] 1 , Every action or summary claim to recover compensa-

tion for damage caused to any church or chapel, shall be

brought in the name of the rector, vicar, or curate of such

church or chapel, or if none, in the names of the church or

chapelwardens, if there be any such, and if not, in the name
or names of any one or more of the persons in whom the pro-

perty of such chapel may be vested ; and the amount reco-

vered in any such case shall be applied in the rebuilding or

repairing such church or chapel ; and in case of damage to

property belonging to a corporation, such body may recover

compensation against the hundred in the same manner as any

person damnified ; and the conditions required to be per-

formed by any person damnified may, in the case of a body

corporate, be performed by any officer of such body.

§ 12. Where the damage is committed in any county of a

city, &c, or in any liberty, &c. which is not within any hun-

dred, or does not contribute to the county rate, such county,

liberty, &c. shall be liable like the hundred.

HUNDRED-COURT. Is only a larger court-baron, being

held for all the inhabitants of a particular hundred instead

of a manor. The free suitors are here the judges, and the

steward the register, as in the case of a court-baron. It is

not a court of record, and it resembles a court-baron in all

points, except that in point of territory it is of a greater

jurisdiction.

According to Blackstone, its institution was probably coeval

with that of hundreds themselves, introduced, though not

invented, by Alfred, being derived from the polity of the

ancient Germans. See 1 Comm. hitrod, § 4. and this Diet,

tits. County Court, Court Baron, Court Led, Constable, Hurt*

dred, S,e.

HUNDRED LAGH, from the Sax. laga, lex.] Is in

Saxon the hundred court, Man wood, par. 1. pag. 1.

HUNDREDO RS, hundredariir\ Persons serving on juries,

or fit to be impanelled thereon for trials, dwelling within the

hundred where the land in question lies, 35 H. 8. c. 6, (re-

pealed,) And default of hundredors was a challenge or excep-

tion to panels ofjurors for default of hundredors, &c. Writs of

venire facias for trial of any action in the courts at Westmin*

ster, shall be awarded of the body of the proper county where

the issue is triable. See tit. Jury, I. II.

Hondredor also signifies him that hath the jurisdiction of

the hundred, and is in some places applied to the bailiff of a

hundred. See 13 Ed. 1. c. 38 : 9 Ed. 2 : 2Ed.S: Horns
Mirror, lib. 1.

HUNDRED-PENNY. Was collected by the sheriff or

lord of the hundred, in oneris sui subsidium* Cambd. and see

Spehn. Glos. Fence of the hundred is mentioned in Domes-

day. And it is elsewhere called, hundredfek. Chart. K. Jok.

Eaid h) Episc* IIeref.

"HUNDR ED-SETENA. Dwellers or inhabitants of a hun-

dred. Charta Edgar Re*:. : Moil Angl. torn. 1. p. 16,

HUNGER. According to the present doctrine, hunger

will not justify stealing food, to relieve a present necessity ;
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1 Hal. P. C 54-; and the doctrine seems just, as (on con-

viction) a judge may respite and a king pardon, an advantage

which is wanting in many states; particularly those which are

demoeratical. The ancient doctrine, (that it would justify,)

if now in force, might open a door to many villanies. And,

in this commercial state, those who can labour need not fear

starving. Those that cannot, and who are poor, the laws have

made a provision for. See 4 Comm. 31.

HUNTING. See tits. Deer- Stealers, Game,.

In Scotland, by the common law, all men have a right and

privilege of the game on their own estate or property— the

only existing act, by which any limitation of that right can now
be enforced) is l6'2], e. 31., which requires the qualification of

a yl'iugh land (96* acres, or less if distinguished as a plough-

gate) in heritage or property. The regulations of certifi-

cates of such qualification is, however, extended to Scotland

(and Ireland). The person possessed of such qualification

may hunt on his own lands, or (by permission) on those of

his neighbours. But the practice in sheep countries, of far-

mers and their servants entering in hunting foxes, is con-

sidered as an act of necessary trespass, which the law regards

with favour. The time of killing game is regulated in Scot-

land by statute. By 13 G. 3. c. 54. ptarmigan are prohibited

from Dec. 10 to August 12; heath-fowl from Dec. 10 to

Aug. 20. By 3d G. 3. c\ 34. partridges are prohibited from

Feb. 1 to Sept. 1. Hares, rabbits, and deer, cannot be de-

stroyed in time of snow by several ancient acts : and there are

several also which prohibit stalkers, slaving deer, &e. The
burning of heath, or muir, is prohibited as prejudicial to the

game, from April 1 1 to Nov. 1 by stat. 13 G. 3. c. 54?
; § 3. of

which act punishes unqualified persons having game in their

possession, without the licence of a qualified person, by penal-

ties of 20*. &e. And see the 2 and 3 W. 4. c. 6'8. for the more
effectual prevention of trespasses upon property in Scotland by
persons in pursuit of game.
HURDLE. A sledge or hurdle used to draw traitors to

execution. See tit. Treason.

HURDEREFERST. A domestic, or one of the family,

from the Sax. hi/red ,jami lia, andfleest9Jirnius. Leg. H* c. 8.

HURRERS. The cappers and hat makers of London were
formerly one division of the haberdashers, called by this name.
Stows Sum. Loud. 312.

HURST, HYRST, HER ST, from the Sax. Hijrst, i. e. a

wood or grove of trees.] There are many places in Kent,
Sussex, and Hampshire, which begin and end with this syl-

lable ; and the reason may be, because the great wood called

Anderswould extended through those counties. Cornell.

Hurst Castle is so called because situated near the woods.
Hurslega is a woody place ; and probably from thence is de-
rived Rursletf, now Hurley, a village in Berkshire. CowelL
HURTARDUS, HURTTS. A ram or wether, a sheep.

Mow. AngL torn. 2. p. 666.
HUS and HANT. Words used in ancient pleadings.

Hl uricus P. captus per tjuerimoniam mcrcalorum FlandriiB et

wtprisonatus, offert Domino Regi Hus et Hant in plegio ad
Simulam recto, et ad respondendum predict is mercatoribus et

QtoftUuts aliis, qui versus earn loepd coinerin t : el diversi veniunt
qid mamtcapiunl quod didus Hen. P. per Hus et Hant veniet

ad suiiimonii'mnem Regis vel ConciUi sui in Curia Regis apud
Shephay, et quod stalit ibi recto, § c. PlaciL coram Concilia
Bom. Reg. Anno 27 H. 3: Rot. 9- See commune PUgium,
sicuf Johannes Doe et Richard us Roe. 4 Inst, 72,

HUSBAND and WIFE. See tit. Baron and Feme.
HUSBANDRY and HUSBANDMAN. There having

been great decay of husbandry and hospitality, it was enacted
by 39 Eliz. c. Lj now obsolete, that one half of the houses
decayed should be erected, and forty acres of arable land
faid to them, by the person, his heir, executor, Sac, who
suffered the decay : and they were to keep the houses and
lands in repair.

The decaying of houses of husbandry prohibited, 4 IL 7*

c. If) : 6 H.S.c.5: 7 H. 8. c. I : 27 H. 8. c. 22 : 2 and 3
Ph. <$ Ma. c. 1,2: 3Q EL c. L Wood not to be turned to tillage

or pasture. 3.5 IL 8. c. 17. § 2.— (Repealed by the 7 and 8
(1. I. c. 27.) Land to be re-converted to tillage. 5 and 6 Ed.
6. c. 5: 5 EL c. 2.— (Repealed by scat. 35 EL c. 7> § 20.)
Who may he compelled to serve in husbandry. 5 EL c. 4. § 7.

How husbandmen shall take apprentices.
'

5 EL c. 4. § 25.
See tits. Labourers, Apprentices. Arable land not to be con-
verted to pasture (39 El. c. 2.), but not to extend to Northum-
berland. 43 EL c> 9. § 32.

Such of the above statutes as are still unrepealed have long
been obsolete.

HUSBRKCE, from Sax. hus, a house, and brier, a break-
ing.]] Was that offence formerly which we now call barglart/.
Blount, See tit. Burglary*
HUSCARLE. A menial servant. It signifies properly a

stout man, or a domestic ; also the domestical gatherers of the
Danes* tributes were anciently called huscarlcs. The word is

often found in Domesday, where it is said the town of Dor-
chester paid to the use of huscarles or housecarles, one mark of
silver. 1)omesday.

HUSCANS, Fr. hauseau.~\ A sort of boot or buskin made
of coarse cloth, and worn over the stockings* mentioned in the

ancient stat. 4 Ed. 4. c. 7*

HUSFASTNE, Sax. hus, i. e. dontus et Jdfest t JLxus.~] He
that holdeth house and land. Bract, lib* 3. tract. 2. cap. 10.

See Heordfeste*

HUSGABLE, husgahlumr\ House-rent, or some tax or

tribute laid upon houses Mon. AngL torn. 3. p. 254.

HUSSELING-REOPLE. Communicants; from the Sax.

housel or hussel, which signifies the holy sacrament. See tit.

Hostuts.

HUSTINGS, hustingum, from the Sax. hustinge, i. e. con-
cilium or curing A court held before the lord mayor and
aldermen of London, and the principal and supreme court of

the City. Of the great antiquity of this court, we find

honourable mention made in the laws of king Edward the

Confessor: Debet etiam in London, quai est caput Regni et

Legum, semper Curia Domini Regis singulis septiman is die

lunw hustings sedere et teneri ; fundata enhn erat olirn et

wdificata ad instar, el ad modum et in mentoriam veteris Magnce
Trojw, el usque in hodiernum diem leges itjura et dignitatis, et

lihertates regiasque consueludines antitpue magnce Trojce
}

in se

con tinet : et consueludines suas una semper iueiolabilifate con-

servatur, §c.

Other cities and towns have also had a court of the same
name ; as Winchester, York, Lincoln, &c. Fleta, lib* 2. c. 55 :

4* Inst. 247: staL 10 Ed. 2. c. L See this Diet, tits. Court of
Hustings, London.

HUTESIUM et CLAMOR; HUE and CRY. See
that tit.

HUTrLAN, Taxes. Mon. AngL torn. 2. p. 586.

HYBERNAGIUM. The season for sowing winter corn

between Michaelmas and Christmas; as Tremagium is the

season for sowing the summer corn in the spring of the year.

These words were taken sometimes for the different seasons

;

other times for the different lands on which the several kinds

of grain were sowed ; and sometimes for the different corn

:

as hybernagium was applied to wheat and rye, which we still

call winter corn ; and tremagium to barley, oats, he. which
we term summer corn : these words are likewise written iber-

nagiitm and thornagium. Fleta, lib. 2. cap. 73. § 18.

HYDAGE. See Hidage.
HYDE of LAND, and HYDEGILD. See Hide*

HYPOTHECA. In the civil Jaw, was where the posses-

sion of the thing pledged remained with the debtor. Inst*

L 4. c. 6. § 7. See East, 2 Comm. 1 59. See tit. Bailment.

In the Scotch law it is synonymous with Lien. See that tit.

To hypothecate a ship, from the Lat. hypotheca, a pledge,

is to pawn the same for necessaries ; and a master may hypo-

thecate either ship or goods for relief when in distress at sea ;
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for he represents the traders as well as owners ; and in whose

hands soever a ship or goods hypothecated come, they are

liable. 1 Salk. 34: 2 Lil Abr. 195. Sec tits* Factor, Insur-

ance, IV., Merchant, Mortgage, Skip* fyc*

11 Yi n. A port or little haven to lade or unlade wares

at, as Queen-hyth, Lamb-hyth, &c. New Book of Entries,

fol 3. De tola medietate hythce sua* in, §c. cum libera t»-

ttmtn et exitu, fyc. Mon. Angl 2. par.foL 142. Also a
wharf, &c

i

IDIOTS AND

JBERNfAGIUM, hihernagium, ybcrnagium.'] Season for

sowing winter corn. Cart Anltq. MSS*
ICEN1. The ancient name for the people of Suffolk, Nor-

folk
,
Cambridgeshire, and Huntingdonshire.

ICII DIEN, from the German.J The motto belonging to

the arms of the Prince of Wales, signifying / serve. It was
formerly the motto of John, king of Bohemia, slain in the

battle of Crcssv, by Edward the Black Prince ; and taken

up by him to show his subjection to his father King Ed-

ward HI.
ICONA, iconia.'J A figure or representation of a thing.

Mat. Pans, 146: Roveden, G?0.

ICTUS ORBUS. A maim, bruise, or swelling
;
any hurt

without cutting the skin and shedding of blood, which was
called plaga : it is mentioned in Bracton, lib, 2. tract, 2. cap,

5 and 24 ; and in the laws of H. 1. c. 34.

IDENTITATE NOMINIS. An ancient, and now obso-

lete writ, that lay for one taken and arrested in any personal

action, and committed to prison for another man of the same

name; which writ was in nature of a commission to inquiic

whether he were the same person against whom the action

was brought ; and if not, then to discharge him. Reg, Orig.

194: F. NB. 267.

By 37 Ed, 3. c. 2. this writ is given for wrongfully seizing

lands or goods of a person outlawed, for want of a good declara-

tion of his surname ; and officers si 1 all take security, to answer

the value of what is seised, if the party cannot discharge it, on

pain of double damages. And this writ shall be maintainable

by executors, &c. by 9 H, 6. c. 4. Vide 3 Coin. Dig: 14 Vin,

Abr. tit. Jdentitate Nomiriis*

Where one person is by mistake arrested for another, the

person so arrested may maintain an action for false imprison-

ment, against the officer to recover damages, though lie sue

this writ for immediate relief from the imprisonment- See

tits. Arrest, False Imprisonment.

IDENTITY of PERSON. Where a person convicted of,

or outlawed for a criminal offence, being asked what he hath

to allege why execution should not be awarded against him,

pleads diversity of person, a jury shall be impannelled to try

this collateral issue, viz. the identity of the person. See 4 Comm.
3Q(): and this Diet. tits. Execution and Reprieve*

II)KS, idus.~] With the ancient Romans were eight days

in every month, so called ; being the eight days immediately

after the Nunes. In the months of March, May, July, and
October, these eight days begin at the eighth day of the

month, and continue to the fifteenth day : in other months
they begin at the sixth day, and last to the thirteenth. But
it is observable, that only the last day is called Ides, the first

of these days is the eighth Ides, the second day the seventh,

the third the sixth, i.e. the eighth, seventh, or sixth day before

the Ides, and so it is of the rest of the days : wherefore when
we speak of the Ides of any month in general, it is to be taken

for the fifteenth or thirteenth of the month mentioned. See
tit. Calends.

IDIOTS AND LUNATICS.

The law relating to persons labouring under the infirmities

LUNATICS.

of idiocy and lunacy, being in many respects the same, and in
all cases depending on similar reasoning, is here reduced to one
head : under which we may consider

—

L Of the Prerogative of the Crown, and the Jurisdiction

of the Court of Chancery.
II. Of the Distinction between Idiots and Lunatics*

III. In what Manner Persons are found to be Idiots or

Lunatics.

IV. Of appointing Com mittees ; their Power and Duties.

V. Of the Civil Rights and Acts of Persons of Unsound
Mind.

VI. Of their Responsibility for Crimes.
VII. Of the Treatment of Insane Persons.

I. 1. Of the Prerogative of the Crown.—As the king
} being

parens patrim, hath the protection of all his subjects, so is he
in a more peculiar manner to take care of all those who, by
reason of their imbecility and want of understanding, are inca-

pable of taking care of themselves; this, in some books, is

called a prerogative in the crown, and in others a regimn minus,
or duty which the king owes to his subjects in return for their

subjection and allegiance to him. Staund. Prwrog. cap. jj.

fol. 33: 2 Inst. 14: 4 Co. J26\ a. : Dyer, 25.

The custody of an idiot and his lands was formerly vested

in the lord of the fee. Flvi. L I* c. IL § 10. And therefore

still, by special custom in some manors, the lord shall have the

ordering of idiot and lunatic copyholders. Dy. 302 : Huit. 17:

Nay, 27* But by reason of the manifold abuses of this power
by subjects, it was at last provided by common consent, that

it should be given to the king as the general conservator of

his people, in order to prevent the idiot from wasting his

estate, and reducing himself and his heirs to poverty and dis-

tress. F. N. B. 232. This fiscal prerogative of the king is

declared in parliament by the 17 Ed. 2. c. 9. which directs, in

affirmance of the common law, that the king shall have ward

of the lands of natural foots, taking the profits without waste

or destruction, and shall find them necessaries; and after the

death of such idiots, he shall render the estate to the heirs;

in order to prevent such idiots from aliening their lands, and

their heirs from being disinherited. 4 Rep. 126.

Lord Coke in 4 Co. Beverley's case, says, that this preroga-

tive was by the common law, and that the statute de pmro-
gativd Regis, 17 Ed. 2. c. Q. above mentioned, is only declara-'

tive thereof. 2 Inst. 14: 4 Co. 126".

The king, after a person has been found an idiot, by office is

entitled to the custody of the body of such idiot, and of his

lands and goods during his life, and as well of those lands and

other hereditaments which he takes by purchase as by descent;

but the freehold of them remains in the idiot, notwithstanding

the right of the crown to their eustody. 4 Rep. 126:

Staundf 34. 36'. For although the statutes respecting idiots

and lunatics (17 Ed. 2. c. 9, 10.), refer only to the lauds of the

idiot or lunatic, yet it seems that the prerogative extends to the

custody of his person, goods, and chattels. ±Rep. 126: F. N. B.

232. But if an idiot has not the possession of lands or goods, but

only a title of entry, or right of action, the king cannot enter


